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Preface 

he basic purpose of this book is to teach machinery and power system princi- 

ples at a level suitable to the one-semester or two-quarter junior-level survey 

course found in many electrical engineering programs. It retains the core top- 
ics from my Electric Machinery Fundamentals,! and adds material on transmission 
lines, power system representation, power-flow studies, and fault analysis. 

Many electrical engineering programs traditionally offered a two-semester se- 

quence covering electrical machinery and power systems, with one semester devoted 

to machines and one to power systems. Unfortunately, the pressure in recent years to 

cram more and more into the EE curriculum has caused this sequence to be scaled 

back to a shorter survey course at many schools. This shorter course attempts to 

select specific topics from the machinery/power spectrum, and to give students the 

“flavor” of the field. Its content varies widely from school to school, which means 

that a text intended for the course must include far more material than can be 

covered, structured so that the topics can be chosen on an a /a carte basis. This text 

is intended to fulfil that requirement. 

Another problem with traditional power books is that they have tended to be 

heavily dominated by “how to” recipes, at the expense of explaining basic principles. 

For example, most power system textbooks devote one or two entire chapters to cal- 

culating the series inductance and shunt capacitance of transmission lines for differ- 

ent geometries. In the real world, though, very few engineers ever do this. Instead, 

they look up the per-mile characteristics of transmission lines in prepared lookup ta- 

bles. In contrast, this book derives transmission line inductance and capacitance for 

one simple case, and uses those equations to describe the physical principles that op- 

erate on all transmission lines. It then concentrates on how to use the transmission 

line values, without spending the two chapters on how to calculate them. 

Another example occurs with the bus admittance matrix Y,,, and the bus im- 

pedance matrix Z,,, of a power system. Traditional power texts teach a number of 

ways to build Yj,,, and Z,,,, often taking up most of two chapters with this material. 

This book teaches a single way to derive Y,,,, and calculates Z,,, as the inverse of 

Y,,,, using MATLAB. This is not the most efficient way to perform the calculation for 

systems of 1000 busses, but it works well for any power system that could be rea- 

sonably included in a classroom exercise. The time saved by not doing all the differ- 

ent versions of the calculations is spent on actually using Yj, and Z,,, to solve 

power-flow and fault current problems. This is consistent with the way most engi- 

neers actually work, since the mechanics of building Y,,,, and Z,,, are usually buried 

'Electric Machinery Fundamentals, third edition, by Stephen J. Chapman, McGraw-Hill, 1999 

xvii 



xviii Preface 

inside commercial power system software packages, and the engineers concentrate 

on the power-flow and fault current calculations that result. 

Another example occurs with power-flow calculations. Most books spend a 

great deal of time introducing the details of network representations with special 

components such as tap-changing or phase-shifting transformers. They introduce 

multiple techniques to solve the resulting systems of equations: Gauss-Seidel itera- 

tion and Newton-Raphson iteration. They also tend to include only partial examples 

because the complete calculations are just too difficult and time-consuming to do by 

hand. This book introduces only the simplest solution technique: Gauss-Seidel itera- 

tion. By using MATLAB, the examples can be complete solutions, because the math- 

ematics is no longer tedious. In addition, the book introduces a functional MATLAB 

power-flow analysis program, which the students can use to solve significant power- 

flow problems and learn about system behavior. The end of chapter problems then 

support “What if?” exercises. For example, one problem examines the effect of ca- 

pacitors on voltage and current levels in lines. Other problems examine the steady- 

state effects of adding or removing transmission lines from a power system. 

In general, if there are multiple ways to solve a problem, this book introduces 

only the most straightforward method. It provides software to ease calculations, ex- 

posing the underlying principles. In this way, the book attempts to compress the 

course material while preserving its essence. 

THE CONTENT OF THIS BOOK 

This book is divided into three major sections: basic principles, power system com- 

ponents, and power systems. The basic principles are covered in Chapters | and 2. 

Chapter | provides an introduction to basic electrical and mechanical machinery con- 

cepts. Chapter 2 is a review of basic three-phase circuit theory, which may be 

skipped if the topic has been adequately covered in earlier courses. 

Power system components are covered in Chapters 3 through 9. Chapter 3 cov- 

ers transformers. Chapter 4 covers basic AC machinery principles, while Chapter 5 

covers the operation of synchronous generators and motors. Chapter 6 is an optional 

chapter that discusses the operation of synchronous generators in parallel with large 
power systems. Chapter 7 covers induction motors, Chapter 8 covers DC machines, 
and Chapter 9 covers transmission lines. Chapter 4 is a prerequisite for Chapters 5 
and 7, and Chapter 5 is a prerequisite for Chapter 6. Otherwise, these component 
chapters are largely independent, so an instructor can pick and choose the topics of 
interest among them. 

The operation of power systems as a whole is covered in Chapters 10 through 
13. Chapter 10 deals with power system representations (one-line diagrams, symbols, 
etc.) and the basic equations of power systems. Chapter 11 covers the power-flow 
problem. Chapter 12 covers symmetrical three-phase faults, and Chapter 13 covers 
unsymmetrical faults. Chapter 10 is a prerequisite for the remaining power system 
material. After that chapter, an instructor can choose to cover power flows, faults, or 
both, in any order, since the two topics are structured to be independent. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental materials supporting the book are available from the book’s World 

Wide Web site, at URL www.mhhe.com/chapman. The materials available at that 

address include MATLAB source code, pointers to sites of interest to machinery 

and power students, a list of errata in the text, and the MATLAB-based tools used in 

the book. 
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Mechanical 
and Electromagnetic 

Fundamentals 

1.1 | ELECTRIC MACHINES AND 
POWER SYSTEMS 
n electric machine is a device that can convert either mechanical energy to 

electrical energy or electrical energy to mechanical energy. When such a 

device is used to convert mechanical energy to electrical energy, it is called 

a generator. When it converts electrical energy to mechanical energy, it is called a 

motor. Since any given electric machine can convert power in either direction, any 

machine can be used as either a generator or a motor. Almost all practical motors and 

generators convert energy from one form to another through the action of a magnetic 

field, and only machines using magnetic fields to perform such conversions are con- 

sidered in this book. 

Generators are connected to motors and other loads such as lighting by power 

systems. A power system is a network of components designed to efficiently trans- 

mit and distribute the energy produced by generators to the locations where it is used. 

Power systems are the glue that holds the modern world together. 

The major components of modern power systems are described below. 

Generators 

Generators produce the electrical energy distributed by a power system. Almost all 

of the generators in use today produce electrical energy by converting mechanical 

energy to electrical energy through the action of a magnetic field. The mechanical 

energy that the generator converts to electrical form comes from a prime mover, 

which is the device that spins the generator. Prime movers are usually some form of 

steam or water turbine, but diesel engines are sometimes used in remote locations. 
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There are many possible energy sources for the prime mover. The most common 

sources are water, coal, natural gas, oil, and nuclear energy. Water power is perhaps 

the best source, since it is nonpolluting and there is no cost for the “fuel.” Hydro- 

electric power is a renewable resource—as long as it rains, there will be “fuel” avail- 

able. However, almost all desirable sites for dams have already been developed, so 

there is not much scope for future growth in water power. In January 2000, hydro- 

electric power represented less than 8 percent of the United States’ total electricity 

generation,! and the fraction is likely to shrink in the future. 

Nuclear power is also an excellent source of nonpolluting energy. Nuclear power 

plants are extremely expensive to build, and they require elaborate safety systems 

and expensive training. Once built, though, the cost of the nuclear “fuel” is low, and 

nuclear power produces no hydrocarbon emissions to pollute the atmosphere. In Jan- 

uary 2000, nuclear power plants provided about 20 percent of U.S. energy needs. If 

a utility has hydroelectric and nuclear generators, it will run them at full power all of 

the time because the fuel costs of these two sources are so low. 

Unfortunately, the future of nuclear power is clouded by concerns over nuclear 

reactor safety. The incidents at Three-Mile Island and Chernobyl] have left an indeli- 

ble impression on public consciousness, and there is a strong and growing worldwide 

opposition to nuclear power. Few new nuclear plants are being built, and that situa- 

tion will not change for the foreseeable future. 

Coal is the most common source of energy for electrical power generation. In 

January 2000, more than 50 percent of U.S. generation was coal fired. Coal is a rel- 

atively cheap fuel. Unfortunately, coal is also one of the most polluting fuel sources. 

Stack scrubbers and other antipollution features have to be included in coal-fired 

plants to control pollution. The emission-reduction targets set by the 1997 Kyoto Pro- 

tocol on Climate Change are a strong incentive to not use coal-fired generation, or at 

least to use it more efficiently. 

Natural gas is a much better and cleaner energy source than coal. It is relatively 

cheap, and it burns cleanly with little pollution. In places like the southern United 

States, where large supplies of natural gas are available, it is the fuel of choice. In 

January 2000, about 13 percent of U.S. generation was gas fired. The principal dis- 

advantage of natural gas is that it is relatively hard to transport over long distances. 

Oil is a bit more polluting than natural gas, but it is easier to transport. Unfor- 

tunately, it is also much more expensive. Oil supplied less than 3 percent of U.S. gen- 
eration in January 2000. 

Coal, oil, and gas all have the additional disadvantage that they are nonrenew- 
able energy sources. 

Other sources of electric power include wind turbines and solar energy. These 
are both renewable resources, but they are not yet economical compared to other 
sources of electrical energy. Fuel cells and nuclear fusion are also possibilities on the 

'The generation statistics quoted here come for the website of the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration of the Department of Energy. The URL is http://www.eia.doe. gov, It is a fascinating 
site—check it out for yourself. 
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distant horizon. All of these sources together amount to much less than 1 percent of 
U.S. generation. 

Unfortunately, there is no perfect source of energy for electricity generation. All 
possible sources have their advantages and disadvantages, and all will be used in 
varying degrees for the foreseeable future. 

Transformers 

Transformers convert AC electrical energy at one voltage level into AC electrical en- 
ergy at another voltage level. They are essential for the operation of a modern power 
system, since transformers allow power to be transmitted with minimal losses over 
long distances. 

Modern generators generate electrical power at voltages of 13.8 to 24 kV, while 

transmission lines operate at much higher voltages to reduce transmission losses. 

Loads consume electrical power at many different voltage levels varying from about 

110 V in a typical home up to about 4160 V in large industrial plants. Transformers 

are the glue that holds the entire system together by increasing line voltages for trans- 

mission over long distances, and then reducing the voltages to the levels required by 

the end users. They make modern power systems possible, and furthermore, they do 

it with very high efficiency. 

Power Lines 

Power lines connect generators to loads, transmitting electrical power from one to the 

other with minimal losses. Power lines are usually divided into two categories: 

transmission lines and distribution lines. Transmission lines are designed to transmit 

electrical power efficiently over long distances. They run at very high voltages to 

reduce the resistive (JR) losses in the lines. Standard transmission line voltages in 

the United States are 115, 138, 230, 345, 500, and 765 kV. 

Once the power reaches the vicinity of the user, its voltage is stepped down, and 

the power is supplied through distribution lines to the final customers. Distribution 

lines carry much less power than transmission lines, and for shorter distances, so they 

can operate at lower voltages without prohibitive losses. In the United States, distri- 

bution line voltages vary from 4.16 to 34.5 kV, with voltages around 13.8 kV quite 

common. Distribution lines supply power directly to a customer’s home or plant, 

where it is stepped down again to the final voltage required by the user. 

Loads 

There are many types of loads on a modern power system. The most important loads 

are motors, electric lighting, and electronic products (computers, televisions, phones, 

fax machines, and so forth). 

Protective Devices 

In addition to these major components, power systems include a wide variety of 

devices designed to protect the system. These devices include current, voltage, and 

power sensors, relays, fuses, and circuit breakers. 
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There are two common types of failures in a power system: overloads and 

faults. Overloads are conditions in which some or all components in the power sys- 

tem are supplying more power than they can safely handle. Overloads can happen be- 

cause the total demand on the power system simply exceeds the ability of the system 

to supply power. However, it is more common for overloads to occur in localized 

parts of the power system because of changes elsewhere within the system. For ex- 

ample, two parallel transmission lines may be sharing the task of providing power to 

a city. If one of them is disconnected for some reason, the remaining line will supply 

the total power needed by the city. This may cause the line to be overloaded. 

If an overload occurs on a power system, it should be corrected, but power sys- 

tems are robust enough that operators usually have several minutes to correct the 

problem before damage occurs. 

Faults are conditions in which one or more of the phases in a power system are 

shorted to ground or to each other. (Faults also occur if a phase is open circuited.) 

When a short circuit occurs, very large currents flow, and these currents can damage 

the power system unless they are stopped quickly. Unlike overloads, faults must be 

cleared immediately, so relays are designed to automatically open circuit breakers 

and isolate faults as soon as they are detected. 

The Structure of This Book 

This book provides a survey of electric machinery and power systems. It is divided 

into three parts. Part | (Chapters 1 and 2) covers fundamental principles common to 

both machinery and power systems, including the basics of mechanical rotation, 

magnetism, and three-phase circuits. Part 2 introduces the major components of 

power systems, such as transformers, generators, motors, and transmission lines. 

Part 3 deals with the analysis and operation of power systems themselves. 

1.2|A NOTE ON UNITS AND NOTATION 
The design and study of electric machines and power systems are among the oldest 
areas of electrical engineering. Study began in the latter part of the nineteenth cen- 
tury. At that time, electrical units were being standardized internationally, and these 
units came to be universally used by engineers. Volts, amperes, ohms, watts, and sim- 
ilar units, which are part of the metric system of units, have long been used to de- 
scribe electrical quantities in machines. 

In English-speaking countries, though, mechanical quantities had long been 
measured with the English system of units (inches, feet, pounds, etc.). This practice 
was followed in the study of machines. Therefore, for many years the electrical and 
mechanical quantities of machines have been measured with different systems 
of units. 

In 1954, a comprehensive system of units based on the metric system was 
adopted as an international standard. This system of units became known as the 
Systeme International (SI) and has been adopted throughout most of the world. The 
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United States is practically the sole holdout—even Britain and Canada have switched 
over to SI. 

The SI units will inevitably become standard in the United States as time goes 
by, and professional societies such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics En- 
gineers (IEEE) have standardized on metric units for all work. However, many peo- 
ple have grown up using English units, and this system will remain in daily use for a 
long time. Engineering students and working engineers in the United States today 
must be familiar with both sets of units, since they will encounter both throughout 
their professional lives. Therefore, this book includes problems and examples using 
both SI and English units. The emphasis in the examples is on SI units, but the older 
system is not entirely neglected. 

Notation 

In this book, vectors, electrical phasors, and other complex values are shown in bold 

face (e.g., F), while scalars are shown in italic face (e.g., R). In addition, a special 

font is used to represent magnetic quantities such as magnetomotive force (e.g., F). 

1.3 | ROTATIONAL MOTION, NEWTON’S LAW, 
AND POWER RELATIONSHIPS 

Almost all electric machines rotate about an axis, called the shaft of the machine. Be- 

cause of the rotational nature of machinery, it is important to have a basic under- 

standing of rotational motion. This section contains a brief review of the concepts of 

distance, velocity, acceleration, Newton’s law, and power as they apply to rotating 

machinery. For a more detailed discussion of the concepts of rotational dynamics, see 

References 2, 4, and 5. 

In general, a three-dimensional vector is required to completely describe the ro- 

tation of an object in space. However, machines normally turn on a fixed shaft, so 

their rotation is restricted to one angular dimension. Relative to a given end of the 

machine’s shaft, the direction of rotation can be described as either clockwise (CW) 

or counterclockwise (CCW). For the purpose of this volume, a counterclockwise an- 

gle of rotation is assumed to be positive, and a clockwise one is assumed to be nega- 

tive. For rotation about a fixed shaft, all the concepts in this section reduce to scalars. 

Each major concept of rotational motion is defined below and is related to the 

corresponding idea from linear motion. 

Angular Position 0 

The angular position 6 of an object is the angle at which it is oriented, measured from 

some arbitrary reference point. Angular position is usually measured in radians or de- 

grees. It corresponds to the linear concept of distance along a line. 
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Angular Velocity w 

Angular velocity (or speed) is the rate of change in angular position with respect to 

time. It is assumed positive if the rotation is in a counterclockwise direction. Angular 

velocity is the rotational analog of the concept of velocity on a line. One-dimensional 

linear velocity along a line is defined as the rate of change of the displacement along 

the line (”) with respect to time 

dr 
v=— (1-1) 

dt 

Similarly, angular velocity w is defined as the rate of change of the angular displace- 

ment 6 with respect to time. 

_ db = Bg a (1-2) wW 

If the units of angular position are radians, then angular velocity is measured in radi- 

ans per second. 

In dealing with ordinary electric machines, engineers often use units other than 

radians per second to describe shaft speed. Frequently, the speed is given in revolu- 

tions per second or revolutions per minute. Because speed is such an important quan- 

tity in the study of machines, it is customary to use different symbols for speed when 

it is expressed in different units. By using these different symbols, any possible con- 

fusion as to the units intended is minimized. The following symbols are used in this 

book to describe angular velocity: 

w,, angular velocity expressed in radians per second 

f, angular velocity expressed in revolutions per second 

n, angular velocity expressed in revolutions per minute 

The subscript m on these symbols indicates a mechanical quantity, as opposed to an 

electrical quantity. If there is no possibility of confusion between mechanical and 

electrical quantities, the subscript is often left out. 

These measures of shaft speed are related to each other by the following 

equations: 

Ay = 60f; (1-3a) 

Te "e on (1-2 b) 

Angular Acceleration @ 

Angular acceleration is the rate of change in angular velocity with respect to time. It 
is assumed positive if the angular velocity is increasing in an algebraic sense. Angu- 
lar acceleration is the rotational analog of the concept of acceleration on a line. Just 
as one-dimensional linear acceleration is defined by the equation 

_dy a= 
dt (1-4) 
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angular acceleration is defined-by 

_ do a= Fy (1-5) 

If the units of angular velocity are radians per second, then angular acceleration is 

measured in radians per second squared. 

Torque 7 

In linear motion, a force applied to an object causes its velocity to change. In the 

absence of a net force on the object, its velocity is constant. The greater the force 

applied to the object, the more rapidly its velocity changes. 

There exists a similar concept for rotation. When an object is rotating, its angu- 

lar velocity is constant unless a torque is present on it. The greater the torque on the 

object, the more rapidly the angular velocity of the object changes. 

What is torque? It can loosely be called the “twisting force” on an object. Intui- 

tively, torque is fairly easy to understand. Imagine a cylinder that is free to rotate 

about its axis. If a force is applied to the cylinder in such a way that its line of action 

passes through the axis (Figure |—la), then the cylinder will not rotate. However, 

if the same force is placed so that its line of action passes to the right of the axis 

(Figure 1—1b), then the cylinder will tend to rotate in a counterclockwise direction. 

The torque or twisting action on the cylinder depends on (1) the magnitude of the ap- 

plied force and (2) the distance between the axis of rotation and the line of action of 

the force. 

Figure 1-1 | (a) A force applied to a cylinder so that it passes through the axis 
of rotation. t = O. (b) A force applied to a cylinder so that its line of 

action misses the axis of rotation. Here 7 is counterclockwise. 

T 

7=0 Torque is counterclockwise 

Torque is zero 
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The torque on an object is defined as the product of the force applied to the ob- 

ject and the smallest distance between the line of action of the force and the object’s 

axis of rotation. If r is a vector pointing from the axis of rotation to the point of 

application of the force, and if F is the applied force, then the torque can be de- 

scribed as 

T = (force applied)(perpendicular distance) 

= (F) (rsin @) 

= rF sin 0 (1-6) 

where @ is the angle between the vector r and the vector F. The direction of the 

torque is clockwise if it would tend to cause a clockwise rotation and counterclock- 

wise if it would tend to cause a counterclockwise rotation (Figure I—2). 

The units of torque are newton-meters in SI units and pound-feet in the English 

system. 

Figure 1-2 | Derivation of the equation for the torque on an object. 
eee a 

rb Bak 

a 

rsin(180° — @)=rsin@ 

we 180°-@ 

Ne 

) . 

T = (perpendicular distance) (force) | \ 

T =(rsin@)F, counterclockwise 

Newton’s Law of Rotation 

Newton’s law for objects moving along a straight line describes the relationship be- 
tween the force applied to an object and its resulting acceleration. This relationship 
is given by the equation 

F = ma (1-7) 

where 

F = net force applied to an object 

m = mass of the object 

a = resulting acceleration 
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In SI units, force is measured in newtons, mass in kilograms, and acceleration in me- 

ters per second squared. In the English system, force is measured in pounds, mass in 

slugs, and acceleration in feet per second squared. 

A similar equation describes the relationship between the torque applied to an 

object and its resulting angular acceleration. This relationship, called Newton’s law 

of rotation, is given by the equation 

T= Ja (1-8) 

where 7 is the net applied torque in newton-meters or pound-feet and a is the result- 

ing angular acceleration in radians per second squared. The term J serves the same 

purpose as an object’s mass in linear motion. It is called the moment of inertia of the 

object and is measured in kilogram-meters squared or slug-feet squared. Calculation 

of the moment of inertia of an object is beyond the scope of this book. For informa- 

tion about it see Ref. 2. | 

Work W 

For linear motion, work is defined as the application of a force through a distance. In 

equation form, 

w= | Far (1-9) 

where it is assumed that the force is collinear with the direction of motion. For the 

special case of a constant force applied collinearly with the direction of motion, this 

equation becomes just 

W=Fr (1-10) 

The units of work are joules in SI and foot-pounds in the English system. 

For rotational motion, work is the application of a torque through an angle. Here 

the equation for work is 

w= | rao (1-11) 

and if the torque is constant, 

W=70 (1-12) 

Power P 

Power is the rate of doing work, or the increase in work per unit time. The equation 

for power is 

dw 
= — 1-13 Ve at ( ) 

It is usually measured in joules per second (watts), but also can be measured in foot- 

pounds per second or in horsepower. 
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By this definition, and assuming that force is constant and collinear with the di- 

rection of motion, power is given by 

Oe 
dt dt 

(fr) = (| = Fy (1-14) 
Pp dt 

Similarly, assuming constant torque, power in rotational motion is given by 

AVG ad = (28) _ = = — (76) -(<8) TW 

P= Tw (1-15) 

Equation (1-15) is very important in the study of electric machinery, because it can 

describe the mechanical power on the shaft of a motor or generator. 

Equation (1-15) is the correct relationship among power, torque, and speed if 

power is measured in watts, torque in newton-meters, and speed in radians per sec- 

ond. If other units are used to measure any of the above quantities, then a constant 

must be introduced into the equation for unit conversion factors. It is still common in 

U.S. engineering practice to measure torque in pound-feet, speed in revolutions per 

minute, and power in either watts or horsepower. If the appropriate conversion fac- 

tors are included in each term, then Equation (1-15) becomes 

T (Ib-ft) (r/min) 
P (watts) = 704 (1-16) 

T (Ib-ft) 7 (r/min) 
Sy ayy 

P (horsepower) = (1-17) 

where torque is measured in pound-feet and speed is measured in revolutions per 

minute. 

1.4| THE MAGNETIC FIELD 

As previously stated, magnetic fields are the fundamental mechanism by which en- 

ergy is converted from one form to another in motors, generators, and transformers. 

Four basic principles describe how magnetic fields are used in these devices: 

1. A current-carrying wire produces a magnetic field in the area around it. 

2. Atime-changing magnetic field induces a voltage in a coil of wire if it passes 

through that coil. (This is the basis of transformer action.) 

3. A current-carrying wire in the presence of a magnetic field has a force induced 
on it. (This is the basis of motor action.) 

4. A moving wire in the presence of a magnetic field has a voltage induced in it. 
(This is the basis of generator action.) 

This section describes and elaborates on the production of a magnetic field by a 
current-carrying wire, while later sections of this chapter explain the remaining three 
principles. 
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Production of a Magnetic Field 

The basic law governing the production of a magnetic field by a current is Am- 

pere’s law: 

pH-dl = le (1-18) 

where H is the magnetic field intensity produced by the current /,.,, and dl is a dif- 

ferential element of length along the path of integration. In SI units, / is measured in 

amperes and H is measured in ampere-turns per meter. To better understand the 

meaning of this equation, it is helpful to apply it to the simple example in Figure 1-3. 

Figure 1-3 shows a rectangular core with a winding of N turns of wire wrapped about 

one leg of the core. If the core is composed of iron or certain other similar metals 

(collectively called ferromagnetic materials), essentially all the magnetic field 

produced by the current will remain inside the core, so the path of integration in 

Ampere’s law is the mean path length of the core /,. The current passing within the 

path of integration /,,, is then Ni, since the coil of wire cuts the path of integration 

N times while carrying current 7. Ampere’s law thus becomes 

HI. = Ni (1-19) 

Here H is the magnitude of the magnetic field intensity vector H. Therefore, the mag- 

nitude of the magnetic field intensity in the core due to the applied current is 

Cross-sectional 

area A 

Mean path length /. 

The magnetic field intensity H is in a sense a measure of the “effort” that a cur- 

rent is putting into the establishment of a magnetic field. The strength of the mag- 

netic field flux produced in the core also depends on the material of the core. The 

11 
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relationship between the magnetic field intensity H and the resulting magnetic flux 

density B produced within a material is given by 

ea (1-21) 

where 

H = magnetic field intensity 

j2 = magnetic permeability of material 

B = resulting magnetic flux density produced 

The actual magnetic flux density produced in a piece of material is thus given by 

a product of two terms: 

H, representing the effort exerted by the current to establish a magnetic field 

iL, representing the relative ease of establishing a magnetic field in a given 

material 

The units of magnetic field intensity are ampere-turns per meter, the units of perme- 

ability are henrys per meter, and the units of the resulting flux density are webers per 

square meter, known as teslas (T). 

The permeability of free space is called j1o, and its value is 

uo = 47r X 1077 H/m (1=22) 

The permeability of any other material compared to the permeability of free space is 

called its relative permeability: 

bh 
br = 1g (1-23) 

Relative permeability is a convenient way to compare the magnetizability of mate- 

rials. For example, the steels used in modern machines have relative permeabilities 

of 2000 to 6000 or even more. This means that, for a given amount of current, 2000 

to 6000 times more flux is established in a piece of steel than in a corresponding area 

of air. (The permeability of air is essentially the same as the permeability of free 

space.) Obviously, the metals in a transformer or motor core play an extremely im- 

portant part in increasing and concentrating the magnetic flux in the device. 

Also, because the permeability of iron is so much higher than that of air, the 

great majority of the flux in an iron core like that in Figure 1-3 remains inside the 

core instead of traveling through the surrounding air, which has much lower perme- 

ability. The small leakage flux that does leave the iron core is very important in 

determining the flux linkages between coils and the self-inductances of coils in trans- 

formers and motors. 

In a core such as the one shown in Figure 1—3, the magnitude of the flux density 

is given by 

BreqpH rior (1-24) 
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Now the total flux in a given area is given by 

p= [Baa (1-25a) 

where dA is the differential unit of area. If the flux density vector is perpendicular to 
a plane of area A, and if the flux density is constant throughout the area, then this 
equation reduces to 

b= BA (1—-25b) 

Thus, the total flux in the core in Figure 1-3 due to the current i in the winding is 

NiA 
b= BA= Baa (1-26) 

c 

where A is the cross-sectional area of the core. 

Magnetic Circuits 

In Equation (1—26) we see that the current in a coil of wire wrapped around a core 

produces a magnetic flux in the core. This is in some sense analogous to a voltage in 

an electric circuit producing a current flow. It is possible to define a “magnetic cir- 

cuit” whose behavior is governed by equations analogous to those for an electric cir- 

cuit. The magnetic circuit model of magnetic behavior is often used in the design of 

electric machines and transformers to simplify the otherwise quite complex design 

process. 

In a simple electric circuit such as the one shown in Figure 1—4a, the voltage 

source V drives a current / around the circuit through a resistance R. The relationship 

between these quantities is given by Ohm’s law: 

V=JIK 

Figure 1-4 | (a) A simple electric circuit. (b) The magnetic circuit analog to a 

transformer core. 
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In the electric circuit, it is the voltage or electromotive force that drives the current 

flow. By analogy, the corresponding quantity in the magnetic circuit is called the 

magnetomotive force (mmf). The magnetomotive force of the magnetic circuit is 

equal to the effective current flow applied to the core, or 

F = Ni (1-27) 

where “Fis the symbol for magnetomotive force, measured in ampere-turns. 

Like the voltage source in the electric circuit, the magnetomotive force in the 

magnetic circuit has a polarity associated with it. The positive end of the mmf source 

is the end from which the flux exits, and the negative end of the mmf source is the 

end at which the flux reenters. The polarity of the mmf from a coil of wire can be de- 

termined from a modification of the right-hand rule: If the fingers of the right hand 

curl in the direction of the current flow in a coil of wire, then the thumb will point in 

the direction of the positive mmf (see Figure 1-5). 

Figure 1-5 | Determining the polarity of a magnetomotive force source in a magnetic 
circult. 
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In an electric circuit, the applied voltage causes a current / to flow. Similarly, in 
a magnetic circuit, the applied magnetomotive force causes flux to be produced. 
The relationship between voltage and current in an electric circuit is Ohm’s law 
(V = JR); similarly, the relationship between magnetomotive force and flux is 

F=GR (1238) 
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where 

F = magnetomotive force of circuit 

& = flux of circuit 

R = reluctance of circuit 

The reluctance of a magnetic circuit is the counterpart of electrical resistance, and its 
units are ampere-turns per weber. 

There is also a magnetic analog of conductance. Just as the conductance of an 
electric circuit is the reciprocal of its resistance, the permeance P of a magnetic cir- 
cuit is the reciprocal of its reluctance: 

aire = (1-29) 

The relationship between magnetomotive force and flux can thus be expressed as 

b= FP @i= 30) 

Under some circumstances, it is easier to work with the permeance of a magnetic cir- 
cuit than with its reluctance. 

What is the reluctance of the core in Figure 1-3? The resulting flux in this core 

is given by Equation (1-26): 

d= BA -ee (1-26) 

— Ni (4) 

6-9(44) an) 

By comparing Equation (1-31) with Equation (1-28), we see that the reluctance of 

the core is 

R=— (1-32) 

Reluctances in a magnetic circuit obey the same rules as resistances in an electric 

circuit. The equivalent reluctance of a number of reluctances in series is just the sum 

of the individual reluctances: 

Similarly, reluctances in parallel combine according to the equation 

al} (1-34) 

Permeances in series and parallel obéy the same rules as electrical conductances. 

Calculations of the flux in a core performed by using the magnetic circuit con- 

cepts are always approximations—at best, they are accurate to within about 5 percent 

of the real answer. There are a number of reasons for this inherent inaccuracy: 

15 
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i 

. The magnetic circuit concept assumes that all flux is confined within a 

magnetic core. Unfortunately, this is not quite true. The permeability of a 

ferromagnetic core is 2000 to 6000 times that of air, but a small fraction of the 

flux escapes from the core into the surrounding low-permeability air. This flux 

outside the core is called leakage flux, and it plays a very important role in 

electric machine design. 

The calculation of reluctance assumes a certain mean path length and cross- 

sectional area for the core. These assumptions are not really very good, 

especially at corners. 

In ferromagnetic materials, the permeability varies with the amount of flux 

already in the material. This nonlinear effect is described in detail below. 

It adds yet another source of error to magnetic circuit analysis, since the 

reluctances used in magnetic circuit calculations depend on the permeability 

of the material. 

If there are air gaps in the flux path in a core, the effective cross-sectional area 

of the air gap will be larger than the cross-sectional area of the iron core on 

either side. The extra effective area is caused by the “fringing effect” of the 

magnetic field at the air gap (Figure 1-6). 

Figure 1-6 | The fringing effect of a magnetic field at an air gap. Note the increased 

cross-sectional area of the air gap compared with the cross-sectional 
area of the metal. 

HW) 

It is possible to partially offset these inherent sources of error by using a “corrected” 
or “effective” mean path length and the cross-sectional area instead of the actual 
physical length and area in the calculations. 

There are many inherent limitations to the concept of a magnetic circuit, but it is 
sull the easiest design tool available for calculating fluxes in practical machinery de- 
sign. Exact calculations using Maxwell’s equations are just too difficult, and they are 
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not needed anyway, since satisfactory results may be achieved with this approximate 

method. 

The following examples illustrate basic magnetic circuit calculations. Note that 

in these examples the answers are given to three significant digits. 

A ferromagnetic core is shown in Figure 1—7a. Three sides of this core are of uniform 

width, while the fourth side is somewhat thinner. The depth of the core (into the page) 

is 10 cm, and the other dimensions are shown in the figure. There is a 200-turn coil 

wrapped around the left side of the core. Assuming relative permeability 4, of 2500, 

how much flux will be produced by a 1-A input current? 

@ Solution 

We will solve this problem twice, once by hand and once by a MATLAB program, 

and show that both approaches yield the same answer. 

Three sides of the core have the same cross-sectional areas, while the fourth 

side has a different area. Thus, the core can be divided into two regions: (1) the 

single thinner side and (2) the other three sides taken together. The magnetic cir- 

cuit corresponding to this core is shown in Figure 1—7b. 

The mean path length of region 1 is 45 cm, and the cross-sectional area is 

10 X 10 cm = 100 cm®?. Therefore, the reluctance in the first region is 

I; I; 
Ph AG tol Ue 

0.45 m 

~ (2500)(4a X 107’)(0.01 m?) 

= 14,300 A-turns/Wb 

The mean path length of region 2 is 130 cm, and the cross-sectional area is 

15 x 10cm = 150 cm?. Therefore, the reluctance in the second region is 

lp Ip 
~ pAy bt, oAs 

dese 

= (500)(4m X 10-7(0.015 m2) 
= 27,600 A-turns/Wb 

Ro (1-32) 

Therefore, the total reluctance in the core is 

Rog = Ri + Re 
= 14,300 A-turns/Wb + 27,600 A-turns/Wb 

= 441,900 A-turns/Wb 

The total magnetomotive force is 

& = Ni = (200 turns)(1.0 A) = 200 A-turns 
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Figure 1-7 | (a) The ferromagnetic core of Example 1-1. (b) The magnetic circuit 

corresponding to (a). 
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The total flux in the core is given by 

ee cosas 200 A-turns 
“R.-41,900 A-turns/Wb 

= 0.0048 Wb 

This calculation can be performed by using a MATLAB script file, if desired. 
A simple script to calculate the flux in the core is shown below. 

Moi ier exe arm 

M-file to calculate the flux in Example 1-1. 
11 = 0.45; % Length of region 1 
A NY ellen ae % Length of region 2 
Oh, Obs % Area of region 1 
AZ OOS: % Area of region 2 
Wisi 25.0.0! % Relative permeability 
u0 = 4*pi*1lE-7; % Permeability of free space 
lie ORONO) * Number of turns on core 
sel % Current in amps 

% Calculate the first reluctance 

eg La eel Rope oer Blake te ORO) so bl ls tS 

disp (['r2 = ' num2str(ri1)]); 

% Calculate the second reluctance 

Ei 2 fae On Kea Dee 

disp (['r2 = ' num2str(r2)]); 

% Calculate the total reluctance 

LO. Soria er 

% Calculate the mmf 

mmf =< a 

% Finally, get the flux in the core 

flux: = mmf / rtot; 

% Display result 

disp (['Flux = ' num2str(flux)]); 

When this program is executed, the results are: 

> exl 1 

P13 14323'.9449 

r2 = 27586.8568 

Flux = 0.004772 

This program produces the same answer as our hand calculations to the number 

of significant digits in the problem. | 
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| EXAMPLE 1-2 [inl rere ie 
Figure 1-8a shows a ferromagnetic core whose mean path length is 40 cm. There is 

a small gap of 0.05 cm in the structure of the otherwise whole core. The cross- 

sectional area of the core is 12 cm?, the relative permeability of the core is 4000, and 

the coil of wire on the core has 400 turns. Assume that fringing in the air gap in- 

creases the effective cross-sectional area of the air gap by 5 percent. Given this 

information, find (a) the total reluctance of the flux path (iron plus air gap) and (b) the 

current required to produce a flux density of 0.5 T in the air gap. 

Figure 1-8 | (a) The ferromagnetic core of Example 1-2. (b) The magnetic circuit 

corresponding to (a). 

‘AWA 

1.=40 cm 

= R. (Reluctance of core) 

$ R, (Reluctance of air gap) 

] 

F(=Ni) 

(b) 
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@ Solution 

The magnetic circuit corresponding to this core is shown in Figure 1-8b. 

(a) The reluctance of the core is 

lessee 
BA. Lr WoA. 

0.4m 

(4000)(4a X 10-7)(0.0012 m?) 

= 66,300 A-turns/Wb 

Ro = (1-32) 

The effective area of the air gap is 1.05 x 12 cm? = 12.6 cm2, so the reluctance 
of the air gap is 

I, SO 

S LoAa 
(1=32) 

0.0005 m 

(4a X 10~’)(0.00126 m?) 

= 316,000 A-turns/Wb 

Therefore, the total reluctance of the flux path is 

Deg = Ret ks 

= 66,300 A-turns/Wb + 316,000 A-turns/Wb 

= 382,300 A-turns/Wb 

Note that the air gap contributes most of the reluctance even though it is 
800 times shorter than the core. 

(b) Equation (1-28) states that 

F= bR (1-28) 

Since the flux ¢ = BA and S = Ni, this equation becomes 

Ni = BAR 

sO 

, _ BAR 
N 

(0.5 T)(0.00126 m?)(383,200 A-turns/Wb) 

400 turns 

= 0.602A 

Notice that, since the a/r-gap flux was required, the effective air-gap area was 

used in the above equation. 8 
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Figure 1-9a shows a simplified rotor and stator for a dc motor. The mean path length 

of the stator is 50 cm, and its cross-sectional area is 12 cm*. The mean path length 

of the rotor is 5 cm, and its cross-sectional area also may be assumed to be 12 cm?. 

Each air gap between the rotor and the stator is 0.05 cm wide, and the cross- 

sectional area of each air gap (including fringing) is 14 cm?. The iron of the core has 

a relative permeability of 2000, and there are 200 turns of wire on the core. If the 

Current in the wire is adjusted to be 1 A, what will the resulting flux density in the air 

gaps be? 

Figure 1-9 | (a) A simplified diagram of a rotor and stator for a dc motor. (b) The 

magnetic circuit corresponding to (a). 

fC Ny) 
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@ Solution 

To determine the flux density in the air gap, it is necessary to first calculate the 

magnetomotive force applied to the core and the total reluctance of the flux path. 

With this information, the total flux in the core can be found. Finally, Knowing the 

cross-sectional area of the air gaps enables the flux density to be calculated. 

The reluctance of the stator is 

I, 
Ss = 

Hy boAs 

0.5m 

(2000)(47 < 1077)(0.0012 m?) 

= 166,000 A-turns/Wb 

The reluctance of the rotor is 

/ 
P= 

b boA, 

0.05 m 

(2000)(4z X 10~7)(0.0012 m®) 

= 16,600 A-turns/Wb 

The reluctance of the air gaps is 

I, 

us Mr WoAa 
0.0005 m 

(1)(4a x 10-’)(0.0014 m?) 

= 284,000 A-turns/Wb 

The magnetic circuit corresponding to this machine is shown in Figure 1-9b. The 

total reluctance of the flux path is thus 

“Reg Ret Ray Ree “Rao 

166,000 + 284,000 + 16,600 + 284,000 A-turns/Wb 

751,000 A-turns/Wb i 

The net magnetomotive force applied to the core Is 

& = Ni = (200 turns)(1.0 A) = 200 A-turns 

Therefore, the total flux in the core is 

x of oe 200 A-turns 

~ @ ~~ 751,000 A-turns/Wb 

= 0.00266 Wb 

Finally, the magnetic flux density in the motor’s air gap is 

@ _ 0.000266 Wb =t= =0.19T a 
: A 0.0014 m? 
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Magnetic Behavior of Ferromagnetic Materials 

Earlier in this section, magnetic permeability was defined by the equation 

B = pH (1-21) 

It was explained that the permeability of ferromagnetic materials is very high, up to 

6000 times the permeability of free space. In that discussion and in the examples that 

followed, the permeability was assumed to be constant regardless of the magneto- 

motive force applied to the material. Although permeability is constant in free space, 

this most certainly is not true for iron and other ferromagnetic materials. 

To illustrate the behavior of magnetic permeability in a ferromagnetic material, 

apply a direct current to the core shown in Figure 1-3, starting with 0 A and slowly 

working up to the maximum permissible current. When the flux produced in the core 

is plotted versus the magnetomotive force producing it, the resulting plot looks like 

Figure |—10a. This type of plot is called a saturation curve or a magnetization curve. 

At first, a small increase in the magnetomotive force produces a huge increase in the 

resulting flux. After a certain point, though, further increases in the magnetomotive 

force produce relatively smaller increases in the flux. Finally, an increase in the mag- 

netomotive force produces almost no change at all. The region of this figure in which 

the curve flattens out is called the saturation region, and the core is said to be satu- 

rated. In contrast, the region where the flux changes very rapidly is called the un- 

saturated region of the curve, and the core is said to be unsaturated. The transition 

region between the unsaturated region and the saturated region is sometimes called 

the knee of the curve. Note that the flux produced in the core is linearly related to the 

applied magnetomotive force in the unsaturated region, and approaches a constant 

value regardless of magnetomotive force in the saturated region. 

Another closely related plot is shown in Figure 1—10b. Figure 1—10b is a plot of 

magnetic flux density B versus magnetizing intensity H. From Equations (1-20) and 
(1-25b), 

Ni “SS 
= ‘7 = T (1-20) 

db = BA (1—25b) 

it is easy to see that magnetizing intensity is directly proportional to magnetomotive 
force and magnetic flux density is directly proportional to flux for any given core. 
Therefore, the relationship between B and H has the same shape as the relationship 
between flux and magnetomotive force. The slope of the curve of flux density versus 
magnetizing intensity at any value of H in Figure 1-10b is by definition the per- 
meability of the core at that magnetizing intensity. The curve shows that the perme- 
ability is large and relatively constant in the unsaturated region and then gradually 
drops to a very low value as the core becomes heavily saturated. 

Figure |—10c is a magnetization curve for a typical piece of steel shown in more 
detail and with the magnetizing intensity on a logarithmic scale. Only with the mag- 
netizing intensity shown logarithmically can the huge saturation region of the curve 
fit onto the graph. 
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Figure 1-10 | (a) Sketch of a DC magnetization curve for a ferromagnetic core. (b) The 
magnetization curve expressed in terms of flux density and magnetizing 
intensity. (c) A detailed magnetization curve for a typical piece of steel. 
(d) A plot of relative permeability 4, as a function of magnetizing intensity H 
for a typical piece of steel. 
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EXAMPLE 1-4 
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Figure 1-10 | (continued) 
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The advantage of using a ferromagnetic material for cores in electric machines 

and transformers is that one gets many times more flux for a given magnetomotive 

force with iron than with air. However, if the resulting flux has to be proportional, or 

nearly so, to the applied magnetomotive force, then the core must be operated in the 

unsaturated region of the magnetization curve. 

Since real generators and motors depend on magnetic flux to produce voltage 
and torque, they are designed to produce as much flux as possible. As a result, most 
real machines operate near the knee of the magnetization curve, and the flux in their 
cores is not linearly related to the magnetomotive force producing it. This nonlinear- 
ity accounts for many of the peculiar behaviors of machines that will be explained in 
future chapters. We will use MATLAB to calculate solutions to problems involving 
the nonlinear behavior of real machines. 

Find the relative permeability of the typical ferromagnetic material whose magneti- 
zation curve is shown in Figure 1—10c at (a) H = 50, (b) H = 100, (c) H = 500, and 
(d) H = 1000 A-turns/m. 
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@ Solution 

The permeability of a material is given by 

Ser) ee 

and the relative permeability is given by 

ee mi Bee (1-23) 

Thus, it is easy to determine the permeability at any given magnetizing intensity. 

(a) At H= 50 A-turns/m, B = 0.25 T, so 

SB Oo ) 
YH 50 A-turns/m esr aeh 

and 

0.0050 H/m 
Vo 4g & 10-7 H/m 

(b) At H= 100 A-turns/m, B = 0.72 T, so 

Lu, = = 3980 

EB Pe Oot oe 
A oo Adame 

and 

a 0.0072 H/m 
My = “Bo 4a X 10-7 Him 

(Cc) At H = 500 -A-turns/m; 8B = 1/40 T;'so 

= 5730 

Ss ea eel Opale z 

B&H 500 A-turns/m OES 

and 

ee 20,0028 Him 
Bo Am x 10-7 H/m 

(d) At H = 1000 A-turns/m, B = 1.51 T, so 

L,, = 2230 

B 1517 
Pe NOOO AAUSI ee 

and 

_  — 0.00151 H/m 
spas = 1200 | 

Mr Wo Ag X 10-7 Him 

Mechanical and Electromagnetic Fundamentals 

Notice that as the magnetizing intensity is increased, the relative permeabil- 

ity first increases and then starts to drop off. The relative permeability of a typi- 

cal ferromagnetic material as a function of the magnetizing intensity is shown in 

27 
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Figure 1—10d. This shape is fairly typical of all ferromagnetic materials. It can easily 

be seen from the curve for jz, versus H that the assumption of constant relative per- 

meability made in Examples I—1 to 1-3 is valid only over a relatively narrow range 

of magnetizing intensities (or magnetomotive forces). 

In the following example, the relative permeability is not assumed constant. 

Instead, the relationship between B and H is given by a graph. 

A square magnetic core has a mean path length of 55 cm and a cross-sectional area 

of 150 cm?. A 200-turn coil of wire is wrapped around one leg of the core. The core 

is made of a material having the magnetization curve shown in Figure 1-10c. 

(a) How much current is required to produce 0.012 Wb of flux in the core? 

(b) What is the core’s relative permeability at that current level? 

(c) What is its reluctance? 

B Solution 

(a) The required flux density in the core is 

sere TOA Wo 

A= O01b Te ae 

From Figure 1-10c, the required magnetizing intensity is 

H = 115 A-turns/m 

From Equation (1-20), the magnetomotive force needed to produce this magne- 
tizing intensity is 

F=N=H 

= (115 A-turns/m)(0.55 m) = 63.25 A-turns 

so the required current is 

2) 63.25 A-turns” ~ 

("N-. 200tumneus oe OP 

(b) The core’s permeability at this current is 

ee ee ey opege ain 
H 115 A-turns/m 

Therefore, the relative permeability is 

uw — 0.00696 H/m 
TP cay WORE SMLY PA er San 

(c) The reluctance of the core is 

SF "63.25 A- R= = ec ATUINS = 5270 A-turns/Wb ui @ 0.012 Wb 
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Energy Losses in a Ferromagnetic Core 

Instead of applying a direct current to the windings on the core, let us now apply an 

alternating current and observe what happens. The current to be applied is shown in 

Figure 1—lla. Assume that the flux in the core is initially zero. As the current in- 

creases for the first time, the flux in the core traces out path ab in Figure 1—11b. This 

is basically the saturation curve shown in Figure 1-10. However, when the current 

falls again, the flux traces out a different path from the one it followed when the cur- 

rent increased. As the current decreases, the flux in the core traces out path bed, and 

later when the current increases again, the flux traces out path deb. Notice that the 

amount of flux present in the core depends not only on the amount of current applied 

to the windings of the core, but also on the previous history of the flux in the core. 

This dependence on the preceding flux history and the resulting failure to retrace flux 

paths is called hysteresis. Path bcdeb traced out in Figure 1—-11b as the applied cur- 

rent changes is called a hysteresis loop. 

Figure 1-11 | The hysteresis loop traced out by the flux in a core when the current /(t) 

is applied to it. 

i(t) 

(a) 

— GF (or H) 
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Notice that if a large magnetomotive force is first applied to the core and then 

removed, the flux path in the core will be abc. When the magnetomotive force is re- 

moved, the flux in the core does not go to zero. Instead, a magnetic field is left in the 

core. This magnetic field is called the residual flux in the core. It is in precisely this 

manner that permanent magnets are produced. To force the flux to zero, an amount 

of magnetomotive force known as the coercive magnetomotive force J, must be ap- 

plied to the core in the opposite direction. 

Why does hysteresis occur? To understand the behavior of ferromagnetic mate- 

rials, it is necessary to know something about their structure. The atoms of iron and 

similar metals (cobalt, nickel, and some of their alloys) tend to have their magnetic 

fields closely aligned with each other. Within the metal, there are many small regions 

called domains. In each domain, all the atoms are aligned with their magnetic fields 

pointing in the same direction, so each domain within the material acts as a small per- 

manent magnet. The reason that a whole block of iron can appear to have no flux is 

that these numerous tiny domains are oriented randomly within the material. An ex- 

ample of the domain structure within a piece of iron is shown in Figure 1—12. 

Figure 1-12 | (a) Magnetic domains oriented randomly. (6) Magnetic domains lined 

up in the presence of an external magnetic field. 

When an external magnetic field is applied to this block of iron, it causes do- 

mains that happen to point in the direction of the field to grow at the expense of 

domains pointed in other directions. Domains pointing in the direction of the mag- 
netic field grow because the atoms at their boundaries physically switch orientation 
to align themselves with the applied magnetic field. The extra atoms aligned with the 
field increase the magnetic flux in the iron, which in turn causes more atoms to 
switch orientation, further increasing the strength of the magnetic field. It is this pos- 
itive feedback effect that causes iron to have a permeability much higher than air. 

As the strength of the external magnetic field continues to increase, whole do- 
mains that are aligned in the wrong direction eventually reorient themselves as a unit 
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to line up with the field. Finally, when nearly all the atoms and domains in the iron 
are lined up with the external field, any further increase in the magnetomotive force 
can cause only the same flux increase that it would in free space. (Once everything is 
aligned, there can be no more feedback effect to strengthen the field.) At this point, 
the iron is saturated with flux. This is the situation in the saturated region of the mag- 
netization curve in Figure 1—10. 

The key to hysteresis is that when the external magnetic field is removed, the do- 
mains do not completely randomize again. Why do the domains remain lined up? 
Because turning the atoms in them requires energy. Originally, energy was provided 
by the external magnetic field to accomplish the alignment; when the field is re- 
moved, there is no source of energy to cause all the domains to rotate back. The piece 

of iron is now a permanent magnet. 

Once the domains are aligned, some of them will remain aligned until a source 

of external energy is supplied to change them. Examples of sources of external en- 

ergy that can change the boundaries between domains and/or the alignment of do- 

mains are magnetomotive force applied in another direction, a large mechanical 

shock, and heating. Any of these events can impart energy to the domains and enable 

them to change alignment. (It is for this reason that a permanent magnet can lose its 

magnetism if it is dropped, hit with a hammer, or heated.) 

The fact that turning domains in the iron requires energy leads to a common type 

of energy loss in all machines and transformers. The hysteresis loss in an iron core is 

the energy required to accomplish the reorientation of domains during each cycle of 

the alternating current applied to the core. It can be shown that the area enclosed in 

the hysteresis loop formed by applying an alternating current to the core is directly 

proportional to the energy lost in a given AC cycle. The smaller the applied magne- 

tomotive force excursions on the core, the smaller the area of the resulting hysteresis 

loop and so the smaller the resulting losses. Figure 1—13 illustrates this point. 

Another type of loss should be mentioned at this point, since it is also caused by 

varying magnetic fields in an iron core. This loss is the eddy current loss. The mech- 

anism of eddy current losses is explained later after Faraday’s law has been intro- 

duced. Both hysteresis and eddy current losses cause heating in the core material, and 

both losses must be considered in the design of any machine or transformer. Since 

both losses occur within the metal of the core, they are usually lumped together and 

called core losses. 

1.5 | FARADAY’S LAW—INDUCED VOLTAGE 
FROM A TIME-CHANGING MAGNETIC 
FIELD 

So far, attention has been focused on the production of a magnetic field and on its 

properties. It is now time to examine the various ways in which an existing magnetic 

field can affect its surroundings. 

The first major effect to be considered is called Faraday’s law. It is the basis of 

transformer operation. Faraday’s law states that if a flux passes through a turn of a 
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Figure 1-13 | The effect of the size of magnetomotive force excursions on the 

magnitude of the hysteresis loss. 

@ (or B) 

~— CF (or H) 

Area ~ hysteresis loss 

coil of wire, a voltage will be induced in the turn of wire that is directly proportional 

to the rate of change in the flux with respect to time. In equation form, 

Gaaie onl se (1-35) 

where eé;,4 18 the voltage induced in the turn of the coil and ¢@ is the flux passing 

through the turn. If a coil has N turns and if the same flux passes through all of them, 

then the voltage induced across the whole coil is given by 

where 

€ing = Voltage induced in the coil 

N = number of turns of wire in coil 

cb) = flux passing through coil 

The minus sign in the equations is an expression of Lenz's law. Lenz’s law states that 
the direction of the voltage buildup in the coil is such that if the coil ends were short 
circuited, it would produce current that would cause a flux opposing the original flux 
change. Since the induced voltage opposes the change that causes it, a minus sign is 
included in Equation (1-36). To understand this concept clearly, examine Figure 
I-14. If the flux shown in the figure is increasing in strength, then the voltage built 
up in the coil will tend to establish a flux that will oppose the increase. A current 
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Figure 1-14 | The meaning of Lenz's law: (a) A coil enclosing an increasing magnetic 
flux; (fb) determining the resulting voltage polarity. 
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flowing as shown in Figure 1—14b would produce a flux opposing the increase, so the 

voltage on the coil must be built up with the polarity required to drive that current 

through the external circuit. Therefore, the voltage must be built up with the polarity 

shown in the figure. Since the polarity of the resulting voltage can be determined 

from physical considerations, the minus sign in Equations (1-35) and (1-36) is often 

left out. It is left out of Faraday’s law in the remainder of this book. 

There is one major difficulty involved in using Equation (1-36) in practical 

problems. That equation assumes that exactly the same flux is present in each turn of 

the coil. Unfortunately, the flux leaking out of the core into the surrounding air pre- 

vents this from being true. If the windings are tightly coupled, so that the vast ma- 

jority of the flux passing through one turn of the coil does indeed pass through all of 

them, then Equation (1-36) will give valid answers. But if leakage is quite high or if 

extreme accuracy 1s required, a different expression that does not make that assump- 

tion will be needed. The magnitude of the voltage in the /th turn of the coil is always 

given by 

é: —— 

ind dt 

If there are N turns in the coil of wire, the total voltage on the coil is 

N 

eS fe (1-38) 
i=l 

N 
a s d(;) (1-39) 

8S =5 » 7 (1-40) 
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The term in parentheses in Equation (1-40) is called the flux linkage A of the coil, 

and Faraday’s law can be rewritten in terms of flux linkage as 

(1-41) 

where (1-42) 

The units of flux linkage are weber-turns. 

Faraday’s law is the fundamental property of magnetic fields involved in trans- 

former operation. The effect of Lenz’s law in transformers is to predict the polarity 

of the voltages induced in transformer windings. 

Faraday’s law also explains the eddy current losses mentioned previously. 

A time-changing flux induces voltage within a ferromagnetic core in just the same 

manner as it would in a wire wrapped around that core. These voltages cause swirls 

of current to flow within the core, much like the eddies seen at the edges of a river. 

It is the shape of these currents that gives rise to the name eddy currents. These eddy 

currents are flowing in a resistive material (the iron of the core), so energy is dissi- 

pated by them. The lost energy goes into heating the iron core. 

The amount of energy lost to eddy currents is proportional to the size of the 

paths they follow within the core. For this reason, it is customary to break up any 

ferromagnetic core that may be subject to alternating fluxes into many small strips, 

or laminations, and to build the core up out of these strips. An insulating oxide or 

resin is used between the strips, so that the current paths for eddy currents are limited 

to very small areas. Because the insulating layers are extremely thin, this action 

reduces eddy current losses with very little effect on the core’s magnetic properties. 

Actual eddy current losses are proportional to the square of the lamination thick- 

ness, so there is a strong incentive to make the laminations as thin as economically 

possible. 

Figure 1-15 shows a coil of wire wrapped around an iron core. If the flux in the core 

is given by the equation 

d = 0.05 sin 377t Wb 

If there are 100 turns on the core, what voltage is produced at the terminals of the 

coil? Of what polarity is the voltage during the time when flux is increasing in the ref- 

erence direction shown in the figure? Assume that all the magnetic flux stays within 

the core (i.e., assume that the flux leakage is zero). 
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Figure 1-15 | The core of Example 1-6. Determination of the voltage polarity at the 
terminals is shown. 
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@ Solution 

By the same reasoning as in the discussion on page 34, the direction of the volt- 

age while the flux is increasing in the reference direction must be positive to nega- 

tive, as shown in Figure 1-15. The magnitude of the voltage is given by 

ad 
at 

= (100 turns) 4 (0.05 sin 377?) 

= 1885 cos 377t 

ind = N 

or alternatively, 

@ng = 1885 sin(377t + 90°) V sa 

1.6 | PRODUCTION OF INDUCED FORCE 
ON A WIRE 

A second major effect of a magnetic field on its surroundings is that it induces a force 

on a current-carrying wire within the field. The basic concept involved is illustrated 

in Figure 1-16. The figure shows a conductor present in a uniform magnetic field of 

flux density B, pointing into the page. The conductor itself is / meters long and con- 

tains a current of i amperes. The force induced on the conductor is given by 

F = i(1 x B) (1-43) 
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Figure 1-16 | A current-carrying wire in the presence of a magnetic field. 
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where 

= magnitude of current in wire ~. 

length of wire, with direction of |] defined to be in the direction of 

current flow 

B = magnetic flux density vector 

The direction of the force is given by the right-hand rule: If the index finger of 

the right hand points in the direction of the vector | and the middle finger points in 

the direction of the flux density vector B, then the thumb points in the direction of the 

resultant force on the wire. The magnitude of the force is given by the equation 

F = ilB sin 6 (1-44) 

where @ is the angle between the wire and the flux density vector. 

Figure 1-16 shows a wire carrying a Current in the presence of a magnetic field. The 

magnetic flux density is 0.25 T, directed into the page. If the wire is 1.0 m long and 

carries 0.5 A of current in the direction from the top of the page to the bottom of the 

page, what are the magnitude and direction of the force induced on the wire? 

B Solution 

The direction of the force is given by the right-hand rule as being to the right. The 

magnitude is given by 

F= ilBsin@ (1-44) 

= (0.5 A)(1.0 m)(0.25 T) sin 90° = 0.125 N 

Therefore, 

F = 0.125 N, directed to the right a 
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The induction of a force in-a wire by a current in the presence of a magnetic field 

is the basis of motor action. Almost every type of motor depends on this basic prin- 

ciple for the forces and torques which make it move. 

1.7 | INDUCED VOLTAGE ON A CONDUCTOR 
MOVING IN A MAGNETIC FIELD 

There is a third major way in which a magnetic field interacts with its surroundings. 

If a wire with the proper orientation moves through a magnetic field, a voltage is in- 

duced in it. This idea is shown in Figure 1-17. The voltage induced in the wire is 

given by 

Cnd = (VX B)-1 | (1-45) 

where 

v = velocity of the wire 

B = magnetic flux density vector 

1 = length of conductor in the magnetic field 

Vector I points along the direction of the wire toward the end making the smallest 

angle with respect to the vector v X B. The voltage in the wire will be built up so that 

the positive end is in the direction of the vector v x B. The following examples 

illustrate this concept. 

Figure 1-17 | A conductor moving in the presence of a magnetic field. 
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EXAMPLE 1-8 

Figure 1-17 shows a conductor moving with a velocity of 5.0 m/s to the right in the 

presence of a magnetic field. The flux density is 0.5 T into the page, and the wire is 

1.0 m in length, oriented as shown. What are the magnitude and polarity of the 

resulting induced voltage? 
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@ Solution 

The direction of the quantity v x B in this example is up. Therefore, the voltage on 

the conductor will be built up positive at the top with respect to the bottom of the 

wire. The direction of vector | is up, so that it makes the smallest angle with re- 

spect to the vector v X B. 

Since v is perpendicular to B and since v X B is parallel to I, the magnitude 

of the induced voltage reduces to 

Enq = (Vv X B)- I (1-45) 

(vB sin 90°) / cos 0° 

VBI 

= (5.0 m/s)(0.5 T)(1.0 m) 

=2.5V 

Il 

Thus the induced voltage is 2.5 V, positive at the top of the wire. B 

|_EXAMPLE 1-9 
Figure 1-18 shows a conductor moving with a velocity of 10 m/s to the right in a 

magnetic field. The flux density is 0.5 T, out of the page, and the wire is 1.0 m in 

length, oriented as shown. What are the magnitude and polarity of the resulting 

induced voltage? 

Figure 1-18 | The conductor of Example 1-9. 

@ Solution 

The direction of the quantity v x B is down. The wire is not oriented on an up-down 
line, so choose the direction of | as shown to make the smallest possible angle 
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with the direction of v x B. The voltage is positive at the bottom of the wire with re- 

spect to the top of the wire. The magnitude of the voltage is 

Ong = (v x B) >| (1-45) 

= (VB sin 90°) | cos 30° 

= (10.0 m/s)(0.5 T)(1.0 m) cos 30° 

= 4.33 V | 

The induction of voltages in a wire moving in a magnetic field is fundamental to 

the operation of all types of generators. For this reason, it 1s called generator action. 

1.8 | REAL, REACTIVE, AND APPARENT POWER 
IN AC CIRCUITS 

In a DC circuit such as the one shown in Figure 1|—19a, the power supplied to the DC 

load is simply the product of the voltage across the load and the current flowing 

through it. 

P=VI (1-46) 

Unfortunately, the situation in sinusoidal AC circuits is more complex, because 

there can be a phase difference between the AC voltage and the AC current supplied 

to the load. The instantaneous power supplied to an AC load will still be the product 

Figure 1-19 | (a) A DC voltage source supplying a load with resistance A. (b) An AC 

voltage source aehond a load with impedance Z = ZZ 6. 
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of the instantaneous voltage and the instantaneous current, but the average power 

supplied to the load will be affected by the phase angle between the voltage and the 

current. We will now explore the effects of this phase difference on the average 

power supplied to an AC load. 

Figure 1-19b shows a single-phase voltage source supplying power to a single- 

phase load with impedance Z = ZZ 6 Q. If we assume that the load is inductive, then 

the impedance angle @ of the load will be positive, and the current will lag the volt- 

age by 6 degrees. 

The voltage applied to this load is 

v(t) = V/2V cos wt (1-47) 

where V is the rms value of the voltage applied to the load, and the resulting current 

flow is 

i(t) = 21 cos(wt — 0) (148) 

where / is the rms value of the current flowing through the load. 

The instantaneous power supplied to this load at any time f is 

p(t) = v(t)i(t) = 2VI cos wt cos(wt — #4) (1-49) 

The angle 6 in this equation is the impedance angle of the load. For inductive loads, 

the impedance angle is positive, and the current waveform lags the voltage waveform 

by 6 degrees. 

If we apply trigonometric identities to Equation (1-49), it can be manipulated 

into an expression of the form 

p(t) = Vi cos 6(1 + cos 2@t) + VI sin @ sin 2at (1-50) 

The first term of this equation represents the power supplied to the load by the com- 

ponent of current that is in phase with the voltage, while the second term represents 

the power supplied to the load by the component of current that is 90° out of phase 

with the voltage. The components of this equation are plotted in Figure 1—20. 

Note that the first term of the instantaneous power expression is always positive, 

but it produces pulses of power instead of a constant value. The average value of this 

term is 

P= VIcos @ (1-51) 

which is the average or real power (P) supplied to the load by term | of the Equation 

(1-50). The units of real power are watts (W), where 1 W = 1 V X LA. 

Note that the second term of the instantaneous power expression is positive half 

of the time and negative half of the time, so that the average power supplied by this 

term is zero. This term represents power that is first transferred from the source to the 

load, and then returned from the load to the source. The power that continually 

bounces back and forth between the source and the load is known as reactive power 

(Q). Reactive power represents the energy that is first stored and then released in the 
magnetic field of an inductor, or in the electric field of a capacitor. 
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Figure 1-20 | The components of power supplied to a single-phase load versus time. 
The first component represents the power supplied by the component 
of current in phase with the voltage, while the second term represents 
the power supplied by the component of current 90° out of phase 
with the voltage. 
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Component | 

The reactive power of a load is given by 

Q = VI sin 6 (1-52) 

where @ is the impedance angle of the load. By convention, Q is positive for induc- 

tive loads and negative for capacitive loads, because the impedance angle 6 is posi- 

tive for inductive loads and negative for capacitive loads. The units of reactive power 

are volt-amperes reactive (var), where | var = | V X 1 A. Even though the dimen- 

sional units are the same as for watts, reactive power is traditionally given a unique 

name to distinguish it from power actually supplied to a load. 

The apparent power (S) supplied to a load is defined as the product of the volt- 

age across the load and the current through the load. This is the power that “appears” 

to be supplied to the load if the phase angle differences between voltage and current 

are ignored. Therefore, the apparent power of a load is given by 

S=VI (1-53) 

The units of apparent power are volt-amperes (VA), where 1 VA = 1 V X 1A. As 

with reactive power, apparent power is given a distinctive set of units to avoid con- 

fusing it with real and reactive power. 
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Alternative Forms of the Power Equations 

If a load has a constant impedance, then Ohm’s law can be used to derive alternative 

expressions for the real, reactive, and apparent powers supplied to the load. Since the 

magnitude of the voltage across the load is given by 

V=1Z (1-54) 

substituting Equation (1-54) into Equations (1-51) to (1-53) produces equations for 

real, reactive, and apparent power expressed in terms of current and impedance: 

P= J*Zcos 0 (1-55) 

O=]*Z sing (1-56) 

Si [FZ (1-57) 

where Z is the magnitude of the load impedance Z. 

Since the impedance of the load Z can be expressed as 

Z=R+jX = Zcos 6+ jZsin 6 

we see from this equation that R = Z cos 6 and X = Z sin 6, so the real and reactive 

powers of a load can also be expressed as 

P=I°R (1-58) 

Q = 1°X (1-59) 

where R is the resistance and X is the reactance of load Z. 

Complex Power 

For simplicity in computer calculations, real and reactive power are sometimes rep- 

resented together as a complex power S, where 

S=P+jQ (1-60) 

The complex power S supplied to a load can be calculated from the equation 

S=vr (1-61) 

where the asterisk represents the complex conjugate operator. 

To understand this equation, let’s suppose that the voltage applied to a load is 
V = VZ aand the current through the load is 1 = J Z B. Then the complex power 
supplied to the load is 

S = VI’ = (VZa)IZ—8) = VI Z(a — B) 

= VI cos(a — B) + jVI sin(a — B) 

The impedance angle @ is the difference between the angle of the voltage and the 
angle of the current (9 = a — B), so this equation reduces to 

S = Vi cos 6 + jVI sin 6 

zo ota 8 
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The Relationships between Impedance Angle, Current Angle, 
and Power 

As we know from basic circuit theory, an inductive load (Figure 1-21) has a positive 
impedance angle 6, since the reactance of an inductor is positive. If the impedance 
angle 6 of a load is positive, the phase angle of the current flowing through the load 
will /ag the phase angle of the voltage across the load by 0. 

Also, if the impedance angle 0 of a load is positive, the reactive power consumed by 
the load will be positive (Equation 1-56), and the load is said to be consuming both 
real and reactive power from the source. 

Figure 1-21 | An inductive load has a positive impedance angle @. This load produces 
a lagging current, and it consumes both real power P and reactive 
power Q from the source. 

In contrast, a capacitive load (Figure 1-22) has a negative impedance angle 6, 

since the reactance of a capacitor is negative. If the impedance angle 0 of a load is 

negative, the phase angle of the current flowing through the load will lead the phase 

angle of the voltage across the load by @. Also, if the impedance angle @ of a load is 

negative, the reactive power Q consumed by the load will be negative (Equation 

1-56). In this case, we say that the load is consuming real power from the source and 

supplying reactive power to the source. 

Figure 1-22 | A capacitive load has a negative impedance angle 0. This load 

produces a /eading current, and it consumes real power P from the 

source and while supplying reactive power Q to the source. 

I Ip 
— 
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The Power Triangle 

The real, reactive, and apparent powers supplied to a load are related by the power 

triangle. A power triangle is shown in Figure 1-23. The angle in the lower left cor- 

ner is the impedance angle 6. The adjacent side of this triangle is the real power P 

supplied to the load, the opposite side of the triangle is the reactive power Q supplied 

to the load, and the hypotenuse of the triangle is the apparent power S of the load. 

The quantity cos 6 is usually known as the power factor of a load. The power 

factor is defined as the fraction of the apparent power S that is actually supplying real 

power to a load. Thus, 

PF = cos 0 (1-62) 

where @ is the impedance angle of the load. 

Note that cos 6 = cos (—@), so the power factor produced by an impedance 

angle of +30° is exactly the same as the power factor produced by an impedance 

angle of —30°. Because we can’t tell whether a load is inductive or capacitive from 

the power factor alone, it is customary to state whether the current is leading or lag- 

ging the voltage whenever a power factor is quoted. 

The power triangle makes the relationships among real power, reactive power, 

apparent power, and the power factor clear, and provides a convenient way to calcu- 

late various power-related quantities if some of them are known. 

Figure 1-23 | The power triangle. 
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Figure 1-24 shows an AC voltage source supplying power to a load with impedance 
Z= 20 Z —30° 2. Calculate the current | supplied to the load, the power factor of the 
load, and the real, reactive, apparent, and complex power supplied to the load. 

Figure 1-24 | The circuit of Example 1-10. 
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& Solution 

The current supplied to this load is 

Vv TZO ZO, | cletara huge, a ° 

Z PO s0K 
The power factor of the load is 

PF = cos 6 = cos (—30°) = 0.866 leading (1-62) 

(Note that this is a capacitive load, so the impedance angle @is negative, and the 
current /eads the voltage.) 

The real power supplied to the load is 

Pe ViCOS: 8 (51) 
P = (120 V)(6 A) cos (—30°) = 623.5 W 

The reactive power supplied to the load is 

Q= Visin @ (1=52) 

Q = (120 V)(6 A) sin (—30°) = —360 VAR 

The apparent power supplied to the load is 

S= VI (1-53) 

Q = (120 V)(6 A) = 720 VA 

The complex power supplied to the load is 

S=VI (1-61) 

= (12020° V)(6Z —30° A)* 

= (12020° V)(6Z30° A) = 720230° VA 

= 623.5 — /360 VA | 

1.9 | SUMMARY 

This chapter has reviewed briefly the mechanics of systems rotating about a single 

axis and introduced the sources and effects of magnetic fields important in the under- 

standing of transformers, motors, and generators. 

Historically, the English system of units has been used to measure the mechani- 

cal quantities associated with machines in English-speaking countries. Recently, the 

SI units have superseded the English system almost everywhere in the world except 

in the United States, but rapid progress is being made even there. Since SI is becom- 

ing almost universal, most (but not all) of the examples in this book use this system 

of units for mechanical measurements. Electrical quantities are always measured in 

SI units. 

In the section on mechanics, the concepts of angular position, angular velocity, 

angular acceleration, torque, Newton’s law, work, and power were explained for the 

special case of rotation about a single axis. Some fundamental relationships (such as 

the power and speed equations) were given in both SI and English units. 
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The production of a magnetic field by a current was explained, and the special 

properties of ferromagnetic materials were explored in detail. The shape of the mag- 

netization curve and the concept of hysteresis were explained in terms of the domain 

theory of ferromagnetic materials, and eddy current losses were discussed. 

Faraday’s law states that a voltage will be generated in a coil of wire that is pro- 

portional to the time rate of change in the flux passing through it. Faraday’s law is the 

basis of transformer action, which is explored in detail in Chapter 3. 

A current-carrying wire present in a magnetic field, if it is oriented properly, 

will have a force induced on it. This behavior is the basis of motor action in all real 

machines. 

A wire moving through a magnetic field with the proper orientation will have 

a voltage induced in it. This behavior is the basis of generator action in all real 

machines. 

In AC circuits, the real power P is the average power supplied by a source to a 

load. The reactive power Q is the component of power that is exchanged back and 

forth between a source and a load. By convention, positive reactive power is con- 

sumed by inductive loads (+ 6) and negative reactive power is consumed (or positive 

reactive power is supplied) by capacitive loads (— 4). The apparent power S is the 

power that “appears” to be supplied to the load if only the magnitudes of the voltages 

and currents are considered. 

1.10 | QUESTIONS 

1-1. What is torque? What role does torque play in the rotational motion of 

machines? 

1-2. What is Ampere’s law? 

1-3. What is magnetizing intensity? What is magnetic flux density? How are 

they related? 

1-4. How does the magnetic circuit concept aid in the design of transformer and 
machine cores? 

1-5. What is reluctance? 

1-6. What is a ferromagnetic material? Why is the permeability of ferromagnetic 
materials so high? 

1-7. How does the relative permeability of a ferromagnetic material vary with 
magnetomotive force? 

1-8. What is hysteresis? Explain hysteresis in terms of magnetic domain theory. 
1-9. What are eddy current losses? What can be done to minimize eddy current 

losses in a core? 

1-10. Why are all cores exposed to AC flux variations laminated? 

I-11. What is Faraday’s law? 

1-12. What conditions are necessary for a magnetic field to produce a force on 
a wire? 

I-13. What conditions are necessary for a magnetic field to produce a voltage in 
a wire? 



1-14. 

1-15. 

1-16. 
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Will current be leading or lagging voltage in an inductive load? Will the 

reactive power of the load be positive or negative? 

What are real, reactive, and apparent power? What units are they measured 

in? How are they related? 

What is power factor? 

1.11 | PROBLEMS 

1-1. 

1-2. 

1-4. 

1-6. 

A motor’s shaft is spinning at a speed of 1800 r/min. What is the shaft 

speed in radians per second? 

A flywheel with a moment of inertia of 4 kg—m~ is initially at rest. If a 

torque of 5 N—m (counterclockwise) is suddenly applied to the flywheel, 

what will be the speed of the flywheel after 5 s? Express that speed in both 

radians per second and revolutions per minute. 

A force of 5 N is applied to a cylinder, as shown in Figure P1—1. What are 

the magnitude and direction of the torque produced on the cylinder? What 

is the angular acceleration a of the cylinder? 

Figure P1-1 | The cylinder of Problem 1-3. 

A motor is supplying 70 N—m of torque to its load. If the motor’s shaft 1s 

turning at 1500 r/min, what is the mechanical power supplied to the load in 

watts? In horsepower? 

A ferromagnetic core is shown in Figure P1—2. The depth of the core is 

5 cm. The other dimensions of the core are as shown in the figure. Find the 

value of the current that will produce a flux of 0.003 Wb. With this current, 

what is the flux density at the top of the core? What is the flux density at 

the right side of the core? Assume that the relative permeability of the 

core is 1000. 

A ferromagnetic core with a relative permeability of 2000 is shown in 

Figure P1—3. The dimensions are as shown in the diagram, and the depth of 
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Figure P1-2 | The core of Problems 1-5 and 1-16. 
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Figure P1-3 | The core of Problem 1-6. 
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the core is 7 cm. The air gaps on the left and right sides of the core are 
0.050 and 0.070 cm, respectively. Because of fringing effects, the effective 

area of the air gaps is 5 percent larger than their physical size. If there are 
300 turns in the coil wrapped around the center leg of the core and if the 
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current in the coil is 1.0 A, what is the flux in each of the left, center, and 
right legs of the core? What is the flux density in each air gap? 

A two-legged core is shown in Figure P1-4. The winding on the left leg of 
the core (N,) has 600 turns, and the winding on the right (N,) has 200 turns. 
The coils are wound in the directions shown in the figure. If the dimensions 
are as shown, then what flux would be produced by currents i, = 0.5 A and 
ly = 1.00 A? Assume pw, = 1000 and constant. 

Figure P1-4 | The core of Problems 1-7 and 1-12. 
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A core with three legs is shown in Figure P1—5. Its depth is 5 cm, and there 

are 200 turns on the leftmost leg. The relative permeability of the core can 

be assumed to be 1500 and constant. What flux exists in each of the three 

legs of the core? What is the flux density in each of the legs? Assume a 4 

percent increase in the effective area of the air gap due to fringing effects. 

The wire shown in Figure P1—6 is carrying 2.0 A in the presence of a 

magnetic field. Calculate the magnitude and direction of the force induced 

on the wire. 
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Figure P1-5 | The core of Problem 1-8. 
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Figure P1-6 | A current-carrying wire in a magnetic field (Problem 1-9). 
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1-10. The wire shown in Figure P1—7 is moving in the presence of a magnetic 

field. With the information given in the figure, determine the magnitude and 
direction of the induced voltage in the wire. 

I-11. Repeat Problem 1-10 for the wire in Figure P1-8. 

I-12. The core shown in Figure P1—4 is made of a steel whose magnetization 
curve is shown in Figure P1—9, Repeat Problem 1-7, but this time do not 
assume a constant value of 1,. How much flux is produced in the core by 
the currents specified? What is the relative permeability of this core under 
these conditions? Was the assumption in Problem 1—7 that the relative 
permeability was equal to 1000 a good assumption for these conditions? 
Is it a good assumption in general? 
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Figure P1-7 | A wire moving ina magnetic field (Problem 1-10). 
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Figure P1-8 | A wire moving in a magnetic field (Problem 1-11). 
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1-13. A core with three legs is shown in Figure P1—10. Its depth is 8 cm, and 

there are 400 turns on the center leg. The remaining dimensions are shown 

in the figure. The core is composed of a steel having the magnetization 

curve shown in Figure 1—10c. Answer the following questions about this 

core: 

(a) What current is required to produce a flux density of 0.5 T in the 

central leg of the core? 

(b) What current is required to produce a flux density of 1.0 T in the 

central leg of the core? Is it twice the current in part (a)? 

(c) What are the reluctances of the central and right legs of the core under 

the conditions in part (a)? 
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Figure P1-9 | The magnetization curve for the core material of Problems 1-12 

and 1-14. 
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Figure P1-10 | The core of Problem 1-13. 
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What are the reluctances of the central and right legs of the core under 

the conditions in part (b)? 

What conclusion can you make about reluctances in real magnetic 

cores? 



1-14. 

1-15. 
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A two-legged magnetic core with an air gap is shown in Figure Pl-11. The 
depth of the core is 5 cm, the length of the air gap in the core is 0.07 cm, 
and the number of turns on the coil is 500. The magnetization curve of 
the core material is shown in Figure P1-9. Assume a 5 percent increase in 
effective air-gap area to account for fringing. How much current is required 
to produce an air-gap flux density of 0.5 T? What are the flux densities of 
the four sides of the core at that current? What is the total flux present in 
the air gap? 

Figure P1-11 | The core of Problem 1-14. 
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A transformer core with an effective mean path length of 10 in has a 

300-turn coil wrapped around one leg. Its cross-sectional area is 0.25 in’, 

and its magnetization curve is shown in Figure 1—10c. If current of 0.25 A 

is flowing in the coil, what is the total flux in the core? What is the flux 

density? 

The core shown in Figure P1—2 has the flux @ shown in Figure P1—12. 

Sketch the voltage present at the terminals of the coil. 

Figure P1—13 shows the core of a simple DC motor. The magnetization 

curve for the metal in this core is given by Figure 1—10c and d. Assume that 

the cross-sectional area of each air gap is 18 cm? and that the width of each 

air gap is 0.05 cm. The effective diameter of the rotor core is 4 cm. 
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Figure P1-12 | Plot of flux # as a function of time for Problem 1-16. 
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Figure P1-13 | The core of Problem 1-17. 
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(a) It is desired to build a machine with as great a flux density as possible 
while avoiding excessive saturation in the core. What would be a 
reasonable maximum flux density for this core? 

(b) What would be the total flux in the core at the flux density of part (a)? 
(c) The maximum possible field current for this machine is | A. Select a 

reasonable number of turns of wire to provide the desired flux density 
while not exceeding the maximum available current. 

Assume that the voltage applied to a load is V = 2087 —30° V and the 
current flowing through the load is I= 5215° A, 

(a) Calculate the complex power § consumed by this load. 
(b) Is this load inductive or capacitive? 

(c) Calculate the power factor of this load. 
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(d) Calculate the reactive power consumed or supplied by this load. Does 

the load consume reactive power from the source or supply it to the 

source? 

Figure Pl—14 shows a simple single-phase AC power system with three 

loads. The impedances of these three loads are 

Z,=5230°9 Z,=5245°O Z,=52-90°0 

Answer the following questions about this power system. 

(a) Assume that the switch shown in the figure is open, and calculate the 

current I, the power factor, and the real, reactive, and apparent power 

being supplied by the source. 

(b) Assume that the switch shown in the figure is closed, and calculate the 

current I, the power factor, and the real, reactive, and apparent power 

being supplied by the source. 

(c) What happened to the current flowing from the source when the 

switch closed? Why? 

Figure P1-14 | The circuit of Problem 1-19. 
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1-20. Demonstrate that Equation (1-50) can be derived from Equation (1-49) 

using simple trigonometric identities: 

p(t) = v(t)i(t) = 2VI cos wt cos(wt — 9) (1-49) 

p(t) = VI cos 6(1 + cos 2wt) + VI sin 8 sin 2wt (1-50) 
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Three-Phase Circuits 

Imost all electric power generation and most of the power transmission in the 

world today is in the form of three-phase AC circuits. A three-phase AC 

power system consists of three-phase generators, transmission lines, and 

loads. AC power systems have a great advantage over DC systems in that their volt- 

age levels can be changed with transformers to reduce *transmission losses, as we 

will show in Chapter 3. Three-phase AC power systems have two major advantages 

over single-phase AC power systems: (1) it is possible to get more power per kilo- 

gram of metal from a three-phase machine and (2) the power delivered to a three- 

phase load is constant at all times, instead of pulsing as it does in single-phase 

systems. Three-phase systems also make the use of induction motors easier by al- 

lowing them to start without special auxiliary starting windings. 

2.1 | GENERATION OF THREE-PHASE 
VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS 

A three-phase generator consists of three single-phase generators, with voltages 

equal in magnitude but differing in phase angle from the others by 120°. Each of 

these three generators could be connected to one of three identical loads by a pair of 

wires, and the resulting power system would be as shown in Figure 2—1c. Such a sys- 

tem consists of three single-phase circuits that happen to differ in phase angle by 

120°. The current flowing to each load can be found from the equation 

Therefore, the currents flowing in the three phases are 

bai7 Auger: 

We PAO) Lan = 1Z-120° 2 RB 776 | 120 @ (233) 

VZ—240° I-= = 12 -240° — 6 (2-4) 
ZZ0 



Figure 2-1 | (a) A three-phase generator, consisting of three single-phase sources 
equal in magnitude and 120° apart in phase. (b) The voltages in each 
phase of the generator. (c) The three phases of the generator connected 
to three identical loads. (d) Phasor diagram showing the voltages in 
each phase. 
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Figure 2-1 | (concluded) 
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It is possible to connect the negative ends of these three single-phase generators 

and loads together, so that they share a common return line (called the neutral). The 

resulting system is shown in Figure 2—2; note that now only four wires are required 

to supply power from the three generators to the three loads. 

Figure 2-2 | The three circuits connected together with a common neutral. 

I, 

How much current is flowing in the single neutral wire shown in Figure 2-2? 
The return current will be the sum of the currents flowing to each individual load in 
the power system. This current is given by 

wW=ht+it+I. (2-5) 

=1£-0 + IZ—6= 120" + [2 =—6 =a 

= I cos (— 6) + jJ sin (—8@) 

+ I'cos(—6 — 120°) +42-sin (— 06 — 120°) 

+ I cos (— 6 — 240°) + jI sin (—@ — 240°) 

= I [cos (—@) + cos (—@ — 120°) + cos (— 6 — 240°)] 

+ jf [sin (— @) + sin (—@ — 120°) + sin (—6 — 240°)] 
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Recall the elementary trigonometric identities: 

cos (a — B) = cos acos B + sin a sin B (2-6) 
sin (a — B) = sin acos B — cos asin B (2-7) 

Applying these trigonometric identities yields 

Iy = I[cos (— 6) + cos (—@) cos 120° + sin (—@) sin 120° + cos (—8@) cos 240° 
+ sin (— 8) sin 240°] 
+ ji[sin (— 8) -- sin (— 6) cos 120°= cos (— 6) sin 120° 

+ sin (— 6) cos 240° — cos (— 6) sin 240°] 

3 
I= 100s (~6) ~ 4 005 (-6) + ~F sin 0) Los —) NO 0 

30/33 

p) 
+ jl| sin (— 8) — 3 sin ( 0) 

Iy=OA 

8 
Cos ( @) — 5 sin 6) + cos 0 

As long as the three loads are equal, the return current in the neutral is zero! 

A three-phase power system in which the three generators have voltages that are 

exactly equal in magnitude and 120° different in phase, and in which all three loads 

are identical, is called a balanced three-phase system. In such a system, the neutral is 

actually unnecessary, and we could get by with only three wires instead of the origi- 

nal six. 

Phase Sequence The phase sequence of a three-phase power system is the order in 

which the voltages in the individual phases peak. The three-phase power system 

illustrated in Figure 2—1 is said to have phase sequence abc, since the voltages in the 

three phases peak in the order a, b, c (see Figure 2—1b). The phasor diagram of a 

power system with an abc phase sequence is shown in Figure 2—3a. 

Figure 2-3 | (a) The phase voltages in a power system with an abc phase sequence. 

(b) The phase voltages in a power system with an acb phase sequence. 
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It is also possible to connect the three phases of a power system so that the volt- 

ages in the phases peak in order the order a, c, b. This type of power system is said 

to have phase sequence acb. The phasor diagram of a power system with an acb 

phase sequence is shown in Figure 2—3b. 
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The result derived on page 59 is equally valid for both abe and ach phase 

sequences. In either case, if the power system is balanced, the current flowing in the 

neutral will be 0. 

2.2 | VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS 
IN A THREE-PHASE CIRCUIT 

A connection of the sort shown in Figure 2—2 is called a wye (Y) connection because 

it looks like the letter Y. Another possible connection is the delta (A) connection, in 

which the three generators are connected head to tail. The A connection is possible 

because the sum of the three voltages V, + V, + V¢ = 0, so that no short-circuit 

currents will flow when the three sources are connected head to tail. 

Each generator and each load in a three-phase power system may be either Y- or 

A-connected. Any number of Y- and A-connected generators and loads may be mixed 

on a power system. 

Figure 2-4 shows three-phase generators connected in Y and in A. The voltages 

and currents in a given phase are called phase quantities, and the voltages between 

lines and currents in the lines connected to the generators are called line quantities. 

The relationship between the line quantities and phase quantities for a given genera- 

tor or load depends on the type of connection used for that generator or load. These 

relationships will now be explored for each of the Y and A connections. 

Figure 2-4 | (a) Y connection. (b) A connection. 
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Voltages and Currents in the Wye (Y) Connection 

A Y-connected three-phase generator with an abc phase sequence connected to a re- 
sistive load is shown in Figure 2—S. The phase voltages in this generator are given by 
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Ve >= yee 

Von = V4Z LAO" (2-8) 

Ven = VsZ—240° 

Figure 2-5 | Y-connected generator with a resistive load. 
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Since the load connected to this generator is assumed to be resistive, the current 

in each phase of the generator will be at the same angle as the voltage. Therefore, the 

current in each phase will be given by 

L=1,20° 
I, = if ae OO (2-9) 

T= 1,2 240° 

From Figure 2-5, it is obvious that the current in any line is the same as the cur- 

rent in the corresponding phase. Therefore, for a Y connection, 

shpat Y connection (2-10) 

The relationship between line voltage and phase voltage is a bit more complex. By 

Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the line-to-line voltage V,,, is given by 

Vio gaviamys 
= Vo LM = Vol 2) 

l mVOU Mies 

v8 ei 
Viv +13 

= V3V4230° 
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Therefore, the relationship between the magnitudes of the line-to-line voltage and the 

line-to-neutral (phase) voltage in a Y-connected generator or load is 

Viz = V3Ve Y connection (2-11) 

In addition, the line voltages are shifted 30° with respect to the phase voltages. 

A phasor diagram of the line and phase voltages for the Y connection in Figure 2-5 

is shown in Figure 2-6. 

Figure 2-6 | Line-to-line and phase (line-to-neutral) voltages for the Y connection in 

Figure 2-5. 

Note that for Y connections with the abc phase sequence such as the one in Fig- 

ure 2-5, the voltage of a line /eads the corresponding phase voltage by 30°. For Y 

connections with the ach phase sequence, the voltage of a line /ags the correspond- 

ing phase voltage by 30°, as you will be asked to demonstrate in a problem at the end 

of the chapter. 

Although the relationships between line and phase voltages and currents for the 

Y connection were derived for the assumption of a unity power factor, they are in fact 

valid for any power factor. The assumption of unity-power-factor loads simply made 

the mathematics slightly easier in this development. 

Voltages and Currents in the Delta (A) Connection 

A A-connected three-phase generator connected to a resistive load is shown in Fig- 

ure 2—7. The phase voltages in this generator are given by 

Va» = V4Z0° 

V,. = V4Z—120° (2-12) 
cut V4Z—240° — 

| 
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Because the load is resistive, the phase currents are given by 

La —= ly a) 

Ly NZ 170° ORB) 
Dy = 1,)2-240° 

Figure 2-7 | A-connected generator with a resistive load. 
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In the case of the A connection, it is obvious that the line-to-line voltage between 

any two lines will be the same as the voltage in the corresponding phase. In a 

A connection, 

Van ave A connection (2-14) 

The relationship between line current and phase current is more complex. It can be 

found by applying Kirchhoff’s current law at a node of the A. Applying Kirchhoff’s 

current law to node A yields the equation 

I, = Ly = Lt 

=A Nar: 

I we 3 
ey (-34, +54 rei pe a! 

Veer! 
= Vitel at tl 
= e/g ten 0° 

Therefore, the relationship between the magnitudes of the line and phase currents in 

a A-connected generator or load is 

IL = V3l4 A connection Q=15) 

and the line currents are shifted 30° relative to the corresponding phase currents. 

Note that for A connections with the abc phase sequence such as the one shown 

in Figure 2-7, the current of a line lags the corresponding phase current by 30° (see 

Figure 2-8). For A connections with the ach phase sequence, the current of a line 

leads the corresponding phase current by 30°. 
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Figure 2-8 | Line and phase currents for the A connection in Figure 2-7. 

I, I be I 

The voltage and current relationships for Y- and A-connected sources and loads 

are summarized in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 | Summary of relationships in Y and A connections 

Y connection A connection 

Voltage magnitudes Vite aN Visa Ve 
Current magnitudes Nef i= Nile 
abc phase sequence V.» leads V, by 30° I, lags I, by 30 

acb phase sequence V.» lags V, by 30 I, leads I. by 30 

2.3 | POWER RELATIONSHIPS IN 
THREE-PHASE CIRCUITS 

Figure 2-9 shows a balanced Y-connected load whose phase impedance is 

Z, = ZZ0°. It the three-phase voltages applied to this load are given by 

Van(t) = V/2V sin wt 

Vin(t) = V/2V sin(wt — 120°) (2-16) 
Ven(t) = V/2V sin(wt — 240°) 

then the three-phase currents flowing in the load are given by 

L(t) = \/21 sin(wt — 6) 

i,(t) = \/21 sin(wt — 120° — @) (2-17) 
i(t) = \/21 sin(wt — 240° — @) 

where / = V/Z. How much power is being supplied to this load from the source? 
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Figure 2-9 | A balanced Y-connected load. 
a 

The instantaneous power supplied to one phase of the load is given by the 
equation 

p(t) = v(t)i(t) (2-18) 

Therefore, the instantaneous power supplied to each of the three phases is 

Dat) = Van(Di,(t) = 2VI sin(wt) sin(wt — 8) 

Ppt) = Van(O)i,(2) = 2VI sin(@wt — 120°) sin(wt — 120° — 6) (2-19) 

PAt) = Va (DID = 2VI sin(wt — 240°) sin(wt — 240° — 6) 

A trigonometric identity states that 

sin a sin B = Treos(a SF Ee EOS (A= 163) (2-20) 

Applying this identity to Equations (2-19) yields new expressions for the power in 

each phase of the load: 

PAD) = Vi[cos 0 — cos2at — 6)] 

p,(t) = Vi[cos 6 — cos(2wt — 240° — 6)] (2-21) 

DAt) = VilCos @—tcos(2@1e 1480" — @)| 

The total power supplied to the entire three-phase load is the sum of the power 

supplied to each of the individual phases. The power supplied by each phase consists 

of a constant component plus a pulsing component. However, the pulsing compo- 

nents in the three phases cancel each other out since they are 120° out of phase with 

each other, and the final power supplied by the three-phase power system is constant. 

This power is given by the equation: 

Prot) = Pa) + pat) + pct) = 3VI cos 6 (2-22) 

The instantaneous power in phases a, b, and c are shown as a function of time in 

Figure 2-10. Note that the total power supplied to a balanced three-phase load is 

constant at all times. The fact that a constant power is supplied by a three-phase 

power system is one of its major advantages compared to single-phase sources. 
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Figure 2-10 | Instantaneous power in phases a, b, and c, plus the total power 

supplied to the load. 

—- — — — PhaseA 

Three-Phase Power Equations Involving Phase Quantities 

The single-phase power Equations (1-51) to (1-57) apply to each phase of a Y- or 

A-connected three-phase load, so the real, reactive, and apparent powers supplied to 

a balanced three-phase load are given by 

P = 3V, 1,,cos 0 (2-23) 

QO = 3V,4 14 sin 6 (2-24) 

re bo Nn — Sue Spey 

| P= B1GZ cos @ | (2-26) 

Q = 3/3Zsin 0 | (2°27) 

§ = 313Z (2-28) 

The angle @ is again the angle between the voltage and the current in any phase 
of the load (it is the same in all phases), and the power factor of the load is the cosine 
of the impedance angle @. The power-triangle relationships apply as well. 
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Three-Phase Power Equations Involving Line Quantities 
It is also possible to derive expressions for the power in a balanced three-phase 
load in terms of line quantities. This derivation must be done separately for Y- and 
A-connected loads, since the relationships between the line and phase quantities are 
different for each type of connection. 

For a Y-connected load, the power consumed by a load is given by 

Pet 3V 5 1. COS.0 (2-23) 

For this type of load, J, = I, and V,, = \/3V 4, so the power consumed by the load 
can also be expressed as 

p= a(t) cos @ 
By ath 

| P= V/3V;, I, cos 0 | (2-29) 

For a A-connected load, the power consumed by a load is given by 

Pa Valecos @ (2-23) 

For this type of load, /, = \/3/, and V,, = V,, so the power consumed by the load 
can also be expressed in terms of line quantities as 

I, j 
—} cos 
V3 

= V3Vi1, cos 6 (2-29) 

P= 3V,,( 

This is exactly the same equation that was derived for a Y-connected load, so Equa- 

tion (2-29) gives the power of a balanced three-phase load in terms of line quantities 

regardless of the connection of the load. The reactive and apparent powers of the 

load in terms of line quantities are 

iS) = No Vir I, (Ze) 

It is important to realize that the cos @ and sin @ terms in Equations (2-29) and 

(2-30) are the cosine and sine of the angle between the phase voltage and the phase 

current, not the angle between the line-to-line voltage and the line current. Remem- 

ber that there is a 30° phase shift between the line-to-line and phase voltage for a 

Y connection, and between the line and phase current for a A connection, so it is im- 

portant not to take the cosine of the angle between the line-to-line voltage and line 

current. 
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2.4| ANALYSIS OF BALANCED 
THREE-PHASE SYSTEMS 

If a three-phase power system is balanced, it is possible to determine the voltages, 

currents, and powers at various points in the circuit with a per-phase equivalent 

circuit. This idea is illustrated in Figure 2-11. Figure 2-11a shows a Y-connected 

generator supplying power to a Y-connected load through a three-phase trans- 

mission line. 

In such a balanced system, a neutral wire may be inserted with no effect on the 

system, since no current flows in that wire. This system with the extra wire inserted 

is shown in Figure 2-11b. Also, notice that each of the three phases is identical 

except for a 120° shift in phase angle. Therefore, it is possible to analyze a circuit 

consisting of one phase and the neutral, and the results of that analysis will be valid 

for the other two phases as well if the 120° phase shift is included. Such a per-phase 

circuit is shown in Figure 2—I Ic. 

There is one problem associated with this approach, however. It requires that a 

neutral line be available (at least conceptually) to provide a return path for current 

flow from the loads to the generator. This is fine for Y-connected sources and loads, 

but no neutral can be connected to A-connected sources and loads. 

How can A-connected sources and loads be included in a power system to be an- 

alyzed? The standard approach is to transform the impedances by the Y—A transform 

of elementary circuit theory. For the special case of balanced loads, the Y—A trans- 

formation states that a A-connected load consisting of three equal impedances, each 

of value Z, is totally equivalent to a Y-connected load consisting of three impedances, 

each of value Z/3 (see Figure 2-12). This equivalence means that the voltages, cur- 

rents, and powers supplied to the two loads cannot be distinguished in any fashion by 

anything external to the load itself. 

If A-connected sources or loads include voltage sources, then the magnitudes of 

the voltage sources must be scaled according to Equation (2-11), and the effect of the 

30° phase shift must be included as well. 

A 208-V three-phase power system is shown in Figure 2—13. It consists of an ideal 

208-V Y-connected three-phase generator connected through a three-phase 

transmission line to a Y-connected load. The transmission line has an impedance of 

0.06 + /0.12 Q per phase, and the load has an impedance of 12 + /9 per phase. 

For this simple power system, find 

(a) The magnitude of the line current /, 

(b) The magnitude of the load's line and phase voltages V,, and Vy, 

(c) The real, reactive, and apparent powers consumed by the load 

(d) The power factor of the load 

(e) The real, reactive, and apparent powers consumed by the transmission line 

(f) The real, reactive, and apparent powers supplied by the generator 

(g) The generator’s power factor 
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Figure 2-11 | (a) A Y-connected generator and load. (b) System with neutral inserted. 
(c) The per-phase equivalent circuit. 
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(a) 

Transmission line 

Neutral 
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Transmission line 
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Figure 2-12 | Y-A transformation. A Y-connected impedance of Z/3 11 is 
totally equivalent to a A-connected impedance of Z 1 to any 

circuit connected to the load’s terminals. 

Figure 2-13 | The three-phase circuit of Example 2-1. 

0.62 j0.122 

Von = 1202-240° Von = 12020° 
an 208 V 

Vin = 120Z-120° 

0.062 j0.120 

WW 

@ Solution 

Since both the generator and the load on this power system are Y-connected, it is 
very simple to construct a per-phase equivalent circuit. This circuit is shown in 
Figure 2-14. 

(a) The line current flowing in the per-phase equivalent circuit is given by 

ABP eos Viera 
hay Mgr Rs Zroad 

120 20° V 
(0.06 + /0.12 Q) + (12 + j9Q) 
TOO" eer oa 
~ 12.06 + (9.12 15.12237.1° 
= 7.942-37.1°A 

The magnitude of the line current is thus 7.94 A. 
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Figure 2-14 | Per-phase circuit in Example 2-1. 

0.060 j0.120 

(b) The phase voltage on the load is the voltage across one phase of the load. 

This voltage is the product of the phase impedance and the phase current of 

the load: 

Vee Lyi Zoi 

(7.942 —37.1° A)A2 + f9 QO) 

= (7.942 —37.1° A\(15236.9° 0) 

Sell Oa One 

Therefore, the magnitude of the load’s phase voltage is 

Vor = 119.1 V 

and the magnitude of the load’s line voltage is 

Vic = NV 8Vip = 2063NV 

(c) The real power consumed by the load is 

Poad = 3Vglg COS 0 

= 3(119.1 V)(7.94 A) cos 36.9° 

= 2270 W 

The reactive power consumed by the load is 

Qees oe 3Vgly sin 0 

= 3(119.1 V)(7.94 A) sin 36.9° 
= 1702 var 

The apparent power consumed by the load is 

Sioad = 3Vigly 

= 3(119.1 V)(7.94 A) 

= 2839 VA 

(d) The load power factor is 

PFigag = COS 6 = Cos 36.9° = 0.8 lagging 
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(e) The current in the transmission line is 7.942 —37.1 A, and the impedance of 

the line is 0.06 + j0.12 Q or 0.134263.4° © per phase. Therefore, the real, 

reactive, and apparent powers consumed in the line are 

Pine = 31 Z COS 0 (2-26) 

= 3(7.94 A)? (0.134 Q) cos 63.4° 
= IOV. 

Qine = 3IZZ sin O (2-27) 

= 3(7.94 A)? (0.134 2) sin 63.4° ; 

= 22.7 var 

Hc y4 (2-28) 
= 3(7.94 A)? (0.134 0) 
= 25.3 VA 

(f) The real and reactive powers supplied by the generator are the sum of the 

powers consumed by the line and the load: 

Paen = Fine + Proad 

= 11.3 W + 2270 W = 2281 W 

Qoen = Qine + Qhad 

= 22.7 var + 1702 var = 1725 VAR 

The apparent power of the generator is the square root of the sum of the 

squares of the real and reactive powers: 

Soon = WP Oa, = 2860 VA 

(g) From the power triangle, the power-factor angle 6 is 

Q pe wy ns ay 720A Ta 
Agen = tan Pas tan 5581 W 37.1 

Therefore, the generator’s power factor is 

PF en = COS 37.1° = 0.798 lagging = 

| EXAMPLE 2-2 
Repeat Example 2-1 for a A-connected load, with everything else unchanged. 

@ Solution 

This power system is shown in Figure 2-15. Since the load on this power system 

is A connected, it must first be converted to an equivalent Y form. The phase im- 

pedance of the A-connected load is 12 + /9 1 so the equivalent phase imped- 

ance of the corresponding Y form is 

Zs : 
AaB =4t 30 
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Figure 2-15 | Three-phase circuit in Example 2-2. 

0.062 j0.120 
fTYVY™. 

AEs 006 70:12,.0 

V., = 120 Z -240° V V,,, = 120 Z 0° V 
an 

Vin = 120 Z-120° V 

0.062 0.12.0 

The resulting per-phase equivalent circuit of this system is shown in Figure 2-16. 

Figure 2-16 | Per-phase circuit in Example 2-2. 

0.06.0 +0120 

Vp = 120 20° Zp =44+ p30 

(a) The line current flowing in the per-phase equivalent circuit is given by 

reer secens ioa 
es Lae at Zioad 

12020° V 
(0.06 + (0.120) + (4 + j3.Q) 

120 00 1 OOZ 0° 
A06 IB Al 5.412737,5° 
= 23.42 -—37.5° A 

The magnitude of the line current is thus 23.4 A. 

(b) The phase voltage on the equivalent Y load is the voltage across one phase 

of the load. This voltage is the product of the phase impedance and the 

phase current of the load: 

Vigor Vy Zor 

SS AZ OLD ANA bys Q) 

=|(23 47 —37.5° A\5236.9° 0). = 1172 -0.6° V 
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The original load was A connected, so the phase voltage of the original load is 

Va. = V3 (117 V) = 203 V 

and the magnitude of the load's line voltage is 

Vit = Ve. = 203 V 

(c) The real power consumed by the equivalent Y load (which is the same as 

the power in the actual load) is 

Poad = 3Vyly COS 0 

= 3(117 V)(23.4 A) cos 36.9° 

= 6571 W 

The reactive power consumed by the load is 

Qoad = 3Vol4 Sin @ 

= 3(117 V)(23.4 A) sin 36.9° 

= 4928 var 

The apparent power consumed by the load is 

Stoad m 3V gly 

= S(t /V23°4-A) 

= 8213 VA 

(d) The load power factor is 

PFigag = COS 8 = COS 36.9° = 0.8 lagging 

(e) The current in the transmission is 23.42 —37.5° A, and the impedance of 

the line is 0.06 + /0.12 9 or 0.184263.4° © per phase. Therefore, the real, 

reactive, and apparent powers consumed in the line are 

Pine = 313Z COS 0 (2-26) 

= 3(23.4 A)?(0.134 2) cos 63.4° 

= 98.6 W 

Qine = 3/5Z sin 0 (2-27) 

3(23.4 A)°(0.134 Q) sin 63.4° 

197 var 

Sine = 3/5 Z (2-28) 

= 3(23.4 A)*(0.134 0) 

= 220 VA 

(f) The real and reactive powers supplied by the generator are the sums of the 

powers consumed by the line and the load: 

II 

Pasn ae Pine ar Proad 

= 98.6 W + 6571 W = 6670 W 

Qhoen = Qiine cl Qhoad 

197 VAR + 4928 VAR = 5125 var 
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The apparent power of the generator is the square root of the sum of the squares 
of the real and reactive powers: 

Syeon = V Pion + Q5en = 8411 VA 

(g) From the power triangle, the power-factor angle @is 

Qgen 5125 VAR 
Gotan! So ane) aS ° 
i ren tan 6670 W ee 

Therefore, the generator’s power factor is 

PF gen COS 37.02 = 02792 lagging w 
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2.5 | ONE-LINE DIAGRAMS 
As we have seen in this chapter, a balanced three-phase power system has three lines 

connecting each source with each load, one for each of the phases in the power sys- 

tem. The three phases are all similar, with voltages and currents equal in amplitude 

and shifted in phase from each other by 120°. Because the three phases are all basi- 

cally the same, it is customary to sketch power systems in a simple form with a single 

line representing all three phases of the real power system. These one-line diagrams 

provide a compact way to represent the interconnections of a power system. One-line 

diagrams typically include all of the major components of a power system, such as 

generators, transformers, transmission lines, and loads with the transmission lines 

represented by a single line. The voltages and types of connections of each generator 

and load are usually shown on the diagram. A simple power system is shown in Fig- 

ure 2-17, together with the corresponding one-line diagram. 

2.6 | USING THE POWER TRIANGLE 
If the transmission lines in a power system can be assumed to have negligible im- 

pedance, then an important simplification is possible in the calculation of three-phase 

currents and powers. This simplification depends on the use of the real and reactive 

powers of each load to determine the currents and power factors at various points in 

the system. 

For example, consider the simple power system shown in Figure 2-17. If the 

transmission line in that power system is assumed to be lossless, the line voltage at 

the generator will be the same as the line voltage at the loads. If the generator volt- 

age is specified, then we can find the current and power factor at any point in this 

power system as follows: 

1. Determine the line voltage at the generator and the loads. Since the 

transmission line is assumed to be lossless, these two voltages will be identical. 

2. Determine the real and reactive powers of each load on the power system. 

We can use the known load voltage to perform this calculation. 
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Figure 2-17 | (a) A simple power system with a Y-connected generator, a . 
A-connected load, and a Y-connected load. (b) The corresponding 

one-line diagram. 

Generator Load | Load 2 

(a) 

Bus 1 

A connected 

Y connected Y connected 

(b) 

3. Find the total real and reactive powers supplied to all loads “downstream” 

from the point being examined. 

4. Determine the system power factor at that point, using the power-triangle 
relationships. 

5. Use Equation (2-29) to determine line currents, or Equation (2-23) 
to determine phase currents, at that point. 

This approach is commonly employed by engineers estimating the currents and 
power flows at various points on distribution systems within an industrial plant. 
Within a single plant, the lengths of transmission lines will be quite short and their 
impedances will be relatively small, and so only small errors will occur if the im- 
pedances are neglected. An engineer can treat the line voltage as constant, and use 
the power triangle method to quickly calculate the effect of adding a load on the 
overall system current and power factor. 
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Figure 2-18 shows a one-line diagram of a small 480-V industrial distribution system. 

The power system supplies a constant line voltage of 480 V, and the impedance of 

the distribution lines is negligible. Load 1 is a A-connected load with a phase im- 

pedance of 10230° ©, and load 2 is a Y-connected load with a phase impedance of 

SZ =O WO. 

(a) Find the overall power factor of the distribution system. 

(b) Find the total line current supplied to the distribution system. 

Figure 2-18 | The system in Example 2-3. 

Bus A 

Delta connected 

Ly = IOAZASOPRO 

480 + Load Wye connected 

three-phase 2 Zp =52-36.87°0. 

@ Solution 

The lines in this system are assumed impedanceless, so there will be no voltage 

drops within the system. Since load 1 is A connected, its phase voltage will be 

480 V. Since load 2 is Y connected, its phase voltage will be 480/V3 = 277 V. 

The phase current in load 1 is 

480 V 

Therefore, the real and reactive powers of load 1 are 

Py = 3V 4141 COS 8 

= 3(480 V)(48 A) cos 30° = 59.9 kW 

Qy = 3Vgil51 SIN O 

= 3(480 V)(48 A) sin 30° = 34.6 kvar 

The phase current in load 2 is 

277 V le = Eq - OFA A 

Therefore, the real and reactive powers of load 2 are 

Pz = 3V golg2 COS O 

= 3(277 V)(55.4 A) cos(—36.87°) = 36.8 kW 

Q> = 3V gol yo SIN O 

= 3(277 V)(55.4 A) sin(—36.87°) = —27.6 kvar 
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(a) The total real and reactive powers supplied by the distribution system are 

Pot = Py a P, 

= 59.9 kW + 36.8 kW = 96.7 kW 

Qot = Q, + Q, 

= 34.6 kvar — 27.6 kvar = 7.00 kvar 

From the power triangle, the effective impedance angle @ is given by 

Q 
—4 as 6 tan P 

7.00 kvar -1 =< ° = tan 96.7 kW 4.14 

The system power factor is thus 

PF = cos 6 = cos(4.14°) = 0.997 lagging 

(b) The total line current is given by 

Aare eta | 
“  \/3V, cos 6 

96.7 kW i = =117A ] 
“  \/3(480 V)(0.997) 

2.7 | QUESTIONS 

2-1. What types of connections are possible for three-phase generators and 

loads? 

2-2. What is meant by the term “balanced” in a balanced three-phase system? 

2-3. What is the relationship between phase and line voltages and currents for a 

wye (Y) connection? 

2-4. What is the relationship between phase and line voltages and currents for 

a delta (A) connection? 

2-5. What is phase sequence? 

2-6. Write the equations for real, reactive, and apparent power in three-phase 

circuits, in terms of both line and phase quantities. 

2-7. What is a Y—A transform? 

2.8 | PROBLEMS 

2-1. Three impedances of 4 + j3 Q are A connected and tied to a three-phase 
208-V power line. Find /,,, /;, P, Q, S, and the power factor of this load. 
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2-2. Figure P2-1 shows a three-phase power system with two loads. The 
A-connected generator is producing a line Voltage of 480 V, and the line 
impedance is 0.09 + j0.16 Q. Load | is Y connected, with a phase 
impedance of 2.52 36.87° © and load 2 is A connected, with a 
phase impedance of 52 —20° . 

Figure P2-1 | The system in Problem 2-2. 

I 
LED 0109 0 770.16 0, 

Vig = 4802-240° V 

Vic = 4802-120° V 0.09Q j0.16 0 

0.09 QO j0.16 2 

Generator Load 1 Load 2 

Zo) = 2.5236.87° 0, 

Liig= 62-20) 

(a) What is the line voltage of the two loads? 

(b) What is the voltage drop on the transmission lines? 

(c) Find the real and reactive powers supplied to each load. 

(d) Find the real and reactive power losses in the transmission line. 

(e) Find the real power, reactive power, and power factor supplied by 

the generator. 

2-3. Figure P2—2 shows a one-line diagram of a simple power system containing 

a single 480-V generator and three loads. Assume that the transmission 

lines in this power system are lossless, and answer the following questions. 

(a) Assume that Load | is Y connected. What are the phase voltage and 

currents in that load? 

(b) Assume that Load 2 is A connected. What are the phase voltage and 

currents in that load? 

(c) What real, reactive, and apparent power does the generator supply 

when the switch is open? 

(d) What is the total line current /, when the switch is open? 

(e) What real, reactive, and apparent power does the generator supply 

when the switch is closed? 
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Figure P2-2 | The power system in Problem 2-3. 

Bus | 
h 

0.9 PF lagging 

b 
480 V 80 kVA 

0.8 PF lagging 
Y connected 

if: 0.85 PF leading 

(f) What is the total line current /, when the switch is closed? 

(g) How does the total line current /, compare to the sum of the three 

individual currents /; + /, + /,? If they are not equal, why not? 

2-4. Prove that the line voltage of a Y-connected generator with an ach phase 

sequence lags the corresponding phase voltage by 30°. Draw a phasor 

diagram showing the phase and line voltages for this generator. 

2-5. Find the magnitudes and angles of each line and phase voltage and current 

on the load shown in Figure P2—3. 

Figure P2-3 | The system in Problem 2-5. 

I, 

_— 

Ay 
an 

= 120Z207V 

2-6. Figure P2—4 shows a one-line diagram of a small 480-V distribution system 
in an industrial plant. An engineer working at the plant wishes to calculate 
the current that will be drawn from the power utility company with and 
without the capacitor bank switched into the system. For the purposes of 
this calculation, the engineer will assume that the lines in the system have 
zero impedance. 
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Figure P2-4 | The system in Problem 2-6. 

Load Delta connected 

l Z4 =10230° 0, 

Wye connected 

Zy =4236.87° 0 

bln Capacitor | Wye connected 

ce bank Zy =5Z-90°O 

(a) If the switch shown is open, find the real, reactive, and apparent 

powers in the system. Find the total current supplied to the distribution 

system by the utility. 

(b) Repeat part (a) with the switch closed. 

(c) What happened to the total current supplied by the power system 

when the switch closed? Why? 

2.9 | REFERENCE 
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Transformers 

transformer is a device that changes AC electric power at one voltage level 

into AC electric power at another voltage level through the action of a mag- 

netic field. It consists of two or more coils of wire wrapped around a com- 

mon ferromagnetic core. These coils are (usually) not directly connected. The only 

connection between the coils is the common magnetic flux present within the core. 

One of the transformer windings is connected to a source of AC electric power, 

and the second (and perhaps third) transformer winding supplies electric power to 

loads. The transformer winding connected to the power source is called the primary 

winding or input winding, and the winding connected to the loads is called the sec- 

ondary winding or output winding. If there is a third winding on the transformer, it is 

called the tertiary winding. 

3.1 | WHY TRANSFORMERS ARE IMPORTANT 
TO MODERN LIFE 

The first power distribution system in the United States was a 120-V DC system in- 

vented by Thomas A. Edison to supply power for incandescent light bulbs. Edison’s 

first central power station went into operation in New York City in September 1882. 

Unfortunately, his power system generated and transmitted power at such low volt- 

ages that very large currents were necessary to supply significant amounts of power. 
These high currents caused huge voltage drops and power losses in the transmission 
lines, severely restricting the service area of a generating station. In the 1880s, cen- 
tral power stations were located every few city blocks to overcome this problem. The 
fact that power could not be transmitted far with low-voltage DC power systems 
meant that generating stations had to be small and localized and so were relatively 
inefficient. 

The invention of the transformer (Figure 3-1) and the concurrent development 
of AC power sources eliminated forever these restrictions on the range and power 
level of power systems. A transformer ideally changes one AC voltage level to 
another voltage level without affecting the actual power supplied. If the transformer 
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Figure 3-1 | The first practical modern transformer, built by William Stanley in 1885. 
Note that the core is made up of individual sheets of metal (laminations). 
(Courtesy of General Electric Company.) 

steps up the voltage level of a circuit, it must decrease the current to keep the power 

into the device equal to the power out of it. Therefore, AC electric power can be gen- 

erated at one central location, its voltage stepped up for transmission over long dis- 

tances at very low losses, and its voltage stepped down again for final use. Since the 

transmission losses in the lines of a power system are proportional to the square of 

the current in the lines, raising the transmission voltage and reducing the resulting 

transmission currents by a factor of 10 with transformers reduces power transmission 

losses by a factor of 100. Without the transformer, it would simply not be possible to 

use electric power in many of the ways it is used today. 

In a modern power system, transformers are literally found everywhere. Electric 

power is generated at voltages of 12 to 25 kV. Transformers at the output of the gen- 

erators step up the voltage to between 110 kV and nearly 1000 kV for transmission 

over long distances at very low losses. Substation transformers then step down the 

voltage to the 13- to 34.5-kV range for local distribution, and distribution transform- 

ers finally permit the power to be used safely in homes, offices, and factories at volt- 

ages as low as 120 V. 

3.2 | TYPES AND CONSTRUCTION OF 
TRANSFORMERS 

The principal purpose of a transformer is to convert AC power at one voltage level into 

AC power of the same frequency at another voltage level. Transformers are also used 

for a variety of other purposes (e.g., voltage sampling, current sampling, and imped- 

ance transformation), but this chapter is primarily devoted to the power transformer. 

Power transformers are constructed on one of two types of cores. One type of 

construction consists of a simple rectangular laminated piece of steel with the trans- 

former windings wrapped around two sides of the rectangle. This type of construc- 

tion is known as core form and is illustrated in Figure 3-2. The other type consists of 
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Figure 3-2 | Core-form transformer construction. 

ip (t) ig (t) 

Vp (1) Vs (t) 

a three-legged laminated core with the windings wrapped around the center leg. This 

type of construction is known as shell form and is illustrated in Figure 3-3. In either 

case, the core is constructed of thin laminations electrically isolated from each other 

in order to minimize eddy currents. 

Figure 3-3 | (a) Shell-form transformer construction. (b) A typical shell-form transformer. (Courtesy of General 

Electric Company.) 

(a) 

(b) 

The primary and secondary windings in a physical transformer are wrapped one 
on top of the other, with the low-voltage winding innermost. Such an arrangement 
serves two purposes: 
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1. It simplifies the problem of insulating the high-voltage winding from the core. 

2. It results in much less leakage flux than would be the case if the two windings 

were separated by a distance on the core. 

Power transformers are given a variety of different names, depending on their 

use in power systems. A transformer connected to the output of a generator and used 

to step its voltage up to transmission levels (110+ kV) is sometimes called a unit 

transformer. The transformer at the other end of the transmission line, which steps 

the voltage down from transmission levels to distribution levels (from 2.3 to 

34.5 kV), is called a substation transformer. Finally, the transformer that takes the 

distribution voltage and steps it down to the final voltage at which the power 

is actually used (110, 208, 220 V, etc.) is called a distribution transformer. All 

these devices are essentially the same—the only difference among them is their in- 

tended use. ; 

In addition to the various power transformers, two special-purpose transformers 

are used with electric machinery and power systems. The first of these special trans- 

formers is a device specially designed to sample a high voltage and produce a low 

secondary voltage directly proportional to it. Such a transformer is called a potential 

transformer. A power transformer also produces a secondary voltage directly propor- 

tional to its primary voltage; the difference between a potential transformer and a 

power transformer is that the potential transformer is designed to handle only a very 

small current. The second type of special transformer is a device designed to provide 

a secondary current much smaller than but directly proportional to its primary cur- 

rent. This device is called a current transformer. Both special-purpose transformers 

are discussed in a later section of this chapter. 

3.3 | THE IDEAL TRANSFORMER 
An ideal transformer is a lossless device with an input winding and an output wind- 

ing. In an ideal transformer, the relationships between the input voltage and the out- 

put voltage, and between the input current and the output current, are given by 

Equations (3-1) and (3-4) below. Figure 34 shows an ideal transformer. 

The transformer shown in Figure 3-4 has Np turns of wire on its primary side 

and N, turns of wire on its secondary side. The relationship between the voltage vp(t) 

applied to the primary side of the ideal transformer and the voltage vs(t) produced on 

the secondary side is 

vp(t) Np 
ised 9h (3-1) 

V5(t) Ns 

where a is defined to be the turns ratio of the transformer: 

N 
a= = G2) 
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Figure 3-4 | (a) Sketch of an ideal transformer. (b) Schematic symbols of a 

transformer. 

(a) 

(b) 

The relationship between the current ip(t) flowing into the primary side of the 
ideal transformer and the current is(7) flowing out of the secondary side of the trans- 
former is 

= N,is(t) (3-3) 

Or 
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or (3-6) 

Notice that the phase angle of V> is the same as the angle of Vs and the phase angle 
of Ip is the same as the phase angle of Is. The turns ratio of the ideal transformer af- 
fects the magnitudes of the voltages and currents, but not their angles. 

Equations (3-1) to (3-6) describe the relationships between the magnitudes and 

angles of the voltages and currents on the primary and secondary sides of the trans- 

former, but they leave one question unanswered: Given that the primary circuit’s 

voltage is positive at a specific end of the coil, what would the polarity of the sec- 

ondary circuit’s voltage be? In real transformers, it would be possible to tell the sec- 

ondary’s polarity only if the transformer were opened and its windings examined. To 

avoid this necessity, transformers utilize the dot convention. The dots appearing at 

one end of each winding in Figure 3-4 tell the polarity of the voltage and current on 

the secondary side of the transformer. The relationship is as follows: 

1. If the primary voltage is positive at the dotted end of the winding with respect 

to the undotted end, then the secondary voltage will be positive at the dotted 

end also. Voltage polarities are the same with respect to the dots on each side 

of the core. 

2. If the primary current of the transformer flows into the dotted end of the 

primary winding, the secondary current will flow out of the dotted end of 

the secondary winding. 

The physical meaning of the dot convention and the reason polarities work out this 

way will be explained in Section 3.4, which deals with the real transformer. 

Power in an Ideal Transformer 

The power supplied to the transformer by the primary circuit is given by the equation 

P.,, = VpIp cos Op (3-7) 

where 6p is the angle between the primary voltage and the primary current. The 

power supplied by the transformer secondary circuit to its loads is given by the 

equation 

| Pau = Vets cos 6 G-8) 

where 0, is the angle between the secondary voltage and the secondary current. Since 

voltage and current angles are unaffected by an ideal transformer, 6p = 0; = @. The 

primary and secondary windings of an ideal transformer have the same power factor. 

How does the power going into the primary circuit of the ideal transformer com- 

pare to the power coming out of the other side? It is possible to find out through a 
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simple application of the voltage and current equations [Equations (3-5) and (3—-6)]. 

The power out of a transformer is 

Pon = Vsls cos 0 (3-9) oul 

Applying the turns-ratio equations gives Vs; = Vp/a and I; = alp, so 

Vin 

|B ee = (alp) cos 0 (3-10) 

Pox = VplIpcos 0 = P,, 
(3-11) 

Thus, the output power of an ideal transformer is equal to its input power. 

The same relationship applies to reactive power Q and apparent power S: 

Q;, = Vplp sin 8 = VsIs sin 86 = Qou (s-12) 

and Sin Vp Ip Vs Is Sout (3-1 3) 

Impedance Transformation through a Transformer 

The impedance of a device or an element is defined as the ratio of the phasor voltage 

across it to the phasor current flowing through it: 

Vr 
Stal (3-14) 

One of the interesting properties of a transformer is that, since it changes voltage and 

current levels, it changes the ratio between voltage and current and hence the ap- 

parent impedance of an element. To understand this idea, refer to Figure 3—S. If the 

secondary current is called I; and the secondary voltage V., then the impedance of 

the load is given by 

Lint (3-15) 

The apparent impedance of the primary circuit of the transformer is 

, Vp 

p 

Since the primary voltage can be expressed as 

and the primary current can be expressed as 
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the apparent impedance of the primary is 

7! Vp avs DAES 
ee eae ee Te 

Z, = @Z, Cain 

Figure 3-5 | (a) Definition of impedance. () Impedance scaling through a transformer. 

I, 
+ 

Vv A L Te hahaa 

E 

(a) 

Ip Is 
. SEE a 

+ 

e e 

Vp 
Z, = a Vp Vs Zr, 

P 

(b) 

With a transformer, it is possible to match the magnitude of a load impedance to 

a source impedance simply by picking the proper turns ratio. 

Analysis of Circuits Containing Ideal Transformers 

If a circuit contains an ideal transformer, then the easiest way to analyze the circuit 

for its voltages and currents is to replace the portion of the circuit on one side of the 

transformer by an equivalent circuit with the same terminal characteristics. After the 

equivalent circuit has been substituted for one side, then the new circuit (without a 

transformer present) can be solved for its voltages and currents. In the portion of the 

circuit that was not replaced, the solutions obtained will be the correct values of volt- 

age and current for the original circuit. Then the turns ratio of the transformer can be 

used to determine the voltages and currents on the other side of the transformer. The 

process of replacing one side of a transformer by its equivalent at the other side’s 

voltage level is known as referring the first side of the transformer to the second side. 
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How is the equivalent circuit formed? Its shape is exactly the same as the shape 

of the original circuit. The values of voltages on the side being replaced are scaled by 

Equation (3-5), and the values of the impedances are scaled by Equation (3-17). The 

polarities of voltage sources in the equivalent circuit will be reversed from their 

direction in the original circuit if the dots on one side of the transformer windings are 

reversed compared to the dots on the other side of the transformer windings. 

The solution for circuits containing ideal transformers is illustrated in the fol- 

lowing example. 

| EXAMPLE 3-1 
A single-phase power system consists of a 480-V 60-Hz generator supplying a load 

Zoad = 4 + 38 M through a transmission line of impedance Z),,, = 0.18 + /0.24 Q. 

Answer the following questions about this system. 

a. lf the power system is exactly as described above (Figure 3-6a), what will 

the voltage at the load be? What will the transmission line losses be? 

b. Suppose a 1:10 step-up transformer is placed at the generator end of the 

transmission line and a 10:1 step-down transformer is placed at the load 

end of the line (Figure 3-6b). What will the load voltage be now? What will 

the transmission line losses be now? 

Figure 3-6 | The power system of Example 3-1 (a) without and (b) with transformers at 
the ends of the transmission line. 
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Solution 

a. Figure 3-6a shows the power system without transformers. Here Ie = line = 
loa. The line current in this system is given by 

line om eae 
Zine an Livaa 

4802.0° V 
(0.18 O + 0.24 0) + (40 + j3Q) 

Be ABO LO sh ye ABOZO? 
AWB 7324-5973 7.6° 

= 90.82-37.8°A 

Therefore the load voltage is 

Vioad ai line Licne 

(90.82 —37.8° A)(4 0 + j3 Q) 
= (90.82 —37.8° A\(5236.9° 0) 

= 45427 —-0.9° V 

and the line losses are 

(ges or (Hine) Fine 

Poss = (90.8 A)? (0.18 O) = 1484 W 

b. Figure 3-Gb shows the power system with the transformers. To analyze this 

system, it is necessary to convert it to a common voltage level. This is done 

in two steps: 

1. Eliminate transformer T> by referring the load over to the transmission 

line’s voltage level. 

2. Eliminate transformer 7, by referring the transmission line's elements 

and the equivalent load at the transmission line’s voltage over to the 

source side. 

The value of the load’s impedance when referred to the transmission system's 

voltage Is 

ee 
Z ioad mre 7A 

Z (22) (40 + j3.0) 

= 400 0, + (300 © 

The total impedance at the transmission line level is now 

Lx So Lip Zieed 

= 400.18 + (300.24 1 = 500.3236.88° QO, 

This equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3-7a. The total impedance at the 

transmission line level (Zing + Z foaa) IS NOw reflected across J; to the source's 

voltage level: 
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Zig = &Leq 

res a (Ziine ae Z joa) 

2 

- (3) (0.18 0 + j0.24 O + 400 0 + {300 Q) 

= (0.0018 0 + j0.00242 + 40 + j3 Q)) 

= 5.003236.88° 0 

Notice that Zj,,q = 4 + /3 O and Z{,. = 0.0018 + /0.0024 2. The resulting equiv- 

alent circuit is shown in Figure 3-7b. The generator’s current is 

Gee ABOA0? VE aes eR 
lo Se pesAse Re ee

 

Knowing the current Ig, we can now work back and find line ANd Iicag. Working 

back through 7,, we get 

Neilg = No1 Nine 

Np 
hing me N Ig 

SI 
1 

= 70 (95.942 —36.88° A) = 9.5942 —36.88° A 

Working back through 7T> gives 

Npo line = Neo load 

= “ (9.594 —36.88° A) = 95.942 —36.88° A 

It is now possible to answer the questions originally asked. The load voltage is 

given by 

Vioad = Noad Zioad 

= (95.942 —36.88° A)(5236.87° 2) 

= 479.7Z—-0.01° V 

and the line losses are given by 

Poss 7 (line)® Fine 

= (9.594 A)*(0.18 Q) = 16.7 W i 

Notice that raising the transmission voltage of the power system reduced trans- 

mission losses by a factor of nearly 90. Also, the voltage at the load dropped much 

less in the system with transformers compared to the system without transformers. 

This simple example dramatically illustrates the advantages of using higher-voltage 

transmission lines as well as the extreme importance of transformers in modern 

power systems. 
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Figure 3-7 | (a) System with the load referred to the transmission system voltage level. 
(b) System with the load and transmission line referred to the generator’s 
voltage level. 
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3.4 | THEORY OF OPERATION OF REAL 
SINGLE-PHASE TRANSFORMERS 

The ideal transformers described in Section 3.3 can of course never actually be made. 

What can be produced are real transformers—two cr more coils of wire physically 

wrapped around a ferromagnetic core. The characteristics of a real transformer ap- 

proximate the characteristics of an ideal transformer, but only to a degree. This sec- 

tion deals with the behavior of real transformers. 

To understand the operation of a real transformer, refer to Figure 3-8. Figure 3-8 

shows a transformer consisting of two coils of wire wrapped around a transformer 

core. The primary of the transformer is connected to an AC power source, and the 

secondary winding is open-circuited. The hysteresis curve of the transformer is 

shown in Figure 3—9. 

The basis of transformer operation can be derived from Faraday’s law 

dx 
Cid gap (141) 
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Figure 3-8 | Sketch of a real transformer with no load attached to its secondary. 

Vp(t) Vs (0) 

Figure 3-9 | [he hysteresis curve of the transformer. 

d Flux 
4 

~ Magnetomotive force 
is 

where A is the flux linkage in the coil across which the voltage is being induced. The 
flux linkage A is the sum of the flux passing through each turn in the coil added over 
all the turns of the coil: 

N 

A=) 4; (1-42) 
i=1 

The total flux linkage through a coil is not just Nd, where N is the number of turns in 
the coil, because the flux passing through each turn of a coil is slightly different from 
the flux in the other turns, depending on the position of the turn within the coil. 

However, it is possible to define an average flux per turn in a coil. If the total 
flux linkage in all the turns of the coils is A and if there are N turns, then the average 
flux per turn is given by 
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jie b= i (3-18) 

and Faraday’s law can be written as 

eing = N dg (3-19) 

The Voltage Ratio across a Transformer 

If the voltage of the source in Figure 3-8 is v,(1), then that voltage is placed directly 

across the coils of the primary winding of the transformer. How will the transformer 

react to this applied voltage? Faraday’s law explains what will happen. When Equa- 

tion (3-19) is solved for the average flux present in the Ea winding of the trans- 

former, the result is 

b= Ae i vp(t)dt (3-20) 

This equation states that the average flux in the winding is proportional to the inte- 

gral of the voltage applied to the winding, and the constant of proportionality is the 

reciprocal of the number of turns in the primary winding 1/Np. 

This flux is present in the primary coil of the transformer. What effect does it 

have on the secondary coil of the transformer? The effect depends on how much of 

the flux reaches the secondary coil. Not all the flux produced in the primary coil also 

passes through the secondary coil—some of the flux lines leave the iron core and 

pass through the air instead (see Figure 3-10). The portion of the flux that goes 

through one of the transformer coils but not the other one is called leakage flux. The 

flux in the primary coil of the transformer can thus be divided into two components: 

a mutual flux, which remains in the core and links both windings, and a small /eak- 

age flux, which passes through the primary winding but returns through the air, by- 

passing the secondary winding: 

dp = total average primary flux 

by = flux component linking both primary and secondary coils 

where 

d;p = primary leakage flux 

There is a similar division of flux in the secondary winding between mutual flux and 

leakage flux that passes through the secondary winding but returns through the alr, 

bypassing the primary winding: 

|b = viet das | (3-22) 
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where 

és = total average secondary flux 

chy = flux component linking both primary and secondary coils 

ob; s = secondary leakage flux 

With the division of the average primary flux into mutual and leakage com- 

ponents, Faraday’s law for the primary circuit can be reexpressed as 

dd 
vp(t) = Np ae 

db ddyp aes =D Ve a (3-23) 

The first term of this expression can be called e,(r), and the second term can be called 

e,p(t). If this is done, then Equation (3—23) can be rewritten as 

vp(t) = ep(t) + e; p(t) (3-24) 

Figure 3-10 | Mutual and leakage fluxes in a transformer core. 
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The voltage on the secondary coil of the transformer can also be expressed in 
terms of Faraday’s law as 

ddx 
vs(t) = Ns uo 

nae ddyy ddys 

a pe dt (3-25) 

= és(t) + e;s(t) (3-26) 
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The primary voltage due to the mutual flux is given by 

d 
ep(t) = Np ae (3-27) 

and the secondary voltage due to the mutual flux is given by 

d 
es(t) = Ng we (3-28) 

Notice from these two relationships that 

ep(t) ddy — és(t) 

ei Ne 

Therefore, 

ep(t) — Np _ 
BO) a (3-29) 

This equation means that the ratio of the primary voltage caused by the mutual flux 

to the secondary voltage caused by the mutual flux is equal to the turns ratio of the 

transformer. Since in a well-designed transformer dy > d,p and dy > dys, the ratio 

of the total voltage on the primary of a transformer to the total voltage on the sec- 

ondary of a transformer is approximately 

vel) _ Np _ 
v(t) Ns 

(3-30) 

The smaller the leakage fluxes of the transformer are, the closer the total transformer 

voltage ratio approximates that of the ideal transformer discussed in Section 3.3. 

The Magnetization Current in a Real Transformer 

When an AC power source is connected to a transformer as shown in Figure 3-8, a 

current flows in its primary circuit, even when the secondary circuit is open circuited. 

This current is the current required to produce flux in a real ferromagnetic core, as 

explained in Chapter 1. It consists of two components: 

1. The magnetization current iy, which is the current required to produce the flux 

in the transformer core 

2. The core-loss current i), . ., which is the current required to make up for 

hysteresis and eddy current losses 

Figure 3-11 shows the magnetization curve of a typical transformer core. If the 

flux in the transformer core is known, then the magnitude of the magnetization cur- 

rent can be found directly from Figure 3-11. 
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Figure 3-11 | (a) The magnetization curve of the transformer core; (b) the 

magnetization current caused by the flux in the transformer core. 
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Ignoring for the moment the effects of leakage flux, we see that the average flux 
in the core is given by 

cl 
T= Np [ votoat (3-20) 

If the primary voltage is given by the expression v(t) = Vj, cos wt V, then the 

resulting flux must be 

ene a b= H- [ Yucos ot at 

= — sin wt Wb (3-31) 
w 

If the values of current required to produce a given flux (Figure 3—11a) are compared 

to the flux in the core at different times, it is possible to construct a sketch of the 

magnetization current in the winding on the core. Such a sketch is shown in Figure 

3—11b. Notice the following points about the magnetization current: 

1. The magnetization current in the transformer is not sinusoidal. The higher- 

frequency components in the magnetization current are due to magnetic 

saturation in the transformer core. 

2. Once the peak flux reaches the saturation point in the core, a small increase in 

peak flux requires a very large increase in the peak magnetization current. 

3. The fundamental component of the magnetization current lags the voltage 

applied to the core by 90°. 

4. The higher-frequency components in the magnetization current can be quite 

large compared to the fundamental component. In general, the further a 

transformer core is driven into saturation, the larger the harmonic components 

will become. 

The other component of the no-load current in the transformer is the current re- 

quired to supply power to make up the hysteresis and eddy current losses in the core. 

This is the core-loss current. Assume that the flux in the core is sinusoidal. Since the 

eddy currents in the core are proportional to d¢/dt, the eddy currents are largest when 

the flux in the core is passing through 0 Wb. Therefore, the core-loss current is great- 

est as the flux passes through zero. The total current required to make up for core 

losses is shown in Figure 3-12. 

Notice the following points about the core-loss current: 

1. The core-loss current is nonlinear because of the nonlinear effects of 

hysteresis. 

2. The fundamental component of the core-loss current is in phase with the 

voltage applied to the core. 

The total no-load current in the core is called the excitation current of the trans- 

former. It is just the sum of the magnetization current and the core-loss current in 

the Core; 

= ib eeon Ue (8-32) 
Lex 
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Figure 3-12 | The core-loss current ina transformer. 

| lh we Y) 'h+e 

The total excitation current in a typical transformer core is shown in Figure 3-13. 

Figure 3-13 | The total excitation current in a transformer. 

The Current Ratio on a Transformer and the Dot Convention 

Now suppose that a load is connected to the secondary of the transformer. The re- 

sulting circuit is shown in Figure 3—14. Notice the dots on the windings of the trans- 

former. As in the ideal transformer previously described, the dots help determine the 

polarity of the voltages and currents in the core without having physically to exam- 

ine its windings. The physical significance of the dot convention is that a current 

flowing into the dotted end of a winding produces a positive magnetomotive force G, 

while a current flowing into the undotted end of a winding produces a negative mag- 

netomotive force. Therefore, two currents flowing into the dotted ends of their re- 

spective windings produce magnetomotive forces that add. If one current flows into 

a dotted end of a winding and one flows out of a dotted end, then the magnetomotive 

forces will subtract from each other. 
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Figure 3-14 | A real transformer with a load connected to its secondary. 
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In the situation shown in Figure 3-14, the primary current produces a positive 

magnetomotive force Gp = Npip, and the secondary current produces a negative 

magnetomotive force GF; = Nsis. Therefore, the net magnetomotive force on the core 

must be 

a pip Nsts Ga2) 

This net magnetomotive force must produce the net flux in the core, so the net mag- 

netomotive force must be equal to 

nee pip = Nelg = OD (3-34) 

where ‘R is the reluctance of the transformer core. Because the reluctance of a well- 

designed transformer core is very small (nearly zero) until the core is saturated, the 

relationship between the primary and secondary currents is approximately 

Fret = Npip — Ngis © O (@=s5)) 

as long as the core is unsaturated. Therefore, 

| 
or NS a 

It is the fact that the magnetomotive force in the core is nearly zero that gives the dot 

convention the meaning described in Section 3.3. In order for the magnetomotive 

force to be nearly zero, current must flow into one dotted end and out of the other 
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dotted end. The voltages must be built up in the same way with respect to the dots on 

each winding in order to drive the currents in the direction required. (The polarity of 

the voltages can also be determined by Lenz’s law if the construction of the trans- 

former coils is visible.) 

What assumptions are required to convert a real transformer into the ideal trans- 

former described previously? They are as follows: 

|. The core must have no hysteresis or eddy currents. 

2. The magnetization curve must have the shape shown in Figure 3-15. Notice 

that for an unsaturated core the net magnetomotive force F,., = 0. implying 

that Npip = Nols. 

The leakage flux in the core must be zero, implying that all the flux in the core 

couples both windings. 

es) 

4. The resistance of the transformer windings must be zero. 

While these conditions are never exactly met, well-designed power transformers can 

come quite close. 

Figure 3-15 | The magnetization curve of an ideal transformer. 
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3.5 | THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
OF A TRANSFORMER 

The losses that occur in real transformers have to be accounted for in any accurate 
model of transformer behavior. The major items to be considered in the construction 
of such a model are 

1. Copper (I-R) losses. Copper losses are the resistive heating losses in the 
primary and secondary windings of the transformer. They are proportional 
to the square of the current in the windings. 

i) . Eddy current losses. Eddy current losses are resistive heating losses in the core 
of the transformer. They are proportional to the square of the voltage applied to 
the transformer. 
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3. Hysteresis losses. Hysteresis losses are associated with the rearrangement of 

the magnetic domains in the core during each half-cycle, as explained in 

Chapter 1. They are a complex, nonlinear function of the voltage applied to the 

transformer. 

4. Leakage flux. The fluxes ,p and @,; that escape the core and pass through 

only one of the transformer windings are leakage fluxes. These escaped fluxes 

produce a self-inductance in the primary and secondary coils, and the effects of 

this inductance must be accounted for. 

The Exact Equivalent Circuit of a Real Transformer 

It is possible to construct an equivalent circuit that takes into account all the major 

imperfections in real transformers. Each major imperfection is considered in turn, 

and its effect is included in the transformer model. 

The easiest effect to model is the copper losses. Copper losses are resistive 

losses in the primary and secondary windings of the transformer core. They are mod- 

eled by placing a resistor Rp in the primary circuit of the transformer and a resistor Ry 

in the secondary circuit. 

As explained in Section 3.4, the leakage flux in the primary windings ¢;p pro- 

duces a voltage e;p given by 

ddyp 

dt e,p(t) = Np (3-38) 

and the leakage flux in the secondary windings ¢;s5 produces a voltage e;; given by 

ddxs 
dt 

e;s(t) = Ng (3-39) 

Since much of the leakage flux path is through air, and since air has a constant re- 

luctance much higher than the core reluctance, the flux ;p is directly proportional to 

the primary circuit current ip and the flux @;¢ is directly proportional to the secondary 

current is: 

Pip = (PNp)ip (3-40) 

drs = (PNs)is (3-41) 

where 

P = permeance of flux path 

Np = number of turns on primary coil 

Ns = number of turns on secondary coil 

Substitute Equations (3-40) and (3-41) into Equations (3-38) and (3-39). The re- 

sult is 

erp(t) = Np £ (PN>)ip = NpeP — (3-42) 

a 

ante= Ns = (PN, )is = NZP— (3-43) 
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The constants in these equations can be lumped together. Then 

(3-44) 

(3-45) 

where Lp = Nf Pis the self-inductance of the primary coil and Ls; = N¢P is the self- 
inductance of the secondary coil. Therefore, the leakage flux will be modeled by pri- 

mary and secondary inductors. 

How can the core excitation effects be modeled? The magnetization current 7,, is 

a current proportional (in the unsaturated region) to the voltage applied to the core 

and lagging the applied voltage by 90°, so it can be modeled by a reactance X,, con- 

nected across the primary voltage source. The core-loss current /), , , is a Current pro- 

portional to the voltage applied to the core that is in phase with the applied voltage, 

so it can be modeled by a resistance R- connected across the primary voltage source. 

(Remember that both these currents are really nonlinear, so the inductance X,, and the 

resistance R- are, at best, approximations of the real excitation effects.) 

The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3—16. Notice that the ele- 

ments forming the excitation branch are placed inside the primary resistance Rp and 

the primary inductance Lp. This is because the voltage actually applied to the core is 

really equal to the input voltage less the internal voltage drops of the winding. 

Figure 3-16 | [he model of a real transformer. 

i 

Ideal 

transformer 

Although Figure 3-16 is an accurate model of a transformer, it is not a very use- 
ful one. To analyze practical circuits containing transformers, it is normally neces- 
sary to convert the entire circuit to an equivalent circuit at a single voltage level. 
(Such a conversion was done in Example 3-1.) Therefore, the equivalent circuit must 
be referred either to its primary side or to its secondary side in problem solutions. 
Figure 3—17a is the equivalent circuit of the transformer referred to its primary side, 
and Figure 3-17b is the equivalent circuit referred to its secondary side. 
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Figure 3-17 | (a) The transformer model referred to its primary voltage level. 
(b) The transformer model referred to its secondary voltage level. 
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Approximate Equivalent Circuits of a Transformer 

The transformer models shown above are often more complex than necessary in or- 

der to get good results in practical engineering applications. One of the principal 

complaints about them is that the excitation branch of the model adds another node 

to the circuit being analyzed, making the circuit solution more complex than neces- 

sary. The excitation branch has a very small current compared to the load current of 

the transformers. In fact, it is so small that under normal circumstances it causes a 

completely negligible voltage drop in Rp and Xp. Because this is true, a simplified 

equivalent circuit can be produced that works almost as well as the original model. 

The excitation branch is simply moved to the front of the transformer, and the pri- 

mary and secondary impedances are left in series with each other. These impedances 

are just added, creating the approximate equivalent circuits in Figure 3—18a and b. 

In some applications, the excitation branch may be neglected entirely without 

causing serious error. In these cases, the equivalent circuit of the transformer reduces 

to the simple circuits in Figure 3—18c and d. 

Determining the Values of Components 
in the Transformer Model 

It is possible to experimentally determine the values of the reactances and resistances 

in the transformer model. An adequate approximation of these values can be obtained 

with only two tests, the open-circuit test and the short-circuit test. 
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Figure 3-18 | Approximate transformer models: (a) Referred to the primary side; 

(b) referred to the secondary side; (c) with no excitation branch, 

referred to the primary side; (d) with no excitation branch, referred to 

the secondary side. 
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(c) (d) 

In the open-circuit test, a transformer’s secondary winding is open-circuited, and 
its primary winding is connected to a full-rated line voltage. Look at the equivalent 
circuit in Figure 3-17. Under the conditions described, all the input current must be 
flowing through the excitation branch of the transformer. The series elements Rp and 
Xp are too small in comparison to Re and Xy, to cause a significant voltage drop, so 
essentially all the input voltage is dropped across the excitation branch. 

The open-circuit test connections are shown in Figure 3-19. Full line voltage is 
applied to the primary of the transformer, and the input voltage, input current, and in- 
put power to the transformer are measured. From this information, it is possible to 
determine the power factor of the input current and therefore both the magnitude and 
the angle of the excitation impedance. 

The easiest way to calculate the values of Re and Xj, is to look first at the admit- 
tance of the excitation branch. The conductance of the core-loss resistor is given by 

6 iRe (3-46) 
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Figure 3-19 | Connection for transformer open-circuit test. 
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and the susceptance of the magnetizing inductor is given by 

l 
By = Xe (3-47) 

Since these two elements are in parallel, their admittances add, and the total excita- 

tion admittance is 

ep Ge Par (3-48) 

(3-49) 

The magnitude of the excitation admittance (referred to the primary circuit) can 

be found from the open-circuit test voltage and current: 

loc 
Yn == (G=50 | r| Vee ) 

The angle of the admittance can be found from a knowledge of the circuit power 

factor. The open-circuit power factor (PF) is given by 

Proie eae (3-51) 
VocLoc 

and the power-factor angle 0 is given by 

Poc 
l= COSes (G=o2) 

Vocloc 

The power factor is always lagging for a real transformer, so the angle of the current 

always lags the angle of the voltage by @ degrees. Therefore, the admittance Yz; is 

loc Y¥,=—~<2-0 
2 Voc 

I 
Y,; =—~ Z-cos! PF (3-53) 
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By comparing Equations (3-49 and (3-53), it is possible to determine the values of 

Re and Xy directly from the open-circuit test data. 

In the short-circuit test, the secondary terminals of the transformer are short- 

circuited, and the primary terminals are connected to a fairly low voltage source, as 

shown in Figure 3-20. The input voltage is adjusted until the current in the short- 

circuited windings is equal to its rated value. (Be sure to keep the primary voltage at 

a safe level. It would not be a good idea to burn out the transformer’s windings while 

trying to test it.) The input voltage, current, and power are again measured. 

Figure 3-20 | Connection for transformer short-circuit test. 
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Since the input voltage is so low during the short-circuit test, negligible current 

flows through the excitation branch. If the excitation current is ignored, then all the 

voltage drop in the transformer can be attributed to the series elements in the circuit. 

The magnitude of the series impedances referred to the primary side of the trans- 

former is 

7 

Zse| = 5 (3-54) 
sc 

The power factor of the current is given by 

oa Pc 
PF = cos 9= =a (3-55) 

Vsclsc 

and is lagging. The current angle is thus negative, and the overall impedance angle 6 

is positive: 

Therefore, 

The series impedance Ze, is equal to 

Zsp = Raggi dXeg 

Zsp = (Rp + a? Rs) + j(Xp + a? Xs) (3-58) 

eq 
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It is possible to determine the total series impedance referred to the primary side 

by using this technique, but there is no easy way to split the series impedance into 

primary and secondary components. Fortunately, such separation is not necessary to 

solve normal problems. 

Also these same tests may be performed on the secondary side of the trans- 

former if it is more convenient to do so because of voltage levels or other reasons. 

If the tests are performed on the secondary side, the results will naturally yield the 

equivalent circuit impedances referred to the secondary side of the transformer in- 

stead of to the primary side. 

The equivalent circuit impedances of a 20-kVA, 8000/240-V, 60-Hz transformer are to 

be determined. The open-circuit test and the short-circuit test were performed on the 

primary side of the transformer, and the following data were taken: 

Open-circuit test Short-circuit test 

(on primary) (on primary) 

Voc = 8000 V Vso = 489 V 
no = ODA ha = 2S IN 
Lc = 400 W Pso = 240 W 

Find the impedances of the approximate equivalent circuit referred to the primary 

side, and sketch that circuit. 

Solution 

The power factor during the open-circuit test is 

P 

PF a cos 0= (3-51) 
Vocloc 

i 400 W 
~ (8000 V)(0.214 A) 
= 0.234 lagging 

The excitation admittance is given by 

Y-= se Z—cos~' PF (3-53) 
OC 

EO O41 aA 
~ 8000 V 
= 0.00002682—76.5° S 

aya res = 0,0000063 — j0.0000261 = Bj 

V Z—cos7! 0.234 
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Therefore, 

Se ST et 
Re = 9 9000083 '°9 AU 

bi 1 ti Xu = oQn00D6T 7 eet Me 

The power factor during the short-circuit test is 

PF = ¢0s.0= (3-5) 
Vsclsc 

240 W | ee ae 408) (489 V\(2.5 A) © 196 lagging 

The series impedance is given by 

Ve 
Zoe = oe 'ZCOSs) Ri 

Sc 

_ 489 V é Zoe = 5A HET ETES 

Zoe = 195.6278.7° = 38.3 + f192 0 

Therefore, the equivalent resistance and reactance are 

Reg = 38:3 2 Xeq = 192 D 

The resulting simplified equivalent circuit referred to the primary side is shown in 

Figure 3-21. a 

Figure 3-21 | The equivalent circuit of Example 3-2, referred to the primary side of the 
transformer. 

: a I 
I, Reg Jx eq a 

Slat A \A\,—YYY—__—\» +: 

38.40 j1920 

Le | | bn 

V R. Joon : 

Pp IS9kKQ 2 83k as 

— © 

3.6 | THE PER-UNIT SYSTEM 
As the relatively simple Example 3-1 showed, solving circuits containing trans- 
formers can be quite a tedious operation because of the need to refer all the different 
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voltage levels on different sides of the transformers in the system to a common level. 

Only after this step has been taken can the system be solved for its voltages and 

currents. 

There is another approach to solving circuits containing transformers which 

eliminates the need for explicit voltage-level conversions at every transformer in the 

system. Instead, the required conversions are handled automatically by the method it- 

self, without ever requiring the user to worry about impedance transformations. Be- 

cause such impedance transformations can be avoided, circuits containing many 

transformers can be solved easily with less chance of error. This method of calcula- 

tion is known as the per-unit (pu) system. 

There is yet another advantage to the per-unit system that is quite significant for 

electric machinery and transformers. As the size of a machine or transformer varies, 

its internal impedances vary widely. Thus, a primary circuit reactance of 0.1 ( might 

be an atrociously high number for one transformer and a ridiculously low number for 

another—it all depends on the device’s voltage and power ratings. However, it turns 

out that in a per-unit system related to the device’s ratings, machine and transformer 

impedances fall within fairly narrow ranges for each type and construction of device. 

This fact can serve as a useful check in problem solutions. 

In the per-unit system, the voltages, currents, powers, impedances, and other 

electrical quantities are not measured in their usual SI units (volts, amperes, watts, 

ohms, etc.). Instead, each electrical quantity is measured as a decimal fraction of 

some base level. Any quantity can be expressed on a per-unit basis by the equation 

actual value eee ee E> cm 
base value of quantity ea 

Quantity per unit = 

where “actual quantity” is a value in volts, amperes, ohms, etc. 

It is customary to select two base quantities to define a given per-unit system. 

The ones usually selected are voltage and power (or apparent power). Once these 

base quantities have been selected, all the other base values are related to them by the 

usual electrical laws. In a single-phase system, these relationships are 

Pate? One or base = Vise! base (3-60) 

V ase 
Lease 3 ; (3-61) 

base 

Tease 

Yipee = WV 
(3-62) 

base 

and 

eis (3-63) 
ae nace 

Once the base values of S$ (or P) and V have been selected, all other base values can 

be computed easily from Equations (3-60) to (3-63). 

In a power system, a base apparent power and voltage are selected at a specific 

point in the system. A transformer has no effect on the base apparent power of the 

system, since the apparent power into a transformer equals the apparent power out of 

111 
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the transformer [Equation (3-11)], so the base apparent power remains constant 

everywhere in the power system. On the other hand, voltage changes when it goes 

through a transformer, so the value of V,,,. changes at every transformer in the sys- 

tem according to its turns ratio. Because the base quantities change in passing 

through a transformer, the process of referring quantities to a common voltage level 

is automatically taken care of during per-unit conversion. 

A simple power system is shown in Figure 3-22. This system contains a 480-V gen- 

erator connected to an ideal 1:10 step-up transformer, a transmission line, an ideal 

20:1 step-down transformer, and a load. The impedance of the transmission line is 

20 + /60 2, and the impedance of the load is 10230° 2. The base values for this 

system are chosen to be 480 V and 10 kVA at the generator. 

a. Find the base voltage, current, impedance, and apparent power at every point 

in the power system. 

b. Convert this system to its per-unit equivalent circuit. 

Find the power supplied to the load in this system. 

d. Find the power lost in the transmission line. 

Figure 3-22 | The power system of Example 3-3. 

i ¢ 

Wie 

imme 200 JOO QD lass Lioad = 10230° Q 

1:10 20:1 
e e e e 

Liine 

480Z0° V 

er ae aa. 

Region Region 2 Region 3 

Solution 

a. In the generator region, Vyase 1 = 480 V and Syase = 10 kVA, so 

| ee Onece he 10,000 VA 

base 1 Vos : 480 V 

Visase 1 480 V 
Ai a — — _—_ 

base 1 bas 20.83 A 23.04 Q 

= 20.83 A 

The turns ratio of transformer 7, is a = 1/10 = 0.1, so the base voltage in the 
transmission line region is 

V, 
Voase2 = a =o = 4800 V 
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The other base quantities are 

Sbase 2 = 10 kVA 

10,000 VA 
Ioase 2 Se 4800 V ee 2.083 A 

4800 V 
Zoase2 = 5.983 a = 2304 2 

The turns ratio of transformer T; is a = 20/1 = 20, so the base voltage in the load 
region is 

V, Vee = Ee = eo Bev 

The other base quantities are 

Gor 10KVA 
10,000 VA 

ee DA0V ABFA 

240 V 
Zpoase 3 = A67A™ 5.760, 

b. Jo convert a power system to a per-unit system, each component must be 

divided by its base value in its region of the system. The generator’s per-unit 

voltage is its actual value divided by its base value: 

_ 4802.0° V 
Vg. pu Agony = 1.0Z0° pu 

The transmission line’s per-unit impedance is its actual value divided by its base 

value: 

20 + /600 
Zine, 91 = 5304 Q = 0.0087 + /0.0260 pu 

The /oad's per-unit impedance is also given by actual value divided by its base 

value: 

102-30" 4); 
Zicad, pu = B76 > 1736430" pu 

The per-unit equivalent circuit of the power system is shown in Figure 3-23. 

c. The current flowing in this per-unit power system is 

pee 
as Zot, pu 

eee 1Z.0° 
PY (0.0087 + /0.0260) + (1.736230°) 

120° 
~ (0.0087 + j0.0260) + (1.503 + /0.868) 

120° 120° 
~ 4.512 + j0.894  1.757230.6° 
= 0.5692 —30.6° pu 
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Figure 3-23 | The per-unit equivalent circuit for Example 3-3. 

Nine 0.0087 pu j0.0260 pu 
el 

pu | | 
| | 
| | 
| | 
| | 
l l 
| Zioaa = 1-736230° pu 
| | 
| | 
| | 
| 

| | 
Ig. pu — ine! pu — Toad, pu Tu 

Therefore, the per-unit power of the load is 

Prada pu = !3uRou = (0.569)?(1.503) = 0.487 

and the actual power supplied to the load is 

Eiead = ised eu tnaee = (0.487)(10,000 VA) 

= 4870 W 

d. The per-unit power lost in the transmission line is 

Pinepu = /SuPiine, pu = (0.569)°(0.0087) = 0.00282 

and the actual power lost in the transmission line is 

Pine = Pine, puSbase = (0.00282)(10,000 VA) 

= 28.2 W g 

When only one device (transformer or motor) is being analyzed, its own ratings 

are usually used as the base for the per-unit system. If a per-unit system based on the 

transformer’s own ratings is used, a power or distribution transformer’s characteris- 

tics will not vary much over a wide range of voltage and power ratings. For example, 

the series resistance of a transformer is usually about 0.01 per unit, and the series re- 

actance is usually between 0.02 and 0.10 per unit. In general, the larger the trans- 

former, the smaller the series impedances. The magnetizing reactance is usually 

between about 10 and 40 per unit, while the core-loss resistance is usually between 

about 50 and 200 per unit. Because per-unit values provide a convenient and mean- 

ingful way to compare transformer characteristics when they are of different sizes, 

transformer impedances are normally given in per-unit or as a percentage on the 

transformer’s nameplate (a percentage impedance is the per-unit impedance multi- 

plied by 100; see Figure 3—42, later in this chapter). 
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The same idea applies to synchronous and induction machines as well: Their 

per-unit impedances fall within relatively narrow ranges over quite large size ranges. 

If more than one machine and one transformer are included in a single power 

system, the system base voltage and power may be chosen arbitrarily. However, 

the entire system must have the same base power, and the base voltages at various 

points in the system must be related by the voltage ratios of the transformers. One 

common procedure is to choose the system base quantities to be equal to the base of 

the largest component in the system. Per-unit values given to another base can be 

converted to the new base by converting them to their actual values (volts, amperes, 

ohms, etc.) as an in-between step. Alternatively, they can be converted directly by the 

equations 

Dace 
(Cx Q, S)pu on base 2 Ce Q, S)pu on base | ee (3-64) 

Voase ] 
Vee on base 2 Vou on base | Ve ie (3-65) 

(Vase i? (Stase 2) 

R, X, u on base 2 Rk, X, Z) u on base 2 
( 2)p eee ; ae (Vivace 2) (Space » 

(3-66) 

Figure 3-24 | (a) A typical 13.2-kV to 120/240-V distribution transformer. (Courtesy 

of General Electric Company.) (b) A cutaway view of the distribution 

transformer showing the shell-form transformer inside it. (Courtesy of 

General Electric Company.) 
a 
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Sketch the approximate per-unit equivalent circuit for the transformer in Example 

3-2. Use the transformer's ratings as the system base. 

Solution 

The transformer in Example 3-2 is rated at 20 kVA, 8000/240 V. The approximate 

equivalent circuit (Figure 3-21) developed in the example was referred to the 

high-voltage side of the transformer, so to convert it to per-unit, the primary circuit 

base impedance must be found. On the primary, 

Vise = 8000 
Spase 1 = 20,000 VA 

uP (Voase i)? nee (8000 Vv)? 

Zoas01 7 ~S = BO,000.VA 0? 

Therefore, 

38.4 + /1929 . 
Zse. pu — — 39000 = 0.012 + /0.06 pu 

_ 159k _ 
Feu = 3500 q 4-7 PU 

BB AMOS 
mp’ ~ 3200 0 P 

The per-unit approximate equivalent circuit, expressed to the transformer's own 

base, is shown in Figure 3-25, @ 

Figure 3-25 | The per—unit equivalent circuit of Example 3-4. 

Ip. pu Reg JXeq Iy pu 

+0 AN {NNN Na oer 

0.012 j0.06 
Tite | Ite 

R, iX, 
\ P. pu 49.7 il 5 V S, pu 

° oO 

3.7 | TRANSFORMER VOLTAGE REGULATION 
AND EFFICIENCY 

Because a real transformer has series impedances within it, the output voltage of 
a transformer varies with the load even if the input voltage remains constant. To 
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conveniently compare transformers in this respect, it is customary to define a quan- 
tity called voltage regulation (VR). Full-load voltage regulation is a quantity that 
compares the output voltage of the transformer at no load with the output voltage at 
full load. It is defined by the equation 

= TVA 
VR — 100% (3-67) 

ion — Vs. 
VRE 1 100% (3-68) 

If the transformer equivalent circuit is in the per-unit system, then voltage regulation 

can be expressed as 

(3-69) 

Usually it is a good practice to have as small a voltage regulation as possible. 

For an ideal transformer, VR = 0 percent. It is not always a good idea to have a low- 

voltage regulation, though—sometimes high-impedance and high-voltage-regulation 

transformers are deliberately used to reduce the fault currents in a circuit. 

How can the voltage regulation of a transformer be determined? 

The Transformer Phasor Diagram 

To determine the voltage regulation of a transformer, it is necessary to understand the 

voltage drops within it. Consider the simplified transformer equivalent circuit in Fig- 

ure 3—18b. The effects of the excitation branch on transformer voltage regulation can 

be ignored, so only the series impedances need be considered. The voltage regulation 

of a transformer depends both on the magnitude of these series impedances and on 

the phase angle of the current flowing through the transformer. The easiest way to de- 

termine the effect of the impedances and the current phase angles on the transformer 

voltage regulation is to examine a phasor diagram, a sketch of the phasor voltages 

and currents in the transformer. 
In all the following phasor diagrams, the phasor voltage Vs is assumed to be at 

an angle of 0°, and all other voltages and currents are compared to that reference. By 

applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law to the equivalent circuit in Figure 3—-18b, the pri- 

mary voltage can be found as 

Vp 
Va = V; Ste Regs + jXegls (3-70) 

A transformer phasor diagram is just a visual representation of this equation. 
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Figure 3-26 shows a phasor diagram of a transformer operating at a lagging 

power factor. It is easy to see that Vp/a > Vs for lagging loads, so the voltage regu- 

lation of a transformer with lagging loads must be greater than zero. 

Figure 3-26 | Phasor diagram of a transformer operating at a lagging power factor. 

Ms 

a 

A phasor diagram at unity power factor is shown in Figure 3—27a. Here again, 

the voltage at the secondary is lower than the voltage at the primary, so VR > 0. 

However, this time the voltage regulation is a smaller number than it was with a lag- 

ging current. If the secondary current is leading, the secondary voltage can actually 

be higher than the referred primary voltage. If this happens, the transformer actually 

has a negative voltage regulation (see Figure 3—27b). 

Figure 3-27 | Phasor diagram of a transformer operating at (a) unity and 
(b) leading power factor. 

Vp 
a 

(b) 

Transformer Efficiency 

Transformers are also compared and judged on their efficiencies. The efficiency of a 
device is defined by the equation 
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out 

thas x 100% (3-71) 
In 

- out 

PEER es ek Soi) out 

These equations apply to motors and generators as well as to transformers. 
The transformer equivalent circuits make efficiency calculations easy. There are 

three types of losses present in transformers: 

1. Copper (I°R) losses. These losses are accounted for by the series resistance in 
the equivalent circuit. 

2. Hysteresis losses. These losses were explained in Chapter | and are accounted 

for by resistor Re. 

3. Eddy current losses. These losses were explained in Chapter | and are 

accounted for by resistor Re. 

To calculate the efficiency of a transformer at a given load, just add the losses from 

each resistor and apply Equation (3-72). Since the output power is given by 

Pow = Vsls cos Os (3-73) 

the efficiency of the transformer can be expressed by 

V1; cos 6 

Pot Poet Viele cos. 
7) 

core 

A 15-kVA, 2300/230-V transformer is to be tested to determine its excitation branch 

components, its series impedances, and its voltage regulation. The following test 

data have been taken from the primary side of the transformer: 

Open-circuit test Short-circuit test 

Voc ae 2300 V Vgc = nA aN) 

loc = 0.21 A Ise — 6.0 A 

Poo = 50 W Pso = 160 W 

The data have been taken using the connections shown in Figure 3-19 and 

Figure 3-20. 

a. Find the equivalent circuit of this transformer referred to the high-voltage side. 

b. Find the equivalent circuit of this transformer referred to the low-voltage side. 

c. Calculate the full-load voltage regulation at 0.8 lagging power factor, 1.0 

power factor, and at 0.8 leading power factor. 
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d. Plot the voltage regulation as load is increased from no load to full load at 

power factors of 0.8 lagging, 1.0, and 0.8 leading. 

What is the efficiency of the transformer at full load with a power factor of 

0.8 lagging? 

Solution 

a. The excitation branch values of the transformer equivalent circuit can 

be calculated from the open-circuit test data, and the series elements 

can be calculated from the short-circuit test data. From the open-circuit 

test data, the open-circuit impedance angle is 

te Eee Ooc = COs To 

50 W 
= —1 ____ ~~ s 3 

Soc = COS 300 VOT A) 24 

The excitation admittance is thus 

loc a 
vere OA 

Bora ek 
Ye = a00V.5 004 
Ye = 9.13 X 10°°2 —84° S = 0.0000095 — j0.0000908 S 

The elements of the excitation branch referred to the primary are 

& 1 
~ 0,0000095 

eS 1 
~ 0,0000908 

Ro = 105k 

From the short-circuit test data, the short-circuit impedance angle is 

Psc 
Osc = Cos7 |! ——~— 

Vgclsc 

=-cog7t OO ce 4s Osc = COS (47 V)(6 A) = 55.4 

The equivalent series impedance is thus 

Ze = 7.833255.4° = 4.45 + (6.45 0 

The series elements referred to the primary are 

Rog 4.45 Oe ee a 
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This equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3-28a. 

b. To find the equivalent circuit referred to the low-voltage side, it is simply 

necessary to divide the impedance by a*. Since a = Np/Ns = 10, the 

resulting values are 

Ro= 105092 Pe, = 0.0445 0 
Xy = 1100 Xoq = 0.0645 © 

The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3-28b. 

Figure 3-28 | The transformer equivalent circuit for Example 3-5 referred to 

(a) its primary side and (b) its secondary side. 

I R, JXeq, oR 

oe at 

0.0445 Q, — j0.0645 
cee | al, 

Vv Beceee 
b Re _ 10500 Em = 71100 Ys 

(b) 

c. The full-load current on the secondary side of this transformer is 

Sraiod 15,000 VA 
Is rated Vo Se 930 V 65 

To calculate V,/a, use Equation (3-70): 

BEV Rade )Xcals (3-70) 

121 
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At PF = 0.8 lagging, current I; = 65.22 —36.9° A. Therefore, 

= = 23020° V + (0.0445 0)(65.22 —36.9° A) + (0.0645 0)(65.22 —36.9° A) 

= 2302.0° V + 2.902 -36.9° V + 4.21253.1° V 
= 230 + 2.32 — j1.74 + 2.52 + j3.36 
= 234.84 + /1.62 = 234.8520.40° V 

The resulting voltage regulation is 

Vela — V. 
oe OO (3-68) 

Vs 4 
_ 234.85 V = 230 V 

230 V 

At PF = 1.0, current Iz = 65.220° A. Therefore, 

xX 100% = 2.1% 

ue = 23020° V + (0.0445 9)(65.22.0° A) + j(0.0645 9)(65.220° A) 
= 2302.0° V + 2.9020° V + 4.21290° V 
= 230 + 2.90 — j4.21 
= 232.9 + (4.21 = 232.9421.04° V 

The resulting voltage regulation is 

_ 232.94 V — 230 V 
sa 230 V 

X 100% = 1.28% 

At PF = 0.8 leading, current I; = 65.2236.9° A. Therefore, 

Vv 
= 23020° V + (0.0445 )(65.2236.9° A) + j(0.0645 9)(65.2236.9° A) 
= 23020° V + 2.90236.9° V + 4.212126.9° V 
= 230 + 2.32 + j1.74 — 2.52 + j3.36 
= 229.80 + /5.10 = 229.852 1.27° V 

The resulting voltage regulation is 

_ 229.85 V — 230 V 

230 V 
VR x 100% = —0.062% 

Each of these three phasor diagrams is shown in Figure 3-29. 

d. The best way to plot the voltage regulation as a function of load is to repeat 

the calculations in part c for many different loads using MATLAB. A program 

to do this is shown below. 

M-file: trans_vr.m 

M-file to calculate and plot the voltage regulation 

of a transformer as a function of load for power 

factors of 0.8 lagging, 1.0, and 0.8 leading. 

de oe oo 

ae 
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Figure 3-29 | Transformer phasor diagrams for Example 3-5. 

V; = = 234.920.4° V 

Xegls = 4.21253.1° V 

Regls = 2.92- 36.9° V 

Is = 65.22 36.9° A 

Nee : 
FH = 232.921.04° V 2, 

| 4.21290° V 

I; =65.220° A DIEU WA DON Ne care OER 
DESPA ON 

(b) 

Vp 
Gq = ee2 8AI2ZTIY. 

Se ZAG ISN 

Cac: 
23022.02N; 

15 = 65.2236.9° A 

(c) 

oe Secondary voltage (V) 

Current values (A) 

Equivalent R (ohms) 

Equivalent X (ohms) 

Req = 0.0445; 

Xeq-= 00645; ae ae oe 

% Calculate the current values for the three 

Po power faccors. The elrste. LOW. fy contains 

% the lagging currents, the second row contains 

% the unity currents, and the third row contains 

SVthe Leading Currents: 

Pie = amps a oO Oa) * Oy On nyona el LMG 

U2 eo emp Ss ek Oe enemy, 

i Secs = semlpe nee Oh Cath) SOs iis oe Leading 

123 
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%® Calculate VP/a. 

Via c=" VS -eReg atin tad ketenes 

% Calculate voltage regulation 

VRE» (absi(VPay =e VS) / 2VSo ss hOOy 

% Plot the voltage regulation 

plot (amps, VR(l,;:),'b-") ; 

hold on; 

plot (amps, VR(2,:),'k-—'); 

plot (amps,VR(3,:),'r-.'); 

title ('Voltage Regulation Versus Load’) ; 

xlabel™ ('Load '(A)"):; 
ylabel ('Voltage Regulation (%)'); 

legend('0.8 PF lagging','1.0 PF','0.8 PF leading’); 

holed ot fs 

The plot produced by this program is shown in Figure 3-30. 

Figure 3-30 | Plot of voltage regulation versus load for the transformer of 
Example 3-5. 
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2.5 
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Load, A 

e. lo find the efficiency of the transformer, first calculate its losses. The copper 
losses are 

Pou = (Is)? Reg = (65.2 A)2(0.0445 2) = 189 W 
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The core losses are given by 

_ (Vela)? (234.85 VP 

core ie 1050 O2°5 as 

The output power of the transformer at this power factor is 

eae au Volo cos 0 

= (230 V)(65.2 A) cos 36.9° = 12,000 W 

Therefore, the efficiency of the transformer at this condition is 

x Velo COS O 

Pou Fears oa Vols COS 0 

oe 12,000 W 

~ 189 W + 525 W + 12,000 W 

= 98.03% | 

n x 100% (3-74) 

x 100% 
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3.8 | TRANSFORMER TAPS AND 
VOLTAGE REGULATION 

In previous sections of this chapter, transformers were described by their turns ratios 

or by their primary-to-secondary-voltage ratios. Throughout those sections, the turns 

ratio of a given transformer was treated as though it were completely fixed. In almost 

all real distribution transformers, this is not quite true. Distribution transformers have 

a series of taps in the windings to permit small changes in the turns ratio of the trans- 

former after it has left the factory. A typical installation might have four taps in addi- 

tion to the nominal setting with spacings of 2.5 percent of full-load voltage between 

them. Such an arrangement provides for adjustments up to 5 percent above or below 

the nominal voltage rating of the transformer. 

A 500-kVA, 13,200/480-V distribution transformer has four 2.5 percent taps on its 

primary winding. What are the voltage ratios of this transformer at each tap setting? 

Solution 

The five possible voltage ratings of this transformer are 

+5.0% tap 13,860/480 V 

+2.5% tap 13,530/480 V 

Nominal rating 13,200/480 V 

—2.5% tap 12,870/480 V 

—5.0% tap 12,540/480 V & 
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The taps on a transformer permit the transformer to be adjusted in the field to 

accommodate variations in local voltages. However, these taps normally cannot be 

changed while power is being applied to the transformer. They must be set once and 

left alone. 

Sometimes a transformer is used on a power line whose voltage varies widely 

with the load. Such voltage variations might be due to a high line impedance between 

the generators on the power system and that particular load (perhaps it is located far 

out in the country). Normal loads need to be supplied an essentially constant voltage. 

How can a power company supply a controlled voltage through high-impedance 

lines to loads which are constantly changing? 

One solution to this problem is to use a special transformer called a tap chang- 

ing under load (TCUL) transformer or voltage regulator. Basically, a TCUL trans- 

former is a transformer with the ability to change taps while power is connected to it. 

A voltage regulator is a TCUL transformer with built-in voltage sensing circuitry that 

automatically changes taps to keep the system voltage constant. Such special trans- 

formers are very common in modern power systems. 

3.9 | THE AUTOTRANSFORMER 
On some occasions it is desirable to change voltage levels by only a small amount. 

For example, it may be necessary to increase a voltage from 110 to 120 V or from 

13.2 to 13.8 kV. These small rises may be made necessary by voltage drops that oc- 

cur in power systems a long way from the generators. In such circumstances, it is 

wasteful and excessively expensive to wind a transformer with two full windings, 
each rated at about the same voltage. A special-purpose transformer, called an auto- 

transformer, is used instead. 

A diagram of a step-up autotransformer is shown in Figure 3-31. In Figure 
3-3 1a, the two coils of the transformer are shown in the conventional manner. In Fig- 
ure 3-31b, the first winding is shown connected in an additive manner to the second 
winding. Now, the relationship between the voltage on the first winding and the volt- 
age on the second winding is given by the turns ratio of the transformer. However, 
the voltage at the output of the whole transformer is the sum of the voltage on the 
first winding and the voltage on the second winding. The first winding here is called 
the common winding, because its voltage appears on both sides of the transformer. 
The smaller winding is called the series winding, because it is connected in series 
with the common winding. 

A diagram of a step-down autotransformer is shown in Figure 3—32. Here the 
voltage at the input is the sum of the voltages on the series winding and the common 
winding, while the voltage at the output is just the voltage on the common winding. 

Because the transformer coils are physically connected, a different terminology 
is used for the autotransformer than for other types of transformers. The voltage on 
the common coil is called the common voltage V¢, and the current in that coil is 
called the common current I~. The voltage on the series coil is called the series volt- 
age Von, and the current in that coil is called the series current Ix. The voltage and 
current on the low-voltage side of the transformer are called V, and I, respectively, 
while the corresponding quantities on the high-voltage side of the transformer are 
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Figure 3-31 | A transformer with its windings (a) connected in the conventional 
manner and (b) reconnected as an autotransformer. 

Figure 3-32 | A step-down autotransformer connection. 

Ty 

ci Ty, = Isp 
I, =IAIsp + I1¢ 

called V,, and I,,. The primary side of the autotransformer (the side with power into 

it) can be either the high-voltage side or the low-voltage side, depending on whether 

the autotransformer is acting as a step-down or a step-up transformer. From Figure 

3-31b the voltages and currents in the coils are related by the equations 

Ve Ne 

est aa 3-75 
Vsp Nsp , 

Neclc = Nselse (3-76) 

The voltages in the coils are related to the voltages at the terminals by the equations 

Vi=Vec (3-77) 

Vi = Vert Vse (3-78) 

and the currents in the coils are related to the currents at the terminals by the equations 

L =Ic+ Ip (3-79) 
ly le (3-80) 
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Voltage and Current Relationships in an Autotransformer 

What is the voltage relationship between the two sides of an autotransformer: It 1S 

quite easy to determine the relationship between V,, and V,. The voltage on the high 

side of the autotransformer is given by 

But VolVse — Nc/Nsz; SO 

Ne 
Vi= Vet Ve (3-81) 

Ne 

Finally, noting that V; = Vc, we get 

Ne 
Vi = Vv, = ‘Ne VV, 

il uaa (3-82) 
Nc 

V Ne 
or ee (3-83) 

Vi Ngx ap Ne 

The current relationship between the two sides of the transformer can be found 

by noting that 

I, =Ic¢ + Ise (3-79) 

From Equation (3-76), Ic = (Ngp/Ne)I se. 80 

I, = Nsp/Nc Ise + Use (3-84) 

Finally, noting that I,, = Isp, we find 

Lee lenal LN H 

Nsz + Ne 
a hiEsar ial Bick (3-85) Nc H 

Ly aN +N 
or a (3-86) 

I, Ne 

The Apparent Power Rating Advantage of Autotransformers 

It is interesting to note that not all the power traveling from the primary to the sec- 

ondary in the autotransformer goes through the windings. As a result, if a conven- 

tional transformer is reconnected as an autotransformer, it can handle much more 

power than it was originally rated for. 
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To understand this idea, refer again to Figure 3-31b. Notice that the input ap- 
parent power to the autotransformer is given by 

Din > Vel (3-87) 

and the output apparent power is given by 

Dee, i. Villy (3-88) 

It is easy to show, by using the voltage and current equations [Equations (3-83) and 
(3—86)], that the input apparent power is again equal to the output apparent power: 

Sih ee Sout a Sio (3-89) 

where Sjo is defined to be the input and output apparent powers of the transformer. 
However, the apparent power in the transformer windings is 

Sw = Velo = Vselsz (3-90) 

The relationship between the power going into the primary (and out the secondary) 
of the transformer and the power in the transformer’s actual windings can be found 
as follows: 

Sw = Vele 

— Vile tp) 

= Vil pene ily 

Using Equation (3-86), we get 

Ne 
TES | Via epee ap: 

_ (Nsp + No) — Ne 
= ile eecare (3-91) 

Ns Bt ea 92 Sio No + Ne (3-92) 

Therefore, the ratio of the apparent power in the primary and secondary of the 

autotransformer to the apparent power actually traveling through its windings is 

A eA ke (3-93) 

Equation (3-93) describes the apparent power rating advantage of an auto- 

transformer over a conventional transformer. Here Sj, 1s the apparent power entering 

the primary and leaving the secondary of the transformer, while Sy is the apparent 

power actually traveling through the transformer’s windings (the rest passes from 

primary to secondary without being coupled through the transformer’s windings). 

Note that the smaller the series winding, the greater the advantage. 
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For example, a 5000-kVA autotransformer connecting a 110-kV system to a 

138-kV system would have an N¢/Nep turns ratio of 110:28. Such an autotransformer 

would actually have windings rated at 

Nog 

y= == 3-92 Sw Sto Wy Ne (3-92) 

5 
= (5000 kVA) 384 110 2s 10 = 1015 kVA 

The autotransformer would have windings rated at only about 1015 kVA, while a 

conventional transformer doing the same job would need windings rated at 5000 

kVA. The autotransformer could be 5 times smaller than the conventional trans- 

former and also would be much less expensive. For this reason, it is very advanta- 

geous to build transformers between two nearly equal voltages as autotransformers.! 

The following example illustrates autotransformer analysis and the rating ad- 

vantage of autotransformers. 

A ui 2 > socio nusse *ennetanen at ni vowor ott bow wnotmt oft Yo 
A 100-VA, 120/12-V transformer is to be connected so as to form a step-up 

autotransformer (see Figure 3-33). A primary voltage of 120 V is applied to the 

transformer. 

a. What is the secondary voltage of the transformer? 

b. What is its maximum voltampere rating in this mode of operation? 

c. Calculate the rating advantage of this autotransformer connection over the 

transformer's rating in conventional 120/12-V operation. 

Figure 3-33 | The autotransformer of Example 3-7. 

Net = 12) 

V,,= 12020° V Ne( = 120) 

'However, autotransformers are not always built to transform between two nearly equal voltages. 
For example, 138/345-kV autotransformers are used in some transmission lines in the United States. 
These autotransformers still have an apparent power rating advantage compared to conventional 
transformers, but it is less than it would be if the two voltages were more nearly equal. 
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Solution 

To accomplish a step-up transformation with a 120-V primary, the ratio of the turns 
on the common winding Ne to the turns on the series winding Neg in this trans- 
former must be 120:12 (or 10:1). 

a. This transformer is being used as a Step-up transformer. The secondary 
voltage is Vy, and from Equation (3-76), 

Noe + N. oe SE eis 

Ne 
fe eee le 
trop ee We ee 

Vy (3-82) 

b. The maximum voltampere rating in either winding of this transformer is 
100 VA. How much input or output apparent power can this provide? To find 
out, examine the series winding. The voltage Vee on the winding is 12 V, and 
the volt-ampere rating of the winding is 100 VA. Therefore, the maximum 
series winding current is 

Sax _ 100 VA 
oe max — Vee oe fone 8.33 A 

Since Ise is equal to the secondary current I; (or I4) and since the secondary volt- 

age Vs = V,, = 132 V, the secondary apparent power is 

Sout = Velo = Viale 

= (132 V)(8.33 A) = 1100 VA = S,, 

c. The rating advantage can be calculated from part (b) or separately from 

Equation (8-93). From part (b), 

Sio _ 1100 VA _ 4, 
Sy 100: VA 

From Equation (3-93), 

So _ Noe + No oe 
Sw Nee 

_12+120 _ 192 _,, 
a 12 12 

By either equation, the apparent power rating is increased by afactor of 11. 
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It is not normally possible to just reconnect an ordinary transformer as an auto- 

transformer and use it in the manner of Example 3—7, because the insulation on the 

low-voltage side of the ordinary transformer may not be strong enough to withstand 

the full output voltage of the autotransformer connection. In transformers built 

specifically as autotransformers, the insulation on the smaller coil (the series wind- 

ing) is made just as strong as the insulation on the larger coil. 
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It is common practice in power systems to use autotransformers whenever two 

voltages fairly close to each other in level need to be transformed, because the closer 

the two voltages are, the greater the autotransformer power advantage becomes. They 

are also used as variable transformers, where the low-voltage tap moves up and down 

the winding. This is a very convenient way to get a variable AC voltage. Such a vari- 

able autotransformer is shown in Figure 3—34. 

The principal disadvantage of autotransformers is that, unlike ordinary trans- 

formers, there is a direct physical connection between the primary and the secondary 

circuits, so the electrical isolation of the two sides is lost. If a particular application 

does not require electrical isolation, then the autotransformer is a convenient and in- 

expensive way to tie nearly equal voltages together. 

Figure 3-34 | (a) A variable-voltage autotransformer; (b) cutaway view of the 

autotransformer. (Courtesy of Superior Electric Company.) 

The Internal Impedance of an Autotransformer 

Autotransformers have one additional disadvantage compared to conventional 
transformers. It turns out that, compared to a given transformer connected in the 
conventional manner, the effective per-unit impedance of an autotransformer is 
smaller by a factor equal to the reciprocal of the power advantage of the auto- 
transformer connection. 
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The proof of this statement is left as a problem at the end of the chapter. 

The reduced internal impedance of an autotransformer compared to a con- 

ventional two-winding transformer can be a serious problem in some applications 

where the series impedance is needed to limit current flows during power system 

faults (short circuits). The effect of the smaller internal impedance provided by an 

autotransformer must be taken into account in practical applications before auto- 

transformers are selected. 

EXAMPLE 3-8 

A transformer is rated at 1000 kVA, 12/1.2 kV, 60 Hz when it is operated as a con- 

ventional two-winding transformer. Under these conditions, its series resistance and 

reactance are given as 1 and 8 percent per unit, respectively. This transformer is to 

be used as a 13.2/12-kV step-down autotransformer in a power distribution system. 

In the autotransformer connection 

a. What is the transformer’s rating when used in this manner? 

b. What is the transformer’s series impedance in per-unit? 

Solution 

a. The Nco/Nee turns ratio must be 12:1.2 or 10:1. The voltage rating of this 

transformer will be 13.2/12 kV, and the apparent power (volt-ampere) 

rating will be 

ee 1000 kVA = 11,000 kVA 

b. The transformer’s impedance in a per-unit system when connected in the 

conventional manner is 

Zeq = 9.01. + 0.08 pu separate windings 

The apparent power advantage of this autotransformer is 11, so the per-unit 

impedance of the autotransformer connected as described is 

0.01 + (0.08 

eee ah es 
= 0.00091 + /0.00727 pu autotransformer | 

3.10 | THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMERS 

Almost all the major power generation and distribution systems in the world today 

are three-phase AC systems. Since three-phase systems play such an important role 

in modern life, it is necessary to understand how transformers are used in them. 
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Transformers for three-phase circuits can be constructed in one of two ways. 

One approach is simply to take three single-phase transformers and connect them in 

a three-phase bank. An alternative approach is to make a three-phase transformer 

consisting of three sets of windings wrapped on a common core. These two pos- 

sible types of transformer construction are shown in Figures 3-35 and 3-36. The 

Figure 3-35 | A three-phase transformer bank composed of independent 

transformers. 

Figure 3-36 | A three-phase transformer wound on a single three-legged’core. 
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construction of a single three-phase transformer is the preferred practice today, since 
it is lighter, smaller, cheaper, and slightly more efficient. The older construction 
approach was to use three separate transformers. That approach had the advantage 
that each unit in the bank could be replaced individually in the event of trouble, but 
that does not outweigh the advantages of a combined three-phase unit for most 
applications. However, there are still a great many installations consisting of three 
single-phase units in service. 

Three-Phase Transformer Connections 

A three-phase transformer consists of three transformers, either separate or combined 

on one core. The primaries and secondaries of any three-phase transformer can be in- 

dependently connected in either a wye (Y) or a delta (A). This gives a total of four 

possible connections for a three-phase transformer bank: 

1. Wye—wye (Y-Y) 

2. Wye-delta (Y—A) 

3. Delta—wye (A-Y) 

4. Delta—delta (A—A) 

These connections are shown in Figure 3-37. 

The key to analyzing any three-phase transformer bank is to look at a single 

transformer in the bank. Any single transformer in the bank behaves exactly like the 

single-phase transformers already studied. The impedance, voltage regulation, ef- 

ficiency, and similar calculations for three-phase transformers are done on a per- 

phase basis, using exactly the same techniques already developed for single-phase 

transformers. 

The advantages and disadvantages of each type of three-phase transformer con- 

nection are discussed below. 

Wye-—Wye Connection The Y—Y connection of three-phase transformers is shown 

in Figure 3-37a. In a Y-Y connection, the primary voltage on each phase of the 

transformer is given by Vip = V_p/\/3. The primary-phase voltage is related to the 

secondary-phase voltage by the turns ratio of the transformer. The phase voltage on 

the secondary is then related to the line voltage on the secondary by Vis = V3 Vos. 

Therefore, overall the voltage ratio on the transformer is 

(3-94) 

The Y—Y connection has two very serious problems: 

1. If loads on the transformer circuit are unbalanced, then the voltages on the 

phases of the transformer can become severely unbalanced. 

2. There is a serious problem with third-harmonic voltages. 
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Figure 3-37 | Three-phase transformer connections and wiring diagrams: 

(a) Y—Y; (b) Y—A; (c) AY; (d) A-A. 

ao 

Np\ 

b+o 

no— 

(a) 

(continued) 

If a three-phase set of voltages is applied to a Y-Y transformer, the voltages in 
any phase will be 120° apart from the voltages in any other phase. However, the 
third-harmonic components of each of the three phases will be in phase with each 
other, since there are three cycles in the third harmonic for each cycle of the funda- 
mental frequency. There are always some third-harmonic components in a trans- 
former because of the nonlinearity of the core, and these components add up. The 
result is a very large third-harmonic component of voltage on top of the 50- or 60-Hz 
fundamental voltage. This third-harmonic voltage can be larger than the fundamen- 
tal voltage itself. 

Both the unbalance problem and the third-harmonic problem can be solved by 
one of two techniques: 
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1. Solidly ground the neutrals of the transformers, especially the primary 
winding’s neutral. This connection permits the additive third-harmonic 
components to cause a current flow in the neutral instead of building up large 

voltages. The neutral also provides a return path for any current imbalances 
in the load. 

2. Add a third (tertiary) winding connected in A to the transformer bank. If a 

third A-connected winding is added to the transformer, then the third-harmonic 

components of voltage in the A will add up, causing a circulating current flow 

within the winding. This suppresses the third-harmonic components of voltage 

in the same manner as grounding the transformer neutrals. 

The A-connected tertiary windings need not even be brought out of the 

transformer case, but they often are used to supply lights and auxiliary power 

within the substation where it is located. The tertiary windings must be large 

enough to handle the circulating currents, so they are usually made about one- 

third the power rating of the two main windings. 

One or the other of these correction techniques must be used any time a Y-Y 

transformer is installed. In practice, very few Y—Y transformers are used, since the 

same jobs can be done by one of the other types of three-phase transformers. 

Wye-Delta Connection The Y—A connection of three-phase transformers is shown 

in Figure 3—37b. In this connection, the primary line voltage is related to the primary 

phase voltage by V_p = \/3 Vp, while the secondary line voltage is equal to the sec- 

ondary phase voltage Vs; = V4s. The voltage ratio of each phase is 

Vip ~ 
= (6) 

Vy iS. 

so the overall relationship between the line voltage on the primary side of the bank 

and the line voltage on the secondary side of the bank is 

Vir _ V3 Vop 
Vis Vos 

V, 
t= \3a Y-A (3-95) 
Vis 

The Y—A connection has no problem with third-harmonic components in its 

voltages, since they are consumed in a circulating current on the A side. This con- 

nection is also more stable with respect to unbalanced loads, since the A partially re- 

distributes any imbalance that occurs. 

This arrangement does have one problem, though. Because of the A connection, 

the secondary voltage is shifted 30° relative to the primary voltage of the transformer. 

The fact that a phase shift has occurred can cause problems in paralleling the sec- 

ondaries of two transformer banks together. The phase angles of transformer secon- 

daries must be equal if they are to be paralleled, which means that attention must be 
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Figure 3-37 | (continued) 
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(b) Y-A (continued) 

paid to the direction of the 30° phase shift occurring in each transformer bank to be 
paralleled together. 

In the United States, it is customary to make the secondary voltage lag the pri- 
mary voltage by 30°. Although this is the standard, it has not always been observed, 
and older installations must be checked very carefully before a new transformer is 
paralleled with them, to make sure that their phase angles match. 

The connection shown in Figure 3—37b will cause the secondary voltage to be 
lagging if the system phase sequence is abc. If the system phase sequence is ach, 
then the connection shown in Figure 3—37b will cause the secondary voltage to be 
leading the primary voltage by 30°. 
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Figure 3-37 | (continued) 
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(c) A-Y (continued) 

Delta-Wye Connection A A-Y connection of three-phase transformers is shown 

in Figure 3—37c. In a A-Y connection, the primary line voltage is equal to the 

primary-phase voltage Vip = Vyp, while the secondary voltages are related by 

Vis = V3 Vos. Therefore, the line-to-line voltage ratio of this transformer con- 

nection is 

Vir _ _ Vor 
Vis. 2v/3 Vos 

V, 
ee AY; (3-96) 
Vis V3 
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This connection has the same advantages and the same phase shift as the Y—A 

transformer. The connection shown in Figure 3-37c makes the secondary voltage lag 

the primary voltage by 30°, as before. 

Delta—Delta Connection The A—A connection is shown in Figure 3—37d. In a A—A 

connection, Vp = Vyp and V,s = Vys, So the relationship between primary and sec- 

ondary line voltages is 

= =a A-A (3-97) 

This transformer has no phase shift associated with it and no problems with un- 

balanced loads or harmonics. 

Figure 3-37 | (concluded) 

(d) 
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The Per-Unit System for Three-Phase Transformers 

The per-unit system applies just as well to three-phase transformers as to single- 
phase transformers. The single-phase base Equations (3-60) to (3-63) apply to three- 
phase systems on a per-phase basis. If the total base voltampere value of the 
transformer bank is called S,,,,.. then the base voltampere value of one of the trans- 
formers, S14, pases iS 

S ase WSs (3-98) 

and the base phase current and impedance of the transformer are 

Si, base 

a= Wee. | (3599) 

Shase 

fs base Bie (3-100) 

(Visspase) 
Zina AL a : (3-101) 

Ic, base 

3(V5, ae) Lasse =e (3-102) 

Line quantities on three-phase transformer banks can also be represented in 

per-unit. The relationship between the base line voltage and the base phase voltage 

of the transformer depends on the connection of windings. If the windings are con- 

nected in delta, V;. base = Vu, base» While if the windings are connected in wye, V;. hase = 

\/3, V4, base: Lhe base line current in a three-phase transformer bank is given by 

LS = (3-103) 

The application of the per-unit system to three-phase transformer problems is 

similar to its application in the single-phase examples already given. 

A 50-kVA, 13,800/208-V A-Y distribution transformer has a resistance of 1 percent 

and a reactance of 7 percent per unit. 

a. What is the transformer’s phase impedance referred to the high-voltage side? 

b. Calculate this transformer’s voltage regulation at full load and 0.8 PF lagging, 

using the calculated high-side impedance. 

c. Calculate this transformer’s voltage regulation under the same conditions, 

using the per-unit system. 
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Solution 

a. The high-voltage side of this transformer has a base line voltage of 13,800 V 

and a base apparent power of 50 kVA. Since the primary is A-connected, 

its phase voltage is equal to its line voltage. Therefore, its base imped- 

ance is 

2 
3( Vp, base) (3-1 02) 

base 

3(13,800 V)? 

= EO G00) Ai acme tcled 

Zeke 7 

The per-unit impedance of the transformer is 

Zeg = 0.01 + j0.07 pu 

so the high-side impedance in ohms is 

aes = Lge please 

= (0.01 + j0.07 pu)(11,426 Q) = 114.2 + (800 0 

b. To calculate the voltage regulation of a three-phase transformer bank, 

determine the voltage regulation of any single transformer in the bank. The 

voltages on a single transformer are phase voltages, so 

Vp — av, 
ee OO Vin ay 

The rated transformer phase voltage on the primary is 13,800 V, so the rated 

phase current on the primary is given by 

The rated apparent power S = 50 kVA, so 

50,000 VA 

ly = 3(13,800 V) | tage 

The rated phase voltage on the secondary of the transformer is 208 V/\/3 = 

120 V. When referred to the high-voltage side of the transformer, this voltage 

becomes Vig = aVys = 13,800 V. Assume that the transformer secondary is 

operating at the rated voltage and current, and find the resulting primary phase 

voltage: 

Vap = aVag + Raclg + iXecly 
= 13,8002.0° V + (114.2 0)(1.2082 -36.87° A) + (/800 2)(1.2082 —36.87° A) 
= 13,800 + 1382 —36.87° + 966.42 —53.13° 

13,800 + 110.4 — j82.8 + 579.8 + j773.1 
14,490 + 690.3 = 14,50622.73° V 
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Therefore, 

Vip — av, 
vR = 8 x 100% 

aViys 
c 14,506 — 13,800 N 1008 2 5 1 

13,800 Sse Be 

c. Inthe per-unit system, the output voltage is 120°, and the current is 

12-—36.87°. Therefore, the input voltage is 

Vap = 120° + (0.01)(1Z—36.87°) + (/0.07)(1Z —36.87°) 
= 1 + 0.008 — /0.006 + 0.042 + j0.056 
= 1.05 + j0.05 = 1.05122.73° 

The voltage regulation is 

Jae 1081 = 1.0 
10 xX 100% = 5.1% | 

Of course, the voltage regulation of the transformer bank is the same whether the 

calculations are done in actual ohms or in the per-unit system. 

3.11 | TRANSFORMER RATINGS AND 
RELATED PROBLEMS 

Transformers have four major ratings: apparent power, voltage, current, and fre- 

quency. This section examines the ratings of a transformer and explains why they are 

chosen the way they are. It also considers the related question of the current inrush 

that occurs when a transformer is first connected to the line. 

The Voltage and Frequency Ratings of a Transformer 

The voltage rating of a transformer serves two functions. One is to protect the wind- 

ing insulation from breakdown due to an excessive voltage applied to it. This is not 

the most serious limitation in practical transformers. The second function is related 

to the magnetization curve and magnetization current of the transformer. Figure 3-11 

shows a magnetization curve for a transformer. If a steady-state voltage 

v(t) = Vy sin wt V 

is applied to a transformer’s primary winding, the flux of the transformer is given by 

eit f(t) = wy, | ode 

l ’ 
= Np [vw sin wt dt 

Vir = -——— 60S 3-104 P(t) Wi COS wt ( ) 
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If the applied voltage v(t) is increased by 10 percent, the resulting maximum flux 

in the core also increases by 10 percent. Above a certain point on the magnetization 

curve, though, a 10 percent increase in flux requires an increase in magnetization cur- 

rent much larger than 10 percent. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3-38. As the 

voltage increases, the high magnetization currents soon become unacceptable. The 

maximum applied voltage (and therefore the rated voltage) is set by the maximum 

acceptable magnetization current in the core. 

Figure 3-38 | The effect of the peak flux in a transformer core on the required 

magnetization current. 
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Notice that voltage and frequency are related in a reciprocal fashion if the max- 
imum flux is to be held constant: 

V, 
max 

ane (3-105) Dis a 

Thus, if 60-Hz transformer is to be operated on 50 Hz, its applied voltage must also 
be reduced by one-sixth or the peak flux in the core will be too high. This reduction 
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in applied voltage with frequency is called derating. Similarly, a 50-Hz transformer 
may be operated at a 20 percent higher voltage on 60 Hz if this action does not cause 
insulation problems. 

A 1-kVA, 230/115-V 60 Hz single-phase transformer has 850 turns on the primary 

winding and 425 turns on secondary winding. The magnetization curve for this trans- 

former is shown in Figure 3-39. 

a. Calculate and plot the magnetization current of this transformer when it is run 

at 230 V on a 60-Hz power source. What is the rms value of the magnetization 

current? 

b. Calculate and plot the magnetization current of this transformer when it is run 

at 230 V on a 50-Hz power source. What is the rms value of the magnetization 

current? How does this current compare to the magnetization current at 60 Hz. 

Figure 3-39 | Magnetization curve for the 230/115-V transformer of Example 3-10. 
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Solution 

The best way to solve this problem is to calculate the flux as a function of time for 

this core, and then use the magnetization curve to transform each flux value to a 

corresponding magnetomotive force. The magnetizing current can then be deter- 

mined from the equation 
¥ 
ae 3-106 Np ( ) 

Assuming that the voltage applied to the core is v(t) = Vy sin wt volts, the 

flux in the core as a function of time is given by Equation (3-104): 

(3-104) 

The magnetization curve for this transformer is available electronically in a file 

called mag_curve_1.dat. This file can be used by MATLAB to translate 

these flux values into corresponding MMF values, and Equation (3-106) can be 

used to find the required magnetization current values. Finally, the rms value of 

the magnetization current can be calculated from the equation 

ye \7 |, i2 at (3-107) 

A MATLAB program to perform these calculations is shown below. 

M-file: mag_current.m 

M-file to calculate and plot the magnetization 

current of a 230/115 transformer operating at 

230 volts and 50/60 Hz. This program also 

calculates the rms value of the mag. current. HF FP cP oP oP 

Load the magnetization curve. It is in two 

columns, with the first column being mmf and 

the second column being flux. 

load mag_curve_1.dat; 

mmf_data = mag_curve_1(:,1); 

dP oP oe 

flux_data = mag_curve_1(:,2); 

% Initialize values 

VM = 325; % maximum voltage (V) 

NP = 850; % Primary turns 

% Calculate angular velocity for 60 Hz 

freq = 60; %® Freq (Hz) 

We Sa Pon her Eres 
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fo) 
% Calculate flux versus time 

time = 0:1/3000:1/30; % 0 to 1/30 sec 

flux =VM/AWeNP) ok“ COos( wos. * steame): Il 

6 Calculate the mmf corresponding to a given flux 

% using the MATLAB interpolation function. 

mmf = interpl (flux_data,mmf_data, flux) ; 

% Calculate the magnetization current 

im = mmf / NP; 

2 % Calculate the rms value of the current 

irs = sqrt (sum(im.*2) /length(am) ) ; 

disp ithe mms) current at- 60 Hz i2s.°". num2stri(arms)-)); 

9 % Plot the magnetization current. 

figure (1) 

SubplLoLt 2, ll) 

plot (time,im); 

title ('\bfMagnetization Current at 60 Hz'); 

xlabelen'\bitime’ - (Ss); 

Hyilee eden Glows Varta and mio rem (AR) a ee 

axes! ShOcOe OA ne 20 2.)e). 

Girad-on: 

% Calculate angular velocity for 50 Hz 

freq. = -50; % Freq (Hz) 

Wo ke Oe toe HOC; 

2 Calculate flux versus time 

Me Oleh D > OOn yh 2 Si So OBOre/2aVsec 

flux =" =VM/(weNP) *-cos (w.. ~otrume) 7 

= Calculate the mmf corresponding to a given flux 

% using the Matlab interpolation function. 

mmf = interpl (flux_data,mmf_data, flux); 

& Calculate the magnetization current 

im = mmf / NP; 

= Calculate the rms value of the current 

irms = sqrt (sum(im.°2)/length(im)); 

disp(['The rms current at 50 Hz is ', num2str(irms)]); 
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% Plot the magnetization current. 

Sybil oy oplkehien (Ap ares et 

plot (time, im); 

title ('\bfMagnetization Current at 50 Hz!'); 

xlabel ('\bfTime (s)'); 

ylabel) (\bE\itI{m} \em(A)'); 
axis ClO 004: +2 21. )7 

grid on; 

When this program executes, the results are: 

>» Mag_current 
The rms current at 60 Hz is 0.4894 

TheItrms current oat. s0VHzZ ts 079252 

The resulting magnetization currents are shown in Figure 3-40. Note that the rms 

magnetization current increases by more than 60% when the frequency changes 

from 60 Hz to 50 Hz. | 

Figure 3-40 | (a) Magnetization current for the transformer operating at 60 Hz. 

(a) Magnetization current for the transformer operating at 50 Hz. 
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The Apparent Power Rating of a Transformer 

The principal purpose of the apparent power rating of a transformer is that, together 
with the voltage rating, it sets the current flow through the transformer windings. The 
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current flow is important because it controls the i7R losses in transformer, which in 

turn control the heating of the transformer coils. It is the heating that is critical, since 

overheating the coils of a transformer drastically shortens the life of its insulation. 

The actual volt-ampere rating of a transformer may be more than a single value. 

In real transformers, there may be a volt-ampere rating for the transformer by itself, 

and another (higher) rating for the transformer with forced cooling. The key idea be- 

hind the power rating is that the hot-spot temperature in the transformer windings 

must be limited to protect the life of the transformer. 

If a transformer’s voltage is reduced for any reason (e.g., if it is operated at a 

lower frequency than normal), then the transformer’s volt-ampere rating must be 

reduced by an equal amount. If this is not done, then the current in the transformer’s 

windings will exceed the maximum permissible level and cause overheating. 

The Problem of Current Inrush 

A problem related to the voltage level in the transformer is the problem of current in- 

rush at starting. Suppose that the voltage 

v(t) = Vy sin(wt + 6) V (3-108) 

is applied at the moment the transformer is first connected to the power line. The 

maximum flux height reached on the first half-cycle of the applied voltage depends 

on the phase of the voltage at the instant the voltage is applied to the transformer. If 

the initial voltage is 

v(t) = Vy, sin(wt + 90°) = Vy cos wt Vv (3-109) 

and if the initial flux in the core is zero, then the maximum flux during the first half- 

cycle will just equal the maximum flux at steady state: 

Vigan = 3-110 fino ae (3-110) 

This flux level is just the steady-state flux, so it causes no special problems. But if the 

applied voltage happens to be 

v(t) = Vy sin wt V 

the maximum flux during the first half-cycle is given by 

T/@ 

bey} P(t) = na Vy Sin wt dt 

Tow Vu 
Se COS WI: 

(3-111) 
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This maximum flux is twice as high as the normal steady-state flux. If the magneti- 

zation curve in Figure 3—I1 is examined, it is easy to see that doubling the maximum 

flux in the core results in an enormous magnetization current. In fact, for part of the 

cycle, the transformer looks like a short circuit, and a very large current flows (see 

Figure 3-41). 

For any other phase angle of the applied voltage between 90°, which is no prob- 

lem, and 0°, which is the worst case, there is some excess current flow. The applied 

phase angle of the voltage is not normally controlled on starting, so there can be huge 

inrush currents during the first several cycles after the transformer is connected to the 

line. The transformer and the power system to which it is connected must be able to 

withstand these currents. 

Figure 3-41 | The current inrush due to a transformer’s magnetization current 

on starting. 

Ip ( a lin) t 

Rated 

current 

Normal 
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i 
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sin @r v(t)= V,, 
1 

The Transformer Nameplate 

A typical nameplate from a distribution transformer is shown in Figure 3-42. The in- 
formation on such a nameplate includes rated voltage, rated kilovoltamperes, rated 
frequency, and the transformer per-unit series impedance. It also shows the voltage 
ratings for each tap on the transformer and the wiring schematic of the transformer. 

Nameplates such as the one shown also typically include the transformer type 
designation and references to its operating instructions. 

3.12 | INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS 
Iwo special-purpose transformers are used with power systems for taking measure- 
ments. One is the potential transformer, and the other is the current transformer. 
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Figure 3-42 | A sample distribution transformer nameplate. Note the ratings listed: 

voltage, frequency, apparent power, and tap settings. (Courtesy of 
General Electric Company.) 
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A potential transformer is a specially wound transformer with a high-voltage 

primary and a low-voltage secondary. It has a very low power rating, and its sole pur- 

pose is to provide a sample of the power system’s voltage to the instruments moni- 

toring it. Since the principal purpose of the transformer is voltage sampling, it must 

be very accurate so as not to distort the true voltage values too badly. Potential trans- 

formers of several accuracy classes may be purchased, depending on how accurate 

the readings must be for a given application. 

Current transformers sample the current in a line and reduce it to a safe and 

measurable level. A diagram of a typical current transformer is shown in Figure 

3-43. The current transformer consists of a secondary winding wrapped around a fer- 

romagnetic ring, with the single primary line running through the center of the ring. 

The ferromagnetic ring holds and concentrates a small sample of the flux from the 

primary line. That flux then induces a voltage and current in the secondary winding. 

A current transformer differs from the other transformers described in this chap- 

ter in that its windings are loosely coupled. Unlike all the other transformers, the mu- 

tual flux dy in the current transformer is smaller than the leakage flux ,;. Because 

of the loose coupling, the voltage and current ratios of Equations (3-1) to (3-6) do 

not apply to a current transformer. Nevertheless, the secondary current in a current 

transformer is directly proportional to the much larger primary current, and the 

device can provide an accurate sample of a line’s current for measurement purposes. 
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Figure 3-43 | Sketch of a current transformer. 

Q pea *) 

Instruments 

Current transformer ratings are given as ratios of primary to secondary current. 

A typical current transformer ratio might be 600:5, 800:5, or 1000:5. A 5-A rating is 

standard on the secondary of a current transformer. 

It is important to keep a current transformer short-circuited at all times, since 

extremely high voltages can appear across its open secondary terminals. In fact, most 

relays and other devices using the current from a current transformer have a shorting 

interlock, which must be shut before the relay can be removed for inspection or ad- 

justment. Without this interlock, very dangerous high voltages will appear at the sec- 

ondary terminals as the relay is removed from its socket. 

A much more detailed discussion of instrument transformers and their uses can 

be found in Reference 6. 

3.13 | SUMMARY 

A transformer is a device for converting electric energy at one voltage level to elec- 

tric energy at another voltage level through the action of a magnetic field. It plays 

an extremely important role in modern life by making possible the economical long- 

distance transmission of electric power. 

When a voltage is applied to the primary of a transformer, a flux is produced in 

the core as given by Faraday’s law. The changing flux in the core then induces a volt- 

age in the secondary winding of the transformer. Because transformer cores have 

very high permeability, the net magnetomotive force required in the core to produce 
its flux is very small. Since the net magnetomotive force is very small, the primary 
circuit’s magnetomotive force must be approximately equal and opposite to the sec- 
ondary circuit's magnetomotive force. This fact yields the transformer current ratio. 

A real transformer has leakage fluxes that pass through either the primary or the 
secondary winding, but not both. In addition there are hysteresis, eddy current, and 
copper losses. These effects are accounted for in the equivalent circuit of the trans- 
former. Transformer imperfections are measured in a real transformer by its voltage 
regulation and its efficiency. 
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The per-unit system is a convenient way to study systems containing transform- 

ers, because in this system the different system voltage levels disappear. In addition, 

the per-unit impedances of a transformer expressed to its own ratings base fall within 

a relatively narrow range, providing a convenient check for reasonableness in prob- 

lem solutions. 

An autotransformer differs from a regular transformer in that the two windings 

of the autotransformer are connected. The voltage on one side of the transformer is 

the voltage across a single winding, while the voltage on the other side of the trans- 

former is the sum of the voltages across both windings. Because only a portion of the 

power in an autotransformer actually passes through the windings, an autotrans- 

former has a power rating advantage compared to a regular transformer of equal size. 

However, the connection destroys the electrical isolation between a transformer’s 

primary and secondary sides. 

The voltage levels of three-phase circuits can be transformed by a proper com- 

bination of three transformers. Potential transformers and current transformers can 

sample the voltages and currents present in a circuit. Both devices are very common 

in large power distribution systems. 

3.14 | QUESTIONS 

3-1. Is the turns ratio of a transformer the same as the ratio of voltages across 

the transformer? Why or why not? 

3-2. Why does the magnetization current impose an upper limit on the voltage 

applied to a transformer core? 

3-3. What components compose the excitation current of a transformer? How 

are they modeled in the transformer’s equivalent circuit? 

3-4. What is the leakage flux in a transformer? Why is it modeled in a 

transformer equivalent circuit as an inductor? 

3-5. List and describe the types of losses that occur in a transformer. 

3-6. Why does the power factor of a load affect the voltage regulation of a 

transformer? 

3-7. Why does the short-circuit test essentially show only i°R losses and not 

excitation losses in a transformer? 

3-8. Why does the open-circuit test essentially show only excitation losses and 

not i°R losses? 

3-9. How does the per-unit system eliminate the problem of different voltage 

levels in a power system? 

3-10. Why can autotransformers handle more power than conventional 

transformers of the same size? 

3-11. What are transformer taps? Why are they used? 

3-12. What are the problems associated with the Y—Y three-phase transformer 

connection? 

3-13. What is a TCUL transformer? 
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3-14. Can a 60-Hz transformer be operated on a 50-Hz system? What actions are 

necessary to enable this operation? 

3-15. What happens to a transformer when it is first connected to a power line? 

Can anything be done to mitigate this problem? 

3-16. What is a potential transformer? How is it used? 

3-17. What is a current transformer? How is it used? 

3-18. A distribution transformer is rated at 18 kVA, 20,000/480 V, and 60 Hz. Can 

this transformer safely supply 15 kVA to a 415-V load at 50 Hz? Why or 

why not? 

3-19. Why does one hear a hum when standing near a large power transformer? 

3.15 PROBLEMS 

3-1. The secondary winding of a transformer has a terminal voltage 

of v(t) = 282.8 sin 377t V. The turns ratio of the transformer 1s 

50:200 (a = 0.25). If the secondary current of the transformer is 

i,(t) = 7.07 sin (377t — 36.87°) A, what is the primary current of 

this transformer? What are its voltage regulation and efficiency? The 

impedances of this transformer referred to the primary side are 

R., = 0:05 0 Re = 750, 

veep UP a so Xy = 200 

3-2. A 20-kVA, 8000/277-V distribution transformer has the following 

resistances and reactances: 

Rp = 32 Ry; = 0.05 Q 

Xp = 450 X; = 0.06 0 

Re = 250 kO Xy = 30kO 

The excitation branch impedances are given referred to the high-voltage 

side of the transformer. 

a. Find the equivalent circuit of this transformer referred to the high- 

voltage side. 

b. Find the per-unit equivalent circuit of this transformer. 

c. Assume that this transformer is supplying rated load at 277 V and 
0.8 PF lagging. What is this transformer’s input voltage? What is its 
voltage regulation? 

d. What is the transformer’s efficiency under the conditions of part (c)? 

A 1000-VA, 230/115-V transformer has been tested to determine its 
equivalent circuit. The results of the tests are shown on page 155. 

w | on . 
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(a ra 
Open-circuit test Short-circuit test 

Vog = 230 V Vear= 11.2 Vi 
loc =0.95A Igo =5.0A 

Poc = 80 W Psc = 20.1 W 

All data given were taken from the primary side of the transformer. 

a. Find the equivalent circuit of this transformer referred to the low- 
voltage side of the transformer. 

b. Find the transformer’s voltage regulation at rated conditions and 
(1) 0.8 PF lagging, (2) 1.0 PF, (3) 0.8 PF leading. 

c. Determine the transformer’s efficiency at rated conditions and 

0.8 PF lagging. 

A single-phase power system is shown in Figure P3—1. The power source 
feeds a 100-kVA, 14/2.4-kV transformer through a feeder impedance of 

38.2 + j 140 . The transformer’s equivalent series impedance referred to 

its low-voltage side is 0.12 + 70.5 ©. The load on the transformer is 90 kW 

at 0.85 PF lagging and 2300 V. 

a. What is the voltage at the power source of the system? 

b. What is the voltage regulation of the transformer? 

c. How efficient is the overall power system? 

Figure P3-1 | The circuit of Problem 3-4. 

3-5. 

38.20 8 j1400 0.120 

Load 

90 kW 

0.85 PF lagging 
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Source Feeder Transformer Load 

(transmission line) 

When travelers from the United States and Canada visit Europe, they 

encounter a different power distribution system. Wall voltages in North 

America are 120 V rms at 60 Hz, while typical wall voltages in Europe are 

220 to 240 V at 50 Hz. Many travelers carry small step-up/step-down 

transformers so that they can use their appliances in the countries that they 

are visiting. A typical transformer might be rated at | kVA and 120/240 V. 
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It has 500 turns of wire on the 120-V side and 1000 turns of wire on the 

240-V side. The magnetization curve for this transformer is shown In 

Figure P3—2, and can be found in file p22.mag at this book’s website. 

Figure P3-2 | Magnetization curve for the transformer of Problem 3-5. 
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a. Suppose that this transformer is connected to a 120-V, 60-Hz 

power source with no load connected to the 240-V side. Sketch 

the magnetization current that would flow in the transformer. (Use 

MATLAB to plot the current accurately, if it is available.) What is the 

rms amplitude of the magnetization current? What percentage of full- 

load current is the magnetization current? 

b. Now suppose that this transformer is connected to a 240-V, 50-Hz 
power source with no load connected to the 120-V side. Sketch 
the magnetization current that would flow in the transformer. (Use 
MATLAB to plot the current accurately, if it is available.) What is the 
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rms amplitude of the magnetization current? What percentage of full- 
load current is the magnetization current? 

c. In which case is the magnetization current a higher percentage of 
full-load current? Why? 

A 15-kVA, 8000/230-V distribution transformer has an impedance referred 
to the primary of 80 + j300 ©. The components of the excitation branch 
referred to the primary side are Ro = 350 kQ and X,, = 70 kQ. 

a. If the primary voltage is 7967 V and the load impedance is Z, = 
3.2 + 7 1.5 O, what is the secondary voltage of the transformer? 
What is the voltage regulation of the transformer? 

b. If the load is disconnected and a capacitor of —7 3.5 Q is connected 
in its place, what is the secondary voltage of the transformer? What is 
its voltage regulation under these conditions? 

A 5000-kVA, 230/13.8-kV single-phase power transformer has a per-unit 

resistance of | percent and a per-unit reactance of 5 percent (data taken 

from the transformer’s nameplate). The open-circuit test performed on 

the low-voltage side of the transformer yielded the following data: 

Varta ls. 8 kV Inet nt A Pan 44 -O kW 

a. Find the equivalent circuit referred to the low-voltage side of this 

transformer. 

b. If the voltage on the secondary side is 13.8 kV and the power supplied 

is 4000 kW at 0.8 PF lagging, find the voltage regulation of the 

transformer. Find its efficiency. 

A 150-MVA, 15/200-kV single-phase power transformer has a per-unit 

resistance of 1.2 percent and a per-unit reactance of 5 percent (data 

taken from the transformer’s nameplate). The magnetizing impedance 

is 7 100 per unit. 

a. Find the equivalent circuit referred to the low-voltage side of this 

transformer. 

b. Calculate the voltage regulation of this transformer for a full-load 

current at power factor of 0.8 lagging. 

c. Assume that the primary voltage of this transformer is a constant 

15 kV, and plot the secondary voltage as a function of load current 

for currents from no-load to full-load. Repeat this process for power 

factors of 0.8 lagging, 1.0, and 0.8 leading. 

A three-phase transformer bank is to handle 400 kVA and have a 34.5/ 

13.8-kV voltage ratio. Find the rating of each individual transformer in 

the bank (high voltage, low voltage, turns ratio, and apparent power) if 

the transformer bank is connected to (a) Y—Y, (b) Y—A, (c) A-Y, (d) A—A. 

A Y-connected bank of three identical 100-k VA, 7967/277-V transformers 

is supplied with power directly from a large constant-voltage bus. In the 
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3-11. 

3-12. 

short-circuit test, the recorded values on the high-voltage side for one of 

these transformers are 

Vata 560 Vie = 126A Pee = 1/00 W 

If this bank delivers a rated load at 0.88 PF lagging and rated voltage, 

what is the line-to-line voltage on the primary of the transformer bank’? 

What is the voltage regulation under these conditions? 

Assume that the primary line voltage of this transformer bank is a 

constant 7967 V, and plot the secondary line voltage as a function of 

load current for currents from no-load to full-load. Repeat this process 

for power factors of 0.85 lagging, 1.0, and 0.85 leading. 

Plot the voltage regulation of this transformer as a function of load 

current for currents from no-load to full-load. Repeat this process for 

power factors of 0.85 lagging, 1.0, and 0.85 leading. 

A 100,000-kVA, 230/115-kV A—A three-phase power transformer has a 

per-unit resistance of 0.02 pu and a per-unit reactance of 0.055 pu. The 

excitation branch elements are R- = 110 pu and X,, = 20 pu. 

a. If this transformer supplies a load of 80 MVA at 0.85 PF lagging, draw 

the phasor diagram of one phase of the transformer. 

What is the voltage regulation of the transformer bank under these 

conditions? 

Sketch the equivalent circuit referred to the low-voltage side of one 

phase of this transformer. Calculate all the transformer impedances 

referred to the low-voltage side. 

An autotransformer is used to connect a !2.6-kV distribution line to a 

13.8-kV distribution line. It must be capable of handling 2000 kVA. There 

are three separate autotransformers, connected Y—Y with their neutrals 

solidly grounded. 

a. 

b. 

What must the N-/Ngp turns ratio be to accomplish this connection? 

How much apparent power must the windings of each autotransformer 
handle? 

If one of the autotransformers were reconnected as an ordinary 

transformer, what would its ratings be? 

A 12.4-kV single-phase generator supplies power to a load through a 
transmission line. The load’s impedance is Z,,,, = 5002 36.87° Q, and the 
transmission line’s impedance is Z),,. = 602.60° Q. 

a. If the generator is directly connected to the load (Figure P3—3a), what 
is the ratio of the load voltage to the generated voltage? What are the 
transmission losses of the system? 

Ifa 1:10 step-up transformer is placed at the output of the generator 
and a 10:1 transformer is placed at the load end of the transmission 
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line, what is the new ratio of the load voltage to the generated voltage 
(Figure P3—3b)? What are the transmission losses of the system now? 
(Note: The transformers may be assumed to be ideal.) 

3-14. A 5000-VA, 480/120-V conventional transformer is to be used to supply 
power from a 600-V source to a 120-V load. Consider the transformer to be 
ideal, and assume that all insulation can handle 600 V. 

Figure P3-3 | Circuits for Problem 3-13: (a) without transformers and (b) 
with transformers. 

60 260° Q 

() Vo = 12.420° kV 500 236.87° Q 

(a) 

60 260° Q 

Ave 500 236.87° Q 

Z load @) Vg = 12.420° kV 

a. Sketch the transformer connection that will do the required job. 

b. Find the kilovolt-ampere rating of the transformer in the configuration. 

c. Find the maximum primary and secondary currents under these 

conditions. 

3-15. A5000-VA, 480/120-V conventional transformer is to be used to supply 

power from a 600-V source to a 480-V load. Consider the transformer to be 

ideal, and assume that all insulation can handle 600 V. Answer the questions 

of Problem 3—14 for this transformer. 
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3-16. Prove the following statement: If a transformer having a series impedance 
: ; : ll vA ol 

Z., is connected as an autotransformer, its per-unit series impedance Z,, as 

an autotransformer will be 

Nse 
Da a pn SE c 

Note that this expression is the reciprocal of the autotransformer power 

advantage. 

3-17. Three 25-kVA 24,000/277-V distribution transformers are connected in 

A~Y. The open-circuit test was performed on the low-voltage side of this 

transformer bank, and the following data were recorded: 

Vine, oc = 480 V Kine, oc = 4.10 A P36, 0c = 945 W 

The short-circuit test was performed on the high-voltage side of this 

transformer bank, and the following data were recorded: 

Vine. sc = 1400 V line. sc = 1.80 A P34. sc = 912 W 

a. Find the per-unit equivalent circuit of this transformer bank. 

Find the voltage regulation of this transformer bank at the rated load 

and 0.90 PF lagging. 

c. What is the transformer bank’s efficiency under these conditions? 

3-18. A 20-kVA, 20,000/480-V 60-Hz distribution transformer is tested with the 

following results: 

Open-circuit test Short-circuit test 

(measured from secondary side) (measured from primary side) 

Voc = 480 V Vsc = 1130 V 

loo = 1,51 A len = 1.00 A 
Pop = 271W Psc = 260 W 

a. Find the per-unit equivalent circuit for this transformer at 60 Hz. 

What would the rating of this transformer be if it were operated on a 

50-Hz power system? 

c. Sketch the equivalent circuit of this transformer referred to the 

primary side if it is operating at SO Hz. 

3-19. Prove that the three-phase system of voltages on the secondary of the Y—A 

transformer shown in Figure 3—37b lags the three-phase system of voltages 

on the primary of the transformer by 30°. 

3-20). Prove that the three-phase system of voltages on the secondary of the A~Y 

transformer shown in Figure 3—37c lags the three-phase system of voltages 

on the primary of the transformer by 30°. 

3-21. A single-phase 10-kVA, 480/120-V transformer is to be used as an 

autotransformer tying a 600-V distribution line to a 480-V load. When it is 
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tested as a conventional transformer, the following values are measured on 
the primary (480-V) side of the transformer: 

d. 

aS a 

Open-circuit test Short-circuit test 

Voc = 480 V Vag = 10.0 V 
loc =041A Igo =106A 

Poo = 38 W Poo = 26 W 

Find the per-unit equivalent circuit of this transformer when it is 
connected in the conventional manner. What is the efficiency of 
the transformer at rated conditions and unity power factor? What 
is the voltage regulation at those conditions? 

Sketch the transformer connections when it is used as a 600/480-V 
step-down autotransformer. 

What is the kilovolt-ampere rating of this transformer when it is used 

in the autotransformer connection? 

Answer the questions in (a) for the autotransformer connection. 

3-22. Figure P34 shows a power system consisting of a three-phase 480-V, 

60-Hz generator supplying two loads through a transmission line with a 

pair of transformers at either end. 

a. 

b. 

Sketch the per-phase equivalent circuit of this power system. 

With the switch opened, find the real power P, reactive power Q, and 

apparent power S supplied by the generator. What is the power factor 

of the generator? 

With the switch closed, find the real power P, reactive power Q, and 

apparent power S supplied by the generator. What is the power factor 

of the generator? 

What are the transmission losses (transformer plus transmission line 

losses) in this system with the switch open? With the switch closed? 

What is the effect of adding load 2 to the system? 

161 

Figure P3-4 | A one-line diagram of the power system of Problem 3-22. Note that some impedance values are 

oF 
given in the per-unit system, while others are given in ohms. 
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AC Machinery 
Fundamentals 

C machines are generators that convert mechanical energy to AC electric en- 

ergy and motors that convert AC electric energy to mechanical energy. The 

fundamental principles of AC machines are very simple, but unfortunately, 

they are somewhat obscured by the complicated construction of real machines. This 

chapter will first explain the principles of AC machine operation using simple exam- 

ples, and then consider some of the complications that occur in real AC machines. 

There are two major classes of AC machines—synchronous machines and in- 

duction machines. Synchronous machines are motors and generators whose magnetic 

field current is supplied by a separate DC power source, while induction machines 

are motors and generators whose field current is supplied by magnetic induction 

(transformer action) into their field windings. The field circuits of most synchronous 

and induction machines are located on their rotors. This chapter covers some of the 

fundamentals common to both types of three-phase AC machines; synchronous ma- 

chines will be covered in detail in Chapter 5, and induction machines will be covered 

in Chapter 6. 

4.11 THE ROTATING MAGNETIC FIELD 
As any child who has ever played with magnets knows, if you place two magnets be- 

side each other, they will twist around to line up. If there were some way to create 

two magnetic fields in the rotor (the rotating part) and stator (the stationary part) of 

a machine, then the rotor would rotate so that its magnetic field is aligned with the 

stator’s magnetic field. If we further had some way to make the stator magnetic field 

rotate, the rotor would constantly “chase” the stator magnetic field around in a circle, 

trying to catch up and align itself with it. This, in a nutshell, is the basic principle of 

all AC motor operation. 

How can a stator magnetic field be created and made to rotate? The fundamen- 

tal principle of AC machine operation is that if a three-phase set of currents, each of 
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equal magnitude and differing in phase by 120°, flows in a three-phase winding, then 

it will produce a rotating magnetic field of constant magnitude. The three-phase 

winding consists of three separate windings spaced 120 electrical degrees apart 

around the surface of the machine. 

The rotating magnetic field concept is illustrated in the simplest case by an 

empty stator containing just three coils, each 120° apart (see Figure 4—la). Since 

such a winding produces only one north and one south magnetic pole, it is a two-pole 

winding. 

Figure 4-1 | (a) A simple three-phase stator. Currents in this stator are assumed positive if they flow into 

the unprimed end and out the primed end of the coils. The magnetic field intensity (H) and flux 

density (B) produced by each coil are also shown. (b) The magnetic field intensity vector H..(¢) 

produced by a current flowing in coil aa’. 

To understand the concept of the rotating magnetic field, we will apply a set of 

currents to the stator of Figure 4—1 and see what happens at specific instants of time. 

Assume that the currents in the three coils are given by the equations 

lag'(t) = Ty sin wt A (4-1) 

ipy(t) = Ty sin(wt — 120°) A (4-2) 

it) = [ly sin(wt — 240°) A (4-3) 

The current in coil aa’ flows into the a end of the coil and out the a’ end of the 

coil. It produces the magnetic field intensity 

Hoa()) = Hy sin wt Z0° A-turns/m (44) 

where Hy, sin wt is the magnitude of the magnetic field intensity as a function of 
time, while 0° is the spatial angle of the magnetic field intensity vector, as shown in 
Figure 4—1b. The direction of the magnetic field intensity vector H,,,,(¢) can be de- 
termined from the current flowing in coil aa’ by the right-hand rule. If the fingers of 
the right hand curl in the direction of the current flow in the coil, then the resulting 
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magnetic field is in the direction that the thumb points. Notice that the magnitude of 

the magnetic field intensity vector H,,,(¢) varies sinusoidally in time, but the direc- 

tion of H,,,(t) is always constant. Similarly, the magnetic field intensity vectors 

H,,() and H....(t) are 

H,,(2) = Ay sin(wt — 120°)Z.120° A-turns/m (4-5) 

H....(¢) = Hy sin(@t — 240°)2240° A-turns/m (4-6) 

The magnetic flux densities resulting from these magnetic field intensities are 

given by Equation (1-21): 

B= pH (1-21) 

They are 

Bat) = By sin wtZ0° it (4-7) 

B,y() = By sin(@t — 120°)Z2120° T (4-8) 

B..(t) = By sin(@t — 240°)2240° ‘it (4-9) 

where By = Hy. The currents and their corresponding flux densities can be exam- 

ined at specific times to determine the resulting net magnetic field in the stator. 

For example, at time wt = 0°, the magnetic flux density from coil aa’ will be 

B,a = 0 (4-10) 

The magnetic flux density from coil bb’ will be 

Bay = By sin(—120°)2120° (4-11) 

and the magnetic flux density from coil cc’ will be 

B... = By sin(— 240°) 2 240° (4-12) 

The total magnetic field from all three coils added together will be 

Baet = Baa + Buy + Bo 

=O+ (-S by ZA Giz AS By] Z240° 

= 1.5ByZ—90° (4-13) 

The resulting net magnetic field is shown in Figure 4—2a. 

As another example, look at the magnetic field at time wf = 90°. At that time, 

the currents are 

ina’ = Ly sin 90° A 

Ip! = Ivy sin(—30°) A 

inet = Ly Sin(— 150°) A 

and the magnetic flux densities are 

= ByZ0° 
B,y' = —0.5ByZ120° 

~0.5ByZ.240° es) II 
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Figure 4-2 | (a) The vector magnetic field in a stator at time wt = 0°. (b) The vector magnetic field in a stator at 

time wt = 90°. 

The resulting net magnetic flux density is 

Bret = Bag + Bay + B.-' 

= 1.5B,Z0° 

net 

The resulting magnetic field is shown in Figure 4—2b. Notice that although the 

direction of the magnetic field has changed, the magnitude is constant. The mag- 

netic field is maintaining a constant magnitude while rotating in a counterclockwise 

direction. 

Proof of the Rotating Magnetic Field Concept 

At any time ¢, the magnetic field will have the same magnitude 1.5B,,, and it will 

continue to rotate at angular velocity w. A proof of this statement for all time fis now 

given. 

Refer again to the stator shown in Figure 4-1. By the coordinate system shown 
in the figure, the x direction is to the right and the y direction is upward. The vector 
X is the unit vector in the horizontal direction, and the vector 9 is the unit vector in the 
vertical direction. To find the total magnetic flux density in the stator, simply add 
vectorially the three component magnetic fields and determine their sum. 

The net magnetic flux density in the stator is given by 

Brett) = Baa (t) + Byy(t) + B,.(t) 

= By sin wtZ0° + By sin(wt — 120°)2.120° 

+ By sin(@wt — 240°)2 240° At 

Each of the three component magnetic fields can now be broken down into its x and 
y components. 
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B,.(t) = By sin ot X 3 

= 10DBy,sin(or — 120°) x =. Me By sin(@t — 120° |p 

—[0.5By sin(wt — 240°) & — 2 By sin(wt — 240°) 

Combining x and y components yields 

B,.(t) = [By sin wt — 0.5By sin(wt — 120°) — 0.5By sin(wt — 240°)]& 

a Se By sin(wt — 120°)] — ae By sin(@t — 240°) 

By the angle-addition trigonometric identities, 

3 1440 Ve s 
B,D = a, sin wt + — By.sin wt + —— By cos wt + u By sin wt — ve By COs or i 4 4 4 4 

Vieni 3 
oh ae By sin wt — 1 

ae 
By cos wt + ae sin wt — + By cos ori 

| Boal = (1.5By sin wt)& — (1.5By cos wt)¥ | (4-14) 

Equation (4—14) is the final expression for the net magnetic flux density. Notice that 

the magnitude of the field is a constant 1.58), and that the angle changes continually 

in a counterclockwise direction at angular velocity w. Notice also that at wt = 0°, 

Bie = 1.5ByZ—90°, and that at wt = 90°, B,.. = 1.5B,Z0°. These results agree 

with the specific examples examined previously. 

The Relationship between Electrical Frequency 
and the Speed of Magnetic Field Rotation 

Figure 4—3 shows that the rotating magnetic field in this stator can be represented as 

a north pole (where the flux leaves the stator) and a south pole (where the flux enters 

the stator). These magnetic poles complete one mechanical rotation around the stator 

surface for each electrical cycle of the applied current. Therefore, the mechanical 

speed of rotation of the magnetic field in revolutions per second is equal to the elec- 

tric frequency in hertz: 

fo =Sn two poles (G=15) 

0, = Wy, two poles (4-16) 

Here f,, and w,, are the mechanical speed in revolutions per second and radians per 

second, while f, and a, are the electrical speed in hertz and radians per second. 

Notice that the windings on the two-pole stator in Figure 4—3 occur in the order 

(taken counterclockwise) 

a-c'-b-a‘-c-b’ 

What would happen in a stator if this pattern were repeated twice within it? Figure 

44a shows such a stator. There, the pattern of windings (taken counterclockwise) is 

GEG Dee =DieO=Gi=D-UeG-De 
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Figure 4-3 | The rotating magnetic field in a stator represented as moving north and 

south stator poles. 

which is just the pattern of the previous stator repeated twice. When a three-phase set 

of currents is applied to this stator, two north poles and nwo south poles are produced 

in the stator winding, as shown in Figure 4—4b. In this winding, a pole moves only 

halfway around the stator surface in one electrical cycle. Since one electrical cycle is 

360 electrical degrees, and since the mechanical motion is 180 mechanical degrees, 

the relationship between the electrical angle 6, and the mechanical angle 6,,, in this 

stator is 

0, = 26,, (4-17) 

Thus for the four-pole winding, the electrical frequency of the current is twice the 

mechanical frequency of rotation: 

Le iT Sm four poles (4-18) 

w, = 20,, four poles (4-19) 

In general, if the number of magnetic poles on an AC machine stator is P, then 

there are P/2 repetitions of the winding sequence a-c ’-b-a ‘-c-b’ around its inner sur- 

face, and the electrical and mechanical quantities on the stator are related by 
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Figure 4-4 | (a) A simple four-pole stator winding. (b) The resulting stator magnetic 
poles. Notice that there are moving poles of alternating polarity every 
90° around the stator surface. (c) A winding diagram of the stator as 
seen from its inner surface, showing how the stator currents produce 
north and south magnetic poles. 

a b G a b @ 

Counterclockwise s b 
a e b G a 

(c) 

Also, noting that f,, = n,,/60, it is possible to relate the electrical frequency in hertz 

to the resulting mechanical speed of the magnetic fields in revolutions per minute. 

This relationship is 

(4-23) 
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Reversing the Direction of Magnetic Field Rotation 

Another interesting fact can be observed about the resulting magnetic field. /f the 

current in any two of the three coils is swapped, the direction of the magnetic field’s 

rotation will be reversed. This means that it is possible to reverse the direction of 

rotation of an AC motor just by switching the connections on any two of the three 

coils. This result is verified below. 

To prove that the direction of rotation is reversed, phases bb’ and cc’ in Fig- 

ure 4—1 are switched and the resulting flux density B,,, is calculated. 

The net magnetic flux density in the stator is given by 

Bue(d) == Bua (d) t B,,(0) 5 B...(t) 

= By sin wt Z0° + By sin(wt — 240°)Z 120° 

+ By sin(wt — 120°)2240° iL 

Each of the three component magnetic fields can now be broken down into its x and 
y components: 

Bue = By sin wt X V3 

—[0.5By sin(wt — 240°)& + = Bu sin(wt — 240°) 

Dee 

ao ‘ 
—[0.5By, sin(@t — 120°)& — =~ By sin(wt — 120°) l¥ 

Combining x and y components yields 

Bh.) = [By sin On O.SBy sin( wt ras 240°) — O.5By sin( QE 120°)]x 

Nee ie 
+ | 5— BypSin( wt — 240°) ah By, sin(@t — 120°) |¥ 

tn] 

By the angle-addition trigonometric identities, 

okt V3 bh t V3 Bae(t) = a, sin wt + ri By sin wt — Evy By cos wt + ri By, sin wt + fr By COS wt |X 

5 V3 5 V3 : 3 af rere By sin wt + 4 By COS wt + Pit By sin wt + 4 By, cos wt |¥ 

(4-24) Bie(t) = (1.S5By sin wt)X + (1.5By, cos wt)¥ 

This time the magnetic field has the same magnitude but rotates in a clockwise 
direction. Therefore, switching the currents in two stator Phases reverses the direc- 
tion of magnetic field rotation in an AC machine. 

Create a MATLAB program that models the behavior of a rotating magnetic field in 
the three-phase stator shown in Figure 4-2, 
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& Solution 

The geometry of the loops in this stator is fixed as shown in Figure 4-2. The 
currents in the loops are 

lag(t) = Iy sin at A (4-1) 

ipp(t) = ly Sin(@t — 120°). A (4-2) 
ioc(t) = ly sin(wt — 240°) A (4-3) 

and the resulting magnetic flux densities are 

B.a(t) = By sin wtZ0° ar (4-7) 

Bpp(t) = By sin(@t — 120°)2120° A (4-8) 

B.o(t) = By sin(wt — 240°)2240° —T (4-9) 

A simple MATLAB program that plots Baa, Byy, Beco, and B,., as a function of time 

is shown below. 

M-fules- mad faelcsim 

M-file to calculate the net magetic field produced 

Dy wa three phase ys tatonr: ao Pol? 

os oGt. Up. the yasic tconditiens 

bmax = 1; Normalize bmax to 1 

freq = 60; 60 Hz 

w = 2*pi*freq; angluar velocity (rad/s) 

oe 

ae ol? 

% First, generate the three component magnetic fields 

= 0:1/6000:1/60; 

Baa = sin(w*t) .* (cos(0) + j3*sin(0)); 

Bbb sin (w*t-2*pi/3) .* (cos(2*pi/3) + j*sin(2*pi/3)) ; 

Boe =sini(wett2*pm/ 3) .* (cos (=2* pil/3) +4. *sin(=2*pi (3); 

ct 

% Calculate Bnet 

Bnet = Baa + Bbb + Bcc; 

& Calculate a circle representing the expected maximum 

% value of Bnet 

Gre Cler —enlen 5pak ee COsd( Wrote tree sem Cw sey) 

& Plot the magnitude and direction of the resulting magnetic 

® fields. Note that Baa is black, Bbb is blue, Bcc is 

% magneta, and Bnet is red. 

Om ia ai hengtein(t) 

% Plot the reference circle 

Ploticanele; tks; 

hold jon; 

& Plot the four magnetic fields 

plot([0 real(Baa(ii))], [0 imag (Baa(ii))],'k!,'LineWidth!', 2) ; 
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],'b', 'LineWidth!, 2) ; 

],'m', 'LineWidth', 2) ; 

yer AhineWadth 3 )r; 

plot ([0 real (Bbb(ii))],[0 imag(Bbb (ii) ) 

plot([0 real (Bec(ii))], [0 imag(Bcc (ii) ) 

plot([0 real (Bnet (ii))],[0 imag(Bnet (ii 

axis square; 

AXTSH [Bea se Dux 

drawnow; 

Holalort, 

end 

When this program is executed, to draws lines corresponding to the three com- 

ponent magnetic fields as well as a line corresponding to the net magnetic field. 

Execute this program and observe the behavior of Bret. | 

A more sophisticated version of this program that takes advantage of the 

MATLAB graphical user interface is available from the book’s website. 

4.2| MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCE AND FLUX 
DISTRIBUTION ON AC MACHINES 

In Section 4.1, the flux produced inside an AC machine was treated as if it were in 

free space. The direction of the flux density produced by a coil of wire was assumed 

to be perpendicular to the plane of the coil, with the direction of the flux given by the 

right-hand rule. 

The flux in a real machine does not behave in the simple manner assumed 

above, since there is a ferromagnetic rotor in the center of the machine, with a small 

air gap between the rotor and the stator. The rotor can be cylindrical, like the one 

shown in Figure 4—Sa, or it can have pole faces projecting out from its surface, as 
shown in Figure 4—5b. If the rotor is cylindrical, the machine is said to have non- 
salient poles; if the rotor has pole faces projecting out from it, the machine is said to 
have salient poles. Cylindrical rotor, or nonsalient-pole, machines are easier to un- 
derstand and analyze than salient-pole machines, and this discussion will be re- 
stricted to machines with cylindrical rotors. Machines with salient poles are 
discussed in References |, 3, and 4. 

Refer to the cylindrical-motor machine in Figure 4—Sa. The reluctance of the air 
gap in this machine is much higher than the reluctances of either the rotor or the sta- 
tor, so the flux density vector B takes the shortest possible path across the air gap and 
jumps perpendicularly between the rotor and the stator. 

To produce a sinusoidal voltage in a machine like this, the magnitude of the flux 
density vector B must vary in a sinusoidal manner along the surface of the air gap. 
The flux density will vary sinusoidally only if the magnetic field intensity H (and 
magnetomotive force “F) varies in a sinusoidal manner along the surface of the air 
gap (see Figure 4—6). 
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Figure 4-5 | (a) An AC machine with a cylindrical or nonsalient-pole rotor. (b) An AC 
machine with a salient-pole rotor. 

(a) (b) 

The most straightforward way to achieve a sinusoidal variation of magnetomo- 

tive force along the surface of the air gap is to distribute the turns of the winding that 

produces the magnetomotive force in closely spaced slots around the surface of the 

machine and to vary the number of conductors in each slot in a sinusoidal manner. 

Figure 4—7a shows such a winding, and Figure 4-7b shows the magnetomotive force 

resulting from the winding. The number of conductors in each slot is given by the 

equation 

Nc = Ne cos @ (4-25) 

where WN. is the number of conductors at an angle of 0°. As Figure 4-7b shows, this 

distribution of conductors produces a close approximation to a sinusoidal distribution 

of magnetomotive force. Furthermore, the more slots there are around the surface of 

the machine and the more closely spaced the slots are, the better this approximation 

becomes. 

In practice, it is not possible to distribute windings exactly in accordance with 

Equation (4—25), since there are only a finite number of slots in a real machine and 

since only integral numbers of conductors can be included in each slot. The resulting 

magnetomotive force distribution is only approximately sinusoidal, and higher-order 

harmonic components will be present. Fractional-pitch windings are used to suppress 

these unwanted harmonic components. Fractional-pitch windings are beyond the 

scope of this book, but they are explained in a supplement available for download 

from the book’s website. 
Furthermore, it is often convenient for the machine designer to include equal 

numbers of conductors in each slot instead of varying the number in accordance with 

Equation (4-25). Distributed windings of this type are described in the supplement at 

the book’s website; they have stronger high-order harmonic components than wind- 

ings designed in accordance with Equation (4—25). Harmonic-suppression techniques 

are especially important for such windings. 
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Figure 4-6 | (a) A cylindrical rotor with sinusoidally varying air-gap flux density. (b) The 

magnetomotive force or magnetic field intensity as a function of angle a@ in 

the air gap. (c) The flux density as a function of angle a in the air gap. 

Stator 

Air gap 

Rotor 

IBS| 

(c) 
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Figure 4-7 | (a) An AC machine with a distributed stator winding designed to produce 
a sinusoidally varying air-gap flux density. The number of conductors in 
each Slot is indicated on the diagram. (b) The magnetomotive force 
distribution resulting from the winding, compared to an ideal distribution. 

se OF 
60 120 180\ 1 360 

(b) 

4.3 | INDUCED VOLTAGE IN AC MACHINES 
Just as a three-phase set of currents in a stator can produce a rotating magnetic field, 

a rotating magnetic field can produce a three-phase set of voltages in the coils of a 

stator. The equations governing the induced voltage in a three-phase stator will be 
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developed in this section. To make the development easier, we will begin by looking 

at just one single-turn coil and then expand the results to a more general three- 

phase stator. 

The Induced Voltage in a Coil on a Two-Pole Stator 

Figure 4-8 shows a rotating rotor with a sinusoidally distributed magnetic field in the 

center of a stationary coil. 

We will assume that the magnitude of the flux density vector B in the air gap 

between the rotor and the stator varies sinusoidally with mechanical angle, while the 

direction of B is always radially outward. This sort of flux distribution is the ideal to 

which machine designers aspire. If a is the angle measured from the direction of the 

peak rotor flux density, then the magnitude of the flux density vector B at a point 

around the rotor is given by 

B= Bycos a (4-26) 

Note that at some locations around the air gap the flux density vector will really point 

in toward the rotor; in those locations, the sign of Equation (4—26) is negative. Since 

the rotor is itself rotating within the stator at an angular velocity o,,, the magnitude 

of the flux density vector B at any angle a around the stator is given by 

B = By cos(@t — a) (4-27) 

The equation for the induced voltage in a wire is 

Cing = (V X B)- 1 (1-45) 

where 

v = velocity of the wire relative to the magnetic field 

B 

1 = length of conductor in the magnetic field 

magnetic flux density vector 

However, this equation was derived for the case of a moving wire in a stationary 
magnetic field. In this case, the wire is stationary and the magnetic field is moving, 
so the equation does not directly apply. To use it, we must be in a frame of reference 
where the magnetic field appears to be stationary. If we “sit on the magnetic field” so 
that the field appears to be stationary, the sides of the coil will appear to go by at an 
apparent velocity v,.;, and the equation can be applied. Figure 4—8b shows the vector 
magnetic field and velocities from the point of view of a stationary magnetic field 
and a moving wire. 

The total voltage induced in the coil will be the sum of the voltages induced in 
each of its four sides. These voltages are determined on page 178. 
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Figure 4-8 | (a) A rotating rotor magnetic field inside a stationary stator coil. Detail of 

coil. (6b) The vector magnetic flux densities and velocities on the sides of 

the coil. The velocities shown are from a frame of reference in which the 

magnetic field is stationary. (c) The flux density distribution in the air gap. 

9 €dc 

€ind 

a 

B Air-gap flux density: 
Air gap B(Q)=By cos(@,,t — Q) 

Stator d Viel 

+ 
180° 360° 
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Voltage is really into the page, 

since B is negative here. 

(b) 
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1. Segment ab. For segment ab, a = 180°. Assuming that B is directed radially 

outward from the rotor, the angle between v and B in segment ab is 90°, while 

the quantity v < B is in the direction of I, so 

(Ain a (V x B) 2 ] 

= vBl directed out of the page 

= —y[By cos(w,,t — 180°)]/ 
m 

—VvByl cos(w,,t — 180°) (4-28) m 

where the minus sign comes from the fact that the voltage is built up with a 

polarity opposite to the assumed polarity. 

2. Segment bc. The voltage on segment bc is zero, since the vector quantity v x B 

is perpendicular to I, so 

€.» =(v X B)-1=0 (4-29) 

3. Segment cd. For segment cd, the angle a = 0°. Assuming that B is directed 

radially outward from the rotor, the angle between v and B in segment cd 

is 90°, while the quantity v  B is in the direction of I, so 

€ac = (V XB): 1 

= vBl directed out of the page 

Cac = V(By COS w,,t)l 

= vByl cos w,,t (4-30) 

4. Segment da. The voltage on segment da is zero, since the vector quantity 

v X B is perpendicular to I, so 

Cag = (V X B)-1=0 (4-31) 

Therefore, the total voltage on the coil will be 

Cind — ba eo Cdc 

= —vB, 1 cos(w,,¢ — 180°) + vB, cosaust (4-32) 

Since cos 6 = —cos(@ — 180°), 

Cing = VByl COS @,,t + VByl cos w,,t 

= 2vByl cos @,,t (4-33) m 

Since the velocity of the end conductors is given by v = r@,, Equation (4-33) 
can be rewritten as 

Cind — 2(r,,)Byl COS @W, 

= 2rlByw 

t m 

COS @,,1 m m 

Finally, the flux passing through the coil can be expressed as & = 2rlBy, (see Prob- 
lem 4-6), while w,, = @, = w for atwo-pole stator, so the induced voltage can be ex- 
pressed as 

€ind — bw COS I 
(4-34) 
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Equation (4—34) describes the voltage induced in a single-turn coil. If the coil in 

the stator has N¢- turns of wire, then the total induced voltage of the coil will be 

Cina = Nebo cos wt (4-35) 

Notice that the voltage produced in stator of this simple AC machine winding is 

sinusoidal with an amplitude that depends on the flux ¢@ in the machine, the angular 

velocity w of the rotor, and a constant depending on the construction of the machine 

(Nc in this simple case). 

Note that Equation (4-35) contains the term cos wf instead of the sin wr found in 

some of the other equations in this chapter. The cosine term has no special signifi- 

cance compared to the sine—it resulted from our choice of reference direction for a 

in this derivation. If the reference direction for a had been rotated by 90° we would 

have had a sin wf term. 

The Induced Voltage in a Three-Phase Set of Coils 

If three coils, each of N, turns, are placed around the rotor magnetic field as shown 

in Figure 4-9, then the voltages induced in each of them will be the same in mag- 

nitude but will differ in phase by 120°. The resulting voltages in each of the three 

coils are 

€nq'(t) = Ncedw sin wt Vv 

€pp(t) = Neda sin(wt — 120°) Vv (4-36) 

€.e(t) = Neda sin(wt — 240°) Vv 

Therefore, a three-phase set of currents can generate a uniform rotating magnetic 

field in a machine stator, and a uniform rotating magnetic field can generate a three- 

phase set of voltages in such a stator. 

Figure 4-9 | The production of three-phase voltages from three coils spaced 

120° apart. 
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The RMS Voltage in a Three-Phase Stator 

The peak voltage in any phase of a three-phase stator of this sort is 

rae = Nebo (4-37) 

Since w = 277, this equation can also be written as 

ree iz 27Ncof (4-38) 

Therefore, the rms voltage of any phase of this three-phase stator is 

277 
by= V2 Neo 

The rms voltage at the terminals of the machine will depend on whether the stator is 

Y or A connected. If the machine is Y connected, then the terminal voltage will be 

\/3 times E,; if the machine is A connected, then the terminal voltage will just be 

equal to E,. 

| EXAMPLE 4-2 
The following information is known about the simple two-pole generator in Figure 

4-9. The peak flux density of the rotor magnetic field is 0.2 T; the mechanical rate of 

rotation of the shaft is 3600 r/min. The stator diameter of the machine is 0.5 m, its coil 

length is 0.3 m, and there are 15 turns per coil. The machine is Y connected. 

a. What are the three phase voltages of the generator as a function of time? 

b. What is the rms phase voltage of this generator? 

c. What is the rms terminal voltage of this generator? 

@ Solution 

The flux in this machine is given by 

eee ¢ = 2rlB = dlB 

where dis the diameter and /is the length of the coil. Therefore, the flux in the ma- 

chine is given by 

= (0.5 m)(0.3 m)(0.2 T) = 0.03 Wb 

The speed of the rotor is given by 

w = (3600 r/min)(2m rad)(1 min/60 s) = 377 rad/s 

a. The magnitudes of the peak phase voltages are thus 

Enna = Nedbw 

= (15 turns)(0.03 Wb)(377 rad/s) = 169.7 V 
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and the three phase voltages are 

G2a(t) = 169.7 sin. 37/t ~~ 

Cpp(t) = 169.7 sin(877t — 120°) V 

Cce(t) = 169.7 sin(377t — 240°) V 

0. The rms phase voltage of this generator is 

Emax _ 169.7 V 
E, =—== =— = 120 V 
ee 

c. Since the generator is Y connected, 

Ve NSE 8/3120 VY = 208 wh 
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4.4| INDUCED TORQUE IN AN AC MACHINE 
In AC machines under normal operating conditions, there are two magnetic fields 

present—a magnetic field from the rotor circuit and another magnetic field from the 

stator circuit. The interaction of these two magnetic fields produces the torque in the 

machine, just as two permanent magnets near each other will experience a torque that 

causes them to line up. 

Figure 4-10 shows a simplified AC machine with a sinusoidal stator flux dis- 

tribution that peaks in the upward direction and a single coil of wire mounted on the 

rotor. The stator flux distribution in this machine is 

Ba) = Bs sin a (4-40) 

where B, is the magnitude of the peak flux density; Bs(@) is positive when the flux 

density vector points radially outward from the rotor surface to the stator surface. 

How much torque is produced in the rotor of this simplified AC machine? To find 

out, we will analyze the force and torque on each of the two conductors separately. 

The induced force on conductor | is 

sand (1-43) 
= i/B; sin a with direction as shown 

The torque on the conductor is 

Tnd 1 =  X F) 

= rilBs; sin a@ counterclockwise 

The induced force on conductor 2 is 

F = i(l X B) (1-43) 

= 11B,; sin a with direction as shown 

The torque on the conductor is 

= rilBs sin a counterclockwise 
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Figure 4-10 | A simplified AC machine with a sinusoidal stator flux distribution and a 

single coil of wire mounted in the rotor. 

Bs 

Bind 

B (a) = Bs sina 

Therefore, the torque on the rotor loop is 

Ting = 2rilBs sin a@ counterclockwise (441) 

Equation (4—41) can be expressed in a more convenient form by examining Fig- 

ure 4-11 and noting two facts: 

1. The current i flowing in the rotor coil produces a magnetic field of its own. 

The direction of the peak of this magnetic field is given by the right-hand rule, 

and the magnitude of its magnetic field intensity Hx is directly proportional to 

the current flowing in the rotor: 

Dg Cr (442) 

where C is a constant of proportionality. 

2. The angle between the peak of the stator flux density By and the peak of the 

rotor magnetic field intensity Hp is y. Furthermore, 

y = 180° -—a (4-43) 

sin y = sin(180° — a) = sina (444) 

By combining these two observations, the torque on the loop can be expressed as 

Ting = KHeBs sin a counterclockwise (4-45) 
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Figure 4-11 

y= 180° -a 

where K is a constant dependent on the construction of the machine. Note that both 

the magnitude and the direction of the torque can be expressed by the equation 

49 
Finally, since Bp = Hp, this equation can be reexpressed as 

where k = K/y. Note that in general k will not be constant, since the magnetic per- 

meability jz varies with the amount of magnetic saturation in the machine. 

Equation (4-47) can apply to any AC machine, not just to the simple one-loop 

rotor described above. Only the constant k will differ from machine to machine. This 

equation will be used only for a qualitative study of torque in AC machines, so the 

actual value of & is unimportant for our purposes. 

The net magnetic field in this machine is the vector sum of the rotor and stator 

fields (assuming no saturation): 

Baer = Be + Bs (4-48) net 

This fact can be used to produce an equivalent (and sometimes more useful) expres- 

sion for the induced torque in the machine. From Equation (4-47) 

Ting — KBr X Bs (4-47) 
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But from Equation (4-48), Bs = Bye — Br, so 

Tind — KBr x (Brat ma Bp) 

7 K(Br x Bret) se K(Br x Ba) 

Since the cross product of any vector with itself is zero, this reduces to 

Tind KBr x Bret (449) 

so the induced torque can also be expressed as a cross product of Br and B,,, with the 

same constant k as before. The magnitude of this expression is 

Tind — KBrBye sin 6 | (4-50) 

where 6 is the angle between Bp, and B,,... 

Equations (4-47) to (4-50) will be used to help develop a qualitative under- 

standing of the torque in AC machines. For example, look at the simple synchronous 

machine in Figure 4—12. Its magnetic fields are rotating in a counterclockwise direc- 

tion. What is the direction of the torque on the shaft of the machine’s rotor? By ap- 

plying the right-hand rule to Equation (4-47) or (4-49), the induced torque is found 

to be clockwise, or opposite the direction of rotation of the rotor. Therefore, this ma- 

chine must be acting as a generator. 

Figure 4-12 | A simplified synchronous machine showing its rotor and stator 
magnetic fields. 

Ba B 
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4.5 | WINDING INSULATION IN AN AC MACHINE 
One of the most critical parts of an AC machine design is the insulation of its wind- 
ings. If the insulation of a motor or generator breaks down, the machine shorts out. 

The repair of a machine with shorted insulation is quite expensive, if it is even pos- 

sible. To prevent the winding insulation from breaking down as a result of over- 

heating, it is necessary to limit the temperature of the windings. This can be partially 

done by providing a cooling air circulation over them, but ultimately the maximum 

winding temperature limits the maximum power that can be supplied continuously 

by the machine. 

Insulation rarely fails from immediate breakdown at some critical temperature. 

Instead, the increase in temperature produces a gradual degradation of the insulation, 

making it subject to failure from another cause such as shock, vibration, or electrical 

stress. There was an old rule of thumb that said that the life expectancy of a motor 

with a given type of insulation is halved for each 10°C rise in temperature above the 

rated temperature of the winding. This rule still applies to some extent today. 

To standardize the temperature limits of machine insulation, the National Elec- 

trical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) in the United States has defined a series of 

insulation system classes. Each insulation system class specifies the maximum tem- 

perature rise permissible for that class of insulation. There are three common NEMA 

insulation classes for integral-horsepower AC motors: B, F, and H. Each class repre- 

sents a higher permissible winding temperature than the one before it. For example, 

the armature winding temperature rise above ambient temperature in one type of con- 

tinuously operating AC induction motor must be limited to 80°C for class B, 105°C 

for class F, and 125°C for class H insulation. 

The specific temperature specifications for each type of AC motor and generator 

are set out in great detail in NEMA Standard MG1-1993, Motors and Generators. 

Similar standards have been defined by the International Electrotechnical Commis- 

sion (IEC) and by various national standards organizations in other countries. 

4.6 | AC MACHINE POWER FLOWS AND LOSSES 

AC generators take in mechanical power and produce electric power, while AC mo- 

tors take in electric power and produce mechanical power. In either case, not all the 

power input to the machine appears in useful form at the other end—there is always 

some loss associated with the process. 

The efficiency of an AC machine is defined by the equation 

is 
eax 100% (4-51) 
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The difference between the input power and the output power of a machine is the 

losses that occur inside it. Therefore, 

"Piss 
n= >—™ x 100% (4-52) 

The Losses in AC Machines 

The losses that occur in AC machines can be divided into four basic categories: 

1. Electrical or copper losses (/7R losses) 

2. Core losses 

3. Mechanical losses 

4. Stray load losses 

Electrical or Copper Losses Copper losses are the resistive heating losses that 

occur in the stator (armature) and rotor (field) windings of the machine. The stator 

copper losses (SCL) in a three-phase AC machine are given by the equation 

Psyc a 21 Rs (4-53) 

where /, is the current flowing in each armature phase and R, is the resistance of 

each armature phase. 

The rotor copper losses (RCL) of a synchronous AC machine (induction ma- 

chines will be considered separately in Chapter 7) are given by 

Pret = 317Rp (4-54) 

where /; is the current flowing in the field winding on the rotor and R; is the resis- 

tance of the field winding. The resistance used in these calculations is usually the 

winding resistance at normal operating temperature. 

Core Losses The core losses are the hysteresis losses and eddy current losses oc- 

curring in the metal of the motor. These losses were described in Chapter 1. These 
losses vary as the square of the flux density (B*) and, for the stator, as the 1.5 power 
of the speed of rotation of the magnetic fields (n!*). 

Mechanical Losses The mechanical losses in an AC machine are the losses as- 
sociated with mechanical effects. There are two basic types of mechanical losses: 
friction and windage. Friction losses are losses caused by the friction of the bearings 
in the machine, while windage losses are caused by the friction between the moving 
parts of the machine and the air inside the motor’s casing. These losses vary as the 
cube of the speed of rotation of the machine. 

The mechanical and core losses of a machine are often lumped together and 
called the no-load rotational loss of the machine. At no load, all the input power must 
be used to overcome these losses. Therefore, measuring the input power to the stator 
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of an AC machine acting as a motor at no load will give an approximate value for 
these losses. 

Stray Losses (or Miscellaneous Losses) Stray losses are losses that cannot be 

placed in one of the previous categories, usually because of inaccuracies in model- 

ing. No matter how carefully losses are accounted for, some always escape inclusion 

in one of the above categories. All such losses are lumped into stray losses. For many 

machines, stray losses are taken by convention to be | percent of full load. 

The Power-Flow Diagram 

One of the most convenient techniques for accounting for power losses in a machine 

is the power-flow diagram. A power-flow diagram for an AC generator is shown in 

Figure 4—1 3a. In this figure, mechanical power is input into the machine, and then the 

stray losses, mechanical losses, and core loses are subtracted. After they have been 

subtracted, the remaining power is ideally converted from mechanical to electrical 

form at the point labeled P.,,,,,. The mechanical power that is converted is given by 

Tone = Tind@Om (4-55) 

and the same amount of electrical power is produced. However, this is not the power 

that appears at the machine’s terminals. Before the terminals are reached, the electri- 

cal /*R losses must be subtracted. 

Figure 4-13 | (a) The power-flow diagram of a three-phase AC generator. (b) The 

power-flow diagram of a three-phase AC motor. 
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In the case of AC motors, this power-flow diagram is simply reversed. The 

power-flow diagram for a motor is shown in Figure 4—13b. 

Example problems involving the calculation of AC motor and generator effi- 

ciencies will be given in the next two chapters. 

4.7| VOLTAGE REGULATION 
AND SPEED REGULATION 

Generators are often compared to each other by a figure of merit called voltage regu- 

lation. Voltage regulation (VR) is a measure of the ability of a generator to keep a 

constant voltage at its terminals as load varies. It is defined by the equation 

where V,, is the no-load terminal voltage of the generator and Vy is the full-load ter- 

minal voltage of the generator. It is a rough measure of the shape of the generator’s 

voltage-current characteristic—a positive voltage regulation means a dropping char- 

acteristic, and a negative voltage regulation means a rising characteristic. A small VR 

is “better” in the sense that the voltage at the terminals of the generator is more con- 

stant with variations in load. 

Similarly, motors are often compared to each other using a figure of merit called 

speed regulation. Speed regulation (SR) is a measure of the ability of a motor to keep 

a constant shaft speed with as load varies. It is defined by the equation 

Ny Np iD 
SR7= a eatlgeal x 100% (4-57) 

Si 

Wy © 
or SR = *x 100% (4-58) 

fl 

It is a rough measure of the shape of a motor’s torque-speed characteristic—a posi- 

tive speed regulation means that a motor’s speed drops with increasing load, and 

a negative speed regulation means a motor’s speed increases with increasing load. 

The magnitude of the speed regulation tells approximately how steep the slope of the 
torque-speed curve Is. 

4.8 | SUMMARY 

There are two major types of AC machines: synchronous machines and induction 
machines. The principal difference between the two types is that synchronous ma- 
chines require a DC field current to be supplied to their rotors, while induction ma- 
chines have the field current induced in their rotors by transformer action. They will 
be explored in detail in the next three chapters. 
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A three-phase system of currents supplied to a system of three coils spaced 

120 electrical degrees apart on a stator will produce a uniform rotating magnetic field 

within the stator. The direction of rotation of the magnetic field can be reversed 

by simply swapping the connections to any two of the three phases. Conversely, a 

rotating magnetic field will produce a three-phase set of voltages within such a set 

of coils. 

In stators of more than two poles, one complete mechanical rotation of the mag- 

netic fields produces more than one complete electrical cycle. For such a stator, one 

mechanical rotation produces P/2 electrical cycles. Therefore, the electrical angle of 

the voltages and currents in such a machine is related to the mechanical angle of the 

magnetic fields by 

0.55 Oe 

The relationship between the electrical frequency of the stator and the mechanical 

rate of rotation of the magnetic fields is 

7 ARP. 

“isd 20 

The types of losses that occur in AC machines are electrical or copper losses 

(1?R losses), core losses, mechanical losses, and stray losses. Each of these losses 

was described in this chapter, along with the definition of overall machine efficiency. 

Finally, voltage regulation was defined for generators as 

a Via — Va 
NR = 100% 

Vi 

and speed regulation was defined for motors as 

a3 Ay Mf SR = — x 100% 
fl 

4.9 | QUESTIONS 

4-1. What is the principal difference between a synchronous machine and an 

induction machine? 

4-2. Why does switching the current flows in any two phases reverse the 

direction of rotation of a stator’s magnetic field? 

4-3. What is the relationship between electrical frequency and magnetic field 

speed for an AC machine? 

4-4. What is the equation for the induced torque in an AC machine? 
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4.10 | PROBLEMS 

4-1. 

4-3. 

4-4. 

Develop a table showing the speed of magnetic field rotation in AC 

machines of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 poles operating at frequencies of 

50, 60, and 400 Hz. 

A three-phase four-pole winding is installed in 6 slots on a stator. There are 

80 turns of wire in each slot of the windings. All coils in each phase are 

connected in series, and the three phases are connected in A. The flux per 

pole in the machine is 0.060 Wb, and the speed of rotation of the magnetic 

field is 3600 r/min. 

a. What is the frequency of the voltage produced in this winding? 

b. What are the resulting phase and terminal voltages of this stator? 

A three-phase Y-connected 50-Hz two-pole synchronous machine has a 

stator with 2000 turns of wire per phase. What rotor flux would be required 

to produce a terminal (line-to-line) voltage of 6 kV? 

Modify the MATLAB in Example 4—1 by swapping the currents flowing in 

any two phases. What happens to the resulting net magnetic field? 

If an AC machine has the rotor and stator magnetic fields shown in Figure 

P4—1, what is the direction of the induced torque in the machine? Is the 

machine acting as a motor or generator? 

Figure P4-1 | The AC machine of Problem 4-5. 

4-6. The flux density distribution over the surface of a two-pole stator of 
radius rand length / is given by 

B= By cos(,,t — a) (4-27) 
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Prove that the total flux under each pole face is 

od = 2riB,, 
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Synchronous 
Machines 

ynchronous machines are AC machines that have a field circuit supplied by an 

external DC source. Synchronous generators or alternators are synchronous 

machines used to convert mechanical power to AC electrical power. Synchro- 

nous motors are synchronous machines used to convert AC electrical power to 

mechanical. This chapter explores the operation of synchronous generators and syn- 

chronous motors. The early sections of this chapter deal with synchronous machines 

acting as generators, while the later sections in the chapter deal with synchronous 

machines acting as motors. 

5.1 | SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE 
CONSTRUCTION 

In a synchronous generator, a DC current is applied to the rotor winding, which 

produces a rotor magnetic field. The rotor of the generator is then turned by a prime 

mover, producing a rotating magnetic field within the machine. This rotating mag- 

netic field induces a three-phase set of voltages within the stator windings of the 

generator. 

Synchronous motors reverse this process: a three-phase set of stator currents 

produces a rotating magnetic field, which causes the rotor magnetic field to align 

with it. Since the stator magnetic field is rotating, the rotor rotates as it tries to keep 
up with the moving stator magnetic fields, supplying mechanical power to a load. 

Two terms commonly used to describe the windings on a machine are field 
windings and armature windings. In general, the term field windings applies to the 
windings that produce the main magnetic field in a machine, and the term armature 

windings applies to the windings where the main voltage is induced. For synchro- 
nous machines, the field windings are on the rotor, so the terms rotor windings and 
field windings are used interchangeably. Similarly, the terms stator windings and 
armature windings are used interchangeably. 
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The rotor of a synchronous machine is essentially a large electromagnet. The 

magnetic poles on the rotor can be of either salient or nonsalient construction. The 

term salient means protruding or sticking out, and a salient pole is a magnetic pole 

that sticks out from the surface of the rotor. On the other hand, a nonsalient pole is a 

magnetic pole constructed flush with the surface of the rotor. A nonsalient-pole rotor 

is Shown in Figure 5—1, while a salient-pole rotor is shown in Figure 5—2. Nonsalient- 

pole rotors are normally used for two- and four-pole rotors, while salient-pole rotors 

are normally used for rotors with four or more poles. Because the rotor is subjected 

to changing magnetic fields, it is constructed of thin laminations to reduce eddy cur- 

rent losses. 

Figure 5-1 | A nonsalient two-pole rotor for a synchronous machine. 

End view Side view 

A DC current must be supplied to the field circuit on the rotor. Since the rotor is 

rotating, a special arrangement is required to get the DC power to its field windings. 

There are two common approaches to supplying this DC power: 

1. Supply the DC power from an external DC source to the rotor by means of 

slip rings and brushes. 

2. Supply the DC power from a special DC power source mounted directly on 

the shaft of the synchronous machine. 

Slip rings are metal rings completely encircling the shaft of a machine but insu- 

lated from it. One end of the DC rotor winding is tied to each of the two slip rings on 

the shaft of the synchronous machine, and a stationary brush rides on each slip ring. 

A “brush” is a block of graphite-like carbon compound that conducts electricity 

freely but has very low friction, so that it doesn’t wear down the slip ring. If the posi- 

tive end of a DC voltage source is connected to one brush and the negative end is 

connected to the other, then the same DC voltage will be applied to the field winding 

at all times regardless of the angular position or speed of the rotor. 

Slip rings and brushes create a few problems when they are used to supply DC 

power to the field windings of a synchronous machine. They increase the amount of 

maintenance required on the machine, since the brushes must be checked for wear 

regularly. In addition, brush voltage drop can be the cause of significant power losses 
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Figure 5-2 | (a) A salient six-pole rotor for a synchronous machine. (b) Photograph of a salient eight-pole 

synchronous machine rotor showing the windings on the individual rotor poles. (Courtesy of 

General Electric Company.) (c) Photograph of a single salient pole from a rotor with the field 

windings not yet in place. (Courtesy of General Electric Company.) (d) A single salient pole 

shown after the field windings are installed but before it is mounted on the rotor. (Courtesy of 

Westinghouse Electric Company.) 

(d) 

on machines with larger field currents. Despite these problems. slip rings and brushes 
are used on all smaller synchronous machines, because no other method of supplying 
the DC field current is cost-effective. yas 
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On larger generators and motors, brushless exciters are used to supply the DC 
field current to the machine. A brushless exciter is a small AC generator with its field 
circuit mounted on the stator and its armature circuit mounted on the rotor shaft. The 
three-phase output of the exciter generator is rectified to direct current by a three- 
phase rectifier circuit also mounted on the shaft of the generator and is then fed into 
the main DC field circuit. By controlling the small DC field current of the exciter 
generator (located on the stator), it is possible to adjust the field current on the main 
machine without slip rings and brushes. This arrangement is shown schematically in 
Figure S—3, and a synchronous machine rotor with a brushless exciter mounted on the 
same shaft is shown in Figure 5—4. Since no mechanical contacts ever occur between 
the rotor and the stator, a brushless exciter requires much less maintenance than slip 
rings and brushes. 

Figure 5-3 | A brushless exciter circuit. A small three-phase current is rectified 

and used to supply the field circuit of the exciter, which is located on 

the stator. The output of the armature circuit of the exciter (on the rotor) 

is then rectified and used to supply the field current of the main machine. 
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To make the excitation of a generator completely independent of any external 

power sources, a small pilot exciter is often included in the system. A pilot exciter is 

a small AC generator with permanent magnets mounted on the rotor shaft and a 

three-phase winding on the stator. It produces the power for the field circuit of the eX- 

citer, which in turn controls the field circuit of the main machine. If a pilot exciter is 
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Figure 5-4 | Photograph of a synchronous machine rotor with a brushless exciter 

mounted on the same shaft. Notice the rectifying electronics visible 

next to the armature of the exciter. 

included on the generator shaft, then no external electric power is required to run the 

generator (see Figure 5—5). 

Many synchronous generators that include brushless exciters also have slip 

rings and brushes, so that an auxiliary source of field DC current is available in 

emergencies. 

A cutaway diagram of a complete large synchronous machine is shown in Fig- 

ure 5—6. This drawing shows an eight-pole salient-pole rotor, a stator with distributed 

double-layer windings, and a brushless exciter. 

5.2 | THE SPEED OF ROTATION OF A 
SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR 

Synchronous generators are by definition synchronous, meaning that the electrical 

frequency produced is locked in or synchronized with the mechanical rate of rotation 

of the generator. A synchronous generator’s rotor consists of an electromagnet to 

which direct current is supplied. The rotor’s magnetic field points in whatever direc- 

tion the rotor is turned, Now, the rate of rotation of the magnetic fields in the machine 

is related to the stator electrical frequency by Equation (4—23): 

(4-23) 
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Figure 5-5 | A brushless excitation scheme that includes a pilot exciter. The permanent magnets of the pilot 

exciter produce the field current of the exciter, which in turn produces the field current of the 
main machine. 
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Figure 5-6 | A cutaway diagram of a large synchronous machine. Note the 
salient-pole construction and the on-shaft exciter. (Courtesy of 

General Electric Company.) 
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where 

electrical frequency in Hz 

n,, = mechanical speed of magnetic field, in r/min ( = speed of rotor for 

synchronous machines) 

> 
\| 

P = number of poles 

Since the rotor turns at the same speed as the magnetic field, this equation relates the 

speed of rotor rotation to the resulting electrical frequency. Electric power is gen- 

erated at 50 or 60 Hz, so the generator must turn at a fixed speed depending on 

the number of poles on the machine. For example, to generate 60-Hz power in a two- 

pole machine, the rotor must turn at 3600 r/min. To generate 50-Hz power in a four- 

pole machine, the rotor must turn at 1500 r/min. The required rate of rotation for a 

given frequency can always be calculated from Equation (4-23). 

Equation (4—23) shows that 60 Hz power can be produced by rotating the shaft 

at 3600 r/min for a 2-pole machine, at 1800 r/min for a 4-pole machine, and so forth. 

Therefore, the shaft of the generator can rotate at different speeds while still generat- 

ing the same electrical frequency, if the number of poles in the machine is varied. 

This fact is important in the real world, because different sources of mechanical 

power rotate at different speeds. For example, steam turbines are most efficient when 

they rotate at high speeds, so steam turbines usually rotate at 3600 r/min and supply 

mechanical power to a 2-pole generator. On the other hand, water turbines are most 

efficient when they rotate at low speeds (200 to 300 r/min), so water turbines are usu- 

ally connected to generators with many poles. 

5.3 | THE INTERNAL GENERATED VOLTAGE 
OF A SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR 

In Chapter 4, the magnitude of the voltage induced in a given stator phase was found 

to be 

E, = V27N of (4-39) 

This voltage depends on the flux @ in the machine, the frequency or speed of ro- 

tation, and the machine’s construction. In solving problems with synchronous ma- 

chines, this equation is sometimes rewritten in a simpler form that emphasizes the 

quantities that are variable during machine operation. This simpler form is 

where K is a constant representing the construction of the machine. 
The internal generated voltage E, is directly proportional to the flux and to the 

speed, but the flux itself depends on the current flowing in the rotor field circuit. The 
field circuit /; is related to the flux @ in the manner shown in Figure 5—7a. Since Ex 
is directly proportional to the flux, the internal generated voltage E, is related to the 
field current as shown in Figure 5—7b. This plot is called the magnetization curve or 
the open-circuit characteristic of the machine. 
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Figure 5-7 | (a) Plot of flux versus field current for a synchronous generator. 
(b) The magnetization curve for the synchronous generator. 

ry) E, @ = Wsyne (Constant) 

(a) (b) 

5.4 | THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF 
A SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR 

The voltage E, is the internal generated voltage produced in one phase of a synchro- 

nous generator. However, this voltage E, is not usually the voltage that appears at the 

terminals of the generator. In fact, the only time the internal voltage E, is the same 

as the output voltage V,, of a phase is when there is no armature current flowing in 

the machine. Why is the output voltage V, from a phase not equal to E,, and what is 

the relationship between the two voltages? The answer to these questions yields the 

model of a synchronous generator. 

There are a number of factors that cause the difference between E, and V4: 

1. The distortion of the air-gap magnetic field by the current flowing in the stator, 

called armature reaction 

2. The self-inductance of the armature coils 

3. The resistance of the armature coils 

4. The effect of salient-pole rotor shapes 

We will explore the effects of the first three factors and derive a machine model from 

them. In this chapter, the effects of a salient-pole shape on the operation of a syn- 

chronous machine will be ignored; in other words, all the machines in this chapter are 

assumed to have nonsalient or cylindrical rotors. Making this assumption will cause 

the calculated answers to be slightly inaccurate if a machine does indeed have 

salient-pole rotors, but the errors are relatively minor. A brief discussion of the effects 

of rotor pole saliency can be found on the book’s website. 

The first effect mentioned, and normally the largest one, is armature reaction. 

When a synchronous generator’s rotor is spun, a voltage E, is induced in the gener- 

ator’s stator windings. If a load is attached to the terminals of the generator, a current 

flows. But a three-phase stator current flow will produce a magnetic field of its own 

in the machine. This stator magnetic field adds to the original rotor magnetic field, 

changing the resulting phase voltage. This effect is called armature reaction because 
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the armature (stator) current affects the magnetic field that produced it in the first 

place. 

To understand armature reaction, refer to Figure S—8. Figure 5—8a shows a two- 

pole rotor spinning inside a three-phase stator. There is no load connected to the sta- 

tor. The rotor magnetic field Bg produces an internal generated voltage E, whose 

peak value coincides with the direction of Bg. As was shown in the last chapter, the 

voltage will be positive out of the conductors at the top and negative into the con- 

ductors at the bottom of the figure. With no load on the generator, there is no arma- 

ture current flow, and E, will be equal to the phase voltage V4, 

Figure 5-8 | The development of a model for armature reaction: (a) A rotating 

magnetic field produces the internal generated voltage Ey. (b) The 

resulting voltage produces a lagging current flow when connected 

to a lagging load. (c) The stator current produces its own magnetic field 

Bs, which produces its own voltage E.,; in the stator windings of the 
machine. (d) The field B; adds to Bg, distorting it into B,... The voltage 
E.,., adds to E,, producing V,, at the output of the phase. 

| 

max ! 
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Now suppose that the generator is connected to a lagging load. Because the load 
is lagging, the peak current will occur at an angle behind the peak voltage. This effect 
is shown in Figure 5—8b. 

The current flowing in the stator windings produces a magnetic field of its own. 
This stator magnetic field is called By and its direction is given by the right-hand rule 

to be as shown in Figure 5S—8c. The stator magnetic field Bs produces a voltage of its 

own in the stator, and this voltage is called E,,, on the figure. 

With two voltages present in the stator windings, the total voltage in a phase 

is just the sum of the internal generated voltage E, and the armature reaction volt- 

age Ey: 

Vi aa EB, of Estat (5-2) 

The net magnetic field B,,, is just the sum of the rotor and stator magnetic fields: 

Bret - Br rw B; (9-3) 

Since the angles of E, and Bp are the same, and the angles of E,,, and Bs are the 

same, the resulting magnetic field B,,, will coincide with the net voltage Vy. The re- 

sulting voltages and currents are shown in Figure 5—8&d. 

How can the effects of armature reaction on the phase voltage be modeled? First, 

note that the voltage E,,,, lies at an angle of 90° behind the plane of maximum cur- 

rent I,. Second, the voltage E,,,, is directly proportional to the current I,. If X is a 

constant of proportionality, then the armature reaction voltage can be expressed as 

E =i XI, (S-4) stat 

Look at the circuit shown in Figure 5—9. The Kirchhoff’s voltage law equation 

for this circuit is 

The voltage on a phase is thus 

This is exactly the same equation as the one describing the armature reaction voltage. 

Therefore, the armature reaction voltage can be modeled as an inductor in series with 

the internal generated voltage. 

Figure 5-9 | A simple circuit (see text). 
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In addition to the effects of armature reaction, the stator coils have a self- 

inductance and a resistance. If the stator self-inductance is called L, (and its corre- 

sponding reactance is called X,) while the stator resistance is called R,, then the total 

difference between E, and V,, is given by 

Verges eel g (5-7) 

The armature reaction effects and the self-inductance in the machine are both repre- 

sented by reactances, and it is customary to combine them into a single reactance, 

called the synchronous reactance of the machine: 

Therefore, the final equation describing V,, is 

Figure 5-10 | The full equivalent circuit of a three-phase synchronous generator. 
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It is now possible to sketch the equivalent circuit of a three-phase synchronous 

generator. The full equivalent circuit of such a generator is shown in Figure 5—10. 

This figure shows a DC power source supplying the rotor field circuit, which is 

modeled by the coil’s inductance and resistance in series. In series with R; is an ad- 

justable resistor R,,; which controls the flow of field current. The rest of the equiva- 

lent circuit consists of the models for each phase. Each phase has an internal 

generated voltage with a series inductance X; (consisting of the sum of the armature 

Figure 5-11 | The generator equivalent circuit connected in (a) Y and (b) A. 
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Figure 5-12 | The per-phase equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator. The 

internal field circuit resistance and the external variable resistance 

have been combined into a single resistor Re. 

reactance and the coil’s self-inductance) and a series resistance Ry. The voltages and 

currents of the three phases are 120° apart in angle, but otherwise the three phases are 

identical. 

These three phases can be either Y or A connected as shown in Figure 5—11. If 

they are Y connected, then the terminal voltage V; is related to the phase voltage by 

Vr = V3Vz (5-10) 

If they are A connected, then 

Ve= Veg (5=11) 

The fact that the three phases of a synchronous generator are identical in all 

respects except for phase angle normally leads to the use of a per-phase equivalent 

circuit. The per-phase equivalent circuit of this machine is shown in Figure 5—12. 

One important fact must be kept in mind when the per-phase equivalent circuit is 

used: The three phases have the same voltages and currents only when the loads at- 

tached to them are balanced. If the generator’s loads are not balanced, more sophis- 

ticated techniques of analysis are required. One of these methods (the method of 

symmetrical components) is discussed later in this book. 

5.5 | THE PHASOR DIAGRAM OF 
A SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR 

Because the voltages in a synchronous generator are AC voltages, they are usually 

expressed as phasors. Since phasors have both a magnitude and an angle, the rela- 

tionship between them must be expressed by a two-dimensional plot. When the volt- 

ages within a phase (E,, Vy, /XsI,, and R,I,) and the current I, in the phase are 
plotted in such a fashion as to show the relationships among them, the resulting plot 
is called a phasor diagram. 

For example, Figure 5-13 shows these relationships when the generator is sup- 
plying a load at unity power factor (a purely resistive load). From Equation (5—11), 
the total voltage E, differs from the terminal voltage of the phase V,, by the resistive 
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Figure 5-13 | The phasor diagram of a synchronous generator at unity power factor. 

——————————————— 
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Figure 5-14 | The phasor diagram of a synchronous generator at (a) lagging and 
(b) leading power factor. 

(b) 

and inductive voltage drops. All voltages and currents are referenced to V4, which is 

arbitrarily assumed to be at an angle of 0°. 

This phasor diagram can be compared to the phasor diagrams of generators op- 

erating at lagging and leading power factors. These phasor diagrams are shown in 

Figure 5—14. Notice that, for a given phase voltage and armature current, a larger in- 

ternal generated voltage E, is needed for lagging loads than for leading loads. There- 

fore, a larger field current is needed with lagging loads to get the same terminal 

voltage, because 

E, = Kow (5-1) 

and w must be constant to keep a constant frequency. 

Alternatively, for a given field current and magnitude of load current, the termi- 

nal voltage is lower for lagging loads and higher for leading loads. 

In real synchronous machines, the synchronous reactance is normally much 

larger than the winding resistance Ry, so R, is often neglected in the qualitative 

study of voltage variations. For accurate numerical results, Ry, should of course be 

considered. 
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5.6 | POWER AND TORQUE IN 
SYNCHRONOUS GENERATORS 

A synchronous generator is a synchronous machine used as a generator. It converts 

mechanical power to three-phase electric power. The source of mechanical power, 

the prime mover, may be a diesel engine, a steam turbine, a water turbine, or any sim- 

ilar device. Whatever the source, it must have the basic property that its speed 1s al- 

most constant regardless of the power demand. If that were not so, then the resulting 

power system’s frequency would wander. 

Not all the mechanical power going into a synchronous generator becomes elec- 

tric power out of the machine. The difference between output power and input power 

represents the losses of the machine. A power-flow diagram for a synchronous gen- 

erator is shown in Figure 5—15. The input mechanical power is the shaft power in the 

generator Pi, = T),@,,, While the power converted from mechanical to electrical 

form internally is given by 

P 

P 

= Tind® cony m 

= 3E,], cos y (5-13) cony 

where ¥ is the angle between E, and I). The difference between the input power to 
the generator and the power converted in the generator represents the mechanical, 
core, and stray losses of the machine. 

Figure 5-15 | The power-flow diagram of a synchronous generator. 
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The real electric output power of the synchronous generator can be expressed in 
line quantities as 

Pour = V3Vel;, cos 6 (5-14) 

and in phase quantities as 

PS ae 3 Ve I, COS 0 (e—15) 

The reactive power output can be expressed in line quantities as 

OQout x V3V ql, sin 0 (5-16) 
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or in phase quantities as 

Qou = 3V 41, sin 6 (5-17) 

Recall from Chapter 2 that the power factor angle @ in these four equations is the 

angle between V, and I,, not the angle between V; and I,. 

In real synchronous machines of any size, the armature resistance R, is more 

than 10 times smaller than the synchronous reactance X;. If the armature resistance 

R, is ignored (since X; > R,), then a very useful equation can be derived to approx- 

imate the output power of the generator. To derive this equation, examine the phasor 

diagram in Figure 5—16. Figure 5—16 shows a simplified phasor diagram of a gen- 

erator with the stator resistance ignored. Notice that the vertical segment bc can be 

expressed as either E, sin 6 or X</, cos 6. Therefore, 

E, sin 6 
I, cos 0 = X, 

and substituting into Equation (5—17), 

pa 3V4E, sin 6 
X, (5-18) 

Since the resistances are assumed to be zero in Equation (5-18), there are no electri- 

cal losses in this generator, and this equation is both P,,,, and Pou. 

Figure 5-16 | Simplified phasor diagram with armature resistance ignored. 

E, sind 

= XI, cos 0 

Equation (5-18) shows that the power produced by a synchronous generator de- 

pends on the angle 6 between Vy and E,. The angle 6 is known as the torque angle 
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of the machine. Notice also that the maximum power that the generator can supply 

occurs when 6 = 90°. At 6 = 90°, sin 6 = 1, and 

sai 3 Vi, By 

= 5-19 
max Xs ( ) 

P 

The maximum power indicated by this equation is called the static stability limit of 

the generator. Normally, real generators never even come close to that limit. Full- 

load torque angles of 15 to 20° are more typical of real machines. 

Now take another look at Equations (5-15), (5-17), and (5-18). If Vg is as- 

sumed constant, then the real power output is directly proportional to the quantities 

I, cos @ and E, sin 6, and the reactive power output is directly proportional to the 

quantity /, sin @. These facts are useful in plotting phasor diagrams of synchronous 

generators as loads change. 

From Chapter 4, the induced torque in this generator can be expressed as 

Tn = kBp X Bs (4-47) ind 

or as 

Ting = KBr X Bye (4-49) 

The magnitude of Equation (4-49) can be expressed as 

Ting = KBpByo Sin 6 (4-50) 

where 6 is the angle between the rotor and net magnetic fields (the so-called torque 

angle). Since Br produces the voltage E, and B,,, produces the voltage V,, the angle 

6 between E, and V,, is the same as the angle 6 between Bg and B,,... 

An alternative expression for the induced torque in a synchronous generator can 

be derived from Equation (5—18). Because PP... = Ting@,»,, the induced torque can be 

expressed as 

3V,E, sin 6 
er RT 5-20 

‘ W,,X5 Cu) 
m 

This expression describes the induced torque in terms of electrical quantities, 

whereas Equation (4—49) gives the same information in terms of magnetic quantities. 

5.7 | MEASURING SYNCHRONOUS 
GENERATOR MODEL PARAMETERS 

The equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator that has been derived contains 
three quantities that must be determined in order to completely describe the behavior 
of a real synchronous generator: 

1. The relationship between field current and flux (and therefore between the 
field current and E,) 

2. The synchronous reactance 

3. The armature resistance 
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This section describes a simple technique for determining these quantities in a syn- 

chronous generator. 

The first step in the process is to perform the open-circuit test on the generator. 

To perform this test, the generator is turned at the rated speed, the terminals are dis- 

connected from all loads, and the field current is set to zero. Then the field current is 

gradually increased in steps, and the terminal voltage is measured at each step along 

the way. With the terminals open, J; = 0, so E, is equal to Vy. It is thus possible to 

construct a plot of E, or V; versus /, from this information. This plot is the so-called 

open-circuit characteristic (OCC) of a generator. With this characteristic, it is pos- 

sible to find the internal generated voltage of the generator for any given field 

current. A typical open-circuit characteristic is shown in Figure 5—17a. Notice that at 

first the curve is almost perfectly linear, until some saturation is observed at high 

field currents. The unsaturated iron in the frame of the synchronous machine has 

a reluctance several thousand times lower than the air-gap reluctance, so at first al- 

most all the magnetomotive force is across the air gap, and the resulting flux in- 

crease is linear. When the iron finally saturates, the reluctance of the iron increases 

Figure 5-17 | (a) The open-circuit characteristic (OCC) of a synchronous generator. 

(b) The short-circuit characteristic (SCC) of a synchronous generator. 
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dramatically, and the flux increases much more slowly with an increase in mag- 

netomotive force. The linear portion of an OCC is called the air-gap line of the 

characteristic. 

The second step in the process is to conduct the short-circuit test. To perform the 

short-circuit test, adjust the field current to zero again and short-circuit the terminals 

of the generator through a set of ammeters. Then the armature current /, or the line 

current /; is measured as the field current is increased. Such a plot is called a short- 

circuit characteristic (SCC) and is shown in Figure 5—17b. It is essentially a straight 

line. To understand why this characteristic is a straight line, look at the equivalent cir- 

cuit in Figure S—12 when the terminals of the machine are short-circuited. Such a cir- 

cuit is shown in Figure 5—18a. Notice that when the terminals are short-circuited, the 

armature current I, is given by 

Ey = Ley) 
ee hae xe eee 

and its magnitude is given just by 

eee (5-22) 
VR4 + X5 

The resulting phasor diagram is shown in Figure 5—18b, and the corresponding mag- 

netic fields are shown in Figure 5—18c. Since B; almost cancels Be, the net magnetic 

field B,,. is very small (corresponding to internal resistive and inductive drops only). 

Since the net magnetic field in the machine is so small, the machine is unsaturated 
and the SCC is linear. 

Figure 5-18 | (a) The equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator during the 
short-circuit test. (b) The resulting phasor diagram. (c) The magnetic 
fields during the short-circuit test. 
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To understand what information these two characteristics yield, notice that, with 
V,, equal to zero in Figure 5-18, the internal machine impedance 1s given by 

E 
B= YD re (5-23) 

A 

Since X; > Ry, this equation reduces to 

E,W 4,0¢ 
eT WF (5-24) 

If E, and J, are known for a given situation, then the synchronous reactance Xx can 
be found. 

Therefore, an approximate method for determining the synchronous reactance 

Xs at a given field current is 

1. Get the internal generated voltage E, from the OCC at that field current. 

2. Get the short-circuit current flow J, sc at that field current from the SCC. 

3. Find X; by applying Equation (5—24). 

There is a problem with this approach, however. The internal generated voltage 

E, comes from the OCC, where the machine is partially saturated for large field cur- 

rents, while 7, is taken from the SCC, where the machine is unsaturated at all field 

currents. Therefore, at higher field currents, the E, taken from the OCC at a given 

field current is not the same as the E, at the same field current under short-circuit 

conditions, and this difference makes the resulting value of X; only approximate. 

However, the answer given by this approach is accurate up to the point of satu- 

ration, so the unsaturated synchronous reactance X,,, of the machine can be found 

simply by applying Equation (5—24) at any field current in the linear portion (on the 

air-gap line) of the OCC curve. 

The approximate value of synchronous reactance varies with the degree of satu- 

ration of the OCC, so the value of the synchronous reactance to be used in a given 

problem should be one calculated at the approximate load on the machine. A plot of 

approximate synchronous reactance as a function of field current is shown in Fig- 

ure 5-19. 
To get a more accurate estimation of the saturated synchronous reactance, refer 

to Section 5.3 of Reference 3. 

If it is important to know a winding’s resistance as well as its synchronous reac- 

tance, the resistance can be approximated by applying a DC voltage to the windings 

while the machine is stationary and measuring the resulting current flow. The use of 

DC voltage means that the reactance of the windings will be zero during the mea- 

surement process. 

This technique is not perfectly accurate, since the AC resistance will be slightly 

larger than the DC resistance (as a result of the skin effect at higher frequencies). The 

measured value of the resistance can even be plugged into Equation (5—24) to im- 

prove the estimate of X., if desired. (Such an improvement is not much help in the 

approximate approach—saturation causes a much larger error in the Xs calculation 

than ignoring R, does.) 
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Figure 5-19 | A sketch of the approximate synchronous reactance of a synchronous 

generator as a function of the field current in the machine. The constant 

value of reactance found at low values of field current is the unsaturated 

synchronous reactance of the machine. 
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A 200-kVA, 480-V, 50-Hz, Y-connected synchronous generator with a rated field cur- 

rent of 5 A was tested, and the following data were taken: 

1. V;oc at the rated /- was measured to be 540 V. 

2. /, sc at the rated /- was found to be 300 A. 

3. Whena DC voltage of 10 V was applied to two of the terminals, a current of 

25 A was measured. 

Find the values of the armature resistance and the approximate synchronous reac- 

tance in ohms that would be used in the generator model at the rated conditions. 

@ Solution 

The generator described above is Y connected, so the direct current in the resis- 

tance test flows through two phases of the windings, as shown in Figure 5-20. 

Therefore, the resistance is given by 

V, 
oR, =— 

loc 
_ Voc NON 
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Figure 5-20 | Configuration for measuring resistance in the synchronous machine. 
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The short-circuit current /, is just equal to the line current, since the generator is 

Y connected: 

la (eunes I cc 300 A 

Therefore, the synchronous reactance at the rated field current can be calculated 

from Equation (5-23): 

Z5= VRE = (6-23) 
311.8V . 

VO Olen Xe = 300 A 

= 1.039 0 

0.04 + X2 = 1.08 
X% = 1.04 

= |/.02.0) 

How much effect did the inclusion of R, have on the estimate of X;? Not 

much. lf Xsis evaluated by Equation (5-24), the result is 

Ee B18 Xs= = Gog a = 1040 

Since the error in Xs due to ignoring A, is much less than the error due to satura- 

tion effects, approximate calculations are normally done with Equation (5-24). 

The resulting per-phase equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 5-21. | 
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Figure 5-21 | The per-phase equivalent circuit of the generator in Example 5-1. 
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5.8 | THE SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR 
OPERATING ALONE 

The behavior of a synchronous generator under load varies greatly, depending on the 

power factor of the load and on whether the generator is operating alone or in paral- 

lel with other synchronous generators. In this section, we will study the behavior of 

synchronous generators operating alone. We will study the behavior of synchronous 

generators operating in parallel in Chapter 6. 

Most synchronous generators in the world operate as parts of large power sys- 

tems. The behavior of those generators will be discussed in Chapter 6. However, 

emergency generators and generators on isolated platforms such as ships may oper- 

ate alone. In that case, they will respond to load changes as described in this section. 

Throughout this section, concepts will be illustrated with simplified phasor dia- 

grams ignoring the effect of R,. In some of the numerical examples the resistance R, 

will be included. 

Unless otherwise stated in this section, the speed of the generators will be as- 

sumed constant, and all terminal characteristics are drawn assuming constant speed. 

Also, the rotor flux in the generators is assumed constant unless their field current is 

explicitly changed. 

The Effect of Load Changes on a 
Synchronous Generator Operating Alone 

To understand the operating characteristics of a synchronous generator operating 

alone, we will examine a generator supplying a load. A diagram of a single generator 

supplying a load is shown in Figure 5—22. What happens when we increase the load 

on this generator? 

Figure 5-22 | A single generator supplying a load. 

Load 
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An increase in the load is an increase in the real and/or reactive power drawn 

from the generator. Such a load increase increases the load current drawn from the 

generator. Because the field resistor has not been changed, the field current is con- 

stant, and therefore the flux ¢ is constant. Since the prime mover also keeps a con- 

stant speed w, the magnitude of the internal generated voltage E, = K dw is constant. 

If E, is constant, just what does vary with a changing load? The way to find out 

is to construct phasor diagrams showing an increase in the load, keeping the con- 

straints on the generator in mind. 

First, examine a generator operating at a lagging power factor. If more load is 

added at the same power factor, then |I,| increases but remains at the same angle 6 

with respect to V, as before. Therefore, the armature reaction voltage j XI, is larger 

than before but at the same angle. Now since 

Ky= Vy + jXsl, 

j XI, must stretch between V,, at an angle of 0° and E,, which is constrained to be of 

the same magnitude as before the load increase. If these constraints are plotted on a 

phasor diagram, there is one and only one point at which the armature reaction volt- 

age can be parallel to its original position while increasing in size. The resulting plot 

is shown in Figure 5—23a. 

Figure 5-23 | The effect of an increase in generator loads at constant power factor 

on its terminal voltage: (a) Lagging power factor. (b) Unity power factor. 

(c) Leading power factor. 

5 5 Veav, 
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If the constraints are observed, then it is seen that as the load increases, the volt- 

age V,, decreases rather sharply. 

Now suppose the generator is loaded with unity-power-factor loads. What hap- 

pens if new loads are added at the same power factor? With the same constraints as 

before, it can be seen that this time V,, decreases only slightly (see Figure 5—23b). 

Finally, let the generator be loaded with leading-power-factor loads. If new loads 

are added at the same power factor this time, the armature reaction voltage lies out- 

side its previous value, and V,, actually rises (see Figure 5—23c). In this last case, an 

increase in the load in the generator produced an increase in the terminal voltage. 

Such a result is not something one would expect on the basis of intuition alone. 

General conclusions from this discussion of synchronous generator behavior are 

1. If lagging loads (+ or inductive reactive power loads) are added to a 

generator, V,, and the terminal voltage V; decrease significantly. 

2. If unity-power-factor loads (no reactive power) are added to a generator, there 

is a slight decrease in V,, and the terminal voltage. 

3. If leading loads (—@Q or capacitive reactive power loads) are added to a 

generator, V,, and the terminal voltage will rise. 

A convenient way to compare the voltage behavior of two generators is by their 

voltage regulation. The voltage regulation (VR) of a generator is defined by the 

equation 

(4-56) 

where V,, is the no-load voltage of the generator and Vy is the full-load voltage of the 

generator. A synchronous generator operating at a lagging power factor has a fairly 

large positive voltage regulation, a synchronous generator Operating at a unity power 

factor has a small positive voltage regulation, and a synchronous generator operating 

at a leading power factor often has a negative voltage regulation. 

Normally, it is desirable to keep the voltage supplied to a load constant, even 

though the load itself varies. How can terminal voltage variations be corrected for? 

The obvious approach is to vary the magnitude of E, to compensate for changes in 

the load. Recall that E, = Kaw. Since the frequency should not be changed in a nor- 

mal system, £, must be controlled by varying the flux in the machine. 

For example, suppose that a lagging load is added to a generator. Then the ter- 

minal voltage will fall, as was previously shown. To restore it to its previous level, 

decrease the field resistor R,. If R, decreases, the field current will increase. An in- 

crease in /, increases the flux, which in turn increases F, and an increase in E, in- 

creases the phase and terminal voltage. This idea can be summarized as follows: 

1. Decreasing the field resistance in the generator increases its field current. 

2. An increase in the field current increases the flux in the machine. 

3. An increase in the flux increases the internal generated voltage E, = Koo. 

4. An increase in Fy increases V, and the terminal voltage of the generator. 
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The process can be reversed to decrease the terminal voltage. It is possible 
to regulate the terminal voltage of a generator throughout a series of load changes 
simply by adjusting the field current. 

Example Problems 

The following three problems illustrate simple calculations involving voltages, cur- 

rents, and power flows in synchronous generators. The first problem is an example 

that includes the armature resistance in its calculations, while the next two ignore R,. 

Part of the first example problem addresses the question: How must a generator’s 

field current be adjusted to keep V; constant as the load changes? On the other hand, 

part of the second example problem asks the question: Jf the load changes and the 

field is left alone, what happens to the terminal voltage? You should compare the cal- 

culated behavior of the generators in these two problems to see if it agrees with the 

qualitative arguments of this section. Finally, the third example illustrates the use of 

a MATLAB program to derive the terminal characteristics of synchronous generator. 

A 480-V, 60-Hz, A-connected, four-pole synchronous generator has the OCC shown 

in Figure 5—24a. This generator has a synchronous reactance of 0.1 Q and an arma- 

ture resistance of 0.015 ©. At full load, the machine supplies 1200 A at 0.8 PF 

lagging. Under full-load conditions, the friction and windage losses are 40 kW, and 

the core losses are 30 kW. Ignore any field circuit losses. 

What is the speed of rotation of this generator? 

b. How much field current must be supplied to the generator to make the terminal 

voltage 480 V at no load? 

c. lf the generator is now connected to a load and the load draws 1200 A at 

0.8 PF lagging, how much field current will be required to keep the terminal 

voltage equal to 480 V? 

d. How much power is the generator now supplying? How much power is 

supplied to the generator by the prime mover? What is this machine's overall 

efficiency? 

e. Ifthe generator’s load were suddenly disconnected from the line, what would 

happen to its terminal voltage? 

f. Finally, suppose that the generator is connected to a load drawing 1200 A 

at 0.8 PF leading. How much field current would be required to keep V; at 

480 V? 

@ Solution : 

This synchronous generator is A connected, so its phase voltage is equal to its 

line voltage V4 = V;, while its phase current Is related to its line current by the 

equation |, = V3ly. 
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Figure 5-24 | (a) Open-circuit characteristic of the generator in Example 5-2. (b) Phasor diagram of the 

generator in Example 5-2. 
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a. The relationship between the electrical frequency produced by a synchro- 
nous generator and the mechanical rate of shaft rotation is given by Equation 
(4-238): 

Mae 
ar (4-23) 

Therefore, 

120 f, 
a= D 

120(60 Hz) : 
=e = 1800s min 

4 poles 

b. In this machine, V; = V,. Since the generator is at no load, I, = 0 and 

E, = Vy. Therefore, V7 = V, = E, = 480 V, and from the open-circuit 

Characteristic, /-= 4.5A. 

c. lf the generator is supplying 1200 A, then the armature current in the 

machine is 

, _ 1200A 
Cee (3 

The phasor diagram for this generator is shown in Figure 5-24b. If the terminal 

voltage is adjusted to be 480 V, the size of the internal generated voltage E, is 

given by 

= 692.8 A 

E,=V,+ Ralat jXcl, 
= 48020° V + (0.015 0)(692.82 —36.87° A) + (j0.1 2)(692.82 —36.87° A) 
= 48020° V + 10.392 —36.87° V + 69.282 —53.13° V 
= 529.9 + j/49.2 V = 53275.3° V 

To keep the terminal voltage at 480 V, E, must be adjusted to 532 V. From Figure 

5-24, the required field current is 5.7 A. 

d. The power that the generator is now supplying can be found from Equation 

(5-16): 

Po N/ BV COS.0 (5-14) 
= /3(480 V)(1200 A) cos 36.87° 
= 798 kW 

To determine the power input to the generator, use the power-flow diagram (Fig- 

ure 5-15). From the power-flow diagram, the mechanical input power is given by 

ey ae Pout + Paleé loss a Fcc loss a Femech loss a Pein loss 

The stray losses were not specified here, so they will be ignored. In this generator, 

the electrical losses are 

aso 315 Ra 

= 3(692.8 A)*(0.015 Q) = 21.6 kW 
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The core losses are 30 kW, and the friction and windage losses are 40 kW, so the 

total input power to the generator is 

P., = 798 kW + 21.6 kW + 30 kW + 40 kW = 889.6 kW 

Therefore, the machine's overall efficiency is 

Pout o» .. 798 kW 
1S pe OU ang Ray 

in 

x 100% = 89.7% 

e. If the generator’s load were suddenly disconnected from the line, the 

current 1, would drop to zero, making E, = Vy. Since the field current has 

not changed, |E,| has not changed and V, and V; must rise to equal Ea. 

Therefore, if the load were suddenly dropped, the terminal voltage of the 

generator would rise to 532 V. 

f. If the generator were loaded down with 1200 A at 0.8 PF leading while 

the terminal voltage was 480 V, then the internal generated voltage would 

have to be 

E,= Vi PAile + [Xel, 
= 48020° V + (0.015 )(692.82.36.87° A) + ({0.1 0)(692.82.36.87° A) 
= 4802.0° V + 10.39/36.87° V + 69.282 126.87° V 
= 446.7 + j61.7 V = 451Z7.1° V 

Therefore, the internal generated voltage E, must be adjusted to provide 451 V if 

V;is to remain 480 V. According to the open-circuit characteristic, the field current 

would have to be adjusted to 4.1 A. @ 

Which type of load (leading or lagging) needed a larger field current to maintain the 

rated voltage? Which type of load (leading or lagging) placed more thermal stress on 

the generator? Why? 

A 480-V, 50-Hz, Y-connected, six-pole synchronous generator has a per-phase syn- 

chronous reactance of 1.0 . Its full-load armature current is 60 A at 0.8 PF lagging. 

This generator has friction and windage losses of 1.5 kW and core losses of 1.0 kW 

at 60 Hz at full load. Since the armature resistance is being ignored, assume that the 

/°R losses are negligible. The field current has been adjusted so that the terminal 

voltage is 480 V at no load. 

a. What is the speed of rotation of this generator? 

b. What is the terminal voltage of this generator if the following are true? 

1. It is loaded with the rated current at 0.8 PF lagging. 

2. tis loaded with the rated current at 1.0 PF. 

3. It is loaded with the rated current at 0.8 PF leading. 
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What is the efficiency of this generator (ignoring the unknown electrical 

losses) when it is operating at the rated current and 0.8 PF lagging? 

How much shaft torque must be applied by the prime mover at full load? 

How large is the induced countertorque? 

What is the voltage regulation of this generator at 0.8 PF lagging? At 1.0 PF? 

At 0.8 PF leading? 

@ Solution 

This generator is Y connected, so its phase voltage is given by V, = V,/V3. That 

means that when V; is adjusted to 480 V, V, = 277 V. The field current has been 

adjusted so that V;,, = 480 V, so V, = 277 V. At no load, the armature current is 

zero, so the armature reaction voltage and the /,R, drops are zero. Since Il, = 0, 

the internal generated voltage E, = V, = 277 V. The internal generated voltage E, 

( = Kébw) varies only when the field current changes. Since the problem states 

that the field current is adjusted initially and then left alone, the magnitude of the 

internal generated voltage is E, = 277 V and will not change in this example. 

a. The speed of rotation of a synchronous generator in revolutions per minute 

is given by Equation (4-23): 

(4-23) 

Therefore, 

120 f 

_ 120(50 Hz) 
= 1000 r/min 

6 poles 

Alternatively, the speed expressed in radians per second is 

(1000 imin| 2 - Dm 

lI 104.7 rad/s 

4. If the generator is loaded down with rated current at 0.8 PF lagging, the 

resulting phasor diagram looks like the one shown in Figure 5—25a. In this 

phasor diagram, we know that V, is at an angle of 0°, that the magnitude of 

E, is 277 V, and that the quantity /Xsl, is 

jXoly = j(1.0 0)(602 -36.87° A) = 60253.13° V 

The two quantities not known on the voltage diagram are the magnitude of V, and 

the angle 6 of E,. To find these values, the easiest approach is to construct a right 

triangle on the phasor diagram, as shown in the figure. From Figure 5-25a, the 

right triangle gives 

E% = (V, + Xs, sin 6)? + (Xgl, cos 6) 
g 
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Therefore, the phase voltage at the rated load and 0.8 PF lagging is 

(277 V)2 = [V, + (1.0 9)(60 A) sin 36.87°]2 + [(1.0 9)(60 A) cos 36.87°}? 
76,729 = (V, + 36)? + 2304 
74,425 = (V, + 36) 
272.8 = V, + 36 

V, = 236.8 V 

Since the generator is Y connected, V; = V3V, = 410 V. 

Figure 5-25 | Generator phasor diagrams for Example 5-3: (a) Lagging power 
factor. (b) Unity power factor. (c) Leading power factor. 
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2. |f the aenerator is loaded with the rated current at unitv cower factor. then the 

phasor diagram will look like Figure 5-25b. To find V4 here the right triangle is 

Eq = (Va+ Xgl)? + (Xela)? 
(277 V2 = V2 + [(1.0 9)(60 A)]? 
76,729 = V? + 3600 

V2 = 73,129 
= 2704V 

Therefore, V7 = V/3V, = 468.4 V. 

3. When the generator is loaded with the rated current at 0.8 PF leading, the 

resulting phasor diagram is the one shown in Figure 5-25c. To find V, in this 

situation, we construct the triangle OAB shown in the figure. The resulting 

equation is 

E3 = (Vy — Xoly sin 6)2 + (Xs I cos 6)2 
Therefore, the phase voltage at the rated load and 0.8 PF leading is 

(277 V)? = [Vg — (1.0 )(60 A) sin 36.87°]? + [(1.0 O)(60 A) cos 36.87°]? 

16,729 = (Vs = 36)? +2304 

74,425 = (Vy — 36)? 

21218 = V,' =. 36 

V4 = 308.8 V 

Since the generator is Y connected, V;= V3V, = 535 V. 

c. The output power of this generator at 60 A and 0.8 PF lagging is 

Four = OV ala COS-0 

= 3(236.8 V)(60 A)(0.8) = 34.1 kW 

The mechanical input power is given by 

ies co Feu a Ieee loss a Meats loss st mech loss 

= 34.1kW+0+4 1.0 kW + 1.5 kW = 36.6 kW 

The efficiency of the generator Is thus 

eo 34.1 kW 
Ze % = x 100% = 93.2% ae x 100% 5 ae ai) 100% 

d. The input torque to this generator is given by the equation 

EF a Tapp@m 

fo 36.6 kW == = 291.2 N- MOE On 125.7 rad/s . SO 

The induced countertorque is given by 

leon = Tind Om 
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Peony — 34.1 kW ae = = 971.3 Nem 
it tind ~ “@m 125.7 rad/s 

e. The voltage regulation of a generator is defined as 

Peony = Tind %m (4-56) 

By this definition, the voltage regulation for the lagging, unity, and leading power- 

factor cases is 

480 V— 410 V 
= % = 17.1% 1. Lagging case: VR 410 V x 100% 

_ 480 V — 468 V etary 
2. Unity case: VR = EER eT YS xX 100% = 2.6% 

480 V — 535 V 
‘ 2 % = —10.3% oe 3. -Leading case: VR 535 V x 100% 0:3 

In Example 5-3, lagging loads resulted in a drop in terminal voltage, unity- 

power-factor loads caused little effect on V;, and leading loads resulted in an increase 

in terminal voltage. 

Assume that the generator of Example 5-3 is operating at no load with a terminal 

voltage of 480 V. Plot the terminal characteristic (terminal voltage versus line current) 

of this generator as its armature current varies from no-load to full load at a power 

factor of (a) 0.8 lagging and (b) 0.8 leading. Assume that the field current remains 

constant at all times. 

@ Solution 

The terminal characteristic of a generator is a plot of its terminal voltage versus 

line current. Since this generator is Y connected, its phase voltage is given by 

V, = V;/V3. If V; is adjusted to 480 V at no load conditions, then V, = E, = 
277 \. Because the field current remains constant, E, will remain 277 V at all 

times. The output current /, from this generator will be the same as its armature 

current /, because it is Y connected. 

a. If the generator is loaded with a 0.8 PF lagging current, the resulting phasor 
diagram looks like the one shown in Figure 5-25a. In this phasor diagram, 
we know that V, is at an angle of 0°, that the magnitude of E, is 277 V, and 
that the quantity /Xsl4 stretches between V,, and E, as shown. The two 
quantities not known on the phasor diagram are the magnitude of V,and 
the angle 6 of E,. To find V,, the easiest approach is to construct a right 
triangle on the phasor diagram, as shown in the figure. From Figure 5-25a, 
the right triangle gives 

EX = (V, + Xgl, sin 0)? + (Xgl, cos 6)? 
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This equation can be used to solve for V4 as a function of the current /y; 

Vo = VER = (Xel,.cos 02 — Xgl, sin 0 
A simple MATLAB m-file can be used to calculate V, (and hence V;) as a function 
of current. Such an m-file is shown below. 

-file: term char_a.m 

-file to plot the terminal characteristics of the 

generator of Example 5-4 with an 0.8 PF lagging load. 

ss 

oP cP oP 

First, initialize the current amplitudes (21 values 

in the range 0-60 A) 

Asai ven( Ore desd Over se 3c. 

fo) 
% Now initialize all other values 

v_phase = zeros(1,21); 

ene 27 IOS 

SS Oe 

theta —- 36-87, .* (pi /180)+—3"Converted: to radians 

% Now calculate v_phase for each current level 

PO eI ee 

vVisphasei(ia) = sicqint-(Stat Qa cso ca (ian Cos (theta) °2) 

Spas (Gia een clones Gslysles Nauviodee cla lial Giolla = este ls ja es 

end 

% Calculate terminal voltage from the phase voltage 

t = vophase * sqrt (3); < 

Plot the terminal characteristic, remembering the 

the line current is the same as i_a 

DLOtca, vot, (Colom, ku manewrdtinD<O\5 

xlabel ('Line Current (A)','Fontweight','Bold') ; 

ylabel ('Terminal Voltage (V)','Fontweight','Bold'); 

title ('Terminal Characteristic for 0.8 PF lagging load', 

'Pontweight','Bold'); 

grid on; 

axis([0 60 400 500]); 

% 
[s) 
i) 

The plot resulting when this m-file is executed is shown in Figure S—26a. 

b. If the generator is loaded with a 0.8 PF leading current, the resulting phasor 

diagram looks like the one shown in Figure 5—25c. To find V,, the easiest 

approach is to construct a right triangle on the phasor diagram, as shown 

in the figure. From Figure 5—25c, the right triangle gives 

ER = (Vs — Xsla sin 6)? + (Xgl, cos 0)* 

This equation can be used to solve for V, as a function of the current /,: 

Vs a WEF = (Xs lq COs 6)? at Xsla sin 6 
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Figure 5-26 | (a) Terminal characteristic for the generator of Example 5-4 when 

loaded with an 0.8 PF lagging load. (b) Terminal characteristic for 

the generator when loaded with an 0.8 PF leading load. 
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This equation can be used to calculate and plot the terminal characteristic in a 

manner similar to that in part (a) above. The resulting terminal characteristic is 

shown in Figure 5—26b. B 

5.9 | SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 
Synchronous motors are synchronous machines used to convert electric power to 

mechanical power. To understand the basic concept of a synchronous motor, look at 

Figure 5-27, which shows a two-pole synchronous motor. The field current /; of the 
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motor produces a steady-state magnetic field By. A three-phase set of voltages is 
applied to the stator of the machine, which produces a three-phase current flow in 
the windings. 

Figure 5-27 | A two-pole synchronous motor. 

Ting = k Bex Bs 

= counterclockwise 

As we saw in Chapter 4, a three-phase set of currents in an armature winding 

produces a uniform rotating magnetic field B,;. Therefore, there are two magnetic 

fields present in the machine, and the rotor field will tend to line up with the stator 

field, just as two bar magnets will tend to line up if placed near each other. Since the 

stator magnetic field is rotating, the rotor magnetic field (and the rotor itself) will 

constantly try to catch up. The larger the angle between the two magnetic fields (up 

to a certain maximum), the greater the torque on the rotor of the machine. The basic 

principle of synchronous motor operation is that the rotor “chases” the rotating stator 

magnetic field around in a circle, never quite catching up with it. 

Since a synchronous motor is the same physical machine as a synchronous gen- 

erator, all of the basic speed, power, and torque equations of Chapters 4 and earlier in 

this chapter apply to synchronous motors also. 

The Equivalent Circuit of a Synchronous Motor 

A synchronous motor is the same in all respects as a synchronous generator, except 

that the direction of power flow is reversed. Since the direction of power flow in the 

machine is reversed, the direction of current flow in the stator of the motor may be 

expected to reverse also. Therefore, the equivalent circuit of a synchronous motor is 

exactly the same as the equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator, except that the 

reference direction of I, is reversed. The per-phase equivalent circuit is shown in 

Figure 5-28. As before, the three phases of the equivalent circuit may be either Y or 

A connected. 
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Figure 5-28 | The per-phase equivalent circuit of a synchronous motor. 
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Because of the change in direction of I,, the Kirchhoff’s voltage law equation 

for the equivalent circuit changes too. Writing a Kirchhoff’s voltage law equation for 

the new equivalent circuit yields 

Vi= Bet tule (5-25) 

or 

This is exactly the same as the equation for a generator, except that the sign on the 

current term has been reversed. 

The Synchronous Motor from a Magnetic Field Perspective 

The phasor diagram of a generator connected to a large power system and operating 

with a large field current is shown in Figure 5—29a, and the corresponding magnetic 

field diagram is shown in Figure 5—29b. As described before, Bg corresponds 

to (produces) Ey, B,., corresponds to (produces) Vy, and Bs corresponds to E,,, 

( = —jXsI,). The rotation of both the phasor diagram and magnetic field diagram is 

counterclockwise in the figure, following the standard mathematical convention of 

increasing angle. 

The induced torque in the generator can be found from the magnetic field 

diagram. From Equations (4—49) and (4—50) the induced torque is given by 

Tind — KBr x ee (4-49) 

Tind — KBpByo sin 6 
(4-50) 

Notice that from the magnetic field diagram the induced torque in this machine is 

clockwise, opposing the direction of rotation. In other words, the induced torque in 

the generator is a countertorque, opposing the rotation caused by the external applied 

torque Tapp: 

Suppose that, instead of turning the shaft in the direction of motion, the prime 
mover suddenly loses power and starts to drag on the machine’s shaft. What happens 
to the machine now? The rotor slows down because of the drag on its shaft and falls 
behind the net magnetic field in the machine (see Figure 5—30a). As the rotor, and 
therefore Br, slows down and falls behind B,,,, the operation of the machine suddenly 
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Figure 5-29 | (a) Phasor diagram of a synchronous generator operating at a lagging 
power factor. (b) The corresponding magnetic field diagram. 

Br 

(b) 

changes. By Equation (4-49), when Bg is behind B,,.,, the induced torque’s direction 

reverses and becomes counterclockwise. In other words, the machine’s torque is now 

in the direction of motion, and the machine is acting as a motor. The increasing 

torque angle 6 results in a larger and larger torque in the direction of rotation, until 

eventually the motor’s induced torque equals the load torque on its shaft. At that 

point, the machine will be operating at steady state and synchronous speed again, but 

now as a motor. 

The phasor diagram corresponding to generator operation is shown in Figure 

5—29a, and the phasor diagram corresponding to motor operation is shown in Figure 

5—30a. The reason that the quantity j X51, points from V4, to E, in the generator and 

from E, to V4, in the motor is that the reference direction of I, was reversed in the 

definition of the motor equivalent circuit. The basic difference between motor and 

generator operation in synchronous machines can be seen either in the magnetic field 

diagram or in the phasor diagram. /n a generator, E, lies ahead of V4, and Br lies 

ahead of B,,.. Jn a motor, E, lies behind V4, and Bg lies behind B,,,,. In a motor the 

induced torque is in the direction of motion, and in a generator the induced torque is 

a countertorque opposing the direction of motion. 

5.10 | STEADY-STATE SYNCHRONOUS 
MOTOR OPERATION 

This section explores the behavior of synchronous motors under varying conditions 

of load and field current as well as the question of power-factor correction with syn- 

chronous motors. The following discussions will generally ignore the armature 

resistance of the motors for simplicity. However, R, will be considered in some of the 

worked numerical calculations. 

The Synchronous Motor Torque-Speed Characteristic Curve 

Synchronous motors supply power to loads that are basically constant-speed de- 

vices. They are usually connected to power systems very much larger than the indi- 

vidual motors, so the power systems appear as constant voltage sources to the 

motors. This means that the terminal voltage and the system frequency will be con- 

stant regardless of the amount of power drawn by the motor. The speed of rotation 
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Figure 5-30 | (a) Phasor diagram of a synchronous motor. (b) The corresponding 

magnetic field diagram. 
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of the motor is locked to the applied electrical frequency, so the speed of the motor 

will be constant regardless of the load. The resulting torque-speed characteristic 

curve is shown in Figure 5—31. The steady-state speed of the motor is constant from 

no load all the way up to the maximum torque that the motor can supply (called the 

pullout torque), so the speed regulation of this motor [Equation (4—68)] is 0 percent. 

The torque equation is 

Tind = KBpBrot Sin 6 (4-50) 

3V,4£, sin 6 
or ———— 

Wm», Xs 

The maximum or pullout torque occurs when 6 = 90°. Normal full-load torques are 

much less than that, however. In fact, the pullout torque may typically be 3 times the 

full-load torque of the machine. 

When the torque on the shaft of a synchronous motor exceeds the pullout torque, 

the rotor can no longer remain locked to the stator and net magnetic fields. Instead, 

the rotor starts to slip behind them. As the rotor slows down, the stator magnetic field 

“laps” it repeatedly, and the direction of the induced torque in the rotor reverses with 

each pass. The resulting huge torque surges, first one way and then the other way, 

cause the whole motor to vibrate severely. The loss of synchronization after the pull- 

out torque 1s exceeded is known as slipping poles. 

The maximum or pullout torque of the motor is given by 

Tmax — KBB (5-27) 

3V4E, 
or Tmax — 

OW), Xs 

These equations indicate that the larger the field current (and hence E,), the greater 

the maximum torque of the motor. There is therefore a stability advantage in operat- 

ing the motor with a large field current or a large E,. 
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Figure 5-31 | The torque—speed characteristic of a synchronous motor. Since the 
speed of the motor is constant, its speed regulation is zero. 
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The Effect of Load Changes on a Synchronous Motor 

If a load is attached to the shaft of a synchronous motor, the motor will develop 

enough torque to keep the motor and its load turning at a synchronous speed. What 

happens when the load is changed on a synchronous motor? 

To find out, examine a synchronous motor operating initially with a leading 

power factor, as shown in Figure 5—32. If the load on the shaft of the motor is 

increased, the rotor will initially slow down. As it does, the torque angle 6 becomes 

larger, and the induced torque increases. The increase in induced torque eventually 

speeds the rotor back up, and the motor again turns at synchronous speed but with a 

larger torque angle 6. 

What does the phasor diagram look like during this process? To find out, exam- 

ine the constraints on the machine during a load change. Figure 5—32a shows the 

motor’s phasor diagram before the loads are increased. 

Recall that the terminal voltage and frequency supplied to the motor are main- 

tained constant by the motor’s power supply. The internal generated voltage Ey is 

equal to K¢@w and so depends on only the field current in the machine and the speed 

of the machine. Since the speed is constrained to be constant by the input power sup- 

ply, and since no one has touched the field circuit, the field current is constant 

as well. Therefore, |E,| must be constant as the load changes. 

Since we have assumed armature resistance is negligible, the power converted 

from electrical to mechanical form in the motor will be the same as the input power 

of the motor. This power is given by either of the following two equations 

P = 3V41, cos 0 (9-15) 

3V,E, sin 6 
Penpee ee (5-18) 

Xs 

Since the phase voltage of the motor is held constant by the motor’s power supply, 

the quantities J, cos 6 and E, sin 6 on the phasor diagram must be directly propor- 

tional to the power supplied by the motor. 
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Figure 5-32 | (a) Phasor diagram of a motor operating at a leading power 

factor. (b) The effect of an increase in load on the operation of 

a synchronous motor. 
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When the power supplied by the motor increases, the distances proportional to 

power (E, sin 6 and J, cos 9) will increase, but the magnitude of E, must remain con- 

stant. As the load increases, E, swings down in the manner shown in Figure 5—32b. 

As E, swings down further and further, the quantity j Xs, has to increase to reach 

from the tip of E, to Vy, and therefore the armature current I, also increases. Notice 

that the power-factor angle 6 changes too, becoming less and less leading and then 

more and more lagging. 

A 208-V, 45-kVA, 0.8-PF-leading, A-connected, 60-Hz synchronous machine has a 

synchronous reactance of 2.5 Q and a negligible armature resistance. Its friction and 

windage losses are 1.5 kW, and its core losses are 1.0 kW. Initially, the shaft is 

supplying a 15-hp load, and the motor's power factor is 0.80 leading. 

a. Sketch the phasor diagram of this motor, and find the values of I4, /,, and Ey. 

Assume that the shaft load is now increased to 30 hp. Sketch the behavior of 

the phasor diagram in response to this change. 

c. Find ly, /,, and E, after the load change. What is the new motor power factor? 
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# Solution 

a. Initially, the motor’s output power is 15 hp. This corresponds to an output of 

Pout = (15 hp)(0.746 KW/hp) = 11.19 kw 

Therefore, the electric power supplied to the machine is 

in a Fi a tech loss a Pears loss as Peles loss 

= 11.19 kW + 1.5 kW + 1.0kW + O kW = 13.69 kw 

Note that we have assumed Paice ogg = O because the problem states that the ar- 
mature resistance is negligible. Since the motor’s power factor is 0.80 leading, the 
resulting line current flow is 

& Fi 

V3V;cos 6 
13.69 kW 

V/3(208 V/)(0.80) 

I 

=47.5A 

and the armature current is /,/V3, with 0.8 leading power factor, which gives 
the result 

lL, = 27.4236.87° A 

To find E,, apply Kirchhoff’s voltage law [Equation (5-26)]: 

E, = Vy — {Xsl, 

= 20820° V — (2.5 0)(27.4236.87° A) 

= 20820° V — 68.52 126.87° V 

= 249.1 — /54.8V = 2552—-12.4°V 

The resulting phasor diagram is shown in Figure 5-33a. 

b. As the power on the shaft is increased to 30 hp, the shaft slows 

momentarily, and the internal generated voltage E, swings out to a larger 

angle 6 while maintaining a constant magnitude. The resulting phasor 

diagram is shown in Figure 5-33b. 

c. After the load changes, the electric input power of the machine becomes 

ee = Feu be Emech loss ais eaare loss as fectca loss 

= (30 hp)(0.746 kW/hp) + 1.5 kW + 1.0 kW + 0 kW 
= 24.88 kW 

From the equation for power in terms of torque angle [Equation (5—-18)], it is pos- 

sible to find the magnitude of the angle 6 (remember that the magnitude of E, is 

constant): 
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Figure 5-33 | (a) The motor phasor diagram for Example 5—Sa. (b) The motor 

phasor diagram for Example 5-5b. 

Vp = 20820° V 

Xs] 4 = 68.52126.87° 

E, = 2552-12.4° V 

(a) 

yi E’, = 2552-23° V 

(b) 

3V,E, sin 6 
ee SOS (5-18) 

SRR ASR 
SO 6 = sin 3V,Ex 

(2.5 O)(24.88 kW) 
= sin”! 

3(208 V)(255 V) 

sin-' 0.3891 = 23° II 

The internal generated voltage thus becomes E4 = 3552 —28° V. Therefore, 1, will 
be given by 

| Vy i E, 

fo 2) Xe 
_2082.0° V ~ 2552 — 93° V 

j250 
_ 103.12.105° V 
Paget 2 Be) = 41,.2Z215° A 
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and /, will become 

bei Bly eae et 

The final power factor will be cos (— 15°) or 0.966 leading. | 
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The Effect of Field Current Changes on a Synchronous Motor 

We have seen how a change in shaft load on a synchronous motor affects the motor. 

There is one other quantity on a synchronous motor that can be readily adjusted— 

its field current. What effect does a change in field current have on a synchronous 

motor? 

To find out, look at Figure 5—34. Figure 5—34a shows a synchronous motor ini- 

tially operating at a lagging power factor. Now, increase its field current and see what 

happens to the motor. 

Figure 5-34 | (a) A synchronous motor operating at a lagging power factor. (b) The 
effect of an increase in field current on the operation of this motor. 
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Note that an increase in field current increases the magnitude of E, but does not 

affect the real power supplied by the motor. The power supplied by the motor 

changes only when the shaft load torque changes. Since a change in J, does not affect 

the shaft speed n,,, and since the load attached to the shaft is unchanged, the real 

power supplied is unchanged. Of course, V7 is also constant, since it is kept constant 

by the power source supplying the motor. The distances proportional to power on the 
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phasor diagram (E, sin 6 and /, cos @) must therefore be constant. When the field 

current is increased, E, must increase, but it can only do so by sliding out along the 

line of constant power. This effect is shown in Figure 5—34b. 

Notice that as the value of E, increases, the magnitude of the armature current 

I, first decreases and then increases again. At low E,, the armature current is lagging, 

and the motor is an inductive load. It is acting like an inductor-resistor combination, 

consuming reactive power Q. As the field current is increased, the armature current 

eventually lines up with V,,, and the motor looks purely resistive. As the field current 

is increased further, the armature current becomes leading, and the motor becomes 

a capacitive load. It is now acting like a capacitor-resistor combination, consum- 

ing negative reactive power —Q or, alternatively, supplying reactive power Q to the 

system. 
A plot of /, versus /, for a synchronous motor is shown in Figure 5—35. Such a 

plot is called a synchronous motor V curve, for the obvious reason that it is shaped 

like the letter V. There are several V curves drawn, corresponding to different real 

power levels. For each curve, the minimum armature current occurs at unity power 

factor, when only real power is being supplied to the motor. At any other point on the 

curve, some reactive power is being supplied to or by the motor as well. For field 

currents /ess than the value giving minimum /,, the armature current is lagging, con- 

suming Q. For field currents greater than the value giving the minimum /,, the ar- 

mature current is leading, supplying Q to the power system as a capacitor would. 

. 

Figure 5-35 | Synchronous motor V curves. 
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Therefore, by controlling the field current of a synchronous motor, the reactive 
power supplied to or consumed by the power system can be controlled. 

When the projection of the phasor E, onto V, (E£, cos 8) is shorter than Vz it- 
self, a synchronous motor has a lagging current and consumes Q. Since the field cur- 
rent is small in this situation, the motor is said to be underexcited. On the other hand, 
when the projection of E, onto Vy, is longer than V,, itself, a synchronous motor has 
a leading current and supplies Q to the power system. Since the field current is large 
in this situation, the motor is said to be overexcited. Phasor diagrams illustrating 
these concepts are shown in Figure 5—36, 
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Figure 5-36 | (a) The phasor diagram of an underexcited synchronous motor. (b) The phasor diagram of an 

overexcited synchronous motor. 

E,cosd< Vy E, cos 6 > Vy 

The 208-V, 45-kVA, 0.8-PF-leading, A-connected, 60-Hz synchronous motor of the 

previous example is supplying a 15-hp load with an initial power factor of 0.85 PF 

lagging. The field current /- at these conditions is 4.0 A. ° 

a. Sketch the initial phasor diagram of this motor, and find the values I, and Ey. 

If the motor’s flux is increased by 25 percent, sketch the new phasor diagram 

of the motor. What are Ey, I,, and the power factor of the motor now? 

c. Assume that the flux in the motor varies linearly with the field current /-. Make 

a plot of /, versus /- for the synchronous motor with a 15-hp load. 

@ Solution 

a. From the previous example, the electric input power with all the losses 

included is P,, = 13.69 kW. Since the motor’s power factor is 0.85 lagging, 

the resulting armature current flow is 

ees 
AF BV, COS 6 

13.69 kW 
~ 3(208 V)(0.85) _ e550 

The angle @ is cos”! 0.85 = 31.8°, so the phasor current /, is equal to 

I, = 25.82-31.8° A 

To find E, apply Kirchhoff’s voltage law [Equation (5-26)]: 

Epes = [Xsla 

= 20820° V — (j2.5 0)(25.82 —31.8° A) 
= P0872 0° N04: 575822. 

moos SVP aie wong 

The resulting phasor diagram is shown in Figure 5-37, together with the results for 

part (b). 

b. If the flux # is increased by 25 percent, then E, = K¢e will increase by 

25 percent too: 

Eyo = 1.25 Eq, = 1.25(182 V) = 227.5 V 
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Figure 5-37 | The phasor diagram of the motor in Example 5-6. 

Vo = 20820" V 

IXsIy xP 

E, = 1822-17.5° v7 X E), = 227.52-13.9° V 

However, the power supplied to the load must remain constant. Since the dis- 

tance E, = sin 6 is proportional to the power, that distance on the phasor diagram 

must be constant from the original flux level to the new flux level. Therefore, 

En, sin 6; = Eno sin do 

65 = sin! (Ee sin 5 

5, sin”! ee sin(-17.59)| cial ee 

The armature current can now be found from Kirchhoff's voltage law: 

| Vy, = Ex 
A2 $Xe 

PS eUSL OT Vie 22 ioe es 1s 

{2.50 

_ 56.22.103.2° V _ . 
~ j250 aoa REBEL TN 

Finally, the motor’s power factor is now 

PF = cos(13.2°) = 0.974 leading 

The resulting phasor diagram is also shown in Figure 5-37. 

c. Because the flux is assumed to vary linearly with field current, E, will also 
vary linearly with field current. We know that E, is 182 V for a field current of 
4.0 A, so E, for any given field current can be found from the ratio 

Eno tre 
182V 40A 

or Eno = 45.5le5 (5-29) 

The torque angle 6 for any given field current can be found from the fact that the 
power supplied to the load must remain constant: 
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Ey sin 6; — Eno sin do 

SO 85 (5-30) lI i) = 
i 

ee 
inj mg ® = » oe 

These two pieces of information give us the phasor voltage Ey. Once E, is avail- 
able, the new armature current can be calculated from Kirchhoff's voltage law: 

Vy aa. Eno 

Ia2 = ep (5-31) 

A MATLAB m-file to calculate and plot /, versus /- using Equations (5-29) 

through (5-31) is shown below: 

% M-file: v_curve.m 4 

% M-file create a plot of armature current versus field 

% current for the synchronous motor of Example 5-6. 

S first ;Aniveralize the: field current:values). (21 ‘values 

% in the range 3.8-5.8 A) 

AIGA pee — aa (eS hectare SNS tn oy aia ORS 

% Now initialize all other values 

iia = zeros(1,21); % Pre-allocate i_a array 

SS Si % Synchronous reactance 

v_phase = 208; % Phase voltage at 0 degrees 

deltal = -17.5 * pi/180; % delta 1 in radians 

eLali S182 o*-\icosldeltak)s boy ot sin(delttad) je 

% Calculate the armature current for each value 

BO dase ascent 

% Calculate magnitude of e_a2 

Pepe Won ery een eta te La Ces Ha 

% Calculate delta2 

delta2 = asin ( abs(e al) / abs(e_a2) * sin(deltal) ); 

% Calculate the phasor e_a2 

Cuan wearer MCOs(Cekta2) Awe se sine le ag.) 

% Calculate i_a 

manatee — ee NO haAS en ema orate Mae exes Si). 

end 

% Plot: the v-curve 

plot tabs (21a) Color) ky hinewrdth',2.0)):; 

xlabel (‘Field Current (A)','Fontweight', 'Bold') ; 

ylabel('Armature Current (A)','Fontweight','Bold’) ; 

title ('Synchronous Motor V-Curve!','Fontweight','Bold!') ; 

grid on; 
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The plot produced by this m-file is shown in Figure 5-38. Note that for a field 

current of 4.0 A, the armature current is 25.8 A. This result agrees with part (a) of 

this example. 

Figure 5-38 | V curve for the synchronous motor of Example 5-6. 
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The Synchronous Motor and Power-Factor Correction 

Figure 5—39 shows a large power system whose output is connected through a trans- 
mission line to an industrial plant at a distant point. The industrial plant shown con- 
sists of three loads. Two of the loads are induction motors with lagging power 
factors, and the third load is a synchronous motor with a variable power factor. 

What does the ability to set the power factor of one of the loads do for the power 
system? To find out, examine the following example problem. 

The power system in Figure 5-39 operates at 480 V. Load 1 is an induction motor 
consuming 100 kW at 0.78 PF lagging, and load 2 is an induction motor consuming 
200 kW at 0.8 PF lagging. Load 3 is a synchronous motor whose real power con- 
sumption is 150 kW. 

a. If the synchronous motor is adjusted to operate at 0.85 PF lagging, what is the 
transmission line current in this system? 

b. If the synchronous motor is adjusted to operate at 0.85 PF leading, what is the 
transmission line current in this system? 
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Figure 5-39 | A simple power system consisting of an infinite bus supplying an 
industrial plant through a transmission line. 
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c. Assume that the transmission line losses are given by 

Pie = 3/? Ry, line loss 

where LL stands for line losses. How do the transmission losses compare in the 

two cases? 

# Solution 

a. Inthe first case, the real power of load 1 is 100 kW, and the reactive power 

of load 1 is 

Q, = P,; tan @ 

= (100 kW) tan (cos! 0.78) = (100 kW) tan 38.7° 

= 80.2 kVAR 

The real power of load 2 is 200 kW, and the reactive power of load 2 Is 

Qs = Ps tan @ 

= (200 kW) tan (cos~! 0.80) = (200 kW) tan 36.87° 

= 150 kVAR 

The real power load 3 is 150 kW, and the reactive power of load 3 is 

Qs; a P tan 6 

= (150 kW) tan (cos~' 0.85) = (150 kW) tan 31.8° 

= 93 kVAR 

Thus, the total real load is 

Poe a be hock Fs 
= 100 kW + 200 kW + 150 kW = 450 kW 
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and the total reactive load is 

Qe = Q; + Q, + Q; 

= 80.2 kVAR + 150 kVAR + 93 kVAR = 323.2 kVAR 

The equivalent system power factor is thus 

Q 323.2 kKVAR ae a =J ye jl eee SE SEY PF = cos @= cos [tn 3 cos [tar 450 kW | 

= cos 35.7° = 0.812 lagging 

Finally, the line current is given by 

Pot 450 kW a = = 667A 
V3V,cos@ 3(480 V)(0.812) 

I 

b. The real and reactive powers of loads 1 and 2 are unchanged, as is the real 

power of load 3. The reactive power of load 3 is 

Q,; = Ps tan @ 

(150 kW) tan(—cos~! 0.85) = (150 kW) tan(—31.8°) 

—93 kVAR 

Thus, the total real load is 

Pot Suck Rok Ps 
= 100 kW + 200 kW'+ 150 kW = 450 kW 

and the total reactive load is 

Qtr = Q; + Qo + Q3 
= 80.2 KVAR + 150 kVAR — 93 kVAR = 137.2 kVAR 

The equivalent system power factor is thus 

PF = cos 0= co an 4) = con an soe eee al 
450 kW 

= cos 16.96° = 0.957 lagging 

Finally, the line current is given by 

eta tng 450 kW 
V3V, cos @ V3(480 V)(0.957) 

I, = 566A 

c. The transmission losses in the first case are 

P= 3/7 R, = 3(667 A)?R, = 1,344,700R, 

The transmission losses in the second case are 

P= 3/7 R, = 3(566 A)?R, = 961,070R, 

Notice that in the second case the transmission power losses are 28 percent less 
than in the first case, while the power supplied to the loads is the same. & 
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As seen in the preceding example, the ability to adjust the power factor of one or 
more loads in a power system can significantly affect the operating efficiency of the 
power system. The lower the power factor of a system, the greater the losses in the 
power lines feeding it. Most loads on a typical power system are induction motors, 
SO power systems are almost invariably lagging in power factor. Having one or more 
leading loads (overexcited synchronous motors) on the system can be useful for the 
following reasons: 

1. A leading load can supply some reactive power Q for nearby lagging loads, 

instead of it coming from the generator. Since the reactive power does not 

have to travel over the long and fairly high resistance transmission lines, the 

transmission line current is reduced and the power system losses are much 

lower. (This was shown by the previous example.) 

2. Since the transmission lines carry less current, they can be smaller for a given 

rated power flow. A lower equipment current rating.reduces the cost of a power 

system significantly. 

3. In addition, requiring a synchronous motor to operate with a leading power 

factor means that the motor must be run overexcited. This mode of operation 

increases the motor’s maximum torque and reduces the chance of accidentally 

exceeding the pullout torque. 

The use of synchronous motors or other equipment to increase the overall power 

factor of a power system is called power-factor correction. Since a synchronous 

motor can provide power-factor correction and lower power system costs, many 

loads that can accept a constant-speed motor (even though they do not necessarily 

need one) are driven by synchronous motors. Even though a synchronous motor may 

cost more than an induction motor on an individual basis, the ability to operate a syn- 

chronous motor at leading power factors for power-factor correction saves money for 

industrial plants. This results in the purchase and use of synchronous motors. 

Any synchronous motor that exists in a plant is run overexcited as a matter of 

course to achieve power-factor correction and to increase its pullout torque. How- 

ever, running a synchronous motor overexcited requires a high field current and flux, 

which causes significant rotor heating. An operator must be careful not to overheat 

the field windings by exceeding the rated field current. 

5.11 | STARTING SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 

Section 5.10 explained the behavior of a synchronous motor under steady-state con- 

ditions. In that section, the motor was always assumed to be initially turning at syn- 

chronous speed. What has not yet been considered is the question: How did the 

motor get to synchronous speed in the first place? 

To understand the nature of the starting problem, refer to Figure 5-40. This fig- 

ure shows a 60-Hz synchronous motor at the moment power is applied to its stator 

windings. The rotor of the motor is stationary, and therefore the magnetic field Bg 1s 

stationary. The stator magnetic field Bs is starting to sweep around the motor at syn- 

chronous speed. 
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Figure 5-40 | Starting problems in a synchronous motor—the torque alternates rapidly 

in magnitude and direction, so that the net starting torque is Zero. 
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Figure 5-40a shows the machine at time ¢t = 0 s, when Be and By are exactly 

lined up. By the induced-torque equation 

Tina = KBr X Bs (4-47) 

the induced torque on the shaft of the rotor is zero. Figure 5—40b shows the situation 

at time f = 1/240 s. In such a short time, the rotor has barely moved, but the stator 

magnetic field now points to the left. By the induced-torque equation, the torque on 

the shaft of the rotor is now counterclockwise. Figure 5—40c shows the situation at 

time ¢ = 2/240 s. At that point Bp and By, point in opposite directions, and 7,4 again 

equals zero. Att = 3/240 s, the stator magnetic field now points to the right, and the 

resulting torque is clockwise. 

Finally, at ¢ = 4/240 s, the stator magnetic field is again lined up with the rotor 

magnetic field, and 7,,y = 0. During one electrical cycle, the torque was first counter- 

clockwise and then clockwise, and the average torque over the complete cycle was 

zero. What happens to the motor is that it vibrates heavily with each electrical cycle 

and finally overheats. 
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Such an approach to synchronous motor starting is hardly satisfactory—man- 
agers tend to frown on employees who burn up their expensive equipment. So just 
how can a synchronous motor be started? 

Three basic approaches can be used to safely start a synchronous motor: 

1. Reduce the speed of the stator magnetic field to a low enough value that the 

rotor can accelerate and lock in with it during one half-cycle of the magnetic 

field’s rotation. This can be done by reducing the frequency of the applied 

electric power. Such frequency control used to be difficult, but it can now 

be easily accomplished with modern solid-state motor controllers. 

2. Use an external prime mover to accelerate the synchronous motor up to 

synchronous speed, go through the paralleling procedure, and bring the 

machine on the line as a generator. Then, turning off or disconnecting 

the prime mover will make the synchronous machine a motor. 

3. Use damper windings or amortisseur windings. The function of damper 

windings and their use in motor starting will be explained below. 

Motor Starting by Using Amortisseur or Damper Windings 

By far the most popular way to start a synchronous motor is to employ amortisseur 

or damper windings. Amortisseur windings are special bars laid into notches carved 

in the face of a synchronous motor’s rotor and then shorted out on each end by a 

large shorting ring. A pole face with a set of amortisseur windings is shown in Fig- 

ure 5—41, and amortisseur windings are visible in Figures 5—2 and 5—4. 

Figure 5-41 | A rotor field pole for a synchronous machine showing amortisseur 
windings in the pole face. (Courtesy of General Electric Company.) 
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To understand what a set of amortisseur windings does in a synchronous motor, 

examine the stylized salient two-pole rotor shown in Figure 5-42. This rotor shows 

an amortisseur winding, with the shorting bars on the ends of the two rotor pole faces 

connected by wires. (This is not quite the way normal machines are constructed, but 

it will serve beautifully to illustrate the point of the windings.) 

Figure 5-42 | A simplified diagram of a salient two-pole machine showing amortisseur 

windings. 
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Assume initially that the main rotor field winding is disconnected and that a 

three-phase set of voltages is applied to the stator of this machine. When the power 

is first applied at time f = Os, assume that the magnetic field Bg is vertical, as shown 

in Figure 5—43a. As the magnetic field By sweeps along in a counterclockwise direc- 

tion, it induces a voltage in the bars of the amortisseur winding given by Equation 

(1-45): 

Cing = (V X B)-1 (1-45) 

where 

v = velocity of the bar relative to the magnetic field 

B = magnetic flux density vector 

1 = length of conductor in the magnetic field 

The bars at the top of the rotor are moving to the right relative to the magnetic field, 

so the resulting direction of the induced voltage is out of the page. Similarly, the in- 

duced voltage is into the page in the bottom bars. These voltages produce a current 
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Figure 5-43 | The development of a unidirectional torque with synchronous motor 
amortisseur windings. 
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flow out of the top bars and into the bottom bars, resulting in a winding magnetic 

field By pointing to the right. By the induced-torque equation 

Tina = KBy X Bs 

the resulting torque on the bars (and the rotor) is counterclockwise. 
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Figure 5—43b shows the situation at t = 1/240 s. Here, the stator magnetic field 

has rotated 90° while the rotor has barely moved (it simply cannot speed up in so 

short a time). At this point, the voltage induced in the amortisseur windings is zero, 

because v is parallel to B. With no induced voltage, there is no current in the wind- 

ings, and the induced torque is zero. 

Figure 5—43c shows the situation at f = 2/240 s. Now the stator magnetic field 

has rotated another 90°, and the rotor still has not moved yet. The induced voltage 

[given by Equation (1-45)] in the amortisseur windings is out of the page in the bot- 

tom bars and into the page in the top bars. The resulting current flow is out of the 

page in the bottom bars and into the page in the top bars, causing a magnetic field By 

to point to the left. The resulting induced torque, given by 

Tind — KBy x B, 

is counterclockwise. 

Finally, Figure 543d shows. the situation at time rt = 3/240 s. Here, as at 

t = 1/240 s, the induced torque is zero. 

Notice that sometimes the torque is counterclockwise and sometimes it is essen- 

tially zero, but it is always unidirectional. Since there is a net torque in a single 

direction, the motor’s rotor speeds up. (This is entirely different from starting a syn- 

chronous motor with its normal field current, since in that case torque is first clock- 

wise and then counterclockwise, averaging out to zero. In this case, torque is always 

in the same direction, so there is a nonzero average torque.) 

Although the motor’s rotor will speéd up, it can never quite reach synchronous 

speed. This is easy to understand. Suppose that a rotor is turning at synchronous 

speed. Then the speed of the stator magnetic field By is the same as the rotor’s speed, 

and there is no relative motion between By, and the rotor. If there is no relative mo- 

tion, the induced voltage in the windings will be zero, the resulting current flow will 

be zero, and the winding magnetic field will be zero. Therefore, there will be no 

torque on the rotor to keep it turning. Even though a rotor cannot speed up all the 

way to synchronous speed, it can get close. It gets close enough to n,,,,. that the reg- 

ular field current can be turned on, and the rotor will pull into step with the stator 

magnetic fields. 

In a real machine, the field windings are not open circuited during the starting 

procedure. If the field windings were open circuited, then very high voltages would 

be produced in them during starting. If the field winding is short circuited during 

starting, no dangerous voltages are produced, and the induced field current actually 

contributes extra starting torque to the motor. 

To summarize, if a machine has amortisseur windings, it can be started by the 
following procedure: 

1. Disconnect the field windings from their DC power source and short them out. 

2. Apply a three-phase voltage to the stator of the motor, and let the rotor 
accelerate up to near-synchronous speed. The motor should have no load 
on its shaft, so that its speed can approach n,,,,. as closely as possible. 
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3. Connect the DC field circuit to its power source. After this is done, the 
motor will lock into step at synchronous speed, and loads may then be 
added to its shaft. 

5.12 | THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
SYNCHRONOUS GENERATORS 
AND SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 

A synchronous generator is a synchronous machine that converts mechanical power 

to electrical power, while a synchronous motor is a synchronous machine that con- 

verts electrical power to mechanical power. In fact, they are both the same physical 

machine. 

A synchronous machine can supply real power to or consume real power from 

a power system and can supply reactive power to or consume reactive power froma 

power system. All four combinations of real and reactive power flows are possible, 

and Figure 5—44 shows the phasor diagrams for these conditions. 

Figure 5-44 | Phasor diagrams showing the generation and consumption of real 

power P and reactive power Q by synchronous generators and motors. 
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Notice from the figure that 

1. The distinguishing characteristic of a synchronous generator (supplying P) is 

that E, lies ahead of V4, while for a motor E, lies behind V 4, 

2. The distinguishing characteristic of a machine supplying reactive power Q 

is that E, cos 5 > V, regardless of whether the machine is acting as a 

generator or as a motor. A machine that is consuming reactive power Q has 

E,cos 6 < Vz, 

5.13 |SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE RATINGS 
There are certain basic limits to the speed and power that may be obtained from a 

synchronous motor or generator. These limits are expressed as ratings of the ma- 

chine. The purpose of the ratings is to protect the machine from damage by improper 

operation. To this end, each machine has a number of ratings listed on a nameplate 

attached to it. 

Typical ratings on a synchronous machine are voltage, frequency, speed, appar- 

ent power (kilovolt-amperes), power factor, field current, and service factor. These 

ratings, and the interrelationships among them, will be discussed in the following 

sections. 

The Voltage, Speed, and Frequency Ratings 

The rated frequency of a synchronous machine depends on the power system to 

which it is connected. The commonly used power system frequencies today are 

50 Hz (in Europe, Asia, etc.), 60 Hz (in the Americas), and 400 Hz (in special- 

purpose and control applications). Once the operating frequency is known, there is 

only one possible rotational speed for a given number of poles. The fixed relationship 

between frequency and speed is given by Equation (4—23) 

(4-23) 

as previously described. 

Perhaps the most obvious rating is the voltage at which a synchronous machine 
is designed to operate. A generator’s voltage depends on the flux, the speed of rota- 
tion, and the mechanical construction of the machine. For a given mechanical frame 
size and speed, the higher the desired voltage, the higher the machine’s required flux. 
However, flux cannot be increased forever, since there is always a maximum allow- 
able field current. 

Another consideration in setting the maximum allowable voltage is the break- 
down value of the winding insulation—normal operating voltages must not approach 
breakdown too closely. 

Is it possible to operate a synchronous machine rated for one frequency at a dif- 
ferent frequency? For example, is it possible to operate a 60-Hz generator at 50 Hz? 
The answer is a qualified yes, as long as certain conditions are met. Basically, the 
problem is that there is a maximum flux achievable in any given machine, and since 
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E, = Koa, the maximum allowable E, changes when the speed is changed. Specifi- 

cally, if a 60-Hz generator is to be operated at 50 Hz, then the operating voltage must 

be derated to 50/60, or 83.3 percent, of its original value. Just the opposite effect hap- 

pens when a 50-Hz generator is operated at 60 Hz. 

Apparent Power and Power-Factor Ratings 

There are two factors that determine the power limits of electric machines. One is the 

mechanical torque on the shaft of the machine, and the other is the heating of the ma- 

chine’s windings. In all practical synchronous motors and generators, the shaft is 

strong enough mechanically to handle a much larger steady-state power than the 

machine is rated for, so the practical steady-state limits are set by heating in the ma- 

chine’s windings. 

There are two windings in a synchronous machine, and each one must be pro- 

tected from overheating. These two windings are the armature winding and the field 

winding. Since heating is caused by /7R losses, this fact means that there is a maxi- 

mum acceptable armature current and a maximum acceptable field current. We will 

now discuss how these maximum currents affect the ratings of synchronous ma- 

chines. (Note that the following discussion is from the point of view of synchronous 

generators, but the results are equally valid for both motors and generators.) 

The maximum acceptable armature current sets the apparent power rating for a 

generator, since the apparent power S is given by 

If the rated voltage is known, then the maximum acceptable armature current deter- 

mines the rated kilovoltamperes of the generator: 

Seed mie VG ela max (5-33 ) 

or Srated = V3V,, Paeedl Ee max (5-34) 

It is important to realize that, for heating the armature windings, the power factor of 

the armature current is irrelevant. The heating effect of the stator copper losses is 

given by 

Pscy = 314Ra (5-35) 

and is independent of the angle of the current with respect to V4, Because the current 

angle is irrelevant to the armature heating, synchronous generators are rated in kilo- 

volt-amperes instead of kilowatts. 

The other winding of concern is the field winding. The field copper losses are 

given by 

Pro, = If Rp (5-36) 

so the maximum allowable heating sets a maximum field current for the machine. 

Since E, = Kda, this sets the maximum acceptable size for E4. 

The effect of having a maximum /; and a maximum E, translates directly into a 

restriction on the lowest acceptable power factor of the generator when it is operating 
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at the rated kilovolt-amperes. Figure 5-45 shows the phasor diagram of a synchro- 

nous generator with the rated voltage and armature current. The current can assume 

many different angles, as shown. The internal generated voltage E, is the sum of V4, 

and jX;1,. Notice that for some possible current angles the required E, exceeds 

Ex max: If the generator were operated at the rated armature current and these power 

factors, the field winding would burn up. 

Figure 5-45 | How the rotor field current limit sets the rated power factor of 

a generator. 
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The angle of I, that requires the maximum possible E, while V,, remains at the 
rated value gives the rated power factor of the generator. It is possible to operate the 
generator at a lower (more lagging) power factor than the rated value, but only by 
cutting back on the kilovolt-amperes supplied by the generator. 

Synchronous motors are usually rated in terms of real output power and the 
lowest power factor at full-load conditions. These two ratings together specify the 
maximum apparent power consumed by the motor, thus protecting the armature 
windings. 

Short-Time Operation and Service Factor 

The most important limit in the steady-state Operation of a synchronous machine is 
the heating of its armature and field windings. However, the heating limit usually oc- 
curs at a point much less than the maximum power that the machine is magnetically 
and mechanically able to supply. In fact, a typical synchronous machine is often able 
to supply up to 300 percent of its rated power for a while (until its windings burn up). 
This ability to supply power above the rated amount is used to supply momentary 
power surges during motor starting and similar load transients. 

It is also possible to use a synchronous machine at powers exceeding the rated 
values for longer periods of time, as long as the windings do not have time to heat up 
too much before the excess load is removed. For example, a generator that could 
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supply | MW indefinitely would be able to supply 1.5 MW for | minute without 
serious harm and for progressively longer periods at lower power levels. However, 
the load must finally be removed, or the windings will overheat. The higher the 
power over the rated value, the shorter the time a machine can tolerate it. 

The maximum temperature rise that a machine can stand depends on the insula- 

tion class of its windings. There are four standard insulation classes: A, B, F, and H. 

While there is some variation in acceptable temperature, depending on a machine’s 

particular construction and the method of temperature measurement, these classes 

generally correspond to temperature rises of 60, 80, 105, and 125°C, respectively, 

above ambient temperature. The higher the insulation class of a given machine, the 

greater the power that can be drawn out of it without overheating its windings. 

Overheating of windings is a very serious problem in a motor or generator. 

It was an old rule of thumb that for each 10°C temperature rise above the rated wind- 

ing temperature, the average lifetime of a machine is cut in half. Modern insulating 

materials are less susceptible to breakdown than that, but temperature rises still dras- 

tically shorten their lives. For this reason, a synchronous machine should not be over- 

loaded unless absolutely necessary. 

A question related to the overheating problem is: Just how well is the power re- 

quirement of a machine known? Before installation, there are often only approximate 

estimates of load. Because of this, general-purpose machines usually have a service 

factor. The service factor is defined as the ratio of the actual maximum power of the 

machine to its nameplate rating. A machine with a service factor of 1.15 can actually 

be operated at 115 percent of the rated load indefinitely without harm. The service 

factor on a machine provides a margin of error in case the loads were improperly 

estimated. 

5.14 | SUMMARY 

A synchronous generator is a device for converting mechanical power from a prime 

mover to AC electric power at a specific voltage and frequency. The term synchro- 

nous refers to the fact that this machine’s electrical frequency is locked in or syn- 

chronized with its mechanical rate of shaft rotation. The synchronous generator is 

used to produce the vast majority of electric power used throughout the world. 

The internal generated voltage of this machine depends on the rate of shaft rota- 

tion and on the magnitude of the field flux. The phase voltage of the machine differs 

from the internal generated voltage by the effects of armature reaction in the genera- 

tor and also by the internal resistance and reactance of the armature windings. The 

terminal voltage of the generator will either equal the phase voltage or be related to 

it by \/3, depending on whether the machine is A or Y connected. 

When a generator operates alone, the real and reactive powers that must be sup- 

plied are determined by the load attached to it, and the governor set points and field 

current control the frequency and terminal voltage, respectively. 

A synchronous motor is the same physical machine as a synchronous generator, 

except that the direction of real power flow is reversed. Since synchronous motors 

are usually connected to power systems containing generators much larger than the 
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motors, the frequency and terminal voltage of a synchronous motor are basically 

fixed. 

The speed of a synchronous motor is constant from no load to the maximum 

possible load on the motor. The speed of rotation 1s 

120 f, 
am Nsyne _ P nN 

The maximum possible power and torque that a synchronous motor can produce are 

pris 3VoEa (5-19) 
max Xs = 

3V,E 
Tee ee (5-28) max 

Wy Xs 

If this value is exceeded, the rotor will not be able to stay locked in with the stator 

magnetic fields, and the motor will slip poles. 

If the field current of a synchronous motor is varied while its shaft load remains 

constant, then the reactive power supplied or consumed by the motor will vary. If 

E, cos 6 > V4, the motor will supply reactive power, while if E, cos 6 < Vg, the 

motor will consume reactive power. 

A synchronous motor has no net starting torque and so cannot start by itself. 

There are three main ways to start a synchronous motor: 

1. Reduce the stator frequency to a safe starting level. 

2. Use an external prime mover. 

3. Put amortisseur or damper windings on the motor to accelerate it to near- 

synchronous speed before a direct current is applied to the field windings. 

If damper windings are present on a motor, they will also increase the stability 

of the motor during load transients. 

A synchronous generator’s ability to produce electric power is primarily limited 

by heating within the machine. When the generator’s windings overheat, the life of 

the machine can be severely shortened. Since here are two different windings (arma- 

ture and field), there are two separate constraints on the generator. The maximum al- 

lowable heating in the armature windings sets the maximum kilovolt-amperes 

allowable from the machine, and the maximum allowable heating in the field wind- 

ings sets the maximum size of Ey. The maximum size of £, and the maximum size 

of /, together set the rated power factor of the generator. 

The ratings of a synchronous motor are similar, except that output power and in- 

put power factor are specified. Together with the rated voltage of the machine, these 

quantities are sufficient to limit the maximum currents in both the armature and field 

windings. 

5.15 | QUESTIONS 

5-1. Why is the frequency of a synchronous generator locked into its rate of 

shaft rotation? 
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5-4. 

5-5. 

5-6. 

5-14. 

5-15. 

5-16. 

5-17. 

5-18. 
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Why does an alternator’s voltage drop sharply when it is loaded down 
with a lagging load? 

Why does an alternator’s voltage rise when it is loaded down with a 
leading load? 

Sketch the phasor diagrams and magnetic field relationships for a 
synchronous generator operating at (a) unity power factor, (b) lagging 
power factor, (c) leading power factor. 

Explain how the synchronous impedance and armature resistance can be 
determined in a synchronous generator. 

What is the difference between a synchronous motor and a synchronous 

generator? 

What is the speed regulation of a synchronous motor? 

When would a synchronous motor be used even though its constant-speed 

characteristic is not needed? 

Why can’t a synchronous motor start by itself? 

What techniques are available to start a synchronous motor? 

What are amortisseur windings? Why is the torque produced by them 

unidirectional at starting, while the torque produced by the main field 

winding alternates direction? 

Explain, using phasor diagrams, what happens to a synchronous motor as 

its field current is varied. Derive a synchronous motor V curve from the 

phasor diagram. 

Is a synchronous motor’s field circuit in more danger of overheating when 

it is operating at a leading or at a lagging power factor? Explain, using 

phasor diagrams. 

A synchronous motor is operating at a fixed real load, and its field current 1s 

increased. If the armature current falls, was the motor initially operating at 

a lagging or a leading power factor? 

Why must a 60-Hz generator be derated if it is to be operated at 50 Hz? 

How much derating must be done? 

Would you expect a 400-Hz generator to be larger or smaller than a 60-Hz 

generator of the same power and voltage rating? Why? 

Why is overheating such a serious matter for a synchronous machine? 

What are short-time ratings? Why are they important in regular generator 

operation? 

5.16 | PROBLEMS 

5-1. At a location in Europe, it is necessary to supply 300 kW of 60-Hz power. 

The only power sources available operate at 50 Hz. It is decided to generate 

the power by means of a motor-generator set consisting of a synchronous 

motor driving a synchronous generator. How many poles should each of 

the two machines have in order to convert 50-Hz power to 60-Hz power? 
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5-2. A 480-V, 200-kVA, 0.8 power factor lagging, 60-Hz, two-pole Y-connected 

synchronous generator has a synchronous reactance of 0.25 Q and an 

armature resistance of 0.03 Q. At 60 Hz, its friction and windage losses 

are 6 kW, and its core losses are 4 kW. The field circuit has a DC voltage 

of 200 V, and the maximum /; is 10 A. The resistance of the field circuit is 

adjustable over the range from 20 to 200 Q. The OCC of this generator is 

shown in Figure P5—1. 

a. How much field current is required to make V; equal to 480 V when 

the generator is running at no load? 

b. What is the internal generated voltage of this machine at rated 

conditions? 

c. How much field current is required to make V; equal to 480 V when 

the generator is running at rated conditions? 

d. How much power and torque must the generator’s prime mover be 

capable of supplying? 

Figure P5-1 | The open-circuit characteristic for the generator in Problem 5-2. 
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Assume that the field current of the generator in Problem 5-2 is adjusted 
to achieve rated voltage (480 V) at full load conditions in each of the 
questions below. 

a. What is the efficiency of the generator at rated load? 

b. What is the voltage regulation of the generator if it is loaded to rated 
kilovolt-amperes with 0.8 PF lagging loads? 

c. What is the voltage regulation of the generator if it is loaded to rated 
kilovolt-amperes with 0.8 PF leading loads? 

d. What is the voltage regulation of the generator if it is loaded to rated 
kilovolt-amperes with unity-power-factor loads? 

e. Use MATLAB to plot the terminal voltage of the generator as a 

function of load for all three power factors. 

Assume that the field current of the generator in Problem 5—2 has been 

adjusted so that it supplies rated voltage when loaded with rated current at 

unity power factor. 

a. What is the torque angle 6 of the generator when supplying rated 

current at unity power factor? 

b. What is the maximum power that this generator can deliver to a 

unity power factor load when the field current is adjusted to the 

current value? 

c. When this generator is running at full load with unity power factor, 

how close is it to the static stability limit of the machine? 

d. Plot the torque angle 6 as a function of the power supplied by the 

generator for these conditions. 

Problems 5—5 to 5—14 refer to a two-pole Y-connected synchronous generator rated 

at 300 kVA, 480 V, 60 Hz, and 0.85 PF lagging. Its armature resistance R, is 0.04 Q. 

The core losses of this generator at rated conditions are 10 kW, and the friction and 

windage losses are 13 kW. The open-circuit and short-circuit characteristics are 

shown in Figure P5—2. 

5-5. 

5-7. 

5-8. 

5-9. 

(a) What is the saturated synchronous reactance of this generator at the 

rated conditions? (b) What is the unsaturated synchronous reactance of this 

generator? (c) Plot the saturated synchronous reactance of this generator as 

a function of load. 

(a) What are the rated current and internal generated voltage of this 

generator? (b) What field current does this generator require to operate 

at the rated voltage, current, and power factor? 

What is the voltage regulation of this generator at the rated current and 

power factor? 

If this generator is operating at the rated conditions and the load is suddenly 

removed, what will the terminal voltage be? 

What are the electrical losses in this generator at rated conditions? 
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Figure P5-2 | The OCC and the SCC for the generator in Problems 5-5 to 5-14. 
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5-10. If this machine is operating at rated conditions, what input torque must 

be applied to the shaft of this generator? Express your answer both in 

newton-meters and in pound-feet. 

5-11. What is the torque angle 6 of this generator at rated conditions? 

5-12. Assume that the generator field current is adjusted to supply 480 V 

under rated conditions. What is the static stability limit of this generator? 

(Note: You may ignore R, to make this calculation easier.) How close is 

the full-load condition of this generator to the static stability limit? 

5-13. Assume that the generator field current is adjusted to supply 480 V under 

rated conditions. Plot the power supplied by the generator as a function of the 
torque angle 6. (Note: You may ignore R, to make this calculation easier.) 

5-14. Assume that the generator’s field current is adjusted so that the generator 
supplies rated voltage at the rated load current and power factor. If the field 
current and the magnitude of the load current are held constant, how will 
the terminal voltage change as the load power factor varies from 0.85 PF 



5-16. 

5-17. 
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lagging to 0.85 PF leading? Make a plot of the terminal voltage versus the 
load power factor. 

A 100-MVA, 11.5-kV, 0.85 PF lagging, 50-Hz, two-pole, Y-connected 
synchronous generator has a per-unit synchronous reactance of 0.8 and a 
per-unit armature resistance of 0.012. 

a. What are its synchronous reactance and armature resistance in ohms? 

b. What is the magnitude of the internal generated voltage E, at the rated 
conditions? What is its torque angle 6 at these conditions? 

c. Ignoring losses in this generator, what torque must be applied to its 
shaft by the prime mover at full load? 

A three-phase, Y-connected synchronous generator is rated 120 MVA, 

13.2 kV, 0.8 PF lagging, and 60 Hz. Its synchronous reactance is 0.7 Q, 

and its resistance may be ignored. 

a. What is its voltage regulation? 

b. What would the voltage and apparent power rating of this generator be 

if it were operated at 50 Hz with the same armature and field losses as 

it had at 60 Hz? 

c. What would the voltage regulation of the generator be at 50 Hz? 

A 25-MVA, three-phase, 13.5-kV, two-pole, 60-Hz synchronous generator 

was tested by the open-circuit test, and its air-gap voltage was extrapolated 

with the following results: 

Open-circuit test 

Field current, A 

Line voltage, kV 

Extrapolated air-gap voltage, kV 

380 475 570 

14.4 15.2 16.0 

18.3 22.8 27.4 

The short-circuit test was then performed with the following results: 

475 570 

1550 1885 

a. Find the unsaturated synchronous reactance of this generator in ohms 

per phase and in per-unit. 

Short-circuit test 

320 

1040 

Field current, A 

Armature current, A 

365 380 

1190 1240 

The armature resistance is 0.24 per phase. 

b. Find the approximate saturated synchronous reactance X; at a field 

current of 380 A. Express the answer both in ohms per phase and 

in per-unit. 

c. Find the approximate saturated synchronous reactance at a field current 

of 475 A. Express the answer both in ohms per phase and in per-unit. 
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5-18. 

5-20. 

A 480-V, six-pole synchronous motor draws 80 A from the line at unity 

power factor and full load. Assuming that the motor is lossless, answer the 

following questions: 

a. What is the output torque of this motor? Express the answer both in 

newton-meters and in pound-feet. 

b. What must be done to change the power factor to 0.8 leading? Explain 

your answer, using phasor diagrams. 

c. What will the magnitude of the line current be if the power factor is 

adjusted to 0.8 leading? 

A 480-V, 400-hp, 0.8 PF leading, eight-pole, A-connected synchronous 

motor has a synchronous reactance of 1.0 Q and negligible armature 

resistance. Ignore its friction, windage, and core losses for the purposes of 

this problem. 

a. If this motor is initially supplying 400 hp at 0.8 PF lagging, what are 

the magnitudes and angles of E, and I,? 

b. How much torque is this motor producing? What is the torque angle 5? 

How near is this value to the maximum possible induced torque of 

the motor for this field current setting? 

c. If |E,| is increased by 15 percent, what is the new magnitude of the 

armature current? What is the motor’s new power factor? 

d. Calculate and plot the motor’s V curve for this load condition. 

A 2300-V, 2000-hp, 0.8 PF leading, 60-Hz, two-pole, Y-connected 

synchronous motor has a synchronous reactance of 1.5 and an armature 

resistance of 0.3 Q. At 60 Hz, its friction and windage losses are 50 kW, 

and its core losses are 40 kW. The field circuit has a DC voltage of 200 V, 

and the maximum /; is 10 A. The open-circuit characteristic of this motor is 

shown in Figure P5—3. Answer the following questions about the motor, 

assuming that it is being supplied by an infinite bus. 

a. How much field current would be required to make this machine 

operate at unity power factor when supplying full load? 

b. What is the motor’s efficiency at full load and unity power factor? 

c. Ifthe field current were increased by 5 percent, what would the new 

value of the armature current be? What would the new power factor 

be? How much reactive power is being consumed or supplied by 

the motor? 

d. What is the maximum torque this machine is theoretically capable of 

supplying at unity power factor? At 0.8 PF leading? 

Plot the V curves (/, versus /;-) for the synchronous motor of Problem 5—20 
at no-load, half-load, and full-load conditions. (Note that an electronic 
version of the open-circuit characteristics in Figure P5—3 is available at the 
book’s website. It may simplify the calculations required by this problem.) 
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Figure P5-3 | The open-circuit characteristic for the motor in Problems 5-20 and 5—21. 
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If a 60-Hz synchronous motor is to be operated at 50 Hz, will its 

synchronous reactance be the same as at 60 Hz, or will it change? 

(Hint: Think about the derivation of X¢.) 

A 480-V, 100-kW, 0.85 PF leading, 50-Hz, six-pole Y-connected 

synchronous motor has a synchronous reactance of 1.5 ( and a negligible 

armature resistance. The rotational losses are also to be ignored. This motor 

is to be operated over a continuous range of speeds from 300 to 1000 r/min, 

where the speed changes are to be accomplished by controlling the system 

frequency with a solid-state drive. 

10.0 
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5-25. 

5-26. 

Over what range must the input frequency be varied to provide this 

speed control range? 

How large is E, at the motor’s rated conditions? 

What is the maximum power the motor can produce at the rated 

conditions? 

What is the largest E, could be at 300 r/min? 

Assuming that the applied voltage V,, is derated by the same amount as 

E,, what is the maximum power the motor could supply at 300 r/min? 

How does the power capability of a synchronous motor relate to its 

speed? 

A 208-V, Y-connected synchronous motor is drawing 50 A at unity power 

factor from a 208-V power system. The field current flowing under these 

conditions is 2.7 A. Its synchronous reactance is 0.8 Q. Assume a linear 

open-circuit characteristic, 

a. 

b. 

Cc. 

Find the torque angle 6. 

How much field current would be required to make the motor operate 

at 0.78 PF leading? 

What is the new torque angle in part (b)? 

A synchronous machine has a synchronous reactance of 2.0 2 per phase 

and an armature resistance of 0.4 per phase. If E, = 4602 — 8° V and 

V4 = 4802Z0° V, is this machine a motor or a generator? How much power 

P is this machine consuming from or supplying to the electrical system? 

How much reactive power Q is this machine consuming from or supplying 

to the electrical system? 

Figure P5—4 shows a synchronous motor phasor diagram for a motor 

operating at a leading power factor with no R,. For this motor, the 

torque angle is given by 

X51, cos @ 
{a0 0 ae ——— 

Va + X51, sin 0 

X51, cos 6 
6 = tan '|— : 

Vy + X51, sin 6 

Derive an equation for the torque angle of the synchronous motor if the 

armature resistance is included. 

A 2300-V, 400-hp, 60-Hz, eight-pole, Y-connected synchronous motor 

has a rated power factor of 0.85 leading. At full load, the efficiency is 
85 percent. The armature resistance is 0.4 Q, and the synchronous 
reactance is 4.4 . Find the following quantities for this machine 
when it is operating at full load: 

a. 

b. 

Output torque 

Input power 
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Figure P5-4 | Phasor diagram of a motor at a leading power factor. 
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A 440-V, three-phase, Y-connected synchronous motor has a synchronous 

reactance of 1.5 ( per phase. The field current has been adjusted so that the 

torque angle 6 is 28° when the power supplied by the generator is 90 kW. 

a. What is the magnitude of the internal generated voltage E, in this 

machine? 

What are the magnitude and angle of the armature current in the 

machine? What is the motor’s power factor? 

If the field current remains constant, what is the absolute maximum 

power this motor could supply? 

A 100-hp, 440-V, 0.8 PF leading, A-connected synchronous motor has 

an armature resistance of 0.22 Q and a synchronous reactance of 3.0 2. 

Its efficiency at full load is 89 percent. 

a. 

b. 

=touGD) 

og 

What is the input power to the motor at rated conditions? 

What is the line current of the motor at rated conditions? What is the 

phase current of the motor at rated conditions? 

What is the reactive power consumed by or supplied by the motor at 

rated conditions? 

What is the internal generated voltage E, of this motor at rated 

conditions? 

What are the stator copper losses in the motor at rated conditions? 

What is Pony at rated conditions? 

If E, is decreased by 10 percent, how much reactive power will be 

consumed by or supplied by the motor? 

263 
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5-30. Answer the following questions about the machine of Problem 5—28. 

a. IfE, = 430213.5° V and V, = 4402Z0° V, is this machine consuming 

real power from or supplying real power to the power system? Is it 

consuming reactive power from or supplying reactive power to the 

power system? 

b. Calculate the real power P and reactive power Q supplied or consumed 

by the machine under the conditions in part (a). Is the machine 

operating within its ratings under these circumstances? 

c. IfE, = 4702 —12° V and V, = 44020° V, is this machine consuming 

real power from or supplying real power to the power system? Is it 

consuming reactive power from or supplying reactive power to the 

power system? 

d. Calculate the real power P and reactive power Q supplied or consumed 

by the machine under the conditions in part (c). Is the machine 

operating within its ratings under these circumstances? 
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Parallel Operation of 
Synchronous Generators 

n today’s world, an isolated synchronous generator supplying its own load inde- 

pendently of other generators is very rare. Such a situation is found in only a few 

out-of-the-way applications such as emergency generators. For all usual genera- 

tor applications, there is more than one generator operating in parallel to supply the 

power demanded by the loads. An extreme example of this situation is the U.S. 

power grid, in which literally thousands of generators share the load on the system. 

Why are synchronous generators operated in parallel? There are several major 

advantages to such operation: 

1. Several generators can supply a bigger load than one machine by itself. 

2. Having many generators increases the reliability of the power system, since 

the failure of any one of them does not cause a total power loss to the load. 

3. Having many generators operating in parallel allows one or more of them to 

be removed for shutdown and preventive maintenance. 

4. If only one generator is used and it is not operating at near full load, then it 

will be relatively inefficient. But with several smaller machines it is possible 

to operate only a fraction of them. The ones that do operate are operating near 

full load and thus more efficiently. 

6.1 | PARALLELING GENERATORS 

This section explores the requirements for paralleling AC generators and then looks 

at the behavior of synchronous generators operated in parallel. 

The Conditions Required for Paralleling 

Figure 6-1 shows a synchronous generator G, supplying power to a load, with 

another generator G, about to be paralleled with G, by closing of the switch S,. What 
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conditions must be met before the switch can be closed and the two generators 

connected? 

Figure 6-1 | A generator being paralleled with a running power system. 

Load 
a In Ia 

> [a IR 

If the switch is closed arbitrarily at some moment, the generators are liable to be 

severely damaged, and the load may lose power. If the voltages are not exactly the 

same in each conductor being tied together, there will be a very large current flow 

when the switch is closed. To avoid this problem, each of the three phases must have 

exactly the same voltage magnitude and phase angle as the conductor to which it is 

connected. In other words, the voltage in phase a must be exact/y the same as the 

voltage in phase a’, and so forth for phases b—b’ and c—c’. To achieve this match, the 

following paralleling conditions must be met: 

1. The rms line voltages of the two generators must be equal. 

2. The two generators must have the same phase sequence. 

3. The phase angles of the two a phases must be equal. 

4 . The frequency of the new generator, called the oncoming generator, must be 

slightly higher than the frequency of the running system. 

These paralleling conditions require some explanation. Condition | is obvious— 

in order for two sets of voltages to be identical, they must of course have the same 

rms magnitude of voltage. The voltage in phases a and a’ will be completely identi- 

cal at all times if both their magnitudes and their angles are the same, which explains 

condition 3. 

Condition 2 ensures that the sequence in which the phase voltages peak in the 
two generators is the same. If the phase sequence is different (as shown in Figure 
6—2a), then even though one pair of voltages (the a phases) are in phase, the other 
two pairs of voltages are 120° out of phase. If the generators were connected in this 
manner, there would be no problem with phase a, but huge currents would flow in 
phases b and c, damaging both machines. To correct a phase sequence problem, sim- 
ply swap the connections on any two of the three phases on one of the machines. 

If the frequencies of the generators are not very nearly equal when they are con- 
nected together, large power transients will occur until the generators stabilize at a 
common frequency. The frequencies of the two machines must be very nearly equal, 
but they cannot be exactly equal. They must differ by a small amount so that the 
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phase angles of the oncoming machine will change slowly with respect to the phase 
angles of the running system. In that way, the angles between the voltages can be ob- 
served and switch S| can be closed when the systems are exactly in phase. 

The General Procedure for Paralleling Generators 

Suppose that generator G, is to be connected to the running system shown in Fig- 
ure 6—2. The following steps should be taken to accomplish the paralleling. 

Figure 6-2 | (a) The two possible phase sequences of a three-phase system. 

(b) The three-light-bulb method for checking phase sequence. 
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First, using voltmeters, the field current of the oncoming generator should be 

adjusted until its terminal voltage is equal to the line voltage of the running system. 

Second, the phase sequence of the oncoming generator must be compared to the 

phase sequence of the running system. The phase sequence can be checked in a num- 

ber of different ways. One way is to alternately connect a small induction motor to 

the terminals of each of the two generators. If the motor rotates in the same direction 
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each time, then the phase sequence is the same for both generators. If the motor ro- 

tates in opposite directions, then the phase sequences differ, and two of the conduc- 

tors on the incoming generator must be reversed. 

Another way to check the phase sequence is the three-light-bulb method. In this 

approach, three light bulbs are stretched across the open terminals of the switch con- 

necting the generator to the system as shown in Figure 6—2b. As the phase changes 

between the two systems, the light bulbs first get bright (large phase difference) and 

then get dim (small phase difference). [fall three bulbs get bright and dark together, 

then the systems have the same phase sequence. If the bulbs brighten in succession, 

then the systems have the opposite phase sequence, and one of the sequences must be 

reversed. 

Next, the frequency of the oncoming generator is adjusted to be slightly higher 

than the frequency of the running system. This is done first by watching a frequency 

meter until the frequencies are close and then by observing changes in phase between 

the systems. The oncoming generator is adjusted to a slightly higher frequency so 

that when it is connected, it will come on the line supplying power as a generator, in- 

stead of consuming it as a motor would (this point will be explained later). 

Once the frequencies are very nearly equal, the voltages in the two systems will 

change phase with respect to each other very slowly. The phase changes are ob- 

served, and when the phases angles are equal, the switch connecting the two systems 

together is shut. 

How can one tell when the two systems are finally in phase? A simple way is to 

watch the three light bulbs described above in connection with the discussion of 

phase sequence. When the three light bulbs all go out, the voltage difference across 

them is zero and the systems are in phase. This simple scheme works, but it is not 

very accurate. A better approach is to employ a synchroscope. A synchroscope is a 

meter that measures the difference in phase angle between the a phases of the two 

systems. The face of a synchroscope is shown in Figure 6-3. The dial shows the 

phase difference between the two a phases, with 0 (meaning in phase) at the top and 
180° at the bottom. Since the frequencies of the two systems are slightly different, the 
phase angle on the meter changes slowly. If the oncoming generator or system is 
faster than the running system (the desired situation), then the phase angle advances 
and the synchroscope needle rotates clockwise. If the oncoming machine is slower, 
the needle rotates counterclockwise. When the synchroscope needle is in the vertical 
position, the voltages are in phase, and the switch can be shut to connect the systems. 

Figure 6-3 | A synchroscope. 
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Notice, though, that a synchroscope checks the relationships on only one phase. 

It gives no information about phase sequence. 

In large generators belonging to power systems, this whole process of parallel- 

ing a new generator to the line is automated, and a computer does this job. For 

smaller generators, though, the operator manually goes through the paralleling steps 

just described. 

6.2 | FREQUENCY-POWER AND 
VOLTAGE-REACTIVE POWER 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A 
SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR 

All generators are driven by a prime mover, which is the generator’s source of me- 

chanical power. The most common type of prime mover is a steam turbine, but other 

types include diesel engines, gas turbines, water turbines, and even wind turbines. 

Regardless of the original power source, all prime movers tend to behave in a 

similar fashion—as the power drawn from them increases, the speed at which they 

turn decreases. The decrease in speed is in general nonlinear, but some form of 

governor mechanism is usually included to make the decrease in speed linear with an 

increase in power demand. 

Whatever governor mechanism is present on a prime mover, it will always be 

adjusted to provide a slight drooping characteristic with increasing load. The speed 

droop (SD) of a prime mover is defined by the equation 

Ny — Np 
‘sp = Tn x 100% | (6-1) 

where n,) is the no-load prime-mover speed and ny is the full-load prime-mover 

speed. Most generator prime movers have a speed droop of 2 to 4 percent, as defined 

in Equation (6-1). In addition, most governors have some type of set point adjust- 

ment to allow the no-load speed of the turbine to be varied. A typical speed versus 

power plot is shown in Figure 6-4. 

Since the shaft speed is related to the resulting electrical frequency by Equa- 

tion (4-23), 

had 
ae 23 «~ 120 hi ite 

the power output of a synchronous generator is related to its frequency. An example 

plot of frequency versus power is shown in Figure 6—4b. Frequency-power charac- 

teristics of this sort play an essential role in the parallel operation of synchronous 

generators. 

The relationship between frequency and power can be described quantitatively 

by the equation 

p= Sp( Soi a.) (6-2) 
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Figure 6-4 | (a) The speed versus power curve for a typical prime mover. 

(b) The resulting frequency versus power curve for the generator. 
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P = power output of the generator 

fx = no-load frequency of the generator 

fys = Operating frequency of system 

Sp = slope of curve, kW/Hz or MW/Hz 

A similar relationship can be derived for the reactive power Q and terminal volt- 

age V;. As previously seen, when a lagging load is added to a synchronous generator, 

its terminal voltage drops. Likewise, when a leading load is added to a synchronous 

generator, its terminal voltage increases. It is possible to make a plot of terminal volt- 

age versus reactive power, and such a plot has a drooping characteristic like the one 

shown in Figure 6—5. This characteristic is not intrinsically linear, but many genera- 

tor voltage regulators include a feature to make it so. The characteristic curve can be 

moved up and down by changing the no-load terminal voltage set point on the volt- 

age regulator. As with the frequency—power characteristic, this curve plays an im- 

portant role in the parallel operation of synchronous generators. 

The relationship between the terminal voltage and reactive power can be ex- 

pressed by an equation similar to the frequency-power relationship [Equation (5—28)]| 

if the voltage regulator produces an output that is linear with changes in reactive 

power. 
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Figure 6-5 | The curve of terminal voltage V; versus reactive power Q fora 
synchronous generator. 
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It is important to realize that when a single generator is operating alone, the real 

power P and reactive power Q supplied by the generator will be the amount de- 

manded by the load attached to the generator—the P and Q supplied cannot be con- 

trolled by the generator’s controls. Therefore, for any given real power, the governor 

set points control the generator’s operating frequency f, and for any given reactive 

power, the field current controls the generator’s terminal voltage V;. 

Figure 6-6 shows a generator supplying a load. A second load is to be connected in 

parallel with the first one. The generator has a no-load frequency of 61.0 Hz and a 

slope Sp of 1 MW/Hz. Load 1 consumes a real power of 1000 kW at 0.8 PF lagging, 

while load 2 consumes a real power of 800 kW at 0.707 PF lagging. 

a. Before the switch is closed, what is the operating frequency of the system? 

b. After load 2 is connected, what is the operating frequency of the system? 

c. After load 2 is connected, what action could an operator take to restore the 

system frequency to 60 Hz? 

Figure 6-6 | The power system in Example 6-1. 

Turbine generator 
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@ Solution 

This problem states that the slope of the generator’s characteristic is 1 MW/Hz 

and that its no-load frequency is 61 Hz. Therefore, the power produced by the 

generator is given by 

P= Seiy.— foys) (6-2) 
P 

SO loys = hy. Se 

a. The initial system frequency is given by 

P 

tee es fi s: Sp 

1000 kW 
= — ———— = — 1Hz=60H 61 Hz + MW/Hz CilaiaZ 72 Z 

b. After load 2 is connected, 

P 

Ae fry CE 

One lZ 1800 KW = 61 Hz — 1.8 Hz’=59.2'Hz 
~ 4 MW/Hz 

Cr After the load is connected, the system frequency falls to 59.2 Hz. To restore 

the system to its proper operating frequency, the operator should increase 

the governor no-load set points by 0.8 Hz, to 61.8 Hz. This action will restore 

the system frequency to 60 Hz. Q 

To summarize, when a generator is operating by itself supplying the system 

loads, then 

1. The real and reactive power supplied by the generator will be the amount 

demanded by the attached load. 

2. The governor set points of the generator will control the operating frequency of 

the power system. 

3. The field current (or the field regulator set points) control the terminal voltage 

of the power system. 

This is the situation found in isolated generators in remote field environments. 

6.3 | OPERATION OF GENERATORS 
IN PARALLEL WITH LARGE 
POWER SYSTEMS 

When a synchronous generator is connected to a power system, the power system is 
often so large that nothing the operator of the generator does will have much of an 
effect on the power system. An example of this situation is the connection of a single 
generator to the U.S. power grid. The U.S. power grid is so large that no reasonable 
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action on the part of one generator can cause an observable change in overall grid 
frequency. 

This idea is idealized in the concept of an infinite bus. An infinite bus is a power 
system so large that its voltage and frequency do not vary regardless of how much 
real and reactive power is drawn from or supplied to it. The power—frequency char- 
acteristic of such a system is shown in Figure 6-7a, and the reactive power—voltage 
characteristic is shown in Figure 6—7b. 

Figure 6-7 | The curves of frequency versus power and terminal voltage versus 

reactive power for an infinite bus. 
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To understand the behavior of a generator connected to such a large system, 

examine a system consisting of a generator and an infinite bus in parallel supplying 

a load. Assume that the generator’s prime mover has a governor mechanism, but that 

the field is controlled manually by a resistor. It is easier to explain generator opera- 

tion without considering an automatic field current regulator, so this discussion will 

ignore the slight differences caused by the field regulator when one is present. Such 

a system is shown in Figure 6—8a. 

When a generator is connected in parallel with another generator or a large sys- 

tem, the frequency and terminal voltage of all the machines must be the same, since 

their output conductors are tied together. Therefore, their real power—frequency and 

reactive power—voltage characteristics can be plotted back to back, with a common 

vertical axis. Such a sketch, sometimes informally called a house diagram, is shown 

in Figure 6—8b. 

Assume that the generator has just been paralleled with the infinite bus accord- 

ing to the procedure described previously. Then the generator will be essentially 

“floating” on the line, supplying a small amount of real power and little or no re- 

active power. This situation is shown in Figure 6-9. 

Suppose the generator had been paralleled to the line but, instead of being at a 

slightly higher frequency than the running system, it was at a slightly lower fre- 

quency. In this case, when paralleling is completed, the resulting situation is shown 

in Figure 6-10. Notice that here the no-load frequency of the generator is less than 
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Figure 6-8 | (a) A synchronous generator operating in parallel with an infinite bus. 

(b) The frequency versus power diagram (or house diagram) for a 

synchronous generator in parallel with an infinite bus. 
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Figure 6-9 | The frequency versus power diagram at the moment just after paralleling. 
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the system’s operating frequency. At this frequency, the power supplied by the gen- 
erator is actually negative. In other words, when the generator’s no-load frequency is 
less than the system’s operating frequency, the generator actually consumes electric 
power and runs as a motor. It is to ensure that a generator comes on line supplying 
power instead of consuming it that the oncoming machine’s frequency is adjusted 
higher than the running system’s frequency. Many real generators have a reverse- 
power trip connected to them, so it is imperative that they be paralleled with their 
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Figure 6-10 | The frequency versus power diagram if the no-load frequency of the 
generator were slightly less than system frequency before paralleling. 
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frequency higher than that of the running system. If such a generator ever starts to 

consume power, it will be automatically disconnected from the line. 

Once the generator has been connected, what happens when its governor set 

points are increased? The effect of this increase is to shift the no-load frequency of 

the generator upward. Since the frequency of the system is unchanged (the frequency 

of an infinite bus cannot change), the power supplied by the generator increases. This 

is shown by the house diagram in Figure 6—11a and by the phasor diagram in Figure 

6—11b. Notice in the phasor diagram that E, sin 6 (which is proportional to the power 

supplied as long as V; is constant) has increased, while the magnitude of E, (= Kd@w) 

remains constant, since both the field current /, and the speed of rotation w are un- 

changed. As the governor set points are further increased, the no-load frequency in- 

creases and the power supplied by the generator increases. As the power output 

increases, E, remains at constant magnitude while E, sin 6 is further increased. 

What happens in this system if the power output of the generator is increased 

until it exceeds the power consumed by the load? If this occurs, the extra power gen- 

erated flows back into the infinite bus. The infinite bus, by definition, can supply or 

consume any amount of power without a change in frequency, so the extra power 1s 

consumed. 

After the real power of the generator has been adjusted to the desired value, the 

phasor diagram of the generator looks like Figure 6—11b. Notice that at this time the 

generator is actually operating at a slightly leading power factor, so it is acting as a 

capacitor, supplying negative reactive power. Alternatively, the generator can be said 

to be consuming reactive power. How can the generator be adjusted so that it will 

supply some reactive power Q to the system? This can be done by adjusting the field 

current of the machine. To understand why this is true, it is necessary to consider the 

constraints on the generator’s operation under these circumstances. 

The first constraint on the generator is that the power must remain constant 

when /; is changed. The power into a generator is given by the Equation Pi, = Ting. 

Now, the prime mover of a synchronous generator has a fixed torque-speed charac- 

teristic for any given governor setting. This curve changes only when the governor 

set points are changed. Since the generator is tied to an infinite bus, its speed cannot 
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Figure 6-11 | The effect of increasing the governor's set points on (a) the house 

diagram; (b) the phasor diagram. 
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change. If the generator’s speed does not change and the governor set points have not 

been changed, the power supplied by the generator must remain constant. 

If the power supplied is constant as the field current is changed, then the dis- 

tances proportional to the power in the phasor diagram (/, cos 6 and FE, sin 6) cannot 

change. When the field current is increased, the flux ¢@ increases, and therefore FE, 

(= KdbTw) increases. If E, increases, but E, sin 6 must remain constant, then the 

phasor E, must “slide” along the line of constant power, as shown in Figure 6-12. 

Since Vy is constant, the angle of 7X1, changes as shown, and therefore the angle 

and magnitude of I, change. Notice that as a result the distance proportional to Q 

(7, sin @) increases. In other words, increasing the field current in a synchronous gen- 

erator operating in parallel with an infinite bus increases the reactive power output 

of the generator. 

To summarize, when a generator is operating in parallel with an infinite bus: 

1. The frequency and terminal voltage of the generator are controlled by the 

system to which it is connected. 
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Figure 6-12 | The effect of increasing the generator’s field current on the phasor 
diagram of the machine. 

aP 

2. The governor set points of the generator control the real power supplied by 

the generator to the system. 

3. The field current in the generator controls the reactive power supplied by the 

generator to the system. 

This situation is much the way real generators operate when connected to a very large 

power system. 

6.4 | OPERATION OF GENERATORS IN 
PARALLEL WITH OTHER GENERATORS 
OF THE SAME SIZE 

When a single generator operated alone, the real and reactive powers (P and Q) sup- 

plied by the generator were fixed, constrained to be equal to the power demanded by 

the load, and the frequency and terminal voltage were varied by the governor set 

points and the field current. When a generator operated in parallel with an infinite 

bus, the frequency and terminal voltage were constrained to be constant by the infi- 

nite bus, and the real and reactive powers were varied by the governor set points and 

the field current. What happens when a synchronous generator is connected in paral- 

lel not with an infinite bus, but rather with another generator of the same size? What 

will be the effect of changing governor set points and field currents? 

If a generator is connected in parallel with another one of the same size, the re- 

sulting system is as shown in Figure 6—13a. In this system, the basic constraint is that 

the sum of the real and reactive powers supplied by the two generators must equal 

the P and Q demanded by the load. The system frequency is not constrained to be 

constant, and neither is the power of a given generator constrained to be constant. 

The power—frequency diagram for such a system immediately after G, has been par- 

alleled to the line is shown in Figure 6-1 3b. Here, the total power P,,, (which is equal 

to Pigag) iS given by 

de aa a iz Po a Po (6-3) 

and the total reactive power is given by 

rot 2 Ona =e OG Qo (6-4) 
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Figure 6-13 | (a) A generator connected in parallel with another machine of the same 

size. (b) The corresponding house diagram at the moment generator 2 

is paralleled with the system. (c) The effect of increasing generator 2's 

governor set points on the operation of the system. (d) The effect of 

increasing generator 2's field current on the operation of the system. 
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What happens if the governor set points of G, are increased? When the governor 
set points of G, are increased, the power—frequency curve of G, shifts upward, as 
shown in Figure 6—13c. Remember, the total power supplied to the load must not 
change. At the original frequency f,, the power supplied by G, and G, will now be 
larger than the load demand, so the system cannot continue to operate at the same fre- 
quency as before. In fact, there is only one frequency at which the sum of the powers 
out of the two generators is equal to P,,,. That frequency f; is higher than the origi- 
nal system operating frequency. At that frequency, G, supplies more power than be- 
fore, and G, supplies less power than before. 

Therefore, when two generators are operating together, an increase in governor 
set points on one of them 

1. Increases the system frequency. 

2. Increases the power supplied by that generator, while reducing the power 
supplied by the other one. 

What happens if the field current of G, is increased? The resulting behavior is 

analogous to the real-power situation and is shown in Figure 6—13d. When two gen- 

erators are operating together and the field current of G, is increased, 

1. The system terminal voltage is increased. 

2. The reactive power Q supplied by that generator is increased, while the 

reactive power supplied by the other generator is decreased. 

If the slopes and no-load frequencies of the generator’s speed droop (frequency— 

power) curves are known, then the powers supplied by each generator and the result- 

ing system frequency can be determined quantitatively. Example 6—2 shows how this 

can be done. 

_______ [Baio 
Figure 6—-13a shows two generators supplying a load. Generator 1 has a no-load fre- 

quency of 61.5 Hz and a slope Sp, of 1 MW/Hz. Generator 2 has a no-load frequency 

of 61.0 Hz and a slope Sp of 1 MW/Hz. The two generators are supplying a real load 

totaling 2.5 MW at 0.8 PF lagging. The resulting system power-frequency or house 

diagrams are shown in Figure 6-14. 

a. At what frequency is this system operating, and how much power is supplied 

by each of the two generators? 

b. Suppose an additional 1-MW load were attached to this power system. What 

would the new system frequency be, and how much power would G; and G, 

supply now? 

c. With the system in the configuration described in part (b), what will the system 

frequency and generator powers be if the governor set points on G, are 

increased by 0.5 Hz? 
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Figure 6-14 | The house diagram for the system in Example 6-2. 
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@ Solution 

The power produced by a synchronous generator with a given slope and no-load 

frequency is given by Equation (6-2): 

Py Fe Spi(hni, 1 a. Fava) 

Ps = Spal thi, 2 — hays) 

Since the total power supplied by the generators must equal the power con- 

sumed by the loads, 

Proaa *; P, si P, 

These equations can be used to answer all the questions asked. 

a. Inthe first case, both generators have a slope of 1 MW/Hz, and G, has a 

no-load frequency of 61.5 Hz, while Gs has a no-load frequency of 61.0 Hz. 

The total load is 2.5 MW. Therefore, the system frequency can be found 

as follows: 

Fioad me P, ce Ps 

7 Spy(hni, 1 mp Teves) aie Spal fn), 2 ie fev) 

2.5 MW = (1 MW/Hz)(61.5 Hz — fy.) + (1 MW/H2)(61 Hz — fy.) 
= 61.5 MW — (1 MW/Hz)fy. + 61 MW — (1 MW/H2)f,, 
= 122.5 MW — (2 MWIHZ)fy< 
_ 122.5 MW — 2.5 MW Ce Sun ER = 60.0 Hz 

The resulting powers supplied by the two generators are 

P, = Spi(fay, 4 oy foys) 

= (1 MW/Hz)(61.5 Hz — 60.0 Hz) = 1.5 MW 

P, = Spal Ini, 2 hate 

f, = (1 MW/Hz)(61.0 Hz — 60.0 Hz) = 1 MW 
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b. When the load is increased by 1 MW, the total load becomes 3.5 MW. The 
new system frequency is now given by 

Fiad BR Spi(fai, 4 os fsys) a Spal hi, 2 a Feys) 

3.5 MW = (1 MW/Hz)(61.5 Hz — fy.) + (1 MW/Hz)(61 Hz — fy) 
61.5 MW — (1 MW/Hz)f,. + 61 MW — (1 MW/HZ)f,. 

= 122.5 MW — (2 MW/Hz)f,< 

122.5 MW — 3.5 MW fg = i se (2 MINIs) 59.5 Hz 

The resulting powers are 

Pi Spi(Ini, 4 ay fava) 

= (1 MW/Hz)(61.5 Hz — 59.5 Hz) = 2.0 MW 
P, = Spal thi, 2 oy fave) 

= (1 MW/Hz)(61.0 Hz — 59.5 Hz) = 1.5 MW 

c. Ifthe no-load governor set points of G, are increased by 0.5 Hz, the new 

system frequency becomes 

Proad = Spi(fni, a Foye) a Spal fn, 2 ay feys) 

3.5 MW = (1 MW/Hz)(61.5 Hz — fy.) + (1 MW/Hz)(61.5 Hz — fy.) 
= 123 MW — (2 MW/Hz)fy. 

123 MW — 3.5 MW 
f. Ss Ke 2 MAW) 59.75 Hz 

The resulting powers are 

P, os P» a Spi(fy, 4 Pe fee) 

= (1 MW/Hz)(61.5 Hz — 59.75 Hz) = 1.75 MW 

Notice that the system frequency rose, the power of G» rose, and the power 

of G, fell. a 
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When two generators of similar size are operating in parallel, a change in the 

governor set points of one of them changes both the system frequency and the power 

sharing between them. It would normally be desired to adjust only one of these quan- 

tities at a time. How can the power sharing of the power system be adjusted in- 

dependently of the system frequency, and vice versa? 

The answer is very simple. An increase in governor set points on one generator 

increases that machine’s power and increases system frequency. A decrease in gov- 

ernor set points on the other generator decreases that machine’s power and decreases 

the system frequency. Therefore, to adjust power sharing without changing the sys- 

tem frequency, increase the governor set points of one generator and simultaneously 

decrease the governor Set points of the other generator (see Figure 6—15a). Similarly, 

to adjust the system frequency without changing the power sharing, simultaneously 

increase or decrease both governor set points (see Figure 6—15b). 

Reactive power and terminal voltage adjustments work in an analogous fashion. 

To shift the reactive power sharing without changing V;, simultaneously increase the 
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Figure 6-15 | (a) Shifting power sharing without affecting system frequency. 

(b) Shifting system frequency without affecting power sharing. 

(c) Shifting reactive power sharing without affecting terminal voltage. 

(d) Shifting terminal voltage without affecting reactive power sharing. 
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field current on one generator and decrease the field current on the other (see Figure 
6—15c). To change the terminal voltage without affecting the reactive power sharing, 
simultaneously increase or decrease both field currents (see Figure 6—15d). 

~ 

To summarize, in the case of two generators operating together: 

. The system is constrained in that the total power supplied by the two 
generators together must equal the amount consumed by the load. Neither bos 
nor V; is constrained to be constant. 

To adjust the real power sharing between generators without changing fy. 

simultaneously increase the governor set points on one generator while 

decreasing the governor set points on the other. The machine whose governor 

set point was increased will assume more of the load. 

. To adjust f,,, without changing the real power sharing, simultaneously increase 

or decrease both generators’ governor set points. 

To adjust the reactive power sharing between generators without changing V;, 

simultaneously increase the field current on one generator while decreasing the 

field current on the other. The machine whose field current was increased will 

assume more of the reactive load. 

. To adjust V; without changing the reactive power sharing, simultaneously 

increase or decrease both generators’ field currents. 

It is very important that any synchronous generator intended to operate in par- 

allel with other machines have a drooping frequency—power characteristic. If two 

generators have flat or nearly flat characteristics, then the power sharing between 

them can vary widely with only the tiniest changes in no-load speed. This problem is 

illustrated by Figure 6—16. Notice that even very tiny changes in f,, in one of the 

generators would cause wild shifts in power sharing. To ensure good control of 

power sharing between generators, they should have speed droops in the range of 2 to 

5 percent. 

Figure 6-16 | Two synchronous generators with flat frequency—power characteristics. 

A very tiny change in the no-load frequency of either of these machines 

could cause huge shifts in the power sharing. 

tot 
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6.5 | SUMMARY 

The way in which a synchronous generator operates in a real power system depends 

on the constraints on it. When a generator operates alone, the real and reactive 

powers that must be supplied are determined by the load attached to it, and the gov- 

ernor set points and field current control the frequency and terminal voltage, respec- 

tively. When the generator is connected to an infinite bus, its frequency and voltage 

are fixed, so the governor set points and field current control the real and reactive 

power flow from the generator. In real systems containing generators of approxi- 

mately equal size, the governor set points affect both frequency and power flow, and 

the field current affects both terminal voltage and reactive power flow. 

6.6 | QUESTIONS 

6-1. 

6-2. 

6-3. 

6-5. 

6-6. 

What conditions are necessary for paralleling two synchronous generators? 

Why must the oncoming generator on a power system be paralleled at a 

higher frequency than that of the running system? 

What is an infinite bus? What constraints does it impose on a generator 

paralleled with it? 

How can the real power sharing between two generators be controlled 

without affecting the system’s frequency? How can the reactive power 

sharing between two generators be controlled without affecting the system’s 

terminal voltage? 

How can the system frequency of a large power system be adjusted without 
affecting the power sharing among the system’s generators? 

How can the concepts of Section 6.4 be expanded to calculate the system 
frequency and power sharing among three or more generators operating 
in parallel? 

6.7 | PROBLEMS 

6-1. A 480-V, 400-kKVA, 0.85 PF lagging, 50-Hz, four-pole A-connected 
generator is driven by a 500-hp diesel engine and is used as a standby or 
emergency generator. This machine can also be paralleled with the normal 
power supply (a very large power system) if desired. 

a. What are the conditions required for paralleling the emergency 
generator with the existing power system? What is the generator’s rate 
of shaft rotation after paralleling occurs? 

b. If the generator is connected to the power system and is initially 
floating on the line, sketch the resulting magnetic fields and phasor 
diagram. 

c. The governor setting on the diesel is now increased. Show by both 
house diagrams and phasor diagrams what happens to the generator. 
How much reactive power does the generator supply now? 



6-2. 

6-3. 

6-4. 
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d. With the diesel generator now supplying real power to the power 
system, what happens to the generator as its field current is increased 
and decreased? Show this behavior with both phasor diagrams and 
house diagrams. 

A 13.5-kV, 20-MVA, 0.8 PF lagging, 60-Hz, two-pole Y-connected steam- 

turbine generator has a synchronous reactance of 5.0 © per phase and an 

armature resistance of 0.5 ( per phase. This generator is operating in 

parallel with a large power system (infinite bus). 

a. What is the magnitude of E, at rated conditions? 

b. What is the torque angle of the generator at rated conditions? 

c. If the field current is constant, what is the maximum power possible 

out of this generator? How much reserve power or torque does this 

generator have at full load? 

d. At the absolute maximum power possible, how much reactive power 

will this generator be supplying or consuming? Sketch the 

corresponding phasor diagram. (Assume /; is still unchanged.) 

A 480-V, 200-kW, two-pole, three-phase, 50-Hz synchronous generator’s 

prime mover has a no-load speed of 3040 r/min and a full-load speed of 

2975 r/min. It is operating in parallel with a 480-V, 150-kW, four-pole, 

50-Hz synchronous generator whose prime mover has a no-load speed of 

1500 r/min and a full-load speed of 1485 r/min. The loads supplied by the 

two generators consist of 200 kW at 0.85 PF lagging. 

a. Calculate the speed droops of generator | and generator 2. 

b. Find the operating frequency of the power system. 

c. Find the power being supplied by each of the generators in this system. 

d. If V;is 460 V, what must the generators’ operators do to correct for the 

low terminal voltage? 

Three physically identical synchronous generators are operating in parallel. 

They are all rated for a full load of 3 MW at 0.8 PF lagging. The no-load 

frequency of generator A is 61 Hz, and its speed droop is 3.4 percent. 

The no-load frequency of generator B is 61.5 Hz, and its speed droop is 

3 percent. The no-load frequency of generator C is 60.5 Hz, and its speed 

droop is 2.6 percent. 

a. Ifa total load consisting of 8 MW is being supplied by this power 

system, what will the system frequency be and how will the power be 

shared among the three generators? 

b. Create a plot showing the power supplied by each generator as a 

function of the total power supplied to all loads (you may use 

MATLAB to create this plot). At what load does one of the generators 

exceed its ratings? Which generator exceeds its ratings first? 

c. Is this power sharing in (a) acceptable? Why or why not? 

What actions could an operator take to improve the real power sharing 

among these generators? 
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6-5. 

6-6. 

6-7. 

A paper mill has installed three steam generators (boilers) to provide 

process steam and also to use some of its waste products as an energy 

source. Since there is extra capacity, the mill has installed three S-MW 

turbine—generators to take advantage of the situation. Each generator is a 

4160-V, 6250-kVA, 0.85 PF lagging, two-pole, Y-connected synchronous 

generator with a synchronous reactance of 0.75 Q and an armature 

resistance of 0.04 . Generators 1 and 2 have a characteristic power— 

frequency slope sp of 2.5 MW/Hz, and generator 3 has a slope of 3 MW/Hz. 

a. If the no-load frequency of each of the three generators is adjusted to 

61 Hz, how much power will the three machines be supplying when 

actual system frequency is 60 Hz? 

b. What is the maximum power the three generators can supply in this 

condition without the ratings of one of them being exceeded? At what 

frequency does this limit occur? How much power does each generator 

supply at that point? 

c. What would have to be done to get all three generators to supply their 

rated real and reactive powers at an overall operating frequency of 

60 Hz? 

d. What would the internal generated voltages of the three generators be 

under this condition? 

Two identical 300-kVA, 480-V synchronous generators are connected in 

parallel to supply a load. The prime movers of the two generators happen 

to have different speed droop characteristics. When the field currents of the 

two generators are equal, one delivers 200 A at 0.9 PF lagging, while the 

other delivers 180 A at 0.75 PF lagging. 

a. What are the real power and the reactive power supplied by each 

generator to the load? 

b. What is the overall power factor of the load? 

c. In what direction must the field current on each generator be adjusted 

in order for them to operate at the same power factor? 

A generating station for a power system consists of four 120-MVA, 15- 

kV, 0.85 PF lagging synchronous generators with identical speed droop 

characteristics operating in parallel. The governors on the generators’ prime 

movers are adjusted to produce a 3-Hz drop from no load to full load. Three 
of these generators are each supplying a steady 75 MW at a frequency of 
60 Hz, while the fourth generator (called the slack generator) handles all 
incremental load changes on the system while maintaining the system’s 

frequency at 60 Hz. 

a. Ata given instant, the total system loads are 260 MW at a frequency of 
60 Hz. What are the no-load frequencies of each of the system’s 
generators? 
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b. If the system load rises to 290 MW and the generator’s governor set 

points do not change, what will the new system frequency be? 

c. To what frequency must the no-load frequency of the swing generator 

be adjusted in order to restore the system frequency to 60 Hz? 

d. If the system is operating at the conditions described in part (c), what 

would happen if the swing generator were tripped off the line 

(disconnected from the power line)? 

6-8. Suppose that you were an engineer planning a new electric cogeneration 

facility for a plant with excess process steam. You have a choice of either 

two 10-MW turbine—generators or a single 20-MW turbine generator. 

What would be the advantages and disadvantages of each choice? 
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Induction Motors 

n Chapter 5, we saw how amortisseur windings on a synchronous motor could 

develop a starting torque without the necessity of supplying an external field cur- 

rent to them. In fact, amortisseur windings work so well that a motor could be 

built without the synchronous motor’s main DC field circuit at all. A machine with 

only amortisseur windings is called an induction machine. Such machines are called 

induction machines because the rotor voltage (which produces the rotor current and 

the rotor magnetic field) is induced in the rotor windings instead of being physically 

connected by wires. The distinguishing feature of an induction motor is that no 

DC field current is required to run the machine. 

Although it is possible to use an induction machine as either a motor or a gener- 

ator, it has many disadvantages as a generator and so is rarely used in that manner. 

For this reason, induction machines are usually referred to as induction motors. 

7.11 INDUCTION MOTOR CONSTRUCTION 
An induction motor has the same physical stator as a synchronous machine, with a 

different rotor construction. A typical two-pole stator is shown in Figure 7-1. It looks 

(and is) the same as a synchronous machine stator. There are two different types of 

induction motor rotors that can be placed inside the stator. One is called a squirrel- 

cage rotor or simply a cage rotor while the other is called a wound rotor. 

Figures 7—2 and 7-3 show squirrel-cage induction motor rotors. A squirrel-cage 

induction motor rotor consists of a series of conducting bars laid into slots carved in 
the face of the rotor and shorted at either end by large shorting rings. This design is 
referred to as a squirrel-cage rotor because the conductors, if examined by them- 
selves, would look like one of the exercise wheels that squirrels or hamsters run on. 

The other type of rotor is a wound rotor. A wound rotor has a complete set of 
three-phase windings that are mirror images of the windings on the stator. The three 
phases of the rotor windings are usually Y connected, and the ends of the three rotor 
wires are tied to slip rings on the rotor’s shaft. The rotor windings are shorted 
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Figure 7-1 | The stator of a typical induction motor, showing the stator windings. 
(Courtesy of MagneTek Inc.) 

Figure 7-2 | (a) Sketch of squirrel-cage rotor. (b) A typical squirrel-cage rotor. (Courtesy of 
General Electric Company.) 
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through brushes riding on the slip rings. Wound-rotor induction motors therefore 

have their rotor currents accessible at the stator brushes, where they can be examined 

and where extra resistance can be inserted into the rotor circuit. It is possible to take 

advantage of this feature to modify the torque—speed characteristic of the motor. Two 

wound rotors are shown in Figure 7-4, and a complete wound-rotor induction motor 

is shown in Figure 7-5. 
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Figure 7-3 | (a) Cutaway diagram of a typical small squirrel-cage induction motor. (Courtesy of Magne Tek, Inc.) 

(b) Cutaway diagram of a typical large squirrel-cage induction motor. (Courtesy of General Electric 

Company.) 

(a) 

Figure 7-4 | Typical wound rotors for induction motors. Notice the slip rings and the bars connecting the rotor 

windings to the slip rings. (Courtesy of General Electric Company.) 
- ‘ t : 

rt 
es 

Wound rotor induction motors are more expensive than squirrel cage induction 

motors, and they require much more maintenance because of the wear associated 
with their brushes and slip rings. As a result, wound rotor induction motors are 
rarely used. 

7.2 | BASIC INDUCTION MOTOR CONCEPTS 
Induction motor operation is basically the same as that of amortisseur windings on 
synchronous motors. That basic operation will now be reviewed, and some important 
induction motor terms will be defined. 
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Figure 7-5 | Cutaway diagram of a wound-rotor induction motor. Notice the brushes 
and slip rings. Also notice that the rotor windings are skewed to eliminate 
slot harmonics. (Courtesy of MagneTek, Inc.) 

=. 

) 

The Development of Induced Torque in an Induction Motor 

Figure 7—6 shows a squirrel-cage induction motor. A three-phase set of voltages has 

been applied to the stator, and a three-phase set of stator currents is flowing. These 

currents produce a magnetic field B,, which is rotating in a counterclockwise direc- 

tion. The speed of the magnetic field’s rotation is given by 

(7-1) 

where f, is the system frequency in hertz and P is the number of poles in the machine. 

This rotating magnetic field B, passes over the rotor bars and induces a voltage 

in them. 

The voltage induced in a given rotor bar is given by the equation 

€ind = (Vv x B) 2 ] =4'5)) 

where 

v = velocity of the bar relative to the magnetic field 

B = magnetic flux density vector 

] = length of conductor in the magnetic field 

It is the relative motion of the rotor compared to the stator magnetic field that 

produces induced voltage in a rotor bar. The velocity of the upper rotor bars relative 

to the magnetic field is to the right, so the induced voltage in the upper bars is out of 

the page, while the induced voltage in the lower bars is into the page. This results in 

a current flow out of the upper bars and into the lower bars. However, since the rotor 

assembly is inductive, the peak rotor current lags behind the peak rotor voltage (see 

Figure 7—6b). The rotor current flow produces a rotor magnetic field Bz. 
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Figure 7-6 | The development of induced torque in an induction motor. (a) The rotating 

stator field Bs; induces a voltage in the rotor bars. (b) The rotor voltage 

produces a rotor current flow, which lags behind the voltage because 

of the inductance of the rotor. (c) The rotor current produces a rotor 

magnetic field Bz lagging 90° behind itself, and Bz, interacts with Bs 

to produce a counterclockwise torque in the machine. 
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Finally, since the induced torque in the machine is given by 

Tind = KBr x Bs (4-47) 

the resulting torque is counterclockwise. Since the rotor induced torque is counter- 
clockwise, the rotor accelerates in that direction. 

There is a finite upper limit to the motor’s speed, however. If the induction 
motor’s rotor were turning at synchronous speed, then the rotor bars would be 
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stationary relative to the magnetic field and there would be no induced voltage. If eng 

were equal to 0, then there would be no rotor current and no rotor magnetic field. 

With no rotor magnetic field, the induced torque would be zero, and the rotor would 

slow down as a result of friction losses. An induction motor can thus speed up to 

near-synchronous speed, but it can never exactly reach synchronous speed. 

Note that in normal operation both the rotor and stator magnetic fields Br and 

Bs rotate together at speed synchronous speed Nyy, While the rotor itself turns at a 

slower speed. 

The Concept of Rotor Slip 

The voltage induced in a rotor bar of an induction motor depends on the speed of 

the rotor relative to the magnetic fields. Since the behavior of an induction motor 

depends on the rotor’s voltage and current, it is often more logical to talk about this 

relative speed. Two terms are commonly used to define the relative motion of the 

rotor and the magnetic fields. One is slip speed, defined as the difference between 

synchronous speed and rotor speed: 

Astin 7 Nsyne —~ Un (J=2) 

where 

Nip = Slip speed of the machine 

Nsyno = Speed of the magnetic fields 

Nm = Mechanical shaft speed of motor 
m 

The other term used to describe the relative motion is slip, which is the relative 

speed expressed on a per-unit (or sometimes a percentage) basis. That is, slip is 

defined as 

n, - slip 

ee Nsyne Vie ) 

Nsyne — An 
a ae (7-4) 

Nsync 

This equation can also be expressed in terms of angular velocity w (radians per 

second) as 

Notice that if the rotor turns at synchronous speed, s = 0, while if the rotor is sta- 

tionary, s = 1. All normal motor speeds fall somewhere between those two limits. 
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It is possible to express the mechanical speed of the rotor shaft in terms of 

synchronous speed and slip. Solving Equations (7-4) and (7-5) for mechanical 

speed yields 

Nm = (1 — s)n (7-6) syne 

or 

Om = (1 — 5) Open (7-7) 
m 

These equations are useful in the derivation of induction motor torque and power 

relationships. 

The Electrical Frequency on the Rotor 

An induction motor works by inducing voltages and currents in the rotor of the ma- 

chine, and for that reason it has sometimes been called a rotating transformer. Like a 

transformer, the primary (stator) induces a voltage in the secondary (rotor), but un- 

like a transformer, the secondary frequency is not necessarily the same as the primary 

frequency. 

If the rotor of a motor is locked so that it cannot move, then the rotor will have 

the same frequency as the stator. On the other hand, if the rotor turns at synchronous 

speed, the frequency on the rotor will be zero. What will the rotor frequency be for 

any arbitrary rate of rotor rotation? 

Atn,, = 0 r/min, the rotor frequency f, = f,, and the slip s = 1. Atn,, = n,,,., the 

rotor frequency f. = 0 Hz, and the slip s = 0. For any speed in between, the rotor fre- 

quency is directly proportional to the difference between the speed of the magnetic 

field n,,,. and the speed of the rotor n,,. Since the slip of the rotor is defined as 

=—— (7-4) 

(7-8) 

Several alternative forms of this expression exist that are sometimes useful. One 
of the more common expressions is derived by substituting Equation (7-4) for 
the slip into Equation (7-8) and then substituting Equation (7-1) for ng,,. in the 
denominator of the expression: 

nN tt syne m 

fr Z Aeyne 

But nyo = 120f,/P [from Equation (7—1)], so 

pte ie PIs 
if a (Megync Nn) 120 fle 
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Therefore, 

ieee) 

A 208-V, 10-hp, four-pole, 60-Hz Y-connected induction motor has a full-load slip of 

5 percent. 

a. What is the synchronous speed of this motor? 

b. What is the rotor soeed of this motor at the rated load? 

c. What is the rotor frequency of this motor at the rated load? 

d. What is the shaft torque of this motor at the rated load? 

@ Solution 

a. The synchronous speed of this motor is 

120.73 
Asynco = P (7-1) 

120(60 Hz) 
SS BOO r/min 

4 poles 

b. The rotor soeed of the motor is given by 

Nm = (1 me S)eyae (7-6) 

= (1 — 0.95)(1800 r/min) = 1710 r/min 

c. The rotor frequency of this motor is given by 

f, = sf, = (0.05)(60 Hz) = 3 Hz (7-8) 

Alternatively, the frequency can be found from Equation (7-9): 

P 

f, aa 420 (Neyric aa Nm) 
(7-9) 

4 
aru min — min) =3H 120 (1800 r/min — 1710 r/min) Zz 

d. The shaft load torque is given by 

Pout 

Tioad — Wis: 

(10 hp)(746 W/hp) 
= = 41.7 N-m 

(1710 r/min)(27 rad/r)(1 min/60 s) 

The shaft load torque in English units is given by Equation (1-17): 

woe 
Toad ~~ 
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where 7 is in pound-feet, Pis in horsepower, and n,, is in revolutions per minute. 

Therefore, 

5252(10 hp) 
= = 30.7 lb-f = 

Tost Brace 

7.3 | THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
OF AN INDUCTION MOTOR 

An induction motor relies for its operation on the induction of voltages and currents 

in its rotor circuit from the stator circuit (transformer action). Because the induction 

of voltages and currents in the rotor circuit of an induction motor is essentially a 

transformer operation, the equivalent circuit of an induction motor will turn out to be 

very similar to the equivalent circuit of a transformer. An induction motor is called 

a singly excited machine (as opposed to a doubly excited synchronous machine), 

since power is supplied to only the stator circuit. Because an induction motor does 

not have an independent field circuit, its model will not contain an internal voltage 

source such as the internal generated voltage E, in a synchronous machine. 

It is possible to derive the equivalent circuit of an induction motor from a knowl- 

edge of transformers and from what we already know about the variation of rotor 

frequency with speed in induction motors. The induction motor model will be de- 

veloped by starting with the transformer model in Chapter 2 and then deciding how 

to take the variable rotor frequency and other similar induction motor effects into 

account. 

The Transformer Model of an Induction Motor 

A transformer per-phase equivalent circuit, representing the operation of an induction 
motor, is shown in Figure 7—7. 

Figure 7-7 | The transformer model or an induction motor, with rotor and stator connected by an ideal 
transformer of turns ratio apy. 

eft R ee 

Like any transformer, there is a certain resistance and self-inductance in the pri- 
mary (stator) windings, which must be represented in the equivalent circuit of the 
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machine. The stator resistance will be called R,, and the stator leakage reactance will 

be called X,. These two components appear right at the input to the machine model. 

Also, like any transformer with an iron core, the flux in the machine is related to 

the integral of the applied voltage E,. The curve of magnetomotive force versus flux 

(magnetization curve) for this machine is compared to a similar curve for a power 

transformer in Figure 7-8. Notice that the slope of the induction motor’s magneto- 

motive force—flux curve is much shallower than the curve of a good transformer. This 

is because there must be an air gap in an induction motor, which greatly increases the 

reluctance of the flux path and therefore reduces the coupling between primary and 

secondary windings. The higher reluctance caused by the air gap means that a higher 

magnetizing current is required to obtain a given flux level. Therefore, the magnetiz- 

ing reactance Xj, in the equivalent circuit will have a much smaller value (or the sus- 

ceptance B,, will have a much larger value) than it would in an ordinary transformer. 

Figure 7-8 | The magnetization curve of an induction motor compared to that of 

a transformer. 

@ (Wb) 
ry 

Transformer 

Induction 

motor 

- 

S&F (A-turns) 

The primary internal stator voltage E, is coupled to the secondary Ep by an ideal 

transformer with an effective turns ratio d.,;. The effective turns ratio @.,; 1s fairly easy 

to determine for a wound-rotor motor—it is basically the ratio of the conductors per 

phase on the stator to the conductors per phase on the rotor, modified by any pitch 

and distribution factor differences. It is rather difficult to see dg clearly in the case of 

a squirrel-case rotor motor because there are no distinct windings on the squirrel- 

cage rotor. In either case, there is an effective turns ratio for the motor. 

R The voltage Ep produced in the rotor in turn produces a current flow in the 

shorted rotor (or secondary) circuit of the machine. 

The primary impedances and the magnetization current of the induction motor 

are very similar to the corresponding components in a transformer equivalent circuit. 

An induction motor equivalent circuit differs from a transformer equivalent circuit 
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primarily in the effects of varying rotor frequency on the rotor voltage Ep and the 

rotor impedances Rp and jXp. 

The Rotor Circuit Model 

In an induction motor, when the voltage is applied to the stator windings, a voltage is 

induced in the rotor windings of the machine. In general, the greater the relative mo- 

tion between the rotor and the stator magnetic fields, the greater the resulting rotor 

voltage and rotor frequency. The largest relative motion occurs when the rotor is sta- 

tionary, called the locked-rotor or blocked-rotor condition, so the largest voltage and 

rotor frequency are induced in the rotor at that condition. The smallest voltage (0 V) 

and frequency (0 Hz) occur when the rotor moves at the same speed as the stator 

magnetic field, resulting in no relative motion. The magnitude and frequency of the 

voltage induced in the rotor at any speed between these extremes is directly propor- 

tional to the slip of the rotor. Therefore, if the magnitude of the induced rotor voltage 

at locked-rotor conditions is called E; p, the magnitude of the induced voltage at any 

slip will be given by the equation 

Ep — SErR (7-10) 

and the frequency of the induced voltage at any slip will be given by the equation 

tee ia) 
This voltage is induced in a rotor containing both resistance and reactance. The 

rotor resistance Rp is a constant (except for the skin effect), independent of slip, while 

the rotor reactance is affected in a more complicated way by slip. 

The reactance of an induction motor rotor depends on the inductance of the ro- 

tor and the frequency of the voltage and current in the rotor. With a rotor inductance 

of Lp, the rotor reactance is given by 

Xz = w,Lp = 271f, Le 

By Equation (7-8), f. = sf, so 

Xp = 2115f.Lp 

= s(27f,Lp) 
= sX.p (7-11) 

where X;p is the locked-rotor rotor reactance. 

The resulting rotor equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 7-9. The rotor current 
flow can be found as 

se 
RY Re + iXp 

ae SE, R 5 

BORE HSK a Oyhe) 

Eire 
or eee New SEED 

phil Fila a (7-13) 
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Notice from Equation (7-13) that it is possible to treat all of the rotor effects due to 
varying rotor speed as being caused by a varying impedance supplied with power 
from a constant-voltage source E; p. The equivalent rotor impedance from this point 
of view is 

Lye — Rpis PAGE (7-14) 

and the rotor equivalent circuit using this convention is shown in Figure 7-10. In 
the equivalent circuit in Figure 7-10, the rotor voltage is a constant E,p volts and the 
rotor impedance Zp, contains all the effects of varying rotor slip. A plot of the 
current flow in the rotor as developed in Equations (7—12) and (7-13) is shown in 
Figure 7-11. 

Figure 7-9 | The rotor circuit model of an induction motor. 

Tr JXp = jSXrp 

Figure 7-10 | The rotor circuit model with all the frequency (slip) effects concentrated 
in resistor Re. 

Ip IXLR 
— 

Notice that at very low slips the resistive term Rp/s > X,p, so the rotor resistance 

predominates and the rotor current varies /inearly with slip. At high slips, X,p 1s 

much larger than Re/s, and the rotor current approaches a steady-state value as the 

slip becomes very large. 

The Final Equivalent Circuit 

To produce the final per-phase equivalent circuit for an induction motor, it is neces- 

sary to refer the rotor part of the model over to the stator side. The rotor circuit model 

that will be referred to the stator side is the model shown in Figure 7—10, which has 

all the speed variation effects concentrated in the impedance term. 
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Figure 7-11 | Rotor current as a function of rotor speed. 

Rotor current 

iN ae 

25 50 1D 100 125 

Nj» (percentage of synchronous speed) 

In an ordinary transformer, the voltages, currents, and impedances on the sec- 

ondary side of the device can be referred to the primary side by means of the turns 

ratio of the transformer: 

Vp=Vs=aVs (7-15) 
__ As 

I, — I, = a (7-16) 

and Zs = a°Zs (7-17) 

where the prime refers to the referred values of voltage, current, and impedance. 

Exactly the same sort of transformation can be done for the induction motor’s 
rotor circuit. If the effective turns ratio of an induction motor is d.y, then the trans- 
formed rotor voltage becomes 

=, = 
E, 3+ Er — Aen ER (7-18) 

the rotor current becomes 

Tr 
Lh essai (7-19) 
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and the rotor impedance becomes 

aR ae 

If we now make the following definitions: 

Ry = deeRp G21) 
X = aieXip (1222) 

then the final per-phase equivalent circuit of the induction motor is as shown in 
Figure 7-12. 

Figure 7-12 | The per-phase equivalent circuit of an induction motor. 

JX) 

The rotor resistance Rp and the locked-rotor rotor reactance X,p are very diffi- 

cult or impossible to determine directly on squirrel-cage rotors, and the effective 

turns ratiO dg is also difficult to obtain for squirrel-cage rotors. Fortunately, though, 

it is possible to make measurements that will directly give the referred resistance and 

reactance R, and X>, even though Rp, X,p, and ai. are not known separately. The 

measurement of induction motor parameters will be taken up in Section 7.9. 

7.4| POWER AND TORQUE 
IN AN INDUCTION MOTOR 

Because induction motors are singly excited machines, their power and torque rela- 

tionships are considerably different from the relationships in the synchronous ma- 

chines previously studied. This section reviews the power and torque relationships in 

induction motors. 

Losses and the Power-Flow Diagram 

An induction motor can be basically described as a rotating transformer. Its input is 

a three-phase set of voltages and currents. For an ordinary transformer, the output is 

electric power from the secondary windings. The secondary windings in an induction 

motor (the rotor) are shorted out, so no electrical output exists from normal induction 

motors. Instead, the output is mechanical. The relationship between the input electric 

power and the output mechanical power of this motor is shown in the power-flow 

diagram in Figure 7-13. 
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Figure 7-13 | The power-flow diagram of an induction motor. 

PxG 12 cony 
| | 
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; | 
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The input power to an induction motor P;, is in the form of three-phase electric 

voltages and currents. The first losses encountered in the machine are /°R losses in 

the stator windings (the stator copper loss Psc). Then some amount of power is lost 

as hysteresis and eddy currents in the stator (P..,,.). The power remaining at this point 

is transferred to the rotor of the machine across the air gap between the stator and ro- 

tor. This power is called the air-gap power Pc of the machine. After the power is 

transferred to the rotor, some of it is lost as /*R losses (the rotor copper loss Pre), 

and the rest is converted from electrical to mechanical form (P.,,,). Finally, friction 

and windage losses Prgw and stray losses P,,;,. are subtracted. The remaining power 

is the output of the motor P,,,,,. 

The core losses do not always appear in the power-flow diagram at the point 

shown in Figure 7-13. Because of the nature of core losses, where they are accounted 

for in the machine is somewhat arbitrary. The core losses of an induction motor come 

partially from the stator circuit and partially from the rotor circuit. Since an induction 

motor normally operates at a speed near synchronous speed, the relative motion of 

the magnetic fields over the rotor surface is quite slow, and the rotor core losses are 

very tiny compared to the stator core losses. Since the largest fraction of the core 

losses comes from the stator circuit, all the core losses are lumped together at that 

point on the diagram. These losses are represented in the induction motor equivalent 

circuit by the resistor Re (or the conductance G;). If core losses are just given by a 

number (X watts) instead of as a circuit element, they are often lumped together with 

the mechanical losses and subtracted at the point on the diagram where the mechan- 

ical losses are located. 

The higher the speed of an induction motor, the higher its friction, windage, and 

stray losses will be. On the other hand, the higher the speed of the motor (up to Ng nc) 

the lower its core losses. Therefore, these three categories of losses are sometimes 

lumped together and called rotational losses. The total rotational losses of a motor 

are often considered to be constant with changing speed, since the component losses 

change in opposite directions with a change in speed. 

misc 
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__ Exes 
A 480-V, 60 Hz, 50-hp, three-phase induction motor is drawing 60 A at 0.85 PF lag- 
ging. The stator copper losses are 2 kW, and the rotor copper losses are 700 W. The 
friction and windage losses are 600 W, the core losses are 1800 W, and the stray 
losses are negligible. Find the following quantities: 

a. The air-gap power Pag 

b. The power converted P.ony 

c. The output power Py 

d. The efficiency of the motor 

@ Solution 

To answer these questions, refer to the power-flow diagram for an induction motor 

(Figure 7-13). 

a. The air-gap power is just the input power minus the stator /*R losses. The 

input power is given by 

P= A/3V 7h: COs 6 
= V/3(480 V)(60 A)(0.85) = 42.4 kW 

From the power-flow diagram, the air-gap power is given by 

PAG ss Finch ecin ncors 

= 42. 4kW — 2kW — 1.8 kW = 38.6 kW 

b. From the power-flow diagram, the power converted from electrical to 

mechanical form is 

Pest = FAG RCE 

= 38.6 kW — 700 W = 37.9 kW 

c. From the power-flow diagram, the output power is given by 

Petia h come Praw — face 

= 37.9 kW — 600 W — OW = 37.3 kW 

or, in horsepower, 

1 hp 
ae = ies kW) 0.746 kW = 50 hp 

d. Therefore, the induction motor's efficiency is 

Fout 
= x % n P 100% 

2 SLSNWN 5 190% = 88% & 
~ 42.4 kW 
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Power and Torque in an Induction Motor 

Figure 7-12 shows the per-phase equivalent circuit of an induction motor. If the 

equivalent circuit is examined closely, it can be used to derive the power and torque 

equations governing the operation of the motor. 

The input current to a phase of the motor can be found by dividing the input 

voltage by the total equivalent impedance: 

V4 bes ee 7-23 I, Te ( ) 

| 
where Le Sie [sare i (7-24) 

all aS AE EY € 
Therefore, the stator copper losses, the core losses, and the rotor copper losses can be 

found. The stator copper losses in the three phases are given by 

The core losses are given by 

Pei 3Ei Ge (7-26) 

so the air-gap power can be found as 

| Pac =P ree Poe | (7-27) 

Look closely at the equivalent circuit of the rotor. The only element in the equiv- 
alent circuit where the air-gap power can be consumed is in the resistor R,/s. There- 
fore, the air-gap power can also be given by 

(7-28) 

The actual resistive losses in the rotor circuit are given by the equation 

Prot = 31RRp (7=29) 

Since power is unchanged when referred across an ideal transformer, the rotor copper 
losses can also be expressed as 

After stator copper losses, core losses, and rotor copper losses are subtracted 
from the input power to the motor, the remaining power is converted from electrical 
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to mechanical form. This power converted, which is sometimes called developed 
mechanical power, is given by 

(7231) 
= 

ails] 
io) 

OE 
ri a 315 R, | 

Notice from Equations (7-28) and (7-30) that the rotor copper losses are equal 
to the air-gap power times the slip: 

Pret — SPag (7-32) 

Therefore, the lower the slip of the motor, the lower the rotor losses in the machine. 
Note also that if the rotor is not turning, the slip s = 1 and the air-gap power is 
entirely consumed in the rotor. This is logical, since if the rotor is not turning, the 

output power Pou (= Tioag@mn) Must be zero. Since Poon, = Pag — Pecr, this also gives 

another relationship between the air-gap power and the power converted from elec- 

trical to mechanical form: 

Pian PAGE at Bou 

= Ge SLAG 

Japa = d = S)Pag (7-33) 

Finally, if the friction and windage losses and the stray losses are known, the 

output power can be found as 

rat fs Pasty + Praew Ez ee (7-34) 

The induced torque T,,4 in a machine was defined as the torque generated by the 

internal electric-to-mechanical power conversion. This torque differs from the torque 

actually available at the terminals of the motor by an amount equal to the friction and 

windage torques in the machine. The induced torque is given by the equation 

| eats 

Tind = (7-35) 
1 

Wy, 

This torque is also called the developed torque of the machine. 

The induced torque of an induction motor can be expressed in a different form 

as well. Equation (7—7) expresses actual speed in terms of synchronous speed and 
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slip, while Equation (7-33) expresses P.,ny in terms of Pag and slip. Substituting 

these two equations into Equation (7-35) yields 

The last equation is especially useful because it expresses induced torque directly in 

terms of air-gap power and synchronous speed, which does not vary. A knowledge of 

Pq thus directly yields 7,4. 

Separating the Rotor Copper Losses and the Power Converted 
in an Induction Motor’s Equivalent Circuit 

Part of the power coming across the air gap in an induction motor is consumed in 

the rotor copper losses, and part of it is converted to mechanical power to drive the 

motor’s shaft. It is possible to separate the two uses of the air-gap power and to indi- 

cate them separately on the motor equivalent circuit. 

Equation (7-28) gives an expression for the total air-gap power in an induction 

motor, while Equation (7-30) gives the actual rotor losses in the motor. The air-gap 

power is the power that would be consumed in a resistor of value R,/s, while the rotor 

copper losses are the power that would be consumed in a resistor of value Rj. The 

difference between them is P.,,, which must therefore be the power consumed in a 

resistor of value 

Ry l 
Rem saa aa R, = R) t el 

R Sep I= 5 
conve =*2 S (7-37) 

Per-phase equivalent circuit with the rotor copper losses and the power con- 

verted to mechanical form separated into distinct elements is shown in Figure 7-14. 

Figure 7-14 | The per-phase equivalent circuit with rotor losses and P.,,, separated. 

I, R ae ? IX) R, 
——~ rie 
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A 460-V, 25-hp, 60-Hz, four-pole, Y-connected induction motor has the following 

impedances in ohms per phase referred to the stator circuit: 

R,=0.6419 R=03320 
Ke OF 80464 CMR, = 26.8.0 

The total rotational losses are 1100 W and are assumed to be constant. The core loss 

is lumped in with the rotational losses. For a rotor slip of 2.2 percent at the rated volt- 

age and rated frequency, find the motor’s 

a. Speed Gd. Peony ANd Pout 

b. Stator current @. Ting ANG Tigaa 
c. Power factor f. Efficiency 

B Solution 

The per-phase equivalent circuit of this motor is shown in Figure 7-12, and the 

power-flow diagram is shown in Figure 7-13. Since the core losses are lumped 

together with the friction and windage losses and the stray losses, they will be 

treated like the mechanical losses and be subtracted after P.o,, in the power-flow 

diagram. 

a. The synchronous speed is 

120 f,  120(60 Hz) 
Oe pr Se ar nace Ore = 1800 r/min 

= _ (2a rad\(4 min as or @syno = (1800 r/min) 1 60 5 188.5 rad/s 

The rotor’s mechanical shaft speed is 

Din = (1 5a S)Ngyne 

= (1 — 0.022)(1800 r/min) = 1760 r/min 

or Diy Cl 8) @smne 

( 1 — 0.022)(188.5 rad/s) = 184.4 rad/s 

b. To find the stator current, get the equivalent impedance of the circuit. The 

first step is to combine the referred rotor impedance in parallel with the 

magnetization branch, and then to add the stator impedance to that 

combination in series. The referred rotor impedance is 

Rees 
Z> = Boe a [Xo 

“0.332 
~ 0.022 
= 15.09 + j0.464 = 15.1021.76° 0 

+ j0.464 
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The combined magnetization plus rotor impedance is given by 

1 
11/Xu t+ Zo 

ct 1 
~ —j0.038 + 0.06622 — 1.76° 

| 
5 orransate ms Sew et 

Z,= 

Therefore, the total impedance is 

Zot a Zstat a7 Z; 

0.641 + 1.106 + 12.94231.1° 0 

11.72 + j7.79 = 14.07233.6° 0 

The resulting stator current is 

V 
Zoo 

ESS 2662.02 V 
14.07233.6° 2 

l= 

= 18.882 —-33.6°A 

c. The motor power factor is 

PF = cos 33.6° = 0.833 lagging 

d. The input power to this motor is 

P., = V3 Vrl, cos 0 
= V3(460 V)(18.88 A)(0.833) = 12,530 W 

The stator copper losses in this machine are 

Peo. = 3/7 R, 
= 3(18.88 A)*(0.641 Q) = 685 W 

The air-gap power is given by 

Pag = Pin — Pscp = 12,530 W — 685 W = 11,845 W 

Therefore, the power converted is 

Poony = (1 — S)Pag = (1 — 0.022)(11,845 W) = 11,585 W 

The power Py iS given by 

Por = Peony — Prot = 11,585 W — 1100 W = 10,485 W 

hp al = (10,485 wee = 14.1 hp 

(7-25) 
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e. The induced torque is given by 

S\ee mde 

and the output torque is given by 

ee ee 
Tioad = ‘Om 

10,485 W 

RVI EET meee 

(In English units, these torques are 46.3 and 41.9 lb-ft, respectively.) 

f. |The motor’s efficiency at this operating condition is 

_ 10,485 W 
tow | 

7.5 |INDUCTION MOTOR TORQUE-SPEED 
CHARACTERISTICS 

How does the torque of an induction motor change as the load changes? How much 

torque can an induction motor supply at starting conditions? How much does the 

speed of an induction motor drop as its shaft load increases? To find out the answers 

to these and similar questions, it is necessary to clearly understand the relationships 

among the motor’s torque, speed, and power. 

It is possible to use the equivalent circuit of an induction motor and the power- 

flow diagram for the motor to derive a general expression for induced torque as a 

function of speed. The induced torque in an induction motor is given by Equation 

(7-35) or (7-36): 

Tind = a (7-35) 

P 

Tind — = (7-36) 

The latter equation is especially useful, since the synchronous speed is a constant 

for a given frequency and number of poles. Since @,,,. is constant, a knowledge of 

the air-gap power gives the induced torque of the motor. 

The air-gap power is the power crossing the gap from the stator circuit to the 

rotor circuit. It is equal to the power absorbed in the resistance R,/s. How can this 

power be found? 
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Refer to the equivalent circuit given in Figure 7-15. In this figure, the air-gap 

power supplied to one phase of the motor can be seen to be 

ALS: 
Pigg 2a wT 

Therefore, the total air-gap power is 

> 
Phe olg Re 

If /, can be determined, then the air-gap power and the induced torque will be known. 

Figure 7-15 | Per-phase equivalent circuit of an induction motor. 

es JX, RK aa JX 

O_O NY ———— ‘ WW 

Vo JX EF, pe 
s 

= s< = 

Although there are several ways to solve the circuit in Figure 7—15 for the cur- 

rent /,, perhaps the easiest one is to determine the Thevenin equivalent of the portion 

of the circuit to the left of the X’s in the figure. Thevenin’s theorem states that any 

linear circuit that can be separated by two terminals from the rest of the system can 

be replaced by a single voltage source in series with an equivalent impedance. If this 

were done to the induction motor equivalent circuit, the resulting circuit would be a 

simple series combination of elements as shown in Figure 7—16c. 

To calculate the Thevenin equivalent of the input side of the induction motor 

equivalent circuit, first open-circuit the terminals at the X’s and find the resulting 

open-circuit voltage present there. Then, to find the Thevenin impedance, kill (short- 

circuit) the phase voltage and find the Z,, seen “looking” into the terminals. 

Figure 7—-16a shows the open terminals used to find the Thevenin voltage. By 

the voltage divider rule, 

Zu 
$ Zy + Z, 

Xu 
RK + JX, ye IX 

Vin = V 

= Vu 

The magnitude of the Thevenin voltage Vy is 

V Xu 

 \/RE + (Xp Xp? Vru = (7-38) 
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Figure 7-16 | (a) The Thevenin equivalent voltage of an induction motor input circuit. 
(b) The Thevenin equivalent impedance of the input circuit. (c) The 
resulting simplified equivalent circuit of an induction motor. 
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WN ° 
Ve = IXu 
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(a) 

JX, Ry 

WN © 3 
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ING SS J j 2TH R, + j(X, + Xyy) 

——=6) 

(b) 

Roy JXtH JXo 

(e) Von E, =? 
5 

x 

(c) 

Since the magnetization reactance X, > X, and X, > R,, the magnitude of the 

Thevenin voltage is approximately 

to quite good accuracy. 

Figure 7—-16b shows the input circuit with the input voltage source killed. The 

two impedances are in parallel, and the Thevenin impedance is given by 

(jot itis (7-40) 

This impedance reduces to 

iXy(R, + jX JXu (Ry + J Ay) (7-41) 
Ei AST ESE ee area aes en 
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Because Xy > X, and Xy +X, > R,, the Thevenin resistance and reactance are 

approximately given by 

(7-42) 

XE (7-43) 

The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 7—16c. From this circuit, the 

current I, is given by 

L= Vin (7-44) 
os Zr aif Es 

iy 
= — (7-45) 

Rru aia R,/s + [Xr + jX, 

The magnitude of this current is 

V. 
IGS - - (7-46) 

i V (Roy = R,/s)- ei (Xty ar X3)- 

The air-gap power is therefore given by 

,R, 
Perel 

3V2 R,/s 
= ee = (7-47) 

(Roy ae R,/s)- a5 (Xty oi X)- 

and the rotor-induced torque is given by 

NOP AG 
Tind — Coe 

SVs Rods 
Tind — a (7-48) 

Wxynel(Rry + Ro/s)? + (Xpy + X2)° 

A plot of induction motor torque as a function of speed (and slip) is shown in 

Figure 7-17, and a plot showing speeds both above and below the normal motor 

range 1s shown in Figure 7-18. 

Comments on the Induction Motor Torque-—Speed Curve 

The induction motor torque—speed characteristic curve plotted in Figures 7-17 and 

7-18 provides several important pieces of information about the operation of induc- 

tion motors. This information is summarized below: 

1. The induced torque of the motor is zero at synchronous speed. This fact has 

been discussed previously. 



Figure 7-17 | A typical induction 
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motor torque-speed characteristic curve. 
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Figure 7-18 | Induction motor torque-speed characteristic curve, showing the 
extended operating ranges (braking region and generator region). 
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2. The torque-speed curve is nearly linear between no load and full load. In this 

range, the rotor resistance is much larger than the rotor reactance, so the rotor 

current, the rotor magnetic field, and the induced torque increase linearly with 

increasing slip. 

3. There is a maximum possible torque that cannot be exceeded. This torque, 

called the pullout torque or breakdown torque, is 2 to 3 times the rated full- 

load torque of the motor. The next section of this chapter contains a method 

for calculating pullout torque. 

4. The starting torque on the motor is slightly larger than its full-load torque, so 

this motor will start carrying any load that it can supply at full power. 

5. Notice that the torque on the motor for a given slip varies as the square of 

the applied voltage. This fact is useful in one form of induction motor speed 

control that will be described later. 

6. If the rotor of the induction motor is driven faster than synchronous speed, then 

the direction of the induced torque in the machine reverses and the machine 

becomes a generator, converting mechanical power to electric power. 

7. If the motor is turning backward relative to the direction of the magnetic fields, 

the induced torque in the machine will stop the machine very rapidly and will 

try to rotate it in the other direction. Since reversing the direction of magnetic 

field rotation is simply a matter of switching any two stator phases, this fact 

can be used as a way to very rapidly stop an induction motor. The act of 

switching two phases in order to stop the motor very rapidly is called plugging. 

The power converted to mechanical form in an induction motor is equal to 

P 
= Tind®@m cony 

and is shown plotted in Figure 7-19. Notice that the peak power supplied by the in- 

duction motor occurs at a different speed than the maximum torque, and, of course, 

no power is converted to mechanical form when the rotor is at zero speed. 

Maximum (Pullout) Torque in an Induction Motor 

Since the induced torque is equal to Pxg/@,,,.. the maximum possible torque occurs 
when the air-gap power is maximum. Since the air-gap power is equal to the power 
consumed in the resistor R»/s, the maximum induced torque will occur when the 
power consumed by that resistor is maximum. 

When is the power supplied to R,/s at its maximum? Refer to the simplified 
equivalent circuit in Figure 7—16c. In a situation where the angle of the load imped- 
ance is fixed, the maximum power transfer theorem states that maximum power 
transfer to the load resistor R/s will occur when the magnitude of that impedance is 
equal to the magnitude of the source impedance. The equivalent source impedance in 
the circuit is 

y heen. 7 Rry T- J Xry cr: J X5 (7-49) 

so the maximum power transfer occurs when 
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Figure 7-19 | Induced torque and power converted versus motor speed in revolutions 
per minute for an example four-pole induction motor. 
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Solving Equation (7—50) for slip, we see that the slip at pullout torque is given by 

VR + (Xty +X)? 
(7-51) Smax 

Notice that the referred rotor resistance R, appears only in the numerator, so the slip 

of the rotor at maximum torque is directly proportional to the rotor resistance. 

The value of the maximum torque can be found by inserting the expression for 

the slip at maximum torque into the torque equation [Equation (7-48) ]. The resulting 

equation for the maximum or pullout torque is 

3V in 
Pe (7-52) 

2@ynelRrH 7 VRin “A (Xty a X)°] 

max 

This torque is proportional to the square of the supply voltage and is also inversely 

related to the size of the stator impedances and the rotor reactance. The smaller a 

machine’s reactances, the larger the maximum torque it is capable of achieving. 

Note that slip at which the maximum torque occurs is directly proportional to rotor 
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EXAMPLE 7-4 

Electric Machinery and Power System Fundamentals 

resistance [Equation (7—51)], but the value of the maximum torque is independent of 

the value of rotor resistance [Equation (7—52)]. 

The torque—speed characteristic for a wound-rotor induction motor is shown in 

Figure 7—20. Recall that it is possible to insert resistance into the rotor circuit of a 

wound rotor because the rotor circuit is brought out to the stator through slip rings. 

Notice on the figure that as the rotor resistance is increased, the pullout speed of the 

motor decreases, but the maximum torque remains constant. 

It is possible to take advantage of this characteristic of wound-rotor induction 

motors to start very heavy loads. If a resistance is inserted into the rotor circuit, the 

maximum torque can be adjusted to occur at starting conditions. Therefore, the max- 

imum possible torque would be available to start heavy loads. On the other hand, 

once the load is turning, the extra resistance can be removed from the circuit, and the 

maximum torque will move up to near-synchronous speed for regular operation. 

Figure 7-20 | The effect of varying rotor resistance on the torque-speed characteristic 
of a wound-rotor induction motor. 
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A two-pole, 50-Hz induction motor supplies 15 kW to a load at a speed of 2950 r/min. 

What is the motor’s slip? 

What is the induced torque in the motor in N- m under these conditions? 

What will the operating speed of the motor be if its torque is doubled? 

How much power will be supplied by the motor when the torque is doubled? Qo 0 » 
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@ Solution 

a. The synchronous speed of this motor is 

120 f,  120(50 Hz) 
Nsynco = P 3 poles = 3000 r/min 

Therefore, the motor’s slip is 

Ney 
s= (x 100%) (7-4) 

_ 3000 r/min — 2950 r/min é 

3000 r/min eS 10078) 
= 0.0167 or 1.67% 

b. The induced torque in the motor must be assumed equal to the load torque, 

and Peony Must be assumed equal to Poag, SINCe No value was given for 

mechanical losses. The torque is thus 

bccn 

Tind — Or, 

= 15 kW = 
~ (2950 r/min)(2a rad/r)(1 min/60 s) — 48.6 N-m 

c. Inthe low-slip region, the torque-speed curve is linear, and the induced 

torque is directly proportional to slip. Therefore, if the torque doubles, then 

the new slip will be 3.33 percent. The operating speed of the motor is thus 

Am = (1 = $)Ngyno = (1 — 0.0333)(3000 r/min) = 2900 r/min 

d. The power supplied by the motor is given by 

eons Sadr 

= (97.2 N-m)(2900 r/min)(2a rad/r)(1 min/60 s) 

= 29.5 kW i 

A 460-V, 25-hp, 60-Hz, four-pole, Y-connected wound-rotor induction motor has the 

following impedances in ohms per phase referred to the stator circuit: 

R,=06410 R=03320 
X=110602  %=04640 Xy= 2630 

a. What is the maximum torque of this motor? At what speed and slip does 

it occur? 

b. What is the starting torque of this motor? 

When the rotor resistance is doubled, what is the speed at which the 

maximum torque now occurs? What is the new starting torque of the motor? 

d. Calculate and plot the torque-speed characteristics of this motor both with 

the original rotor resistance and with the rotor resistance doubled. 
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@ Solution 

The Thevenin voltage of this motor is 

Xx 

Vin = Sree Re + (X; + Xy) 

s (266 V)(26.3 Q) 

V(0.641 0)? + (1.106 2 + 26.3 2)? 

(7-38) 

= 255.2 V 

The Thevenin resistance is 

(7-42) 
Xu 

Fry ea Ry a ae Kia 

263 0 
2 

FADE ees Ole ee, ~ (0,641 | 

The Thevenin reactance is 

Xt — Xx, = 1.106 QD (7-43) 

a. The slip at which maximum torque occurs is given by Equation (7-51): 

Fi 
Sip ee 7-51 
MRR (Xu + X2)? 

Soe ea ee 
V/(0.590 9)? + (1.106 2 + 0.464 2)? 

This corresponds to a mechanical speed of 

Nm = (1 — $)Neyne = (1 — 0.198)(1800 r/min) = 1444 r/min 

The torque at this speed is 

3Viy 
Tmax — ; ——— (7-52) 

Q@eyncl Ary + V Ry t+ (Xt + Xo)"] 

e 3(255.2 V2 
2(188.5 rad/s)[0.590 V + V0.590 Q)° + (1.106 2 + 0.464 2)?} 

= 229 N-m 

b. The starting torque of this motor is the torque when the slip s = 1: 

3Vi4 Ro 

Wsyncl(Ary + Ro)® + (Xt + Xo)*] 

' 3(255.2 0)°(0.332 ) 
- (188.5 rad/s)[(0.590 1 + 0.332 0)? + (1.106 + 0.464 0)?] 

= 104 N-m 

(7-53) Tstart = 

c. If the rotor resistance is doubled, then the slip at maximum torque doubles, 

too. Therefore, 

Smax = 0.396 
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and the speed at maximum torque is 

Nm = (1 = $)Ngyng = (1 — 0.396)(1800 r/min) = 1087 r/min 

The maximum torque is still 

Tmax = 229 N-m 

The starting torque is now 

SS 3(255.2 0)°(0.664 Q) 
“ar (188.5 rad/s)[(0.590 © + 0.664 0)? + (1.106 © + 0.464 0] 

= 170N-m 

d. Wewill create a MATLAB m-file to calculate and plot the torque-speed 

characteristic of the motor both with the original rotor resistance and 

with the doubled rotor resistance. The m-file will calculate the Thevenin 

impedance using the exact equations for Vy, and 2, [Equations (7-38) 

and (7-41)] instead of the approximate equations, because the computer 

can easily perform the exact calculations. It will then calculate the induced 

torque using Equation (7-48) and plot the results. The resulting m-file is 

shown below. 

M-file: torque speed curve.m 

M-file create a plot of the torque-speed curve of the 

induction motor of Example 7-5. JP oP ol? 

% First, initialize the values needed in this program. 

rl = 0.641; Stator resistance 

Ble hoe OlOes Stator reactance 

C2 052332" Rotor resistance 

0.464; Rotor reactance 

M20 oy Magnetization branch reactance 

v_phase = 460 / sqrt(3); * Phase voltage 

NS yuu 8005 Synchronous speed (r/min) 

Synchronous speed (rad/s) 

* iS) Il 

AP ol oP oP ol? 

2 
so} 

2 
so) WoSynGi=<183- 5; 

& Calculate the Thevenin voltage and impedance from Equations 

% 7-4la and 7-43. 

v th = v phase * ( xm / Sqre (Gideon (od te XM) 2 ee) g 

PREG == oh tapioe ditt ne een ogee Speeds) jie poate) en) ) 

eh real(z_th)j; 

x th = imag(z th); 

Now calculate the torque-speed characteristic for many 

slips between 0 and 1. Note that the first slip value 

is set to 0.001 instead of exactly 0 to avoid divide- 

JP oP oP of? by-zero problems. 

= (O50) 7250; pease sige) 

(2p =O OO aE 

AM ele S)ico* NaS y NC? % Mechanical speed 
nM 
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% Calculate torque for original rotor resistance 

FOR is Si 

tind. tii). =a: * Wath 2 kere ee At Leo a 

(wosync’* ((r th + r2/s(4i))72 4° (xsth. + x2) °2) 77 

end 

% Calculate torque for doubled rotor resistance 

lope shel, Se hice 

Roind2(ii1) = (3 *.vitho2 weeny feta) pas 

(w syne’ * ((r_th + (2*r2)/s(ii))*2 + (x_th + x2)°2)>); 

end 

% Plot the torque-speed curve 

plot (nm,t_ind1,'Color','k','LineWidth',2.0); 

hold on; 

plot (nm,t_ind2,'Color','k','LineWidth',2.0,'LineStyle','-.'); 

xlabel ('\itn_{m}','Fontweight', 'Bold') ; 

ylabel ('\tau_{ind}', 'Fontweight', 'Bold') ; 
title (‘Induction Motor Torque-Speed 

Characteristic','Fontweight','Bold') ; 

legend (‘Original R_{2}','Doubled R_{2}'); 

grid on; 

hotd=orts 

The resulting torque-speed characteristics are shown in Figure 7-21. Note that 

the peak torque and starting torque values on the curves match the calculations 

of parts (a) through (c). Also, note that the starting torque of the motor rose as A, 

increased. | 

Figure 7-21 | Torque—speed characteristics for the motor of Example 7-5. 
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7.6 | VARIATIONS IN INDUCTION MOTOR 
TORQUE-SPEED CHARACTERISTICS 

Section 7.5 contained the derivation of the torque—speed characteristic for an induc- 

tion motor. In fact, several characteristic curves were shown, depending on the rotor 

resistance. Example 7—5 illustrated an induction motor designer’s dilemma—if a 

rotor is designed with high resistance, then the motor’s starting torque is quite high, 

but the slip is also quite high at normal operating conditions. Recall that P.o., = 

(1 — s)Pag, So the higher the slip, the smaller the fraction of air-gap power actually 

converted to mechanical form, and thus the lower the motor’s efficiency. A motor 

with high rotor resistance has a good starting torque but poor efficiency at normal 

operating conditions. On the other hand, a motor with low rotor resistance has a low 

starting torque and high starting current, but its efficiency at normal operating con- 

ditions is quite high. An induction motor designer is forced to compromise between 

the conflicting requirements of high starting torque and good efficiency. 

One possible solution to this difficulty was suggested in passing in Section 7.5: 

Use a wound-rotor induction motor and insert extra resistance into the rotor during 

starting. The extra resistance could be completely removed for better efficiency 

during normal operation. Unfortunately, wound-rotor motors are more expensive, 

need more maintenance, and require a more complex automatic control circuit than 

squitrel-cage rotor motors. Also, it is sometimes important to completely seal a 

motor when it is placed in a hazardous or explosive environment, and this is easier to 

do with a completely self-contained rotor. It would be nice to figure out some way to 

add extra rotor resistance at starting and to remove it during normal running without 

slip rings and without operator or control circuit intervention. 

Figure 7-22 illustrates the desired motor characteristic. This figure shows 

two wound-rotor motor characteristics, one with high resistance and one with low 

resistance. At high slips, the desired motor should behave like the high-resistance 

Figure 7-22 | A torque—speed characteristic curve combining high-resistance effects 

at low speeds (high slip) with low-resistance effects at high speed 

(low slip). 
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wound-rotor motor curve; at low slips, it should behave like the low-resistance 

wound-rotor motor curve. 
Fortunately, it is possible to accomplish just this effect by properly taking ad- 

vantage of leakage reactance in induction motor rotor design. 

Control of Motor Characteristics by Squirrel-Cage Rotor Design 

The reactance X, in an induction motor equivalent circuit represents the referred form 

of the rotor’s leakage reactance. Recall that leakage reactance is the reactance due to 

the rotor flux lines that do not also couple with the stator windings. In general, the 

farther away from the stator a rotor bar or part of a bar is, the greater its leakage 

reactance, since a smaller percentage of the bar’s flux will reach the stator. Therefore, 

if the bars of a squirrel-cage rotor are placed near the surface of the rotor, they will 

have only a small leakage flux and the reactance X, will be small in the equivalent 

circuit. On the other hand, if the rotor bars are placed deeper into the rotor surface, 

there will be more leakage and the rotor reactance X, will be larger. 

For example, Figure 7—23a is a photograph of a rotor lamination showing the 

cross section of the bars in the rotor. The rotor bars in the figure are quite large and 

are placed near the surface of the rotor. Such a design will have a low resistance (be- 

cause of its large cross section) and a low leakage reactance and X, (due to the bar’s 

location near the stator). Because of the low rotor resistance, the pullout torque will 

be quite near synchronous speed [see Equation (7—51)], and the motor will be quite 

efficient. Remember that 

| fe TENE DY rahe 2 (7-33) cony 

so very little of the air-gap power is lost in the rotor resistance. However, since R, is 

small, the motor’s starting torque will be small, and its starting current will be high. 

This type of design is called the National Electrical Manufacturers Association 
(NEMA) design class A. It is more or less a typical induction motor, and its charac- 
teristics are basically the same as those of a wound-rotor motor with no extra resis- 
tance inserted. Its torque—speed characteristic is shown in Figure 7-24. 

Figure 7—23d, however, shows the cross section of an induction motor rotor with 
small bars placed near the surface of the rotor. Since the cross-sectional area of the 
bars is small, the rotor resistance is relatively high. Since the bars are located near the 
stator, the rotor leakage reactance is still small. This motor is very much like a 
wound-rotor induction motor with extra resistance inserted into the rotor. Because of 
the large rotor resistance, this motor has a pullout torque occurring at a high slip, and 
its starting torque is quite high. A squirrel-cage motor with this type of rotor con- 
struction is called NEMA design class D. Its torque-speed characteristic is also 
shown in Figure 7—24. 

Deep-Bar and Double-Cage Rotor Designs 

Both of the previous rotor designs are essentially similar to a wound-rotor motor with 
a set rotor resistance. How can a variable rotor resistance be produced to combine the 
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Figure 7-23 | Laminations from typical squirrel-cage induction motor rotors, showing the cross section of the 

rotor bars: (a) NEMA design class A—large bars near the surface. (b) NEMA design class B— 

large, deep rotor bars. (c) NEMA design class C—double-cage rotor design. (d) NEMA design 

class D—small bars near the surface. (Courtesy of MagneTek, Inc.) 

(a) (b) 

high starting torque and low starting current of a class D design with the low normal 

operating slip and high efficiency of a class A design? 
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Figure 7-24 | Typical torque-speed curves for different rotor designs. 
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It is possible to produce a variable rotor resistance by the use of deep rotor bars 

or double-cage rotors. The basic concept is illustrated with a deep-bar rotor in Figure 

7-25. Figure 7—25a shows a current flowing through the upper part of a deep rotor 

bar. Since current flowing in that area is tightly coupled to the stator, the leakage 

inductance is small for this region. Figure 7—25b shows current flowing deeper in the 

bar. Here, the leakage inductance is higher. Since all parts of the rotor bar are in par- 

allel electrically, the bar essentially represents a series of parallel electric circuits, the 

upper ones having a smaller inductance and the lower ones having a larger induc- 

tance (Figure 7—25c). 

At low slip, the rotor’s frequency is very small, and the reactances of all the par- 

allel paths through the bar are small compared to their resistances. The impedances 

of all parts of the bar are approximately equal, so current flows through all parts of 

the bar equally. The resulting large cross-sectional area makes the rotor resistance 

quite small, resulting in good efficiency at low slips. At high slip (starting condi- 

tions), the reactances are large compared to the resistances in the rotor bars, so all the 

current is forced to flow in the low-reactance part of the bar near the stator. Since the 

effective cross section is lower, the rotor resistance is higher than before. With a high 

rotor resistance at starting conditions, the starting torque is higher and the starting 

current is lower than in a class A design. A typical torque—speed characteristic for this 

construction is the design class B curve in Figure 7—24. 

A cross-sectional view of a double-cage rotor is shown in Figure 7—23c. It 
consists of a large, low-resistance set of bars buried deeply in the rotor and a small, 
high-resistance set of bars set at the rotor surface. It is similar to the deep-bar rotor, 
except that the difference between low-slip and high-slip operation is even more 
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Figure 7-25 | Flux linkage in a deep-bar rotor. (a) For a current flowing in the top of 
the bar, the flux is tightly linked to the stator, and leakage inductance is 
small. (6) For a current flowing in the bottom of the bar, the flux is loosely 
linked to the stator, and leakage inductance is large. (c) Resulting 
equivalent circuit of the rotor bar as a function of depth in the rotor. 
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exaggerated. At starting conditions, only the small bar is effective, and the rotor re- 

sistance is quite high. This high resistance results in a large starting torque. However, 

at normal operating speeds, both bars are effective, and the resistance is almost as 

low as in a deep-bar rotor. Double-cage rotors of this sort are used to produce NEMA 

class B and class C characteristics. Possible torque—speed characteristics for a rotor 

of this design are designated design class B and design class C in Figure 7—24. 

Double-cage rotors have the disadvantage that they are more expensive than the 

other types of squirrel-cage rotors, but they are cheaper than wound-rotor designs. 

They allow some of the best features possible with wound-rotor motors (high start- 

ing torque with a low starting current and good efficiency at normal operating con- 

ditions) at a lower cost and without the need of maintaining slip rings and brushes. 

Induction Motor Design Classes 

It is possible to produce a large variety of torque—speed curves by varying the rotor 

characteristics of induction motors. To help industry select appropriate motors for 

varying applications in the integral-horsepower range, NEMA in the United States 

and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) in Europe have defined a 

series of standard designs with different torque—speed curves. These standard designs 
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are referred to as design classes, and an individual motor may be referred to as a 

design class X motor. It is these NEMA and IEC design classes that were referred to 

earlier. Figure 7—24 shows typical torque-speed curves for the four standard NEMA 

design classes. The characteristic features of each standard design class are given 

below. 

Design Class A Design class A motors are the standard motor design, with a nor- 

mal starting torque, a normal starting current, and low slip. The full-load slip of de- 

sign A motors must be less than 5 percent and must be less than that of a design B 

motor of equivalent rating. The pullout torque is 200 to 300 percent of the full-load 

torque and occurs at a low slip (less than 20 percent). The starting torque of this de- 

sign is at least the rated torque for larger motors and is 200 percent or more of the 

rated torque for smaller motors. The principal problem with this design class is its ex- 

tremely high inrush current on starting. Current flows at starting are typically 500 to 

800 percent of the rated current. In sizes above about 7.5 hp, some form of reduced- 

voltage starting must be used with these motors to prevent voltage dip problems on 

starting in the power system they are connected to. In the past, design class A motors 

were the standard design for most applications below 7.5 hp and above about 200 hp, 

but they have largely been replaced by design class B motors in recent years. Typical 

applications for these motors are driving fans, blowers, pumps, lathes, and other ma- 

chine tools. 

Design Class B_ Design class B motors have a normal starting torque, a lower start- 

ing current, and low slip. This motor produces about the same starting torque as the 

class A motor with about 25 percent less current. The pullout torque is greater than or 

equal to 200 percent of the rated load torque, but less than that of the class A design 

because of the increased rotor reactance. Rotor slip is still relatively low (less than 

5 percent) at full load. Applications are similar to those for design A, but design B is 

preferred because of its lower starting-current requirements. Design class B motors 

have largely replaced design class A motors in new installations. 

Design Class C Design class C motors have a high starting torque with low start- 
ing currents and low slip (less than 5 percent) at full load. The pullout torque is 
slightly lower than that for class A motors, while the starting torque is up to 250 per- 
cent of the full-load torque. These motors are built from double-cage rotors, so they 
are more expensive than motors in the previous classes. They are used for high- 
starting-torque loads, such as loaded pumps, compressors, and conveyors. 

Design Class D Design class D motors have a very high starting torque (275 per- 
cent or more of the rated torque) and a low starting current, but they also have a high 
slip at full load. They are essentially ordinary class A induction motors, but with the 
rotor bars made smaller and with a higher-resistance material. The high rotor resis- 
tance shifts the peak torque to a very low speed. It is even possible for the highest 
torque to occur at zero speed (100 percent slip). Full-load slip for these motors is 
quite high because of the high rotor resistance. It is typically 7 to 11 percent, but may 
go as high as 17 percent or more. These motors are used in applications requiring the 
acceleration of extremely high inertia loads, especially large flywheels used in punch 
presses or shears. In such applications, these motors gradually accelerate a large 
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flywheel up to full speed, which then drives the punch. After a punching operation, the 

motor then reaccelerates the flywheel over a fairly long time for the next operation. 

___ [Bae 
A 460-V, 30-hp, 60-Hz, four-pole, Y-connected induction motor has two possible rotor 

designs: a single-cage rotor and a double-cage rotor. (The stator is identical for 

either rotor design.) The motor with the single-cage rotor may be modeled by the 

following impedances in ohms per phase referred to the stator circuit: 

R,=064192 R=03000 
X,=0.75092 %=05009 X= 2630 

The motor with the double-cage rotor may be modeled is a tightly coupled, high- 

resistance outer cage in parallel with a loosely coupled, low-resistance inner cage 

(similar to the structure of Figure 7-25c). The stator and magnetization resistance 

and reactances will be identical with those in the single-cage design. 

The resistance and reactance of the rotor outer cage are: 

Poo = 3.2002 X= 0.500 0 

Note that the resistance is high because the outer bar has a small cross section, 

while the reactance is the same as the reactance of the single-cage rotor, since the 

outer cage is very close to the stator, and the leakage reactance is small. 

The resistance and reactance of the inner cage are: 

R,=0.4000  X,= 3.3000 

Here the resistance is low because the bars have a large cross-sectional area, but 

the leakage reactance is quite high. 

Calculate the torque-speed characteristics associated with the two rotor 

designs. How do they compare? 

@ Solution 

The torque-speed characteristic of the motor with the single-cage rotor can be 

calculated in exactly the same manner as Example 7-5. The torque—speed char- 

acteristic of the motor with the double-cage rotor can also be calculated in the 

same fashion, except that at each slip the rotor resistance and reactance will be 

the parallel combination of the impedances of the inner and outer cages. At low 

slips, the rotor reactance will be relatively unimportant, and the large inner cage 

will pay a major part in the machine’s operation. At high slips, the high reactance 

of the inner cage almost removes it from the circuit. 

A MATLAB m-file to calculate and plot the two torque-speed characteristics 

is shown below. 

ol? M-file: torque speed _2.m 

M-file create and plot of the torque-speed curve of an 

% induction motor with a double-cage rotor design. 
o? 
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& First, initialize the values needed in this program. 

rl = 0.641; Stator resistance 

» all Or S'0:; Stator reactance 

Pa Or 30 Oi. Rotor resistance for single- 

cage motor 

Rotor resistance for inner 

cage of double-cage motor 

Rotor resistance for outer 

cage of double-cage motor 

Rotor reactance for single- 

cage motor 

Il 

oe 

ae oP ole 

oe r2i = 0.400; 

oP ol? B...20.0)7 5 Ny ie) Il 

ae ole x2 = 0.500% 

oe 

x2a6 =" 343.00); % Rotor reactance for inner 

% cage of double-cage motor 

X20. =, 0.500; % Rotor reactance for outer 

% cage of double-cage motor 

xm = 26.3; % Magnetization branch reactance 

ol? Phase voltage 

Synchronous speed (r/min) 

Synchronous speed (rad/s) 

v_phase = 460 / sqrt (3); 

n sync = 1800; oe 

oe WiSsVNCe we. B oi, 

% Calculate the Thevenin voltage and impedance from Equations 

% 7-4la and 7-43. 

Lthsivephase*-Gjxm+/ sqrt (r1.2 + (x1 + xm) 2). ); 

RES cle eee Set Reade 4119 eet a eet meaty eg J) amy me ral em tay =P OG Ne Oo ey wav) 8) 

ech real (z th) ; 

bebe at imag(z_th) ; 

< 

% Now calculate the motor speed for many slips between 

% 0 and 1. Note that the first slip value is set to 

% 0.001 instead of exactly 0 to avoid divide-by-zero 

% problems. 

Se COs Ls 50) 6/5077 % Slip 

s(1) = 0.001; % Avoid division-by-zero 

nin Sees ares ynes % Mechanical speed 

% Calculate torque for the single-cage rotor. 

Pomp eS 1 

eu pale ayo Lele Gris Wer mal chek ery aeliclla” 2) Mae rae Ry RN GuBE)))) 5) 

Gif WanKon Nt ciel ala otale a Ulxaeay fou lel) Shite lela acid ye mam eh ee) 
end 

% Calculate resistance and reactance of the double-cage 

% rotor at this slip, and then use those values to 

% calculate the induced torque. 

Loria Si 

Vere Ly (rade tai) ¥ x22) Hegdy (oy exes 

Zar nSal yin % Effective rotor impedance 

n2eff =<real (zy n)i; * Effective rotor resistance 

KZCE Le = elma asta % Effective rotor reactance 

% Calculate induced torque for double-cage rotor. 

Cina 2 (i SoU SO eee CHD) eve heey ee ey 

(wusyne* siG(oxthsrtn2efF sid) p Qi shes (mith be eacoe bes eae imine 

end 
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% Plot the torque-speed curves 

Plot(nm), tsandis Color, TWaimewadtha',2), 0) 

hold on; 

plot (nm,t ind2,'Color'!,'k','LineWidth',2.0,'LineStyle','-.') 

xlabel ('\itn_{m}!','Fontweight!,'Bold’) ; 

ylabel ('\tau_{ind}!','Fontweight','Bold') ; 

title ('Induction Motor Torque-Speed 

Characteristics', 'Fontweight', 'Bold') ; 

legend ('Single-Cage Design', 'Double-Cage Design’) ; 

gGridon; 

hold sof; 

, 

The resulting torque-speed characteristics are shown in Figure 7-26. Note that 

the double-cage design has a slightly higher slip in the normal operating range, a 

smaller maximum torque and a higher starting torque compared to the corre- 

sponding single-cage rotor design. This behavior matches our theoretical discus- 

sions in this section. & 

Figure 7-26 | Comparison of torque-speed characteristics for the single- and 

double-cage rotors of Example 7-6. 
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7.71 STARTING INDUCTION MOTORS 

Induction motors do not present the types of starting problems that synchronous mo- 

tors do. In many cases, induction motors can be started by simply connecting them to 

the power line. However, there are sometimes good reasons for not doing this. For 

example, the starting current required may cause such a dip in the power system volt- 

age that across-the-line starting is not acceptable. 
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For wound-rotor induction motors, starting can be achieved at relatively low 

currents by inserting extra resistance in the rotor circuit during starting. This extra re- 

sistance not only increases the starting torque but also reduces the starting current. 

For squirrel-cage induction motors, the starting current can vary widely depend- 

ing primarily on the motor’s rated power and on the effective rotor resistance at start- 

ing conditions. To estimate the rotor current at starting conditions, all squirrel-cage 

motors now have a starting code letter (not to be confused with their design class 

letter) on their nameplates. The code letter sets limits on the amount of current the 

motor can draw at starting conditions. 

These limits are expressed in terms of the starting apparent power of the motor 

as a function of its horsepower rating. Figure 7-27 is a table containing the starting 

kilovolt-amperes per horsepower for each code letter. 

To determine the starting current for an induction motor, read the rated voltage, 

horsepower, and code letter from its nameplate. Then the starting apparent power for 

the motor will be 

Start = (rated horsepower)(code letter factor) (7-54) 

and the starting current can be found from the equation 

i, S Start jos bea 
V3Vr 

Figure 7-27 | Table of NEMA code letters, indicating the starting kilovoltamperes 
per horsepower of rating for a motor. Each code letter extends up 

to, but does not include, the lower bound of the next higher class. 
(Reproduced by permission from Motors and Generators, NEMA 

Publication MG-1, copyright 1987 by NEMA.) 

Nominal code Locked rotor, Nominal code Locked rotor, 

letter kVA/hp letter kVA/hp 

A 0-3.15 E 9.00—10.00 

B 3.15-3.55 M 10.00—11.00 

C 3.55—4.00 N 11.20-12.50 

D 4.00-4.50 = 12.50-14.00 

E 4.50-5.00 R 14.00-16.00 

= 5.00-5.60 s 16.00-18.00 

G 5.60-6.30 T 18.00-20.00 

H 6.30-7.10 U 20.00-22.40 

J 7.10-8.00 V 22.40 and up 

K 8.00-9.00 

What is the starting current of a 15-hp, 208-V, code letter F, three-phase induction 

motor? 
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@ Solution 

According to Figure 7-27, the maximum kilovoltamperes per horsepower is 5.6. 

Therefore, the maximum starting kilovoltamperes of this motor is 

Sstart = (15 hp)(5.6) = 84 kVA 

The starting current is thus 

Sstart 

ENV 

/3(208 V) 

I (7-55) 

331 

If necessary, the starting current of an induction motor may be reduced by a 

starting circuit. However, if this is done, it will also reduce the starting torque of the 

motor. 

One way to reduce the starting current is to insert extra inductors or resistors into 

the power line during starting. While formerly common, this approach is rare today. 

An alternative approach is to reduce the motor’s terminal voltage during starting by 

using autotransformers to step it down. Figure 7—28 shows a typical reduced-voltage 

starting circuit using autotransformers. During starting, contacts | and 3 are shut, 

supplying a lower voltage to the motor. Once the motor is nearly up to speed, those 

contacts are opened and contacts 2 are shut. These contacts put full line voltage 

across the motor. 

Figure 7-28 | An autotransformer starter for an induction motor. 

Line terminals 

SE be alr yale pe 

| 

— 

in) 

i 
9 — >? 2 = 2 

Three-phase 
autotransformer 

Fema tls 
Motor terminals 

Starting sequence: 

(a) Close | and 3 

(b) Open | and 3 
(c) Close 2 

It is important to realize that, while the starting current is reduced in direct pro- 

portion to the decrease in terminal voltage, the starting torque decreases as the square 

of the applied voltage. Therefore, only a certain amount of current reduction can be 

done if the motor is to start with a shaft load attached. 
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7.8 | SPEED CONTROL OF INDUCTION MOTORS 
Until the advent of modern solid-state drives, induction motors in general were not 

good machines for applications requiring considerable speed control. The normal 

operating range of a typical induction motor (design classes A, B, and C) is confined 

to less than 5 percent slip, and the speed variation over that range is more or less 

directly proportional to the load on the shaft of the motor. Even if the slip could be 

made larger, the efficiency of the motor would become very poor, since the rotor 

copper losses are directly proportional to the slip on the motor (remember that 

Pact = SPag). 
There are really only two techniques by which the speed of an induction motor 

can be controlled. One is to vary the synchronous speed, which is the speed of the 

stator and rotor magnetic fields, since the rotor speed always remains near ny... The 

other technique is to vary the slip of the motor for a given load. Each of these ap- 

proaches will be taken up in more detail below. 

The synchronous speed of an induction motor is given by 

iii 
sync P n (7-1) 

so the only ways in which the synchronous speed of the machine can be varied are 

(1) by changing the electrical frequency and (2) by changing the number of poles on 

the machine. Slip control may be accomplished by varying either the rotor resistance 

or the terminal voltage of the motor. 

Induction Motor Speed Control by Pole Changing 

In the days before modern solid-state control circuits were common, the stator wind- 
ings of induction motors were often constructed so that the number of poles in the 
stator windings could be changed. This technique is largely obsolete now, so it will 
not be discussed further here. See Reference 2 for details on this topic. 

Speed Control by Changing the Line Frequency 

If the electrical frequency applied to the stator of an induction motor is changed, the 
rate of rotation of its magnetic fields n,,. will change in direct proportion to the 
change in electrical frequency, and the no-load point on the torque—speed character- 
istic curve will change with it (see Figure 7-29). The synchronous speed of the mo- 
tor at rated conditions is known as the base speed. By using variable frequency 
control, it is possible to adjust the speed of the motor either above or below base 
speed. A properly designed variable-frequency induction motor drive can be very 
flexible. It can control the speed of an induction motor over a range from as little as 
5 percent of base speed up to about twice base speed. However, it is important to 
maintain certain voltage and torque limits on the motor as the frequency is varied, to 
ensure safe Operation. 

When a motor is running at speeds below its base speed, it is necessary to reduce 
the terminal voltage applied to the stator for proper operation. The terminal voltage 
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Figure 7-29 | Variable-frequency speed control in an induction motor: (a) The family 
of torque-speed characteristic curves for speeds below base speed, 
assuming that the line voltage is derated linearly with frequency. 
(b) The family of torque-speed characteristic curves for speeds 

above base speed, assuming that the line voltage is held constant. 

(c) The torque-speed characteristic curves for all frequencies. 
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Figure 7-29 | (continued) 
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applied to the stator should be decreased linearly with decreasing stator frequency. 

This process is called derating. If it is not done, the steel in the core of the induction 

motor will saturate and excessive magnetization currents will flow in the machine. 

To understand the necessity for derating, recall that an induction motor is basi- 

cally a rotating transformer. As with any transformer, the flux in the core of an in- 

duction motor can be found from Faraday’s law: 

dd 
7 Ae = = Nae (1-36) 

If a voltage is applied to the core, the resulting flux @ is 

meee AD 3 (1) = yy, | oat 
1 fe: 

= il Vy Sin ct dt 

A(t) = — Vi COS wt (7-56) 
wNp i 

Note that the electrical frequency appears in the denominator of this expression. 
Therefore, if the electrical frequency applied to the stator decreases by 10 percent 
while the magnitude of the voltage applied to the stator remains constant, the flux in 
the core of the motor will increase by about 10 percent and the magnetization current 
of the motor will increase. In the unsaturated region of the motor’s magnetization 
curve, the increase in magnetization current will also be about 10 percent. However, 
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in the saturated region of the motor’s magnetization curve, a 10 percent increase in 
flux requires a much larger increase in magnetization current. Induction motors are 
normally designed to operate near the saturation point on their magnetization curves, 
so the increase in flux due to a decrease in frequency will cause excessive magneti- 
zation currents to flow in the motor. (This same problem was observed in trans- 
formers; see Section 3.12.) 

To avoid excessive magnetization currents, it is customary to decrease the ap- 
plied stator voltage in direct proportion to the decrease in frequency whenever the 
frequency falls below the rated frequency of the motor. Since the applied voltage v 
appears in the numerator of Equation (7-56) and the frequency w appears in the de- 
nominator of Equation (7-56), the two effects counteract each other, and the magne- 
tization current is unaffected. 

When the voltage applied to an induction motor is varied linearly with frequency 
below the base speed, the flux in the motor will remain approximately constant. 
Therefore, the maximum torque that the motor can supply remains fairly high. How- 
ever, the maximum power rating of the motor must be decreased linearly with de- 
creases in frequency to protect the stator circuit from overheating. The power 
supplied to a three-phase induction motor is given by 

P=>/3Vd;cos 6 

If the voltage V, is decreased, then the maximum power P must also be decreased, 

or else the current flowing in the motor will become excessive, and the motor will 

overheat. 

Figure 7—29a shows a family of induction motor torque—speed characteristic 

curves for speeds below base speed, assuming that the magnitude of the stator volt- 

age varies linearly with frequency. 

When the electrical frequency applied to the motor exceeds the rated frequency 

of the motor, the stator voltage is held constant at the rated value. Although satura- 

tion considerations would permit the voltage to be raised above the rated value under 

these circumstances, it is limited to the rated voltage to protect the winding insulation 

of the motor. The higher the electrical frequency above base speed, the larger the de- 

nominator of Equation (7-57) becomes. Since the numerator term is held constant 

above rated frequency, the resulting flux in the machine decreases and the maximum 

torque decreases with it. Figure 7-29b shows a family of induction motor torque— 

speed characteristic curves for speeds above base speed, assuming that the stator 

voltage is held constant. 

If the stator voltage is varied linearly with frequency below base speed and is 

held constant at rated value above base speed, then the resulting family of torque— 

speed characteristics is as shown in Figure 7—29c. The rated speed for the motor 

shown in Figure 7—29 is 1800 r/min. 

In the past, the principal disadvantage of electrical frequency control as a 

method of speed changing was that a dedicated generator or mechanical frequency 

changer was required to make it operate. This problem has disappeared with the de- 

velopment of modern solid-state variable-frequency motor drives. In fact, changing 

the line frequency with solid-state motor drives has become the method of choice for 
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induction motor speed control. Note that this method can be used with any induction 

motor, unlike the pole-changing technique, which requires a motor with special stator 

windings. 

Speed Control by Changing the Line Voltage 

The torque developed by an induction motor is proportional to the square of the ap- 

plied voltage. If a load has a torque—speed characteristic such as the one shown in 

Figure 7-30, then the speed of the motor may be controlled over a limited range by 

varying the line voltage. This method of speed control is sometimes used on small 

motors driving fans. 

Figure 7-30 | Variable-line-voltage speed control in an induction motor. 
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Speed Control by Changing the Rotor Resistance 

In wound-rotor induction motors, it is possible to change the shape of the 
torque—speed curve by inserting extra resistances into the rotor circuit of the ma- 
chine. The resulting torque—speed characteristic curves are shown in Figure 7-31. If 
the torque—speed curve of the load is as shown in the figure, then changing the rotor 
resistance will change the operating speed of the motor. However, inserting extra 
resistances into the rotor circuit of an induction motor seriously reduces the effi- 
ciency of the machine. Such a method of speed control is normally used only for 
short periods because of this efficiency problem. 
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Figure 7-31 | Speed control by varying the rotor resistance of a wound-rotor 
induction motor. 
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7.9 | DETERMINING CIRCUIT MODEL 
PARAMETERS 

The equivalent circuit of an induction motor is a very useful tool for determining the 

motor’s response to changes in load. However, if a model is to be used for a real ma- 

chine, it is necessary to determine what the element values are that go into the model. 

How can R,, R>, X,, X>, and X, be determined for a real motor? 

These pieces of information may be found by performing a series of tests on the 

induction motor that are analogous to the short-circuit and open-circuit tests in a 

transformer. The tests must be performed under precisely controlled conditions, since 

the resistances vary with temperature and the rotor resistance also varies with rotor 

frequency. The exact details of how each induction motor test must be performed in 

order to achieve accurate results are described in IEEE Standard 112. Although the 

details of the tests are very complicated, the concepts behind them are relatively 

straightforward and will be explained here. 

The DC Test for Stator Resistance 

The rotor resistance R, plays an extremely critical role in the operation of an induc- 

tion motor. Among other things, R, determines the shape of the torque—speed curve, 

determining the speed at which the pullout torque occurs. A standard motor test 

called the locked-rotor test can be used to determine the total motor circuit resistance 
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(this test is taken up in the next section). However, this test finds only the total resis- 

tance. To find the rotor resistance R, accurately, it is necessary to know R, so that it 

can be subtracted from the total. 

There is a test for R,; independent of R,, X,, and X>. This test is called the 

DC test. Basically, a DC voltage is applied to the stator windings of an induction 

motor. Because the current is DC, there is no induced voltage in the rotor circuit and 

no resulting rotor current flow. Also, the reactance of the motor is zero at direct cur- 

rent. Therefore, the only quantity limiting current flow in the motor is the stator 

resistance, and that resistance can be determined. 

The basic circuit for the DC test is shown in Figure 7-32. This figure shows a 

DC power supply connected to two of the three terminals of a Y-connected induction 

motor. To perform the test, the current in the stator windings is adjusted to the rated 

value, and the voltage between the terminals is measured. The current in the stator 

windings is adjusted to the rated value in an attempt to heat the windings to the same 

temperature they would have during normal operation (remember, winding resistance 

is a function of temperature). 

Figure 7-32 | Test circuit for a DC resistance test. 

Current- 

limiting 

resistor 
t= died 
™ 

Voc 
(variable) 

The current in Figure 7-32 flows through two of the windings, so the total resis- 
tance in the current path is 2R,. Therefore, 

Pe 

Zk, = ue 
Ipc 

or (7-57) 

With this value of R, the stator copper losses at no load may be determined, and 
the rotational losses may be found as the difference between the input power at no 
load and the stator copper losses. 

The value of R; calculated in this fashion is not completely accurate, since it 
neglects the skin effect that occurs when an AC voltage is applied to the windings. 
More details concerning corrections for temperature and skin effect can be found in 
IEEE Standard 112. 
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The No-Load Test 

The no-load test of an induction motor measures the rotational losses of the motor 
and provides information about its magnetization current. The test circuit for this test 
is shown in Figure 7—33a. Wattmeters, a voltmeter, and three ammeters are connected 
to an induction motor, which is allowed to spin freely. The only load on the motor is 
the friction and windage losses, so all P.,,, in this motor is consumed by mechanical 
losses, and the slip of the motor is very small (possibly as small as 0.001 or less). The 
equivalent circuit of this motor is shown in Figure 7-33b. With its very small slip, the 
resistance corresponding to its power converted, R,(1 — s)/s, is much much larger 
than the resistance corresponding to the rotor copper losses R, and much larger than 
the rotor reactance X,. In this case, the equivalent circuit reduces approximately to 
the second circuit in Figure 7—33b. There, the output resistor is in parallel with the 
magnetization reactance Xy, and the core losses Re. 

In this motor at no-load conditions, the input power measured by the meters 
must equal the losses in the motor. The rotor copper losses are negligible because the 
current /, is extremely small [because of the large load resistance R,(1 — s)/s], so they 
may be neglected. The stator copper losses are given by 

Pscy, = 317 R, (7-25) 

Po SPs Rage Pe awe 

so the input power must equal 

os 317 R, a? Pe (7-58) 

where is the rotational losses of the motor: 

Jes = [ioe ap Prew + Pig (7-59) 

Thus, given the input power to the motor, the rotational losses of the machine may be 

determined. 

The equivalent circuit that describes the motor operating in this condition con- 

tains resistors Rc and R,(1 — s)/s in parallel with the magnetizing reactance X,. The 

current needed to establish a magnetic field is quite large in an induction motor, be- 

cause of the high reluctance of its air gap, so the reactance X,, will be much smaller 

than the resistances in parallel with it and the overall input power factor will be very 

small. With the large lagging current, most of the voltage drop will be across the in- 

ductive components in the circuit. The equivalent input impedance is thus approx1- 

mately 

(7-60) 

and if X, can be found in some other fashion, the magnetizing impedance Xj, will be 

known for the motor. 
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Figure 7-33 | The no-load test of an induction motor: (a) Test circuit. (b) The resulting motor equivalent circuit. 
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The Locked-Rotor Test 

The third test that can be performed on an induction motor to determine its circuit pa- 
rameters 1s called the locked-rotor test, or sometimes the blocked-rotor test. This test 
corresponds to the short-circuit test on a transformer. In this test, the rotor is locked 
or blocked so that it cannot move, a voltage is applied to the motor, and the resulting 
voltage, current, and power are measured. 
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Figure 7-34a shows the connections for the locked-rotor test. To perform the 
blocked-rotor test, an AC voltage is applied to the stator, and the current flow is 
adjusted to be approximately full-load value. When the current is full-load value, the 
voltage, current, and power flowing into the motor are measured. The equivalent 
circuit for this test is shown in Figure 7—34b. Notice that since the rotor is not mov- 
ing, the slip s = 1, and so the rotor resistance R,/s is just equal to Ry (quite a small 
value). Since R, and X, are so small, almost all the input current will flow through 
them, instead of through the much larger magnetizing reactance X,,. Therefore, the 
circuit under these conditions looks like a series combination of X,, Ri, Xz, and R. 

Figure 7-34 | The locked-rotor test for an induction motor: (a) Test circuit. 
(6) Motor equivalent circuit. 
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There is one problem with this test, however. In normal operation, the stator fre- 

quency is the line frequency of the power system (50 or 60 Hz). At starting condi- 

tions, the rotor is also at line frequency. However, at normal operating conditions, the 

slip of most motors is only 2 to 4 percent, and the resulting rotor frequency is in the 

range of | to 3 Hz. This creates a problem in that the line frequency does not repre- 

sent the normal operating conditions of the rotor. Since effective rotor resistance is 

a strong function of frequency for design class B and C motors, the incorrect rotor 

frequency can lead to misleading results in this test. A typical compromise is to use a 

frequency 25 percent or less of the rated frequency. While this approach is acceptable 

for essentially constant resistance rotors (design classes A and D), it leaves a lot to be 
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desired when one is trying to find the normal rotor resistance of a variable-resistance 

rotor. Because of these and similar problems, a great deal of care must be exercised 

in taking measurements for these tests. 

After a test voltage and frequency have been set up, the current flow in the motor 

is quickly adjusted to about the rated value, and the input power, voltage, and current 

are measured before the rotor can heat up too much. The input power to the motor is 

given by 

P= \V3VrI, cos 0 

so the locked-rotor power factor can be found as 

(7-61) 

and the impedance angle @ is just equal to cos! PF. 

The magnitude of the total impedance in the motor circuit at this time is 

Vs Vr 

Zp) == == (7-62) | LRI if V/ 31, 

and the angle of the total impedance is 6. Therefore, 

Zia = Riz t+ iXir 

= |Z,a| cos 6 + j|Z,p| sin 0 (7-63) 

The locked-rotor resistance Rj p is equal to 

Riz = Ri + R; (7-64) 

while the locked-rotor reactance X{p is equal to 

Xir = Xi + X} (7-65) 
where Xj and X} are the stator and rotor reactances at the test frequency, respectively. 

The rotor resistance R, can now be found as 

Ry = Rig- R, (7-66) 

where R, was determined in the DC test. The total rotor reactance referred to the sta- 
tor can also be found. Since the reactance is directly proportional to the frequency, 
the total equivalent reactance at the normal operating frequency can be found as 

! i pe eC , 

Xirx = F ~X Lr = X, + X, (7-67) 
J test 

Unfortunately, there is no simple way to separate the contributions of the stator 
and rotor reactances from each other. Over the years, experience has shown that 
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motors of certain design types have certain proportions between the rotor and stator 
reactances. Figure 7-35 summarizes this experience. In normal practice, it really 
does not matter just how X, is broken down, since the reactance appears as the sum 
X, + X, in all the torque equations. 

Figure 7-35 | Rules of thumb for dividing rotor and stator circuit reactance. 

X, and X, as functions of X,, 

Rotor design Xx, X, 

Wound rotor 0.5X.R 

Design A 0.5X.g 

Design B 0.4X.R 

Design C Oe Xie 
Design D 0.5X.R 

EXAMPLE 7-8 

The following test data were taken on a 7.5-hp, four-pole, 208-V, 60-Hz, design A, 

Y-connected induction motor having a rated current of 28 A. 

DC test: 

Voc = 13.6 V lng = 28.0 A 

No-load test: 

V; = 208 V OOM 

L,= 812A P.. = 420 W 

lp = 8.20A 

lo = 818A 

Locked-rotor test: 

V-= 2oV i= IS lz 

tn — Zen A P., = 920 W 

lp = 28.0A 

lo = 27.6A 

a. Sketch the per-phase equivalent circuit for this motor. 

b. Find the slip at the pullout torque, and find the value of the pullout torque 

itself. 

@ Solution 

a. From the DC test, 

poo 2 ASN 
2Ioc 2(28.0 A) 

R, = 0,243.0) 
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From the no-load test, 

 8.12A4+ 8.20A+4 8.18A 
hagas PIRIRETADE eryen ee Ce Ne B.17A 

208 V 
Van = = = 120 V 

MobaiR iS 

Therefore, 

Zyl = poo = 14.70 = X + Xv 

When X;, is Known, Xj; can be found. The stator copper losses are 

Pso. = 3/9 R, = 3(8.17 A)?(0.243 O) = 48.7 W 

Therefore, the no-load rotational losses are 

Pct ae UN pean eae Pec, nl 

P.. = 420 W — 48.7 W = 371.3 W 

From the locked-rotor test, 

{gi CABO anb A oa 

The locked-rotor impedance is 

Vo EE cau OSV Zf= 32 ooo 
al ee eI mV ey ace S 

=0.5170 

and the impedance angle @is 

=| Pi, 

V3VrI, 

4 920 W 
cos)! ———++—____ 

V 3(25 V)(27.9 A) 

=r00S8s | 0,792 = 40:42 

@ = cos 

Therefore, A.z = 0.517 cos 40.4° = 0.394 O = A, + Ry. Since R; = 0.243 Q, 
R, must be 0.151 ©. The reactance at 15 Hz is 

Xig = 0.517 sin 40.4° = 0.335 0 

The equivalent reactance at 60 Hz is 

15 He) 0.335 O = 1.34.0 

For design class A induction motors, this reactance is assumed to be divided 
equally between the rotor and stator, so 

X, = X> = 0.670 
Xu = |Znl — X, = 14.7.0 -— 0.67 0 = 14.03.90 
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The final per-phase equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 7-36. 

Figure 7-36 | Motor per-phase equivalent circuit for Example 7-8. 

R, IX, jX> = j0.670. 

0.243.0 j0.670. 

Re 

(unknown) 
iXy = 714.030, — 0.1510 

b. For this equivalent circuit, the Thevenin equivalents are found from 

Equations (7-38), (7-42), and (7-48) to be 

Vou = 114.6 V Ary = 0.221 QO Xu = 0.67 1) 

Therefore, the slip at the pullout torque is given by 

Fo 

VA + (Xt + Xo)? 
0.1510 

eS Ors 
V/(0.243 0)? + (0.67 0 + 0.67 0) 

((-51) Smax a 

The maximum torque of this motor is given by 

3V Fu 

2 Wayne Liteich VRE + OGu + Xo)°] 

3(114.6 V)2 

2(188.5 rad/s)[0.221 9 + V(0.221 A)? + (0.67 O +067 AY 
= 66.2 N-m ] 

(7-52) Tmax — 

7.10 | INDUCTION MOTOR RATINGS 
A nameplate for a typical high-efficiency integral-horsepower induction motor is 

shown in Figure 7-37. The most important ratings present on the nameplate are 

1. Output power 

. Voltage 

~ CURERE 

. Power factor 

Speed 

. Nominal efficiency 

. NEMA design class 

Starting code CNINAMBRwWHN 

345 
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Figure 7-37 | The nameplate of a typical high-efficiency induction motor. (Courtesy of 

MagnefTek, Inc.) 

MODEL 27987J-X 

Oc AMB. 
VODLSE230/460 Ins.ct. 40 B 

BG. 210 SF 
ERrv. OPER. 

Pact eo INSTR C-517 

pease s [wag (root, |ooes 

fon) 

>|» x |i: ~ 4G Nt 
Oo Jw N Ju 

fon) 

In oo A 

NEMA NOM. EFF 93 

NOM PF. BOOT 

MAIN. AIR 
VEL FT/MIN. 

OUTY Cont 

FULL WINDING 

Prfeaftafalo Te [spvow [staerer [4 ]*a]tays, 
3 ba [th [talt3 
cof cH 9 

i Cpe I | 
PP Poll ektitcts I [a 

[FB LOUIS ALLIS 
5NP00205-0100 ¢ +) Litton = Miwaukee wisconsin 53201 

A nameplate for a typical standard-efficiency induction motor would be similar, 

except that it might not show a nominal efficiency. 

The voltage limit on the motor is based on the maximum acceptable magnetiza- 

tion current flow, since the higher the voltage gets, the more saturated the motor’s 
iron becomes and the higher its magnetization current becomes. Just as in the case of 
transformers and synchronous machines, a 60-Hz induction motor may be used on a 
50-Hz power system, but only if the voltage rating is decreased by an amount pro- 
portional to the decrease in frequency. This derating is necessary because the flux in 
the core of the motor is proportional to the integral of the applied voltage. To keep 
the maximum flux in the core constant while the period of integration is increasing, 
the average voltage level must decrease. 

The current limit on an induction motor is based on the maximum acceptable 
heating in the motor’s windings, and the power limit is set by the combination of the 
voltage and current ratings with the machine’s power factor and efficiency. 
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NEMA design classes and starting code letters were discussed in previous sec- 
tions of this chapter. 

7.11 | SUMMARY 

The induction motor is the most popular type of AC motor because of its simplicity 
and ease of operation. An induction motor does not have a separate field circuit; 

instead, it depends on transformer action to induce voltages and currents in its field 

circuit. In fact, an induction motor is basically a rotating transformer. Its equivalent 

circuit is similar to that of a transformer, except for the effects of varying speed. 

An induction motor normally operates at a speed near synchronous speed, but it 

can never operate at exactly n,,,,.. There must always be some relative motion in 

order to induce a voltage in the induction motor’s field circuit. The rotor voltage 

induced by the relative motion between the rotor and the stator magnetic field pro- 

duces a rotor current, and that rotor current interacts with the stator magnetic field to 

produce the induced torque in the motor. 

In an induction motor, the slip or speed at which the maximum torque occurs can 

be controlled by varying the rotor resistance. The value of that maximum torque is 

independent of the rotor resistance. A high rotor resistance lowers the speed at which 

maximum torque occurs and thus increases the starting torque of the motor. How- 

ever, it pays for this starting torque by having very poor speed regulation in its nor- 

mal operating range. A low rotor resistance, on the other hand, reduces the motor’s 

starting torque while improving its speed regulation. Any normal induction motor 

design must be a compromise between these two conflicting requirements. 

One way to achieve such a compromise is to employ deep-bar or double-cage 

rotors. These rotors have a high effective resistance at starting and a low effective 

resistance under normal running conditions, thus yielding both a high starting torque 

and good speed regulation in the same motor. The same effect can be achieved with 

a wound-rotor induction motor if the rotor field resistance is varied. 

Speed control of induction motors can be accomplished by changing the number 

of poles on the machine, by changing the applied electrical frequency, by changing 

the applied terminal voltage, or by changing the rotor resistance in the case of a 

wound-rotor induction motor. 

7.12 | QUESTIONS 

7-1. What are slip and slip speed in an induction motor? 

7-2. How does an induction motor develop torque? 

7-3. Why is it impossible for an induction motor to operate at synchronous 

speed? 

7-4. Sketch and explain the shape of a typical induction motor torque—speed 

characteristic curve. 

7-5. What equivalent circuit element has the most direct control over the speed 

at which the pullout torque occurs? 

347 
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7-6. 

7-7. 

7-8. 

7-9. 

7-10. 

7-11. 

7-12. 

7-13. 

7-14. 

7-15. 

7-16. 

7-17. 

What is a deep-bar squirrel-cage rotor? Why is it used? What NEMA design 

class(es) can be built with it? 

What is a double-cage squirrel-cage rotor? Why is it used? What NEMA 

design class(es) can be built with it? 

Describe the characteristics and uses of wound-rotor induction motors and 

of each NEMA design class of squirrel-cage motors. 

Why is the efficiency of an induction motor (wound rotor or squirrel cage) 

so poor at high slips? 

Name and describe four means of controlling the speed of induction motors. 

Why is it necessary to reduce the voltage applied to an induction motor as 

electrical frequency is reduced? 

Why is terminal voltage speed control limited in operating range? 

What are starting code letters? What do they say about the starting current 

of an induction motor? 

What information is learned in a locked-rotor test? 

What information is learned in a no-load test? 

Two 480-V, 100-hp induction motors are manufactured. One is designed for 

50-Hz operation, and one is designed for 60-Hz operation, but they are 

otherwise similar. Which of these machines is larger? 

An induction motor is running at the rated conditions. If the shaft load is 

now increased, how do the following quantities change? 

a. Mechanical speed 

b. Slip 

c. Rotor induced voltage 

d. Rotor current 

e. Rotor frequency 

f. Prev 
g. Synchronous speed 

7.13 | PROBLEMS 

7-1. A DC test is performed on a 460-V, A-connected, 100-hp induction motor. 
If Vpe = 21 V and /p¢ = 72 A, what is the stator resistance R,? Why is 
this so? 

A 220-V, three-phase, six-pole, 50-Hz induction motor is running at a slip 
of 3.5 percent. Find: 

a. The speed of the magnetic fields in revolutions per minute 

b. The speed of the rotor in revolutions per minute 

c. The slip speed of the rotor 

d. The rotor frequency in hertz 

Answer the questions in Problem 7—2 for a 480-V, three-phase, four-pole, 
60-Hz induction motor running at a slip of 0.025, 



7-4. 

7-5. 

7-6. 

7-8. 

7-10. 
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A three-phase, 60-Hz induction motor runs at 715 r/min at no load and at 

670 r/min at full load. 

a. How many poles does this motor have? 

b. What is the slip at rated load? 

c. What is the speed at one-quarter of the rated load? 

d. What is the rotor’s electrical frequency at one-quarter the rated load? 

A 50-kW, 440-V, 50-Hz, two-pole induction motor has a slip of 6 percent 

when operating a full-load conditions. At full-load conditions, the friction 

and windage losses are 520 W, and the core losses are 500 W. Find the 

following values for full-load conditions: 

The shaft speed n 

The output power in watts 

m 

The load torque 7,,,4 in newton-meters 

2 so 32 The induced torque 7;,,4 in newton-meters 

e. The rotor frequency in hertz 

A three-phase, 60-Hz, two-pole induction motor runs at a no-load speed of 

3580 r/min and a full-load speed of 3440 r/min. Calculate the slip and the 

electrical frequency of the rotor at no-load and full-load conditions. What is 

the speed regulation of this motor [Equation (4—57)]? 

A 208-V, four-pole, 60-Hz, Y-connected, wound-rotor induction motor is 

rated at 15 hp. Its equivalent circuit components are 

R, = 0.2200, R, = 0.1279 Xy = 15.00 
X, = 0.4300 X, = 0.430 0, 

Prrecn = 300 W Price ~ 0 Prove = 200 W mech mise core 

For a slip of 0.05, find 

The line current /;, 

The stator copper losses Pse, 

The air-gap power Pag 

The power converted from electrical to mechanical form P.ony 

The induced torque 7,4 

The load torque Tioaq 

The overall machine efficiency 

Se OCs ee OF OR Oe Cas © The motor speed in revolutions per minute and radians per second 

For the motor in Problem 7—7, what is the slip at the pullout torque? What 

is the pullout torque of this motor? 

(a) Calculate and plot the torque-speed characteristic of the motor in 

Problem 7—7. (b) Calculate and plot the output power versus speed curve of 

the motor in Problem 7-7. 

For the motor of Problem 7-7, how much additional resistance (referred to 

the stator circuit) would it be necessary to add to the rotor circuit to make 
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7-11. 

7-12. 

7-13. 

the maximum torque occur at starting conditions (when the shaft is not 

moving)? Plot the torque-speed characteristic of this motor with the 

additional resistance inserted. 

If the motor in Problem 7-7 is to be operated on a 50-Hz power system, 

what must be done to its supply voltage? Why? What will the equivalent 

circuit component values be at 50 Hz? Answer the questions in Problem 

7-7 for operation at 50 Hz with a slip of 0.05 and the proper voltage for 

this machine. 

Figure 7—16a shows a simple circuit consisting of a voltage source, a 

resistor, and two reactances. Find the Thevenin equivalent voltage and 

impedance of this circuit at the terminals. Then derive the expressions for 

the magnitude of V;,, and for Rp given in Equations (7-38) and (7-42). 

Figure P7—1 shows a simple circuit consisting of a voltage source, two 

resistors, and two reactances in series with each other. If the resistor R, is 

allowed to vary but all the other components are constant, at what value of 

R, will the maximum possible power be supplied to it? Prove your answer. 

(Hint: Derive an expression for load power in terms of V, Ry, Xs, R, and X, 

and take the partial derivative of that expression with respect to R,.) Use 

this result to derive the expression for the pullout torque [Equation (7—52)]. 

Figure P7-1 | Circuit for Problem 7-13. 

7-14. 

Rs JXs JX, 

V R 

A 440-V, 50-Hz, six-pole, Y-connected induction motor is rated at 75 kW. 
The equivalent circuit parameters are 

R, = 0.082 0 R, = 0.0700 Kean 
X, = 0.190 Xo =.0.18.0 

Prey = 1.3 kW Prise = 150 W Prore = 1.4. kW 

For a slip of 0.04, find 

a. The line current /, 

b. The stator power factor 

c. The rotor power factor 

d. The stator copper losses Pye 

e. The air-gap power Px 



7-18. 

7-19. 

7-20. 
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The power converted from electrical to mechanical form P 

The induced torque Ti,4 
cony 

The load torque Toaq 
eos Se 
1. The overall machine efficiency y 

j. The motor speed in revolutions per minute and radians per second 
For the motor in Problem 7-14, what is the pullout torque? What is the slip 
at the pullout torque? What is the rotor speed at the pullout torque? 
If the motor in Problem 7-14 is to be driven from a 440-V, 60-Hz power 
supply, what will the pullout torque be? What will the slip be at pullout? 

Plot the following quantities for the motor in Problem 7-14 as slip varies 
from 0% to 10%: (a) Ting (B) Peony; (C) Pouts (d) efficiency 7. At what slip 
does P,,,, equal the rated power of the machine? 

A 208-V, six-pole, Y-connected, 25-hp, design class B induction motor is 

tested in the laboratory, with the following results: 

No load: 208 V, 22.0 A, 1200 W, 60 Hz 

Locked rotor: 24.6 V, 64.5 A, 2200 W, 15 Hz 

DC test: IBS) WGA N 

Find the equivalent circuit of this motor, and plot its torque—speed 

characteristic curve. 

A 208-V, four-pole, 10-hp, 60-Hz, Y-connected, three-phase induction 

motor develops its full-load induced torque at 3.8 percent slip when 

operating at 60 Hz and 208 V. The per-phase circuit model impedances 

of the motor are 

R,=0339 X,=160 
X,=0420 x,=0420 

Mechanical, core, and stray losses may be neglected in this problem. 

a. Find the value of the rotor resistance R3. 

b. Find Tax; Smax, and the rotor speed at maximum torque for this motor. 

c. Find the starting torque of this motor. 

d. What code letter factor should be assigned to this motor? 

Answer the following questions about the motor in Problem 7-19. 

a. If this motor is started from a 208-V infinite bus, how much current 

will flow in the motor at starting? 

b. If transmission line with an impedance of 0.50 + 70.35 © per phase is 

used to connect the induction motor to the infinite bus, what will the 

starting current of the motor be? What will the motor’s terminal 

voltage be on starting? 

c. If an ideal 1.2:1 step-down autotransformer is connected between 

the transmission line and the motor, what will the current be in the 

351 
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7-21. 

7-22. 

7-23. 

7-24. 

transmission line during starting? What will the voltage be at the motor 

end of the transmission line during starting? 

In this chapter, we learned that a step-down autotransformer could be 

used to reduce the starting current drawn by an induction motor. While 

this technique works, an autotransformer is relatively expensive. A much 

less expensive way to reduce the starting current is to use a device called 

YA starter. If an induction motor is normally A connected, it is possible 

to reduce its phase voltage V,, (and hence its starting current) by simply 

reconnecting the stator windings in Y during starting, and then restoring 

the connections to A when the motor comes up to speed. Answer the 

following questions about this type of starter. 

a. How would the phase voltage at starting compare with the phase 

voltage under normal running conditions? 

b. How would the starting current of the Y-connected motor compare to 

the starting current if the motor remained in a A-connection during 

starting? 

A 460-V, 50-hp, six-pole, A-connected, 60-Hz, three-phase induction motor 

has a full-load slip of 4 percent, an efficiency of 91 percent, and a power 

factor of 0.87 lagging. At start-up, the motor develops 1.75 times the full- 

load torque but draws 7 times the rated current at the rated voltage. This 

motor is to be started with an autotransformer reduced-voltage starter. 

a. What should the output voltage of the starter circuit be to reduce the 

starting torque until it equals the rated torque of the motor? 

b. What will the motor starting current and the current drawn from the 

supply be at this voltage? 

A wound-rotor induction motor is operating at rated voltage and frequency 

with its slip rings shorted and with a load of about 25 percent of the rated 
value for the machine. If the rotor resistance of this machine is doubled by 
inserting external resistors into the rotor circuit, explain what happens to the 
following: 

a.” Slip s 

b. Motor speed n,,, 

c. The induced voltage in the rotor 

d. The rotor current 

GF Cis 

ra sa, 

g Ree 

h. Overall efficiency y 

Answer the following questions about a 460-V, A-connected, two-pole, 
100-hp, 60-Hz, starting code letter F induction motor: 
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a. What is the maximum current starting current that this machine’s 

controller must be designed to handle? 

b. If the controller is designed to switch the stator windings from a 

A connection to a Y connection during starting, what is the maximum 

starting current that the controller must be designed to handle? 

c. Ifa 1.25:1 step-down autotransformer starter is used during starting, 

what is the maximum starting current that it must be designed to 

handle? 

7-25. When it is necessary to stop an induction motor very rapidly, many 

induction motor controllers reverse the direction of rotation of the magnetic 

fields by switching any two stator leads. When the direction of rotation 

of the magnetic fields is reversed, the motor develops an induced torque 

opposite to the current direction of rotation, so it quickly stops and tries to 

start turning in the opposite direction. If power is removed from the stator 

circuit at the moment when the rotor speed goes through zero, then the 

motor has been stopped very rapidly. This technique for rapidly stopping an 

induction motor is called plugging. The motor of Problem 7—19 is running 

at rated conditions and is to be stopped by plugging. 

a. What is the slip s before plugging? 

b. What is the frequency of the rotor before plugging? 

c. What is the induced torque 7;,4 before plugging? 

d. What is the slip s immediately after switching the stator leads? 

e. What is the frequency of the rotor immediately after switching the 

stator leads? 

f. What is the induced torque 7;,4 immediately after switching the stator 

leads? 
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DC Motors 

he earliest power systems in the United States were DC systems, but by the 
1890s AC power systems were clearly winning out over DC systems. Despite 
this fact, DC motors continued to be a significant fraction of the machinery 

purchased each year through the 1960s (that fraction has declined in the last 

30 years). Why were DC motors so common, when DC power systems themselves 

were fairly rare? 

There were several reasons for the continued popularity of DC motors. One was 

that DC power systems are still common in cars, trucks, and aircraft. When a vehicle 

has a DC power system, it makes sense to consider using DC motors. Another appli- 

cation for DC motors was a situation in which wide variations in speed are needed. 

Before the widespread use of power electronic rectifier-inverters, DC motors were 

unexcelled in speed control applications. Even if no DC power source were avail- 

able, solid-state rectifier and chopper circuits were used to create the necessary DC 

power, and DC motors were used to provide the desired speed control. (Today, 

induction motors with solid-state drive packages are the preferred choice over DC 

motors for most speed control applications. However, there are still some applica- 

tions where DC motors are preferred.) 

Today, DC motors will usually be restricted to specialized uses on platforms 

such as automobiles where there is a DC power source. However, there are a lot 

of automobiles in the world, so huge quantities of DC motors are manufactured 

every year. 

While DC motors are still quite common in certain applications, DC generators 

are extremely rare. They will not be covered in this book. For information about 

DC generators, see Reference 1. 

Most DC machines are like AC machines in that they have AC voltages and 

currents within them—DC machines have a DC output only because a mechanism 

exists that converts the internal AC voltages to DC voltages at their terminals. Since 

this mechanism is called a commutator, DC machinery is also known as commutating 

machinery. 
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The fundamental principles involved in the operation of DC machines are very 

simple. Unfortunately, they are usually somewhat obscured by the complicated con- 

struction of real machines. This chapter will introduce some of the basic principles of 

DC motors, but will not get bogged down in the low-level details. See Reference | 

for a more detailed discussion of DC machinery. 

8.1 | THE SIMPLEST POSSIBLE DC MACHINE: 
A SIMPLE ROTATING LOOP BETWEEN 
CURVED POLE FACES 

The simplest possible rotating DC machine is shown in Figure 8—1. It consists of a 

single loop of wire rotating about a fixed axis. The rotating part of this machine is 

called the rotor, and the stationary part is called the stator. The magnetic field for the 

machine is supplied by the magnetic north and south poles shown on the stator in 

Figure 8-1. 

Notice that the loop of rotor wire lies in a slot carved in a ferromagnetic core. 

The iron rotor, together with the curved shape of the pole faces, provides a constant- 

width air gap between the rotor and stator. Remember from Chapter | that the re- 

luctance of air is very much higher than the reluctance of the iron in the machine. 

To minimize the reluctance of the flux path through the machine, the magnetic flux 

must take the shortest possible path through the air between the pole face and the 

rotor surface. 

Since the magnetic flux must take the shortest path through the air, it is per- 

pendicular to the rotor surface everywhere under the pole faces. Also, since the air 

gap is of uniform width, the reluctance is the same everywhere under the pole faces. 

The uniform reluctance means that the magnetic flux density is constant everywhere 

under the pole faces. 

The Voltage Induced in a Rotating Loop 

If the rotor of this machine is rotated, a voltage will be induced in the wire loop. To 

determine the magnitude and shape of the voltage, examine Figure 8-2. The loop of 
wire shown is rectangular, with sides ab and cd perpendicular to the plane of the page 
and with sides be and da parallel to the plane of the page. The magnetic field is con- 
stant and perpendicular to the surface of the rotor everywhere under the pole faces 
and rapidly falls to zero beyond the edges of the poles. 

To determine the total voltage e,,, on the loop, examine each segment of the loop 
separately and sum all the resulting voltages. The voltage on each segment is given 
by Equation (1-45); 

@ing = (V X B) +1 (1-45) 

1. Segment ab. In this segment, the velocity of the wire is tangential to the path 
of rotation. The magnetic field B points out perpendicular to the rotor surface 
everywhere under the pole face and is zero beyond the edges of the pole face. 



Figure 8-1 | A simple rotating loop between curved pole faces. (a) Perspective view. 
(D) View of field lines. (c) Top view. (d) Front view. 
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Figure 8-2 | Derivation of an equation for the voltages induced in the loop. 

Om 
+. 

Under the pole face, velocity v is perpendicular to B, and the quantity v x B 

points into the page. Therefore, the induced voltage on the segment is 

Cbg = (V X B)- 1 

sal) fie) positive into page under the pole face 
0 beyond the pole edges Cah) 

2. Segment bc. In this segment, the quantity v X B is either into or out of the 

page, while length | is in the plane of the page, so v X B is perpendicular to 1. 

Therefore the voltage in segment be will be zero: 

e» = 0 (8-2) 

3. Segment cd. In this segment, the velocity of the wire is tangential to the path 

of rotation. The magnetic field B points in perpendicular to the rotor surface 

everywhere under the pole face and is zero beyond the edges of the pole face. 

Under the pole face, velocity v is perpendicular to B, and the quantity v X B 

points out of the page. Therefore, the induced voltage on the segment is 

Cae = (VY XB) +I 
a ae positive out of page under the pole face 

beyond the pole edges (8-3) 

4. Segment da. Just as in segment be, v X B is perpendicular to 1. Therefore the 
voltage in this segment will be zero too: 

Cad = 0 (8-4) 

The total induced voltage on the loop e;,4 is given by 
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Cind — ba =? ecb ag Cdc cae, ad 

(8-5) 
n, oe under the pole faces 

0 beyond the pole edges 

When the loop rotates through 180°, segment ab is under the north pole face instead 

of the south pole face. At that time, the direction of the voltage on the segment re- 

verses, but its magnitude remains constant. The resulting voltage e,,, is shown as a 

function of time in Figure 8-3. 

Figure 8-3 | The output voltage of the loop. 

tot 

2vBl\- 

There is an alternative way to express Equation (8-5), which clearly relates the 

behavior of the single loop to the behavior of larger, real DC machines. To derive this 

alternative expression, examine Figure 8-4. Notice that the tangential velocity v of 

the edges of the loop can be expressed as 

Vo 

where r is the radius from axis of rotation out to the edge of the loop and is the 

angular velocity of the loop. Substituting this expression into Equation (8-5) gives 

_ J} 2rwBl under the pole faces 
find ~ | beyond the pole edges 

_- | 2rIBw under the pole faces 

pit rie lad beyond the pole edges 
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Figure 8-4 | Derivation of an alternative form of the induced voltage equation. 

Pole surface area 

Rotor surface area 

A = 2zrl 

Notice also from Figure 8—4 that the rotor surface is a cylinder, so the area of the 

rotor surface A is just equal to 27r/. Since there are two poles, the area of the rotor 

under each pole (ignoring the small gaps between poles) is Ap = zrl. Therefore, 

ss 
= ApBw under the pole faces 

find ~ (0 beyond the pole edges 

Since the flux density B is constant everywhere in the air gap under the pole faces, 

the total flux under each pole is just the area of the pole times its flux density: 

fh = ApB 

Therefore, the final form of the voltage equation is 

wy 

jes bw under the pole faces 
Cind — (8-6) 

0 beyond the pole edges 

Thus, the voltage generated in the machine is equal to the product of the flux 
inside the machine and the speed of rotation of the machine, multiplied by a constant 
representing the mechanical construction of the machine. In general, the voltage in 
any real machine will depend on the same three factors: 
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1. The flux in the machine 

2. The speed of rotation 

3. A constant representing the construction of the machine 

Getting DC Voltage out of the Rotating Loop 

Figure 8—3 is a plot of the voltage e,,, generated by the rotating loop. As shown, the 

voltage out of the loop is alternately a constant positive value and a constant negative 

value. How can this machine be made to produce a DC voltage instead of the AC 

voltage it now has? 

One way to do this is shown in Figure 8—Sa. Here two semicircular conducting 

segments are added to the end of the loop, and two fixed contacts are set up at an an- 

gle such that, at the instant when the voltage in the loop is zero, the contacts short- 

circuit the two segments. In this fashion, every time the voltage of the loop switches 

direction, the contacts also switch connections, and the output of the contacts is al- 

ways built up in the same way (Figure 8—5b). This connection-switching process is 

known as commutation. The rotating semicircular segments are called commutator 

segments, and the fixed contacts are called brushes. 

The Induced Torque in the Rotating Loop 

Suppose a battery is now connected to the machine in Figure 8—5. The resulting con- 

figuration is shown in Figure 8-6. How much torque will be produced in the loop 

when the switch is closed and a current is allowed to flow into it? To determine the 

torque, look at the close-up of the loop shown in Figure 8—6b. 

The approach to take in determining the torque on the loop is to look at one seg- 

ment of the loop at a time and then sum the effects of all the individual segments. The 

force on a segment of the loop is given by Equation (1-43): 

F = i(1 X B) (1-43) 

and the torque on the segment is given by 

T=rF sin 0 (1-6) 

where 6 is the angle between r and F. The torque is essentially zero whenever the 

loop is beyond the pole edges. 

While the loop is under the pole faces, the torque is 

1. Segment ab. In segment ab, the current from the battery is directed out of the 

page. The magnetic field under the pole face is pointing radially out of the 

rotor, so the force on the wire is given by 

F., = i(l X B) 

iB tangent to direction of motion (8-7) 

The torque on the rotor caused by this force is 

= rF sin 0 

r(ilB) sin 90° 

= 7B CCW (8-8) 

Tab 
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Figure 8-5 | Producing a DC output from the machine with a commutator and brushes. 

(a) Perspective view. (b) The resulting output voltage. 

Commutator 

(a) 

out Zz 

0@|- 

am! 

—OW 

(b) 

2. Segment be. In segment bc, the current from the battery is flowing from the 

upper left to the lower right in the picture. The force induced on the wire is 

given by 

F,. = i(l X B) 

0) since Lis parallel to B (8-9) 
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Figure 8-6 | Derivation of an equation for the induced torque in the loop. Note that the 
iron core is not shown in part (b) for clarity. 
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Therefore, 

iy = Ww (8-10) 

3. Segment cd. In segment cd, the current from the battery is directed into the 

page. The magnetic field under the pole face is pointing radially into the rotor, 

so the force on the wire is given by 

F., = i X B) 

iB tangent to direction of motion (8-11) 
cd 
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The torque on the rotor caused by this force is 

Tq = YF sin 0 

r(ilB) sin 90° 

= rilB CCY (8-12) 

II 

4. Segment da. In segment da, the current from the battery is flowing from the 

upper left to the lower right in the picture. The force induced on the wire is 

given by 

Bin = i(l x B) 

= 0 since | is parallel to B (8-13) 

Therefore, 

Tdq = 9 (8-14) 

The resulting total induced torque on the loop is given by 

Tind — Tab 4 The se Ted by Tda 

(8-15) 
= be under the pole faces 
ind 0 beyond the pole edges 

By using the facts that Ap ~ trl and @ = A>B, the torque expression reduces to 

- 
Mie = i under the pole faces (8-16) 

0 beyond the pole edges 

Thus, the torque produced in the machine is the product of the flux in the ma- 

chine and the current in the machine, times some quantity representing the mechan- 

ical construction of the machine (the percentage of the rotor covered by pole faces). 

In general, the torque in any real machine will depend on the same three factors: 

1. The flux in the machine 

2. The current in the machine 

3. A constant representing the construction of the machine 

EXAMPLE 8-1 

Figure 8-6 shows a simple rotating loop between curved pole faces connected to a 

battery and a resistor through a switch. The resistor shown models the total resis- 

tance of the battery and the wire in the machine. The physical dimensions and char- 

acteristics of this machine are 
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r=0.5m = 1.0) lar 

Fe Orono) Orem 

Vg = 120 V 

What happens when the switch is closed? 

What is the machine’s maximum starting current? What is its steady-state 

angular velocity at no load? 

Suppose a load is attached to the loop, and the resulting load torque is 

10 N-m. What would the new steady-state speed be? How much power is 

supplied to the shaft of the machine? How much power is being supplied by 

the battery? Is this machine a motor or a generator? 

Suppose the machine is again unloaded, and a torque of 7.5 N-m is applied to 

the shaft in the direction of rotation. What is the new steady-state speed? Is this 

machine now a motor or a generator? 

Suppose the machine is running unloaded. What would the final steady-state 

speed of the rotor be if the flux density were reduced to 0.20 T? 

# Solution 

a. When the switch in Figure 8-6 is closed, a current will flow in the loop. Since 

the loop is initially stationary, 6,4 = 0. Therefore, the current will be given by 

as Va— Gnd Ve 

R R 

This current flows through the rotor loop, producing a torque 

Dine focge CCW 

This induced torque produces an angular acceleration in a counterclockwise 

direction, so the rotor of the machine begins to turn. But as the rotor begins to 

turn, an induced voltage is produced in the motor, given by 

2 
End = a Pw T 

so the current / falls. As the current falls, tq = (2/m) it decreases, the machine 

winds up in steady state with t,g = 0, and the battery voltage Ve = Cina: 

b. At starting conditions, the machine’s current is 

Ve 120 
RT Os0r OS 

At no-load steady-state conditions, the induced torque 7,4 Must be zero. But 

Tnq = O implies that current /must equal zero, SINCE Ting = (2/ar) i, and the flux is 
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nonzero. The fact that i= 0 A means that the battery voltage Vg = @ina- Therefore, 

the speed of the rotor is 

2 
Ve = Gna = 7 PO 

Vestas 

°” (2la)b  2r1B 
120 V 

= 480 rad/s 
® * 3(0.5 m)(1.0 m)(0.25 T) 

c. If aload torque of 10 N-m is applied to the shaft of the machine, it will begin 

to slow down. But as w decreases, @ng = (2/17)hw 1 decreases and the rotor 

current increases [/ = (Vg — @nq L)/R]. As the rotor current increases, |7ina| 

increases too, until |Ting] = |Ticaq] at a lower speed w. 

At steady state, |Toaal = |tinal = (2/ar) Pi. Therefore, 

ue Tind & Tind 

(2/m)b 2r1B 
10 N-m 

~ (2)(0.5 m)(1.0 m)(0.25 T) in 

By Kirchhoff’s voltage law, @ng = Vs — IR, so 

Cing = 120 V — (40 A)X(0.3 1) = 108 V 

Finally, the speed of the shaft is 

ies Ging 2 Cind 

(2/m)h 2rlB 

108 V 

~ (2)(0.5 m\(1.0 m)(0.25
 T) _ 432 rad/s 

The power supplied to the shaft is 

P= T@ 

= (10 N-m)(432 rad/s) = 4820 W 

The power out of the battery is 

P= Vgi= (120 V)(40 A) = 4800 W 

This machine is operating as a motor, converting electric power to mechanical 

power. 

d. Ifa torque is applied in the direction of motion, the rotor accelerates. As the 

speed to increases, the internal voltage @,q4 Increases and exceeds Vz, So 

the current flows out of the top of the bar and into the battery. This machine 

is now a generator. This current causes an induced torque opposite to the 

direction of motion. The induced torque opposes the external applied torque, 

and eventually |7oaq] = |Tingl at a higher speed w. 
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The current in the rotor will be 

= Tind a Tind 

(Inyo 2rIB 
7.5 N-m 

~ (20.5 m\(1.0mo257) 20% 

The induced voltage @jag is 

@ind oa Vp ae IR 

120 V + (30 A)(0.3 9) ll 

= 129V 

Finally, the speed of the shaft is 

Eind Gnd 
Or rae 

(2/m)b 2r1B 

129 V 

~ (0.5 m(1.0mj0.25T) 2/0 1a0/s 
e. Since the machine is initially unloaded at the original conditions, the speed 

w = 480 rad/s. If the flux decreases, there is a transient. However, after the 

transient is over, the machine must again have zero torque, since there is 

still no load on its shaft. If 4, = 0, then the current in the rotor must be zero, 

and Vg = @nq. The shaft speed is thus 

a ind ey Ging 

Olah ene 
120 V 

= DOs aiemocl oo 

Notice that when the flux in the machine is decreased, its speed increases. This 

is the same behavior seen in real DC motors. | 

8.2 | COMMUTATION IN A SIMPLE 
FOUR-LOOP DC MACHINE 

Commutation is the process of converting the AC voltages and currents in the rotor 

of a DC machine to DC voltages and currents at its terminals. It is the most critical 

part of the design and operation of any DC machine. A more detailed study is neces- 

sary to determine just how this conversion occurs and to discover the problems asso- 

ciated with it. In this section, the technique of commutation will be explained for a 

machine more complex than the single rotating loop in Section 8.1 but less complex 

than a real DC machine. Section 8.3 will continue this development and explain com- 

mutation in real DC machines. 
A simple four-loop, two-pole DC machine is shown in Figure 8-7. This machine 

has four complete loops buried in slots carved in the laminated steel of its rotor. The 
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Figure 8-7 | (a) A four-loop two-pole DC machine shown at time wt = O°. 

(b) The voltages on the rotor conductors at this time. (c) A winding 

diagram of this machine showing the interconnections of the rotor loops. 
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pole faces of the machine are curved to provide a uniform air-gap width and to give 
a uniform flux density everywhere under the faces. 

The four loops of this machine are laid into the slots in a special manner. The 
“unprimed” end of each loop is the outermost wire in each slot, while the “primed” 
end of each loop is the innermost wire in the slot directly opposite. The winding’s 
connections to the machine’s commutator are shown in Figure 8-7b. Notice that 
loop | stretches between commutator segments a and b, loop 2 stretches between 
segments b and c, and so forth around the rotor. 

At the instant shown in Figure 8-7, the 1, 2, 3’, and 4’ ends of the loops are 
under the north pole face, while the 1’, 2’, 3, and 4 ends of the loops are under 
the south pole face. The voltage in each of the 1, 2, 3’, and 4’ ends of the loops is 
given by 

€ing = (V X B)- 1 (1-45) 

= vBl positive out of the page (8-17) 

The voltage in each of the 1’, 2’, 3, and 4 ends of the ends of the loops is given by 

€ing — (V X B) 1 (1-45) 
= vBl positive into the page (8-18) 

The overall result is shown in Figure 8—7b. In Figure 8—7b, each coil represents one 

side (or conductor) of a loop. If the induced voltage on any one side of a loop is 

called e = vBI, then the total voltage at the brushes of the machine is 

Ee Ae One (8-19) 

Notice that there are two parallel paths for current through the machine. The ex- 

istence of two or more parallel paths for rotor current is a common feature of all 

commutation schemes. 

What happens to the voltage E of the terminals as the rotor continues to rotate? 

To find out, examine Figure 8-8. This figure shows the machine at time wt = 45°. At 

that time, loops | and 3 have rotated into the gap between the poles, so the voltage 

across each of them is zero. Notice that at this instant the brushes of the machine are 

shorting out commutator segments ab and cd. This happens just at the time when the 

loops between these segments have 0 V across them, so shorting out the segments 

creates no problem. At this time, only loops 2 and 4 are under the pole faces, so the 

terminal voltage EF is given by 

E=2e wt = 0° (8-20) 

Now let the rotor continue to turn through another 45°. The resulting situation is 

shown in Figure 8-9. Here, the 1’, 2, 3, and 4’ ends of the loops are under the north 

pole face, and the 1, 2’, 3’, and 4 ends of the loops are under the south pole face. The 

voltages are still built up out of the page for the ends under the north pole face and 

into the page for the ends under the south pole face. The resulting voltage diagram is 
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Figure 8-8 | The same machine at time wf = 45° showing the voltages on the 

conductors. 

res wt = 45° 

ee) 

OV 

OV 

(b) 

shown in Figure 8—8b. There are now four voltage-carrying ends in each parallel path 

through the machine, so the terminal voltage E is given by 

E = 4e wt = 90° (3131) 

Compare Figure 8—7 to Figure 8—9. Notice that the voltages on loops 1 and 3 

have reversed between the two pictures, but since their connections have also re- 

versed, the total voltage is still being built up in the same direction as before. This 

fact is at the heart of every commutation scheme. Whenever the voltage reverses in a 
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Figure 8-9 | The same machine at time wt = 90° showing the voltages on the 
conductors. 

loop, the connections of the loop are also switched, and the total voltage is still built 

up in the original direction. 

The terminal voltage of this machine as a function of time is shown in Figure 

8-10. It is a better approximation to a constant DC level than the single rotating loop 

in Section 8—1 produced. As the number of loops on the rotor increases, the approx- 

imation to a perfect DC voltage continues to get better and better. 
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Figure 8-10 | The resulting output voltage of the machine in Figure 8-7. 
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In summary, 

Commutation is the process of switching the loop connections on the rotor of a DC ma- 

chine just as the voltage in the loop switches polarity, in order to maintain an essentially 

constant DC output voltage. 

As in the case of the simple rotating loop, the rotating segments to which the 

loops are attached are called commutator segments, and the stationary pieces that ride 

on top of the moving segments are called brushes. The commutator segments in real 

machines are typically made of copper bars. The brushes are made of a mixture con- 

taining graphite, so that they cause very little friction as they rub over the rotating 

commutator segments. Note that there is a small (and almost constant regardless 

of load) voltage drop across boundary between the brushes and the commutator 

segments. 

Real DC machines have a construction similar to the four-loop example shown 

above, except that there are more loops and more commutation segments included on 

the rotor. For the details of the different possible connections of rotor loops, see Ref- 
erence |. 

8.3 | PROBLEMS WITH COMMUTATION 
IN REAL MACHINES 

The commutation process as described in Section 8.2 is not as simple in practice as 
it seems in theory, because two major effects occur in the real world to disturb it: 

1. Armature reaction 

2. L di/dt voltages 
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This section explores the nature of these problems and the solutions employed to mit- 
igate their effects. 

Armature Reaction 

If the magnetic field windings of a DC machine are connected to a power supply and 
the rotor of the machine is turned by an external source of mechanical power, then a 
voltage will be induced in the conductors of the rotor. This voltage will be rectified 
into a DC output by the action of the machine’s commutator. 

Now connect a load to the terminals of the machine, and a current will flow in 
its armature windings. This current flow will produce a magnetic field of its own, 
which will distort the original magnetic field from the machine’s poles. This distor- 
tion of the flux in a machine as the load is increased is called armature reaction. It 
causes two serious problems in real DC machines. 

The first problem caused by armature reaction is neutral-plane shift. The mag- 
netic neutral plane is defined as the plane within the machine where the velocity of 

the rotor wires is exactly parallel to the magnetic flux lines, so that e,,, in the con- 

ductors in the plane is exactly zero. 

To understand the problem of neutral-plane shift, examine Figure 8-11. Figure 

8—Ila shows a two-pole DC machine. Notice that the flux is distributed uniformly 

under the pole faces. The rotor windings shown have voltages built up into the page 

for wires under the north pole face and out of the page for wires under the south pole 

face. The neutral plane in this machine is exactly vertical. 

Now suppose a load is connected to this machine so that it acts as a generator. 

Current will flow out of the positive terminal of the generator, so current will be 

flowing into the page for wires under the north pole face and out of the page for wires 

under the south pole face. This current flow produces a magnetic field from the rotor 

windings, as shown in Figure 8—I1c. This rotor magnetic field affects the original 

magnetic field from the poles that produced the generator’s voltage in the first place. 

In some places under the pole surfaces, it subtracts from the pole flux, and in other 

places it adds to the pole flux. The overall result is that the magnetic flux in the air 

gap of the machine is skewed as shown in Figure 8—11d and e. Notice that the place 

on the rotor where the induced voltage in a conductor would be zero (the neutral 

plane) has shifted. 

For the generator shown in Figure 8—11, the magnetic neutral plane shifted in the 

direction of rotation. If this machine had been a motor, the current in its rotor would 

be reversed and the flux would bunch up in the opposite corners from the bunches 

shown in the figure. As a result, the magnetic neutral plane would shift the other way. 

In general, the neutral plane shifts in the direction of motion for a generator and 

opposite to the direction of motion for a motor. Furthermore, the amount of the shift 

depends on the amount of rotor current and hence on the load of the machine. 

So what’s the big deal about neutral-plane shift? It’s just this: The commutator 

must short out commutator segments just at the moment when the voltage across 

them is equal to zero. If the brushes are set to short out conductors in the vertical 

plane, then the voltage between segments is indeed zero until the machine is loaded. 

When the machine is loaded, the neutral plane shifts, and the brushes short out 
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Figure 8-11 | The development of armature reaction in a DC generator. (a) Initially the pole flux is uniformly 

distributed, and the magnetic neutral plane is vertical. (b) The effect of the air gap on the pole 

flux distribution. (c) The armature magnetic field resulting when a load is connected to the 

machine. (d) Both rotor and pole fluxes are shown, indicating points where they add and | 
subtract. (e) The resulting flux under the poles. The neutral plane has shifted in the direction 

of motion. 
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commutator segments with a finite voltage across them. The result is a current flow 
circulating between the shorted segments and large sparks at the brushes when the 
current path is interrupted as the brush leaves a segment. The end result is arcing and 
sparking at the brushes. This is a very serious problem, since it leads to drastically 
reduced brush life, pitting of the commutator segments, and greatly increased main- 
tenance costs. Notice that this problem cannot be fixed even by placing the brushes 
over the full-load neutral plane, because then they would spark at no load. 

In extreme cases, the neutral-plane shift can even lead to flashover in the com- 
mutator segments near the brushes. The air near the brushes in a machine is normally 
ionized as a result of the sparking on the brushes. Flashover occurs when the voltage 
of adjacent commutator segments gets large enough to sustain an are in the ionized 
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air above them. If flashover occurs, the resulting arc can even melt the commutator’s 
surface. 

The second major problem caused by armature reaction is called flux weakening. 
To understand flux weakening, refer to the magnetization curve shown in Figure 
8-12. Most machines operate at flux densities near the saturation point. Therefore, at 
locations on the pole surfaces where the rotor magnetomotive force adds to the pole 
magnetomotive force, only a small increase in flux occurs. But at locations on the 
pole surfaces where the rotor magnetomotive force subtracts from the pole magneto- 
motive force, there is a larger decrease in flux. The net result is that the fotal average 
flux under the entire pole face is decreased (see Figure 8-13.) 

Figure 8-12 | A typical magnetization curve shows the effects of pole saturation where 
armature and pole magnetomotive forces add. 
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Flux weakening causes problems in both generators and motors. In generators, 

the effect of flux weakening is simply to reduce the voltage supplied by the genera- 

tor for any given load. In motors, the effect can be more serious. As Example 8-1 

showed, when the flux in a motor is decreased, its speed increases. But increasing the 

speed of a motor can increase its load, resulting in more flux weakening. It is possi- 

ble for some shunt DC motors to reach a runaway condition as a result of flux weak- 

ening, where the speed of the motor just keeps increasing until the machine is 

disconnected from the power line or until it destroys itself. 
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Figure 8-13 | The flux and magnetomotive force under the pole faces ina 
DC machine. At those points where the magnetomotive forces subtract, 

the flux closely follows the net magnetomotive force in the iron; but at 
those points where the magnetomotive forces add, saturation limits the 

total flux present. Note also that the neutral point of the rotor has shifted. 
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L di/dt Voltages 

The second major problem is the L di/dt voltage that occurs in commutator segments 
being shorted out by the brushes, sometimes called inductive kick. To understand this 
problem, look at Figure 8-14. This figure represents a series of commutator segments 
and the conductors connected between them. Assuming that the current in the brush 
is 400 A, the current in each path is 200 A. Notice that when a commutator segment 
is shorted out, the current flow through that commutator segment must reverse. How 
fast must this reversal occur? Assuming that the machine is turning at 800 r/min and 
that there are 50 commutator segments (a reasonable number for a typical motor), 
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Figure 8-14 | (a) The reversal of current flow in a coil undergoing commutation. 
Note that the current in the coil between segments a and b must reverse 

direction while the brush shorts together the two commutator segments. 

(6) The current reversal in the coil undergoing commutation as a 

function of time for both ideal commutation and real commutation, 
with the coil inductance taken into account. 
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each commutator segments moves under a brush and clears it again in t = 0.0015 s. 

Therefore, the rate of change in current with respect to time in the shorted loop must 

average 

di 400 A 9 
— = ~—~—— = 266,667 A/s (8-22) 
dine) UL os 

With even a tiny inductance in the loop, a very significant inductive voltage kick 

vy = L di/dt will be induced in the shorted commutator segment. This high voltage 

naturally causes sparking at the brushes of the machine, resulting in the same arcing 

problems that the neutral-plane shift causes. 

Solutions to the Problems with Commutation 

Two approaches are currently used to partially or completely correct the problems of 

armature reaction and L di/dt voltages: 

1. Commutating poles or interpoles 

2. Compensating windings 

Each of these techniques is explained below, together with its advantages and disad- 

vantages. 

Commutating Poles or Interpoles Because of the disadvantages noted above and 

especially because of the requirement that a person must adjust the brush positions of 

machines as their loads change, another solution to the problem of brush sparking 

was developed. The basic idea behind this new approach is that if the voltage in the 

wires undergoing commutation can be made zero, then there will be no sparking at 

the brushes. To accomplish this, small poles, called commutating poles or interpoles, 

are placed midway between the main poles. These commutating poles are located 

directly over the conductors being commutated. By providing a flux from the com- 

mutating poles, the voltage in the coils undergoing commutation can be exactly can- 

celed. If the cancellation is exact, then there will be no sparking at the brushes. 

The commutating poles do not otherwise change the operation of the machine, 

because they are so small that they affect only the few conductors about to undergo 

commutation. Notice that the armature reaction under the main pole faces is un- 

affected, since the effects of the commutating poles do not extend that far. This 

means that the flux weakening in the machine is unaffected by commutating poles. 

How is cancellation of the voltage in the commutator segments accomplished for 

all values of loads? This is done by simply connecting the interpole windings in 
series with the windings on the rotor, as shown in Figure 8-15. As the load increases 
and the rotor current increases, the magnitude of the neutral-plane shift and the size 
of the L di/dt effects increase too. Both these effects increase the voltage in the 
conductors undergoing commutation. However, the interpole flux increases too, pro- 
ducing a larger voltage in the conductors that opposes the voltage due to the neutral- 
plane shift. The net result is that their effects cancel over a broad range of loads. Note 
that interpoles work for both motor and generator operation, since when the machine 
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changes from motor to generator, the current both in its rotor and in its interpoles 
reverses direction. Therefore, the voltage effects from them still cancel. 

Figure 8-15 | A DC machine with interpoles. 

Vr 

What polarity must the flux in the interpoles be? The interpoles must induce a 

voltage in the conductors undergoing commutation that is opposite to the voltage 

caused by neutral-plane shift and L di/dt effects. In the case of a generator, the neu- 

tral plane shifts in the direction of rotation, meaning that the conductors undergoing 

commutation have the same polarity of voltage as the pole they just left (see Figure 

8-16). To oppose this voltage, the interpoles must have the opposite flux, which is 

the flux of the upcoming pole. In a motor, however, the neutral plane shifts opposite 

to the direction of rotation, and the conductors undergoing commutation have the 

same flux as the pole they are approaching. In order to oppose this voltage, the inter- 

poles must have the same polarity as the previous main pole. Therefore, 

1. The interpoles must be of the same polarity as the next upcoming main pole in 

a generator. 

2. The interpoles must be of the same polarity as the previous main pole in 

a motor. 

The use of commutating poles or interpoles is very common, because they cor- 

rect the sparking problems of DC machines at a fairly low cost. They are almost al- 

ways found in any DC machine of | hp or larger. It is important to realize, though, 

that they do nothing for the flux distribution under the pole faces, so the flux- 

weakening problem is still present. Most medium-size, general-purpose motors cor- 

rect for sparking problems with interpoles and just live with the flux-weakening 

effects. 
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Figure 8-16 | Determining the required polarity of an interpole. The flux from the 

interpole must produce a voltage that opposes the existing voltage in 

the conductor. 
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Compensating Windings For very heavy, severe duty cycle motors, the flux- 

weakening problem can be very serious. To completely cancel armature reaction and 

thus eliminate both neutral-plane shift and flux weakening, a different technique was 

developed. This third technique involves placing compensating windings in slots 

carved in the faces of the poles parallel to the rotor conductors, to cancel the distort- 

ing effect of armature reaction. These windings are connected in series with the rotor 

windings, so that whenever the load changes in the rotor, the current in the compen- 

sating windings changes, too. Figure 8-17 shows the basic concept. In Figure 8—17a, 

the pole flux is shown by itself. In Figure 8-17b, the rotor flux and the compensating 

winding flux are shown. Figure 8—17c represents the sum of these three fluxes, which 

is just equal to the original pole flux by itself. 
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Figure 8-17 | The effect of compensating windings in a DC machine. (a) The pole flux in the machine. (b) The 
fluxes from the armature and compensating windings. Notice that they are equal and opposite. 
(c) The net flux in the machine, which is just the original pole flux. 
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Figure 8-18 shows a more careful development of the effect of compensating 

windings on a DC machine. Notice that the magnetomotive force due to the com- 

pensating windings is equal and opposite to the magnetomotive force due to the rotor 

at every point under the pole faces. The resulting net magnetomotive force is just the 

magnetomotive force due to the poles, so the flux in the machine is unchanged re- 

gardless of the load on the machine. The stator of a large DC machine with compen- 

sating windings is shown in Figure 8—19. 

The major disadvantage of compensating windings is that they are expensive, 

since they must be machined into the faces of the poles. Any motor that uses them 

must also have interpoles, since compensating windings do not cancel L di/dt effects. 

The interpoles do not have to be as strong, though, since they are canceling only 

L di/dt voltages in the windings, and not the voltages due to neutral-plane shifting. 

Because of the expense of having both compensating windings and interpoles on 

such a machine, these windings are used only where the extremely severe nature of a 

motor’s duty demands them. 

Figure 8-20 shows cutaway views of two real DC machines with compensating 

windings and interpoles. 
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Figure 8-18 | The flux and magnetomotive forces in a DC machine with compensating 

windings. 
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8.4 | POWER FLOW AND LOSSES 
IN DC MACHINES 

DC motors take in electrical power and produce mechanical power. However, not all 
the power input to the machine appears in useful form at the other end—there is 
always some loss associated with the process. 

The efficiency of a DC machine in percent is defined by the equation 

7S Fc xX 100% (8-23) 

The difference between the input power and the output power of a machine is the 
losses that occur inside it. Therefore, 

oul loss x 100% (8-24) 
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Figure 8-19 | The stator of a six-pole DC machine with interpoles and compensating 
windings. (Courtesy of Westinghous 

The Losses in DC Machines 

The losses that occur in DC machines can be divided into five basic categories: 

1. Electrical or copper losses (I7R losses) 

2. Brush losses 

3. Core losses 

4. Mechanical losses 

5. Stray load losses 

Electrical or Copper Losses 

e Electric Company.) 

Copper losses are the losses that occur in the arma- 

ture and field windings of the machine. The copper losses for the armature and field 

windings are given by 

where 

Pe 1AR, 
Rael Re 

Armature loss: 

Field loss: 

P, = armature loss 

P,, = field circuit loss 

7, = armature current 

='field current ~~ > 
| 

R, = armature resistance 

field resistance yD & 
\| 

(8-25) 

(8-26) 
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Figure 8-20 | (a) A cutaway view of a 4000-hp, 700-V, 18-pole DC machine showing 

compensating windings, interpoles, equalizer, and commutator. 

(Courtesy of General Electric Company.) (b) A cutaway view of a smaller 
four-pole DC motor including interpoles but without compensating 
windings. (Courtesy of MagneTek, Inc.) 

The resistance used in these calculations is usually the winding resistance at normal 
operating temperature. 

Brush Losses The brush drop loss is the power lost across the contact potential at 
the brushes of the machine. It is given by the equation 

Pap = Vaply (8-27) 
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where 

Pxgp = brush drop loss 

Vp = brush voltage drop 

7, = armature current 

The reason that the brush losses are calculated in this manner is that the voltage drop 

across a set of brushes is approximately constant over a large range of armature cur- 

rents. Unless otherwise specified, the brush voltage drop is usually assumed to be 

about 2 V. 

Core Losses The core losses are the hysteresis losses and eddy current losses 

occurring in the metal of the motor. These losses are described in Chapter 1. These 

losses vary as the square of the flux density (B) and, for the rotor, as the 1.5th power 

of the speed of rotation (n'*). 

Mechanical Losses The mechanical losses in a DC machine are the losses associ- 

ated with mechanical effects. There are two basic types of mechanical losses: friction 

and windage. Friction losses are losses caused by the friction of the bearings in the 

machine, while windage losses are caused by the friction between the moving parts 

of the machine and the air inside the motor’s casing. These losses vary as the cube of 

the speed of rotation of the machine. 

Stray Losses (or Miscellaneous Losses) Stray losses are losses that cannot be 

placed in one of the previous categories. No matter how carefully losses are ac- 

counted for, some always escape inclusion in one of the above categories. All such 

losses are lumped into stray losses. For most machines, stray losses are taken by con- 

vention to be | percent of full load. 

The Power-Flow Diagram 

One of the most convenient techniques for accounting for power losses in a machine 

is the power-flow diagram. A power-flow diagram for a DC motor is shown in Fig- 

ure 8-21. In this figure, electrical power is input to the machine, and the electrical 

IR losses and the brush losses must be subtracted. The remaining power is ideally 

converted from electrical to mechanical for at the point labeled P.,,. The electrical 

power that is converted is given by 

conv 

and the resulting mechanical power is given by 

Deen = Tind®m (8-29) 

After the power is converted to mechanical form, the stray losses, mechanical losses, 

and core loses are subtracted, and the remaining mechanical power is output to 

the loads. 
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Figure 8-21 | Power-flow diagram for DC motor. 
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8.5 | TYPES OF DC MOTORS 
There are five major types of DC motors in general use: 

1. The separately excited DC motor 

2. The shunt DC motor 

3. The permanent-magnet DC motor 

4. The series DC motor 

5. The compounded DC motor 

Each of these types will be examined in turn. 

DC motors are, of course, driven from a DC power supply. Unless otherwise 

specified, the input voltage to a DC motor is assumed to be constant, because that 

assumption simplifies the analysis of motors and the comparison between different 

types of motors. 

8.6 | THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
OF A DC MOTOR 

The equivalent circuit of a DC motor is shown in Figure 8—23. In this figure, the 

armature circuit is represented by an ideal voltage source Fy, and a resistor Ry. This 

representation 1s really the Thevenin equivalent of the entire rotor structure, includ- 

ing rotor coils, interpoles, and compensating windings, if present. The brush voltage 

drop is represented by a small battery V,,,,, opposing the direction of current flow in 

the machine. The field coils, which produce the magnetic flux in the generator, are 

represented by inductor L, and resistor K,. The separate resistor R,g, represents an ex- 

ternal variable resistor used to control the amount of current in the field circuit. 

There are a few variations and simplifications of this basic equivalent circuit. 

The brush drop voltage is often only a very tiny fraction of the generated voltage in 

a machine. Therefore, in cases where it is not too critical, the brush drop voltage may 

be left out or approximately included in the value of Ry. Also, the internal resistance 
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Figure 8-22 | Early DC motors. (a) A very early DC motor built by Elinu Thompson 

in 1886. It was rated at about 1/2 hp. (Courtesy of General Electric 

Company.) (b) A larger four-pole DC motor from about the turn of 

the century. (Courtesy of General Electric Company.) 

of the field coils is sometimes lumped together with the variable resistor, and the total 

is called R, (see Figure 8-23b). A third variation is that some DC motors have more 

than one field coil, all of which will appear on the equivalent circuit. 
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Figure 8-23 | (a) The equivalent circuit of a DC motor. (b) A simplified equivalent 

circuit eliminating the brush voltage drop and combining Az, with 

the field resistance. 
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The internal generated voltage in this machine is given by the equation 

and the induced torque developed by the machine is given by 

Tind — Kdl, (8-3 | ) 

where K is a constant depending on the construction of a particular DC machine (the 
number of rotor coils, how they are interconnected, etc.). Note that these equations 
are similar to Equations (8-6) and (8-16) respectively for the single rotating loop. 
For the single rotating loop, the constant K is 2/7. 

These two equations, the Kirchhoff’s voltage law equation of the armature cir- 
cuit and the machine’s magnetization curve, are all the tools necessary to analyze the 
behavior and performance of a DC motor. 
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8.7 | THE MAGNETIZATION CURVE 
OF A DC MACHINE 

The internal generated voltage E, of a DC motor or generator is given by Equation 

(8-30): 

E, = Kho (8-30) 

Therefore, E, is directly proportional to the flux in the machine and the speed of 

rotation of the machine. How is the internal generated voltage related to the field 

current in the machine? 

The field current in a DC machine produces a field magnetomotive force given 

by G = N-l,. This magnetomotive force produces a flux in the machine in accor- 

dance with its magnetization curve (Figure 8—24). Since the field current is directly 

proportional to the magnetomotive force and since E, is directly proportional to the 

flux, it is customary to present the magnetization curve as a plot of Ey versus field 

current for a given speed w, (Figure 8—25). 

Figure 8-24 | The magnetization curve of a ferromagnetic material (¢@ versus G). 
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Figure 8-25 | The magnetization curve of a DC machine expressed as a plot of Ea 

versus /-, for a fixed speed w,. 
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It is worth noting here that, to get the maximum possible power per pound of 

weight out of a machine, most motors and generators are designed to operate near the 

saturation point on the magnetization curve (at the knee of the curve). This implies 

that a fairly large increase in current is often necessary to get a small increase in Ey 

when operation is near full load. 

The magnetization curves used in this book are also available in electronic form 

to simplify the solution of problems by MATLAB. Each magnetization curve is 

stored in a separate MAT file. Each MAT file contains three variables: if values, 

containing the values of the field current; ea_ values, containing the correspond- 

ing values of Ey; and n_0, containing the speed at which the magnetization curve 

was measured in units of revolutions per minute. 

8.8 | SEPARATELY EXCITED AND SHUNT 
DC MOTORS 

The equivalent circuit of a separately excited DC motor is shown in Figure 8—26a, 

and the equivalent circuit of a shunt DC motor is shown in Figure 8—26b. A sepa- 

rately excited DC motor is a motor whose field circuit is supplied from a separate 

constant-voltage power supply, while a shunt DC motor is a motor whose field cir- 

cuit gets its power directly across the armature terminals of the motor. When the sup- 

ply voltage to a motor is assumed constant, there is no practical difference in 

behavior between these two machines. Unless otherwise specified, whenever the be- 

havior of a shunt motor is described, the separately excited motor is included, too. 

The Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) equation for the armature circuit of these 

motors 1s 

Vr = E, + ER, (8-32) 

The Terminal Characteristic of a Shunt DC Motor 

A terminal characteristic of a machine is a plot of the machine’s output quantities 
versus each other. For a motor, the output quantities are shaft torque and speed, so the 
terminal characteristic of a motor is a plot of its output torque versus speed. 

How does a shunt DC motor respond to a load? Suppose that the load on the 
shaft of a shunt motor is increased. Then the load torque 7,,,, Will exceed the induced 
torque 7,4 in the machine, and the motor will start to slow down. When the motor 
slows down, its internal generated voltage drops (E, = Kaa L), so the armature cur- 
rent in the motor J, = (V; — Ey, LYR, increases. As the armature current rises, the in- 
duced torque in the motor increases (Tq = Kal, T), and finally the induced torque 
will equal the load torque at a lower mechanical speed of rotation w. 

The output characteristic of a shunt DC motor can be derived from the induced 
voltage and torque equations of the motor plus Kirchhoff’s voltage law. The KVL 
equation for a shunt motor is 

Vr = Ey + 14Ry (8-32) 
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Figure 8-26 | (a) The equivalent circuit of a separately excited DC motor. 
(6) The equivalent circuit of a shunt DC motor. 
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The induced voltage E, = Kda, so 

V, = Kobw + LR, (8-33) 

Since Ting = K@l,, current J, can be expressed as 

ee a (8-34) 

Combining Equations (8-33) and (8-34) produces 

Tind 
V, = Kdo + Ko (8-35) 
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Finally, solving for the motor’s speed yields 

(8-36) 

This equation is just a straight line with a negative slope. The resulting torque—speed 

characteristic of a shunt DC motor is shown in Figure 8—27a. 

Figure 8-27 | (a) Torque-speed characteristic of a shunt or separately excited 

DC motor with compensating windings to eliminate armature reaction. 
(b) Torque-speed characteristic of the motor with armature reaction 
present. 
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It is important to realize that, in order for the speed of the motor to vary linearly 
with torque, the other terms in this expression must be constant as the load changes. 
The terminal voltage supplied by the DC power source is assumed to be constant— 
if it is not constant, then the voltage variations will affect the shape of the torque— 
speed curve. 

Another effect internal to the motor that can affect the shape of the torque— 
speed curve is armature reaction. If a motor has armature reaction, then as its load 
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increases, the flux-weakening effects reduce its flux. As Equation (8-36) shows, the 

effect of a reduction in flux is to increase the motor’s speed at any given load over 

the speed it would run at without armature reaction. The torque—speed characteristic 

of a shunt motor with armature reaction is shown in Figure 8—27b. If a motor has 

compensating windings, of course there will be no flux-weakening problems in the 

machine, and the flux in the machine will be constant. 

If a shunt DC motor has compensating windings so that its flux is constant re- 

gardless of load, and the motor’s speed and armature current are known at any one 

value of load, then it is possible to calculate its speed at any other value of load, as 

long as the armature current at that load is known or can be determined. Example 8—2 

illustrates this calculation. 

A 50-hp, 250-V, 1200 r/min, DC shunt motor with compensating windings has an ar- 

mature resistance (including the brushes, compensating windings, and interpoles) of 

0.06 ©. Its field circuit has a total resistance Ag + Ap of 50 0, which produces a no- 

load speed of 1200 r/min. There are 1200 turns per pole on the shunt field winding 

(see Figure 8-28). 

Figure 8-28 | The shunt motor in Example 8-2. 
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a. Find the speed of this motor when its input current is 100 A. 

b. Find the speed of this motor when its input current is 200 A. 

c. Find the speed of this motor when its input current is 300 A. 

d. Plot the torque-speed characteristic of this motor. 

@ Solution 

The internal generated voltage of a DC machine with its speed expressed in revo- 

lutions per minute is given by 

E, = Kow (8-30) 
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Since the field current in the machine is constant (because V; and the field resis- 

tance are both constant), and since there are no armature reaction effects, the flux 

in this motor is constant. The relationship between the speeds and internal gen- 

erated voltages of the motor at two different load conditions is thus 

Frass Bie Be (8-37) 
Ex, Kobo, 

The constant K cancels, since it is a constant for any given machine, and the 

flux @ cancels as described above. Therefore, 

n=—n, (8-38) 

At no load, the armature current is zero, so E4, = V; = 250 V, while the speed 

Nn; = 1200 r/min. If we can calculate the internal generated voltage at any other 

load, it will be possible to determine the motor speed at that load from Equa- 

tion (8-38). 

a. If /, = 100A, then the armature current in the motor is 

V 
SS ee ieee 

i= 

250 V _ 
= 100A 50Q 7 24 

Therefore, E, at this load will be 

E, = Vr ns LA Ry 

= 250 V — (95 A)(0.06 1) = 244.3 V 

The resulting speed of the motor is 

E 
ae nar SORE Oeics Den Mee Nr 2800 

b. If , = 200A, then the armature current in the motor is 

250 V 
50 OQ 7 195 A I, = 200 A — 

Therefore, E, at this load will be 

Eg Vi ta Fea 

= 250 V — (195 A)(0.06 2) = 238.3 V 

The resulting speed of the motor is 

E, pgs fhe clench 
ER = SEO V 1200 r/min = 1144 r/min 
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c. If /,, = 300A, then the armature current in the motor is 

V 
bebe enh s 

se _ 250V _ B00.A = Sag = 208A 

Therefore, E, at this load will be 

(= = Vr nee IyRa 

= 250 V — (295 A\(0.06 9) = 232.3 V 

The resulting speed of the motor is 

eb ipe GA 0B32.3 
No Cpe sae ny = 550 V 1200 r/min = 1115 r/min 

d. To plot the output characteristic of this motor, it is necessary to find the 

torque corresponding to each value of speed. At no load, the induced 

torque T,,g is clearly zero. The induced torque for any other load can be 

found from the fact that power converted in a DC motor is 

Reanu 2 Lake Ting (8-28, 8-29) 

From this equation, the induced torque in a motor is 

Rass aye (8-39) 

Therefore, the induced torque when /, = 100 A is 

(2443 V)(95 A) 
ino ee ON Td ~ (4173 r/min)(1 min/60 s)(27 radir) 

The induced torque when /, = 200 A is 

V)\(195 A 
Tind = AES = 388 N-m 

(1144 r/min)(1 min/60)(27 rad/r) 

The induced torque when /, = 300 A is 

(2323 V)(295 A) ear Kens 

7nd ~ (4115 r/min)(1 min/60 s)(27 rad/r) 

The resulting torque-speed characteristic for this motor is plotted in Figure 

8-29, a 
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Figure 8-29 | The torque-speed characteristic of the motor in Example 8-2. 
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Nonlinear Analysis of a Shunt DC Motor 

The flux ¢ and hence the internal generated voltage E, of a DC machine are non- 

linear functions of its magnetomotive force. Therefore, anything that changes the 

magnetomotive force in a machine will have a nonlinear effect on the internal gener- 

ated voltage of the machine. Since the change in F, cannot be calculated analytically, 

the magnetization curve of the machine must be used to accurately determine its FE, 

for a given magnetomotive force. The two principal contributors to the magneto- 

motive force in the machine are its field current and its armature reaction, if present. 

Since the magnetization curve is a direct plot of E, versus /; for a given speed 

w,, the effect of changing a machine’s field current can be determined directly from 

its Magnetization curve. 

If a machine has armature reaction, its flux will be reduced with each increase in 

load. The total magnetomotive force in a shunt DC motor is the field circuit magneto- 

motive force less the magnetomotive force due to armature reaction (AR): 

Fret = Nel p — Far (8-40) 

Since magnetization curves are expressed as plots of E, versus field current, it is cus- 

tomary to define an equivalent field current that would produce the same output volt- 

age as the combination of all the magnetomotive forces in the machine. The resulting 
voltage E, can then be determined by locating that equivalent field current on the 
magnetization curve. The equivalent field current of a shunt DC motor is given by 

Ip = Ip — Ne (8-41) 
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One other effect must be considered when nonlinear analysis is used to deter- 
mine the internal generated voltage of a DC motor. The magnetization curves for a 
machine are drawn for a particular speed, usually the rated speed of the machine. 
How can the effects of a given field current be determined if the motor is turning at 
other than rated speed? 

The equation for the induced voltage in a DC machine is 

E, = Kbo (8-30) 

For a given effective field current, the flux in a machine is fixed, so the internal gen- 

erated voltage is directly proportional to speed, and the internal generated voltage at 

any given speed can be related to the internal generated voltage at rated speed to 

speed by 

Ex, on 
Ee Ti (8-42) 

where E49 and no represent the reference values of voltage and speed, respectively. 

If the reference conditions are known from the magnetization curve and the actual 

E, is known from Kirchhoff’s voltage law, then is possible to determine the actual 

speed n from Equation (8-42). The use of the magnetization curve and Equation 

(8—42) is illustrated in the following example, which analyzes a DC motor with 

armature reaction. 
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EXAMPLE 8-3 

A 50-hp, 250-V, 1200 r/min, DC shunt motor without compensating windings has an 

armature resistance (including the brushes and interpoles) of 0.06 ©. Its field cir- 

cuit has a total resistance Ar + Rag, Of 50 O, which produces a no-load speed of 

1200 r/min. There are 1200 turns per pole on the shunt field winding, and the arma- 

ture reaction produces a demagnetizing magnetomotive force of 840 A-turns at a 

load current of 200 A. The magnetization curve of this machine is shown in Figure 

8-30. 

Find the speed of this motor when its input current is 200 A. 

b. This motor is essentially identical to the one in Example 8-2 except for the 

absence of compensating windings. How does its speed compare to that of 

the previous motor at a load current of 200 A? 

c. Calculate and plot the torque-speed characteristic for this motor. 

# Solution 

a. If |, = 200A, then the armature current of the motor is 

Vr 
la a I gy I- ees if R- 

= 200A = 196 A 
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Figure 8-30 | The magnetization curve of a typical 250-V DC motor, taken at a speed 

of 1200 r/min. 
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Therefore, the internal generated voltage of the machine is 

E, a Vr - laR, 

= 250 V — (195 A)(0.06 2) = 238.3 V 

At |, = 200 A, the demagnetizing magnetomotive force due to armature reaction 
is 840 A-turns, so the effective shunt field current of the motor is 

840 A-turns _ 
Ti? OAor: 1200 turns — Seth 

From the magnetization curve, this effective field current would produce an inter- 
nal generated voltage E,, of 233 V at a speed ng of 1200 r/min. 

We know that the internal generated voltage Exo would be 233 V at a speed 
of 1200 r/min. Since the actual internal generated voltage E, is 238.3 V, the actual 
operating speed of the motor must be 
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Ben : 
| Ea (8-42) 

Ge Aan OBB: 
n= Be No = 333 V (1200 r/min) = 1227 r/min 

b. At 200 A of load in Example 8-2, the motor’s speed was n = 1144 r/min. 

In this example, the motor’s speed is 1227 r/min. Notice that the speed of 
the motor with armature reaction is higher than the speed of the motor with 

no armature reaction. This relative increase in speed is due to the flux 

weakening in the machine with armature reaction. 

c. To derive the torque-speed characteristic of this motor, we must calculate 

the torque and speed for many different conditions of load. Unfortunately, the 

demagnetizing armature reaction magnetomotive force is only given for one 

condition of load (200 A). Since no additional information is available, we will 

assume that the strength of Gar varies linearly with load current. 

A MATLAB m-file that automates this calculation and plots the resulting 

torque-speed characteristic is shown below. It performs the same steps as part 

(a) to determine the speed for each load current, and then calculates the induced 

torque at that speed. Note that it reads the magnetization curve from a file called 

fig8 30.mat. This file and the other magnetization curves in this chapter are 

available for download from the book’s World Wide Web site (see Preface for 

details). 

ol? M-file: shunt. ts curve.m 

M-file create a plot of the torque-speed curve of the 

the shunt DC motor with armature reaction in 

Example 8-3. oP ol? NP 

o\? Get the magnetization curve. This file contains the 

three variables if value, ea value, and n_0. 

load £ig8 30.mat 

oe 

& First, initialize the values needed in this program. 

Vout = 25.07 % Terminal voltage (V) 

rf = 50; % Field resistance (ohms) 

ra = 0.06; % Armature resistance (ohms) 

i 1 = 10:10:300; & Line currents (A) 
Number of turns on field 

Armature reaction @ 200 A (A-t/m) 

ole mf: 12005 
£ar0="'600; ol? 

® Calculate the armature current for each load. 

He eu ort anther N celia a uara 

& Now calculate the internal generated voltage for 

$ each armature current. 

ames Miners lnc ely 
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oe Calculate the armature reaction MMF for each armature 

% current. 

sist We =the (abasic LOOM Enrh2e neper-e alr 

% Calculate the effective field current. 

Shes ehidhiey yenqupenreh sa tba /porel sen 

Calculate the resulting internal generated voltage at 

1200 r/min by interpolating the motor's magnetization 

curve. 

0 = interpl(if_values,ea_values,i_f,'spline') ; 
ae oP ol? 

io) m 

% Calculate the resulting speed from Equation (8-42). 

=e (ieee a) s/t ema Meum eal OFF 2) 

% Calculate the induced torque corresponding to each 

% speed from Equations (8-55) and (8-56). 

ichinaui os =n -an= Win tealt ieee ans @aler se ein a aetna ap) er 

% Plot the torque-speed curve 

plot (t_ind,n,'Color','k','LineWidth',2.0) ; 

hold-on; 

xlabel ('\tau_{ind} (N-m)','Fontweight', 'Bold’) ; 
ylabel ('\itn_{m} \xrm\bf(r/min)','Fontweight','Bold') ; 

title ('Shunt DC Motor Torque-Speed 

Characteristic’, 'Fontweight','Bold') ; 

axieos0ne6 00s 1007-230. 0),)) 

grid on; 

hold off; 

The resulting torque-speed characteristic is shown in Figure 8-31. Note that for 

any given load, the speed of the motor with armature reaction is higher than the 

speed of the motor without armature reaction. | 

Speed Control of Shunt DC Motors 

How can the speed of a shunt DC motor be controlled? There are two common meth- 

ods to control the speed of the motor, and they have already been seen in the simple 

rotating loop earlier in this chapter. The two common ways in which the speed of a 

shunt DC machine can be controlled are by 

1. Adjusting the field resistance RX, (and thus the field flux) 

2. Adjusting the terminal voltage applied to the armature 

Each of these methods is described in detail below. 

Changing the Field Resistance To understand what happens when the field re- 
sistor of a DC motor is changed, assume that the field resistor increases and observe 
the response. If the field resistance increases, then the field current decreases 
(I, = V,;/R, 1), and as the field current decreases, the flux hb decreases with it. A de- 
crease in flux causes an instantaneous decrease in the internal generated voltage 
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Figure 8-31 | The torque-speed characteristic of the motor with armature reaction in 
Example 8-3. 
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E, (= Kd J w), which causes a large increase in the machine’s armature current, 

since 

Vr = EA 

iy = R, 

The induced torque in a motor is given by 7,4 = K@l,. Since the flux ¢ in this 

machine decreases while the current /, increases, which way does the induced torque 

change? The easiest way to answer this question is to look at an example. Figure 

8-32 shows a shunt DC motor with an internal resistance of 0.25 ©. It is currently 

operating with a terminal voltage of 250 V and an internal generated voltage of 

245 V. Therefore, the armature current flow is J, = (250 V — 245 V)/0.25 Q = 20A. 

What happens in this motor if there is a 1 percent decrease in flux? If the flux de- 

creases by | percent, then E, must decrease by | percent too, because E, = Koa. 

Therefore, E, will drop to 

Ey = 0.99 Ey, = 0.99(245 V) = 242.55 V 

Figure 8-32 | A 250-V shunt DC motor with typical values of E, and Ay. 

R,=0.250 
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The armature current must then rise to 

+250 Vi =7242 55. i= aan =29.8A 

Thus a 1 percent decrease in flux produced a 49 percent increase in armature 

current. 

So to get back to the original discussion, the increase in current predominates 

over the decrease in flux, and the induced torque rises: 

Lf 

Tina = Kl, 

Since Ting > Tioad the motor speeds up. 

However, as the motor speeds up, the internal generated voltage E, rises, caus- 

ing J, to fall. As J, falls, the induced torque 7;,g falls too, and finally Ting again equals 

Tioaq at a higher steady-state speed than originally. 

To summarize the cause-and-effect behavior involved in this method of speed 

control: 

1. Increasing R; causes I; ( = V7/Rp T) to decrease. 

2. Decreasing /; decreases ¢. 

3. Decreasing ¢ lowers E, (= Kd L w). 

4. Decreasing EF, increases I, = (V7 — Eg L)/R3. 

5. Increasing /, increases Ting ( = Ko J 1, 1), with the change in /, dominant over 

the change in flux). 

6. Increasing 7,,q Makes Tyg > Toa, and the speed w increases. 

7. Increasing to increases E, = Kow T again. 

8. Increasing E, decreases /,. 

9. Decreasing /, decreases 7,,4 until Tyg = Tioaq at a higher speed o. 

The effect of increasing the field resistance on the output characteristic of a shunt 

motor is shown in Figure 8—33a. Notice that as the flux in the machine decreases, the 

no-load speed of the motor increases, while the slope of the torque—speed curve 

becomes steeper. Naturally, decreasing R; would reverse the whole process, and the 

speed of the motor would drop. 

A Warning about Field Resistance Speed Control The effect of increasing the 

field resistance on the output characteristic of a shunt DC motor is shown in Figure 

8-33. Notice that as the flux in the machine decreases, the no-load speed of the motor 

increases, while the slope of the torque—speed curve becomes steeper. This shape is 

a consequence of Equation (8-36), which describes the terminal characteristic of the 

motor. In Equation (8-36), the no-load speed is proportional to the reciprocal of the 

flux in the motor, while the slope of the curve is proportional to the reciprocal of 

the flux squared. Therefore, a decrease in flux causes the slope of the torque—speed 

curve to become steeper. 

Figure 8—33a shows the terminal characteristic of the motor over the range 

from no-load to full-load conditions. Over this range, an increase in field resistance 
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Figure 8-33 | The effect of field resistance speed control on a shunt motor’s 
torque-speed characteristic: (a) over the motor’s normal operating 
range; (1b) over the entire range from no-load to stall conditions. 
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increases the motor’s speed, as described in this section. For motors operating 

between no-load and full-load conditions, an increase in R; may reliably be expected 

to increase operating speed. 

Now examine Figure 8—33b. This figure shows the terminal characteristic of the 

motor over the full range from no-load to stall conditions. It is apparent from the fig- 

ure that at very slow speeds an increase in field resistance will actually decrease the 

speed of the motor. This effect occurs because, at very low speeds, the increase in ar- 

mature current caused by the decrease in E, is no longer large enough to compensate 

for the decrease in flux in the induced torque equation. With the flux decrease actu- 

ally larger than the armature current increase, the induced torque decreases, and the 

motor slows down. 

Some small DC motors used for control purposes actually operate at speeds 

close to stall conditions. For these motors, an increase in field resistance might have 
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no effect, or it might even decrease the speed of the motor. Since the results are not 

predictable, field resistance speed control should not be used in these types of DC 

motors. Instead, the armature voltage method of speed control should be employed. 

Changing the Armature Voltage The second form of speed control involves 

changing the voltage applied to the armature of the motor without changing the volt- 

age applied to the field. A connection similar to that in Figure 8-34 is necessary for 

this type of control. In effect, the motor must be separately excited to use armature 

voltage control. 

Figure 8-34 | Armature voltage control of a shunt (or separately excited) DC motor. 

Variable 

voltage 

controller 

V; is constant 

V, is variable 

If the voltage V, is increased, then the armature current in the motor must rise 

Uy, = (V4 T - E,)/R,). As I, increases, the induced torque 7,4 = Kd@l, T increases, 

making Ting > Tioag, and the speed w of the motor increases. 

But as the speed w increases, the internal generated voltage E, ( = Kdw 7) in- 

creases, causing the armature current to decrease. This decrease in /, decreases the 

induced torque, causing 7;,4 to equal 7,4 at a higher rotational speed w. 

To summarize the cause-and-effect behavior in this method of speed control: 

. An increase in V, increases J, [ = (V, T - E,)/Ra]. 

lama Kstildal 

1 

2. Increasing /, increases 7, 

3. Increasing 7,,g Makes Tyg > Tioaq, INCreasing w. 

4 

5 

ind 

. Increasing w increases E, (= Kdw 1). 

. Increasing E, decreases J, [ = (V, — Ey TYR,). 

6. Decreasing /, decreases 7,4 until Tyg = Tioaq At a higher w. 

The effect of an increase in V, on the torque—speed characteristic of a separately 

excited motor is shown in Figure 8-35. Notice that the no-load speed of the motor is 
shifted by this method of speed control, but the slope of the curve remains constant. 

The two methods of shunt motor speed control—field resistance variation and 

armature voltage variation—have different safe ranges of operation. 
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Figure 8-35 | The effect of armature voltage speed control on a shunt motor’s 
torque—speed characteristic. 
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In field resistance control, the lower the field current in a shunt (or separately 

excited) DC motor, the faster it turns, and the higher the field current, the slower 

it turns. Since an increase in field current causes a decrease in speed, there is always 

a minimum achievable speed by field circuit control. This minimum speed occurs 

when the motor’s field circuit has the maximum permissible current flowing 

through it. 

If a motor is operating at its rated terminal voltage, power, and field current, then 

it will be running at rated speed, also known as base speed. Field resistance control 

can control the speed of the motor for speeds above base speed but not for speeds 

below base speed. To achieve a speed slower than base speed by field circuit control 

would require excessive field current, possibly burning up the field windings. 

In armature voltage control, the lower the armature voltage on a separately ex- 

cited DC motor, the slower it turns; and the higher the armature voltage, the faster it 

turns. Since an increase in armature voltage causes an increase in speed, there is al- 

ways a maximum achievable speed by armature voltage control. This maximum 

speed occurs when the motor’s armature voltage reaches its maximum permissible 

level. 

If the motor is operating at its rated voltage, field current, and power, it will be 

turning at base speed. Armature voltage control can control the speed of the motor for 

speeds below base speed but not for speeds above base speed. To achieve a speed 

faster than base speed by armature voltage control would require excessive armature 

voltage, possibly damaging the armature circuit. 

These two techniques of speed control are obviously complementary. Armature 

voltage control works well for speeds below base speed, and field resistance or field 

current control works well for speeds above base speed. By combining the two 

speed-control techniques in the same motor, it is possible to get a range of speed vari- 

ations of up to 40 to | or more. Shunt and separately excited DC motors have excel- 

lent speed control characteristics. 

There is a significant difference in the torque and power limits on the machine 

under these two types of speed control. The limiting factor in either case is the heat- 

ing of the armature conductors, which places an upper limit on the magnitude of the 

armature current /,. 
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For armature voltage control, the flux in the motor is constant, So the maximum 

torque in the motor is 

Tmax = Kd, max 
(8-43) 

This maximum torque is constant regardless of the speed of the rotation of the motor. 

Since the power out of the motor is given by P = 7a, the maximum power of the mo- 

tor at any speed under armature voltage control is 

Pere (8-44) 
max 

Thus the maximum power out of the motor is directly proportional to its operating 

speed under armature voltage control. 

On the other hand, when field resistance control is used, the flux does change. In 

this form of control, a speed increase is caused by a decrease in the machine's flux. 

In order for the armature current limit not to be exceeded, the induced torque limit 

must decrease as the speed of the motor increases. Since the power out of the motor 

is given by P = tw, and the torque limit decreases as the speed of the motor in- 

creases, the maximum power out of a DC motor under field current control is con- 

stant, while the maximum torque varies as the reciprocal of the motor’s speed. 

These shunt DC motor power and torque limitations for safe operation as a func- 

tion of speed are shown in Figure 8-36. 

Figure 8-36 | Power and torque limits as a function of speed for a shunt motor under 

armature volt and field resistance control. 
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The following examples illustrate how to find the new speed of a DC motor if it 

is varied by field resistance or armature voltage control methods. 

Figure 8-37a shows a 100-hp, 250-V, 1200 r/min shunt DC motor with an armature 

resistance of 0.03 Q and a field resistance of 41.67 Q. The motor has compensating 

windings, so armature reaction can be ignored. Mechanical and core losses may be 
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assumed to be negligible for the purposes of this problem. The motor is assumed 
to be driving a load with a line current of 126 A and an initial speed of 1108 r/min. 
To simplify the problem, assume that the amount of armature current drawn by the 
motor remains constant. 

Figure 8-37 | (a) The shunt motor in Example 8-4. (b) The separately excited 
DC motor in Example 8-4. 
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(b) 

a. If the machine’s magnetization curve is shown in Figure 8-30, what is the 

motor’s speed if the field resistance is raised to 50 0? 

b. Calculate and plot the speed of this motor as a function of the field resistance 

Re, assuming a constant-current load. 

# Solution 

a. The motor has an initial line current of 126 A, so the initial armature 

current is 

OV 

ATOR bay = Is 235 ley =, 126A: — 

Therefore, the internal generated voltage is 

Ex, = V7 — Inia = 250 V — (120 A)(0.03 9) 
= 246.4 V 

407 
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After the field resistance is increased to 50 2, the field current will become 

Via DOoENam 
Fae ON are 

The ratio of the internal generated voltage at one speed to the internal generated 

voltage and another speed is given by the ratio of Equation (8-30) at the two 

speeds: 

E K n ata Sel oW> ¥ doles (8-45) 

Ea, Kyo, dN : 

Because the armature current is assumed constant, E4; = Exo, and this equation 

reduces to 

or Np =— Ny (8-46) 

A magnetization curve is a plot of E, versus /-for a given speed. Since the values 

of E, on the curve are directly proportional to the flux, the ratio of the internal gen- 

erated voltages read off the curve is equal to the ratio of the fluxes within the ma- 

Chine. At Je = 5 A, Exo = 250 V, while at /- = 6 A, Eag = 268 V. Therefore, the ratio 

of fluxes is given by 

od, 268V 
Gots co VE 

and the new speed of the motor is 

me . ny = (1.076)(1103 r/min) = 1187 r/min 
a 

b. AMATLAB m-file that calculates the speed of the motor as a function of R- 

is shown below. 

% M-file: rf_speed_control.m 

% M-file create a plot of the speed of a shunt DC 

% motor as a function of field resistance, assuming 

% a constant armature current (Example 8-4). 

% Get the magnetization curve. This file contains the 

three variables if value, ea_value, and n_0. % 

load fig3_30.mat 

* First, initialize the values needed in this program. 
Niet 250i 6 Terminal voltage (Vv) 
erie ee Ors Le su7iOls * Field resistance (ohms) 
Ga *="0/ 703i % Armature resistance (ohms) 
1a = 120; % Armature currents (A) 
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The approach here is to calculate the e a0 at the 
reference field current, and then to calculate the 
e a0 for every field current. The reference speed is 
1103 r/min, so by knowing the the e a0 and reference 
speed, we will be able to calculate the speed at the 
other field current. HP al oP a0 oP ol? 

Calculate the internal generated voltage at 1200 r/min 
for the reference field current (5 A) by interpolating 
the motor's magnetization curve. The reference speed 
corresponding to this field current is 1103 r/min. 

_a0_ref = interpl (if values,ea values,5,'spline’) ; 
Sretc=: 1103; 

AP NP al? ol? 

5 0 

Calculate the field current for each value of field 

resistance. 

if = Mista! Spares, 

Calculate the E a0 for each field current by 

interpolating the motor's magnetization curve. 

e.a0 = interpl (if values,ea:values,i.f,'spline'); 

% Calculate the resulting speed from Equation (8-46): 

Sane (Phin phi2)o* oni fenad lif era 2). xm 

DZ ena Oke Ri Saw) nee bi; 

% Plot the speed versus r_f curve. 

plot (r_£,n2,'Color','k!','LineWidth!,2.0) ; 
hold on; 

xlabel('Field resistance, \Omega','Fontweight', 'Bold') ; 

ylabel ('\itn_{m} \rm\bf (r/min)','Fontweight','Bold') ; 

title ('Speed vs \itR_{F} \rm\bf for a Shunt DC Motor', 

"Fontweight!,'Bold!') ; 

axis([40 70 0 1400]); 

grid son; 

Hole sot; 

The resulting plot is shown in Figure 8-38. | 

Note that the assumption of a constant armature current as R; changes is not a 

very good one for real loads. The current in the armature will vary with speed ina 

fashion dependent on the torque required by the type of load attached to the motor. 

These differences will cause a motor’s speed versus R; curve to be slightly different 

than the one shown in Figure 8—38, but it will have a similar shape. 
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EXAMPLE 8-5 

The motor in Example 8-4 is now connected separately excited, as shown in Figure 

8-370. The motor is initially running with V4 = 250 V, I, = 120 A, and n = 1103 r/min, 

while supplying a constant-torque load. What will the speed of this motor be if V, is 

reduced to 200 V? 
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Figure 8-38 | Plot of speed versus field resistance for the shunt DC motor of 

Example 8-4. 
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@ Solution 

The motor has an initial line current of 120 A and an armature voltage V, of 250 V, 

so the internal generated voltage Ezy, is 

E, = Vr— IsRg = 250 V — (120 A)(0.03 Q) = 246.4 V 

By applying Equation (8-45) and realizing that the flux @ is constant, the motor’s 

speed can be expressed as 

Exo bal 
i 8-45 
Ea, yn, ( ) 

Te 

Np = Exe n 2 E,, 1 

To find E,o use Kirchhoff's voltage law: 

Eno = Vr = laoRa 

Since the torque is constant and the flux is constant, /, is constant. This yields a 
voltage of 

Eyo = 200 V — (120 A)(0.03 1) = 196.4 V 

The final speed of the motor is thus 

Ey 196.4 V . | No = z. LTT ry, 1103 r/min = 879 r/min B 
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The Effect of an Open Field Circuit 

The previous section of this chapter contained a discussion of speed control by vary- 
ing the field resistance of a shunt motor. As the field resistance increased, the speed 
of the motor increased with it. What would happen if this effect were taken to the 
extreme, if the field resistor really increased? What would happen if the field circuit 
actually opened while the motor was running? From the previous discussion, 
the flux in the machine would drop drastically, all the way down to @,.., and 
E, (= Ka) would drop with it. This would cause a really enormous increase in the 
armature current, and the resulting induced torque would be quite a bit higher than 
the load torque on the motor. Therefore, the motor’s speed starts to rise and Just 
keeps going up. 

The results of an open field circuit can be quite spectacular. When the author 
was an undergraduate at Louisiana State University, his laboratory group once made 
a mistake of this sort. The group was working with a small motor-generator set being 
driven by a 3-hp shunt DC motor. The motor was connected and ready to go, but 
there was just one little mistake—when the field circuit was connected, it was fused 
with a 0.3-A fuse instead of the 3-A fuse that was supposed to be used. 

When the motor was started, it ran normally for about 3 s, and then suddenly 

there was a flash from the fuse. Immediately, the motor’s speed skyrocketed. Some- 

one turned the main circuit breaker off within a few seconds, but by that time the 

tachometer attached to the motor had pegged at 4000 r/min. The motor itself was 

only rated for 800 r/min. 

Needless to say, that experience scared everyone present very badly and taught 

them to be most careful about field circuit protection. In DC motor starting and pro- 

tection circuits, a field loss relay is normally included to disconnect the motor from 

the line in the event of a loss of field current. 

A similar effect can occur in ordinary shunt DC motors operating with light 

fields if their armature reaction effects are severe enough. If the armature reaction on 

a DC motor is severe, an increase in load can weaken its flux enough to actually 

cause the motor’s speed to rise. However, most loads have torque—speed curves 

whose torque increases with speed, so the increased speed of the motor increases its 

load, which increases its armature reaction, weakening its flux again. The weaker 

flux causes a further increase in speed, further increasing load etc. until the motor 

overspeeds. This condition is known as runaway. 

In motors operating with very severe load changes and duty cycles, this flux- 

weakening problem can be solved by installing compensating windings. Unfortu- 

nately, compensating windings are too expensive for use on ordinary, run-of-the-mill 

motors. The solution to the runaway problem employed for less-expensive, less 

severe duty motors is to provide a turn or two of cumulative compounding to the 

motor’s poles. As the load increases, the magnetomotive force from the series turns 

increases, which counteracts the demagnetizing magnetomotive force of the armature 

reaction. A shunt motor equipped with just a few series turns like this is called a 

stabilized shunt motor. 
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8.9 | THE PERMANENT-MAGNET DC MOTOR 

A permanent-magnet DC (PMDC) motor is a DC motor whose poles are made of 

permanent magnets. Permanent-magnet DC motors offer a number of benefits com- 

pared with shunt DC motors in some applications. Since these motors do not require 

an external field circuit, they do not have the field circuit copper losses associated 

with shunt DC motors. Because no field windings are required, they can be smaller 

than corresponding shunt DC motors. PMDC motors are especially common in 

smaller fractional- and subfractional-horsepower sizes, where the expense and space 

of a separate field circuit cannot be justified. 

However, PMDC motors also have disadvantages. Permanent magnets cannot 

produce as high a flux density as an externally supplied shunt field, so a PMDC mo- 

tor will have a lower induced torque 7;,4 per ampere of armature current /, than a 

shunt motor of the same size and construction. In addition, PMDC motors run the 

risk of demagnetization. As mentioned earlier, the armature current /, in a DC ma- 

chine produces an armature magnetic field of its own. The armature mmf subtracts 

from the mmf of the poles under some portions of the pole faces and adds to the mmf 

of the poles under other portions of the pole faces (see Figures 8-11 and 8-13), 

reducing the overall net flux in the machine. This is the armature reaction effect. 

In a PMDC machine, the pole flux is just the residual flux in the permanent magnets. 

If the armature current becomes very large, there is some risk that the armature mmf 

may demagnetize the poles, permanently reducing and reorienting the residual flux 

in them. Demagnetization may also be caused by the excessive heating that can oc- 

cur during prolonged periods of overload. 

Figure 8—39a shows a magnetization curve for a typical ferromagnetic material. 

It is a plot of flux density B versus magnetizing intensity H (or equivalently, a plot of 

flux versus mmf 4). When a strong external magnetomotive force is applied to this 

material and then removed, a residual flux B,.. will remain in the material. To force 

the residual flux to zero, it is necessary to apply a coercive magnetizing intensity He 

with a polarity opposite to the polarity of the magnetizing intensity H that originally 

established the magnetic field. For normal machine applications such as rotors and 

stators, a ferromagnetic material should be picked which has as small a B,., and He 

as possible, since such a material will have low hysteresis losses. 

On the other hand, a good material for the poles of a PMDC motor should have 

as large a residual flux density B,.. as possible, while simultaneously having as large 

d coercive magnetizing intensity He as possible. The magnetization curve of such a 

material is shown in Figure 8-39b. The large B,., produces a large flux in the ma- 
chine, while the large He means that a very large current would be required to de- 
magnetize the poles. 

In the last 40 years, a number of new magnetic materials have been developed 
that have desirable characteristics for making permanent magnets. The major types 
of materials are the ceramic (ferrite) magnetic materials and the rare-earth magnetic 
materials. Figure 8-39c shows the second quadrant of the magnetization curves of 
some typical ceramic and rare-earth magnets, compared to the magnetization curve 
of a conventional ferromagnetic alloy (Alnico 5). It is obvious from the compari- 
son that the best rare-earth magnets can produce the same residual flux as the best 
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Figure 8-39 | (a) The magnetization curve of a typical ferromagnetic material. Note 

the hysteresis loop. After a large magnetizing intensity H is applied to 

the core and then removed, a residual flux density B,., remains behind 
in the core. This flux can be brought to zero if a coercive magnetizing 

intensity He is applied to the core with the opposite polarity. In this 

case, a relatively small value of it will demagnetize the core. (b) The 

magnetization curve of a ferromagnetic material suitable for use in 

permanent magnets. Note the high residual flux density B,., and the 

relatively large coercive magnetizing intensity He. (c) The second 

quadrant of the magnetization curves of some typical magnetic 

materials. Note that the rare-earth magnets combine both a high 

residual flux and a high coercive magnetizing intensity. 
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Figure 8-39 | (concluded) 
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conventional ferromagnetic alloys, while simultaneously being largely immune to 

demagnetization problems due to armature reaction. 

A permanent-magnet DC motor is basically the same machine as a shunt DC 

motor, except that the flux of a PMDC motor is fixed. Therefore, it is not possible to 

control the speed of a PMDC motor by varying the field current or flux. The only 

methods of speed control available for a PMDC motor are armature voltage control 

and armature resistance control. 

For more information about PMDC motors, see References 4 and 10. 

8.10 | THE SERIES DC MOTOR 

A series DC motor is a DC motor whose field windings consist of a relatively few 
turns connected in series with the armature circuit. The equivalent circuit of a series 
DC motor is shown in Figure 8-40. In a series motor, the armature current, field cur- 
rent, and line current are all the same. The Kirchhoff’s voltage law equation for this 
motor is 

Vr = Eg + [4(Ra + Rs) (8-47) 

Induced Torque in a Series DC Motor 

The terminal characteristic of a series DC motor is very different from that of the 
shunt motor previously studied. The basic behavior of a series DC motor is due to the 
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Figure 8-40 | The equivalent circuit of a series DC motor. 
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fact that the flux is directly proportional to the armature current, at least until satura- 
tion is reached. As the load on the motor increases, its flux increases too. As seen ear- 
lier, an increase in flux in the motor causes a decrease in its speed. The result is that 
a series motor has a sharply drooping torque—speed characteristic. 

The induced torque in this machine is given by Equation (8-31): 

Tind — Kl, (8-31) 

The flux in this machine is directly proportional to its armature current (at least until 

the metal saturates). Therefore, the flux in the machine can be given by 

d=cl;, (8-48) 

where c is a constant of proportionality. The induced torque in this machine is thus 

given by 

Tina = KOI, = Kel Z (8-49) 

In other words, the torque in the motor is proportional to the square of its armature 

current. As a result of this relationship, it is easy to see that a series motor gives more 

torque per ampere than any other DC motor. It is therefore used in applications 

requiring very high torques. Examples of such applications are the starter motors in 

cars, elevator motors, and tractor motors in locomotives. 

The Terminal Characteristic of a Series DC Motor 

To determine the terminal characteristic of a series DC motor, an analysis will be 

done, based on the assumption of a linear magnetization curve, and then the effects 

of saturation will be considered in a graphical analysis. 

The assumption of a linear magnetization curve implies that the flux in the 

motor will be given by Equation (8-48): 

e= cl, (8-48) 

This equation will be used to derive the torque—speed characteristic curve for the 

series motor. 

415 
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The derivation of a series motor’s torque-speed characteristic starts with Kirch- 

hoff’s voltage law: 

V,= Eq, + T(RAve Rs) (8-47) 

From Equation (8-49), the armature current can be expressed as 

_ [Fina 
We \ Ke 

Also, E, = Kaw. Substituting these expressions in Equation (8-47) yields 

| Tin 

Vp = Kbo + \ ra (Ry + Rs) (8-50) 

If the flux can be eliminated from this expression, it will directly relate the 

torque of a motor to its speed. To eliminate the flux from the expression, notice that 

and the induced torque equation can be rewritten as 

K 
Tind — © & 

Therefore, the flux in the motor can be rewritten as 

t e— 

= — —- 
b \ K V Tind (8 ~ 1) 

Substituting Equation (8-51) into Equation (8-50) and solving for speed yields 

i 

i ey oes Ae Vr cates \ K MV. Fna © 7 \ Ke (Re u Rs) a MUR: 
\/Kc V Ting @ = Vr - —— V Tind \V Ke 

Vr Ry cr Rs 
a —— é 

V Ke V Tind sae 

The resulting torque—speed relationship is 

--— (8-52) 

Notice that for an unsaturated series motor, the speed of the motor varies as the re- 

ciprocal of the square root of the torque. That is quite an unusual relationship! This 

ideal torque—speed characteristic is plotted in Figure 8-41. 

One disadvantage of series motors can be seen immediately from this equation. 

When the torque on this motor goes to zero, its speed goes to infinity. In practice, the 

torque can never go entirely to zero because of the mechanical, core, and stray losses 
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Figure 8-41 | The torque-speed characteristic of a series DC motor. 
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that must be overcome. However, if no other load is connected to the motor, it can 

turn fast enough to seriously damage itself. Never completely unload a series motor, 

and never connect one to a load by a belt or other mechanism that could break. If that 

were to happen and the motor were to become unloaded while running, the results 

could be serious. 

The nonlinear analysis of a series DC motor with magnetic saturation effects, 

but ignoring armature reaction, is illustrated in Example 8-6. 

417 

EXAMPLE 8-6 . 

Figure 8-40 shows a 250-V series DC motor with compensating windings, and a total 

series resistance R, + Rs of 0.08 ©. The series field consists of 25 turns per pole, 

with the magnetization curve shown in Figure 8-42. 

a. Find the speed and induced torque of this motor for when its armature current 

is 50 A, 

b. Calculate and plot the torque-speed characteristic for this motor. 

@ Solution 

a. To analyze the behavior of a series motor with saturation, pick points along 

the operating curve and find the torque and speed for each point. Notice 

that the magnetization curve is given in units of magnetomotive force 

(ampere-turns) versus E, for a speed of 1200 r/min, so calculated E, values 

must be compared to the equivalent values at 1200 r/min to determine the 

actual motor speed. 

For I, = 50A, 
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Figure 8-42 | The magnetization curve of the motor in Example 8-6. This curve was 

taken at speed n,, = 1200 r/min. 
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Since I, = I, = 50 A, the magnetomotive force is 

F = NI = (25 turns)(50 A) = 1250 A-turns 

From the magnetization curve at GF = 1250 A-turns, Ea = 80 V. To get the correct 
speed of the motor, remember that, from Equation (8-42), 

6V 
SN TOLT 1200 r/min = 3690 r/min 

To find the induced torque supplied by the motor at that speed, recall that Prony = 
Egl, = Trqw. Therefore, 

Ela 
Tind = ate 

(246 V)(50 A) = (3690 r/min)(1 min/60 s)(27 rad/r) 31.8 N-m 
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b. To calculate the complete torque-speed characteristic, we must repeat 

the steps in a for many values of armature current. A MATLAB m-file that cal- 

culates the torque-speed characteristics of the series DC motor is shown 

below. Note that the magnetization curve used by this program works in 

terms of field magnetomotive force instead of effective field current. 

Meteo Series ts curves.m 

M-file create a plot of the torque-speed curve of the 

the series DC motor with armature reaction in 

Example 8-6. HP a0 oP ol? 

Get the magnetization curve. This file contains the 

three variables mmf_value, ea_value, and n_0. 

load fig8 42.mat 

oe ol? 

% First, initialize the values needed in this program. 

Vit = 250} % Terminal voltage (V) 

Pec OSs % Armature + field resistance (ohms) 

Meee Oa Os % Armature (line) currents (A) 

nas °25;; % Number of series turns on field 

% Calculate the MMF for each load 

Ses hitaleciaz; Ph 

a Calculate che-internal- generate voltage.ena- 

SIG ee aN IN ees ince in tele 

Calculate the resulting internal generated voltage at 

1200 r/min by interpolating the motor's magnetization 

curve. 

0 = interp1 (mmf values,ea values,f,'spline') ; 
oP oP oP 

@ o 

% Calculate the motor's speed from Equation (8-42). 

eat (Oval ene lO) ema Os 2) 

% Calculate the induced torque corresponding to each 

% speed from Equations (8-55) and (8-56). 

Cena wenane ketene jou Meta k Dave O0 Ja, 

% Plot the torque-speed curve 

plot (t_ind,n,'Color','k','LineWidth',2.0); 

hold yorms 

xlabel ('\tau_{ind} (N-m)','Fontweight','Bold’) ; 

ylabel ('\itn_{m} \rm\bf(r/min)','Fontweight','Bold’) ; 

title ('Series DC Motor Torque-Speed Characteristic', 

'Fontweight','Bold') ; 

axis Onc7 01020: - 5 0100i a; 

Grids on; 

hold off; 

The resulting motor torque-speed characteristic is shown in Figure 8-43. Notice 

the severe overspeeding at very small torques. 5 
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Figure 8-43 | The torque-speed characteristic of the series DC motor in Example 8-6. 
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Speed Control of Series DC Motors 

Unlike the shunt DC motor, there is only one efficient way to change the speed of a 

series DC motor. That method is to change the terminal voltage of the motor. If the 

terminal voltage is increased, the first term in Equation (8—52) is increased, resulting 

in a higher speed for any given torque. 

Until the last 30 years or so, there was no convenient way to change V;, so the 

only method of speed control available was the wasteful series resistance method. 

That has all changed today with the introduction of solid-state control circuits. It is 

now relatively easy to create a variable DC voltage to control the speed of a motor. 

8.11 | THE COMPOUNDED DC MOTOR 

A compounded DC motor is a motor with both a shunt and a series field. Such a 

motor is shown in Figure 8-44. The dots that appear on the two field coils have the 

same meaning as the dots on a transformer: Current flowing into a dot produces a 

positive magnetomotive force. If current flows into the dots on both field coils, the 

resulting magnetomotive forces add to produce a larger total magnetomotive force. 

This situation is known as cumulative compounding. If current flows into the dot on 

one field coil and out of the dot on the other field coil, the resulting magnetomotive 

forces subtract. In Figure 844 the round dots correspond to cumulative compound- 

ing of the motor, and the squares correspond to differential compounding. 

The Kirchhoff’s voltage law equation for a compounded DC motor is 

Vr = Eq + 14(R, + Rs) (8-53) 

The currents in the compounded motor are related by 

l= [eels (8-54) 
V; 

p= R, (8-55) 
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Figure 8-44 | The equivalent circuit of compounded DC motors: (a) long-shunt 
connection; (b) short-shunt connection. 
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The net magnetomotive force and the effective shunt field current in the compounded 

motor are given by 

cet Cn On OAR (8-56) 

and 

(8-57) 

where the positive sign in the equations is associated with a cumulatively com- 

pounded motor and the negative sign is associated with a differentially compounded 

motor. 

The Torque—Speed Characteristic of a 
Cumulatively Compounded DC Motor 

In the cumulatively compounded DC motor, there is a component of flux that is con- 

stant and another component that is proportional to its armature current (and thus to 
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its load). Therefore, the cumulatively compounded motor has a higher starting torque 

than a shunt motor (whose flux is constant) but a lower starting torque than a series 

motor (whose entire flux is proportional to armature current). 

In a sense, the cumulatively compounded DC motor combines the best features 

of both the shunt and the series motors. Like a series motor, it has extra torque for 

starting; like a shunt motor, it does not overspeed at no load. 

At light loads, the series field has a very small effect, so the motor behaves ap- 

proximately as a shunt DC motor. As the load gets very large, the series flux becomes 

quite important and the torque—speed curve begins to look like a series motor’s char- 

acteristic. A comparison of the torque—speed characteristics of each of these types of 

machines is shown in Figure 8-45. 

Figure 8-45 | (a) The torque—speed characteristic of a cumulatively compounded 

DC motor compared to series and shunt motors with the same full- 

load rating. (b) The torque-speed characteristic of it cumulatively 

compounded DC motor compared to a shunt motor with the same 

no-load speed. 
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To determine the characteristic curve of a cumulatively compounded DC motor 
by nonlinear analysis, the approach is similar to that for the shunt and series motors 
seen before. Such an analysis will be illustrated in a later example. 
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The Torque-Speed Characteristic of a 
Differentially Compounded DC Motor 

In a differentially compounded DC motor, the shunt magnetomotive force and series 

magnetomotive force subtract from each other. This means that, as the load on the 

motor increases, /, increases and the flux in the motor decreases. But as the flux de- 

creases, the speed of the motor increases. This speed increase causes another increase 

in load, which further increases /,, further decreasing the flux, and increasing the 

speed again. The result is that a differentially compounded motor is unstable and 

tends to run away. This instability is much worse than that of a shunt motor with 

armature reaction. It is so bad that a differentially compounded motor is unsuitable 

for any application. 

To make matters worse, it is impossible to start such a motor. At starting condi- 

tions the armature current and the series field current are very high. Since the series 

flux subtracts from the shunt flux, the series field can actually reverse the magnetic 

polarity of the machine’s poles. The motor will typically remain still or turn slowly 

in the wrong direction while burning up, because of the excessive armature current. 

When this type of motor is to be started, its series field must be short circuited, so 

that it behaves as an ordinary shunt motor during the starting period. 

Because of the stability problems of the differentially compounded DC motor, it 

is almost never intentionally used. However, a simple wiring error can create one by 

accident! A typical terminal characteristic for a differentially compounded DC motor 

is shown in Figure 8-46. 

Figure 8-46 | The torque-speed characteristic of a differentially compounded 

DC motor. 
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The Nonlinear Analysis of Compounded DC Motors 

The determination of the torque and speed of a compounded DC motor is illustrated 

in Example 8-7. 
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EXAMPLE 8-7 

A 100-hp, 250-V compounded DC motor with compensating windings has an inter- 

nal resistance, including the series winding, of 0.04 ©. There are 1000 turns per pole 

on the shunt field and 3 turns per pole on the series winding. The machine is shown 

in Figure 8-47, and its magnetization curve is shown in Figure 8-30. At no load, the 

field resistor has been adjusted to make the motor run at 1200 r/min. The core, me- 

chanical, and stray losses may be neglected. 

Figure 8-47 | The compounded DC motor in Example 8-7. 
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a. What is the shunt field current in this machine at no load? 

If the motor is cumulatively compounded, find its speed when /, = 200 A. 

lf the motor is differentially compounded, find its speed when /, = 200 A. 

@ Solution 

a. Atno load, the armature current is zero, so the internal generated voltage 

of the motor must equal V;, which means that it must be 250 V. From the 

magnetization curve, a field current of 5 A will produce a voltage E, of 250 

V at 1200 r/min. Therefore, the shunt field current must be 5 A. 

b. When an armature current of 200 A flows in the motor, the machine's internal 

generated voltage Is 

E, = V;— Ia(Ra + Re) 
= 250 V — (200 A)(0.04 ) = 242 V 

The effective field current of this cumulatively compounded motor is 

[r= le + Ne IP he leer (8-57) 

nics ie =SA+ 1000 -00 4 = 5.6 A 
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From the magnetization curve, Es. = 262 V at speed No = 1200 r/min. Therefore, 
the motor's speed will be 

Es 
Eg © 

_ 242V 
~ 262 V 

Nn = 

1200 r/min = 1108 r/min 

c. If the machine is differentially compounded, the effective field current is 

: N. o, 
lE=Ie- RE ee NE (8-57) 

es 3 x =5A— = 200A=4.4A 

From the magnetization curve, Ego = 236 V at speed ny = 1200 r/min. Therefore, 

the motor’s speed will be 

E, 
Gaara 
En * 
242 V 

= 536V 1200 r/min = 1230 r/min 

n= 

Notice that the speed of the cumulatively compounded motor decreases with 

load, while the speed of the differentially compounded motor increases with load. 

| 
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Speed Control in the Cumulatively Compounded DC Motor 

The techniques available for the control of speed in a cumulatively compounded 

DC motor are the same as those available for a shunt motor: 

1. Change the field resistance Rr. 

2. Change the armature voltage V4. 

The arguments describing the effects of changing R; or V, are very similar to the 

arguments given earlier for the shunt motor. 

Theoretically, the differentially compounded DC motor could be controlled in a 

similar manner. Since the differentially compounded motor is almost never used, that 

fact hardly matters. 

8.12 | DC MOTOR STARTERS 

In order for a DC motor to function properly on the job, it must have some special 

control and protection equipment associated with it. The purposes of this equip- 

ment are 

1. To protect the motor against damage due to short circuits in the equipment 

2. To protect the motor against damage from long-term overloads 
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3. To protect the motor against damage from excessive starting currents 

4. To provide a convenient manner in which to control the operating speed of 

the motor 

The first three functions will be discussed in this section. 

DC Motor Problems on Starting 

In order for a DC motor to function properly, it must be protected from physical dam- 

age during the starting period. At starting conditions, the motor is not turning, and so 

E, = 0 V. Since the internal resistance of a normal DC motor is very low compared 

to its size (3 to 6 percent per unit for medium-size motors), a very high current flows. 

Consider, for example, the 50-hp, 250-V motor in Example 8-2. This motor has 

an armature resistance R, of 0.06 Q, and a full-load current less than 200 A, but the 

current on starting is 

V,—E 
emery 

oe 20 Vee ave 
0062 4167 A 

This current is over 20 times the motor’s rated full-load current. It is possible for a 

motor to be severely damaged by such currents, even if they last for only a moment. 

A solution to the problem of excess current during starting is to insert a starting 

resistor in series with the armature to limit the current flow until E, can build up to 

do the limiting. This resistor must not be in the circuit permanently, because it would 

result in excessive losses and would cause the motor’s torque—speed characteristic to 

drop off excessively with an increase in load. 

Therefore, a resistor must be inserted into the armature circuit to limit current 

flow at starting, and it must be removed again as the speed of the motor builds up. In 

modern practice, a starting resistor is made up of a series of pieces, each of which is 

removed from the motor circuit in succession as the motor speeds up, in order to limit 

the current in the motor to a safe value while never reducing it to too low a value for 

rapid acceleration. 

Figure 8—48 shows a shunt motor with an extra starting resistor that can be cut 

out of the circuit in segments by the closing of the 1A, 2A, and 3A contacts. Two 

actions are necessary in order to make a working motor starter. The first is to pick 

the size and number of resistor segments necessary in order to limit the starting cur- 

rent to its desired bounds. The second is to design a control circuit that shuts the re- 
sistor bypass contacts at the proper time to remove those parts of the resistor from the 
circuit. 

Example 8—8 illustrates the selection of the size and number of resistor segments 
needed by an automatic starter circuit. The question of the timing required to cut the 
resistor segments out of the armature circuit will be examined later. 
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Figure 8-48 | A shunt motor with a starting resistor in series with its armature. 
Contacts 1A, 2A, and 3A short-circuit portions of the starting resistor 
when they close. 
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EXAMPLE 8-8 

Figure 8-48 shows a 100-hp, 250-V, 350-A shunt DC motor with an armature resis- 

tance of 0.05 @. It is desired to design a starter circuit for this motor that will limit the 

maximum starting current to twice its rated value and which will switch out sections 

of resistance as the armature current falls to its rated value. 

el 

b. 

How many stages of starting resistance will be required to limit the current to 

the range specified? 

What must the value of each segment of the resistor be? At what voltage 

should each stage of the starting resistance be cut out? 

B Solution 

a. The starting resistor must be selected so that the current flow equals twice 

the rated current of the motor when it is first connected to the line. As the 

motor starts to speed up, an internal generated voltage E, will be produced 

in the motor. Since this voltage opposes the terminal voltage of the motor, 

the increasing internal generated voltage decreases the current flow in the 

motor. When the current flowing in the motor falls to rated current, a section 

of the starting resistor must be taken out to increase the starting current 

back up to 200 percent of rated current. As the motor continues to speed 

up, E, continues to rise and the armature current continues to fall. When 

the current flowing in the motor falls to rated current again, another section 

of the starting resistor must be taken out. This process repeats until 

the starting resistance to be removed at a given stage is less than the 

resistance of the motor’s armature circuit. At that point, the motor’s armature 

resistance will limit the current to a safe value all by itself. 
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How many steps are required to accomplish the current limiting? To find out, 

define R,.; as the original resistance in the starting circuit. So Fig is the sum of the 

resistance of each stage of the starting resistor together with the resistance of the 

armature circuit of the motor: 

Prot ae R; ae Ro enc ees or Ay (8-58) 

Now define Fi. ;as the total resistance left in the starting circuit after stages 1 to / 

have been shorted out. The resistance left in the circuit after removing stages 1 

through / is 

Rot = Rar too + Ra (8-59) 
Note also that the initial starting resistance must be 

V 
Fret = ee 

max 

In the first stage of the starter circuit, resistance R, must be switched out of 

the circuit when the current /, falls to 

After switching that part of the resistance out, the armature current must 

jump to 

pe inate Ayae ae ey 20s 

Since E,( = Kdw) is directly proportional to the speed of the motor, which cannot 

change instantaneously, the quantity V; — E, must be constant at the instant the 

resistance is switched out. Therefore, 

ImninArot + Vr oe E, = Imax rot, 1 

or the resistance left in the circuit after the first stage is switched out is 

hein 

Prot, + oe hee (8-60) 
max 

By direct extension, the resistance left in the circuit after the nth stage is switched 
out is 

n 

I 
Rot, chs [e) Rot (8-61) 

max 

The starting process is completed when A, , for stage n is less than or equal 
to the internal armature resistance A, of the motor. At that point, Ra can limit the 
current to the desired value all by itself. At the boundary where Ry = Para 
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/ n 

Ra = Rot,n = | Fit (8-62) 
R F 5 max 

sa ee pula aE = 
Prot a (8 S) 

Solving for n yields 

— log(Ra/Frot) 
n= 8-64 

lOg(Umin as) ( 

where n must be rounded up to the next integer value, since it is not possible to 
have a fractional number of starting stages. If n has a fractional part, then when 
the final stage of starting resistance is removed, the armature current of the motor 
will jump up to a value smaller than |na.- 

In this particular problem, the ratio Inin/Imax = 0.5, aNd Rig is 

Vr _ 250V 
fese 100.8 eee Sop = 0:357% 0) 

SO 

_ log(Ra/Fi) — 1og(0.05 0/0.357 Q) 

lOg(Imin [max log(350 A/700 A) 

The number of stages required will be three. 

b. The armature circuit will contain the armature resistor R, and three starting 

resistors A,, Ro, and A3. This arrangement is shown in Figure 8-44. 

At first, E, = 0 V and J, = 700 A, so 

Vr 
AO Ree pee 2 Oe) 

Therefore, the total resistance must be 

250M 
Ag+ AAs +A = 700A O57 O) (8-65) 

This total resistance will be placed in the circuit until the current falls to 350 A. This 

occurs when 

E, = Vr = InP = 250 V — (350 A)(0.357 Q) = 125 V 

When E, = 125 V, I, has fallen to 350 A and it is time to cut out the first starting 

resistor A,. When it is cut out, the current should jump back to 700 A. Therefore, 

Vr~E, _ 250V - 125 V 
700 A = 0.1786 0 (8-66) Ra t+ Ro + Ag = 

ex 
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This total resistance will be in the circuit until /, again falls to 350 A. This 

occurs when E, reaches 

E, = Vr — lai = 250 V — (350 A)(0.1786 O) = 187.5 V 

When E, = 187.5 V, I, has fallen to 350 A and it is time to cut out the second 

starting resistor Ro. When it is cut out, the current should jump back to 700 A. 

Therefore, 

Vz— Eq _ 250 V — 187.5 V 
loan 700 A 

This total resistance will be in the circuit until /, again falls to 350 A. This 

occurs when E, reaches 

Ex = V7 — I4Ret = 250 V — (350 A)(0.0893 2) = 218.75 V 

When E, = 218.75 V, I, has fallen to 350 A and it is time to cut out the third start- 

ing resistor R3. When it is cut out, only the internal resistance of the motor is left. 

By now, though, A, alone can limit the motor’s current to 

= 0.0893 2 (8-67) 

j, = ta Ea _ 250 V — 218.75 V 
Beri Ra 0.05 0 

= 625A (less than allowed maximum) 

From this point on, the motor can speed up by itself. 

From Equations (8-63) to (8-65), the required resistor values can be 

calculated: 

R; = Ro. 3 — Ra = 0.0893 2 — 0.05 2 = 0.0393 2 
Ro = Ret 9 — Ry — Ra = 0.1786 0 — 0.0393 O — 0.05 0 = 0.0893 2 
R, = Rot 1 — Po — Ry — Ry = 0.357 M — 0.1786 M — 0.0393 O — 0.05 N = 0.1786 1 

And R;, Ro, and Az are cut out when Ey, reaches 125, 187.5, and 218.75 V, 

respectively. a 

DC Motor Starting Circuits 

Once the starting resistances have been selected, how can their shorting contacts be 

controlled to ensure that they shut at exactly the correct moment? Several different 

schemes are used to accomplish this switching, and two of the most common ap- 

proaches will be examined in this section. Before that is done, though, it is necessary 

to introduce some of the components used in motor-starting circuits. 

Figure 8—49 illustrates some of the devices commonly used in motor-control 

circuits. The devices illustrated are fuses, push button switches, relays, time delay 

relays, and overloads. 

Figure 8—49a shows a symbol for a fuse. The fuses in a motor-control circuit 

serve to protect the motor against the danger of short circuits. They are placed in the 

power supply lines leading to motors. If a motor develops a short circuit, the fuses in 
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Figure 8-49 | (a) A fuse. (6) Normally open and normally closed push button 
switches. (c) A relay coil and contacts. (d) A time delay relay and 
contacts. (e) An overload and its normally closed contacts. 
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the line leading to it will burn out, opening the circuit before any damage has been 
done to the motor itself. 

Figure 8—49b shows spring-type push button switches. There are two basic types 

of such switches—normally open and normally shut. Normally open contacts are 

open when the button is resting and closed when the button has been pushed, while 

normally closed contacts are closed when the button is resting and open when the 

button has been pushed. 

A relay is shown in Figure 8—49c. It consists of a main coil and a number of con- 

tacts. The main coil is symbolized by a circle, and the contacts are shown as parallel 

lines. The contacts are of two types—normally open and normally closed. A normally 

open contact 1s one that is open when the relay is deenergized, and a normally closed 

contact is one that is closed when the relay is deenergized. When electric power is 

applied to the relay (the relay is energized), its contacts change state: The normally 

open contacts close, and the normally closed contacts open. 

A time delay relay is shown in Figure 8—49d. It behaves exactly like an ordinary 

relay except that when it is energized there is an adjustable time delay before its con- 

tacts change state. 

An overload is shown in Figure 8—49e. It consists of a heater coil and some nor- 

mally shut contacts. The current flowing to a motor passes through the heater coils. 

If the load on a motor becomes too large, then the current flowing to the motor will 

heat up the heater coils, which will cause the normally shut contacts of the overload 

to open. These contacts can in turn activate some types of motor protection circuitry. 
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One common motor-starting circuit using these components is shown in Figure 

8—50. In this circuit, a series of time delay relays shut contacts that remove each sec- 

tion of the starting resistor at approximately the correct time after power is applied to 

the motor. When the start button is pushed in this circuit, the motor’s armature circuit 

is connected to its power supply, and the machine starts with all resistance in the cir- 

cuit. However, relay 1TD energizes at the same time as the motor starts, so after 

some delay the 1TD contacts will shut and remove part of the starting resistance from 

the circuit. Simultaneously, relay 2TD is energized, so after another time delay the 

2TD contacts will shut and remove the second part of the timing resistor. When 

the 2TD contacts shut, the 3TD relay is energized, so the process repeats again, and 

finally the motor runs at full speed with no starting resistance present in its circuit. 

If the time delays are picked properly, the starting resistors can be cut out at just the 

right times to limit the motor’s current to its design values. 

Another type of motor starter is shown in Figure 8—51. Here, a series of relays 

sense the value of E, in the motor and cut out the starting resistance as E, rises to 

preset levels. This type of starter is better than the previous one, since if the motor is 

loaded heavily and starts more slowly than normal, its armature resistance is still cut 

out when its current falls to the proper value. 

Notice that both starter circuits have a relay in the field circuit labeled FL. This 

is a field loss relay. If the field current is lost for any reason, the field loss relay is 

deenergized, which turns off power to the M relay. When the M relay deenergizes, its 

normally open contacts open and disconnect the motor from the power supply. This 

relay prevents the motor from runaway if its field current is lost. 

Notice also that there is an overload in each motor-starter circuit. If the power 

drawn from the motor becomes excessive, these overloads will heat up and open the 

OL normally shut contacts, thus turning off the M relay. When the M relay deener- 

gizes, its normally open contacts open and disconnect the motor from the power sup- 

ply, so the motor is protected against damage due to prolonged excessive loads. 

8.13 | DC MOTOR EFFICIENCY CALCULATIONS 
To calculate the efficiency of a DC motor, the following losses must be determined: 

Copper losses 

Brush drop losses 

Mechanical losses 

Core losses 

SSS Stray losses 

The copper losses in the motor are the /°R losses in the armature and field cir- 
cuits of the motor. These losses can be found from a knowledge of the currents in the 
machine and the two resistances. To determine the resistance of the armature circuit 
in a machine, block its rotor so that it cannot turn and apply a small DC voltage to the 
armature terminals. Adjust that voltage until the current flowing in the armature is 
equal to the rated armature current of the machine. The ratio of the applied voltage to 
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Figure 8-50 | A DC motor starting circuit with rising time delay relays to cut out the 
starting resistor. 
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the resulting armature current flow is R,4. The reason that the current should be about 

equal to full-load value when this test is done is that R, varies with temperature, and 

at the full-load value of the current, the armature windings will be near their normal 

operating temperature. 

The resulting resistance will not be entirely accurate, because 

1. The cooling that normally occurs when the motor is spinning will not be 

present. 

2. Since there is an AC voltage in the rotor conductors during normal operation, 

they suffer from some amount of skin effect, which further raises armature 

resistance. 
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Figure 8-51 | (a) A DC motor starting circuit using countervoltage-sensing relays to 

cut out the starting resistor. (0) The armature current In a DC motor 

during starting. 
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(continued) 

IEEE Standard 113 deals with test procedures for DC machines. It gives a more 

accurate procedure for determining Ry, which can be used if needed. 

The field resistance is determined by supplying the full-rated field voltage to the 

field circuit and measuring the resulting field current. The field resistance R» is just 

the ratio of the field voltage to the field current. 

Brush drop losses are often approximately lumped together with copper losses. 

If they are treated separately, they can be determined from a plot of contact potential 
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Figure 8-51 | (concluded) 
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versus current for the particular type of brush being used. The brush drop losses are 

just the product of the brush voltage drop Vgp and the armature current /,. 

The core and mechanical losses are usually determined together. If a motor is 

allowed to turn freely at no load and at rated speed, then there is no output power 

from the machine. Since the motor is at no load, J, is very small and the armature 

copper losses are negligible. Therefore, if the field copper losses are subtracted from 

the input power of the motor, the remaining input power must consist of the me- 

chanical and core losses of the machine at that speed. These losses are called the no- 

load rotational losses of the motor. As long as the motor’s speed remains nearly the 

same as it was when the losses were measured, the no-load rotational losses are a 

good estimate of mechanical and core losses under load in the machine. 

An example of the determination of a motor’s efficiency is given below. 

A 50-hp, 250-V, 1200 r/min shunt DC motor has a rated armature current of 170 A 

and a rated field current of 5 A. When its rotor is blocked, an armature voltage of 

10.2 V (exclusive of brushes) produces 170 A of current flow, and a field voltage 

of 250 V produces a field current flow of 5 A. The brush voltage drop is assumed to 

be 2 V. At no load with the terminal voltage equal to 240 V, the armature current is 

equal to 13.2 A, the field current is 4.8 A, and the motor’s speed is 1150 r/min. 

a. How much power is output from this motor at rated conditions? 

b. What is the motor’s efficiency? 

Ei Solution 

The armature resistance of this machine is approximately 

-10.2V 
F700 = 0.06 0 Ry 
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and the field resistance is 

R, = 20*- 500 

Therefore, at full load the armature /?R losses are 

P, = (170 A)?(0.06 Q) = 1734 W 

and the field circuit /?R losses are 

P- = (5 A)*?(50 9) = 1250 W 

The brush losses at full load are given by 

Porush = Vapla = (2 V)(170 A) = 340 W 

The rotational losses at full load are essentially equivalent to the rotational losses 

at no load, since the no-load and full-load speeds of the motor do not differ too 

greatly. These losses may be ascertained by determining the input power to the 

armature circuit at no load and assuming that the armature copper and brush 

drop losses are negligible, meaning that the no-load armature input power is 

equal to the rotational losses. 

Po = Poore + Pmech = (240 V)(13.2 A) = 3168 W 

a. The input power of this motor at the rated load is given by 

P.. = Vrh, = (250 V)(175 A) = 43,750 W 

Its output power is given by 

Pee rin COR Chen Pece.  Cmean Petray 

= 43,750 W — 340 W — 1734 W — 1250 W — 3168 W — (0.01)(43,750 W) 

= 36,820 W 

where the stray losses are taken to be 1 percent of the input power. 

b. The efficiency of this motor at full load is 

Pout % n = 5 X 100% 
out 

_ 36,820 W 

~ 43,750 W 
X 100% = 84.2% a 

8.14 | SUMMARY 

DC machines convert mechanical power to DC electric power, and vice versa. In this 

chapter, the basic principles of DC machine operation were explained first by look- 

ing at a machine consisting of a single rotating loop. 
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The concept of commutation as a technique for converting the AC voltage in 

rotor conductors to a DC output was introduced, and its problems were explored. 

Next, we examined real DC motors. There are several different types of DC 

motors, differing in the manner in which their field fluxes are derived. These types of 

motors are separately excited, shunt, permanent-magnet, series, and compounded. 

The manner in which the flux is derived affects the way it varies with the load, which 

in turn affects the motor’s overall torque—speed characteristic. 

A shunt or separately excited DC motor has a torque—speed characteristic whose 

speed drops linearly with increasing torque. Its speed can be controlled by changing 

its field current, its armature voltage, or its armature resistance. 

A permanent-magnet DC motor is the same basic machine except that its flux is 

derived from permanent magnets. Its speed can be controlled by any of the above 

methods except varying the field current. 

A series motor has the highest starting torque of any DC motor but tends to over- 

speed at no load. It is used for very high torque applications where speed regulation 

is not important, such as a car starter. 

A cumulatively compounded DC motor is a compromise between the series and 

the shunt motor, having some of the best characteristics of each. On the other hand, 

a differentially compounded DC motor is a complete disaster. It is unstable and tends 

to overspeed as load is added to it. 

8.15 | QUESTIONS 

8-1. What is commutation? How can a commutator convert AC voltages on a 

machine’s armature to DC voltages at its terminals? 

8-2. Why does curving the pole faces in a DC machine contribute to a smoother 

DC output voltage from it? 

8-3. What is armature reaction? How does it affect the operation of a DC 

machine? 

8-4. Explain the L di/dt voltage problem in conductors undergoing commutation. 

8-5. What are commutating poles or interpoles? How are they used? 

8-6. What are compensating windings? What is their most serious disadvantage? 

8-7. What types of losses are present in a DC machine? 

8-8. How can the speed of a shunt DC motor be controlled? Explain in detail. 

8-9. What is the practical difference between a separately excited and a shunt 

DC motor? 

8-10. What effect does armature reaction have on the torque—speed characteristic 

of a shunt DC motor? Can the effects of armature reaction be serious? What 

can be done to remedy this problem? 

8-11. What are the desirable characteristics of the permanent magnets in PMDC 

machines? 
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8-12. 

8-13. 

8-14. 

8-15. 

8-16. 

8-17. 

What are the principal characteristics of a series DC motor? What are 

its uses? 

What are the characteristics of a cumulatively compounded DC motor? 

What are the problems associated with a differentially compounded 

DC motor? 

What happens in a shunt DC motor if its field circuit opens while it is 

running? 

Why is a starting resistor used in DC motor circuits? 

How can a DC starting resistor be cut out of a motor’s armature circuit at 

just the right time during starting? 

8.16 PROBLEMS 

8-1. 

8-2. 

The following information is given about the simple rotating loop shown in 

Figure 8-6: 

B=0O04T Ve =48V 

1=0.5 m ie = (el 

n= 025 m0 w = 500 rad/s 

a. Is this machine operating as a motor or a generator? Explain. 

What is the current / flowing into or out of the machine? What is the 

power flowing into or out of the machine? 

c. If the speed of the rotor were changed to 550 rad/s, what would happen 

to the current flow into or out of the machine? 

d. If the speed of the rotor were changed to 450 rad/s, what would happen 

to the current flow into or out of the machine? 

The power converted from one form to another within a DC motor was 

given by 

Poon - E4ly = Tind®%m 

Use the equations tor Ey and 7,4 [Equations (8-30) and (8—31)] to prove 

that Ey/, = T,g@,); that is, prove that the electric power disappearing at the 

point of power conversion is exactly equal to the mechanical power 

appearing at that point. 

Problems 8—3 to 814 refer to the following DC motor: 

P raies a8) hp I, rated — IIOA 

V; = 240 V N; = 2700 turns per pole 

Nrated = 1200 r/min Ngp = 14 turns per pole 

R, = 0.190 R950 
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Rs; = 0.02 0 Rg = 100 to 400 

Rotational losses = 3550 W at full load 

Magnetization curve as shown in Figure P8—1 

In Problems 8—3 through 8-9, assume that the motor described on page 438 can be 

connected in shunt. The equivalent circuit of the shunt motor is shown in Figure 

P8-2. 

8-3. 

8-4. 

8-5. 

8-6. 

8-9. 

If the resistor R,g; is adjusted to 175 O what is the rotational speed of the 

motor at no-load conditions? 

Assuming no armature reaction, what is the speed of the motor at full load? 

What is the speed regulation of the motor? 

If the motor is operating at full load and if its variable resistance Rjg; is 

increased to 250 (, what is the new speed of the motor? Compare the 

full-load speed of the motor with R,g; = 175 © to the full-load speed with 

R,q, = 250 Q. (Assume no armature reaction, as in the previous problem.) 

Assume that the motor is operating at full load and that the variable resistor 

R,4, is again 175 Q. If the armature reaction is 1200 A-turns at full load, 

what is the speed of the motor? How does it compare to the result for 

Problem 8-5? 

If R,g, can be adjusted from 100 to 400 ©, what are the maximum and 

minimum no-load speeds possible with this motor? 

What is the starting current of this machine if it is started by connecting it 

directly to the power supply V;? How does this starting current compare to 

the full-load current of the motor? 

Plot the torque-speed characteristic of this motor assuming no armature 

reaction, and again assuming a full-load armature reaction of 1200 A-turns. 

For Problems 8—10 and 8-11, the shunt DC motor is reconnected separately excited, 

as shown in Figure P8—3. It has a fixed field voltage V; of 240 V and an armature 

voltage V, that can be varied from 120 to 240 V. 

8-10. 

8-11. 

8-12. 

What is the no-load speed of this separately excited motor when R,g, = 

175 © and (a) V, = 120 V, (b) V4 = 180 V, (c) V4 = 240 V? 

For the separately excited motor of Problem 8-10: 

a. What is the maximum no-load speed attainable by varying both V, 

and Rj? 

b. What is the minimum no-load speed attainable by varying both V, 

and R,q;? 

If the motor is connected cumulatively compounded as shown in Figure 

P84 and if Rig = 175 0, what is its no-load speed? What is its full-load 

speed? What is its speed regulation? Calculate and plot the torque—speed 

characteristic for this motor. (Neglect armature effects in this problem.) 
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Figure P8-1 | The magnetization curve for th 

constant speed of 1200 r/min. 
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e DC motor in Problems 8-3 to 8-14. This curve was made at a 
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8-13. The motor is connected cumulatively compounded and is operating at full 
load. What will the new speed of the motor be if R,4j 18 increased to 250 0? 
How does the new speed compared to the full-load speed calculated in 
Problem 8-12? 
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Figure P8-2 | The equivalent circuit of the shunt motor in Problems 8-3 to s-8), 
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Figure P8-3 | The equivalent circuit of the separately excited motor in 

Problems 8-10 and 8-11. 
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Figure P8-4 | The equivalent circuit of the compounded motor in Problems 8-12 

to 8-14. 
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8-14. 

8-15. 

8-16. 

8-17. 

The motor is now connected differentially compounded. 

a. If Rag = 175 Q, what is the no-load speed of the motor? 

b. What is the motor’s speed when the armature current reaches 40 A? 

60 A? 

c. Calculate and plot the torque—-speed characteristic curve of this motor. 

A 15-hp, 120-V series DC motor has an armature resistance of 0.1 0 and a 

series field resistance of 0.08 . At full load, the current input is 115 A, and 

the rated speed is 1050 r/min. Its magnetization curve is shown in Figure 

P8—5. The core losses are 420 W, and the mechanical losses are 460 W at 

full load. Assume that the mechanical losses vary as the cube of the speed 

of the motor and that the core losses are constant. 

a. What is the efficiency of the motor at full load? 

b. What are the speed and efficiency of the motor if it is operating at an 

armature current of 70 A? 

c. Plot the torque—speed characteristic for this motor. 

A 20-hp, 240-V, 76-A, 900 r/min series motor has a field winding of 

33 turns per pole. Its armature resistance is 0.09 Q, and its field resistance 

is 0.06 Q. The magnetization curve expressed in terms of magnetomotive 

force versus E, at 900 r/min is given by the following table: 

G, A-turns 3000 

Armature reaction is negligible in this machine. 

a. Compute the motor’s torque, speed, and output power at 33, 67, 100, 

and 133 percent of full-load armature current. (Neglect rotational 

losses.) 

b. Plot the terminal characteristic of this machine. 

A 300-hp, 440-V, 560-A, 863 r/min shunt DC motor has been tested, and 

the following data were taken: 

Blocked-rotor test: 

V, = 16.3 V exclusive of brushes V- = 440 V 

I, = S5OOA Ip = 8.86A 

No-load operation: 

V, = 16.3 V including brushes I; 

I,=23.1A n 

8.76A 

863 r/min 

ll 

What is this motor’s efficiency at the rated conditions? [Note: Assume that 
(1) the brush voltage drop is 2 V; (2) the core loss is to be determined at an 
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Figure P8-5 | The magnetization curve for the series motor in Problem 8-15. This curve was taken at a constant 
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Problems 8-18 to 8-21 refer to a 240-V 100-A DC motor that has both shunt and 

series windings. Its characteristics are 

R,=0.140 N- = 1500 turns 

R; = 0.05 Nop = 15 turns 

Ry, = 200 0 N,, = 1800 r/min 

R,a, = 0 to 300 Q, currently set to 120 0 

II 

This motor has compensating windings and interpoles. The magnetization curve for 

this motor at 1800 r/min is shown in Figure P8-6. 

Figure P8-6 | The magnetization curve for the DC motor in Problems 8-18 to 8-21. 
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8-18. The motor described is connected in shunt. 

a. What is the no-load speed of this motor when Rigeeenk20-0)? 

b. What is its full-load speed? 

c. Under no-load conditions, what range of possible speeds can be 

achieved by adjusting R,q;? 

8-19. This machine is now connected as a cumulatively compounded DC motor 

with Rag = 120 0. 

a. What is the full-load speed of this motor? 

b. Plot the torque—speed characteristic for this motor. 

c. What is its speed regulation? 

8-20. The motor is reconnected differentially compounded with R,g = 120 0. 

Derive the shape of its torque—speed characteristic. 

8-21. A series motor is now constructed from this machine by leaving the shunt 

field out entirely. Derive the torque—speed characteristic of the resulting 

motor. 

8-22. An automatic starter circuit is to be designed for a shunt motor rated at 

20 hp, 240 V, and 80 A. The armature resistance of the motor is 0.12 Q, 

and the shunt field resistance is 40 ©. The motor is to start with no more 

than 250 percent of its rated armature current, and as soon as the current 

falls to rated value, a starting resistor stage is to be cut out. How many 

stages of starting resistance are needed, and how big should each one be? 
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Transmission 
Lines 

enerators and load are connected together through transmission lines, which 

transport electric power from the place where it is generated to the place 

where it is used. Efficient transmission lines are very important to modern 

power systems, because power generation is usually done at large electric generating 

stations located a long way from the cities and industries where the power is con- 

sumed. Most electric power consumers use small amounts of power, and they are 

scattered over wide areas. Transmissions lines must take the bulk power from the 

generators, transmit it to the locality where it will be used, and then distribute it to 

the individual homes and factories. 

As a rule of thumb, the power handling capability of a transmission line is pro- 

portional to the square of the voltage on the line. Therefore, very high voltage trans- 

mission lines are used to transmit electric power over long distances to the areas 

where it will be used. Once the power reaches the area where it will be used, it is 

stepped down to a lower voltage in distribution substations, and then delivered to the 

individual customers on lower-voltage transmission lines called distribution lines. 

There are two types of power transmission lines: overhead lines and buried 

cables. An overhead transmission line usually consists of three conductors or bundles 

of conductors containing the three phases of the power system. The conductors are 

usually aluminum cable steel reinforced (ACSR), with a steel core and aluminum 
conductors wrapped around the core. The steel core provides strength, while the alu- 
minum conductors have a low resistance to minimize the losses in the transmission 
line. In an overhead transmission line, the conductors are suspended from a pole or 
tower via insulators. In addition to the phase conductors, a transmission line usually 
includes one or two steel wires known as ground or shield wires. These wires are 
electrically connected to the tower and the ground, and are thus at ground potential. 
In large transmission lines, these wires are located above the phase conductors, 
shielding them from lightning strikes, etc. Some examples of transmission and dis- 
tribution lines are shown in Figure 9-1, 
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Figure 9-1 | Power lines come in a wide variety of constructions depending on voltage and local conditions: 
(a) Dual 345-kV transmission lines on a steel tower. (6) Dual 110-kV transmission lines on wooden 
poles. (c) A 13.8-kV distribution line in Louisiana. Because of the high incidence of lightning there, 
the ground wire is placed above the three phases. (d) A distribution line from South Australia with 
no ground wire. Because of a shortage of good wood in the state, these “Stobie” poles are 
constructed of concrete and steel. 

(b) 

(continued) 

Cable lines are designed to be placed underground or under the water. In cables, 

the conductors are insulated from one another and surrounded by a protective sheath. 

Cable lines tend to be more expensive than overhead transmission lines, and they are 

harder to maintain and repair. Furthermore, cable lines have capacitance problems 

that prevent them from being used over very long distances. Nevertheless, they are 

increasingly popular in new urban areas where overhead transmission lines are con- 

sidered an eyesore. 

Transmission lines are characterized by a series resistance and inductance per 

unit length, and by a shunt capacitance per unit length. These values control the 

power-carrying capacity of each transmission line, and the voltage drop in the trans- 

mission line at full load. In this chapter, we will study the nature of each of these 

quantities, and learn how to calculate them in the simple case of a single-phase 
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Figure 9-1 | (concluded) 

(c) (d) 

two-wire line. We will then use the equations for this line to explain the how con- 

ductor size and spacing affect resistance, inductance, and capacitance in any trans- 

mission line. 

The more complex inductance and capacitance calculations for three-phase 

transmission lines with varying geometries and conductor bundle sizes will nor be 

derived here. Most power engineers will never calculate the resistance, inductance, 

and capacitance per unit length of a transmission line—instead, they will simply look 

them up in a table provided by the line designers. Therefore, this chapter will con- 

centrate more on how to use the transmission line characteristics, and not on how 

to calculate them. Refer to Reference 2 for more details on how to calculate trans- 

mission line values in complex situations. 

9.1 | RESISTANCE 
The DC resistance of a conductor is given by the equation 

pl 
Roc = A (9-1) 
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where 

! = length of the conductor 

A = cross-sectional area of the conductor 

p = resistivity of the conductor 

In ST units, length is measure in meters (m), area is measured in square meters (m2), 
and resistivity is measured in ohm-meters (Q-m). The DC resistance per meter of the 
conductor is given by the equation 

OO (9-2) 

where rpc is measured in ohms per meter ((Q/m). 
The resistivity of a conductor is a fundamental property of the material that the 

conductor is made from. It varies with both on the type and temperature of the mate- 
rial. For example, the resistivity of hard-drawn copper at 20° C is 1.77 X 10-8 Q-m, 
and the resistivity of aluminum at 20° C is 2.83 X 107-8 Q-m. 

The resistivity of a conductor increases Jinearly with temperature over the nor- 
mal range of temperatures found in transmission lines. If the resistivity of a conduc- 
tor is known at one temperature, then it can be found at another temperature using the 
following equation: 

Vig lS a 
Pro ~ Mf + T, Pr (953) 

7, = temperature 1, in °C 

a i temperature 2, in °C 

Pr = resistivity at temperature 7, 

Pr = resistivity at temperature T, 

M = temperature constant 

The temperature constant M is the crossover temperature for the extrapolated 

resistivity of a particular conductor. Table 9-1 contains the resistivities at 20°C and 

temperature constants for several common types of conducting materials. 

Table 9-1 | Resistivity and temperature constants of different materials 

Material Resistivity at 20°C (()-m) Temperature constant (°C) 

Annealed copper 1-72 110-8 234.5 

Hard-drawn copper W006 Or 241.5 

Aluminum DIKC; S< NO" 228.1 

Iron 10.00 x 10-8 180.0 

Silver 15 o Ome 243.0 
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Notice from Table 9-1 that copper is a better conductor than aluminum, and that 

silver is an even better conductor than copper. If that is so, why are most transmis- 

sion lines made out of aluminum? The answer is that aluminum is much cheaper than 

copper or silver. Since aluminum is cheap and relatively light, conductors made of 

aluminum can be bigger in diameter than the corresponding copper conductors, low- 

ering the resistance of the line by having a larger area A to offset the higher resistiv- 

ity p of the material. 

The AC resistance of a conductor is always higher than its DC resistance 

because of skin effect. The AC current distribution in a conductor is not uniform. As 

frequency increases, more and more of the current is concentrated near the outer sur- 

face of the conductor. This concentration reduces the effective area of the conductor, 

raising its resistance in accordance with Equation (9-2), 

The details of how to calculate the AC resistance of a conductor from its DC 

resistance and the frequency of the current can be found in Reference 2. As a practi- 

cal matter, all wire vendors supply tables of the resistance per unit length for each 

conductor they manufacture at all common frequencies (50 and 60 Hz). Most power 

engineers will simply look up the values that they need from the vendor’s tables. 

9.2 | INDUCTANCE AND INDUCTIVE 
REACTANCE 

The series inductance of a transmission line consists of two components—its inter- 
nal inductance and its external inductance. The internal inductance is due to the mag- 
netic flux inside the conductor, while the external inductance is due to the magnetic 
flux outside the conductor. We will consider the internal and external inductance 
separately. 

The inductance of a transmission line is defined as the number of flux linkages 
produced per ampere of current flowing through the line. 

L.=4 (9-4) 

The flux linkages are measured in weber-turns (Wb-turns). To calculate the internal 
and external inductances of a line, we must calculate the internal and external flux 
linkages and divide by the current flow. 

Internal Inductance 

A conductor of radius r carrying current / is shown in Figure 9-2. The magnetic field 
intensity at a distance x from the center of this conductor is given the symbol H,. The 
magnitude of this magnetic intensity can be found from Ampere’s law: 

}H, -dl=I, (9-5) 

where H, is the magnetic field intensity at each point along a closed path, dlis a 
vector of length d/ along the path, and /, is the net current enclosed in the path. For 
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the circular path of radius x shown in Figure 9-2, the magnitude of H, is constant, 
and the vector d1 is always parallel to H,. Therefore, Equation (9-5) reduces to 

apa 

or ly (9-6) 

The units of magnetic intensity are henrys per meter (H/m). 

Figure 9-2 | Cross section of a current-carrying conductor. The current flow in this 
conductor is out of the page. 

If we assume that the current is distributed uniformly in the conductor, then the 

net current enclosed in a circular path of radius x will be the total current in the con- 

ductor times the ratio of the area inside the path to the total area of the conductor. 

k= I (9-7) 

Therefore, the magnetic intensity at any radius x inside the conductor will be 

oa; (9-8) 
x Ss 9 

QT 1r- 

The flux density B, at a distance x from the center of the conductor can be found 

from Equation (9-8) and Equation (1-21). 

B=yH (1-21) 

Substituting Equation (1-21) into Equation (9-8) yields the desired expression. 

X 

B, = mH, = 55! (9-9) 
PI e= 

The units of flux density are webers per square meter, or teslas (T). 
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The differential magnetic flux contained in a circular tube of thickness dx and 

a distance x from the center of the conductor will be the flux density times the 

cross-sectional area of the element normal to the flux lines, which is dx times the 

axial length. 

i 
ee Wbi (9-10) 

Doapie 
dd = 

The flux linkages dA per meter of length due to the flux in the tube are the product of 

the flux per meter and the fraction of the current linked. 

ae x3 }} 

TX dp = — dx Wh-turns/m (9-11) 
Qrr* 

FN rome 

We can find the total internal flux linkages per meter by integrating from the 

center of the conductor to the outside edge. 

ceed pl 
dx =—  Whb-turns/m (9-12) 

o 2arr* 81 int = I dd = 

Finally, we can substitute Equation (9-12) into Equation (9-4) to calculate the inter- 

nal inductance per meter. 

(9-13) 

If the relative permeability of the conductor is | (as it would be for nonferromagnetic 

materials such as copper and aluminum), this inductance reduces to 

Nim Mo 4m X 1077 _ 1 
aa ah ae jens cape iat Sp hs 10-’ H/m (9-14) 

External Inductance Between Two Points Outside of the Line 

To calculate the inductance external to a conductor, we must be able to calculate the 

flux linkages of the conductor due only to the portion of flux between two points 

P, and P, that lie at distances D, and D, respectively from the center of the conductor 

(see Figure 9-3). 

In the region external to the conductor, the magnetic intensity at a distance x 

from the center of the conductor is still given by Equation (9-6) 

or eae Simscane (9-6) 

However, this time all of the current in the conductor lies within the tube, so /, is 

equal to the total current / in the conductor. 

1 Peale reat (9-15) 
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Figure 9-3 | A conductor and two external points P, and P». 

The flux density B, at a distance x from the center of the conductor can be found 

from Equation (9-15) and Equation (1-21): 

/ 
lise: (9-16) B, = wH, = 

The units of flux density are webers per square meter, or teslas (T). 

The differential magnetic flux contained in a circular tube of thickness dx and 

a distance x from the center of the conductor will be the flux density times the 

cross-sectional area of the element normal to the flux lines, which is dx times the 

axial length. 

Hp aay om; 
a 2X “ Ca) 

Since this flux links the full current carried by the conductor, dA = dx, and 

pl 
dv = db = =— dx _ Whb-turns/m (9-18) 

2a0X 

Therefore, the total flux linkage per meter between any two points P, and P, at 

distances D, and D, from the center of the conductor can be found as 

wl D, : 

Nee he = i x= In Wb-turns/m (9-19) 
D, Nap 1D) 

Finally, we can substitute Equation (9-19) into Equation (9-4) to calculate the exter- 

nal inductance per meter due only to the flux between points P; and P). 

(9-20) 
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Inductance of a Single-Phase Two-Wire Transmission Line 

We now know enough to determine the series inductance of the single-phase two- 

wire transmission line shown in Figure 9-4. This figure shows the two conductors 

each of radius rand separated by a distance D, with current flowing into the page in 

the left-hand conductor and current flowing out of the page in the right-hand con- 

ductor. The magnitudes of the currents / flowing in the two conductors are equal an 

opposite. 

Figure 9-4 | A single-phase two-wire transmission line. Each conductor has radius 

and the spacing between conductors is D. 

The figure also shows two circular paths around the left-hand conductor. The in- 

ner path of radius x, encloses only the left-hand conductor, so the line integral along 

that path will produce a net magnetic intensity, because there is a net current enclosed 

in the path. 

} H, -dl=l, (9-5) 

On the other hand, the outer path of radius x, encloses both conductors. Since the 

currents are equal and opposite in the two conductors, the nef current enclosed by 

this path is 0! Therefore, there is no net contribution to the total inductance from 

the magnetic field at distances greater than D, the separation between the two 

conductors. 

To find the total inductance per unit length of a phase in this transmission line, 

we must add up the internal inductance of the conductor and the external inductance 

between distance r (the surface of the conductor) and D (the largest distance that 

encloses a net current). These two components of inductance can be found from 

Equations (9-13) and (9-20). Therefore, the total inductance per unit length for a 

phase in this transmission line is 
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I= hg + hy = (+ nQ) Him (9-21) 
27 

By symmetry, the total inductance of the other phase is the same, so the total induc- 

tance of the two-phase transmission line is 

(9-22) 

where r is the radius of each conductor and D is the distance between conductors. 

Understanding the Inductance of a Transmission Line 

Equation (9-22) describes the inductance per unit length of a single-phase, two-wire 

transmission line. Similar equations can be derived for three-phase lines, and for 

lines using more than one wire in each phase. The mathematics involved is tedious, 

and depends on the geometry of the transmission line. It is not covered in this text. 

AS a practical matter, most working engineers will find the inductance of a transmis- 

sion line from lookup tables provided by the designers of the line. See Reference 2 if 

you would like to get more details about how to perform these calculations for arbi- 

trary arrangements of conductors in two- and three-phase transmission lines. 

Instead of spending a lot of time with various special cases, we will use Equa- 

tion (9-22) to derive a general understanding about the behavior of inductance in all 

transmission lines. The key points are summarized below: 

1. The greater the spacing between the phases of a transmission line, the 

greater the inductance of the line. This point is obvious from Equation (9-22). 

If the distance between the phases increases, the ratio D/r increases, and therefore the 

total inductance of the line increases. Since the phases of higher-voltage transmis- 

sion lines must be spaced further apart for insulation purposes, a single-conductor 

high-voltage line will tend to have a higher inductance than a single-conductor low- 

voltage line. 

Note also that the spacing between lines in cables is very small, so the series in- 

ductance of buried cables will be much smaller than the inductance of overhead 

transmission lines. 

2. The greater the radius of the conductors in a transmission line, the lower 

the inductance of the line. If the radius of a conductor r is increased, the ratio D/r 

decreases, and therefore the total inductance of the line decreases. Practical trans- 

mission lines do not use conductors of extremely large radius, because they would be 

very heavy, inflexible, and expensive. However, they do approximate this behavior 

by bundling two, three or more conductors together in each phase, as shown in Fig- 

ure 9-5. If a series of individual conductors is distributed along the circumference of 

a circle, then the behavior of the bundle is approximately like the behavior of a sin- 

gle conductor with a very large radius. The more conductors included in the bundle, 

the better this approximation becomes. This bundling of conductors in a phase can 

also be seen in the photographs in Figure 9-1. 
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Figure 9-5 | A bundle of conductors arranged along the circumference of a circle behaves approximately like a 

single conductor with the radius of the circle. The more conductors included in the bundle, the 

better the approximation becomes. (a) Three conductors in bundle. (b) Four conductors in bundle. 

(c) Photo of a transmission line with two conductors in bundle. (d) Photo of a transmission 

line with four conductors in bundle. 

a 

i; 

gm , a 

(a) (b) 

(continued) 

Very high voltage transmission lines usually include two, three, or more parallel 

conductors per phase spaced at locations on the circumference of a circle. The par- 

allel conductors reduce the series resistance of the transmission line, and the larger 

effective radius of the bundle reduces the series inductance of the transmission line, 

partially compensating for the increased inductance due to wider phase spacing. 

Inductive Reactance 

The series inductive reactance of a transmission line depends on both the inductance 

of the line and the frequency of the power system. If the inductance per unit length 

of a line is /, then the inductive reactance per unit length will be 

x = jol = j27fl (9-23) 

where fis the frequency of the transmission line. To find the total series inductive re- 

actance of a transmission line, we can just multiply the inductive reactance per unit 

length times the length of the line 

X = xd (9-24) 

where d is the length of the line. 

9.3 | CAPACITANCE AND 
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE 

When a voltage is applied to a pair of conductors separated by a nonconducting 
dielectric medium, charges of equal magnitude but opposite sign accumulate on the 
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Figure 9-5 (concluded) 

two conductors. The charge deposited on the conductors is proportional to the ap- 

plied voltage, and the constant of proportionality is the capacitance C. 

Ge CY. (9-25) 

where 

q = the charge on the conductors in coulombs 

V = the voltage between the conductors in volts 

C = the capacitance between the pair of conductors in farads 

Traditional capacitors are designed as two parallel plates separated by a di- 

electric material, because this design maximizes capacitance. However, there is a 

capacitance between any two conductors, including the phases of a power system. 

In AC power systems, a transmission line carries a time-varying voltage that 

differs in each phase. This alternating voltage causes the charges on individual 

phases to increase and decrease with time in accordance with Equation (9-25), and 

these changing charges produce a charging current. The charging current increases 

the current in the transmission line, and changes the power factor and voltage drop of 
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the line. Note that charging current flows in a transmission line even when it is open 

circuited. 

The capacitance of a transmission line can be determined using Gauss’s law, just 

as the inductance of a transmission line was found from Ampere’s law. Gauss’s law 

states that the total electric charge within a closed surface is equal to the total electric 

flux emerging from the surface. In other words, the total charge within the closed sur- 

face is equal to the integral over the surface of the normal components of the electric 

flux density. 

fp D -dA =4q (9-26) 
A 

where 

q = the charge inside the surface, in coulombs 

D = the electric flux density at the surface, in C/m? 

dA = the unit vector normal to the surface, in m? 

The electric flux density D at a point is given by the equation 

D= cE (9-27) 

where é¢ is the permittivity of the material surrounding the conductor, and E is the 

electric field intensity at that point. The permittivity of free space € is 8.85 X 10°'° 

farads per meter, and the permittivity of any other material is expressed as 

E = E,£p (9-28) 

where é, is the relative permittivity of the material. The relative permittivity of air is 

almost exactly 1.0, so the permittivity of the air around an overhead transmission line 

is essentially equal to the free space permittivity &. 

The Electric Field Around a Long, Straight Conductor 

The voltage or potential difference V between two points is equal to the work in 

joules needed to move a coulomb of charge from one point to the other one. The elec- 

tric field intensity E is the force exerted on a coulomb of charge at a given point in 

the electric field. The units of potential difference are volts, and the units of electric 

field intensity are either newtons per coulomb or volts per meter (they are equivalent 

units). 

Since capacitance is defined as the ratio of charge to voltage between two points, 

we must be able to calculate the voltage difference between those points in order to 

calculate capacitance. In this section, we will learn how to calculate the potential 

difference (voltage) between two points near an isolated conductor, and in the next 

section we will extend that calculation to determine the capacitance between a pair 

of conductors. 

An isolated conductor with a positive charge on its surface is shown in Figure 
9—6. Note that the lines of electric flux radiate uniformly outward from the surface of 
the conductor. For this nice, uniform situation, the flux density vector D is always 
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Figure 9-6 | Lines of electric flux originate on positive charges and terminate on 
negative charges. For a positively charged conductor in isolation, the 
lines of flux are uniformly distributed around the radius of the conductor. 

parallel to the normal vector dA, and D is constant in magnitude at all points around 

a path of constant radius r from the center of the conductor. Therefore, Gauss’s law 

reduces to 

DAO} (9-29) 
D(27xl) = ql (9-30) 

where / is the length of the conductor being considered, q is the charge on the con- 

ductor per unit length, and Q is the total charge on the conductor. Therefore, the flux 

density D can be expressed in terms of the charge per unit length of the conductor 

and the distance from the conductor to the point P as 

-aieat | = 
Dire: Cae 

From Equations (9-27) and (9-31), the electric field intensity E at point P can be 

expressed as 

q 

cae ek. 
Note that the direction of E is always radially outward from the conductor. 

The potential difference between two points P, and P, is the integral of the elec- 

tric field intensity E along the path of integration between the points. 

P, 
Vo = E-dl (9-33) 

P, 

where d1 is a differential element tangential to the path of integration between 

P, and P). It is a property of electric fields that the path taken between the two points 

is irrelevant—the answer will always be the same regardless of the path taken. 
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By aclever choice of path between the points, we can make this calculation easy. 

Figure 9-7 shows a path between the two points that goes radially outward from P, 

to P,,,, and then along a circle of constant radius from P;,; to P,. Note that the vectors 

E and dl are parallel in the first segment, and perpendicular in the second segment. 

Therefore, the dot product E - dis just E dx in the first segment, and zero in the sec- 

ond segment. Equation (9-33) thus reduces to 

Ds 
Vio = | E dx (9-34) 

D, 

D; 

=| a dx 
D, Z2T7TEX 

_4 ea ety 
=o D, Sak 

Figure 9-7 | If the path of integration between points P, and P> is chosen to be two 

separate components, one radial and one circumferential, then the 

integration becomes very simple. The radial portion of the path is 

parallel to the E vector, and the circumferential portion of the path is 

perpendicular to the E vector. 

By 5 P f 

x E- \ ‘Path of integration 

The Capacitance of a Single-Phase Two-Wire Transmission Line 

To determine the capacitance per unit length of a single-phase two-wire transmission 

line, we must calculate the voltage difference between the two lines for a given 

amount of charge on the line. 

Consider a transmission line consisting of two parallel conductors of equal 

radius separated by a distance D, as shown in Figure 9-8. To determine the potential 

difference between the two conductors, we must first determine the potential differ- 

ence between a point at the surface of the first conductor and the location of the sec- 

ond conductor due to the charge on the conductor a. Then, we must determine the 

potential difference between a point at the surface of the second conductor and the 

location of the first conductor due to the charge on conductor b. Finally, we will sum 

up the two potential differences to get the total voltage between the conductors. 

The potential difference due to the charge on conductor a can be found by apply- 

ing Equation (9-35): 
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Figure 9-8 | A single-phase two-wire transmission line with a pair of conductors of 
radius r separated by a distance D. 

Lon ny gr 

Nat” 
ce 

D 

_ 4%, (D | 
Vee aa Ore In (2) (9-36) 

Similarly, the potential difference due to the charge on conductor b is 

bts dp D : 

Va, ae es In (2) C=) 

arti dp D or Virob= ie In (2) (9-38) 

The total voltage between the lines is thus 

wet hey qa D VD D 

Vs t. Vee 1 Vine ~ f= m(2) Ire in (2) (9239) 

Since g, = — q, = q, this equation reduces to 

q D 
Van = Gp 0 (2) (9-40) 

The capacitance per unit length between the two conductors of the transmission 

line is thus 

(9-41) 

The potential difference between each conductor and the ground or neutral is 

one-half the total potential difference between the two conductors, so the capacitance 

to ground of this single-phase transmission line will be 

QTE 
Cn = Can = Con = 

D 
In (2 

(9-42) 
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Understanding the Capacitance of a Transmission Line 

Equation (9-41) describes the capacitance per unit length of a single-phase, two-wire 

transmission line. Similar equations can be derived for three-phase lines with various 

geometries. The mathematics involved is tedious, and is not covered in this text. As 

a practical matter, most working engineers will find the shunt capacitance of a trans- 

mission line from lookup tables provided by the designers of the line. See Reference 

2 if you would like to get more details about how to perform these calculations for 

arbitrary arrangements of conductors in two- and three-phase transmission lines. 

Instead of spending a lot of time with various special cases, we will use Equa- 

tion (9-41) to derive a general understanding about the behavior of inductance in all 

transmission lines. The key points are summarized below: 

1. The greater the spacing between the phases of a transmission line, the lower 

the capacitance of the line. This point is obvious from Equation (9-42). If the dis- 

tance between the phases increases, the ratio D/r increases, and therefore the total ca- 

pacitance of the line decreases. Since the phases of higher-voltage transmission lines 

must be spaced farther apart for insulation purposes, a single-conductor high-voltage 

line will tend to have a lower capacitance than a single-conductor low-voltage line. 

Note also that the spacing between conductors in a cable is very small, so the 

shunt capacitance of buried cables will be much larger than the shunt capacitance of 

overhead transmission lines. This high capacitance means that a cable has a much 

higher shunt admittance than an overhead transmission line of equivalent length, and 

therefore a much higher charging current. This high charging current limits the max- 

imum length of cables in power systems. Overhead transmission lines of several hun- 

dred kilometers are common, but an underground cable of that length would be 

unusable because of the high charging currents. Underground cables are normally 

used for short transmission lines in urban areas, where the short line length keeps the 

total capacitance down and the charging current under control. 

2. The greater the radius of the conductors in a transmission line, the higher 

the capacitance of the line. _ If the radius of a conductor r is increased, the ratio D/r 

decreases, and therefore the total capacitance of the line increases. As we saw earlier 

in this chapter, several conductors are sometimes bundled together in high-voltage 

transmission lines to reduce the inductance of the lines. However, this bundling in- 

creases the effective radius of each phase, increasing the capacitance. Good trans- 
mission line design is a compromise among the conflicting requirements for low 
series inductance, low shunt capacitance, and a large enough separation to provide 
insulation between the phases. 

Shunt Capacitive Admittance 

The shunt capacitive admittance of a transmission line depends on both the capaci- 
tance of the line and the frequency of the power system. If the capacitance per unit 
length of a line is c, then the shunt admittance per unit length will be 

y = jac = j2afec (9-43) 
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where fis the frequency of the transmission line. To find the total shunt admittance 

of a transmission line, we can just multiply the admittance per unit length times the 

length of the line 

Y = yd = j27 fed (9-44) 

where d is the length of the line. The corresponding capacitive reactance is the reci- 

procal of the admittance: 

l 

fi Coca lad 277 fcd 
(9-45) 

An 8000-V, 60-Hz, single-phase, two-wire transmission line consists of hard-drawn 

aluminum conductors with a radius of 2 cm. The two conductors are spaced 1.2 m 

apart, the transmission line is 30 km long, and the temperature of the conductors is 

20°C. Answer the following questions about this transmission line: 

a. What is series resistance per kilometer of this transmission line? 

b. What is series inductance per kilometer of this transmission line? 

c. What is shunt capacitance per kilometer of this transmission line? 

d. What is total series reactance of this transmission line? 

e. What is total shunt admittance of this transmission line? 

@ Solution 

a. The series resistance of this transmission line is given by Equation (9-1). 

pl 
R= 9-1 5 (2-4) 

lf we ignore skin effect, the resistivity of the line at 20°C will be 2.83 x 10-§ O-m. 

The resistance per kilometer of the line will be 

pl (2.83 x 10°® Q-m)(1000 m) 

Ay a (0.02)? 
= 0.0225 Q/km 

b. The series inductance per meter of this transmission line is given by 

Equation (9-22). 

M4 D S 

Sc lesen RSLs = =H(14 in te) 1.738 x 10°° H/m 

Therefore the inductance per kilometer will be 

PS 1738 107" i/km 
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c. The shunt capacitance per meter of this transmission line Is given by 

Equation (9-41). 

nage ai (9-41) 

7 Aa er 
AOS = Fim 

Bares Rene 6.794 x 10-12 F/m 
mee 

0.02, 

Therefore the capacitance per kilometer will be 

Cap = 6.794 X 10-9 F/km 

d. The series impedance of this transmission line per kilometer will be. 

Zee = + [X= rt j2afx = 0.0225 + j2m(60)(1.738 x 107%) 

= 0.225 + j0.655 Q/km 

Therefore the total series impedance will be 

Zee = (0.225 + §0.655 1/km)(30 km) = 0.675 + /19.7 OD 

e. The shunt admittance of this transmission line per kilometer will be. 

Ven = [2afe = j2m(60)(6.794 x 10-9 F/km) = j2.561 x 10°-§ S/m 

Therefore the total shunt admittance will be 

Yon = (/2.561 X 10-§ S/km)(30 km) = /7.684 x 10°°S 

The corresponding shunt capacitive reactance is 

Zoey = 1/ Ye, = 117.684 10-° S) = —f§13.0 kX a 

9.4| TRANSMISSION LINE MODELS 
Unlike generators, motors, or transformers, transmission lines are physically ex- 

tended over tens or hundreds of kilometers. As a result, the resistance, inductance, 

and capacitance associated with the transmission line are also distributed along the 

length of the line (see Figure 9-9), 

Figure 9-9 | A transmission line is characterized by a series resistance per unit length, 

a series inductance per unit length, and a shunt capacitance per unit 

length. This might be modeled as a repeating series of lumped constants, 

each representing the resistance, reactance, and capacitance of a small 
segment of the entire line. 
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The distributed series and shunt elements of the transmission line make it harder 

to model than the transformers and motors that we have already studied. Such a dis- 

tribution might be approximated by many small discrete lumped resistors, inductors, 

and capacitors, as shown in Figure 9-9, but the time required to calculate the volt- 

ages and currents flowing through the line would be excessive because of the need to 

solve for the voltages and currents at all the nodes in the transmission line. Alter- 

nately, we could solve the exact differential equations for a transmission line, but this 

is also not very practical in a large power system containing many transmission lines. 

Fortunately, it is possible to make some simplifications of typical transmission 

line models without causing severe errors in calculations. Overhead transmission 

lines shorter than about 80 km (50 miles) can be modeled as a simple series resis- 

tance and inductance, since the shunt capacitance will be negligible over short dis- 

tances. The per-phase model of a short transmission line is shown in Figure 9—10a. 

Note that the inductive reactance at 60 Hz for overhead lines will typically be much 

larger than the resistance of the lines, while the shunt capacitance will be negligible. 

Medium-length lines are those between about 80 km (50 miles) and 240 km (150 

miles). The shunt capacitance cannot be neglected for these lines, but it can be ade- 

quately modeled by two lumped capacitors, one before and one after the series im- 

pedance, each equal to one-half the line’s total capacitance. The per-phase model of 

a medium-length transmission line is shown in Figure 9—10b. 

Lines longer than about 240 km (150 miles) are long transmission lines; they 

will be discussed later in the chapter. 

Figure 9-10 | (a) For short transmission lines, the shunt capacitance can be 
neglected. This produces in a per-phase model consisting of a series 

resistance and inductance only. (b) For medium-length transmission 

lines, the shunt capacitance can be divided into two lumped 

components, one before and one after the series impedances. 
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The total series resistance, series reactance, and shunt admittance of a trans- 

mission line can be calculated from the following equations 

R= rd (9-46) 

X= xd (9-47) 

Y = yd (9-48) 
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where r is the resistance per kilometer, x is the reactance per kilometer, y is the shunt 

admittance per kilometer, and d is the length of the transmission line in kilometers. 

The values r, x, and y can be computed from the geometry of the transmission line in 

accordance with Reference 2, but most practicing engineers will simply look up the 

values for a specific transmission line geometry from reference tables. The units of 

R and X are ohms ({2), and the units of Y are siemens (S). 

9.5 | THE SHORT TRANSMISSION LINE 

The per-phase equivalent circuit for a short transmission line is shown in Figure 

9-11. In this figure, V, is the sending end voltage, Vz is the receiving end voltage, I, 

is the sending end current, and Ip is the receiving end current. Note that because of 

the assumption of no shunt admittance, I; = Ip. 

By Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the sending voltage V, is related to the receiving 

voltage Vp by the equation 

Vs = Vie ZS Veg ORT XA (9-49) 

This last equation has exactly the same form as the per-phase equivalent circuit of a 
synchronous generator [Equation (5—9)], so many of the things that we have learned 
about synchronous generators will also apply to transmission lines. 

Figure 9-11 | The per-phase equivalent circuit for a short transmission line. The values 
Rand L are the total resistance and inductance for the entire line. 
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The Phasor Diagram of a Short Transmission Line 

Because the voltages and currents in an AC transmission line are AC. they are usu- 
ally expressed as phasors. Since phasors have both a magnitude and an angle, the 
relationship between them must be expressed by a two-dimensional plot called a 
phasor diagram. Figure 9-12 shows these relationships when the line is supplying 
loads at lagging power factor, at unity power factor, and leading power factor. From 
Equation (9-50), the source voltage V, differs from the received voltage Vp by the 
resistive and inductive voltage drops. All voltages and currents are referenced to Vp, 
which is arbitrarily assumed to be at an angle of 0°. 

These three phasor diagrams can be compared in the figure. Note that for a given 
source voltage Vs and magnitude of line current, the received voltage is lower for 
lagging loads and higher for leading loads. 
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Figure 9-12 | The phasor diagram of a transmission line at (a) lagging, () unity, 
and (c) leading power factor. 
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9.6 | TRANSMISSION LINE CHARACTERISTICS 
In real overhead transmission lines, the line reactance X, 1s normally much larger 

than the line resistance R, so R is often neglected in the qualitative study of trans- 

mission line behavior. We will now do so to study the general characteristics of trans- 

mission lines. (In some of the numerical examples, the resistance R will be included.) 

The Effect of Load Changes on a Transmission Line 

To understand the operating characteristics of a transmission line operating alone, ex- 

amine an ideal generator supplying a load. A diagram of a single generator supplying 

a load is shown in Figure 9-13. What happens when we increase the load drawn from 

this generator? 

Figure 9-13 | An ideal generator supplying a load through a transmission line. 

7 Load 
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An increase in the load is an increase in the real and/or reactive power drawn 

from the generator. Such a load increase increases the load current drawn from the 

generator and through the transmission line. Because the generator is ideal, its volt- 

age and frequency will remain constant regardless of load. 

The output of the ideal generator is the source voltage of the transmission line 

V,, so the magnitude of this voltage will not change with load. If V; is constant, just 

what does vary with a changing load? The way to find out is to construct phasor dia- 

grams showing an increase in the load, keeping the constraints on Vs in mind. 

First, examine a load operating at a lagging power factor. If more load is added 

at the same power factor, then |I| increases but remains at the same angle 6 with re- 

spect to Vp as before. Therefore, the voltage drop across the reactance j X,I is larger 

than before but at the same angle. Since the line resistance is assumed to be zero, 

Vin= Veo yAul (9-49) 

and j X,I must stretch between V, at an angle of 0° and V., which is constrained to 

be of the same magnitude as before the load increase. If these constraints are plotted 

on a phasor diagram, there is one and only one point at which the armature reaction 

voltage can be parallel to its original position while increasing in size. The resulting 

plot is shown in Figure 9-14a. 

If the constraints are observed, then we can see that as the load increases, the 

voltage at the end of the transmission line Vp decreases rather sharply. 

Now suppose the transmission line is loaded with unity-power-factor loads. 
What happens if new loads are added at the same power factor? With the same con- 
straints as before, we can see that this time Vp decreases only slightly (see Figure 
9—14b). 

Figure 9-14 | The effect of an increase in transmission line loads at constant power 
factor upon its terminal voltage: (a) Lagging power factor. (b) Unity 
power factor. (c) Leading power factor. 

(b) 
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Finally, let the transmission line be loaded with leading-power-factor loads. If 
new loads are added at the same power factor this time, the armature reaction voltage 
lies outside its previous value, and Vp actually rises (see Figure 9-14c). In this last 
case, an increase in the load in the transmission line produced an increase in the ter- 
minal voltage. Such a result is not something one would expect based on intuition 
alone. 

General conclusions from this discussion of transmission line behavior are 

1. If lagging loads (+ or inductive reactive power loads) are added at the end of 
a line, the voltage at the end of the line Vp decreases significantly. 

2. If unity-power-factor loads (no reactive power) are added at the end of a line, 
there is a slight decrease in Vp. 

3. If leading loads (—Q or capacitive reactive power loads) are added at the end 

of a line, Vp will rise. 

A convenient way to compare the voltage behavior of a transmission line is by 

its voltage regulation. The voltage regulation (VR) of a transmission line is defined 

by the equation 

tal Va 
VR = mV x 100% (4-56) 

where V,, is the no-load voltage of the transmission line and Vy, is the full-load volt- 

age of the transmission line. A transmission line operating at a lagging power factor 

has a fairly large positive voltage regulation, a transmission line operating at a unity 

power factor has a small positive voltage regulation, and a transmission line operat- 

ing at a leading power factor often has a negative voltage regulation. 

Power Flows in a Transmission Line 

The real power input to a transmission can be calculated from the equation 

| Pi, = 3Vsls cos Os (9-51) 

Or | Pi, = V3V ix, sls C08 Os (9-92) 

where V, is the magnitude of the source line-to-neutral voltage and V,;_ 5 1s the mag- 

nitude of the source line-to-line voltage. Note that the per-phase equivalent circuit 

implicitly assumes a wye connection, so the current /; is the same in either case. Sim- 

ilarly, the real output power from a transmission line can be calculated from 

= 3Velp COS Op (9-53) 

or Pont = V3ViL, rep COS Oe | (9-54) 
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The reactive power input to a transmission can be calculated from the equation 

= 3V, I; sin 05 (9-55) 

or = NGA Ven ele SUED (9-56) 

and the reactive output power from a transmission line can be calculated from 

Oou = 3V ale Sin Bp (9-57) 

OF Qou = V3Vix, ele sin Op (9-58) 

The apparent power input to a transmission can be calculated from the equation 

or (9-60) 

and the apparent output power from a transmission line can be calculated from 

or Sou = V3Vit ele (9-62) 

If the line resistance R is ignored (since X, > R), then a very useful equation can 
be derived to approximate the output power of the transmission line. To derive this 
equation, examine the phasor diagram in Figure 9-15. This figure shows a simpli- 
fied phasor diagram of a transmission line with the line resistance ignored, and with 
I; = Ip = 1. Notice that the vertical segment bc can be expressed as either V¢ sin 6 or 
X,1 cos @. Therefore, 

Vosin 6 
PCOS) ae 

X; 

and substituting into Equation (9-51), 

a 3V;Vp sin ro) 

X, (9-63) 

Since the resistances are assumed to be zero in Equation (9-63), there are no electri- 
cal losses in this transmission line, and the P in this equation is both Pi, ang Poe 

Equation (9-63) shows that the power supplied by a transmission line depends 
on the angle 6 between Vy and Vp. Notice that the maximum power that the trans- 
mission line can supply occurs when 6 = 90°. At & = 90°, sin 8 = 1. and 
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Figure 9-15 | Simplified phasor diagram of a transmission line with line resistance 
ignored. 

(9-64) 

The maximum power indicated by this equation is called the steady-state stability 

limit of the transmission line. Normally, real transmission lines never even come 

close to that limit. They would normally overheat because of excessive resistive 

losses long before that point, and power system protective devices such as circuit 

breakers are designed to disconnect transmission lines under extreme loads before 

any permanent damage can be done. Full-load 6 angles of 25° are more typical of 

real transmission lines. 

Let’s examine Equations (9-63) and (9-64) more closely. They reveal a number 

of interesting properties of transmission lines. 

1. Notice from Equation (9-64) that the maximum power handling capability 

of a transmission line is a function of the square of its voltage. Thus if all other things 

are equal, a 220-kV transmission line will have 4 times the power handling capabil- 

ity of a 110-kV transmission line. This fact has led to a strong push for higher volt- 

age transmission lines over the years. 

This push to higher voltages is ultimately limited by other constraints. Very high 

voltages and currents produce very strong time-varying electric and magnetic fields. 

These strong fields can cause interference with nearby radios and TV sets. In addi- 

tion, very high voltage transmission lines can produce unacceptable audio noise as 

the conductors vibrate with the expanding and collapsing fields. Both the electro- 

magnetic interference and audio noise must be kept to reasonable levels. 

Another problem is caused by the intense electric fields around conductors in 

very high voltage lines. When the electric field intensities around the wires get high 

enough, they can actually strip electrons out of atoms in the air. When this happens, 

an ionized current path forms, producing a glowing effect known as corona. Corona 
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substantially increases the power losses in a transmission line, especially in damp 

weather. The voltage level at which corona losses become serious varies, depending 

on the construction of transmission line—lines with bundled conductors have much 

lower losses than lines with single conductors for a given voltage level. 

2. The maximum power handling capability of a transmission line is inversely 

related to its series reactance. This is not normally a problem for short and medium- 

length transmission lines, but long transmission lines can have quite high reactances. 

Recall that the series reactance per kilometer of a line is a function of its construction 

only. Thus, the longer a line with a given construction is, the higher its total series 

reactance will be. Some very long transmission lines include series capacitors to 

reduce the total series reactance and thus increase the total power-handling capabil- 

ity of the line. 

3. In normal power system operation, the magnitudes of voltages V; and Vp do 

not change very much, so the angle 6 between the two basically controls the power 

flowing through the transmission line. Some power systems take advantage of this 

fact by placing a phase-shifting transformer at one end of a transmission line, and 

varying phase of the voltage to control the power flow along the line. 

Transmission Line Efficiency 

The efficiency of a transmission line is the ratio of the output power from the line to 

the input power supplied to the line: 

Poh =~ 

Dap 100% (4-51) 
in 

Transmission Line Ratings 

One of the limiting factors in transmission line operation is the resistive heating in 
the transmission line. This heating is a function of the square of the current flowing 
in the transmission line, regardless of the phase angle at which it flows. Therefore, 
transmission lines are typically rated at a nominal voltage and apparent power, simi- 
lar to the ratings used for transformers. 

Transmission Line Limits 

There are several practical constraints that control the maximum real and re- 
active power that a transmission line can supply. The most important practical con- 
straints are: 

I. The maximum steady-state line current must be limited to prevent over- 
heating in the transmission lines. The power lost in a transmission line is approxi- 
mately given by the equation 

Pes == 317R (9-65) 

so the greater the current flow, the greater the resistive heating losses are. 
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2. The voltage drop in a practical transmission line should be limited to about 
5 percent. In other words, the ratio of the magnitude of the receiving end voltage to 
the magnitude of the sending end voltage should be |V,\/|Vs| <= 0.95. This limit pre- 
vents excessive voltage variations in a power system. 

3. The angle 6 ina transmission line should typically be = 30°. This limitation 

ensures that the power flow in the transmission line is well below the static stability 

limit, ensuring that the power system can handle transients in a stable manner. 

Any one of these three limitations can be the limiting factor in different circum- 

stances. In short transmission lines where X and Z are relatively small, the resistive 

heating of the line is usually the limiting factor on the power that the transmission 

line can supply. In longer lines running at /agging power factor, the voltage drop 

across the line is usually the limiting factor, and in longer lines running at leading 

power factor, the maximum angle 6 can be the limiting factor. 

Example Problem 

The following problems illustrate simple calculations involving voltages, currents, 

power flows, voltage regulation, and efficiency in transmission lines. 

A 220-kV, 150 MVA, 60-Hz, three-phase transmission line is 140 km long. The char- 

acteristic parameters of the transmission line are 

r= 0.09 Q/km X = 0.88 O/km Vi=41-610 Sikm 

The voltage at the receiving end of the transmission line is 210 kV. Although this 

transmission line would normally be considered a medium-length transmission line, 

we will treat it as “short” for the purpose of this example.’ Answer the following ques- 

tions about this transmission line. 

a. What is series impedance and shunt admittance of this transmission line? 

b. What is the sending end voltage if the line is supplying rated voltage and 

apparent power at 0.85 PF lagging? at unity PF? at 0.85 PF leading? 

c. What is the voltage regulation of the transmission line for each of the 

cases in (b)? 

d. What is the efficiency of the transmission line when it is supplying rated 

apparent power at 0.85 PF lagging? 

B Solution 

a. The series resistance, series reactance, and shunt admittance of this 

transmission line are: 

'In the next two examples, we will treat this line as a medium-length and long line, and compare the 

results produced by each assumption. 
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R= rd = (0.12 A/km)(140 km) = 16.8 2 (9-46) 

X = xd = (0.88 Q/km)(140 km) = 123.2 0 (9-47) 

Y = yd = (4.1 x 10-6 S/km)(140 km) = 5.74 x 10°4S (9-48) 

b. The current out of this transmission line will be given by 

Cent = V3ViL ale (9-62) 

Pe oe OUI Aa pA 
7 V3V, 9  V3(210 kV) 

and the line-to-neutral voltage out of the line will be 

y= 210 KV 
i aa 

Since we are treating this transmission line as “short,” the admittance may be 

ignored. The line-to-neutral voltage Vs at the sending end of the line when the 

power factor is 0.85 lagging will be 

Vo=VatIR+ IX, (9-49) 
= 121Z0° KV + (4122 —31.8° A)(16.8 O + (123.2 0) 
= 12120° kV + (4122 —31.8° A)(124282.2 Q) 

158.62 14.4° kV 

or 

= 121 kV 

ll 

The resulting line-to-line voltage at the sending end will be 

Vit.s = V3(158.6 kV) = 275kV ~—- PF = 0.85 lagging 

The line-to-neutral voltage V<> at the sending end of the line when the power factor 

is 1.0 will be 

Vet+IR+ 1X, (9-49) 

= 121Z0° kV + (41220° A)(16.8 © + /123.2 O) 

121Z0° kV + (41220° A)(124282.2 Q) 

= 137.6221.6° kV 

Vs 

The resulting line-to-line voltage at the sending end will be 

Vics = V3(137.6 kV) = 238 kV PF = 1.0 

The line-to-neutral voltage at the sending end of the line when the power factor is 

0.85 leading will be 

Vo=VatIR+ IX, (9-49) 
121Z0° kV + (412231.8° A)(16.8 O + 123.2 Q) 
121Z0° kV + (412231.8° A)(124282.2 Q) 
110.52.25.0° kV 

II 

Il 
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The resulting line-to-line voltage at the sending end will be 

Vics = V3(110.5 kV) = 191 kV PF = 0.85 leading 

c. The voltage regulation of a transmission line is given by Equation (4-56) 

Va ae Vi _ oD 4 009% (4-56) 
Vii 

VR= 

The no-load received voltage will be the same as the source voltage, since 

there will be no current flowing in the line at no-load conditions. The full-load 

received voltage will be 210 kV. The resulting voltage regulation at 0.85 power 

factor lagging Is 

22275 — 210 
VR= 10 xX 100% = 31.1% 

The resulting voltage regulation at 1.00 power factor is 

_ 238 = 210 
ae 210 

x 100% = 13.7% 

The resulting voltage regulation at 0.85 power factor leading is 

sald 210 Of O2 76 VR = 5410 x 100% 8.7% 

d. The output power from the transmission line at a power factor of 0.85 

lagging Is 

Por = 3Vele COS Op (9-58) 

= 3(121 kV)(412 A)(0.85) = 127 kW 

The input power from the transmission line is 

P, = 3Vgl5 COS 85 (9-51) 

= 3(158.6 kV)(412 A) cos[14.4 — (—31.8)] = 135.7 kW 

The resulting transmission line efficiency at full load and 0.85 power factor lag- 

ging is 

P 

n = = X 100% (4-51) 
in 

127 kW Bi ULES Bs % = 93.6% | ern OO 93.6% 
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example, the following MATLAB statements calculate the source line-to-neutral and 

line-to-line voltages when the power factor is 0.85 lagging, 1.0, and 0.85 leading. 

They use the functions r2p and p2r to perform the rectangular-to-polar and polar- 

to-rectangular conversions respectively.” 

M-file: ex9_2.m 

M-file to calculate the sending end line-to-neutral voltage, 

line-to-line voltage, and voltage regulation for a short 

transmission line. a dP oP oP 

% Initialize received voltage and line impedance 

ver = 121000; 

ZI =O ei ees or 

% Perform sending-end phase voltage calculation for 0.85 pf lagging 

il = p2r(412,-31.8); 

VS ya, est chal era 

[mag,phase] = r2p(vs); 

voltage_regulation = (abs(vs) - abs(vr)) / abs(vr) * 100; 
disp(['0.85 PF lagging: Vs = ' num2str(mag) ' ' num2str (phase) ]); 
duspi( i? Vll,s = ' num2str(mag * sqrt(3))]); 
daspi( i! VR = ' num2str(voltage_regulation) '%']); 

% Perform sending-end phase voltage calculation for 1.0 pt 

il = p2r(412,0); 

Vise = Vis sat x7 og 

[mag,phase] = r2p(vs); 

voltage_regulation = (abs(vs) - abs(vr)) / abs(vr) * 100; 
disp(['l.0 PF: Vs = ' num2str(mag) ' num2str(phase) ]); 
elaltsjoy( Il Vll,s = ' num2str(mag * sqrt(3))]); 
elu hon VR = ' num2str(voltage_regulation) '3']); 

* Perform sending-end phase voltage calculation for 0.85 pf leading 
as == eZ (4 2) shee ies 

VS = vr + il * 2. 

[mag,phase] = r2p(vs); 

voltage_regulation = (abs(vs) - abs(vr)) abs(vr) * 100; 
disp(['0.85 PF leading: vs = ' num2str(mag) ' /_ ' num2str(phase)]); 
disp ([' Vll,s = ' num2str(mag * sart(3)) ids 
felult=joul( |i VR = ' num2str(voltage_regulation) '%']); 

When this code is executed, the results are: 

>» ex9_2 

0.85 PF lagging: Vs = 158624.7014 /_ 14.4162 

Vll,s = 274746.0422 

VR = 31,0948% 

*These MATLAB functions are documented fully in the supporting software package available at the 
book’s website. 
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9.7 |TWO-PORT NETWORKS 
AND THE ABCD MODEL 

A transmission line is an example of a two-port network. A two-port network is a net- 
work that can be isolated from the outside world by two connections, or ports, as 
shown in Figure 9-16. 

Figure 9-16 | A two-port network. 
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If this network is linear, then an elementary circuit theorem (analogous to 

Thevenin’s theorem) states that the relationship between the sending and receiving 

end voltages and currents will be given by the following equations: 

Vs; =AVz + Ble 
I; = CVp + Dip 208) 

where constants A and D are dimensionless, constant B has units of ohms (Q), and 

constant C has units of siemens (S). These constants are sometimes referred to as 

generalized circuit constants, or ABCD constants. 

The ABCD constants have a simple physical interpretation. Constant A repre- 

sents the effect of a change in the receiving end voltage on the sending end voltage, 

and constant D represents the effect of a change in the receiving end current on the 

sending end current. Both of these constants are dimensionless. Constant B repre- 

sents the effect of a change in the receiving end current on the sending end voltage. 

Constant C represents the effect of a change in the receiving end voltage on the send- 

ing end current. 

Transmission lines are two-port linear networks, and they are often represented 

by ABCD models. For the short transmission line model that we have already stud- 

ied, I; = Ip = I, and the ABCD constants become 

Agel 
C=0 p= (9-67) 
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9.8 | THE MEDIUM-LENGTH 
TRANSMISSION LINE 

The shunt admittance is included in calculations for lines of medium length, but the 

total admittance distributed along the line is treated as though it were divided into 

two lumped capacitors placed at the sending and receiving ends of the line. The ad- 

mittance of each capacitor is equal to half of the total line admittance. The resulting 

circuit is known as a 7 circuit, and it is shown in Figure 9-17. 

Figure 9-17 | The per-phase equivalent circuit for a medium-length transmission line. 

The values Rand L are the total resistance and inductance for the entire 

line, and the total admittance Y is the shunt admittance distributed over 

the entire line. 

Z=R + job Ip 

To calculate the relationship between the sending and receiving voltage and 
currents in this transmission line, examine Figure 9-17. Note that the current in the 
receiving end capacitance is given by 

ye 

Les (9-68) 

and the current in the series impedance elements will be 

ree Leaves tle (9-69) 

Therefore, by Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the voltage on the sending end of the trans- 
mission line will be 

Vs = Zee + Va = Z(Ico + Ip) + Vp 

=2\¥ Lie a R9 

a iY 

The current flowing in the source will be 

ey eee eT 
Y Y — Vs5 4 Vea +1, (9-71) 

Substituting Equation (9-70) into Equation (9-71), we get 

ae He 
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Equations (9-70) and (9-72) look like the two-port relationships in Equation 

(9-66), so we can determine the ABCD constants of a medium-length transmission 

line by inspection to be 

Aa24 B=Z 

x al PAE - (AE 
c= yr +1] Di | (9-73) 

Note that if we ignore the shunt capacitance of a transmission line, the shunt admit- 

tance Y = 0, and the ABCD constants in Equations (9-73) reduce to the short trans- 

mission line constants given in Equations (9-67). 

The 220-kV, 150 MVA, 60-Hz three-phase transmission line of Example 9-2 is now to 

be treated as a “medium-length” transmission line. Answer the following questions 

about this line. 

a. What is series impedance and shunt admittance of this transmission line? 

b. What is the sending end voltage if the line is supplying rated voltage and 

apparent power at 0.85 PF lagging? 

c. What is the voltage regulation of the transmission line for the case in (b)? 

What is the efficiency of the transmission line when it is supplying rated 

apparent power at 0.85 PF lagging? 

e. How much error was caused in Example 9-2 by treating the transmission line 

as a “short” line? 

B Solution 

a. The series resistance, series reactance, and shunt admittance of this 

transmission line are the same as before: 

R= rd = (0.12 A/km)(140 km) = 16.8 (9-46) 
X = xd = (0.88 A/km)(140 km) = 123.20 (9-47) 
Y = yd = (4.1 x 10-6 S/km)(140 km) = 5.74 x 104S (9-48) 

b. The current out of this transmission line will be given by 

Sout = V3Vi. ale (9-62) 

pot 100 VA 
ENB p W/(210 kV) 

and the phase (line-to-neutral) voltage out of the line will be 

_ 210 kV 

V3 

or =412A 

Vp aan 
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The ABCD constants for this line are: 

16.8 + (123.2 0)(/5.74 x 10-4 S) 
AGN) a i ( J s 

= 0.9646 + /0.0048 
B= 16.8 + (123.20 

ae 

C= (a4 7 
AA (16.8 + j123.2 O)( /5.74 x 1074S) 

FUMED NS) Nor nree e 

= T3838 KTO8P 16: 6388S Fars 

Since we are treating this transmission line as a medium-length line, the line-to- 

neutral voltage Vz. at the sending end of the line when the power factor is 0.85 lag- 

ging can be found from the ABCD constants and Equation (9-66): 

Vs = AV, + Bly 
= (0.9646 + j0.0048)(1212.0° kV) 

+ (16.8 + /123.2 0)(412Z —31.8° A) 
= 154.62.15° kV 

The resulting line-to-line voltage at the sending end will be 

Vics = V3(154.6 kV) = 268 kV PF = 0.85 lagging 

c. The voltage regulation of a transmission line is given by Equation (4-56) 

Vai — Vi a 
VR =——— xX 100% (4-56) 

Vii 

The no-load received voltage will be the same as the source voltage since there 
will be no current flowing in the line, and the full-load received voltage will be 
210 kV. The resulting voltage regulation at 0.85 power factor lagging is 

_ 268 — 210 
‘e 210 

xX 100% = 27.6% 

d. To calculate the efficiency of this transmission line, we must first know the 
sending end (input) current. This current can be calculated from the ABCD 
constants and Equation (9-66): 

I< a) CVp <i Dip 

= (— 1.3838: x 10-° + (5.6385 x 1078S)(121z.0° kV) 
+ (0.9646 + /0.0048)(4122 —31.8° A) 

= 3662 —22.47%A 

The output power from the transmission line is 

ar = 3Vp Ip COs Op (9-53) 

= 3(121 kV)(412 A)(0.85) = 127 kw 
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The input power from the transmission line is 

Pn, = 3V5l5 COS Os (9-51) 

= 3(154.6 kV)(366 A) cos[15.0 — (—22.4)] = 134.9 kw 

The resulting transmission line efficiency at full load and 0.85 power factor lag- 
ging is 

n=" x 100% (4-51) 

x 100% = 94.1% 

e. The sending end voltages calculated from the short transmission line and 

medium-length transmission line models were 

Vs; = 158.6214.4° kV _—_ Short-line model 

= 154.6215° kV Medium-length-line model 

The sending end currents calculated from the short transmission line and 

medium-length transmission line models were 

Is = 4122 —-81.8° A Short-line model 

= 3662—22.4°A Medium-length-line model 

Note that the sending end current is less and the sending end power factor is 

higher for the medium-length transmission line model. This is true because the 

shunt admittance of the transmission line itself provides a significant fraction of 

the reactive power being consumed by the load! The sending line current calcu- 

lation is in error by about 11% if the shunt capacitance is ignored. 

lt is clear from these calculations that the shunt capacitance should not be 

ignored when working with this 140 km transmission line. | 

MATLAB can also greatly simplify these calculations. For example, the follow- 

ing m-file calculates the sending end phase voltage and current for the transmission 

line of Example 9-3. 

M-file: ex9_3.m 

M-file to calculate the sending end voltage and current 

for a medium-length transmission line. 

Initialize received voltage, impedance, and admittance 

ve = 121000; 

UG) ate 2S 2; 

= 3*5.7400e-4; 

Calculate ABCD constants 

Sz Velo) a all 

= y * (ey fb iL )) 2 

EA Wipe ay ale 
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% Calculate the sending end voltage 

iz =) oer (ala =a won 

nica eS Ne ae ley ales 

[mag,phase] = r2p(vs); 

disp(['vs = ' num2str(mag) ' /_ ' num2str(phase) ' V']); 
Gisp(['V1ll,s = ' num2str(mag * sqrt(3)))); 

% Calculate the sending end current 

ile oan (eM Ab eee ills Nl 

ice = (GP 8 isan Elbe sila 

[mag,phase] = r2p(is); 

disp(['Is = ' num2str(mag) ' /_ ' num2str(phase) ' A']); 

When this code is executed, the results are: 

» ex9 3 

Ve = 154634. 890 /_ 1550202 W 

Vil. = 926/835-4337 9 

is) = 366.2664 /_)=22. 390A 

9.9 | THE LONG TRANSMISSION LINE 
For very long transmission lines, it is no longer accurate enough to approximate 

the line’s shunt admittance as two lumped constants of value Y/2 at either end of the 

transmission line. Instead, the shunt capacitance and series impedance must be 

treated as distributed quantities, and the voltages and currents on the line must 

be found by solving the differential equations of the transmission line. We will not 

attempt to solve the exact differential equations of a transmission line here. It is 

beyond the scope of this survey text—see Sections 6.4 through 6.7 of Reference 2 for 

a detailed solution. 

However, it is possible to model a long transmission line as a 7 model with a 

modified series impedance Z’ and a modified shunt admittance Y’, and to perform 

calculations on that model using ABCD constants (see Figure 9-18). The modified 

values Z’ and Y’ can be determined by solving the differential equations of a long 

transmission line. The resulting values are* 

; sinh yd 
Sf (9-74) 

yd 

tanh (yd/2) 
and Va = Y —————_ ws 

: ydl2 vas 
where 

Z = series impedance of the line in ohms 

Y = shunt admittance of the line in siemens 

‘Adapted from Reference 2, Section 6.7. 
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Figure 9-18 | The per-phase equivalent circuit for a long transmission line. 

I, Zi, Ip 

+e i SAVAVAY + 

ye t 

Vs i wy = I VR 

e — 

y=7 sinh yd vey tanh(yd/2) 

yd yd/2 

Y = propagation constant of the transmission line (y = \/yz), where y is the 
shunt admittance per kilometer and z is the series impedance per kilometer 

d = length of the transmission line, in kilometers 

Note that as yd gets small, the quantities sinh (yd )/( yd) and tanh(yd/2)/(yd/2) 

both approach 1.0. Therefore, for shorter lines, Z’ ~ Zand Y’ ~ Y. This is consistent 
with our model for a medium-length transmission line. 

The ABCD constants for a long transmission line are given by 

(9-76) 

The calculations for a long transmission line are similar to the calculations for a 

medium-length transmission line, except that Z’ and Y’ are used instead of Z and Y. 

However, the mathematics gets too messy to do easily on a hand calculator. 

The 220-kV, 150 MVA, 60-Hz three-phase transmission line of Example 9-2 is 

to be treated as a long transmission line. Answer the following questions about 

this line. 

a. What is modified series impedance and shunt admittance of this transmission 

line? 

b. What is the sending end voltage if the line is supplying rated voltage and 

apparent power at 0.85 PF lagging? 

c. What is the voltage regulation of the transmission line for the case in (b)? 

d. What is the efficiency of the transmission line when it is supplying rated 

apparent power at 0.85 PF lagging? 

e. How much error was caused in Examples 9-2 and 9-3 by treating the 

transmission line as a “short” line? As a “medium-length” line? 
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B Solution 

a. The series resistance, series reactance, and shunt admittance of this 

transmission line are the same as before: 

R = rd = (0.12 A/km)(140 km) = 16.8.0 (9-46) 
X = xd = (0.88 A/km)(140 km) = 123.20 (9-47) 
Y = yd = (4.1 x 10-6 S/km)(140 km) = 5.74 x 10-4S (9-48) 

The propagation constant of this line is 

y= VyzZ = V(j4.1 X 10° S/km)(0.12 + (0.88 Q/km) 
= 0.000129 + j0.001903 km~' 

and the quantity yd is 

yd = (0.000129 + /0.001903 km~')(140 km) = 0.0181 + /0.2665 

The modified series impedance is given by 

sinh yd 

Z' = Zsinh yd (9-74) 

sinh (0.0181 + /0.2665) 

(0.0181 + /0.2665) 
= (16.8 + /123.2 QO) 

= 16.406 + (121.80 

The modified shunt admittance is given by 

tanh (ya/2) 
vit — ¥ —————qx— = me (9-75) 

| tanh [(0.0181 + j0.2665)/2] 
5.740 x 10-4 

U S) 110.0181 + /0.2665)/2] 
=4.600 X31050 IS ete 05s S 

b. The current out of this transmission line will be given by 

Son = V3Vii ale (9-62) 
So ie Ege OO VAL aera 

VEVie. A/BIZIOkKVES 

and the line-to-neutral voltage out of the line will be 

ee 
V3 

The ABCD constants for this line are: 

ry! A06 + j “10s - A= Dnae 4 — 16-406 Ree Ae ues + 5.77 X 1048) | 

= 0.9648 + /0.0048 
B= 16.406 + (121.80 
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oe , AGN AL c= v(2% 1 
= (4.68 x 10-7 + j5.77 x 10-48) 
eee + 121.8 0)(4.68 x 10-'° + j5.77 x 10-48) | 

+ 

2 
= -9.16 x 10-7 + /5.67 x 10-48 

Since we are treating this transmission line as a long line, the line-to-neutral volt- 

age Vs at the sending end of the line when the power factor is 0.85 lagging can 

be found from the ABCD constants and Equation (9-66): 

Vs =AVe + Bly 
= (0.9648 + /0.0048)(1212Z0° kV) 

+ (16.406 + /121.8 0)(4122 —31.8° A) 
= 154.1214.9° kV 

The resulting line-to-line voltage at the sending end will be 

Ving = V3(154.1 kV) = 267 kV PF = 0.85 lagging 

c. The voltage regulation of a transmission line is given by Equation (4-56) 

Va as Vii 
MR eee nl OO 76 (4-56) 

Vi 

The no-load received voltage will be the same as the source voltage since there 

will be no current flowing in the line, and the full-load received voltage will be 

210 kV. The resulting voltage regulation at 0.85 power factor lagging is 

LOBE 210 
VR Ee DAO 

xX 100% = 27.1% 

d. Tocalculate the efficiency of this transmission line, we must first know 

the sending end (input) current. This current can be calculated from the 

ABCD constants and Equation (9-66): 

Is = CVa + Dip 
= (-9.16 x 10-7 + j5.67 x 10-4S)(12120° kV) 

+ (0.9648 + /0.0048)(4122 —31.8° A) 
= 366.22 -22.3°A 

The output power from the transmission line is 

Feat = 3Vp Ip COS Op (9-53) 

= 3(121 kV)(412 A)(0.85) = 127 kW 

The input power from the transmission line is 

Ps = 3Ve Ic COS Os (9-51) 

= 3(154.1 kV)(366.2 A) cos[14.9 — (—22.3)] = 134.8 kW 
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The resulting transmission line efficiency at full load and 0.85 power factor lag- 

ging is 

P 

n= a x 100% (4-51) 

_ 127 kW 
134.8 kW 

x 100% = 94.2% 

e. The sending end voltages calculated from the short transmission line, 

medium-length transmission line, and long transmission line models were 

Vs = 158.62 14.4° kV Short-line model 

Vs = 154.6215° kV Medium-length-line model 

Vs = 154.1214.9° kV Long-line model 

The sending end currents calculated from the short transmission line, medium- 

length transmission line, and long transmission line models were 

Ig = 4122—-31.8° A Short-line model 

Is = 8662 -—22.4° A Medium-length-line model 

Is = 366.22 —-22.3° A Long-line model 

Note that there is very little difference between the voltages and currents calcu- 

lated with the medium-length transmission line model and the long transmission 

line mode. There is no need to do all of the extra calculations for a long transmis- 

sion line in this case. This result is consistent with the use of the medium-length 

transmission line model for line lengths of up to 240 km. | 

MATLAB can also greatly simplify these calculations. For example, the follow- 

ing m-file calculates the sending end line-to-neutral voltage and current for the trans- 

mission line of Example 9-4. 

M-file: ex8_3.m 

de oP M-file to calculate the sending end voltage and current 

% for a long transmission line. 

% Initialize received voltage and per-length values 

vr = 121000; 

= CO DA = aD Bes % Impedance per km 

y = j*4.1le-6; % Admittance per km 

l = 140; %$ Length (km) 

+ Series reactance and shunt admittance 

= * i: > Total series impedance (ohms) 

Y Sayre es aes %* Total shunt admittance (S) 

% Calculate gamma * length 

gamma = sqrt(y*z); 

gl = gamma * 1; 
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% Calculate ZP and YP 

(AD = 4 89 Ghalzalel((@pl)) // wale 

sae ESS eteballn (Cpl /A)) 7 (eal /Ay p 

oP? Calculate ABCD constants 

EAE MORO) ree ale 

ib = APs 

Co SONAR (AIP ABY/ VALS ayn 

DS) BIR NOYD eie lig 

oe Calculate the sending end voltage 

insti! Tote 4D SSRIS 

vs = A’* vr + B * ir; 

[mag,phase] = r2p(vs); 

cise) ys =~) mumIctr(mag) "7" num2stir (phase) ' y'l\)-; 

disp(i'vll,s = ' num2str(mag * sqrt (3))]); 

Q 
* Calculate the sending end current 

ig = 2ri( 42, =31l _9')\- 

She) Sa(G ee yas SUD) ee ier 

[mag,phase] = r2p(is); 

disp(['is = “numstr(mag)) /. ! num2str (phase) | A"]); 

When this code is executed, the results are: 

> ex9 4 

iS — el aS ee OS) Ve A OnNOla Vi 

Vll,s = 266942.807 

is = 366.241 /_ -22.3329 A 

9.10 | SUMMARY 

Generators and loads are connected by transmission lines. Unlike other power sys- 

tem components, transmission lines are physically extended over tens or hundreds of 

kilometers. As a result, the resistance, inductance, and capacitance associated with 

the transmission line are also distributed along the length of the line. Transmission 

lines are characterized by a series resistance per unit length, a series inductance per 

unit length, and a shunt capacitance per unit length. 

In general, the series inductance of a transmission line increases as the spacing 

between phases increases, and decreases as the radius of the individual conductor 

(or bundle of conductors) in each phase increases. The shunt capacitance of a trans- 

mission line decreases as the spacing between phases increases, and increases as the 

radius of the individual conductor (or bundle of conductors) in each phase increases. 

The distributed resistance, inductance, and capacitance of real transmission lines 

is modeled using lumped resistors, inductors and capacitors. In the short transmission 

line model, the series resistance and inductive reactance of transmission line is mod- 

eled, and the shunt capacitance is ignored. In the medium-length transmission line 

model, the shunt capacitance is split into two pieces and included on either side of the 

series elements, producing a 7 circuit. The long transmission line model is also a 

q circuit, but the values of the series impedance and the shunt capacitance are 
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adjusted to account for the effects of their distributed nature. Transmission lines are 

typically analyzed by using ABCD constants. 

The maximum power handling capability of a transmission line is a function of 

the square of its voltage, so power transmission lines tend to be built at high voltages. 

However, there is an upper limit to the voltage, set by audio noise, radio and TV 

interference, and corona losses. 

The maximum power handling capability of a transmission line is inversely 

related to its series reactance. This is not normally a problem for short and medium- 

length transmission lines, but long transmission lines can have quite high reactances. 

Series capacitors are sometimes used to reduce the series reactance of long trans- 

mission lines. 

9.11 | QUESTIONS 
9-1. How can the resistance of a transmission line be calculated? 

9-2. What is skin effect? How does skin effect change the resistance of an 

AC transmission line? 

9-3. What factors influence the inductance of a transmission line? 

9-4. Suppose that there are two transmission lines using a single conductor per 

phase, and that the conductors 1n the two transmission lines are identical 

(same material and same diameter). If one transmission line is rated at 

34.5 kV and the other one is rated at 238 kV, which transmission line is 

likely to have the highest inductance? Why? 

9-5. Suppose someone asked you to evaluate a proposal for an underwater 

power cable between North Carolina and the Bahamas. What would 

you say about the probability of success of this proposal? Why? 

9-6. What line lengths are generally considered to be short transmission lines? 
Medium-length transmission lines? Long transmission lines? 

9-7. What approximations are made in a short transmission line model? 

9-8. What approximations are made in a medium-length transmission 
line model? 

9-9. What happens to the receiving end voltage as the load on a transmission 
line is increased if the load has a lagging power factor? Sketch a phasor 
diagram showing the resulting behavior, 

9-10. What happens to the receiving end voltage as the load on a transmission 
line is increased if the load has unity power factor? Sketch a phasor 
diagram showing the resulting behavior, 

9-11. What happens to the receiving end voltage as the load on a transmission 
line is increased if the load has a leading power factor? Sketch a phasor 
diagram showing the resulting behavior. 

9-12. What is the significance of the angle 5 between V,and Vp ina 
transmission line? 

9-13. What is the significance of the constants A, B, C, and D in an ABCD 
representation of a two-port network? 
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9.12 | PROBLEMS 

9-1. 

9-2. 

Calculate the DC resistance in ohms per kilometer for an aluminum 
conductor with a 3-cm diameter. 

Calculate the DC resistance in ohms per mile for a hard-drawn copper 
conductor with a |-inch diameter. (Note that | mile = 1.609 km.) 

Problems 9—3 through 9-7 refer to a single-phase, 8-kV, 50-Hz, 50-km-long 
transmission line consisting of two aluminum conductors with a 3-cm diameter 
separated by a spacing of 2 m. 

9-3. 

9-4. 

9-5. 

9-6. 

9-7. 

Calculate the inductive reactance of this line in ohms. 

Assume that the 50-Hz AC resistance of the line is 5 percent greater than 
its DC resistance, and calculate the series impedance of the line in ohms 
per kilometer. 

Calculate the shunt admittance of the line in siemens per kilometer. 

The single-phase transmission line is operating with the receiving side 

of the line open circuited. The sending end voltage is 8 kV at 50 Hz. 

How much charging current is flowing in the line? 

The single-phase transmission line is now supplying 8 kV to an 800 kVA, 

0.9 PF lagging single-phase load. 

a. What is the sending end voltage and current of this transmission line? 

b. What is the efficiency of the transmission line under these conditions? 

c. What is the voltage regulation of the transmission line under these 

conditions? 

Problems 9-8 through 9-10 refer to a single-phase, 8-kV, 50-Hz, 50-km-long 

underground cable consisting of two aluminum conductors with a 3-cm diameter 

separated by a spacing of 15 cm. 

9-8. 

9-9, 

9-10. 

The single-phase transmission line referred to in Problems 9—3 through 9-7 

is to be replaced by an underground cable. The cable consists of two 

aluminum conductors with a 3-cm diameter, separated by a center-to-center 

spacing of 15 cm. As before, assume that the 50-Hz AC resistance of the 

line is 5 percent greater than its DC resistance, and calculate the series 

impedance and shunt admittance of the line in ohms per kilometer. Also, 

calculate the total impedance and admittance for the entire line. 

The underground cable is operating with the receiving side of the line open 

circuited. The sending end voltage is 8 kV at 50 Hz. How much charging 

current is flowing in the line? How does this charging current in the cable 

compare to the charging current of the overhead transmission line? 

The underground cable is now supplying 8 kV to an 800-kVA, 0.9 PF 

lagging, single-phase load. 

a. What is the sending end voltage and current of this transmission line? 

b. What is the efficiency of the transmission line under these conditions? 

c. What is the voltage regulation of the transmission line under these 

conditions? 
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9-11. 

9-12. 

9-13. 

9-14. 

9-15. 

A 138-kV, 200-MVA, 60-Hz, three-phase power transmission line is 100 km 

long and has the following characteristics: 

r = 0.103 O/km 

2 kam 

y=3.9 4 10 “o/km 

a. What is per phase series impedance and shunt admittance of this 

transmission line? 

b. Should it be modeled as a short, medium, or long transmission line? 

Calculate the ABCD constants of this transmission line. 

Sketch the phasor diagram of this transmission line when the line is 

supplying rated voltage and apparent power at a 0.90 power factor 

lagging. 

e. Calculate the sending end voltage if the line is supplying rated voltage 

and apparent power at 0.90 PF lagging. 

f. What is the voltage regulation of the transmission line for the 

conditions in (e)? 

g. What is the efficiency of the transmission line for the conditions in (e)? 

If the series resistance and shunt admittance of the transmission line in 

Problem 9-11 are ignored, what would the value of the angle 6 be at rated 

conditions and 0.90 PF lagging? 

If the series resistance and shunt admittance of the transmission line in 

Problem 9-11 are not ignored, what would the value of the angle 6 be at 

rated conditions and 0.90 PF lagging? 

Assume that the transmission line of Problem 9-11 is to supply a load at 

0.90 PF lagging with no more than a 5 percent voltage drop and a torque 

angle 6 = 30°. Treat the line as a medium-length transmission line. What is 

the maximum power that this transmission line can supply without violating 

one of these constraints? Which constraint is violated first? 

The transmission line of Problem 9-11 is connected between two infinite 

buses, as shown in Figure P9—1. Answer the following questions about this 

transmission line. 

Figure P9-1 | A three-phase transmission line connecting two infinite buses together. 

Infinite bus | Infinite bus 2 

a. If the per-phase (line-to-neutral) voltage on the sending infinite bus is 
802 10° kV and the per-phase voltage on the receiving infinite bus 
is 762.0° kV, how much real and reactive power are being supplied 

by the transmission line to the receiving bus? 
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b. If the per-phase voltage on the sending infinite bus is changed to 

822 10° kV, how much real and reactive power are being supplied by 

the transmission line to the receiving bus? Which changed more, the 

real or the reactive power supplied to the load? 

c. If the per-phase voltage on the sending infinite bus is changed to 

802 15° kV, how much real and reactive power are being supplied by 

the transmission line to the receiving bus? Compared to the conditions 

in part (a), which changed more, the real or the reactive power supplied 

to the load? 

d. From the above results, how could real power flow be controlled in a 

transmission line? How could reactive power flow be controlled in 

a transmission line? 

9-16. A50-Hz, three-phase transmission line is 300 km long. It has a total series 

impedance of 23 + 775 Q and a shunt admittance of 7500 wS. It delivers 

50 MW at 220 kV, with a power factor of 0.88 lagging. Find the voltage at 

the sending end using (a) the short line approximation. (b) The medium- 

length-line approximation. (c) The long line equation. How accurate are 

the short- and medium-length line approximations for this case? 

9-17. A 60-Hz, three-phase, 110-kV transmission line has a length of 100 miles 

and a series impedance of 0.20 + j0.85 Q/mile and a shunt admittance of 

6 X 10 ° S/mile. The transmission line is supplying 60 MW at a power 

factor of 0.85 lagging, and the receiving end voltage is 110 kV. 

a. What are the voltage, current, and power factor at the receiving end of 

this line? 

b. What are the voltage, current, and power factor at the sending end of 

this line? 

c. How much power is being lost in this transmission line? 

What is the current angle 6 of this transmission line? How close is the 

transmission line to its steady-state stability limit? 
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Power System 
Representation 
and Equations 

n this chapter, we will start to combine the components that we have studied 

earlier in the book into complete power systems. This chapter introduces the 

standard symbols used in one-line representations of power systems, discusses 

the application of the per-unit system to power systems, and shows how to create the 

basic equations used in power system analysis. 

In this and subsequent chapters, there is a slight change in notation. In earlier 

chapters, an impedance or admittance was shown in bold face, and the magnitude of 

the impedance or admittance was shown in italics. From here on, we need to distin- 

guish between matrices of impedances, single impedance values, and the magnitudes 

of single impedance values. Therefore, matrices of impedances or admittances will 

be shown in bold face (Z,,,.), individual impedances or admittances will be shown in 

italics (Z,,;), and the magnitudes of individual impedances or admittances will be 

shown with absolute value bars ({Z,,}). 

10.1 | ONE-LINE OR SINGLE-LINE DIAGRAMS 
As we learned in Chapter 2, almost all modern power systems are three-phase sys- 

tems, with similar phases equal in amplitude and shifted in phase from each other by 

120°. Because the three phases are all similar, it is customary to sketch power sys- 

tems in a simple form with a single line representing all three phases of the real 

power system. When combined with a standard set of symbols for electrical com- 

ponents, these one-line diagrams provide a compact way to represent a great deal of 

information. Some of the standard symbols used in one-line diagrams are shown in 

Figure 10-1. These symbols are defined in Reference 4. 

Figure 10-2 shows a one-line diagram of a simple power system. This power 
system contains two synchronous machines, two loads, two busses, two trans- 
formers, plus a transmission line to connect the busses together. All of the devices are 



Rotating machine 

Two-winding 

power transformer 

Three-winding 

power transformer 
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O 
Figure 10-1 | Symbols used in power system one-line diagrams. 

Oil (or liquid) circuit 

breaker 

Air circuit breaker 

Delta connection 

+5(a}— 

Fuse —_(l____ JT} Wye connection, WA 
neutral ungrounded 

Current asa eNl sik: Wye connection, 4 
transformer neutral grounded . 

Potential —_ ¢— 
transformer 

Figure 10-2 | A one-line diagram of a simple power system. 

eed ze ge 
Bus | YY WA Bus 2 

protected by oil circuit breakers (OCBs). Note that this diagram indicates the type of 

connection used for each machine and transformer, and also indicates the points on 

the power system that are connected to ground. 

It is important to know where a power system is connected to ground, since such 

connections affect the current that flows in nonsymmetrical faults. These connections 

are shown on the diagram as a wye connection with a ground symbol in the middle. 

Sometimes, the connections to ground are direct, and sometimes they are through 

resistors or inductors. If a resistor or inductor 1s included in the ground connection, it 

can help reduce the fault current that flows in unsymmetrical faults, while having no 

impact on the performance of the system in steady-state operations. (Recall from 

Chapter 2 that the current flowing in the neutral of a balanced three-phase system is 

zero. Therefore, inserting an impedance into the neutral line has no impact on the bal- 

anced steady-state operation of the power system.) 

One-line diagrams such as this usually include additional information, such as 

the ratings of machines and transformers, the power being consumed or supplied 

by all of the loads in the system, and the impedances of the various devices in the 

system. 
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10.2 | PER-PHASE, PER-UNIT 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS 

As we learned in Chapter 2, the easiest way to analyze a balanced three-phase circuit 

is to produce a per-phase equivalent circuit, which represents one of the three phases 

with all A connections converted to their equivalent Y connections by the A—Y trans- 

form. We can solve for the voltages and currents in that single phase, knowing that 

the voltages and currents in the other two phases would be exactly the same except 

for a 120° phase shift. Example 2—2 illustrates this sort of analysis. 

As we learned in Chapter 3, the per-unit system has a major advantage for power 

system analysis. When values are expressed in the per-unit system, the voltage level 

changes caused by transformers disappear from the solution. Example 3—3 dem- 

onstrates how the per-unit system simplifies the solution of a circuit containing 

transformers. 

Real power systems are three-phase systems containing a mixture of Y and 

A connections, and also containing very, very many transformers. Because the sys- 

tems are three-phase, it is convenient to analyze them with a per-phase equivalent 

circuit. Because there are so many transformers, it is impractical to refer the voltages, 

currents, and impedances through all of them to get to a common level for analysis 

purposes. Therefore, we need to create per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuits to 

solve power system problems. 

As we saw in Chapter 3, the per-unit system applies just as well to three-phase 

systems as to single-phase systems. The single-phase base Equations (3-60) to 

(3-63) apply to three-phase systems on a per-phase basis. The per-phase base volt- 

age, Current, apparent power, and impedance of a circuit are related by the following 

equations 

S base 

| ete = = C1OS1) 
LN, base 

Vin, base 

Zp ‘se ] ( TO=24 
base 

(ViN, base)” 
Prane = ——— ( 10-3) 

S ld, base 

Here, Vin pase 18 the base voltage from line to neutral in the three-phase circuit, which 
is the same as the base phase voltage of a Y-connected circuit. Sie, base 18 the base 
apparent power of a single phase in the circuit. 

The base current and impedance in a per-unit system can also be expressed in 
terms of the three-phase apparent power and line-to-line voltages. Remember that the 
apparent power of a complete three-phase circuit is 3 times the apparent power of 
a single phase, and that the line-to-line voltage of a three-phase circuit is \/3 times 
the line-to-neutral voltage of the circuit. According to these relationships, equations 
relating the base quantities become 
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il = Ss, base (10-4) 

et V3V it, base 

Vit base 
Wh wet RE Wes 

base Vole ( 10 5) 

(Vit, Pas 

2 ace a vue (10-6) 
3, base 

In the per-unit system, all voltages, currents, and powers in a circuit are repre- 
sented as a fraction of the base value for that unit. 

actual value 

base value of quantity 
Quantity in per unit = (10-7) 

If any two of the four base quantities are known (voltage, apparent power, current, 
and impedance), then the other base values can be calculated from equations (10-1) 
to (10-6). Traditionally, the base apparent power and base voltage are specified at a 
point in the circuit, and the other values are calculated from them. Note that the base 
voltage varies by the voltage ratio of each transformer in the circuit. However, the 
base apparent power remains constant throughout a circuit, because the base current 
decreases by the same amount as the base voltage increases when passing through a 
transformer. 

As we noted earlier in the book, many transformers and machines have their in- 

ternal impedances specified as per-unit resistances and reactances, using the voltage 
and apparent power ratings of the device itself as the base quantities. If these im- 

pedances are expressed in per-unit to a base other than the one selected as the base 

for a power system, we must covert the impedances to per-unit on the new base. This 

conversion could be done by using the original base impedance to convert the 

impedances back into ohms, and then using the power system base impedance to 

convert the value on ohms to per-unit on the new base. 

Alternatively, we could combine the two steps into a single equation. The single 

equation to convert a per-unit impedance on a given base to a per-unit impedance on 

a new base 1s 

2 
M4 | Soe | 

Daren 

given 

V 
new 

Per-Umit Zney, = DeT-UNIt Zoiven (10-8) 

495 

A 13.8-kV, 100-MVA, 60-Hz, three-phase synchronous generator has a nameplate 

resistance FR of 10 percent or (0.10 per unit) and a reactance X of 80 percent (or 

0.80 per unit). These values are specified on the base of the machine's rating. The 

base quantities of the power system it is connected to are Vii pase = 14.4 kV and 

Sbase = 200 MVA. Find the per-unit impedance of the generator on the base of the 

power system. 
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@ Solution 

Note that the per-unit values on a machine's nameplate could be expressed as 

either a percent or a fraction. A per-unit resistance of 10 percent or 0.10 are two 

ways of representing the same value, and you may encounter both at one time or 

another. 

The per-unit resistance and reactance can be found either by first converting 

the given per-unit values to ohms and then converting them back to per-unit on 

the new base, or else by calculating directly from Equation (10-8). 

To convert to ohms first and then back to per unit on the new base, we will 

need to calculate both the given base impedance of the generator and the new 

base impedance of the power system. 

Vit, 25, (13.8 kV) 
Zase, pen. = eon a = T00 MVA 1.904 0 (10-6) 

(Vit. base)” (14.4 kV)? 
Zoase, system = Se SOOMVA ~ 0.4147 0 (10-6) 

Then, 

R= Ry, Zoase, gen = (0.10)(1.904 0) = 0.190 2 
X = Xx, Zoase, gen = (0-80)(1.904 2) = 1.524 0 

R 0.190 2 : R= = = = = = 0.459 per unit 
‘ Zoase, system 0.4147 Q P 

au Zoase, system a 0.4147 

Alternatively, the calculation can be done in a single step with Equation 10-8: 

Marcaltl Sap 
Per-unit Zyoy = per-unit Zoiven a | — (10-8) 

S \ View Saiveni mY 
13.8 kV\ {500 MVA 

Fiou, system = (0. | Susie = | 
pu, system = (OMIA ayy Fe MVA}O48o:petmnit 

13.8 Kv) 500 Mv 
x ~ = 4 = 

pu, system = (0 a 138 kV (so0 MVA}2-0/ Perunitt a 

A simple power system consisting of one synchronous generator and one syn- 

chronous motor connected by two transformers and a transmission line is shown in 

Figure 10-3. Create a per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit for this power system 

using a base apparent power of 100 MVA and a base line voltage at generator G, of 

13.8 kV. 
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Figure 10-3 | A one-line diagram of the simple power system in Example 10-2. 

| 
Region | Region 2 Region 3 

eer ear oy 
SZ Lyimpedance: YY” /\, 

R=15Q 
X= 75Q 

G, ratings: T, ratings: T> ratings: M ratings: 
100 MVA 100 MVA 50 MVA 50 MVA 
13.8 kV 13.8/110 kV 120/14.4 kV 13.8kV 
R=0.1 pu R= 0.01 pu R=0.01 pu R=0.1 pu 
X; = 0.9 pu X = 0.05 pu X = 0.05 pu X;= 1.1 pu 

@ Solution 

To create a per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit, we must first calculate the im- 
pedances of each component in the power system in per-unit to the system base. 

The system base apparent power is S,as2 = 100 MVA everywhere in the power 

system. The base voltage in the three regions will vary as the voltage ratios of the 

transformers that delineate the regions. The base voltages are: 

Voase, 1 = 13.8 kV Region 1 

110 kV 
Vignes as Vipaees { us = 110 kV Region a (10-9) 

14.4 kV 
Vinaee’ Bon, Vience: 2 | 420 kV 

The corresponding base impedances in each region are: 

| = 13.2 kV Region 3 

(Vit. base)® (13.8 kV)? 
=—— = = 1.9040 { Zpasect She 100 MVA 1.904 Region 

(Va Reale (Gi 10 kV) i 

pase¢ S34, base 100 MVA ! j re ( ) 

(Vit, paces Giee2 kV)? ah ; 
Zgases3 = ons = 400 MVA Saou) Region 3 

The impedances of G, and 7, are specified in per-unit on a base of 13.8 kV 

and 100 MVA, which is the same as the system base in Region 1. Therefore, the 

per-unit resistances and reactances of these components on the system base are 

unchanged: 
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Rei, pu = 9.1 per unit 

X61, pu = 9.9 per unit 

Rr, pu = 9.01 per unit 

Xt, py = 0.05 per unit 

The transmission line appears in Region 2 of the power system. The im- 

pedance of the transmission line is specified in ohms, and the base impedance in 

that region is 121 ©. Therefore, the per-unit resistance and reactance of the trans- 

mission line on the system base are: 

1 
Fine, system — He Q 

HoAW 
Xin, system — ae 

| =o.124 per unit (10-11) 

= 0.620 per unit 

The impedance of 7, is specified in per-unit on a base of 14.4 kV and 50 MVA 

in Region 3. Therefore, the per-unit resistances and reactances of this component 

on the system base are: 

Views One 

Per-unit Znew = Per-UNit Zoiven a) — (10-8) 
Miacwe Daiven! 

ey 
> 14.4 kV| |100 MVA\ _ ? 

Rr pu = (0.01 [144 x en MVA = 0.238 per unit (10-12) 

2 

s 14.4 ky 100 MvA\) Z 
2.5 or Vike (0.05) 144 KV, (he MVA | ~ 0.119 per unit 

The impedance of M, is specified in per-unit on a base of 13.8 kV and 

50 MVA in Region 3. Therefore, the per-unit resistances and reactances of this 

component on the system base are: 
, . eee sy SHEW 

Per-unit Zyoy = Per-uNit Zoiven [=> — (10-8) 
Vnew Sgiven 

/ 2 

Sy eenials a cl, g : Rue. pu = 0.1148 KV a MVA | > 0.219 per unit (10-13) 

— (44) 14.8kV) [100 MvA) _ : yar 142 Kv se guts = 2.405 per unit (10-14) 

Therefore, the per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit of this transmission sys- 

tem is as shown in Figure 10-4. B 

10.3 | WRITING NODE EQUATIONS 
FOR EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS 

Once the per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit of a power system is created, it can be 

used to find the voltages, currents, and powers present at various points in a power 

system. The most common technique used to solve such circuits is nodal analysis. 
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Figure 10-4 | Per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit of the simple power system in 
Example 10-2. 

0.01 pu 70.05 pu 0.124 pu j0.620 pu 0.0238 pu 7 0.119 pu 

NV _Wy 
J 2.405 pu 

0.1 pu 0.219 pu 

In nodal analysis, we use Kirchhoff’s current law equations to determine the voltages 

at each node (each bus) in the power system, and then use the resulting voltages to 

calculate the currents and power flows at various points in the system. 

Figure 10-5 shows a simple three-phase power system containing three busses 

connected by three transmission lines. The system includes a generator connected to 

bus |, a load connected to bus 2, and a motor connected to bus 3. 

Figure 10-5 | A simple three-phase power system. 

(oan 
Line 2 Line 3 

Bus 1 7; T, Bus 3 

T, T; 

Bus 2 

Load 2 

The per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit of this power system is shown in 

Figure 10-6. Here, the busses have been labeled as nodes d), OQ), and GB), while the 

neutral has been labeled as node (7). The per-unit series impedances of the trans- 

formers and transmission lines between each pair of busses have been added up, and 

the resulting impedances have been expressed as admittances (Y = 1/Z) for ease of 

use in nodal analysis. In addition, a shunt admittance at each bus is shown between 

the bus and the neutral. This admittance can include the shunt admittance of the 

transmission line models, as well as the shunt admittance associated with any gener- 

ators or loads on a bus. 
€ 
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Figure 10-6 | Per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit for the power system shown in 

Figure 10-5. 

The voltages between each bus and the neutral in this equivalent circuit are rep- 

resented with single subscripts, while the voltages between any two busses are 

represented with double subscripts. Thus the voltage V, is the voltage between bus 1 

and the neutral, while the voltage V,, is the voltage between bus | and bus 2. 

Also, note that the generators and loads on the system are represented by current 

sources injecting currents into the appropriate node. This convention makes nodal 

analysis easier, and it creates no difficulties for the user, since we can always convert 

a synchronous machine equivalent circuit containing voltage sources into one con- 

taining current sources using Norton’s theorem (see Appendix B). 

The convention used in Figure 10-6 is that the current sources always flow into 

a node, which means that the power flow for generators will turn out to be positive, 

while the power flow for motors and loads will turn out to be negative. 

Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) states that the sum of all currents entering any 

node is equal to the sum of all currents leaving the node. We can use this law to cre- 

ate a system of simultaneous equations with the node voltages as unknowns, and we 

can solve that system of equations to find the voltages present in the power system. 

If we assume that the current from the current sources are entering each node, 
and that all other currents are leaving the node, then applying Kirchhoff’s current law 
at node (1) yields the equation: 

Sum of currents out of the node = sum of currents into the node 

Vg = Va) ot CV i Va he Va arene Ls (10-15) 

Similarly, applying KCL to nodes Q) and Q) produces the equations 

(V, SS VY, te (V, re V3)Y. aR Ver. =e I, (10-16) 

(Ve Vile (Vee Vall AE? 6 fell E) (10-17) 

Rearranging these equations to collect the terms in each voltage produces the 
following result: 
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Rear el) Vie VNB ROVE 
SVEVEER Y ERO Mey yk S yan kay) (10-18) 
levi — Y.V> ais (Y, a a aie Y)V3 = I, 

Equation (10-18) can be expressed in matrix form as 

Ns a Y, ts Yq ele Hh, V, I 

=v ey -Y, |v,/=IL (10-19) 
ma Y, 7 Y Y, Sie ie = Y, V; I, 

This is an equation of the form 

YuusV =I (10-20) 

where Y},,, is the bus admittance matrix of a system. The bus admittance matrix of a 
system has the form 

Yn Yo VY 
Yous |Yo1) Seaies, (LOS 2.) 

Yo; Ys. Yq 

As we can see from Equation (10-19), the bus admittance matrix has a regular 

form that is easy to calculate: 

@ The diagonal elements Y;; are equal to the sum of all admittances directly 

connected to node i. 

@ The off-diagonal elements Y;; are equal to the negative of the admittances 

directly connected to node i and node /. 

The diagonal admittances of Y,,,, are known as the self-admittances or driving- 

point admittances of the nodes, and the off-diagonal admittances of Y,,,, are known 

as the mutual admittances or transfer admittances of the nodes. 

The matrix Yj, is extremely useful in load flow calculations, as we shall see in 

the next chapter. Inverting this matrix yields the bus impedance matrix Z,,,, which is 

very important in fault current studies. 

Lous =- Vics (10-22) 

Note that this simple technique for constructing Y,,,, works only for components 

that are not mutually coupled. The construction techniques that apply for mutually 

coupled components are covered in Reference 2. 

Once Y,,,, has been calculated, the solution to Equation (10-22) becomes 

V =, 1 ( 
or Ve Lous 1 ( 

10.4 | SOLVING POWER SYSTEM NODE 
EQUATIONS WITH MATLAB 

There are many different techniques available for solving systems of simultaneous 

linear equations, such as substitution, gaussian elimination, LU factorization, and so 
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forth. In most power system textbooks, substantial time is devoted to discussing the 

different techniques available for such solutions. Fortunately for us, MATLAB has 

very efficient equation solvers built directly into it, so the solution of a system of 

nodal equations will be a simple matter. 

If a system of n simultaneous linear equations in n unknowns can be expressed 

in the form 

Ax =b (10—25) 

where A is ann X n matrix, and b is an n-element column vector, then the solution to 

the system of equations can be expressed as 

Gesell D (10-26) 

where A _! is the matrix inverse of A. 

In MATLAB, the solution of Equation (10-25) can be accomplished either by 

directly evaluating Equation (10-26), or by using the left division (\) symbol. For ex- 

ample, consider the system of equations 

0.5x, + 1.0x, + 0.25x, = 2.0 (0-27) 

—(0:5x; 7 0.25%_ 4 IOx = RU 

Here matrices A and b are: 

FO 05) = U5 
A=] 0.5 1.0 0.25 (10-28) 

PU eas 1.0 

l 

bp=al2 (10-29) 

| 

This system of equations can be solved using MATLAB in either of the follow- 
ing ways: 

> A [LI 52 =s5 pS) LY 25 ees OSes 

b = [17271]; 

>» xX = inv(A) * b 

.0000 

.2000 

.2000 

> x = A\b 

SOG 

2000 

2000 

A simple power system consisting of four busses interconnected by five transmission 
lines is shown in Figure 10-7. The power system includes one generator attached to 
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bus 1 and one synchronous motor attached to bus 3. The per-phase, per-unit equiv- 
alent circuit of this power system is shown in Figure 10-8. Note that all imped- 
ances are being treated as pure reactances for simplicity in this case. (Recall that 

Figure 10-7 | A simple three-phase power system containing four busses and 
five transmission lines. 

Bus 4 

Wy e. 
einen 

Bus | 

T, T> 

Figure 10-8 | The per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit of the power system in 

Figure 10-7. Note that the values shown are per-unit impedances. 

1.1Z10° oe 
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reactance is much larger than resistance in typical transformers, synchronous ma- 

chines, and overhead transmission lines, so this sort of simplification makes sense.) 

Find the per-unit voltage at each bus in this power system, and the per-unit current 

flow in line 1. 

@ Solution 

The first step in solving for the bus voltages in this circuit is to convert the voltage 

sources in the circuit into equivalent current sources by using Norton's theorem. 

Then, we must convert all of the impedance values into admittances and build up 

the admittance matrix Y,,,. Next, we will use Y,,,, to solve for the bus voltages, 

and then use the voltages on buses 1 and 2 to calculate the current in line 1. 

First, we need to find the Norton equivalent circuits for the combination of 

G, and 7,, and for the combination of M; and 7T>. The combination of G, and 

T, is shown in Figure 10-9a. The Thevenin impedance of this combination is 

Zi = /1.1, and the short-circuit current is 

laa S- - Se = 1.02 -80° 

The resulting Norton equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 10-9b. 

The combination of M3; and 7, is shown in Figure 10-9c. The Thevenin 

impedance of this combination is 7, = /1.6, and the short-circuit current is 

(pte £082 22 Toe ies 
VAN J1.6 

The resulting Norton equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 10-9d. 

The per-phase, per-unit circuit with the current sources included is shown in 
Figure 10-10, and the same circuit with the impedance values converted to ad- 
mittances is shown in Figure 10-11. We can now use that figure to construct View 
in the manner described in this section. The resulting admittance matrix is 

—/12:576... (5.0 _0 j6.667 
Ss.0 Ions 6 j2.5 

Yous =| 0 j5.0 -10.625 j5.0 (10-80) 
j6.667 j25 j5.0 —j14.167 

The current vector for this circuit is 

1.02 —80° 
9 0 
— 10.5632 —112° (10-31) 

0 

so the equation describing this power system is 
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Y,,.V =I (10-20) 
-j12576 j50 0 j6.667 1.02 —80° 
/5.0 SIS 3 150 j2.5 . 0 
0 (0 10.625 50° 1M = lg 5ea7 1433) 8 82) 
j6.667 j25  j5.0 —j 14.167 0 

The solution to this equation is 

Me= Yous 
=/12576 {5.0 0 j6.667 ]) || 1.02-80° 

i) -~j12.5 5.0 j2.5 0 (10-33 
0 j5.0 -/10.625 5.0 0.5632 —112° a 
j6.667  j25 5.0 —j14.167 0 

This solution is easy to calculate in MATLAB, since matrix inversion and matrix 

multiplication are built into the language. The results are: 

0.9897 —0.60°| 
0.9812 —1.58° 
0.9742 —2.62°| ¥ (10-34) 
0.9822 —1.48°| 

Va 

Next the current in line 1 can be calculated from the equation 

ee Ve Vi) Nine 4 (10-35) 

= (0.9892 —0,60°:—.0,9812—1-,58°)\(—/5.0) 

= 00927425162 

A MATLAB program to perform these calculations is shown below. Note that 

this program uses the utility functions r2p and p2r to convert complex numbers 

between rectangular and polar forms. 

% M-file: exl0.3.m 

% M-file to calculate the per-unit bus voltage and the 

% current in line 1 in the power system of Example 10-3. 

% Create Y-bus 

Ybus = [-3*12.576 5*5.0 0 5*6.667; 
4*5.0 S4eL IES 4*5.0 5*2.5; 

0 j*5.0 ~j*10.625 5*5.0; 
5*6.667 5*2.5 5*5.0 Se Welle ot ee 

% Create the current vector 1 

Geeta [en Oana (ol eel OE tsi OME. 

(Qiesnenesre 

OZ el HON SO Sip— sl eo 

On 

% Calculate Vbus 

Wp Use eo Vous enue. 
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% Display results 

for 12 = 51:4 

[mag, phase] = r2p(Vbus(ii)); 

Str = ['The voltage at bus ' int2str(ii) ’ = ' 

num2str(mag) '/' num2str(phase) J; 

aR Sir); 

end 

% Now calculate the current in line 1 

=. Vous (1) = Views 2) teas S 210i) 

[mag, phase] = r2p(il); 

str = ['The current in line 1 = ' num2str(mag) '/' num2@str(phase):); 

disp(str); 

Figure 10-9 | (a) The combination of G; and 7,. (b) The Norton equivalent circuit 

for the combination of G, and 7,. (c) The combination of M3 and To. 

(d) The Norton equivalent circuit for the combination of M3 and Tn. 

1.02—80° ite 

Ieee On 

(a) (b) 

0.5632—112° j1.6 

0.92 —22° 

(c) (d) 
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When this program is executed, the results are: 

> ex10_3 

The voltage at bus 1 = 0.98886/-0.60171 

The voltage at bus 2 = 0.98136/-1.5782 

The voltage at bus 3. = 0.9738/-2.6195 

The voltage at bus 4 = 0.9821/-1.4799 

The current in line 1 = 0.091941/=25.1562 @ 

Figure 10-10 | The per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit of the power system after 

converting the voltage sources to current sources. Note that the 

values shown are per-unit impedances. 

© 

1oz-ar(}) jl 0.5632-112° 

Figure 10-11 | The per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit of the power system after 

converting the impedances to admittances. 

© 
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10.5 | SUMMARY 

Power systems are usually represented by one-line diagrams, in which a single line 

represents the three phases connecting power system components together. One-line 

diagrams are drawn with a standard set of symbols for machines, circuit breakers, 

transformers, and so forth. They usually contain information such as voltage levels, 

device ratings, and connection types (wye or delta), although the information on the 

diagram will vary depending on the purpose for which it is used. 

Power systems are usually analyzed by using per-phase, per-unit equivalent 

circuits. This analysis is done on a per-phase basis because the magnitudes of the 

voltages and currents in each phase of a balanced three-phase system are identical. 

The per-unit system is used because it eliminates changes of voltage level within a 

system. 

The voltages in power systems are usually calculated by nodal analysis. All 

sources are represented as current sources by using Norton’s theorem, and all im- 

pedances are represented as admittances. Then, nodal equations are written at every 

bus in the system, and the resulting set of simultaneous equations is solved to deter- 

mine the bus voltages. 

The system of equations to solve takes the form of the equation 

YucV =I (10-20) 

where Y,,,, 18 the bus admittance matrix of a system. Yj,,, can usually be constructed 
by inspection once a power system is represented with current sources and admit- 
tances, according to the following rules: 

@ The diagonal elements Y;; are equal to the sum of all admittances directly 
connected to node i. 

@ The off-diagonal elements Y;; are equal to the negative of the admittances 
directly connected to node ij and node j. 

The resulting system of equations can be solved easily by using the built-in func- 
tions in MATLAB to invert Y,,,, and multiply it by the current vector I. 

10.6 | QUESTIONS 

10-1. Why are one-line diagrams used to represent power systems? 

10-2. What symbols can appear on a one-line diagram? 

10-3. What is Norton’s theorem? How is it used in solving systems of power 
system equations? 

10-4. How is the bus admittance matrix Y,,,, created? 

10-5. What is the relationship between the bus admittance matrix Yius and the 
bus impedance matrix Z,,,.? 

10-6. What steps are required to solve for the bus voltages in a power system? 
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Figure P10-1 | One-line diagram of the power system in Problem 10-3. 

10.7 

10-1. 

10-2. 

10-3. 

10-4. 

10-5. 

G, qT L 

yoo $-o—o}-0 
hws L, impedance: Y GN 

R= 3 
Xe) 

G, ratings: T| ratings: T> ratings: My ratings: 
30 MVA 35 MVA 30 MVA 20 MVA 
13.8 kV 13.2/115 kV 120/12.5 kV 12.5 kV 
R=0.1 pu R= 0.01 pu R= 0.01 pu R=0,1 pu 
X5 = 1.0 pu X = 0.10 pu X = 0.08 pu X;= 1.1 pu 

| PROBLEMS 

Sketch the per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit of the power system in 

Figure 10-2. (Treat each load on the system as a resistance in series with 

a reactance.) Note that you do not have enough information to actually 

calculate the values of components in the equivalent circuit. 

A 20,000-kVA, 110/13.8-kV, Y—A three-phase transformer has a series 

impedance of 0.02 + j0.08 pu. Find the per-unit impedance of this 

transformer in a power system with a base apparent power of 500 MVA 

and a base voltage on the high side of 120 kV. 

Find the per-phase equivalent circuit of the power system shown in 

Figure P10-1. 

Two 4.16-kV, three-phase synchronous motors are connected to the same 

bus. The motor ratings are: 

Motor 1: 5000 hp, 0.8 PF lagging, 95% efficiency, R = 3%, Xs = 90% 

Motor 2: 8000 hp, 1.0 PF, 95% efficiency, R = 3%, Xz = 90% 

Calculate the per-unit impedances of these motors to a base of 20 MVA, 

4.16 kV. (Note: To calculate these values, you will first have to determine 

the rated apparent power of each motor considering its rated output power, 

efficiency, and power factor.) 

A Y-connected synchronous generator rated 100 MVA, 13.2 kV has a rated 

impedance of R = 5% and X; = 80% per unit. It is connected to aj 10-0 

transmission line through a 13.8/120-kV, 100-MVA A-Y transformer with a 

rated impedance of R = 2% and X = 8% per unit. The base for the power 

system is 200 MVA, 120 kV at the transmission line. 

a. Sketch the one-line diagram of this power system, with symbols 

labeled appropriately. 

M, ratings: 
10 MVA 
12.5 kV 
R=0.1 pu 

2 == Nl oyE 
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10-6. 

10-7. 

b. 

(os 

d. 

€: 

Assume that the power system of the previous problem is connected to a 

Find per-unit impedance of the generator on the system base. 

Find per-unit impedance of the transformer on the system base. 

Find per-unit impedance of the transmission line on the system base. 

Find the per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit of this power system. 

resistive Y-connected load of 200 © per phase. If the internal generated 

voltage of the generator is E, = 1.10220° per unit, what is the terminal 

voltage of the generator? How much power is being supplied to the load? 

Figure P10—2 shows a one-line diagram of a three-phase power system. 

The ratings of the various components in the system are: 

Synchronous generator 1 40 MVA, 13.8 kV, R = 3%, Xs = 80% 

Synchronous motor 2 20 MVA, 13.8 kV, R = 3%, Xs = 80% 

Synchronous motor 3 10 MVA, 13.2 kV, R = 3%, Xs = 100% 

Y—A transformers: 20 MVA, 13.8/138 kV, R = 2%, X = 10% 

Line 1: R=100,X=500 

Line 2 R=50, X= 300 

Line 3: R=50)X=300 

Figure P10-2 | One-line diagram of the power system in Problem 10-7. 

T T> 

a 

Bus 3 



10-8. 

10-9. 
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The per-unit system base for this power system is 40 MVA, 128 kV in 
transmission line |, Create the per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit for 
this power system. 

Calculate the bus admittance matrix Yj,,, and the bus impedance matrix Linus 
for the power system shown in Figure P10-2. 

Assume that internal generated voltages of the generators and motors in the 
per-unit equivalent circuit of the previous problem have the following 
values: 

E,, = 1.15222° 

E42 = 1.002 —20° 

Ee = 0:952-15° 

Find the per-unit voltages on each bus in the power system. 

Find the actual voltages on each bus in the power system. 

Find the current flowing in each transmission line in the power system. 

ey ee eros Determine the magnitude and direction of the real and reactive power 

flowing in each transmission line. 

e. Are any of the components in the power system overloaded? 
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Introduction to 
Power-Flow Studies 

power system engineer must be able to analyze the performance of power 

systems both in normal operating conditions and under fault (short-circuit) 

conditions. The analysis of a power system in normal steady-state operation 

is known as a power-flow study or load-flow study. Power-flow studies attempt to 

determine the voltages, currents, and real and reactive power flows in a power sys- 

tem under a given set of load conditions. They are the topic of this chapter. The 

analyses of power systems under fault (short-circuit) conditions will be postponed 

until subsequent chapters. 

An engineer who understands the operation of a power system under normal 

conditions will be able to plan ahead for its safe operation and future growth. A good 

understanding of steady-state conditions allows the engineer to play “What if?” 

games. 

For example, suppose that a new customer intends to open an industrial plant 

that will require 100 MW of power on the outskirts of some city. Will there be 

enough power-handling capacity in the system for this new load, or will the addi- 

tional load cause some components to be overloaded? Will it be necessary to build 

new transmission lines, or to increase the number or size of installed transformers? 

Will it be necessary to build new generation capacity? 

As another example, suppose that a power system is properly supplying loads, 

and a transmission line within the system must be taken off line for maintenance. Can 

the remaining lines in the power system handle the required loads without exceeding 

their ratings? These sorts of questions are asked on a regular basis. 

Furthermore, the central planning departments of power companies try to antici- 
pate the power needs 10 to 20 years into the future, and to simulate systems serving 
those needs. These studies help them to identify the need for additional transmission 
lines and generation capability early enough to plan properly for the future. 
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11.1 | BASIC TECHNIQUES FOR 
POWER-FLOW STUDIES 

A power-flow study is an analysis of the voltages, currents, and power flows in a 
power system under steady-state conditions. In a power-flow study, the power sys- 
tems engineer makes an assumption about either the voltage at a bus or the power 
being supplied to the bus for each bus in the power system, and then determines the 
magnitude and phase angles of the bus voltages, line currents, etc. that result from 
the assumed combination of voltages and power flows. 

The simplest way to perform power-flow calculations is by iteration. We create 
a bus admittance matrix Y,,,, for the power system, and make an initial estimate for 
the voltages at each bus in the system. We can then update the voltage estimate 
for each bus in the system one at a time, based on the estimates for the voltages and 
power flows at every other bus and the values of the bus admittance matrix. Since the 
voltage at a given bus depends on the voltages at all of the other busses in the system, 
and the voltages at the other busses are just estimates, the updated voltage will not be 
correct. However, it will usually be closer to the correct answer than the original 
guess. If this process is repeated, the voltages at each bus will get closer and closer 
to the correct answer. When the voltages at each bus no longer change significantly 
during an iteration, the solution has converged to the correct answer. 

The equations used to update the estimates of voltage at a bus differ for different 

types of busses, as we will describe below. Each bus in a power system is classified 

as one of three types: 

1. Load bus. A load bus is a bus at which the real and reactive power are 

specified, and for which the bus voltage will be calculated. Real and reactive 

power supplied to a power system are defined to be positive quantities, while 

real and reactive power consumed from the power system are defined to be 

negative quantities. A load bus is also known as PQ bus, because the real 

power P; and reactive power Q, at the bus are specified. All busses that do 

not have generators attached are load busses. 

2. Generator bus. A generator bus is a bus at which the magnitude of the voltage 

is kept constant by adjusting the field current of a synchronous generator tied 

to the bus. As we learned in Chapter 6, when a generator is connected to a 

power system, increasing the field current of the generator increases both the 

reactive power supplied by the generator and the terminal voltage of the power 

system. At a generator bus, we assume that the field current is being adjusted 

to maintain a constant terminal voltage V7. We also learned in Chapter 6 that 

the generator’s prime mover controls the real power supplied by the generator 

to the power system. Increasing the prime mover’s governor set points 

increases the power that the generator supplies to the power system. Thus at a 

generator bus, we can control and specify the magnitude of the bus voltage |V|| 
and real power P; supplied. A generator bus is also known as PV bus, because 

the real power P, and magnitude of the bus voltage |V,| at the bus are specified. 
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3. Slack bus or swing bus. The slack bus or swing bus is a special generator bus 

that serves as the reference bus for the power system. Its voltage is assumed 

to be fixed in both magnitude and phase—most often it is taken to be 120° pu. 

The real and reactive power of the slack bus is uncontrolled; it supplies 

whatever real or reactive power is necessary to make the power flows in 

the system balance. 

These categories generally correspond to the ways in which real power systems 

operate. Load busses are busses that supply power to loads, and the amount of power 

supplied will be whatever the loads demand. The voltage on a load bus in a real 

power system will go up and down with changing loads, unless the power company 

compensates for these changes with tap-changing under load (TCUL) transformers 

or switched capacitors. Thus, load busses have specified values of P and Q, while 

V varies with load conditions. 

Real generators operate most efficiently when they are running at full load, so 

power systems try to keep all but one (or a few) generator running at 100 percent 

capacity, while allowing the remaining generator (called the swing generator) to 

handle increases and decreases in load demand. Thus, most busses with generators 

attached to them will be supplying a fixed amount of power (the rated full load power 

of the generators), and the magnitude of their voltages will be maintained constant 

by field circuits of the generators. These generator busses have specified values of 

P and |V\. 
Finally, the controls on the swing generator will be adjusted to maintain a 

constant power system voltage and frequency, allowing real and reactive power to 

increase or decrease as required whenever loads change. The bus that the swing 

generator is connected to is called the slack bus. 

In this section, we will learn how to perform power-flow studies on a power 

system that has only load busses and a slack bus. In the next section, we will learn 

how to handle generator busses. 

Constructing Y,,,, for Power-Flow Analysis 

The most common approach to power-flow analysis is based on the bus admittance 
matrix Yj, We learned how to create the bus admittance matrix in Chapter 10. The 
form of the bus admittance matrix used for load flow studies is slightly different than 
the one we studied in Chapter 10, because the internal impedances of generators and 
loads connected to the power system are not included in Yj,,.. Instead, they are ac- 
counted for as specified real and reactive powers input and output from the busses. 

For example, consider the simple power system shown in Figure 11-1. This 
power system has four busses, five transmission lines, one generator, and three 
loads. The series per-unit impedances of the five transmission lines are specified 
in Table 11-1, while the shunt admittances of the transmission lines are ignored. 
In this case, the Y;, terms of the bus admittance matrix can be constructed by sum- 
ming the admittances of all transmission lines connected to each bus, and the 
Y;, (¢ # j) terms are just the negative of the line admittances stretching between 
busses i and j. For example, the term Y,, will be the sum of the admittances of 
all transmission lines connected to bus 1, which are transmission lines | and 5, so 
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Yu . 1.7647 — j7.0588 pu.' Similarly, the term Y,5 will be the negative of all the 
admittances stretching between bus | and bus 2, which will be the negative of the ad- 
mittance of transmission line 1, so Y,, = —0.5882 ales 29 pu! 

Figure 11-1 | A simple power system with four busses, five transmission lines, one 
generator, and three loads. 

© 

Load 4 Load 2 

® 

® 
Load 3 

Table of Busses: 

Bus | Slack bus 

Bus 2 Load bus 

Bus 3 Load bus 

Bus 4 Load bus 

Table 11-1 | Per-unit series impedances and the corresponding admittances of the 

transmission lines in Figure 11-1 

Transmission line From/to Series impedance Series admittance 

number (bus to bus) Z (pu) Y (pu) 

1 1-2 0.10 + /0.40 OS832) 223529 

2 2-3 0.10 + j0.50 0.3846 — /1.9231 

3 peA 0.10 + j0.40 0.5882 — /2.3529 
4 3-4 0.05 + /0.20 niet) = AE AOS) 

5 4H 0.05 + /0.20 1.1765 — /4.7059 

The complete bus admittance matrix Yj,,, can be derived by repeating these cal- 

culations for every term in the matrix. It 1s: 

G4 in ODS9 Mie U.S S882uars) 223529 

Yous = 0 —0.3846 + 71.9231 

0 ele 765 7427059 

2 CARS SO a 24 SR, eS Ol 010200 tee 35400 7 19251 O88) 723529 
(5611 76.6290') 11765 4+ 74.7059 

Sl 65a ta 48) ODO gm O86 2-440) 23029 se L176) + 74.7009 2.9412 — 7 1127647 

'If the shunt admittances of the transmission lines are nor ignored, then we will treat each transmission 

line as a 7 circuit, with half of the shunt admittance placed at each end of the line. In that case, the self 

admittance Y;, at each bus would also include half of the shunt admittance of each transmission line 

connected to the bus. 
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Power-Flow Analysis Equations 

The basic equation for power-flow analysis is derived from the nodal analysis equa- 

tions for the power system: 

Yous V = 1 (10-20) 

For the four-bus power system shown in Figure 11-1, Equation (10-20) becomes 

Yi Yi9 Yi3 Yi4 Vv; I, 

Y> Y Y5, Yq Vv, — I, ( Janz} 

Ys; Y39 Y33 Y34 V3 I, 

asad af Face 11 pal 
where Y;, are the elements of the bus admittance matrix, V; are bus voltages, and 

I; are the currents injected at each node. For bus 2 in the power system, this equation 

reduces to 

Yo,V1 + Yx2V2 + Yx3V3 + YuuV4 = L Cl1=3) 

Unfortunately, the loads on a real power system are specified in terms of real and 

reactive power, not as currents. The relationship between the per-unit real and re- 

active power supplied to the power system at bus / and the per-unit current injected 

into the system at that bus can be found from the complex power Equations (1—60) 

and (1-61): 

S=VI=P+j0 (11-4) 

where V is the per-unit voltage at the bus, I’ is the complex conjugate of the per-unit 

current injected at the bus, and P and Q are the per-unit real and reactive powers, 

respectively. Note that P is a positive number for generators and a negative number 

for loads. 

Therefore, the current injected at bus 2 can be found as 

Vi = P, + JQ, 

- Py + jQ» 
3 Va 

ie 2 JQ, 

or C=. —5 2 v: (11-5) 

If Equation (11—S) is substituted into Equation (11-3), the result is 

BE 7 ps 

Yo Vat Yoo V9 1 Yo3V3 + YouuV, = —— — ve (11-6) 

Solving this equation for V, yields the equation 

| | Ps — JQ, , , , 
V) Y,, Vv (Ya1V, + Yo3V3 + YoyV4) (11-7) 

Similar equations can be created for each load bus in the power system. 
Equation (11-7) gives an updated estimate for V5 based on the specified values 

of real and reactive power, plus the current estimates of all of the bus voltages in 
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the power system. Note that the updated estimate for V, will not be the same as the 
original estimate of V,* that was used to derive it. If the newly calculated value for 
V> were substituted back into the equation and used to calculate a new V, several 
times, the differences between the estimates would converge to a single value of V, 
based on the estimated values of the other bus voltages in the system. However, this 
voltage would not be the correct bus voltage for the entire power system, because the 
voltages at the other nodes also need to be updated. Since the voltages at each bus 
in the system depend on the voltages at all the other busses, the only way to find the 
correct answer is to update all of the bus voltages in the power system during each 
iteration. 

The bus voltages in a power system are found by updating the voltage estimates 

for each bus in the power system one after another (except for the slack bus), and 

then repeating the process until the voltage values no longer change much between 

iterations. This method is known as the Gauss-Siedel iterative method. The basic pro- 

cedure for the Gauss-Siedel iterative method is: . 

1. Calculate the bus admittance matrix Y,,,,. Include the admittances of all 

transmission lines, transformers, etc., between busses, but exclude the 

admittances of the loads or generators themselves. 

2. Select a slack bus. One of the busses in the power system should be chosen as 

the slack bus, and its voltage will arbitrarily be assumed to be 1.02.0°. 

3. Select initial estimates for all bus voltages. It is necessary to make an initial 

estimate for the voltages at every bus before the Gauss-Siedel iteration is 

started. It is very important that the estimates be reasonable, because very 

poor choices can result in convergence to incorrect values. Most of the time, 

we assume that the voltage at every load bus is 1.020° to start with. This 

choice is commonly called a flat start; it usually results in good convergence. 

(Erroneous convergence can occur if initial estimates of voltage differ widely 

in magnitude and/or phase.) 

4. Write voltage equations for every other bus in the system. The voltage 

equations for every load bus will be analogous to Equation (11—7). The generic 

form of these voltage equations is 

be) eo: . 
Ve Y, ave i py LEN (11-8) 

(k#i) 

5. Calculate an updated estimate of the voltage at each load bus in succession 

using Equation (11-8). Calculate an updated estimate of the voltage at bus 1, 

bus 2, etc., except for the slack bus. 

6. Compare the differences between the old voltage estimates and the new voltage 

estimates. If the difference between the old voltage estimates and the new ones 

are less than some specified tolerance for all busses, then we are done. 

Otherwise, repeat step 5. 

7. Confirm that the resulting solution is reasonable. Examine the bus voltages to 

determine that the resulting solution is not erroneous. A valid solution typically 

has bus voltages whose phase range is less than 45°—larger ranges of phase 
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may indicate that the system converged to an incorrect solution. If the solution 

appears to be erroneous, change the initial conditions and try again. 

The following two examples illustrate this procedure. Example 11—1 demon- 

strates the procedure using simple hand calculations on a two-bus power system, 

while Example 11—2 uses MATLAB to solve for the voltages and power flows in the 

four-bus power system shown in Figure I1-—1. 

Figure 11-2 shows a simple two-bus power system, with a generator attached to 

bus 1 and loads attached to bus 2. A single transmission line connects the busses. 

The series impedance of the line is Z, = 0.10 + /0.50 pu. The shunt admittance of 

the transmission line may be neglected. Assume that bus 1 is the slack bus, and that 

ithas a voltage V, = 1.020° pu. The per-unit real and reactive power supplied to the 

loads from the power system at bus 2 is P> = 0.30 pu, Q, = 0.20 pu. (Since these 

values are flowing out of the power system, the real and reactive power supplied to 

the power system at each of these busses will be the negative of the above num- 

bers.) Determine the voltage at each bus in this power system for the specified load 

conditions. 

Figure 11-2 | A simple two-bus power system, with a single transmission line between 

the busses. 

Table of Busses: 

Line | Bus | Slack bus 

Bus 2 Load bus 

Load 2 

@ Solution 

We will follow the seven steps outlined above to solve this problem. 

1. Calculate the bus admittance matrix Y4,.. The Y¥ terms bus admittance 
matrix can be constructed by summing the admittances of all transmission 
lines connected to each bus, and the Y, (i # J) terms are just the negative 
of the line admittances stretching between busses j and j. For example, 
the term Y,, will be the sum of the admittances of all transmission lines 
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connected to bus 1 (a single line in this case). The series admittance of 
line 1 is 

aes 1 
Zeer 010-450 '50 Vine 4 = = 0.3846 — (1.9231 (11-9) 

Therefore, the term Y;, will be 

Y41 = 0.3846 — / 1.9231 (11-10) 

A similar calculation applies to Ys, etc. The complete bus admittance 
Matrix Yous is 

Y= 0.3846 — /1.9231 —0.3846 + /1.9231 
us = |-0.3846 + 1.9231 0.3846-j1.9231| (11-1) 

2. Select a slack bus. We will select bus 1 as the slack bus, since it is the only 

bus in the system connected to a generator. The voltage at bus 1 will 

arbitrarily be assumed to be 1.0209. 

3. Select initial estimates for all bus voltages. We will make a flat start, making 

the initial voltage estimates at every bus 1.020°. 

4. Write voltage equations for every other bus in the system. The voltage 

equation for bus 2 is: 

Vee 1 Py — [Qo _ =— |= Y.V | 11-12 Zia (Yo,V4) ( ) 

Since the real power and reactive power supplied to the system at Bus 2 

are P, = —0.30 pu and Q> = —0.20 pu, since Yoo = 0.3846 — (1.9231 

and Y2,; = —0.3846 + /1.9231, and since V, = 120°, Equation (11-12) 

reduces to 

1 —0.3 — j0.2 | 
= ——_—_— — |[(-0.3846 + /1.9231)V 11-13 Me oo oe ve eee DEN ede 

1 0.36032 —146.3° | 
2 96122 101.3°)(1Z0°)| (11-14 

Na rs ee Vesa ee X ys 

5. Calculate an updated estimate of the voltage at each load bus in 

succession using Equation (11-8). In this simple problem, we only have to 

calculate updated voltages for bus 2, since the voltage at the slack bus 

(bus 1) is assumed constant. We will repeat this calculation until the voltage 

converges to a constant value. 

The initial estimate for the voltage at bus 2 is Vo 9 = 120°. With this 

starting point, the new estimate for the voltage at bus 2 becomes 

2 1 0.36032 — 146.3" _ (1.96122 101.8°(1 209) 
tO = hoe V5 old 

ca 1 0.36032 —146.3° 
~ 1.96122 —-78.7° 420° 
= 0.87972 —8.499° 

Vo. 1 

= (1.96122101.3°) 
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If this new estimate of V. is plugged back into Equation (11-14), a second 

estimate can be calculated: 

Voze 1 | OSU eat e oe (1.96122.101.3°(120") 
2.2" 1.96122 —78.7° | (0.87972 —8.499°) 

=0:84122—8:499, 

Similarly, the third iteration would be: 

ee | 
~ 4.96122 —-78.7° 

= 0.83452 —8.962° 

Wen 20.3608 2 ARS 96122.101.9°)(120") 
(0.84122 —8.499°) 

The fourth iteration would be: 

i 1 0.36032 — 146.3° 

1.9612278.7° | (0.83452 —-8.962°) 

= 0.83202 —8.962° 

Vo 4 = (1.96122 101.3910") 

The fifth iteration would be: 

ss 1 
~ 1.96122 -78.7° 

= 0.83152 —8.994° 

0.36032 — 146.3° 
Vv 2,5 (0.83202 —8.962°) 

= (1.96122 101.3°\(120") 

At this point, the magnitude of the voltage is barely changing, so we might 

consider this value to be close enough to the correct answer, and stop 

iterating. This power system converged to an answer in five iterations. The 

voltages at each bus in the power system are: 

V, = 1.020° 
V, = 0.83152 -8.994° 

7. Confirm that the resulting solution is reasonable. These results appear 

reasonable, since the phase angles of the various bus voltages in the 

system differ by only 10°. The current flowing in the transmission line 

from bus 1 to bus 2 is 

iis SONS _ 120° = 0.83152 ~8.994° (11-15) 
linet 0.10 + /0.50 

= 0.43332 —42.65° 

and the power supplied by the transmission line to bus 2 is 

S = Vi = (0.83152 —8.994°)(0.438332 —42.65°)*(11-16) 

= 0.2999 + j0.1997 

This is just the amount of power being consumed by the loads, so this solution 

appears to be correct. | 

The results of Example 11-1 should be interpreted as follows: if the real and 

reactive power supplied by bus 2 is 0.3 + 0.2 pu, and ifthe voltage on the slack bus 
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is 120° pu, then the voltage at bus 2 will be V, = 0.83152 —8.994°. Note that this 

voltage is correct only for the assumed conditions; if a different amount of power 

were supplied by bus 2, a different voltage V, will be calculated. 

In power flow studies, we postulate some reasonable combination of powers 

being supplied to loads, and determine the resulting voltages at all of the busses in 

the power system. Once the voltages at the busses are known, we can calculate the 

current flowing in each transmission line in the system, and then check to see that 

none of the transmission lines are overloaded in that particular situation. 

Refer to the power system shown in Figure 11-1. Assume that bus 1 is the slack 

bus, and that it has a voltage V; = 1.020° pu. The per-unit real and reactive power 

supplied to the loads from the power system at busses 2, 3, and 4 Is Ps = 0.20 pu, 

Q> = 0.15 pu, P; = 0.80 pu, Q, = 0.15 pu, P, = 0.20 pu, and Q, = 0.10 puy(Since 

these values are flowing out of the power system, the real and reactive power 

supplied to the power system at each of these busses will be the negative of the 

above numbers.) 

Determine the voltage at each bus in this power system for the specified load 

conditions. 

@ Solution 

We will follow the seven steps outlined above to solve this problem. The problem 

must be solved as a MATLAB program, because the time required to solve it 

by hand calculations would be excessive. We will build a MATLAB program and 

execute it to calculate the bus voltages. 

1. Calculate the bus admittance matrix Y, 5. The bus admittance matrix was 

calculated earlier. It is 

1.646 = 720558". 0:5682. +:)2:3929 e) Aree: + 4.7059 

Ves = 05882 4: 72:3929 1.5661 —/6.6290 —0.3846 + /1.9231 —0.5882+ /2.3529 

Dee 0 —0,3846 + (1.9231 1256 11 = 766290211765: (47059 

=141765'+ (4.7059 °—0,5882 + f2.3529° = — 1.1765 + y4:7059 2.9412 — (11.7647 

The MATLAB statement required to initialize Y,., to the values in 

Equation (11-1) is 

% Create Y-bus 

VIOUS Maan 

f 1.7647-43%*7.0588 -0.5882+3*2.3529 0 Se 6 baa OS 9 

-0:.58824+5*2.3529  1.5611-3%*6.6290 -0.3846+9*1.9231 =0°5882+7*2.3529; 

0 Dye ey serra ie sling Ob chal ee pould syofellMlbe sag alchny opp SN Olea eae Ibo) oy, ealsles al 0) SEN, 

S765 2) 74 2059. 0) S882 et 223529" Po S444 .°72052 Qi Da 2 ays Ww ear Oey, 

2. Selecta slack bus. We will select bus 1 as the slack bus, since it is the only 

bus in the system connected to a generator. The voltage at bus 1 will be 

arbitrarily be assumed to be 1.020°. 

3. Select initial estimates for all bus voltages. We will make a flat start, making 

the initial voltage estimates at every bus be 1.020°. 

Is 

521 
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The MATLAB statements required to initialize the bus voltages are: 

% Initialize the bus voltages to 1.70 at 0 degrees 

for 22 f=" Tn bus 

Vbus (12) Sol; 

end 

4. Write voltage equations for every other bus in the system. The voltage 

equations for busses 2, 3, and 4 are: 

P, — jQ 
Pare alee AL Er ae PETA PAYEE AR oe OAT (11-17) 

Yoo Vo od J 

Vj oles IG iv, Hews + Yea) (11-18) 
¥33 | V3-01d 4 

[P,—jQ 
ee a area PING Ve eV (11-19) 

44 4, old J 

5. Calculate an updated estimate of the voltage at each load bus in 

succession using Equation (11-8). We will calculate an updated estimate of 

the voltages at bus 2, bus 3, and bus 4 using MATLAB. The statements 

required to perform this calculation are given below. 

To evaluate these voltage equations, we need to create a nested 

MATLAB loop. The outer loop increments over each nonslack bus, and 

while the inner loop sums up the current contributions from every other bus 

at this bus. The code to evaluate Equations (11-17) to (11-19) is: 

i} % Calculate the updated bus voltage 

fOr) ass ivan Dus 

% Skip the slack bus! 

if i1 ~= swing_bus 

%$ Calculate updated voltage at bus 'ii'. First, sum 

up the current contributions at bus 'ii' from all 

other busses. 

oe 

oe 

temp = 70): 

for jj = isn bus 

ina = ay 

temp = temp — Ybus(ii,jj) * Vbus_old(jj); 

end 

end 

% Add in the current injected at this node 

temp = (P(il) = 3 *Q(ii)) / conj(VousroddiGa ih aecemnos 

% Get updated estimate of Vbus at ‘ii! 

Vbus(ii) = 1/Ybus(ii,ii) * temp; 

end 

end 
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6. Compare the differences between the old voltage estimates and the 

new voltage estimates. We will consider the answers to have converged if 

both the real and the imaginary parts of every voltage in the solution 

change by less than 0.0001 during an iteration. Once convergence has 

been achieved, we will write out the bus voltages in magnitude/phase 

format. 

The code to compare the old voltage estimates to the new voltage 

estimates must cause the program to break out of the execution loop if 

every value is within tolerance. This can be done by first clearing an 

“out of tolerance” flag, and then turning it on if either the real or the 

imaginary component of any bus voltage exceeds the specified tolerance. 

If not, the loop should exit. The MATLAB code to perform this step is shown 

below: 

% Compare the old and new estimate of the voltages. 

% Note that we will compare the real and the imag parts 

% separately, and both must be within tolerances. 

test = 0; 

fOr al ose bus 

% Compare real parts 

Tiralos(s creak (Vous (ait))) real (Vbus-old\(11)4")>Seps 

test = 1; 

end 

% Compare imaginary parts 

LEcaAbSst= imag (Vbws: (a4))ieamag (Vibus..0 bd: (aay) eps 

test = 1; 

end 

end 

% Did we converge? If so, get out if the loop. 

if test == 0 

break; 

end 

Finally, the bus voltage must be written out after the loop finishes executing, 

and we must confirm that a reasonable solution was reached. 

The final MATLAB program is shown below. Note that it counts the iterations 

performed before the solution converges to give us a feel for how much compu- 

tation is occurring. 

Metile:cexit2 2m 

M-file to solve the power-flow problem of Example 11-2. 
ae dO 

Set problem size and initial conditions ae 

n_bus = 4; 

Swing. ous = oly 

523 
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% Create Y-bus 

Ybus = 

bE L647 -5F 705 8 Sp Ol S882 Ae SB 2 oO.) -1.17654+j3*4.7059; 

-0.58824+35%*2.3529 1.5611-3*6.6290 -0.3846+j*1.9231 -0.5882+3*2.3529; 

0 =0.38464+3*1.9231 2.5611-3*6.62905 -1, 176547 *4.7059; 

117654544 57059 =0'.5882+92%2.3529 =1 1765494 705922) 941 2a se .OA sk 

% Initialize the real and reactive power supplied to the 

% power system at each bus. Note that the power at the 

swing bus doesn't matter. 

i S025 

See ie Our 

-0.2; 

=O/515= 

SOs Ss 

= -0.10; as weer ae eee 

%$ Initialize the bus voltages to 1.0 at 0 degrees 

for 41- => tn pus 

Vbus(ii) = 1; 

end 

% Set convergence criterion 

eps = 0.0001; 

% Initialize the iteration counter 

n_iter = 0; 

® Create an infinite loop 

while (1) 

6 Increment the iteration count 

n_iter = n_iter + 1; 

% Save old bus voltages for comparison purposes 

Vbus_old = Vbus; 

% Calculate the updated bus voltage 

for 14) = 1: n bus 

% Skip the slack bus! 

if ii ~= swing_bus 

% Calculate updated voltage at bus ‘ii'. First, sum 
% up the current contributions at bus 'ii' from all 
% other busses. 

temp = 0; 

for jj = 1:n_bus 

Li ets = 35 

temp = temp — Ybusi(ii,jj) * Vbus_old{j3j); 
end 

end 
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2 -% Add in the current injected at this node 
Seetb = (PEPE a *O(ta)) > /\ con4. (Vbus-oldtii).) + temp: 

% Get updated estimate of Vbus at 'ii! 
Vbus (ii) = 1/Ybus(ii,ii) * temp; 

end 

end 

% Compare the old and new estimate of the voltages. 
% Note that we will compare the real and the imag parts 
% separately, and both must be within tolerances. 
Vesna "0:7 

hore = sm bus, 

% Compare real parts 

LE vabs(- real:(Vbus (ai).\) = xreal(Vbus old(ii)y) jos eps 

test = 1; : 

% Compare imaginary parts 

1£ abs(. imag(Vbus(ii)) — iamag(Vbus_old(ii)) ) > eps 

Desi .b, 

end 

end 

% Did we converge? If so, get out of the loop. 

% Display results 

Por aac visa souls: 

[mag, phase] = r2p(Vbus(ii)); 

Stra. The-voltage pat. bus. antostr (ta) =o! 

num2Zstr(mag) '/' num2str(phase) ]; 

disp (str); 

end 

% Display the number of iterations 

Sino NMOS Om teraAbLOns = erm 2 Stin.(asiteri. bs 

Cisp (ste) 

When this program is executed, the results are: 

>» ex1l1 2 

The voltage at bus 

The voltage at bus 

The voltage at bus Ope CeO ee ra O12, 

The voltage at bus = 0.91346/-4.8938 

Number of iterations = 25 

lI 1/0 

=n Ohetche)tshoim eo Whe os hos) 

Bw ee 

Il 
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The resulting bus voltages are 

Vous (1) 

Vous (2) = 0/898 2—5185> pu 
(11-20) 

Vous (3) = 0.8722 —7.75° pu 

View (4) = 0.9132 —4.89° pu 

1.000Z0° pu 

Step 7 requires that, after executing the program, we confirm that the an- 

swers appear consistent, and that the program did not converge on an erroneous 

solution. The consistency of the answers can be proved by summing up the cur- 

rents at one or more busses to ensure that the sum comes out to Zero, as required 

by Kirchhoff’s current law. The solution is likely to not be erroneous because the 

spread of phase angles in the answers is less than 45°. i 

A Warning about Network Equation Solutions 

Note that relationship between voltage and current at a load bus is given by Equa- 

tion (11-5): 

Py ~ JQ 
(11-5) < V; 

This is a nonlinear relationship—when the voltage at the bus goes up, the current at 

the bus goes down. Therefore, the power system network equations that we are solv- 

ing are fundamentally nonlinear equations. From mathematics, we know that sets of 

nonlinear equations can sometimes have multiple solutions, or even no solution at 

all. As a result, a power-flow study can sometimes converge to an erroneous solution, 
or even keep running forever in a “limit cycle” without ever converging to a solution. 

The more complex the power system being analyzed, and the more heavily loaded it 

is, the more likely this is to occur. 

In general, the solution that a nonlinear system of equations converges to de- 
pends on the starting point for the analysis. The closer we start to the correct answer, 
the more likely the equations are to converge to it. In general, a flat start (all bus volt- 
ages assumed to be 120°) is pretty close to the correct answer for most power sys- 
tems, because power systems are designed to keep voltage reasonably constant for 
the user. However, sometimes we will fail to converge to the proper answer even 
with a flat start. In that case, trying different starting conditions might produce con- 
vergence to the correct answer. 

Also, since some sets of power system equations and starting conditions can it- 
erate forever without coming to a solution, a good power network analysis program 
should include a maximum number of iterations, and should stop running if that 
number of iterations is reached without converging to a solution. 

Speeding Up Network Equation Solutions 

Note from the results of Example 11—2 that it took 25 iterations before the voltages 
in the load flow problem converged to within a tolerance 0.0001. A major advantage 
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of the Gauss-Siedel iterative method is that it is relatively stable and usually results 
in the right answer. Unfortunately, the method converges to a solution relatively 
slowly, requiring a lot of computer time. Fortunately, there are a couple of simple 
tricks that can be applied to speed up the convergence process. These tricks are de- 
scribed below. 

1. Applying updated bus voltage values immediately. The first trick is to 
begin using the new estimates of bus voltage as soon as they are calculated, instead 
of waiting to the beginning of the next iteration to apply them. This change has the 
effect of applying the better estimates of bus voltage at a given bus to the estimation 
of the voltage at the other busses in the system, resulting in faster convergence. For 
example, consider the bus voltage update code in Example | 1—2. Here, the values in 
Vbus_old are used to calculate updated values in Vbus for all the load busses 
in the system. 

% Save old bus voltages for comparison purposes 
Vbus_old = vbus; 

% Calculate the updated bus voltage 

Gor ae =) dia bus 

% Skip the slack bus! 

if 11 ~= swing_bus 

> Calculate updated voltage at bus ‘11'. First, sum 

os Up ehe Current Contributions at bus aa! trom all 

% other busses. 

temp = 0; 

kom gg — Leni bus 

LE Gi == 34 

temp = temp MOUS) (alal, a5) Waeybues rele] (S15) )) 5 

end 

end 

% Add in the current injected at this node 

(CEs) ieee OMe) ay/ GeranGybusmol di(aa))\ hee) iGemor 0) S "S) ll 

% Get updated estimate of Vbus at !1i 

Vbus (Gi)! — l/ Yous Ga, 2a)" cep 

end 

end 

If we modify this code slightly so that array Vbus 1s used in the calculation, then 

the updates at bus 2 will be applied immediately to calculation at bus 3, etc., result- 

ing in faster convergence. Note that we must still keep copies of Vbus_old to test 

for convergence, even if we are not otherwise using that array. The slightly modified 

code is shown below. 

% Save old bus voltages for comparison purposes 

Vbus_old = Vbus; 
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% Calculate the updated bus voltage 

fon, 2a/.= dismabus 

% Skip the slack bus! 

if ii ~= swing_bus 

% Calculate updated voltage at bus ny Parsi Sui 

% up the current contributions at bus Mt  ELOM set Lee 

% other busses. 

temp = 0; 

for jg = lsn_bus 

if ii ~= jj 

temp = temp — aus it,a1) . avbua (a3) 

end 

end 

% Add in the current injected at this node 

) / cemp =e Pia) SS la OK a )) conj (Vbus(ii)) + temp; 

% Get updated estimate of Vbus at 'ii' 

Vbus (ii) = 1/Ybus(ii,i2) * temp; 

end 

end 

When the code is executed with this slight modification, the results are: 

» ex1l1_2a 

The voltage at bus 1 = 1/0 

The voltage at bus 2 = 0.89821/-5.3595 

The voltage at bus 3 = 0.87168/-7.7564 

The voltage at bus 4 = 0.91327/-4.8986 

Number of iterations = 16 

This simple change results in convergence in 16 iterations instead of 25, a great im- 

provement in computational efficiency. 

2. Applying acceleration factors. The second trick that can be applied to the 

Gauss-Siedel method is called acceleration factors. Studies have shown that the 

Gauss-Siedel method moves bus voltage estimates slowly toward optimum values, 

with each step tending to be in the same direction as the previous one. If the differ- 

ence between the new voltage estimate and the old voltage estimate is multiplied by 

an “acceleration factor” and added to the old voltage estimate, then in a single step 

we can jump closer to the true solution than would be possible with the ordinary 

Gauss-Siedel method. This acceleration factor must be greater than 1.0 to speed the 

solution, but if it is too large, the factor can actually hurt, because the update will 

“jump over” the correct point. In fact, a very large acceleration factor will make the 

equations unstable. A suitable acceleration factor for systems that also apply imme- 

diate voltage updates might be 1.3 to 1.4. An acceleration factor higher than 2.0 is 

unstable, and convergence will never occur. 
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A modified version of the MATLAB code that applies both immediate updates 
and an acceleration factor is shown below: 

* Save old bus voltages for comparison purposes 
Vbus_old = vbus; 

* Calculate the updated bus voltage 

Oi shat =" Iai lous) 

* Skip the slack bug! 

if 11 ~= swing_bus 

Calculate updated voltage at bus 'ii'. First, sum 
up the current contributions at bus 'ii!' from all 
other busses. AP dP oP 

temp = 0; 

fOr a7 = sn bus 

if 11 ~= jj 

temp = temp Movisi(Gae ag) yw Vibus (aa). 

end 

end 

*® Add in the curremt injected at this node 

emo G2 (a) ea Oa) Seong i( Vbusi(a3)))) = nteemor 

* Get updated estimate of Vbus at ‘ii! 

Vanew = 1/Vious (iri) * tenp; 

% Apply an acceleration factor to the new voltage estimate 

Vbus(ii) = Vbus_old(ii) + acc_fac * (Vnew — Vbus_old(ii)); 

end 

end 

When the code is executed with this slight modification, the results are: 

> ex1l 2b 

The voltage at bus 1 to) 

The voltage at bus 2 = 0.89812/-5.3619 

The voltage at pus 3s =" 087 Us8//=7 77605 

The voltage at bus 4 = 0.91321/-4.9005 

Number of iterations = 8 

The combination of these two improvements improved the speed of convergence 

by a factor of 3, from 25 to 8 iterations! 

Additional speed-ups are possible by using more advanced solution techniques 

such as the Newton-Raphson method. These techniques perform the same function as 

the Gauss-Siedel iterative method, but are more computationally efficient. Unfortu- 

nately, they are also more complex to explain, and we do not have time to cover them 

in this survey text. An explanation of the Newton-Raphson method may be found in 

Section 9.3 of Reference 2. 
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11.2 |ADDING GENERATOR BUSSES 

TO POWER-FLOW STUDIES 

At a generator bus, the real power P; and the magnitude of the bus voltage |V,| are 

specified. Since we do not know the reactive power Q; for that bus, we must estimate 

it before applying Equation (11-8) to get an updated estimate of bus voltage. The 

value of reactive power at the generator bus can be estimated by solving Equation 

(11-8) for Q;: 

ea sae 
= Y,V 11-8 V; Yj V; = ik k ( ) 

(k#i) 

P; ill} i uy 

Y,V; — Pi = JG; = NS Yi.Vi 

V; k=1 
(k#i) 

P N 

Pi = JG FG ViVi ae >> YiVi 

Vi k=] 
(k#i) 

N ; 

P; iG = Vi ViVi ae > YiVi 
k=1 
(k#i) 

If we bring the case k = i into the summation, this equation becomes 

N 

Rae MOSBY i NY Yin Vi 
k=1 

N \ 

or QO, - In ¥ Sy Ya, (11-21) 
k=1 

Once the reactive power at the bus has been estimated, we can update the bus 

voltage at the generator bus using P; and Q; just as we would a load bus. However, 

the magnitude of the generator bus voltage is also forced to remain constant. To keep 

it constant, we must multiply the new voltage estimate by the ratio of the magnitude 

of the old voltage estimate to the magnitude of the new voltage estimate. This multi- 

plication has the effect of updating the phase angle of the voltage while keeping the 

magnitude of the voltage constant. 

In other words, the steps required to update the voltage at a generator bus are: 

1. Estimate the reactive power Q; at the bus using Equation (11—21). 

2. Update the estimated voltage at the bus using Equation (11-8), as though the 

bus were a load bus. 

nw . Force the magnitude of the estimated voltage to be constant by multiplying the 

new voltage estimate by the ratio of the magnitude of the original estimate to 

the magnitude of the new estimate. This has the effect of updating the voltage 

phase estimate without changing the voltage amplitude. 
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Figure 11-3 shows a simple power system with four busses, five transmission lines, 

two generators, and two loads. Since this power system has generators connected 

to two busses, it will have one slack bus, one generator bus, and two load busses. 

Assume that bus 1 is the slack bus in the power system, and that it has a voltage 

V, = 1.020° pu. Bus 3 is a generator bus. The generator is supplying a real power 

P; = 0.30 pu to the power system, with a voltage magnitude of 1.0 pu. The per- 

unit real and reactive power loads on the power system at busses 2 and 4 are 

P5 = 0.30 pu, Qs = 0.15 pu, Py, = 0.20 pu, and Q, = 0.15 pu. Since these values are 

flowing out of the power system, the real and reactive power supplied to the power 

system at each of these busses will be the negative of the above numbers. The 

series impedances of each of the transmission lines in this system are the same as 

for Example 11-2; they are given in Table 11-1. 

Determine the voltage at each bus in this power system for the specified load 

conditions. 

Figure 11-3 | A simple power system with four busses, five transmission lines, two 

generators, and two loads. This power system includes a generator bus. 

© 

Table of Buses: 

Bus 1 Slack bus 

Bus 2 Load bus 

Bus 3 Generator bus 

Load 4 Load 2 Bus 4 Load bus 

@ Solution 

This problem is similar to Example 11-2, except that it includes a generator bus. 

We will build a MATLAB program and execute It to calculate the bus voltages. 

Since this power system has the same topology as the one in Example 11-2, 

and the impedances of each transmission line are identical, Y,y5 will be the same 

as in the previous example. It is: 
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tev OA Teey 7.0588—.--0,5882 +.)2,3529 0 = edek Odor [4.7059 

Vor =0:5882 + (2.3529 1.5611 —j/6.6290 —0.3846 + /1.9231 —0.5882 + [2.3529 (11-1) 

oe 0 —0.3846 + j1.9231 1.5611 —/6.6290 -—1.1765+ /4.7059 

—1.1765 + j4.7059 —0.5882 + j2.3529 —1.1765 + /4.7059 2.9412 — j11.7647 

The MATLAB statement required to initialize Y,,, to the values in Equation 

(11-1) is 

% Create Y-bus 

Na oy Cisne aera 

Pabet647=3°-7 0588" 30. SBS 2s 25 5290 -1.1765+3*4.7059; 

-0.588245*2.3529 1.5611-3*6.6290 -0.3846+j*1.9231 -0.5882+j3%*2.3529; 

0 =0\-38864-) 71.9231. Le S611—-7.".6..6200 =Lo Li b54qo7 Uo oe 

=1.1765+5*4.7059 -0:588245*2 3529 -1.17654+5%4.7059  2.9412=)*11.7647 ); 

As stated in the problem, bus 1 is the slack bus. The voltage at bus 1 will 

arbitrarily be assumed to be 1.020°. Bus 3 is a generator bus, meaning that we 

will have to estimate the reactive power at that bus before calculating the bus volt- 

age, and then force the magnitude of the voltage to remain constant after calcu- 

lating the bus voltage. We will once again make a flat start, making the initial 

voltage estimates at every bus to be 1.020°. 

The voltage equations for busses 2, 3, and 4 are the same as before. How- 

ever, bus 3 is a now generator bus, so we must first estimate the reactive power 

Q; at that bus before estimating V3, and then we must update the estimate of V; 

after it is calculated to maintain a constant voltage magnitude. The resulting volt- 

age equations for the three busses are: 

Pj 

V2 = ae cee — (YorVy + YosV3 + YosVa) (11-22) Yool V2 old 
eee ' 

OQ, = -in|vs oy vw (11-23) 
k=1 

Po iO) 
V3 = sc pels — (YaiMy + YgoVo + YoqV4) (11-24) 

Y¥3g V3, old 

V5, otal 
V3 = V3; —— 7 

Z 3, (11-25) 

tpg Q Vy = | — (Ya Yue + Yaa) (11-26) 
Yq V, old 

To evaluate these equations, we need to create a nested MATLAB loop. The 

outer loop increments over each nonslack bus, and the inner loop sums up the 

current contributions from every other bus at this bus. Tests are added to identify 

generator busses so that the reactive power can be calculated before the voltage 
is updated, and the magnitude of the voltage can be corrected after the voltage 
is updated. The code to evaluate Equations (11-22) to (11-26) is shown on page 

533, with the modifications to support generator busses highlighted. 
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* Calculate the updated bus voltage 

HO aa oder aS 

® Skip the swing bus! 

if ii. ~= swing bus 

% If this is a generator bus, update the reactive 
% power estimate. 

if gen _bus (ii) 

temp = 0; 

£orjj.\=" l:n bus 

temp = temp + Ybus(ii,jj) * Vbus(jj); 

end 

temp = conj(Vbus(ii)) * temp; 

Q(ii) = -imag(temp); 

end 

Calculate updated’ voltage at bus 'ii') First) sum 

Up ihe, cuicrentaicontributrzens vat. ous aa! fromsad 1 

other busses. oP de oe 

temp =: 0; 

FOR. aden bus 

stapes toate 

Lemos = Femp a VOUS (Aaya ke VOUS (alae 

end 

end 

% Addin the current “injected at this node 

LEM (Pia rT HOt se feOmsat VIOUS: (ana) s)he temps 

% Get updated estimate of vbus at ‘11! 

Vniew i= IY pa sia faba) *~ temp; 

6 Apply an acceleration factor to the new voltage estimate 

Vowsi(ta ss Vous odd (avin) wae fac x (Vnews— a Vous: Oba (ri) 

% If this is a generator bus, update the magnitude of the 

% voltage to keep it constant. 

if gen _bus(ii) 

Vbus(ii) = Vbus(ii) * abs(Vbus_old(ii)) / abs(Vbus(ii)); 

end 

end 

end 

The final MATLAB program is shown on page 534, with the changes to ac- 

commodate generator busses highlighted. Note that it counts the iterations per- 

formed before the solution converges to give us a feel for how much computation 

is occurring. Also, this program is designed to stop executing after a maximum 

number (100) of iterations is reached, so it will not run in an infinite loop if the 

solutions fail to converge! 
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M-file: exll_3.m 

M-file to solve the power-flow problem of Example 11-3. 

This set of equations includes a generator bus. AP oP oo? 

% Set problem size and initial conditions 

n_bus' = 4; 

swing_bus = 1; 

eletommn= key wr! lkbaSh0 

% Specify which busses are generator busses with flags. 

% Note that 1 is “true” and 0 is “false” in MATLAB. In 

% this example, Bus 3 is a generator bus, and the others 

% are not. 

gen_bus = [0 0 1 0]; 

% Create Y-bus 

Ybus = 

fete T647S4-* 0588205588227 4253529- 220 =1 -17654 3% 4 27059); 

=0:2 5882454 23352 9s S611 = 4416". 62:90 —0 3 846r94 19231) -025882+7 4228525) 

0 =053 8464540923 13 1. S6bi—7*6- 6290 —iet 7657740059 

=e bt S 4 OS oH 0: SSR 2223529 65 Fa) he NOS S9s aed delay Gad 

% Initialize the real and reactive power supplied to the 

% power system at each bus. Note that the power at the 

% swing bus doesn't matter, and the reactive power at the 

% generator bus will be recomputed dynamically. 

(eg a Ue 

B(3)=—20%.3's 

Pa) S025 

O22) 0a 

Q(3) = 0.0; 

O(4) -=-=0.10; 

% Initialize the bus voltages to 1.0 at 0 degrees 

for 1-1 noms 

Vbus(ii) = 1; 

end 

% Set convergence criterion 

eps = 0.0001; 

%® Initialize the iteration counter 

n_iter = 0; 

% Set a maximum number of iterations here so that 

% the program will not run in an infinite loop if 

% it fails to converge to a solution. 

for iter ’= 915100 

% Increment the iteration count 

Niter = nuiter + 1; 

Ihs6 
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> Save. old bus voltages for comparison purposes 
Vbus_old = Vbus; 

6 Calculate the updated bus voltage 

Ors ls US 

® Skip the swing bus! 

LE ii ~= swing bus 

% If this is a generator bus, update the reactive 

% power estimate. 

if gen _bus(ii) 

temp = 0; 

Lore jan — Ls ni bus 

temp))= temp Fin Ybus(ii,535)°0*) Vbus (35); 

end 

temp = conj(Vbus(ii)) * temp; 

Q(ii) = -imag(temp); 
end 

Calculate updated voltagetat bus o'tai First; sum 

UOmEheVCulicKeniki comes ouwaons ate us . a eaeom= ala: 

other busses. ae AP oO 

temp: =..0; 

FOR sya = wes bus 

Vf qi ~= 95 

temp = temp MOIS (etc ee VIDUISs Gaya ae 

end 

end 

S AGG 1m Vehe current. anjvecked. at. this) node 

emp = P(e Oa Cong (Vousi(aal):) sh stem 

% Get updated estimate of Vbus at '1i 

Vnew = 1/Ybus(ii,;i1) * temp; 

% Apply an acceleration factor to the new voltage estimate 

Wigs (ea av VOWS OME WAGs alee tk ae An VIMeWer 1 VOL SucOnleh (avale yo 

% If this is a generator bus, update the magnitude of the 

% voltage to keep it constant. 

if gen_bus(ii) 

Vbus(ii) = Vbus(ii) * abs(Vbus_old(ii)) / abs(Vbus(ii)); 

end 

end 

end 

Compare the old and new estimate of the voltages. 

Note that we will compare the real and the imag parts 

Separately, and both must be within tolerances. 

Hest 10s; 

EOL ai mode Ta OWS 

ae dP oe 
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% Compare real parts 

if abs( real (Vbus(ii)) — real(Vbus_old(ii)) ) > eps 

test = 1; 

end 

% Compare imaginary parts 

HE abst imag (Vbus (ii) ) — imag(Vbussolld (aa0))) s=seps 

test = 1; 

end 

end 

% Did we converge? If so, get out of the loop. 

if test == 0 

break; 

end 

end 

% Did we exceed the maximum number of iterations? 

if iter == 100 

disp('Max number of iterations exceeded!'); 

end 

% Display results 

fora =i nebus 

{mag, phase] = r2p(Vbus(ii)); 

str = [('The voltage at bus ' int2str(ii) ' = '! 

num2str(mag) '/' num2str (phase) J; 

disp(str); 

end 

% Display the number of iterations 

str = ['Number of iterations = ' int2str(n_iter) ]; 

disp(str); 

When this program is executed, the results are: 

>» ex11_3 

The voltage at bus 1 1/0 

The voltage at bus 2 = 0.96361/-0.97462 

The voltage at bus 3 = 1/1.8443 

The voltage at bus 4 = 0.98019/-0.27034 

Number of iterations = 8 

The resulting bus voltages are 

Vin (1) = 1.00020° pu 

Vous (2) = 0.9642 —0.97° pu 
Vous (3) = 1.0002 1.84° pu 

Vous (4) = 0.9802 —0.27° pu (1 1-27) 

This solution looks reasonable; the spread of bus voltage phase angles in the 
answers is less than 45°. | 
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11.3 | THE INFORMATION DERIVED 
FROM POWER-FLOW STUDIES 

After the bus voltages are calculated at all busses in a power system, a power-flow 

program can be set up to provide alerts if the voltage at any given bus exceeds 

+5 percent of the nominal value. This information is important to the engineer, since 

power is supposed to be supplied at a constant voltage level. These high or low volt- 

ages indicate spots where some sort of compensatory work is required, either with 

switched capacitors or with TCUL transformers. If the voltage is too low at a bus, ad- 

ditional capacitors can be switched on to the bus and the problem can be re-solved to 

determine the effect of this action on the bus voltage. By solving such problems re- 

peatedly, it is possible to define the amount of switched capacitance needed to ensure 

that the voltage on a bus remains in tolerance under all load conditions. 

In addition, it is possible to determine the net real and reactive power either sup- 

plied to or removed from each bus by generators or loads connected to it. To calcu- 

late the real and reactive power at a bus, we first calculate the net current injected at 

the bus. The net current injected at a bus will be equal to the sum of all the currents 

leaving the bus through transmission lines. The current leaving the bus on each trans- 

mission line will be equal to the difference between the voltages at either end of the 

transmission line multiplied by the admittance of the line, so the total current injected 

at the now will be 

N 
Lit phi apbo) (11-28) 

ii 

The resulting real and reactive power injected at the bus can be found from the 

equation 

= —V, 1; = P; + jQ; Ci=29) 

where the minus sign takes into account the fact that current is assumed to be injected 

instead of leaving the node. 

Similarly, the power-flow study can show the real and reactive power flowing 

in every transmission line in the system. The current flow out of a node along a 

particular transmission line between bus i and bus j can be calculated from the 

equation 

1, =Y,(Vi- V) (11-30) 

where Y;; is the admittance of the transmission line between those two busses. The re- 

sulting real and reactive power can be calculated from the equation 

Sy r =V, 1,5 P35 +9Q; (11-31) 

Furthermore, by comparing the real and reactive power flows at either end of the 

transmission line, we can determine the real and reactive power losses on each line! 

In modern professional power-flow programs, this information is displayed 

graphically on a computer screen, with real and reactive power flows into and out of 

each bus and transmission line being shown as arrows. The display uses color to 
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highlight areas where the power system is overloaded. This graphical representation 

makes it very easy to locate “hot spots.” 

With all of this information available, the user of a power-flow study can deter- 

mine whether any of the components in a power system will be overloaded by the 

particular conditions of the study. If the ratings of any components are exceeded, then 

the conditions of this study are an unacceptable steady-state operating condition, and 

something else must be tried. 

This is where power-flow studies aid the engineer in playing “What if?” games. 

A power engineer usually begins by analyzing the power system in its normal oper- 

ating conditions, called the base case. Then, the engineer can project possible future 

load conditions to see if any parts of the power system get into trouble. If a trans- 

mission line appears to be overloaded in a power-flow study representing a possible 

future load condition, the engineer can add a proposed new transmission line to the 

power system and re-solve the power-flow problem to see how much the new trans- 

mission line has helped. Lines of varying capacities can be added to the system at 

various points until a good solution is found for supplying the anticipated loads with- 

out overloading any components, and with a good margin of reserve for uncertainty 

in future load growth. With this information in hand, engineers can plan to add 

capacity over the next 5—10 years to always stay ahead of the need. 

Another important type of “What if?” game is: What happens if a transmission 

line or other component is removed from the current system because of failure or 

maintenance? Can the remaining components of the power system supply all re- 

quired loads without being overloaded? If not, then some loads must be shed to keep 

the power system safe if it ever winds up in this configuration. The system should be 

designed with enough redundancy that it can function properly under all load condi- 

tions with the loss of a few transmission lines, and these “What if?” studies help the 

engineers to determine just how much redundancy is required, and where the com- 

ponents should be located. 

Finally, power-flow studies help a power system to operate more efficiently. A 
typical power system has many generators in many different geographical locations, 
and of course the loads on the system are distributed in many different locations. The 
loads on the power system can be supplied by the generators in many different ways, 
with the generators at some power stations supplying full power while the generators 
at other stations serve as swing generators. If power-flow studies are performed for 
different combinations of generation, the engineer can determine which combination 
produces the minimum transmission losses, and thus provides the power most effi- 
ciently. The study of the efficient operation of power systems is called economic dis- 
patch, It is a major subdiscipline within power systems engineering. 

11.4|A SIMPLE POWER-FLOW PROGRAM 
The software accompanying this book includes a simple MATLAB power-flow 
analysis program, called power_f low.m. This program calculates the voltages and 
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powers at every bus, plus the real and reactive power flowing on each transmission 
line. It also provides alerts if any of the bus voltages are out of tolerance, or if any of 
the transmission lines are overloaded. 

The source code for this program is available for download at the book’s web- 
site. It can be used to find the voltages and power flows in a power system, where the 
voltages, impedances, and admittances are specified in per-unit, and the real and re- 
active power flows are specified in MW and MVAR. 

The input data for program power_f low is placed in an input file, which can 
be created using any available editor. The file must contain three types of lines—a 
SYSTEM line to define the system name and base MVA, BUS lines to define the ini- 
tial voltage estimates and the power flows at each bus, and LINE lines to define the 
transmission lines connecting the various busses together. It may also contain com- 
ment lines. 

A typical input file is shown in Figure 11-4. This file contains SYSTEM, BUS, 
and LINE lines, plus comment lines that begin with a % symbol in column 1. 

Figure 11-4 | A sample input file for the MATLAB program power_flow. This input 
file solves the problem in Example 11-3. 

Comment lines 

begin with "%" 

Joltage Tolerance 

05 

SYSTEM line 

defines Syaten: typ Ogen Pload load Jeap 
wide values Sine ett ; 

0 1.00 0 0 20 15 10 

PV 1.00 30 0 0) ) ) 

BUS lines define BUS Four PO 1.00 ) ( 2 10 ( 

bus types and Pp 
YP % Transmission line data has the form: 

Power flows SLINE from tO Rse Xse Gsh Bsh Rating (MVA) 

LINE One 

LINE Tw 

LINE Two 

LINE Thisee 

LINE Four 

LINE lines 

define line 

parameters 

The SYSTEM card specifies the name of the power system case being studied, 

the base apparent power of the power system (in MVA), and the allowable per-unit 

voltage tolerance on the busses. The format of a SYSTEM line is shown below (note 

that the data is free format—the values do not have to appear in any particular 

columns), and the values in the line are defined in Table 11-2. 

SSYSTEM name baseMVA Voltage Tolerance Max Iterations 

SYSTEM Test_System 100 OOS 100 
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Table 11-2 | Fields defined on the SYSTEM line 
a 

Field Description 

SYSTEM Line identifier 

Name System study name (spaces are not allowed within the name) 

Voltage Tolerance 

Max Iterations 

The acceptable voltage tolerance on busses, in per-unit. For example, 

a tolerance of 0.05 means that voltages between 0.95 and 1.05 pu are 

acceptable. 

The maximum number of iterations to perform in trying to converge to a 

solution. This value is optional; if it is not present, the maximum number of 

iterations is 200 

The format of a BUS line is shown below, and the values in the line are defined 

in Table 11—3. 

BUS name type volts Pgen Qgen Pload Qload Ocap 

BUS One SL Lane 0) 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 11-3 | Fields defined on the Bus line 

Field Description 

BUS 

Name 

Type 

Pgen 

Ogen 

Line identifier 

Bus name (spaces are not allowed within the name) 

Bus type, which is one of: 

SL Slack bus 

PV Generator bus 

PQ Load bus 

Generator power supplied to bus, in MW 

Generator reactive power supplied to bus, in MVAR 

Pload Real power supplied to loads at bus, in MW 

Qload Reactive power supplied to loads at bus, in MVAR 

Ocap Capacitive reactive power at bus, in MVAR 

The format of a 

in Table 11-4. 

SLINE from 

LINE One 

LINE line is shown below, and the values in the line are defined 

to Rse Xse Gsh Bsh ‘ Rating (MVA) 
Two 0.100 0.400 0.000 0.000 100 

Table 11-4 | Fields defined on the LINE line 
a a ec 

Field Description 

LINE Line identifier 

‘rom Bus Name Bus where transmission line starts. 
To Bus Name Bus where transmission line ends. 

ise Line series resistance, in per-unit 
Xse Line series reactance, in per-unit 
ish Line shunt conductance, in per-unit 
3sh Line shunt susceptance, in per-unit 
Rating Line power rating, in MVA 
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Figure 11-6 | The Ozzie Outback Electric Power Company system. 

Table of Busses: 
Bunya Slack bus 

Mulga Generator bus 
Mallee Load bus 

Myall Load bus 

Satinay Load bus 

Bunya Satinay 

Myall 

Mallee 

To solve a power-flow problem by this program, you must first calculate the per- 

unit impedances and admittances of all components to a common system base, and 

then create a file containing those input parameters. Note that each “line” in the 

power system should include all of the impedances in the line, whether they come 

from the line itself or from transformers at the end of the line. In general, the initial 

voltage at load busses should be assumed to be 1.0. 

When program power_f low is executed, the results are as shown in Fig- 

ure 11-5. 

Program power_flow is simple and easy to use, but lacks many features found 

in commercial power-flow programs. For example, commercial programs support 

tap-changing and phase-shifting transformers in power lines, and they usually have 

interactive graphical displays. Another significant limitation of this simple program 

is that it uses the Gauss-Siedel iterative method to solve for bus voltages. This 

method is very effective for small systems of equations, but would become prohibi- 

tively time-consuming for power systems with large numbers of busses. 

The Ozzie Outback Electric Power (OOEP) Company maintains the power system 

shown in Figure 11-6. This power system contains five busses, with generators 
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attached to two of them and loads attached to the remaining ones. The power SyS- 
tem has six transmission lines connecting the busses together, with the characteris- 
tics shown in Table 11-5. Per-unit values are given to a system base apparent power 
of 100 MVA. The generators at busses Bunya and Mulga are each capable of sup- 
plying 200 MW at 0.85 power factor lagging. 

Table 11-5 | Transmission lines in the OOEP system. 

From = To Rese (pu) Xse (pu) Rating (MVA) 

Bunya Mulga 0.001 0.051 100 

Mulga Satinay 0.007 0.035 250 

Bunya Myall 0.007 0.035 200 

Myall Satinay 0.007 0.035 100 

Myall Mallee 0.014 0.051 60 

Mallee Satinay 0.014 0.051 60 

You are an engineer in the company, and you have been informed that some 

new customers intend to build facilities that will draw extra power. You need to per- 

form a power-flow study to see if the new load conditions will cause trouble for the 

power system. The new anticipated load conditions are shown in Table 11-6. Deter- 

mine if the bus voltages will remain within a 5 percent tolerance, and if any transmis- 

sion line will be overloaded by these new load conditions. 

Table 11-6 | Anticipated loads on the OOEP system 

Bus Real load (MW) Reactive load (MVAR) 

Mallee 100 U5 

Myall 100 70 

Satinay 120 100 

@ Solution 

To solve this problem, we must create an input file and execute program 

power_ flow. The input file must contain the system, bus, and line data describ- 

ing this system. 

This power system contains two generators. We will assume that the genera- 

tor at Mulga is supplying full rated power (200 MW), while the generator at Bunya 

is the swing generator, supplying whatever additional power is needed. Having 

the generator at Mulga running at full capacity should improve the overall effi- 

ciency of the power system. 
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Note that it is necessary to make an assumption about the voltages at the 

slack bus and generator bus. Since we don't have any better information, we will 

assume that the magnitude of both voltages is 1.0 pu. Also, we will assume an ini- 

tial estimate of 1.0 pu for the voltages of each load bus in the system. 

An appropriate input file for this system is shown below. 

File describing a possible future condition of the % 

% Ozzie Outback Electric Power system. 

% 

% System data has the form: 

SSYSTEM name baseMVA Voltage Tolerance 

SYSTEM  OOEP_Futurel 100 0.05 

% 

% Bus data has the form: 

BUS name type volts Pgen Qgen Pload 

BUS Bunya SL E00 0 0 0 

BUS Mulga PV 1.00 200 0 0 

BUS Mallee PO .-0:0 0 0 100 

BUS Myall PQ 1.00 0 0 100 

BUS Satinay PQ 1.00 0 0 120 

% 

% Transmission line data has the form: 

SLINE from to Rse Xse Gsh 

LINE Bunya Mulga OOLAS Oe OS 20) 000s 10 

LINE Mulga Satinay C007 035. 30.000 — a 

LINE Bunya Myall OS00Ts O03 5) 20500070 

LINE Myall Satinay OF0OT POLUSST 6. COOTE O 

LINE Myall Mallee Os OE eg0i 0S te s0; S000" 50 

LINE Mallee Satinay Oc0LAN-40..052--=0).0006 <0 

Bsh 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

000 

Qcap 

MS a S'S 

Rating (MVA) 

100 

250 

200 

100 

60 

60 

When program power_flow is executed, the results are as shown in Figure 

11-7. As you can see, the bus voltages are out of tolerance for busses Mallee, 

Myall, and Satinay, and transmission lines 3, 5, and 6 are overloaded! This would 

certainly not be an acceptable future configuration for this power system. | 
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CHAPTER 11 Introduction to Power-Flow Studies 

Since the future load conditions for the OOEP system are unacceptable, you have 

been given the job of making a recommendation for changes to solve the problem. 

You could propose any number of different solutions, such as adding additional gen- 

eration and a new bus or adding additional transmission lines, but these solutions 

are very expensive. Before embarking on them you must ensure that there is no 

cheaper way to solve the problem. 

One possible way to improve the situation is to add capacitor banks to one or 

more busses in the power system. Capacitor banks supply reactive power to the 

system at the point where they are connected, so that the reactive power does 

not have to be supplied by the generators through the transmission lines. This ac- 

tion both reduces the current flow in the lines and increases the voltage at nearby 

busses. 

Determine the effect on the power system of adding a 125-MVAR capacitor 

bank at the Mallee bus. 

@ Solution 

This problem is similar to the previous one, except that we have added a capaci- 

tor bank to the Mallee bus. The input file is shown below: 

File describing a possible future condition of the 

Ozzie Outback Electric Power system. This version 

adds a capacitor bank at the Mallee bus. 

oP 0 

de ae System data has the form: 

SSYSTEM name baseMVA Voltage Tolerance 

SYSTEM OOEP Future2 10:0) O05 

oe oA? Bus data has the form: 

SBUS name type volts Pgen Qgen Pload Qload OQcap 

BUS Bunya SL ASO) 0 0 0 0 0 

BUS Mulga PV 1.00 200 0 0 0 0 

BUS Mallee PQ 1010 0 0 100 hs) 125 

BUS Myall PQ 10.0) 0 0 100 70 0 

BUS Satinay PQ 1.00 0 0 120 100 0 

% Transmission line data has the form: 

SLINE from to Rse Xse Gsh Bsh Rating (MVA) 

LINE Bunya Mulga OmOdalee sO, Oba 700.0007 010;0 100 

LINE Mulga Satinay OOO OOS Se Ors UOOr0s,0:0)0 250 

LINE Bunya Myall OO OF 00S 50 20000 0100, 200 

LINE Myall Satinay OOOO O35 He000 0x2 20000 100 

LINE Myall Mallee OMOdaoO0 Sd OOOO 0,00 60 

LINE Mallee Satinay OO OO Sd 0s OOO 070.00) 60 

When program power_flow is executed, the results are as shown in Figure 

11-8. The bus voltages are now in tolerance at all busses, and the power flows in 

all transmission lines are within limits. This is certainly an improvement over the 

previous situation. 
| 
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CHAPTER 11 Introduction to Power-Flow Studies 

Although we have shown that adding a capacitor bank at Mallee helps the situa- 
tion, we are not done in planning for the future growth of the power system. For ex- 
ample, we now know that the busses are in tolerance at full load, but what happens at 
no load? It is possible that the bus voltages may now be too high at low loads—we 
must check that. If so, then the capacitor bank might have to be switchable instead of 
being permanently connected to the power system. In addition, we should try other 
combinations to see if the power system functions better if the capacitors are distrib- 
uted among several busses instead of being lumped together at a single bus. Several 
more cases will have to be studied before you (the engineer) can make a recommen- 
dation to management about how to handle the new loads. 

11.5 | ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF 
POWER-FLOW PROGRAMS 

In this chapter, we have introduced the basics of power-flow analysis, and solved a 
number of problems with a simple power-flow analysis program. Advanced power- 
flow analysis programs such as those actually used in industry include a number of 
additional features that we have not considered. For example, advanced programs 
can incorporate tap-changing transformers, phase-shifting transformers, and mutu- 
ally coupled components such as two transmission lines sharing the same poles. They 
also make it easier to enter values by accepting them in volts, ohms, etc. and doing 

the per-unit conversions internally. In addition, advanced programs almost always 

use the Newton-Raphson technique to solve power-flow equations. 

These additional features are beyond the scope of this survey text. Many of them 

are described in Chapter 9 of Reference 2. 

11.6 | SUMMARY 

The analysis of a power system in normal steady-state operation is known as a 

power-flow study or load flow study. Power-flow studies attempt to determine the 

voltages, currents, and real and power flows in a power system under a given set of 

load conditions. An engineer who understands the operation of a power system under 

normal conditions will be able to plan ahead for its safe operation and future growth. 

A good understanding of steady-state conditions allows the engineer to play “What 

if?” games concerning future growth conditions. 

The power-flow study techniques that we considered in this chapter are based on 

the admittance bus matrix Yj,,.. The busses on a power system are classified as load 

busses (only loads), generator busses (a generator is attached), or the slack bus 

(a generator that supplies all remaining power requirements). Real and reactive 

power flows are specified at load busses, real power flow and |V,,,.{ are specified at 

generator busses, and both the voltage magnitude and angle are specified at the slack 

bus (usually 120°). 

The voltages in the power system are then solved using iterative methods. The 

simplest such method, and the only one described in this book, is the Gauss-Siedel 
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550 Electric Machinery and Power System Fundamentals 

iterative method. In this method, the voltage at each bus is estimated from a knowl- 

edge of power flows and an estimate of all of the other bus voltages in the system. 

As long as the initial estimates for bus voltage are reasonably close to the correct 

answers, this iterative process will usually converge to a correct answer. However, 

since the network system equations are fundamentally nonlinear, they can converge 

to erroneous solutions, or even fail to converge at all. 

We also introduced the MATLAB-based program power_f low, which can be 

used to solve power-flow problems in simple power systems. 

11.7 | QUESTIONS 

11-1. What is the purpose of a power-flow study? 

11-2. What categories of busses are used in a power-flow study? What are 

the characteristics of each type? What values are specified a priori 

for each type of bus? 

11-3. Write the equation used to update bus voltage estimates in a 

power-flow study. 

11-4. What additional equations and assumptions are required to include 
generator busses in a power-flow study? 

11-5. What is the Gauss-Siedel iterative method? 

11-6. What techniques can be used to speed up convergence to a solution with the 
Gauss-Siedel iterative method? 

11.8 | PROBLEMS 

11-1. Find the per-unit currents and the real and reactive power flows in each 
transmission line in the power system of Example 11-2. Also, calculate the 
losses in each transmission line. 

11-2. Assume that a capacitor bank is added to bus 4 in the power system 
of Example 11-2. The capacitor bank consumes a reactive power of 
Qeay = —9.25 pu, or alternatively, the capacitor supplies a reactive power 
of +0.25 pu to bus 4. Determine the per-unit bus voltages in the power 
system after the capacitor is added. 

11-3. Calculate the per-unit currents and the real and reactive power flows in each 
transmission line in the power system of Problem 11—2 after the capacitor 
has been added. Did the currents in the lines go up or down as a result of 
the addition of the capacitor? 

Problems 11—4 through 11-8 refer to the simple power system with five busses 
and six transmission lines shown in Figure P11—1. The base apparent power of 
this power system is 100 MVA, and the tolerance on each bus voltage is 5 percent. 
The bus data for the power system is given in Table 11—7, and the line data for the 
power system is given in Table 11-8. 
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Figure P11-1 | The power system of Problems 11-4 to 11-8. 

Table of Busses: 

Bus | Slack bus 

Bus 2 Load bus 

Bus 3 Load bus 

Bus 4 Load bus 

Bus 5 Generator bus 

Load 4 Load 5 

Table 11-7 | Bus data for the power system in Figure P11—-1 

Bus Generation Loads 

name Type V (pu) P (MW) Q@ (MVAR) P (MW) Q@ (MVAR) 

(| SE NAL? 

2 PQ AGP 60 65 

5 PQ AG 70 40 

4 PQ 1Z0° 80 50 

5 PV P2032 190 40 30 

Table 11-8 | Line data for the power system in Figure P11-1 
(the shunt admittances of all lines are negligible) 

Transmission line From/to Series impedance Rated 

number (bus to bus) Z (pu) MVA 

1 1-2 0.0210 + /0.1250 50 

2 1-4 0.0235 + /0.0940 100 

3 2-3 0.0250 + j0.1500 50 

4 2-5 0.0180 + j/0.0730 100 

S) 3-5 0.0220 + j0.1100 70 

6 4-5 0.0190 + /0.0800 100 

11-4. Answer the following questions about this power system: 

a. Find the voltages at each bus in this power system. 

b. Find the real and reactive power flows in each transmission line. 

c. Are any of the bus voltages out of tolerance in this power system? 

d. Are any of the transmission lines overloaded? 

Suppose that transmission line 3 in the previous problem (between busses 

2 and 3) is open circuited for maintenance. Find the bus voltages and 

transmission line powers in the power system with the line removed. Are 

any of the voltages out of tolerance? Are any of the transmission lines 

overloaded? 
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552 Electric Machinery and Power System Fundamentals 

11-6. 

11-7. 

11-8. 

11-9. 

11-10. 

Suppose that a 40-MVAR capacitor bank is added to bus 3 of the power 

system in Problem 11—5. What happens to the bus voltages in this power 

system? What happens to the apparent powers of the transmission lines? 

Is this situation better or worse than the one in Problem 11—5? 

Assume that the power system is restored to its original configuration. 

A new plant consuming 20 MW at 0.95 PF lagging is to be added to bus 4. 

Will this new load cause any problems for this power system? If this new 

load will cause problems, what solution could you recommend? 

Write your own program to solve for the voltages and currents in the 

power system of Problem |1—4 instead of using program power_ flow. 

You may write the program in any programming language with which you 

are familiar. How do your answers compare to the ones produced by 

power_flow? 

Figure P11—2 shows a one-line diagram of a simple power system. Assume 

that the generator G, is supplying a constant 13.8 kV at bus 1, that load M, 

is consuming 20 MVA at 0.85 PF lagging, and that load M; is consuming 

10 MVA at 0.90 PF leading. Calculate the bus admittance matrix Y,,,. for 

this system, and then use it to determine the voltage at bus 2 in this power 

system. (Note: assume that the system base apparent power is 30 MVA.) 

Suppose that a 10O-MVAR capacitor bank were added to bus 2 in the power 

system of Figure P]1—2. What is the voltage of bus 2 now? 

Problems 11-11 through 11-15 refer to the simple power system with six busses 

and six transmission lines shown in Figure P11—3. The base apparent power of this 

power system is 100 MVA, and the tolerance on each bus voltage is 5 percent. 

Typical daytime bus data for the power system is given in Table 11—9, typical 

nighttime bus data for the power system is given in Table 11—10. The line data for 

the power system is given in Table 11-11. 

Figure P11-2 | One-line diagram of the power system in Problems 11-9 and 11-10. 

Region | 
: l 

Region 2 ' Region 3 

] i Q) M, 

4 oO 

y¥O-h 
Ve L, impedance: 

, R=5Q ' 

oO Ceeter 
WA 

X = 200 

G, ratings: 7; ratings: T> ratings: My, ratings: M, ratings: 
30 MVA 35 MVA 30 MVA 20 MVA 10 MVA 
13.8 kV 13.2/115 kV 120/12.5 kV 12.5 kV 12.5 kV 
R=0.1 pu R=0.0O1 pu R = 0.01 pu Y= 0.1 pu R= 0.1 pu 
X; = 1.0 pu X = 0.10 pu X = 0.08 pu Xs = 1.1 pu Xs = 1.1 pu 
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Figure P11-3 | The power system of Problems 11-11 to 11-15. 

Table of Busses: 

Bus | Slack bus 

Load 2 Load 3 Load 4 

Bus 2 Generator bus 

Bus 3 Load bus 

@) ©-_ ® 

© 

Bus 4 Load bus 

Bus 5 Load bus 

() + G) Bus 6 Load bus 

Load 6 Load 5 

Table 11-9 | Typical daytime bus data for the power system in Figure P11-3 

Bus Generation Loads 

name Type V (pu) P (MW) @ (MVAR) P (MW) @ (MVAR) 

x 1 SL 120% 

2 PV VAS 100 60 35 

3 PQ WAGE 40 25 

4 PQ 1Z0° 60 40 

5 PQ 1Z0° 30 10 

6 PQ WAGs 40 25 

Table 11-10 | Typical nighttime bus data for the power system in Figure P11-3 

Bus Generation Loads 

name Type V (pu) P (MW) Q@ (MVAR) P (MW) @ (MVAR) 

1 ST 1Z0° 
2 PV 1Z0° 100 40 25 
3 PQ 1Z0° 30 20 
4 PQ 1Z0° 50 35 
5 PQ 1Z0° 15 5 
6 PQ 1Z0° 30 15 

Table 11-11 | Line data for the power system in Figure P11-3 
(the shunt admittances of all lines are negligible) 

Transmission line Fromito Series impedance Rated 

number (bus to bus) Z (pu) MVA 

1 1-2 0.010 + j/0.080 200 

2 2-3 0.010 + /0.080 200 

3 3-4 0.008 + /0.064 200 

4 4-5 0.020 + /0.150 100 

5 5-6 0.008 + /0.064 200 

6 6-1 0.010 + /0.080 200 
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11-11. 

11-12. 

11-13. 

11-14. 

11-15. 

The bus data given in Table 11-9 represent typical daytime loads on the 

power system. 

a. Find the voltages at each bus in this power system under typical 

daytime conditions. 

b. Find the voltages at each bus in this power system under typical 

nighttime conditions. 

c. Find the real and reactive power flows in each transmission line in 

each case. 

d. Are any of the bus voltages out of tolerance in this power system? 

e. Are any of the transmission lines overloaded? 

If there are any problems with the bus voltages under typical daytime loads, 

propose a solution for this problem. Define a set of capacitors at various 

busses in the system to compensate for out-of-tolerance voltage variations. 

What happens to the bus voltages under nighttime conditions if the 

capacitors proposed in Problem 11-12 are left attached to the system at 

night? Is it OK to permanently connect the capacitors to the power system, 

or must they be switched? 

Suppose that the power system is operating under typical daytime loads, 

and the transmission line between bus 4 and bus 5 open-circuits. What 

happens to the voltages on each bus now? Are any of the transmission lines 

overloaded? 

Suppose that a new transmission line is to be added to the power system 

between bus | and bus 4. The line is rated at 200 MVA, and its series 

impedance is 0.008 + j0.064 pu. Assume that no capacitors have been 

added to the system, and determine the daytime and nighttime voltages at 

every bus. Did the new transmission line resolve the voltage problems? 
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Symmetrical Faults 

fault in a circuit is any failure that interferes with the normal flow of current 

to the loads. In most faults, a current path forms between two or more 

phases, or between one or more phases and the neutral (ground). This current 

path has relatively low impedance, resulting in excessive current flows. 

High-voltage transmission lines have strings of insulators between each phase 

and the supporting towers that carry the transmission line. These insulators are nor- 

mally large enough to prevent flashover, which is a condition in which the voltage 

difference between the phase and ground is large enough to ionize the air around the 

insulators, creating a current path from the phase to the structure of the tower, which 

is grounded. If flashover does occur on a phase of the transmission line, the ionized 

air provides a current path between the phase and ground, producing an arc. Such 

faults involving a single phase and ground are called single line-to-ground faults. The 

short-circuit path has a low impedance, so very high currents flow through the 

faulted line, into the ground, and back into the power system through the grounded 

wye connections of generators on the system. Faults involving ionized current paths 

are also known as transient faults, because the fault will disappear if the ionized 

current path is cleared. Transient faults usually clear if power is removed from the 

transmission line for a short time and then restored. 

Single line-to-ground faults can also occur if one phase of a transmission line 

breaks and comes into direct contact with the ground, or if a string of insulators sup- 

porting the line breaks, allowing the line to sag to the ground. This type of fault is 

called a permanent fault, because it will remain even if power is removed from the 

transmission line for a short time and then restored. In most power systems, about 

three-quarters of all faults are transient or permanent single line-to-ground faults. 

There are several other types of faults. Sometimes, all three phases of a trans- 

mission line are shorted together. These types of faults are known as symmetrical 

three-phase faults. At other times, two phases of a transmission line touch, or 

flashover occurs between two phases, resulting in a line-to-line fault. If two lines 

touch and also touch the ground, a double line-to-ground fault occurs. 
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Lightning causes most faults on high-voltage transmission lines. When lightning 

strikes a phase of a transmission line, it produces a very high transient voltage that 

can far exceed the rated voltage of the line. This high voltage will usually cause 

flashover between the phase and the grounded transmission towers, creating an arc. 

Once the current starts flowing through the arc, it continues to do so even after the 

lightning disappears. 

When a fault occurs, the high current flows in the line are detected by protective 

circuitry, and the circuit breakers on the affected transmission line are automatically 

opened for a brief period (about ; second). This small time allows the ionized air 

forming the fault to dissipate and deionize. The circuit breakers are then reclosed. If 

the power system fault was a transient fault caused by flashover, normal operation 

should be restored because the arc conducting the current has been extinguished. 

Many transient faults are thus cleared automatically. If the fault is still present on the 

line after the circuit breakers reclose, they will open again, isolating the transmission 

line until the permanent fault can be located and cleared by a repair crew. 

The circuit breakers used to protect a power system must be designed to operate 

properly and without damage even when the highest possible fault current is flowing 

in the system. To select the proper circuit breaker sizes, we must know the maximum 

current flow that could occur during a fault. In addition, we must know the magni- 

tude of fault currents so that we can adjust the power system’s protective circuitry to 

open circuit breakers when faults occur, but not under normal full-load operating 

conditions. The calculation of current flows under fault conditions is known as fault 

analysis. It is the topic of the next two chapters. 

The types of faults described above are summarized in Table 12—1. They can be 

divided into two broad categories: symmetrical faults, in which the magnitudes of the 

AC currents in each phase are the same; and wnasymmetrical faults, in which the mag- 

nitudes of the AC currents in each phase differ. Symmetrical faults are covered in this 

chapter, and unsymmetrical faults are covered in Chapter 13. 

Table 12-1 | Types of power system faults, in 

decreasing frequency of occurrence 

Type of fault Abbreviation Type 

Single line-to-ground SLG Unsymmetrical 

Line-to-line Lhe Unsymmetrical 

Double line-to-ground LLG Unsymmetrical 

Symmetrical three-phase Gs Symmetrical 

12.1 | FAULT CURRENT TRANSIENTS 
IN MACHINES 

When a symmetrical three-phase fault occurs at the terminals of a synchronous gen- 

erator, the resulting current flow in the phases of the generator can appear as shown 

in Figure 12-1, The current in each phase shown in Figure 12-1 can be represented 

as a transient DC component added on top of a symmetrical AC component. The 

symmetrical AC component by itself is shown in Figure 12-2. 
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Figure 12-1 | The total fault currents as a function of time during a symmetrical 
three-phase fault on a synchronous generator. 
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Before the fault, only AC voltages and currents were present within the genera- 

tor, while immediately after the fault, both AC and DC currents are present. Where 

did the DC currents come from? Remember that a synchronous generator is basically 

an inductive circuit—a synchronous machine is modeled by an internal generated 

voltage in series with an inductance. Also, recall that a current cannot change in- 

stantaneously in an inductor. When the fault occurs, the AC component of current 

jumps to a very large value, but the total current cannot change at that instant. The 

transient DC component of current is just large enough that the sum of the AC and 

DC components just after the fault equals the AC current flowing just before the 

fault. Since the instantaneous values of current at the moment of the fault are differ- 

ent in each phase, the magnitude of the DC component of current will be different in 

each phase. 

These DC components of current decay fairly quickly, but they initially average 

about 50 or 60 percent of the AC current flow the instant after the fault occurs. The 

557 
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Figure 12-2 | The symmetrical AC component of the fault current. 
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total initial current is therefore typically 1.5 or 1.6 times the AC component taken 

alone. 

The AC symmetrical component of current is shown in Figure 12—2. It can be 

divided into roughly three periods. During the first cycle or so after the fault occurs, 

the AC current is very large and falls very rapidly. This period of time is called the 

subtransient period. After it is over, the current continues to fall at a slower rate, until 

at last it reaches a steady state. The period of time during which it falls at a slower 

rate is called the transient period, and the time after it reaches steady state is known 

as the steady-state period. 

If the rms magnitude of the AC component of current is plotted as a function of 

time on a semilogarithmic scale, it is possible to observe the three periods of fault 

current. Such a plot is shown in Figure |2—3. It is possible to determine the time con- 

stants of the decays in each period from such a plot. 

The AC rms current flowing in the generator during the subtransient period 

is called the subtransient current and is denoted by the symbol /". This current is 

caused by the amortisseur or damper windings of synchronous machines. The time 

constant of the subtransient current is given the symbol 7", and it can be determined 

from the slope of the subtransient current in the plot in Figure 12—3. This current can 

often be 10 times the size of the steady-state fault current. 

The rms current flowing in the generator during the transient period is called the 

transient current and is denoted by the symbol /’. It is caused by a transient DC com- 
ponent of current induced in the field circuit of a synchronous generator at the time 
of the fault. This transient field current increases the internal generated voltage of a 
synchronous generator, and so causes an increased fault current. Since the time con- 
stant of the DC field circuit is much longer than the time constant of the damper 
windings, the transient period lasts much longer than the subtransient period. This 
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Figure 12-3 | A semilogarithmic plot of the rms magnitude of the AC component of 
fault current as a function of time. The subtransient and transient time 
constants of the current can be determined from such a plot. 
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time constant is given the symbol 7’. The average rms current during the transient 

period is often as much as 5 times the steady-state fault current. 

After the transient period, the fault current reaches a steady-state condition. The 

steady-state rms current during a fault is denoted by the symbol /,,. It is given 

approximately by the fundamental frequency component of the internal generated 

voltage E, within the machine divided by its synchronous reactance: 

I See atl id ag Ti steady state (12-1) 

The rms magnitude of the AC fault current in a synchronous generator varies 

continuously as a function of time. If 7” is the subtransient component of current at 

the instant of the fault, 7’ is the transient component of current at the instant of the 

fault, and /,, is the steady-state fault current, then the rms magnitude of the current at 

any time after a fault occurs at the terminals of the generator is 

Tver een (male! ey Te Cie) 

It is customary to define subtransient and transient reactances for a synchronous 

generator as a convenient way to describe the subtransient and transient components 

of fault current. The subtransient reactance of a power system is defined as the 

ratio of the fundamental component of the internal generated voltage E, to the sub- 

transient component of current at the beginning of the fault. It is given by 

Xs subtransient (12-3) ts 
Hp 

Similarly, the transient reactance of a power system is defined as the ratio of the fun- 

damental component of E, to the transient component of current /’ at the beginning 
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of the fault. This value of current is found by extrapolating the subtransient region in 

Figure 12—3 back to time zero: 

E 
hee a transient (12-4) 

For the purposes of sizing protective equipment, the subtransient current is often 

assumed to be E,/X”, and the transient current is assumed to be E,/X’, since these are 

the maximum values that the respective currents take on. 

Note that the above discussion of faults assumes that all three phases were 

shorted out simultaneously. If the fault does not involve all three phases equally, then 

more complex methods of analysis are required to understand it. These methods 

(known as symmetrical components) are discussed in Chapter 13. 

Fault Transients in Synchronous Motors 

When a short circuit develops on a power system with a synchronous motor, the 

motor becomes a temporary generator, converting its energy of rotation back into 

electrical power, which is supplied to the power system. Since a synchronous motor 

is physically the same machine as a synchronous generator, it also has a subtransient 

reactance X” and transient reactance X’ that must be considered in determining the 

total fault currents flowing in the power system. 

Fault Transients in Induction Motors 

As we learned in Chapter 7, an induction motor is simply an AC machine that has 

only amortisseur or damper windings on its rotor. Since damper windings are the ma- 

jor source of current during the subtransient period, the induction motors attached to 

a power system should be considered when calculating the subtransient currents 

flowing in fault. 

Since the currents in a damper winding are of negligible importance during the 

transient and steady-state periods of faults, induction motors may be ignored in ana- 

lyzing fault currents after the subtransient period ends. 

A 100-MVA, 13.8-kV, Y-connected, three-phase, 60-Hz synchronous generator is 
operating at the rated voltage and no load when a three-phase fault develops at its 
terminals. Its reactances in per unit to the machine's own base are 

Xg = 1.00 Xi= 0,25 x hSsOal 2 

and its time constants are 

1 PSO T= 0.04s 

The initial DC component in this machine averages 50 percent of the initial AC 
component. 
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What is the AC component of current in this generator the instant after the fault 
occurs? 

What is the total current (AC plus DC) flowing in the generator right after the 
fault occurs? 

What will the AC component of the current be after two cycles? After 5 s? 

# Solution 

The base current of this generator is given by the equation 

Shase | ahs nan 

hs V3 Vi. base 
100 MVA 

V/3(13.8 kV) 

(10-4) 

= 41844 

The subtransient, transient, and steady-state currents in per unit and in am- 
peres are 

ee Oo” Vee oe 

= (8.333)(4184 A) = 34,900 A 
Sop St heaee WO ee Peart oe 400 

= (4,00)(4184 A) = 16,700 A 
BAG ies oe Sg 00 1 

= (1.00)(4184 A) = 4184 A 

a. The initial AC component of current is /” = 34,900 A. 

b. The total current (AC plus DC) at the beginning of the fault is 

ot = 1.5!" = 52,350 A 

c. The AC component of current as a function of time is given by Equation 

(12-2): 

EA GUA ert eee Ue (=e eerie nce ra (12-2) 

= 18,200e #0%s + 12,5166 71s + 4184 A 

At two cycles, t= 1/30 s, the total current is 

(2) =7910A + 12,142 A + 4184 A = 24,236 A 

After two cycles, the transient component of current is clearly the largest one and 

this time is in the transient period of the short circuit. At 5 s, the current is down to 

(5) =OA+ 133A + 4184A = 4317 A 

This is part of the steady-state period of the short circult. a 
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EXAMPLE 122 Aah Aesth ttc, ree 
Two generators are connected in parallel to the low-voltage side of a unit transformer, 

as shown in Figure 12-4. Generators G, and G, are each rated at 50 MVA, 13.8 kV, 

with a subtransient reactance of 0.20 pu. Transformer 7, is rated at 100 MVA, 

13.8/115 kV, with a series reactance of 0.08 pu. (Note that the resistances of all com- 

ponents are being ignored in this problem.) 

Assume that initially the voltage on the high voltage side of the transformer is 

120 kV, that the transformer is unloaded, and that there are no circulating Currents 

between the generators. Calculate the subtransient fault current that will flow if a 

three-phase fault occurs at the high-voltage side of transformer. 

Figure 12-4 | One-line diagram for the power system in Example 12-2. 

a 

vOut 
a AX 

G, ratings: G, ratings: T, ratings: 
50 MVA S50 MVA 100 MVA 
13.8 kV 13.8 kV 13.8/115 kV 
X" = 0.20 pu X”" = 0.20 pu X = 0.08 pu 

@ Solution 

If we choose the per-unit base values for this power system to be 100 MVA and 
115 kV at the high-voltage side of the transformer, then the base voltage at the 
low-voltage side of the transformer will be 13.8 kV. 

The subtransient reactance of the two generators to the system base will be 

Ske | 
iV 2 

per-unit Zrow = per-unit Zoiven be 
Saiven View 

(10-8) 

2 i 

13.8 we 50 nus oeas che 
ee y= [128K feel 

tears Dae. TE AA AUP AT 

The reactance of the transformer is already given on the system base, so it will not 
have to change. 

X; = 0.08 pu 

The per-unit voltage on the high-voltage side of the transformer is 

actual value 

base value of quantity 

_ {120 kV 
115 kV 

Quantity in per unit = (10-7) 

= 1.044 pu 
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Since there is no load on the power system, the voltage at the terminals of each 

generator (and the internal generated voltage E, of each generator) must also be 

1.044 pu. The per-phase equivalent circuit of this power system is shown in Fig- 

ure 12-5a. Note that we have arbitrarily chosen the internal generated voltage E, 

of each generator to be at a phase angle of 0°. (We know that the phase angles 

of both voltages are the same, because there were no circulating currents before 

the fault occurred.) 

lf we can find the voltage at bus 1 in this power system, then we can solve for 

the subtransient fault current. To find the voltage V,, we must convert the per-unit 

impedances to admittances, and the voltage sources to equivalent current 

sources. The Thevenin impedance of each generator is 7, = /0.40, so the short- 

circuit Current of each generator is 

Voc  1.04420° s 
SS = Se Iso aE j0.40 2201-90 

The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 12-5b. 

Figure 12-5 | (a) Per-phase equivalent circuit for the power system in Example 12-2 
with values expressed as impedances. (b) Per-phase equivalent 

circuit with values expressed as admittances and voltage sources 

converted to current sources. 

(a) 

Oy 
712.5 

2.612—-90° 
;2.5 72.5 

(b) 

261A 908 
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We can now write a node equation for voltage V;: 

Sum of currents out of the node = sum of currents into the node 

V,(-—/2.5) + V,(—j2.5) + V,(-/12.5) = 2.61Z-90° + 2.612—90° 

V,(-/17.5) = 5.222 —-90° 

ae Le aes : 
= ENTE 0.29820 pu V; 

Therefore, the subtransient current in the fault is 

l- = V,(—/12.5) = (0.29820°)(—/12.5) = 3.7292 —90° pu 

The base current at the high-voltage side of the transformer is 

S34 base 100 MVA 
/ = = — — = 502A (10-4) 
ee NOV ae OAS RY) 

Therefore, the subtransient fault current will be 

le = tp piloesa = ho- Tee oUe A). = 18724 a 

12.2 | INTERNAL GENERATED VOLTAGES 
OF LOADED MACHINES UNDER 
TRANSIENT CONDITIONS 

The per-phase equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator is shown in Figure 12-6. 

The internal generated voltage of this synchronous generator can be found from 

Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law: 

Ey = Vg t+ jXsly + Ral (12-5) 

If the series resistance is ignored, this equation reduces to 

E, = V4 + jXsl, (12-6) 

These equations indicate that the internal voltage within a synchronous generator is 

not the same as its terminal voltage if there is any load on the machine. 

Figure 12-6 | The per-phase equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator under 
steady-state conditions. 

A similar equation exists for the relationship between internal and terminal 
voltages in a synchronous generator under subtransient and transient conditions. The 
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per-phase equivalent circuit for a synchronous generator under subtransient condi- 

tions is shown in Figure 12—7. The Kirchhoff’s voltage law equation for this circuit is 

Ee va XL, CLD 

Therefore, the internal voltage E/, under subtransient conditions can be calculated 

from a knowledge of the load current I, and terminal voltage V4 just before the fault 

occurs. This voltage will be the voltage driving the subtransient fault current flow 

from the generator. It is sometimes called the voltage behind subtransient reactance. 

Since the voltage behind subtransient reactance varies as a function of the load 

on the generator before the fault occurs, the subtransient current flow in a fault will 

vary depending on the prefault load conditions of the power system. This variation 

will typically be less than 10 percent for different load conditions. In fact, we can cal- 

culate the approximate fault currents in a power system by ignoring the voltage be- 

hind subtransient reactance and treating that voltage as equal to the prefault phase 

voltage of the generator. 

Figure 12-7 | The per-phase equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator under 

subtransient conditions. 

i 

Similarly, the per-phase equivalent circuit for a synchronous generator under 

transient conditions is shown in Figure 12-8. The Kirchhoff’s Voltage law equation 

for this circuit is 

E,=V4+jX'l; (12-8) 

Therefore, the internal voltage E), under transient conditions can be calculated from 

a knowledge of the load current I, and terminal voltage V4 just before the fault 

occurs. This voltage will be the voltage driving the transient fault current flow from 

the generator. It is sometimes called the voltage behind transient reactance. 

Figure 12-8 | The per-phase equivalent circuit of a synchronous generator under 

transient conditions. 
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Since the voltage behind transient reactance varies as a function of the load on 

the generator before the fault occurs, the transient current flow in a fault will vary, 

depending on the prefault load conditions of the power system. This variation will 

typically be less than 10 percent for different load conditions. As with the sub- 

transient case, we can calculate the approximate transient fault currents in a power 

system by ignoring the voltage behind transient reactance and treating that voltage as 

equal to the prefault phase voltage of the generator. 

Internal Generated Voltages of Synchronous Motors 

Since synchronous motors are the same physical machines as synchronous gen- 

erators, they have the same types of subtransient and transient reactances. When a 

motor is short-circuited, it no longer receives power from the line, but its field circuit 

remains energized, and the inertia of the machine and its loads keep the motor turn- 

ing. The motor acts as a generator, supplying power to the fault. The equivalent cir- 

cuit of a synchronous motor is the same as the equivalent circuit of a synchronous 

generator, except that the assumed direction of current flow is reversed. As a result, 

the equations for the internal generated voltage, voltage behind subtransient reac- 

tance, and voltage behind transient reactance become: 

E, = Vg — jXsl, Internal generated voltage (12-9) 

Ei = Ver jx", Voltage behind subtransient reactance (12-10) 

keV, 74.4 Voltage behind transient reactance (12-11) 

These voltages would be used in subtransient and transient fault current analysis in 

the same manner as the one for synchronous generators. 

A 100-MVA, 13.8-kV, 0.9 PF lagging, Y-connected, three-phase, 60-Hz synchronous 
generator is operating at rated voltage and full load when a symmetrical three-phase 
fault develops at its terminals. Its reactances in per unit to the machine’s own 
base are 

Xs = 1.00 X' = 0.25 X" = 0.12 

a. If this generator is operating at full load when the fault develops, what is the 
subtransient fault current produced by this generator? 

b. If this generator is operating at no load and rated voltage when the fault 
develops, what is the subtransient fault current produced by this generator? 
(Note: This calculation is equivalent to ignoring the effects of prefault load on 
fault currents.) 

c. How much difference does calculating the voltage behind subtransient 
reactance make in the fault current calculation? 
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@ Solution 

The base current of this generator is given by the equation 

yace 
| SS 10-4 L, base V3V, oe ( ) 

— 100 MVA 

V/3(13.8 kV) 
= 4184 A 

a. Before the fault, the generator was operating at rated conditions, so the 
per-unit current was 

I, = 1.02—25.84" pu (12-12) 

The voltage behind subtransient reactance is 

HV tix" (12-7) 
SpA OMe 0 05 84") 
= 1.0582 5.86" 

Therefore, the per-unit fault current when the terminals are shorted is 

Pe POSSAO Oss a é 
LS al OHOe & = 8.8152 —84.1 

The fault current in amperes is 

l- = (8.815)(4184 A) = 36,880 A 

b. Before the fault, the generator was assumed to be at no-load conditions, so 

the per-unit Current was 

I, = 0.020" pu (12-13) 

The voltage behind subtransient reactance is 

EB, = Vy 4+ [X"ly (12-7) 

= 120° + (j/0.12)(0.020°) 

=" 12020" 

Therefore, the per-unit fault current when the terminals are shorted is 

[LO 
PaO. 2 

The fault current in amperes is 

|. = (8.333)(4184 A) = 34,870 A 

SG 000 Zs 90: 

c. The difference in fault current between these two cases Is 

36,880 — 34,870 
34.870 x 100% = 5.76% Difference = 
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The difference in the fault current when the voltage behind subtransient 

reactance is considered and when it is ignored is only about 5.8 percent. Since 

the actual load in a power system cannot always be predicted before a fault 

occurs, analyses generally ignore this small effect and treat power systems as 

though they were initially unloaded. B 

12.3 | FAULT CURRENT CALCULATIONS 
USING THE BUS IMPEDANCE MATRIX 

The discussion of fault calculations so far has been limited to simple circuits. To de- 

termine the fault current flowing in a system, we have created a per-phase, per-unit 

equivalent circuit of the power system using either subtransient reactances if we wish 

to solve for subtransient currents, or transient reactances if we wish to solve for tran- 

sient currents. Then, a short circuit was added between one node in the equivalent 

circuit and the neutral, and the current flow through that short was calculated by stan- 

dard circuit analysis techniques. 

This approach always works, but it can get rather complex if we are dealing with 

power systems involving many busses, transmission lines, generators, and loads. 

To handle really large power systems, we need to have a systematic approach to 

solve for the voltages and currents in the power system. We will do this by adapting 
the nodal analysis technique introduced in Chapter 10. 

To solve for the fault currents in a power system, we will introduce a new volt- 
age source in the system to represent the effects of a fault at a bus. By solving for the 
currents introduced by this additional voltage source, we will automatically be solv- 
ing for the fault currents that flow at that bus. 

To understand this approach, consider the simple power system from Example 
10-3, which is repeated in Figure 12-9. If we wish to solve for the subtransient fault 
current at some node in this power system, then we must create a per-phase, per-unit 
equivalent circuit using subtransient reactances X” instead of the synchronous 

Figure 12-9 | The simple three-phase power system of Example 10-3. 

Bus 4 

Line 5 

Line 4 

ty Line | 

Bus 2 Bus | 
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reactance Xx; that we used in Example 10-3. In addition, we will assume that the 

power system is initially unloaded, making the voltages behind subtransient reac- 

tance Ei, and E/, both equal to 1 20° pu. The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in 

Figure 12-10. 

Suppose that we wish to determine the subtransient fault current at bus 2 when a 

symmetrical three-phase fault occurs on that bus. Before the fault, the voltage at bus 

2 is called V; If we introduce a voltage source of value V; between bus 2 and the neu- 

tral, nothing will have changed, so there will be no net current I/ flowing through the 

source (see Figure 12-11). 

Now suppose that we create a short circuit on bus 2, which brings the voltage on 

bus 2 down to 0. This is equivalent to inserting an additional voltage source — V; in 

series with the existing voltage source, making the total voltage at bus 2 become 0 

(see Figure 12—12). With this additional voltage source inserted, there will now be a 

fault current Ij This fault current is entirely due to the insertion of the new voltage 

source, SO We can use superposition to analyze the effects of only the new voltage 

source on the system. The resulting current flow I} will be the current for the entire 

power system, because the other sources in the system produced a net zero current. 

Figure 12-10 | The per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit of the power system in 
Figure 12-9. Note that the values shown are per-unit impedances, 

and the subtransient reactances are used instead of the synchronous 

reactances for each synchronous machine. 

© 

” 
Al 
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Figure 12-11 | The equivalent circuit with a voltage source V, added at bus 2. Since 

the voltage at bus 2 was already V,, nothing has changed, and the 

fault current I’; will be zero. 

E% 1.00° 1.020° 

© 

If all of the voltage sources except —V, are set to zero and the impedances are 

converted to admittances, the power system appears as shown in Figure 12—13. We 

can now use that figure to construct the bus admittance matrix Yj. in the manner 

described in Chapter 10. The resulting admittance matrix is 

4716.212" 75.0) 1 0 16.667 
UN 8i5.0° 'syfi85 2 50 42.5 : 

Yous =] ‘Q FS. Oremeni3.333 —b5.0 eae 
j6.667 j25 75.0 4414.167 

The nodal equation describing this power system is 

Yous V = I (10-20) 

With all other voltage sources set to zero, the voltage at bus 2 is —V,, and the current 

entering bus 2 is —I/. Therefore, the nodal equation becomes 

Vir Yio Vig Vigil) AV; 0 
Me Vise Yes Vie —V a 13 a ee ee ee ee f (12-15) 

Ya, Yan Ya3 ~Yaq|| AVG 0 
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Figure 12-12 | When a voltage source —V;is added, the voltage at bus 2 drops to 
zero and a fault current I/ flows. Since there was no fault current before 
inserting the voltage source, the current now flowing is entirely due to 
the effects of adding this source. 

”" 

A2 

Figure 12-13 | The power system with all sources set to zero except for —V; and with 

the impedance values converted to admittances. 

where AV,, AV3, and AV, are the changes in the voltages at those busses due to the 

current —I/ injected at bus 2 by the fault. 
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The solution to Equation (12-15) is 

Mi ip ee = Lyusl 
(10-24) 

AV, Z, Zp 23° Zia 0 
AY = Z| Zy9 23 Loa = sed Be (2216 

AV; Z3, Zs. L533 Lag 0 Ce ) 

AV, Zs, Za, LZy3 Lag 0 

where Z,, = Ypu_- Since only bus 2 has current injected at it, we can see that Equa- 

tion (12—16) reduces to 

AV) =0eZ 
Ain ae 
AV; = —Zyl” 
AV, = —Zyl” (12-17) 

In other words, the fault current at bus 2 is just the prefault voltage V; at bus 2 

divided by Z,, the driving point impedance at bus 2. 

V; 
ae Va (12-18) 

The voltage difference at each of the nodes due to the fault current can be calcu- 

lated by substituting Equation (12-18) in Equations (12-17): 

” Z) 
AV, —Zy]; a V; 

AV, ave we AL 

= Aa (12-19) 
AV; —Zy]; oo Ae 

a) | 82a. 
AV, =Zols per RR My 

If we assume that the power system was running at no-load conditions before the 

fault, it is easy to calculate the voltages at every bus during the fault. At no load, the 

voltage will be the same on every bus in the power system, so the voltage on every 

bus in the power system is V; The change in voltage on every bus caused by the fault 

current —I/ is given by Equation (12-19), so the total voltage during the fault is: 

Vill Velo ANG 
Vs V, AV, 
“|= aie 4 99 

V; V, AV; (12 20) 

Vale ¥el) |AYe 

ey ee ee ee eo 
Mf V; iy A f l eR 

7 Hl Zev hwil Zee (12-21) 
Yel WM] 2, Bee WI Z 

Z42 Zi, 
[Va] (Vd Zeal NOZ3 
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Thus we can calculate the voltage at every bus in the power system during the fault 
from a knowledge of the pre-fault voltage at the faulted bus and the bus impedance 
matrix! 

Once these bus voltages are known, we can also calculate the fault current 
flowing in any transmission line using the bus voltages and the bus admittance ma- 
tia Yin 

The general procedure for finding the bus voltages and line currents during a 
symmetrical three-phase fault is as follows: 

I: Create a per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit for the power system. Include 
subtransient reactances X” of each synchronous machine if you are looking for 

subtransient fault currents, and include the transient reactances X’ of each 

synchronous machine if you are looking for transient fault currents. (You may 

also include the subtransient reactances of each induction motor if you are 

looking for subtransient fault currents, and ignore the induction motors 

completely if you are looking for transient fault currents.) 

. Calculate the bus admittance matrix Y,.. Include the admittances of all 

transmission lines, transformers, etc., between busses, including the 

admittances of the loads or generators themselves at each bus. 

. Calculate the bus impedance matrix Z,,. The bus impedance matrix Z,,,, is the 

inverse of the bus admittance matrix Y,,,. You can use MATLAB to perform 

this calculation. 

. Assume that the power system is at no-load conditions and determine the 

voltage at every bus. At no-load conditions, the voltage at every bus will be the 

same, since otherwise a current would flow between busses. This voltage will 

be the same as the internal voltage of the generators in the system. It is the 

prefault voltage in the power system, given the symbol V;, 

. Calculate the current at the faulted bus. The current at the faulted bus can be 

calculated directly from a knowledge of V; and Z,,,,. If bus 7 is faulted, the fault 

current will be 

a (12-22) 

. Calculate the voltages at each bus during the fault. The voltage at bus j during 

a symmetrical three-phase fault at bus 7 is given by the equation 

Vj=ll-Z]V (12-23) 

Calculate the currents in any desired transmission lines during the fault. The 

current flowing through a transmission line between bus 7 and bus j can be 

calculated from the equation 

Dee Vir) (12-24) 

Assume that the power system shown in Figure 12-9 is operating a no-load condi- 

tions, and that it develops a symmetrical three-phase fault on bus 2. Calculate the 
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per-unit subtransient fault current I/at bus 2. Calculate the per-unit voltages at every 

bus in the power system during the subtransient period. Finally, calculate the per-unit 

current I, flowing in line 1 during the subtransient period of the fault. 

& Solution 

We will follow the seven steps outlined to solve this problem, using MATLAB to 

help solve the problem by calculating the bus admittance matrix Z,.,, from the bus 

admittance matrix Ypys. 

1. Create a per-phase, per-unit equivalent circuit for the power system. This 

step was completed on page 573. The resulting per-phase, per-unit 

equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 12-10. 

2. Calculate the bus admittance matrix Y,,,. The bus admittance matrix was 

calculated earlier. It is 

-j16.212 j5.0 0 j6.667 
net =f12 be fae j2.5 re 

Yous =| 9 j5.0 —/13.333 5.0 (l2ct4) 
j6.667 j25 j50 ~j14.167 

The MATLAB statement required to initialize Y,,,, to the values in 

Equation (12-14) is 

% Create Y-bus 

Viswis-s=<-ns5 

esc pias Gorey? ly gear nen OLOKG, 0 6's OOF? 

3*5.000 =F 12h DOOR Se 5.0.00 7 * 2/500; 

0 J 751000 3: Spe 132 333% 4S 3000 

j*6.667 T2010 OOO ee LA ea, |) 7 

3. Calculate the bus impedance matrix Z,.,,. The bus impedance matrix Jue 
is the inverse of the bus admittance matrix Y,,,. You can use MATLAB to 
perform this calculation. 

» Zbus = inv(Ybus) 

Zbus = 

Oi net OWS NTN EES ah Or. OST 2323: 0 +0 09347 0 Tooele Wd SO 
OO 23.24. OFF WO s2LOAs: 0, -bA0s 132 1a Qt «Oe LALA 
O40. 098 Ax LO amen a is Ot OL 263 LOE us iO Mell st s Beda 
Os 20n L260 O-ysey Olga ey OP tO... 22821 Qear OF A003. 

4. Assume that the power system is at no-load conditions and determine 
the voltage at every bus. For this power system, the no-load voltage at 
every bus, which will be equal to the pre-fault voltage at the bus, will be 
V,= 1.0020° pu. 

5. Calculate the current at the faulted bus. The current at the faulted bus is 

Vi 1,002.02 Ase ene a = — as y aS 12 = 70 D104 4.7532 —90° pu (12-22) 

6. Calculate the voltages at each bus during the fault. The voltage at bus J 
during a symmetrical three-phase fault at bus /is given by the equation 
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Vv [ 4) y ; z]¥r (12-23) 

=| j0.1232 
Vv aes 1 Stee eoUS pay baie | ° = ° : | z, V,=(1 F104) 1.0040) = 0.41420" pu 

‘ge j0.1321 
V = ‘| — — = —_— B = hs : Vv, | Tet ‘1.00205 0.37220° pu 

(0.1417 Ve -( et oe ; ; | Z| Y= |1— Fo aipa 1.0040) = 0.32720" pu 

7. Calculate the currents in any desired transmission lines during the fault. The 

current flowing through transmission line 1 is given by 

lo = —Yio(V, — Vs) = (0.41420° — 0.020°)(j5.0) = 2.07290" pu i 

As you can see, it 1s relatively easy to calculate the fault currents and the voltage 

on faulted power lines for symmetrical three-phase faults. The only really difficult 

part of the calculation is inverting the bus admittance matrix Yj,,, to calculate the 

bus impedance matrix Z,,,. This calculation is easy for small power systems when 

we have MATLAB to perform the inversion, but it becomes difficult and time- 

consuming when working with a large power system containing 1000 or more 

busses. For such large power systems, there are alternative techniques to build Z,,, 

directly instead of building Y,,,, and inverting it. These alternative techniques are not 

discussed in this survey text—they are described in Reference 3. 

12.4| ASIMPLE FAULT CURRENT 
ANALYSIS PROGRAM 

The software accompanying this book includes a simple MATLAB fault current 

analysis program, called faults.m. This program calculates the fault current that 

flows when a fault develops at a bus, as well as the voltages at every bus and the cur- 

rent flows in every transmission line during the fault. It works for subtransient, tran- 

sient, or steady-state faults. 

The source code for this program is available at this book’s website. It can be 

used to find the voltages and fault currents in a power system, where the voltages, 

currents, impedances, and admittances are specified in per-unit. 

The input data for program faults is placed in an input file, which can be cre- 

ated by using any available editor. The file may contain up to six types of lines: 

m A SYSTEM line to define the system name and base MVA. 

@ Two or more BUS lines to define the bus names and pre-fault voltage. 

@ One or more LINE lines to define the transmission lines connecting the 

various busses together. 

@ One or more GENERATOR lines to define the impedances of generators in the 

system 
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Figure 12-14 | A sample input file for the MATLAB program faults. This input file 

solves the problem in Example 12-4. 

SYSTEM line 

identical in 

power_flow 

STEM name baseM 

SYSTEM Ex_12_4 100 

jata has 

Bus lines define e 
BUS One as 

bus names and Sree ait 

prefault voltage BUS Three 1.00 
BUS Four 1.00 

LINE lines 4 e a orm: 
i i i LINE ron Rs Xs Gs Bst Paks 

indentical in LINE One Two 0.000 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 ty) 

power_flow LINE One Four 0.000 0.150 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 

LINE Two Three 0.000 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 

Fi LINE Two Four 0.000 0.400 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 

GENERATOR lines LINE Three Four 0.000 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 

specify generator 

impedances . ake ea . 

GENERATOR One 0.000 1.100 0.350 0.220 0.00 0.00 

MOTOR lines : 
. I 1at a r 

specify motor Mi * : : k 
impedances MOTOR Three 0.000 1.600 0.475 0.300 0.00 0.00 

data has e 

FAULT line SFA bu a ay a . 

FAULT Two 3p 1 specifies fault 

location, type, 
and time 

m Zero or more MOTOR lines to define the impedances of motors in the system 

@ A FAULT line to specify the location, type, and time period (subtransient, etc.) 

of the fault 

A typical input file is shown in Figure 12-14. This file contains all six types of 

lines, plus comment lines that begin with a 3 symbol in column 1. 

The SYSTEM card specifies the name of the power system case being studied, 

and the base apparent power of the power system (in MVA). The format of a 

SYSTEM line is shown below (note that the data are free format—the values do not 

have to appear in any particular columns.), and the values in the line are defined in 

Table 12-2. 

name baseMVA 

SYSTEM Test_System LOO 

Table 12-2 | Fields defined on the SYSTEM line 

Field Description 

SYSTEM Line identifier 

Name System study name (spaces are not allowed within the name) 

base MVA_ Base apparent power of system 
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The format of a BUS line is shown below, and the values in the line are defined 
in Table 12-3. 

SBUS name 

BUS One 

volts 

LOO 

Table 12-3 | Fields defined on the BUS line 
ee el 

Field Description 

BUS Line identifier 

Name Bus name (spaces are not allowed within the name) 

Volts  Prefault bus voltage 

The format of a LINE line is shown below, and the values in the line are defined 

in lable I2=4" 

SLINI Es) from jE) Rse Xse Gsh Bsh XO Vis 

LINE One Two ORO 0.400 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 

Table 12-4 | Fields defined on the LINE line 

Field 

LINE 

From Bus Name 

To Bus Name 

Rse 

Xse 

Gsh 

Bsh 

x0 

Vis 

Description 

Line identifier 

Bus where transmission line starts. 

Bus where transmission line ends. 

Line series resistance, in per unit 

ine series reactance, in per unit 

ine shunt conductance, in per unit 

Line shunt susceptance, in per unit 

Zero-sequence series impedance. (Unused for three-phase faults—set to O for 

now. This value will be defined in the next chapter.) 

Zero sequence visibility flag (Unused for three-phase faults—set to O for now. 

This value will be defined in the next chapter.) 

The formats of GENERATOR and MOTOR lines are shown below, and the values 

in the lines are defined in Table 12-5. 

ERATOR 

RATOR @ Z wl 

SMOTOR bus 

MOTOR Three 

bus R Xs Xp Xpp K2 X0 

One COCO meee OO Oh 510 Ol 2 210) OR OCC Or COW 

R Xs Xp Xpp eZ) X0 

COMODO DNCOO™ 06475) 0-200) 0, 000) 0. O00 
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Table 12-5 | Fields defined on the GENERATOR and MOTOR lines 
Meee ea ee eee ee eee ee eee e ee ee ee cence en eee en eee aaaEEEEEEEESEEEEEEEE 

Field Description 

GENERATOR Generator line identifier 

MOTOR Motor line identifier 

bus Bus that machine is connected to 

R Machine resistance (pu) 

Xs Machine synchronous reactance Xz (pu) 

Xp Machine transient reactance X’ (pu) 

Xpp Machine subtransient reactance X” (pu) 

X2 Negative sequence reactance X, (pu) (Unused for three-phase faults—set to 0 for 

now. This value will be defined in the next chapter.) 

X0 Zero sequence reactance X, (pu) (Unused for three-phase faults—set to O for now. 

This value will be defined in the next chapter.) 

The format of a FAULT line is shown below, and the values in the lines are de- 

fined in Table 12-6. 

SFAULT bus Calc Type Calc_time (0=all;1=sub;2=trans;3=ss) 

FAULT Two 3P ty 

Table 12-6 | Fields defined on the FAULT line 

Field Description 

FAULT Line identifier 

bus Bus where fault occurs 

Calc type Fault type 

3P — Three phase symmetrical fault 

LG -—Line to ground fault 

LL —Line to line fault 

LLG — Double line to ground fault 

Calc time Time at which to calculate fault currents 

O- All 

1— Subtransient period 

2— Transient period 

3— Steady-state period 

To solve a fault current problem using this program, you must first calculate the 
per-unit impedances and admittances of all components to a common system base, 
and then create a file containing those input parameters. Note that each “line” in the 
power system should include all of the impedances in the line, whether they come 
from the line itself or from transformers at the ends of the line. In general, the pre- 
fault voltages at all busses should be assumed to be a constant value (typically 1.0) 
to correspond to prefault no-load conditions. 

When program faults is executed with the input file shown in Figure 12-14, 
the results are as shown in Figure 12—15. Note that the bus voltage and the fault cur- 
rents match the values we calculated by hand in Example 12-4. 
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Figure 12-15 | Result of executing faults with the input file shown in Figure 12-14, Note that the bus voltages 
and fault currents match the values that we calculated in Example 12-4. 

Symmetrical Three-Phase Fault at Bus Two 
Calculating Subtransient Currents 
| ====================Bus Information============|=====Line Information===== | 
Bus Volts / angle Amps / angle | To | Amps / angle | 
ae Name (pu) (deg) (pu) (deg) | BUS | (pu) (deg) 
Fs oe SBS eee se == Seman = S528 Stee = 3s eee ease Se ssensseessencas| 
il One Oasis 0.00 OROOIOK, 0.00 Two DOHSY SN) Oo) 

Four 0). 58:7 90.00 
2 Two 0.000/ 0.00 A. 1527 =90200 One ZO Si = 910) 010 

Three WIS62/ —9'0 ..00 

Four 0.817/ -90.00 
3 Three On Shy 0.00 0.000/ 0.00 Two i So2/ M000 

Four On2297 910. 00 
4 Four ONS 27 0.00 0.000/ 0.00 One 0.587/ -90.00 

Figure 12-16 | The Ozzie Outback Electric Power Company system. 

Bunya Satinay 

Myall 

The Ozzie Outback Electric Power (OOEP) Company maintains the power system 

shown in Figure 12-16. This power system contains five busses, with generators at- 

tached to two of them and loads attached to the remaining ones. The power system 

has six transmission lines connecting the busses together, with the characteristics 

shown in Table 12-7. There are generators at busses Bunya and Mulga, and loads at 

all other busses. Note that this is the same power system that we studied in the last 

chapter. 
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Table 12-7 | Transmission lines in the OOEP system 
A SSS EEL 
From To Rs_ (pu) Xse (pu) Rating (MVA) 

Bunya Mulga 0.001 0.051 100 

Mulga Satinay 0.007 0.035 250 

Bunya Myall 0.007 0.035 200 

Myall Satinay 0.007 0.035 100 

Myall Mallee 0.011 0.051 60 

Mallee Satinay 0.011 0.051 60 

You are an engineer in the company, and you have been asked to calculate the 

subtransient and transient fault currents and voltages to be expected when a sym- 

metrical three-phase fault occurs at the Mallee bus. The per-unit impedances of the 

company’s generators on a 100 MVA base are shown in Table 12-8. Determine the 

voltages and currents present during subtransient and transient periods of a sym- 

metrical three-phase fault at Mallee. 

Table 12-8 | Generators in the OOEP system 

Name Bus R (pu) Xs (pu) X’ (pu) X" (pu) 

G1 Bunya 0.02 1.5 0.35 0.20 

G2 Mulga 0.01 1.0 0.25 0.12 

H Solution 

To solve this problem, we must create an input file, and execute program faults. 

The input file must contain the system, bus, line, generator, and fault data de- 

scribing this system. 

An appropriate input file for the subtransient current calculation in this power 

system is shown below. Note that the calculation time on the FAULT line is set 

to 0, meaning that the fault currents for all three time periods will be calculated. 

% File describing a possible fault at bus Mallee on the 

% Ozzie Outback Electric Power system. 

% 

% System data has the form: 

SSYSTEM name baseMVA 

SYSTEM OOEP_Faultl 100 

% 

* Bus data has the form: 

BUS name volts 

BUS Bunya 1.00 

BUS Mulga S00 

BUS Mallee 1.00 

BUS Myall 1.00 

BUS Satinay d..0:0 

% 



LINE Bunya 

LINE Mulga 

LINE Bunya 

LINE Myall 

LINE Myall 

ay INE Malle 

% Generator 

SGENERATOR 

GENERATOR 

GENERATOR 

type data 

SFAULT bus 

xse 

O54 

2035 

O35) 

S085 

0:5: 

OS? 

Xp 
35 

PMS) 

* Transmission line data has the form: 

SLINE from to Rse 

Mulga OP SOs 40) 

Satinay O:20.07:720 

Myall ORO 07 20) 

Satinay OS 0070 

Mallee ORORAI CSO) 

e Satinay OOD 2O 

data has the form: 

bus R Xs 

Bunya 0-02 bbe) O.: 

Mulga OrenOul 6) ONS 

has the form: 

Cale Type 

ee 3)P 0 FAULT Mall 

Gsh 

-000 

.000 

OOO) 

000 

.000 

.000 SHO he Jeo) 

Xpp 

0.20 

Ore 

Bsh 

000 

000 

000 

.-000 

.000 

000 SP Ove JOteo 

x2 

0.00 

0.00 

X0- Vis 

- 000 

- 000 

- 000 

-000 

000 

-000 SG On OVO Ore 

X0 

0.00 

0.00 

(SIS (SEs peo Be) 

Calc_time (0=all;1=sub;2=trans;3=ss) 
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When program faults is executed, the results are as shown in Figure 

12-17. Note the dramatic difference between the subtransient, transient, and 

steady-state fault currents. 

581 

Figure 12-17 | Result of executing faults for a symmetrical three-phase fault at bus Mallee in the OOEP 

power system. 

Results for Case OO! 

Symmetrical Three-Phase Fault at Bus Two 

Calculating Subtransient 

Mallee 0.000/ 

Myall 0) 5s uly 

Satinay O22237 

EP Faultl 

CuliBrenes 

iso rel ee |e MOE EO 

angle Amps / angle To | Amps / angle 

(deg) (pu) (deg) aos || (ew) (deg) 

a | 

-4.15 0.000/ .00 Mulga OR6210/ 83525 

yall Sass Si Sis 

-4.26 0.000/ .00 Bunya 0. 6207 M6575 

Satinay Ae esy// Sig eee’) 

0.00 8.366/ -82.38 Myall MODS / 32 35 

Satinay MMO —t8\ 2a 2) 

-4.53 OOOO OO Bunya 3583/ =82.24 

Satinay On246/" Sse 2i7 

Mallee LF 099i/ Sie oe 

-4.58 0.000/ .00 ulga (hg SanSiy 182) Syke 

vall O.246/ Ses 

Mallee ile SA SEIN 

(continued) 
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Figure 12-17 | (concluded) 

Results for Case OOEP_Faultl 

Symmetrical Three-Phase Fault at Bus Two 

Calculating Transient Currents 

| s==s================Bus Information============|=====Line Information===== | 

Bus Volts / angle Amps / angle | To. | Ampso/ angle.) 

no. Name (pu) (deg) (pu) (deg) Bus | (pu) (deg) | 

ee | 

1 Bunya O22 4/— 6.2.92 0.000/ 0/010 Mulga 0.272/ =87.27 

Myall POSTON EVANS RS 

2 Mulga 0.239/ -7.07 0.000/ 0.00 Bunya Ona t2Ay 2S 

Satinay Ao sOy VS Ow 

3 Mallee 0.000/ 0.00 Sealer) =85..9 Myall 2. 598i = 85.245 

Satinay 2b Jef —O5.< 24: 

4 Myall OnIs6/ =F 32 0.000/ 0.00 Bunya 2.490/ -85.01 

Satinay 0.1087 -—88-29 

Mallee 2.598 94.85 

5 Satinay Opp SRS —ijevems| 0.000/ 0.00 Mulga 2.1807 ose 

Myall 0.108 Sat a 

Mallee 267.2 94.79 

=====================================5==5=555555=5=555=555 5555555555 ======| 

Results for Case OOEP_Faultl 

SSymmetrical Three-Phase Fault at Bus Mallee 

Calculating Steady-State Currents 

a SY ll AME ConA URN eas | [ali eae Sting oa SYS Koa | 

Bus Volts / angle Amps / angle | To | Amps angle | 

no. Name (pu) (deg) (pu) (deg) Bus | (pu) (deg) | 

a a a ee ee 

1 Bunya CROGGy He; 39 0.000/ 0.00 Mulga 0.100/ -88.62 

Myall 0.724 91.47 

2 Mulga OO Ly =o a2 0.000 0.00 Bunya CeLeoy” Siess 

Satinay 0.830 91°36 

3 Mallee 0.000/ 0.00 1.554/ =-88.59 Myall 0.763/ -88.58 

Satinay 0.791/ -88.59 

4 Myall ORV = LOR TS 0.000/ 0.00 Bunya 0.724/ -88.53 

Satinay 0.040/ -89.64 

Mallee 0.7637 ~ 91.42 

5 Satinay 0.0417 -10.76 0.000 0.00 Mulga 0.830/ -88.64 

Myall 0.040/ 90.36 

Mallee LE Sia Gi RS nis Ae eal 

12.5 | COMMENTS ON FAULT 
CURRENT CALCULATIONS 

The fault current calculation techniques that we have introduced in this chapter find 
the AC symmetrical component of the fault current that flows when a fault occurs. As 
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we noted at the beginning of the chapter, there is also a transient DC component that 
is created at the moment of the fault in order for the current to be continuous at that 
time. The DC component is different in each phase, since it depends on the instanta- 
neous value of current in each phase at the moment of the fault. 

Immediately after the fault, both the subtransient AC currents and the transient 
DC currents are present in the power system. As a rule of thumb, the total rms cur- 
rent is taken to be about 1.5 times the size of the subtransient currents alone. All 
power equipment (transformers, circuit breakers, etc.) must be designed to withstand 
this extremely high current level for a brief period without damage. This is known as 
the withstand capability of a device. 

Circuit breakers are designed to open when a fault is detected, clearing the fault 
and allowing the remaining part of the power system to continue operating. The cur- 
rent that a circuit breaker must interrupt will be less than the instantaneous withstand 
level, because circuit breakers do not act instantaneously. The longer the delay before 

a circuit breaker opens, the lower the fault current will become. This lower current 

level is the interrupting capability of a circuit breaker. 

The techniques used to calculate the withstand and interrupting capabilities re- 

quired for a circuit breaker are described in Chapter 10 of Reference 3. 

12.6 | SHORT-CIRCUIT MVA 
A power engineer working for an industrial plant or an industrial power system must 

be able to determine the fault currents at various points within the system in order to 

specify the proper sizes for circuit breakers within the plant. This can be a problem, 

since the fault current flow depends on the properties of the power system that sup- 

plies the plant, and the engineer will not want to model the entire power system just 

to determine the fault currents within his or her plant! What the engineer needs 1s the 

Thevenin equivalent of the power system at the point where the plant is attached. 

Power systems typically supply this information, but they do it in a roundabout 

way by specifying the “short-circuit megavolt-amperes (MVA)” of the power system 

at the point of the connection. Short-circuit MVA is defined by the equation 

Short-curcuitayl VAg—==A/o Vin eter dee (2225) 

where Vi, nominal 1S the nominal line voltage of the power system and /¢c is the rms 

short-circuit current in a three-phase fault. Thus, specifying the short-circuit MVA at 

a connection is equivalent to specifying the short-circuit current at the connection as 

long as we know the bus voltage at the connection point. 

If Equation (12-25) is expressed in per-unit, it becomes 

Siont-circuile\y IW Arn 3 sominal pa Sc. pu (12-26) 

If the nominal voltage is the base voltage of the system at that point, then the voltage 

will be 1.020" pu, so this equation reduces to 

Short-circuit MVA,, = Isc, pu Oe 
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The short-circuit MVA in per-unit is equal to the three-phase short-circuit current in 

per unit! Therefore, the magnitude of the per-unit Thevenin impedance of the power 

system is 

IVI _ 1.0 Zru| = > u | rH [Isc pe p 

If the resistance and shunt capacitance of the power system are neglected, then 

Zr ~ Xpy. Thus, specifying the short-circuit MVA of the power system at a point is 

sufficient for the engineer to determine the Thevenin equivalent of the power system 

at that point, and therefore the fault currents at various points within the plant. 

Note that the short-circuit current determined from this calculation can be either 

the subtransient or the transient current, depending on whether the short-circuit MVA 

applies to the subtransient or the transient period. Both quantities will usually be 

supplied by the power company, because both types of fault currents will need to be 

calculated. The subtransient currents are needed to specify the “withstand” capabil- 

ity of any circuit breakers in the system, while the transient currents are needed to 

specify the “interrupting” capability of the circuit breakers. 

| EXAMPLE 12-6 
A power company supplies a nominal 2 MVA of apparent power at a power factor of 

0.9 lagging to a 4160-V industrial power system. The company states that the sub- 

transient short-circuit MVA of the power system at that point is 50 MVA. Answer the 

following questions about this power system. 

a. What is the nominal full-load current supplied to the industrial power plant? 

b. What is the symmetrical three-phase short-circuit current at the point where 

the power system connects to the industrial power plant. 

@ Solution 

If we select the base line-to-line voltage of the industrial power system to be 

4160 V and the base apparent power to be 2 MVA, the base current will be 

Spase 

V3Vi. pase 

2MVA = —S So = 278A 
V3(4.16 kV) 

(10-4) I, base — 

a. At full load, the current supplied to the industrial power system is 

be eae ae NV 

V3V, V3(4.16 kV) 
& = 278 A (10-4) 

b. The per-unit short-circuit MVA is 

_ 50 MVA _ 
Short-circuit MVA,, = > MVA > 25 (12-29) 
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Therefore the symmetrical three-phase short circuit current is Iso = 25 pu, 
and the actual current is 

Isc = Igc, pulbase = (25)(278 A) = 6950 A (12-30) 

The per-unit Thevenin impedance of the power system can also be found 
easily. | 
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12.7 | SUMMARY 

A fault in a circuit is any failure that interferes with the normal flow of current to the 

loads. In most faults, a current path forms between two or more phases, or between 

one or more phases and the neutral (ground). This current path has relatively low im- 

pedance, resulting in excessive current flows. 

When a fault occurs, both a symmetrical AC fault current and an asymmetrical 

DC transient current are created. The level of the DC transient current depends on the 

instantaneous current in each phase at the instance of the fault. The AC symmetrical 

component of current starts out very high, and decays to a steady state level in two 

stages. The first period of very rapid decay is known as the subtransient period. 

It lasts only a few cycles. The subtransient currents are basically associated with the 

time constants of the amortisseur or damper windings of generators and motors. The 

second period of slower decay is known as the transient period. It lasts for 0.5 to 1.0 

second. The transient currents are basically associated with time constants of the field 

windings of generators and motors. 

The reactances of generators and motors in the subtransient period are known as 

subtransient reactances (X”). The reactances of generators and motors in the transient 

period are known as transient reactances (X’). The reactances of generators and 

motors in the steady-state period are the machines’ synchronous reactances (Xs). 

Note that the resistances and reactances of transmission lines, transformers, and other 

static components do not change during the fault transients. 

Fault currents can be easily calculated from the bus impedance matrix Zs. 

A bus admittance matrix Y,,,, is calculated separately for the subtransient, transient, 

and steady-state periods by using the appropriate reactances, and then inverted to 

get Z,,,- Once Z,,, has been calculated, the fault current at a particular bus 7 can be 

found by dividing the prefault voltage at the bus by the driving-point impedance 

of the bus. 

V; 
L=F f Zz 

If the subtransient bus impedance matrix is used, /; will be the subtransient fault cur- 

rent. Similarly, if the transient bus impedance matrix is used, /; will be the transient 

fault current. 
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If we assume that the power system was unloaded before the fault occurred, then 

we can also calculate the voltage at each bus by the equation 

where bus / is the faulted bus. 

We also introduced the MATLAB-based program faults, which can be used 

to solve for fault currents in simple power systems. 

12.8 | QUESTIONS 

12-1. What is a fault? 

12-2. What is the difference between a transient fault and a permanent fault? 

What causes each type of fault? 

12-3. What is the difference between a symmetrical and an unsymmetrical fault? 

What types of faults fall into each category? 

12-4. Why is there a transient DC component of current right after a fault? 

12-5. What causes the behavior observed during subtransient, transient, and 

steady-state periods after a fault occurs? 

12-6. How is the bus impedance matrix Z,,,, used to calculate the fault currents? 

12-7. What is short-circuit MVA? How does it allow an engineer to calculate the 

Thevenin impedance of a power system at a bus? 

12.9 | PROBLEMS 

12-1. A 200-MVA, 20-kV, 60-Hz, three-phase synchronous generator is 

connected through a 200-MVA, 20/138-kV, A—Y transformer to a 138-kV 

transmission line. The generator reactances to the machine’s own base are 

X;=140 X'=030 X"=0.15 

The initial transient DC component in this machine averages 50 percent of 

the initial symmetrical AC component. The transformer’s series reactance is 

0.10 pu, and the resistance of both the generator and the transformer may be 

ignored. Assume that a symmetrical three-phase fault occurs on the 138-kV 

transmission line near the point where it is connected to the transformer. 

a. What is the AC component of current in this generator the instant after 
the fault occurs? 

b. What is the total current (AC plus DC) flowing in the generator right 
after the fault occurs? 

c. What is the transient fault current //in this fault? 

d. What is the steady-state fault current /, in this fault? 
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Figure P12-1 | The simple power system of Problem 12-2. 
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A simple three-phase power system is shown in Figure P12—1. Assume that 

the ratings of the various devices in this system are as follows: 

Generator G;: 250 MVA, 13.8 kV, A = 0.1 pu, X” = 0.18 pu, X’ = 0.40 pu, X, = 1.0 pu 

Generator Gj; 500 MVA, 20.0 kV, R= 0.1 pu, X” = 0.15 pu, X’ = 0.35 pu, X, = 1.2 pu 

Generator Gz: 250 MVA, 13.8 kV, R= 0.15 pu, X” = 0.20 pu, X' = 0.40 pu, X, = 1.0 pu 

Transformer 7T,: 250 MVA, 13.8-A/240-Y kV, R = 0.01 pu, X = 0.10 pu 

Transformer 75: 500 MVA, 20.0-A/240-Y kV, R = 0.01 pu, X = 0.08 pu 

Transformer Tz: 250 MVA, 13.8-A/240-Y kV, R = 0.01 pu, X = 0.10 pu 

Each line: R=80,X=400 

Assume that the power system 1s initially unloaded, that the voltage at bus 4 

is 250 kV, and that all resistances may be neglected. 

a. Convert this power system to per unit on a base of 500 MVA at 20 kV 

at generator G). 

Calculate Y,,,, and Z;,,, for this power system using the generator 

subtransient reactances. 

Suppose that a three-phase symmetrical fault occurs at bus 4. What 

is the subtransient fault current? What is the voltage on each bus in 

the power system? What is the subtransient current flowing in each 

of the three transmission lines? 

Which circuit breaker in the power system sees the highest 

instantaneous current when a fault occurs at bus 4? 

What is the transient fault current when a fault occurs at bus 4? What 

is the voltage on each bus in the power system? What is the transient 

current flowing in each of the three transmission lines? 

What is the steady-state fault current when a fault occurs at bus 4? 

What is the voltage on each bus in the power system? What is the 

steady-state current flowing in each of the three transmission lines? 
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¢, Determine the subtransient short-circuit MVA of this power system 

at bus 4. 

12-3. Calculate the subtransient fault current at bus 4 if the power system 

resistances are not neglected. How much difference does including the 

resistances make to the amount of fault current flowing? 

12-4. Suppose that a three-bus power system has the subtransient bus impedance 

matrix given below, and that the power system is initially unloaded with a 

prefault bus voltage of 0.98 pu. Assume that a symmetrical three-phase 

fault occurs at bus 1, and find: 

a. The current flowing in the transmission line from bus 2 to bus | during 

the subtransient period. 

b. The current flowing in the transmission line from bus 3 to bus | during 

the subtransient period. 

j0.20 j0.10 j0.15 
Zee, = (O10, 7050 70.30 per unit 

j0.15 j0.30 70.80 

12-5. A500-kVA, 480-V, 60-Hz, Y-connected synchronous generator has a 

subtransient reactance X” of 0.10 pu, a transient reactance X’ of 0.22 pu, 

and a synchronous reactance X, of 1.0 pu. Suppose that this machine is 

supplying rated load at rated voltage and 0.9 PF lagging. 

a. What is the magnitude of the internal generated voltage E, of 

this machine? 

b. A fault occurs at the terminals of the generator. What is the magnitude 

of the voltage behind subtransient reactance E”, of this machine? 

c. What is the subtransient current /;" flowing from this generator? 

d. What is the magnitude of the voltage behind transient reactance Fj 

of this machine? 

e. What is the transient current // flowing from this generator during 

the transient period? 

f. Suppose that we ignore the loads on the generator and assume that 

it was unloaded before the fault occurred. What is the subtransient 

current /” flowing from this generator? How much error is caused 

by ignoring the initial loading of the generator? 

12-6. Asynchronous generator is connected through a transformer and a 

transmission line to a synchronous motor. The rated voltage and apparent 

power of the generator serve as the base quantities for this power system. 

On the system base, the per-unit subtransient reactances of the generator 

and the motor are 0.15 and 0.40 respectively, the series reactance of the 

transformer is 0.10, and the series reactance of the transmission line is 0.20. 
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Figure P12-2 | One-line diagram of the power system in Problem 12-7. 
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G, ratings: T, ratings: T> ratings: M), ratings: 
100 MVA 100 MVA 50 MVA 50 MVA 
13.8 kV 13.8/110 kV 120/14.4 kV 13.8kV 
R= 0.1 pu R=0.01 pu R = 0.01 pu R=0.1 pu 
Xs = 0.9 pu X = 0.05 pu X = 0.05 pu Xo — ell pu 
X’ = 0.20 pu X' = 0.30 pu 
X” = 0.10 pu X” = 0.18 pu 

12-7. 

12-8. 

All resistances may be ignored. The generator is supplying rated apparent 

power and voltage at a power factor of 0.85 lagging, when a three-phase 

synchronous fault occurs at the terminals of the motor. Find the per-unit 

subtransient current at the fault, in the generator, and in the motor. 

Assume that a symmetrical three-phase fault occurs on the high-voltage 

side of transformer 7, in the power system shown in Figure P12—2. Make 

the assumption that the generator is operating at rated voltage, and that the 

power system is initially unloaded. 

a. Calculate the subtransient, transient, and steady-state fault current, 

generator current, and motor current ignoring resistances. 

b. Calculate the subtransient, transient, and steady-state fault current, 

generator current, and motor current including resistances. 

c. How much effect does the inclusion of resistances have on the fault 

current calculations? 

Assume that a symmetrical three-phase fault occurs at the terminals of 

motor M, on the low-voltage side of transformer 7, in the power system 

shown in Figure P12—3. Make the assumption that the power system is 

operating at rated voltage, and that it 1s initially unloaded. Calculate the 

subtransient, transient, and steady-state fault current on the high-voltage 

side of the transformer, the low-voltage side of the transformer, and in 

the motor. 
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Figure P12-3 | One-line diagram of the power system in Problem 12-8. 

Power System: 
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T ratings: M, ratings: 
50 MVA 50 MVA 
138/13.8 kV 13.8kV 
R=0.01 pu R= 0.1 pu 

X = 0.05 pu X > = 1.1 pu 
X’ = 0.30 pu 
X” = 0.18 pu 
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Unsymmetrical Faults 

ost faults that occur on power systems are unsymmetrical faults, meaning 

that the magnitudes of the voltages and current flows in the three phases of 

the power system will differ. The most common example of an unsymmet- 

rical fault is the single line-to-ground fault, in which there are high currents in one 

phase and the ground (or neutral) only. Other examples include line-to-line faults and 

double line-to-ground faults. In all three cases, the magnitudes of the voltages and the 

currents differ for different phases of the power system. 

This is a serious problem, because the basic analysis tool that we have used to 

study power systems is the per-phase equivalent circuit. As we saw in Chapter 2, the 

per-phase equivalent circuit assumes that the magnitudes of voltages and currents 

are identical in each phase, and only works if that assumption is true. If it is not true, 

analysis techniques such as the simple Y—A transform either fail or become much 

more complicated. 

In this chapter, we will learn a technique that allows us to extend per-phase 

equivalent circuits to analyze unbalanced power systems. This technique is known as 

the method of symmetrical components. 

13.1 | SYMMETRICAL COMPONENTS 
In 1918, C. L. Fortescue! invented a clever way to treat an unbalanced three-phase 

power system as though it were three balanced power systems. He proved that any 

unsymmetrical set of three-phase voltages or currents could be broken down into 

three symmetrical sets of balanced three-phase components. The three sets of com- 

ponents are: 

1. A set of positive-sequence components consisting of three phasors equal in 

magnitude, displaced from each other by 120°, and having the same phase 

sequence as the original power system. 

IC. L. Fortescue, “Method of Symmetrical Coordinates Applied to the Solution of Polyphase Networks,” 

Transactions of the AIEE, vol. 37, pp. 1027-1140, 1918. 
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2. Aset of negative-sequence components consisting of three phasors equal in 

magnitude, displaced from each other by 120°, and having the opposite phase 

sequence from the original power system. 

3. A set of zero-sequence components consisting of three phasors equal in 

magnitude and phase. 

When working with power systems, it is traditional to designate the three phases 

of the power system as a, b, and c, with phase a being the reference phase, phase b 

being 120° behind phase a, and phase c being 120° behind phase b. Such power sys- 

tems are said to have phase sequence abc, because the three phases peak in that order 

(see Figure 13-1). In such a power system, the positive-sequence components will 

have phase sequence abc, while the negative sequence components will have phase 

sequence acb. The zero-sequence components do not have a phase sequence, since 

all three phases peak at the same time. 

Figure 13-1 | The voltages in each phase of a power system with an abc phase 

sequence. 

Volts | 

V4(t) Va()) Ve(t) 

Traditionally, the positive-sequence components of the voltages in a power sys- 
tem are designated with the subscript 1, the negative-sequence components are des- 
ignated with the subscript 2, and the zero-sequence components are designated with 
the subscript 0 (see Figure 13-2). If the voltages in the phases of the original power 
system are designated V,, Vx, and V¢, then the positive-sequence components of the 
voltages will be V4, Vz), and Vy; the negative-sequence components of the voltages 
will be V9, Vj, and V¢»; and the zero-sequence components of the voltages will be 
Vo, Vgo, and Veo. The total voltage in each phase will be the sum of the three com- 
ponents for that phase. 

VS Vane Vian + V0 

V3= Vai + Vi + Vio 

VGital cv ainlacori ae (13-1) 

The a Constant 

In working with the symmetrical components of an unbalanced three-phase power 
system, the operation of shifting a phasor through an angle of 120° occurs over and 
over again. This operation is equivalent to multiplying the phasor by the quantity 
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Figure 13-2 | (a) Positive-sequence components have an abc phase sequence. (b) Negative-sequence 
components have an acb phase sequence. (c) Zero-sequence components are in phase with 
each other. 

Vai 

(a) ; (b) (c) 

12 120°. Because multiplication by this quantity occurs so often, we will introduce 

the constant a to represent it. 

(= WANS 

Each multiplication by a rotates a phasor by 120° without changing its magni- 

tude. Therefore, 

a— WZAI207 (13-2) 

OG = JA0e =3 

a = 12360" — 1207 = 1 (13-4) 

Figure 13-3 shows the relationships among the positive and negative powers 

of a. 

Figure 13-3 | Phasor diagram showing the relationships among the various 

powers of a. 

I =08 1a 

Representing Symmetrical Components with the a Constant 

We can now represent the symmetrical components of a three phase circuit in terms 

of the a constant. Recall that the positive-sequence components have phase sequence 
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abc, meaning that the phases will peak in order a, b, c. Therefore the relationships 

among the positive-sequence components will be 

Vo. = aV a1 (13-5) 

The negative-sequence components have phase sequence acb, meaning that the 

phases will peak in order a, c, b. Therefore the relationships among the negative- 

sequence components will be 

Veo = AV a2 

Vo? = Vis (13-6) 

The zero-sequence components are the same in all phases. Therefore the relation- 

ships among the zero-sequence components will be 

V0 = Vao 

Veco = Vao (13-7) 

Finding the Symmetrical Components of an 
Unbalanced Three-Phase Voltage 

It is now possible to determine the symmetrical components of an unbalanced three- 

phase voltage. The unbalanced set of three-phase voltages is given in terms of sym- 

metrical components by Equations (13-1), and the relationships between the phases 

of the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence components is given by Equations 

(13-5) to (13-7). Substituting Equations (13-5) to (13-7) into Equations (13-1) 

yields 

Ve = @V,4, taVyy + Vag (13-9) 
Vo =aVa, + @Vyp + Vin (13-10) 

In matrix form, these equations become 

Va = l a a Vay (13—11)) 

Ve La Vis 

If we make the definition 

A=) Yara (13-12) 

we can write Equation (13-11) as 

Va Vao 

Va| = Al Vat (13-13) 

Ve Vio 

Therefore, the symmetrical components of the unbalanced three-phase voltage can be 
expressed as 
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V0 Va 
Vie ARVs (13-14) 

Va2 Ve 

Since 

gory eq) ae MET OS 
Ag lk ag ==!l1 a @ (13215) 

| 5 ) 5 
oh il @ @ 

Equation (13-14) becomes 

Va \ el 1 Vy 

Vai ms | a a Ve (13-16) 

Vao " ] a a Ve 

Equation (13-16) shows us how to calculate the symmetrical components of 

phase a of an unbalanced three-phase voltage. These components are 

Vig =3 (V4 + Ve + VO zero sequence (13219) 

var a VA + aVg + @V¢) positive sequence (13-18) 

Va2 =3(V, t+ a’V,+aV-) negative sequence (13-19) 

The symmetrical components of the other two phases can be calculated from Equa- 

tions (13-5) to (13-7). 

Finding the Symmetrical Components of an 
Unbalanced Three-Phase Current 

The relationships among unbalanced three-phase currents have the same forms as the 

relationships among unbalanced three-phase voltages. The currents in each phase can 

be represented in terms of symmetrical components as 

Tz = Ip, + Igo + Teo (13-21) 

Ic = Te. + Te + Teco (13-22) 

Substituting the phase relationships among the phases for the positive-, negative-, 

and zero-sequence components yields 

L=Le aoe + la (13-23) 

p= @1,, palo tt Lio (13-24) 

Ic = al, =e as air Tho (13-25) 

and the symmetrical components can be represented in terms of the currents in each 

phase as 

ik = +d, +1, +1,) zero sequence (13-26) 

L,, =4(I, + aly + aI) positive sequence (13-27) 

be = 5 (Ly + aI, + alc) negative sequence (13-28) 
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Equation (13-26) provides an important insight into the operation of un- 

symmetrical power systems. Recall that current in the neutral of a power system is 

given by 

Comparing Equation (13-26) to Equation (2-5) shows that 

Iy = 310 (13-29) 

The current in the neutral (or ground) of the power system is equal to 3 times 

the zero-sequence current. Therefore, if a component has no neutral current, then 

there can be no zero-sequence currents in the component. Thus A-connected and 

ungrounded Y-connected components cannot have zero-sequence components of 

currents. 

An ungrounded Y-connected three-phase load is shown in Figure 13-4. The currents 

in each line leading to the load are 

I, = 10Z0°A Iz = 102—180°A Ig = OZO0°A 

Determine the symmetrical components of current in each phase in this load. 

Figure 13-4 | An ungrounded Y-connected three-phase load with unbalanced 

currents. 

I,= 10Z0°A 
e 

ee 

13 =102180° A * 

Solution 

The zero-sequence current for phase a of this load is given by Equation (13-26) 

Iyo = 3 (ly + Ig + Ie) zero sequence (13-26) 

= }(1020° + 102 180° + 0) 

=O0A 

The positive-sequence current for phase a of this load is given by Equation 
(13-27) 
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Iai = 4 (I, + alg + alc) positive sequence (13-27) 

= 1[1020° + a(102180°) + a2(0)] 

= 1[1020° 102-60" + 0] 

= oli 2 230° A 

The negative-sequence current for phase a of this load is given by Equation 
(13-28) 

(a + atls + alc) negative sequence (13-28) 

[1020° + a*7(102180°) + a(0)] 

[1OZ0% 4; t0Z60°% +:0] 

A 

lao = 

II 

wl wi ol 
Il 

lI or ~S a N ee) ‘e) fe) 

The zero-, positive-, and negative-sequence currents for phase b are 

I 50 om Tao = O A 

Ip) = ala, = a(5.77Z—30° A) = 5.772 —-150° A 

Igo = algo = a(5.77230° A) = 5.772150° A 

The zero-, positive-, and negative-sequence currents for phase c are 

loo = Lao = 0 A 

lo, = alyy = a(5.772Z —-30° A) = 5.77290° A 

loo = a lap = a°(5.77230° A) = 5.772 —-90° A 

Note that the zero-sequence components of current in the load are zero, which 

makes sense, since an ungrounded Y-connected load cannot have a current flow- 

ing in the neutral. | 

13.2 | CALCULATING REAL AND 
REACTIVE POWER FROM 
SYMMETRICAL COMPONENTS 

If the symmetrical components of voltage and current are known at a point in a 

power system, then it is possible to calculate the power flow at that point directly 

from the symmetrical components. Recall that the power in a single phase is given by 

S=VIr (2-28) 

where S is the complex power, V is the voltage between the phase and neutral, and 

I is the current flowing in the phase. Then the power in the unsymmetrical three- 

phase circuit is given by 

S=P+jQ= Val, + Vel, + Vdc (13-30) 
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where V,, Vz, and V¢ are line-to-neutral voltages in each phase, and I), Iz, and Ic are 

currents in each phase. 

Equation (13-30) can be expressed in matrix notation as 
* 7 pK 

I, Valo 
S=(V, Ve. Vellise= Velie (13-31) 

Ic Ve Ic 

Both the phase voltages and currents can be expressed in terms of symmetrical com- 

ponents as shown below: 

V;| S| 1 ata Va (13-11) 

Move! 1 | Vio Le] 1 |I4o 

Soe een a. as 1 @ ally (13-32) 

Lviaea Nas levee alae 

vio dibr! 
S mae [Vaso Vay Vari | a* a l a a Ly (13=33) 

1 hele eh Ws eee nt & APES 

However, the transpose of A is just the same as A because of the symmetry of the ma- 

trix. In addition a* = a’, (a*)’ = a, and |” = | (we can-see this directly on Figure 
13-3), so Equation (13-33) reduces to 

A A AE pe 
S=(Vag) VA RV el et? ar) fee GOL (13-34) 

ll @ -@iil ea ila 

eRe 
S Sy [Vo Vai Va2/ 0 3 0 Ly (13=35) 

Om Versi Lic 

And finally 

S =P +jQ = 3Vaolao + 3Valay + 3 Val (13-36) 

Equation (13-36) can be used to calculate the real and reactive power from the 

symmetrical components of the voltages and currents in an unbalanced three-phase 

circuit. 
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13.3 | SEQUENCE IMPEDANCES 
AND SEQUENCE NETWORKS 

In any circuit, the voltage drop caused by the currents of a particular sequence 
depends on the impedance of the circuit to currents of that sequence. In general, the 
impedance of a circuit can differ for positive-sequence, negative-sequence, and zero- 
sequence currents. 

The impedance of a circuit when only positive-sequence current is flowing is 
known as the positive-sequence impedance of the circuit. Similarly, the impedance of 
the circuit when only negative-sequence current is flowing is known as the negative- 
sequence impedance of the circuit, and the impedance of the circuit when only zero- 
sequence current is flowing is known as the zero-sequence impedance of the circuit. 

To analyze an unsymmetrical fault, we must construct three different per-phase 
equivalent circuits, one for each type of symmetrical component. The positive- 
sequence network is a per-phase equivalent circuit containing only the positive- 
sequence impedances and sources, which means that it is identical to the per-phase 
equivalent circuit used for symmetrical fault analysis in Chapter 12. The negative- 

sequence network is a per-phase equivalent circuit containing only the negative- 

sequence impedances, and the zero-sequence network is a per-phase equivalent 

circuit containing only the zero-sequence impedances. 

Once these per-phase equivalent circuits are constructed, they are interconnected 

in different ways, depending on the type of fault being analyzed, and the positive-, 

negative-, and zero-sequence components of current are calculated. These compo- 

nents can then be combined by using Equations (13-23) through (13-25) to calculate 

the actual currents flowing in the fault and elsewhere within the power system. 

Therefore, to solve for any unsymmetrical fault, we must be able to create the 

per-phase equivalent circuits for each of the symmetrical component sequences. We 

will learn how to create the per-phase equivalent circuits in this section. 

Positive-, Negative-, and Zero-Sequence 
Equivalent Circuits of Generators 

Figure 13-5 shows the equivalent circuit of a Y-connected, three-phase synchronous 

generator grounded through an inductive reactance. Figure 13—6b shows the positive- 

sequence network for this synchronous generator. It is very familiar—it is just the 

same as the per-phase equivalent circuit that we used in Chapter 5 for steady-state 

analysis and in Chapter 12 for symmetrical three-phase fault analysis. The positive- 

sequence impedance Z, is the sum of the machine’s armature resistance R, plus the 

appropriate series reactance. For subtransient fault analysis, the reactance is the sub- 

transient reactance X”. For transient fault analysis, the reactance is the transient reac- 

tance X’. For steady-state fault analysis, the reactance is the machine’s synchronous 

reactance X<. 

Figure 13—6d shows the negative-sequence network for this synchronous gener- 

ator. There are no voltage sources inside the generator that generate negative- 

sequence voltages, so the negative-sequence network does not contain voltage 
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Figure 13-5 | A Y-connected three-phase generator grounded through an inductive 

reactance. 

sources. The negative-sequence impedance Z, is the sum of the machine’s armature 

resistance R, plus the appropriate series reactance. 

Remember that the negative-sequence currents have the opposite phase se- 

quence to the positive-sequence currents. As we learned in Chapter 4, changing the 

phase sequence of the currents applied to a three-phase stator reverses the direction 

of rotation of the magnetic fields produced in the machine. As a result, the negative- 

sequence currents produce a rotating magnetic field opposite to the direction of ro- 

tation of the machine. This backward rotation induces a very high voltage in the 

amortisseur or damper windings of the generator, just as we would see at the very 

beginning of a fault. Furthermore, this voltage doesn’t die out after a few cycles, be- 

cause the magnetic fields continue to turn opposite to the rotation of the generator. 

Therefore, the negative-sequence currents see a reactance that is about the size of the 

subtransient reactance of the generator at all times. 

Figure 13—6f shows the zero-sequence network for this synchronous generator. 

There are no voltage sources inside the generator that generate zero-sequence volt- 

ages, so the zero-sequence network does not contain voltage sources. The impedance 

Zy between the neutral and the ground of the generator needs special attention here. 

As Figure 13—6e shows, the impedance Z, contains the total current 3149, since the 

zero-sequence current from all three phases flows through it, and the current is iden- 

tical in each phase. Therefore, the voltage drop from point a to ground will be 

~31\0Zy— E40Z,0-. To represent this voltage drop in the per-phase equivalent circuit, 

which contains only the current Io, we must use an impedance 3 times larger than 

the physical impedance between neutral and ground. The total zero-sequence imped- 

ance of the generator is 

Ly) = Lo + 3Zy (13-37) 

The zero-sequence impedance Z,, of each winding in the generator consists of 
the series resistance R, plus a relatively small reactance. Since the zero-sequence 
currents in all three phases increase and decrease together, their magnetic fields tend 



Figure 13-6 | (a) A synchronous generator as seen by positive-sequence currents. (b) The positive-sequence 
network for the generator. (c) A synchronous generator as seen by negative-sequence currents. 
(d) The negative-sequence network for the generator. (e) A synchronous generator as seen by 
zero-sequence currents. (f) The zero-sequence network for the generator. 
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to cancel each other out, producing only a small reactance. The zero-sequence reac- 

tance X,o of a generator’s windings can be as little as one-quarter the machine’s sub- 

transient reactance. 

The positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence voltages in phase a of this generator 

can be found by applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law to each of the per-phase equivalent 

circuits. The resulting voltages are 

Val = Ex, im LZ (13-38) 

Va? — ShipZ> (13-39) 

Vao = —Th0Zo (13-40) 

where E,, is the positive-sequence internal generated voltage of the generator, and 

the impedances are the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence impedances of the 

generator. 
These equations can be applied to unbalanced generators under either loaded or 

no-load prefault conditions. If the generators were loaded before the fault, then E,, 

must be the voltage behind subtransient reactance, the voltage behind transient reac- 

tance, or the voltage behind synchronous reactance, as appropriate. 

Also, note that this discussion applies equally to synchronous motors and syn- 

chronous generators, since they are physically the same machine. 

Positive-, Negative-, and Zero-Sequence 
Equivalent Circuits of Transmission Lines 

Since transmission lines consist of static components, there is no difference between 

how they behave to positive-sequence and negative-sequence components. Thus the 

equivalent circuit for a transmission line is identical for both positive- and negative- 

sequence networks. 

However, overhead transmission lines behave very differently for zero-phase 

currents compared to positive- and negative-sequence currents. As we saw from 

Equation (9-22) in Chapter 9, the series inductance of a transmission line increases 

in direct proportion the natural logarithm of the distance between the sending and 

returning conductors. For zero-sequence currents, all three phases of the transmission 

line carry equal currents, and the return path is either through overhead ground wires 

or through the ground itself. Since both the ground wires and the ground itself 

are usually well separated from the phases, the zero-sequence reactance of a trans- 

mission line is usually higher than the positive- and negative-sequence reactance. 

For transmission lines without overhead ground wires, the return path must be 

through the ground itself, and the zero-phase reactance will be even higher because 

the phases are so far above the ground. The series reactance of a transmission line 
for zero-sequence currents will be 2 to 3.5 times higher than the series reactance for 
positive- or negative-sequence currents, with lines without ground wires at the upper 
end of this range. 

Note that the series resistance of the transmission line remains the same for all 
three symmetrical components. 
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Zero-Sequence Equivalent Circuits of Y and A Connections 

Zero-sequence currents have the same phase in all three phases of a three-phase 
power system, so they can only flow if there is a path to the ground for the return 
current flow. If there is no return path, then there can’t be any zero-sequence cur- 
rent flow. 

Figure 13—7a shows an ungrounded Y-connected load. Since there is no path to 

ground in this load, no zero-sequence currents can flow. The corresponding equiva- 

lent circuit has an impedance Z between the terminals of the load and the neutral, but 

an open circuit from there to ground. 

Figure 13—7b shows a grounded Y-connected load. Since there is a path to 

ground in this load, zero-sequence currents can flow. The corresponding equivalent 

circuit has an impedance Z between the terminals of the load and the neutral, and a 

short circuit from there to ground. 

Figure 13—7c shows a Y-connected load that is grounded through an impedance. 

Since there is a path to ground in this load, zero-sequence currents can flow. How- 

ever, the current flowing in the path between the neutral and ground is 3 times the 

zero-sequence current, so the corresponding impedance in the equivalent circuit 

is 3Zy. The equivalent circuit has an impedance Z between the terminals of the load 

and the neutral, an impedance 3Z, from there to ground. 

Figure 13—7d shows a A-connected load. Since there is no path to ground in this 

load, no zero-sequence currents can flow into the load. However, if there happens to 

be any zero-sequence components inside the load, they can flow freely, because there 

is a closed path inside the load. The corresponding equivalent circuit has an open cir- 

cuit at the terminals, and a closed loop containing the impedance Z. 

Positive-, Negative-, and Zero-Sequence 

Equivalent Circuits of Transformers 

Since transformers are static devices, there is no difference between how they behave 

for positive-sequence and negative-sequence components. Thus the equivalent circuit 

for a transformer is identical for both positive- and negative-sequence networks. This 

equivalent circuit consists of just the series impedance of the transformer. (Note that 

the shunt components representing the excitation branch of the transformer are usu- 

ally ignored in creating per-phase equivalent circuits for fault current analysis.) 

Zero-sequence equivalent circuits of transformers are a special and much more 

complicated case. Each side of the transformer is either Y connected or A connected, 

so the equivalent circuits of a side will look like the Y- or A-connected equivalent cir- 

cuits shown in Figure 13-7. However, the current flow on the two sides of a trans- 

former are related by the turns ration of the transformer 

Nels — Wels (13-41) 

so if there is no path for zero-sequence currents on one side of the transformer, there 

must also be no zero-sequence currents on the other side of the transformer. 
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Figure 13-7 | (a) An ungrounded Y-connected load has no path between the neutral and ground, so the 

zero-sequence equivalent circuit has an open circuit between those points. (b) A grounded 

Y-connected load has a short circuit between the neutral and ground, so the zero-sequence 

equivalent circuit has a short circuit between the neutral and the ground. (c) A Y-connected load 

grounded through an impedance. The zero-sequence equivalent circuit has the impedance 32, 

between the neutral and the ground. (d) A A-connected load has no path between the neutral 

and ground, so no zero-sequence currents can flow into the load. However, any zero-sequence 

currents inside the load can flow freely within the A. 
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There are five possible cases of zero-sequence equivalent circuits for trans- 
formers, depending on their connections. They are described on page 606, and shown 
in Figure 13-8. Figure 13-8 shows the one-line diagram symbols for the various 

Figure 13-8 | Symbols, connection diagrams, and zero-sequence equivalent circuits for various types of three- 
phase transformers. 
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types of connections, together with the connection diagrams and zero-phase equiva- 

lent circuits. 

1; 

bo 

Y_-Y three-phase transformer, one neutral grounded. If one of the neutrals 

in a three-phase Y—Y-connected transformer is ungrounded, then no zero- 

sequence currents can flow in either winding. The absence of a ground path 

in one winding forces the zero-sequence currents to be zero on that side, and 

Equation (13-41) implies that no current can flow on the other side of the 

transformer either. Thus the zero-sequence per-phase equivalent circuit 

contains the impedance Z, in series with an open circuit, showing that no 

current can flow. 

Y_-Y three-phase transformer, both neutrals grounded. _ It both of the neutrals 

in a three-phase Y-Y-connected transformer are ungrounded, then zero- 

sequence currents can flow freely to and from ground in both windings. Thus 

the zero-sequence per-phase equivalent circuit contains the impedance Zp. 

Y—A three-phase transformer, grounded Y. _ If the neutral of the Y connection 

in a three-phase Y—A-connected transformer is grounded, then zero-sequence 

currents can flow to ground in the Y-connected winding. If such currents 

flow, then by Equation (13-41) zero-sequence currents must also flow in 

the A-connected winding. Since the phases of the A-connected winding 

are connected head to tail in a closed loop, this zero-sequence current can 

flow freely within the loop, and therefore zero-sequence currents can flow 

freely in the Y connection. However, no zero-sequence currents can enter a 

A connection from the lines tied to it. Therefore, the equivalent circuit of the 

transformer has an impedance Z, connected to the reference bus as seen from 

the Y side, and is an open circuit as seen from the A side. 

Y—A three-phase transformer, ungrounded Y. _ If the neutral of the 

Y connection in a three-phase Y—A-connected transformer is not grounded, 

then no zero-sequence currents can flow to ground in the Y-connected winding. 

Also, no zero-sequence currents can enter a A connection from the lines tied 

to it. Therefore, the equivalent circuit of the transformer has an impedance Zp 

connected to the reference bus but not grounded as seen from the Y side, and 

is an Open circuit as seen from the A side. 

A—A three-phase transformer. In a three-phase A—A connected transformer, 

and zero-sequence currents flowing in the windings can circulate freely within 

the loops, since the phases of the A-connected windings are connected head 

to tail in a closed loop. However, no zero-sequence currents can enter a 

A connection from the lines tied to it. Therefore, the equivalent circuit of the 

transformer has an impedance Z) connected in a closed loop to represent the 

windings, and open circuits as seen from lines connected to either side. 

Building Zero-Sequence Equivalent Circuits 

It is simple to combine the components that we have presented to create the zero- 
phase equivalent circuit of a complete network. The following example illustrates 
this process. 
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Sketch the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence equivalent circuits for the power 
system shown in Figure 13-9 during the subtransient period of a fault. 

Figure 13-9 | A simple three-phase power system with transformer and generator 
connections shown. 
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Solution 

The positive-sequence equivalent circuit of this power system is just the standard 

per-phase equivalent circuit that we used in Chapter 12. Because this equivalent 

circuit is for the subtransient period, we will use the subtransient reactance X” of 

the generators in the equivalent circuit. The resulting per-phase equivalent circuit 

is shown in Figure 13—10a. 

The negative-sequence equivalent circuit of this power system looks like the 

positive-sequence equivalent circuit, except that there are no voltage sources 

and the negative-sequence reactance is used for the generators instead of 

the subtransient reactance. Note that the impedances of the transformers and 

lines are unchanged, since these components can’t tell the difference between 

positive-sequence and negative-sequence currents. The resulting per-phase 

equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 13-10b. 

The zero-sequence equivalent circuit is quite complex by comparison to the 

other two. Generator G,; is grounded through an impedance, so its total zero- 

sequence impedance will be Z) + 3Z,. Generator Gz is solidly grounded, so its 

total zero-sequence impedance will be just Z,.. Transformers 7;, To, and Tg are 

Y-A transformers with the Y grounded, the A side toward the busses, and the 

Y side toward the transmission lines. These transformers will look like an open 

circuit to the busses, and will look like their zero-sequence impedance Z) to the 

transmission lines. Transformer 7; is a Y-A transformer with the Y ungrounded, the 

A side toward the busses, and the Y side toward the transmission lines. This 
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Figure 13-10 | (a) Positive-sequence equivalent circuit for Example 13-2. 

(b) Negative-sequence equivalent circuit for Example 13-2. 

(c) Zero-sequence equivalent circuit for Example 13-2. 
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transformer will look like an open circuit to both the busses and the transmission 

lines. Transformer T, is a Y-Y transformer with one side grounded and one side 

ungrounded, and transformer 7; is a Y-Y transformer with both sides ungrounded. 

These transformers will look like an open circuit to both the busses and the 

transmission lines. The resulting per-phase equivalent circuit is shown in Fig- 

ure 13-10c. | 

609 

13.4 | SINGLE LINE-TO-GROUND FAULT 
ON AN UNLOADED GENERATOR 

Most faults that occur on power systems are unsymmetrical faults, which result in 

unbalanced current flows, and therefore require symmetrical components to solve 

for the voltages and currents during the fault. We will now analyze the three major 

types of unsymmetrical faults (single line-to-ground, line-to-line, and double line- 

to-ground) on a single unloaded generator. This section deals with the single line-to- 

ground fault on a single generator, while the following two sections deal with 

line-to-line and double line-to-ground faults on a single generator. Then, we will ex- 

tend the results to apply to entire power systems. 

An unloaded generator with a single line-to-ground fault on phase a is shown in 

Figure 13-11. The voltages and currents in phase a of this generator are given by 

Equations (13-38) to (13-40) 

Var = Ea — LZ (13-38) 
Va2 = -L)L (13-39) 

Va0 = —Th0Zo (13-40) 

Figure 13-11 | A single line-to-ground fault on phase a of an unloaded generator. 

The generator’s neutral is grounded through a reactance. 
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When a single line-to-ground fault occurs on phase a of a previously unloaded 

generator, the voltage at the fault goes to zero, and the currents in phases b and c 

remain zero. 

single-line-to-ground fault (13-42) 

Since I, = 0 and I; = 0, the symmetrical components of current in the fault can be 

found from Equations (13-26) to (13-28): 

iy Sarr ky hy) zero sequence (13-26) 

I,, = 4(, + al, + aI-)] positive sequence (13-27) 

Ty. = 4[(1, + aI, + al,)] negative sequence (13-28) 

Substituting Equations (13-42) into Equations (13-26) to (13-28), we get 

In = 70, F040) = 31, (13-43) 
LS ‘tH, + a(0) + a*(0)] = 51, (13-44) 

I = 1, + &O) + a] = 11, (13-45) 

ebtgsasite. yo = Wa = Lan = Ss (13-46) 
This result shows that the symmetrical components of current are all equal to each 

other in a single line-to-ground fault. 

If we substitute [,, for I,, and Iy) in Equations (13-38) to (13-40), the results 

are 

Vai — Eat a 1412, is) 

Vig Lae (13-48) 
Vio = “IZ (13-49) 

We know from Equation (13-8) that V, = V4, + V4. + V4, so adding up these 
equations yields the result 

Va Var Var t+ Viet ly Hy = Zila ZI, (13-50) 

Since the voltage in phase a is zero, we can solve for the positive-sequence current 
in the fault. It is 

E, 
Lit Ze Toe os (13-51) 

For a single line-to-ground fault, the positive-sequence current, negative- 
sequence current, and zero-sequence current are all equal, and can be found from 
Equation (13-51). Note that this result is equivalent to connecting the three sequence 
networks in series (see Figure 13—12) at the terminals representing the location of the 
fault. Such a connection would make the three currents equal, and would cause 
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the total impedance of the circuit to be Z) + Z, + Z,. Note that the voltages across 

each of the sequence networks will be the symmetrical components of V, for that 

sequence. 

Once the symmetrical components I, [4,, and I, are known, we can calculate 

the symmetrical components of voltage Vo, V4), and V4. from Equations (13-38) to 

(13-40). Finally, we can calculate the total phase voltages for all phases in the fault 

from Equations (13-8) to (13-10), and the total phase currents for all phases in the 

fault from Equations (13-23) to (13-25). 

Figure 13-12 | For a single line-to-ground fault, the positive-, negative-, and 
zero-sequence networks are connected in series to determine 

the sequence voltages and currents in the fault. 
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In summary, to calculate the voltages and currents in a single line-to-ground fault on a 

synchronous generator: 

1. Create the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence networks for the generator. 

2. Connect the networks in series at the terminals representing the location of the 

fault. 

3. Calculate Iyy = 1,4, = I,2 from this network. 

4. Calculate V4), V4), and V4. from Equations (13-38) to (13-40). 

5. Calculate any required voltages and currents by combining the sequence 

components calculated above using the equations given in this chapter. 

PEXAMPLE 13-3 ino ea Ee a sO ee 
A 100-MVA, 13.8-kV, Y-connected synchronous generator has a subtransient reac- 

tance X” of 0.20 pu, a negative-sequence reactance X> of 0.25 pu, a zero-sequence 

reactance of 0.10 pu, and negligible resistance. The neutral of the generator is 

solidly grounded. Assume that the generator is initially unloaded and operating at 

rated voltage, and that a single line-to-ground fault occurs on phase a at the termi- 

nals of the generator. Find the voltages and currents in each phase during the sub- 

transient period immediately after the fault occurs. Also, find the line-to-line voltages 

at that time. 

Solution 

The base apparent power for this machine is 100 MVA and the base line-to-line 

voltage is 13.8 kV, so the base line-to-neutral voltage will be 

3 Vie. base _ 13.8 kV = 7 967 kV V, ¢, base V3 V/3 

and the base current will be 

S34, base 100 MVA hase = = = ——— _ = 4184 A 10-4 
nr AMS Vir base | VeSRASIOAKY) oe 

Since this machine initially operating at no load and rated voltage, the volt- 
age behind subtransient reactance will be E, = 120° pu. The sequence networks 
for this generator will be as shown in Figure 13-12, with Z, = J0.20, Z = j0.25, 
and Z = 0.10. The resulting sequence currents in phase a will be 

E 
lay = Vo = Lo = Brz+zZ (13-51) 

WAGs 

a. Nate Lisa td Osh] OL ennias = 1.8182 —90° pu 

The sequence voltages in phase a will be: 
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Vay = Eay — Id, (13-38) 

= 1.020° — (1.8182 —90°)( j0.20) = 0.6362Z.0° pu 

Veo = —IneZo (13-39) 
Mote 90 \C10.25) = O:A55 7. 180° 0u 

Vio = —lyoZ (13-40) 

= —(1.8182 —90°)( j0.10) = 0.1822 180° pu 

Therefore, the phase currents in this generator will be 

I, = ie at lao ae Vag (13-23) 

Sal OtG7-2-90~ purk 1-818Z 902 pu 1.818790" pu 

= 5.4552 —90° pu 

Lp = atl + alas + Io (13-24) 

= a°(1.8182—90° pu) + a(1.8182-—90° pu) + 1.8182-—90° pu 

= 0.0 pu 

ies alee ele ee (13-25) 
= a(1.8182—90° pu) + a°(1.8182 —90° pu) + 1.8182 -—90° pu 

= 0.0 pu 

Note that the phase currents in phases 6b and c are zero, which makes sense, 

since they are still open circuited! The actual fault current during the subtransient 

period in amperes is 

la = lapulbase = (9.455)(4184 A) = 22,820 A 

The phase voltages in this generator are 

Va = Var + Va2 + Va0 (13-8) 
— Ooo Oe 40078 OO ern OalOe Za a0 1 

=0:040° 

Vip = Vi aig EM (13-9) 
a*(0.63620°) + a(0.4552 180°) + 0.1822 180° 

= 0:983Z2 —106° 

Vo = Bay + B2Va9 + Vico (13-10) 

= a(0.63620°) + a7(0.4552 180°) + 0.1822 180° 

= 0.9832 106° 

Il 

The line-to-line voltages are therefore 

Vig = Va — Va = 0.020° — 0.9832 — 106° = 0.986274? pu 
Vac = Vg — Vo = 0.9832 — 106° — 0.9832 106° = 1.8902 —90° pu 
Ven = Vo — Vy = 0.9832. 106° — 0.020° = 0.9862 106? pu 

The line-to-line voltages expressed in volts are equal to the per-unit values multi- 

plied by the base voltage of a phase 

Vag = (0.986 pu)(7.967 kV) = 7.85 kV 
Vac = (1.890 pu)(7.967 kV) = 15.06 kV 
Ven = (0.986 pu)(7.967 kV) = 7.85 kV 
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The line and phase voltage relationships just before and just after the fault are 

shown in Figure 13-13. | 

Figure 13-13 | (a) Relationship between phase and line voltages in the generator 

just before the single line-to-ground fault. (b) Relationship between 

phase and line voltages in the generator just after the single line-to- 
ground fault. 
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13.5 | LINE-TO-LINE FAULT ON AN 
UNLOADED GENERATOR 

An unloaded generator with a line-to-line fault between phases b and c is shown in 
Figure 13-14. When a line-to-line fault occurs between phases b and c of a previ- 
ously unloaded generator, the voltages at phases b and c must be equal (because they 
are tied together), the current in phase a must be zero (because that phase is not 
shorted), and the currents in phases b and c must be the negative of each other. 

Vee Ve 
I, =0 line-to-line fault (13-52) 
=I, 

The fact that V- = Vz, tells us something about the relationships among the 
sequence voltages in this fault. Substituting V~ = Vy, into Equations (13-17) to 
(13-19), we get 

Vio = 3(V4 + Vz + V5) (13-17) 

Vai = (V4 + aVz + a’Vz) (13-18) 

Via2 = 5 (Va + a’V; + aV;) (13-19) 

Notice that the last two equations are identical, so for a line-to-line fault, V4; = Va>. 
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Figure 13-14 | A |ine-to-line fault between phases b and c of an unloaded generator. 
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Also, since I, = 0 and I; = —Ic, the symmetrical components of current in the 
fault can be found from Equations (13-26) to (13-28): 

Ly= zy te algeta7le) = ‘(0 s=walenwatle) (13-27) 

Ty. = 4, + al, + al.) = 4(0 — aI, + alg) (13-28) 

Note from these equations that I4) = 0 and Iy) = — Iy;. 

Also, [yo = 0 implies that 

Va0 = lao Zo = OLD = 0 (13-40) 

We now know that Vay = 0, Va; = Va, Tyo = 0, and I,, = —I)). If we substi- 

tute this information in Equations (13-38) to (13-40), the results are 

Vai3 = Ea 1a (13-53) 

Vai =U (13-54) 
oS =KOWe (13-55) 

From Equations (13-53) and (13-54), we see that 

[yiZ = Ey, — 1,2, (13-56) 

(13-57) 

For a line-to-line fault, the positive-sequence current is the negative of the 

negative-sequence current, and the zero-sequence current 1s zero. In addition, the 

positive-sequence phase voltage is equal to the negative-sequence phase voltage. 

Note that this result is equivalent to connecting the positive- and negative-sequence 

networks in parallel at the terminals representing the location of the fault (see Figure 

13-15). 
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Figure 13-15 | For a line-to-line fault, the positive- and negative-sequence networks 

are connected in parallel to determine the sequence voltages and 

currents in the fault. 

Ln =o 

Th I,> 

7 + 

Zi hc 
Vai Va2 

E, 

= re 

Reference i Reference 

Note that the zero-sequence current was zero in this kind of fault. This makes 

sense physically, because the fault is not connected to the ground, so there is no com- 

plete circuit to ground for the zero-sequence currents to flow through. 

In summary, to calculate the voltages and currents in a line-to-line fault on a synchronous 

generator: 

1. Create the positive- and negative-sequence networks for the generator. The zero- 

sequence network is not required. 

2. Connect the two networks in parallel at the terminals representing the location of 

the fault. 

3. Calculate I,, = —L,, from this network. Note that I) = 0. 

4. Calculate V4), V4), and V,, from Equations (13-38) to (13-40). 

5. Calculate any required voltages and currents by combining the sequence 

components calculated above using the equations given in this chapter. 

A 100-MVA, 13.8-kV, Y-connected synchronous generator has a subtransient reac- 

tance X” of 0.20 pu, a negative-sequence reactance X;, of 0.25 pu, a zero-sequence 

reactance of 0.10 pu, and negligible resistance. The neutral of the generator is 

solidly grounded. Assume that the generator is initially unloaded and operating at 

rated voltage, and that a line-to-line fault occurs between phases b and c at the ter- 

minals of the generator. Find the voltages and currents in each phase during the sub- 

transient period immediately after the fault occurs. Also, find the line-to-line voltages 

at that time. 
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Solution 

The base apparent power for this machine is 100 MVA and the base line-to-line 

voltage is 13.8 kV, so the base line to neutral voltage will be 

Vipasen toi Ny 

Mi, base = Vie oe 
= 7.967 kV 

and the base current will be 

S36, base 100 MVA Se ee eed A 10-4 
PE ABV ee N88) a 

Since this machine was initially operating at no load and rated voltage, the 

voltage behind subtransient reactance will be E, = 120° pu. The sequence net- 

works for this generator will be as shown in Figure 13-15, with Z, = j0.20 and 

Z> = [0.25. (Note that Z is unused!). The resulting sequence currents in phase a 

will be 

oe E, 
SUEZ eZ 

Re 1Z0° 
~ (0.20 + j0.25 

Lisle ee 222 290° bu 
lig = 020° pu 

(13-57) 

= 2.2222 —90° pu 

The sequence voltages in phase a will be: 

Var = Ea — IZ (13-38) 

1.0Z.0° — (2.2227 —90°)( /0.20) = 0.55620° pu 

Vag = —Ia24o (13-39) 
— (2.2222 90°) j0.25) = 0.55620° pu 

Vig = —b0Zo (13-40) 

= 020° pu 

Note that Va; = Va, as it should be. The phase currents in this generator will be 

ty = dy + Ie + Io (13-23) 

2 D090 0S 4 2022290 0102 0% 

= 0.0Z0° pu 

Ig = aly + also + Ipo (13-24) 

= A2(2.222/ —90°) + a(2.222790°) + 0.020° 
= 3.8492 180° pu 

lo = ala, + @la + Ino (13-25) 
a(2.222/ —90°pu) + a°(2.222790°pu) + 0.020° pu 

= 3.84920° pu 
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Note that the phase currents in phases 6 and c are the negative of each other, 

as they should be. The actual fault current during the subtransient period in am- 

peres is 

Ia = 1h, pubvase = (3-849)(4184 A) = 16,100 A 

The phase voltages in this generator are 

V4 = Var + V2 + Veo (13-8) 
= 0.55620° + 0.5562Z0° + 0.020* 

eval Oe 

AV ay + Ba + Vag (13-9) 

a(0.5562.0°) + a(0.55620°) + 0.020° 
0.5562 180° 

Ni eave TV (13-10) 
a(0.5562.0°) + a(0.556Z0°) + 0.020° 
0.5562 180° 

Vp 

Vo 

The line-to-line voltages are therefore 

Vag = Va — Vg = 1.11220° — 0.5562 180° = 1.66820° pu 
Vac = Va — Ve = 0.5562.180° — 0.5562.180° = 020° pu 
Vea = Vo — Vy = 0.5562 180° — 1.1122.0° = 1.6682 180° pu 

The line-to-line voltages expressed in volts are equal to the per-unit values multi- 

plied by the base voltage of a phase: 

Vag = (1.668 pu)(7.967 kV) = 13.3 kV 
Vac = (0.0 pu)(7.967 kV) = OkV 
Voa = (1.668 pu)(7.967 KV) = 13.3 kV iad 

13.6 | DOUBLE LINE-TO-GROUND FAULT 
ON AN UNLOADED GENERATOR 

An unloaded generator with a double line-to-ground fault between phases b and c is 

shown in Figure 13-16. When a double line-to-ground fault occurs between phases 

b, c, and the ground of a previously unloaded generator, the voltages at phases 

b and c must both be equal to zero, and the current in phase a must be zero (because 

that phase is not shorted). 

Vie 0 
V~ = 0 > double line-to-ground fault (13-58) 
I, = 

The fact that V; = V- = 0 tells us something about the relationships among the 
sequence voltages in this fault. Substituting V, = V~ = 0 into Equations (13-17) to 
(13-19), we get 
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Figure 13-16 | A double line-to-ground fault between phases b, c, and the ground of 
an unloaded generator. 

I, a —— 

Vio =2(V, £0 +0) =1 V, (13-17) 
Vin— tiv, + a0) + a0) = SV, (13-18) 
Vaz = 1[V, + a°(0) + a(0)] =! Vy (13-19) 

Therefore, V4; = V42 = Vo for this type of fault. 

Furthermore, the fault currents flowing out through phases b and c must return 

through the neutral, so 

Iy=1,+I¢ (13-59) 

Substituting Equations (13-24), (13-25), and (13-29) in Equation (13-59) yields 

Iy = I, + Ic (13-59) 

Bia lee oles, Sala a lot Le) 

Loo @ aly @ tal, 

Lig = leslie (13-60) 

We also know that 

Va =Eq — la (13-38) 
Vio = “Io (13-39) 

Vaio = —T40Zo (13-40) 

We can solve Equations (13-38) through (13-40) for Iy9 and I, using the fact 

that the three voltages are equal, and then substitute that result into Equation (13-60) 

to calculate the current I,,. From Equations (13-38) and (13-39), 

He LZ Ip 

= 1,)Z, < E,, 
A2 as (13-61) 
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From Equations (13-38) and (13-40), 

Bay — 1412) = —TyoZo 

1,,Z; — Ex) 
= SS (13-62) 

AO Zo 

Substituting these values into Equation (13-60) yields 

loo = —larale (13-60) 

14:2, — Ea I 12, — Eas 

Zo alent es Z) 

[y1Z,Zy — EqyZy = —WayZoZ_ — U1 ZoZ — Ea1Zo) 

[y,Z,Z, + Wy ZoZy + Wy: ZoZ, = EqiZy + Eqs Zo 

ie E,, (Z, + Zo) 

Bo) ZZ, + LoL, + LZoLy 

(13-63) 

For a double line-to-ground fault, the voltages V4; = Va. = Vao. and the im- 

pedance is the sum of Z, plus the parallel combination of Z, and Z). Note that this 

result is equivalent to connecting all three sequence networks in paraille/ at the ter- 

minals representing the location of the fault (see Figure 13-17). Such a connection 

would make the three sequence voltages equal, and would make I,, = —(Iy. + Io). 

Once I,, is known, we can calculate I, and [yp either by using the current divider 

rule, or from Equations (13-38) through (13-40). 

Finally, we can calculate the total phase voltages for all phases in the fault from 

Equations (13-8) to (13-10), and the total phase currents for all phases in the fault 

from Equations (13-23) to (13-25). 

Figure 13-17 | For a double line-to-line fault, the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence networks are 

connected in parallel to determine the sequence voltages and currents in the fault. 

V=—hha — Tho 
_—_—_ 

- e ; e 
Reference Reference | Reference 
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SEEN I SS IEE SEE LSE EE NE ETT ESET EASE LEE AE OE ESS ETE BST EL 

In summary, to calculate the voltages and currents in a single line-to-ground fault on a 
synchronous generator: 

1. Create the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence networks for the generator. 

Connect the networks in parallel at the terminals representing the location of the 

fault. 

3. Calculate I,, from this network. 

4. Calculate V49, V4), and V,, from Equation (13-38), noting that the three voltages 

are equal. 

5. Calculate Iy) and I, from Equations (13-39) and (13-40). 

6. Calculate any required voltages and currents by combining the sequence 

components calculated above using the equations given in this chapter. 

A 100-MVA, 13.8-kV, Y-connected synchronous generator has a subtransient re- 

actance X” of 0.20 pu, a negative-sequence reactance X, of 0.25 pu, and a zero- 

sequence reactance of 0.10 pu, and negligible resistance. The neutral of the 

generator is solidly grounded. Assume that the generator is initially unloaded and 

operating at rated voltage, and that a double line-to-ground fault occurs on phase a 

at the terminals of the generator. Find the voltages and currents in each phase dur- 

ing the subtransient period immediately after the fault occurs. Also, find the line-to- 

line voltages at that time. 

Solution 

The base apparent power for this machine is 100 MVA and the base line-to-line 

voltage is 13.8 kV, so the base line to neutral voltage will be 

V Vi, base __ 13.8 kV 

o, base —_ \/3 ih V3 

and the base current will be 

= 7.967 kV 

S Bh, base ae 100 MVA = A184 A (10-4) i Sowers 
ASV VOC B KV) 

Since this machine initially operating at no load and rated voltage, the volt- 

age behind subtransient reactance will be E, = 120° pu. The sequence networks 

for this generator will be as shown in Figure 13-17, with 2, = f0.20, Z = 0.25, 

and Z, = j0.10. The resulting positive-sequence currents I, will be 
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Ea S Seis 13-63 
Vay ee: z7. ( ) 

WA TEAS 

DELO NLT a 
Furs (j0.25)( 0.10) 

10.20 +055 + 70.10 

The sequence voltages in phase a will be: 

Vay = Eas — bad (13-38) 

= 1.020° — (3.6842 —90°)( j 0.20) = 0.26320° pu 

Vap = Vai a 0.263Z0° pu 

Vig = Vay = 0.26320° pu 

The negative- and zero-sequence currents will be 

Vac O2638405 
Se ae eee : 13-39 Iao Z 0.25 1.052290 ( ) 

Vig Oe 65 2.0" 
= —- = —- = P 13-40 Io z j0.10 2.630290 (13-40) 

Therefore, the phase and neutral currents in this generator will be 

I, = by ate Posaee be (13-23) 

= 3.6842 —90° + 1.052290° + 2.630290° 

= 0.020° pu 

Ip a aly Ar aly a lao (13-24) 

= a(3.6842 —90°) + a(1.052290°) + 2.630290° 
= 5.6922 136.1° pu 

lo = aly, + Blo + lo (13-25) 
= a(3.684Z —90°) + a°(1.052290°) + 2.6302 90° 

5.6922 43.9° pu 
ly = 3lao = 3(2.6302.90°) = 7.8902 90° 

ll 

Note that the phase currents in phases a is zero, which makes sense, it was not 

shorted, and there was no current flow before the fault occurred. The actual fault 

current during the subtransient period in amps is 

Ip ia Io oad IBoulbase 7 (5.692)(4184 A) = 23,820 A 

The phase voltages in this generator are 

Va — Vay + Vio “5 Vao (13-8) 

= 0.26320°R 0:2638Z.02 — 01263820" 

= 0.78920° 

Vp = ava, = BV ao =e Vao (13-9) 

= a°(0.26320°) + a(0.26320°) + 0.26320° 

= 0.020° 
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Vo = AV ay aa AV po + V0 (13-10) 

a°(0.26320°) + a(0.26320°) + 0.26320° 

= 0,020° 

Il 

The line-to-line voltages are therefore 

Vag = Va — Ve = 0.789202 — 0.020° = 0.7892.0° pu 
Vac = Vg — Vo = 0.020° — 0.020° = 0.0202 pu 
Vou = Vo — Va = 0.020° — 0.78920° = 0.7892 180° pu 

The line-to-line voltages expressed in volts are equal to the per-unit values multi- 

plied by the base voltage of a phase 

Vag = (0.789 pu)(7.967 kV) = 6.29 kV 
Vac = (0.0 pu)(7.967 kV) = 0.0 kV 
Vo = (0.789 pu)(7.967 kV) = 6.29 kV = 
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13.7 | UNSYMMETRICAL FAULTS 
ON POWER SYSTEMS 

In the last three sections, we learned how to calculate the voltages and currents in an 

unsymmetrical fault on a three-phase synchronous generator. We will now extend 

that discussion to consider calculating the voltages and currents in unsymmetrical 

faults on a more complex power system. 

The key to extending our treatment of generators to more complex power sys- 

tems is Thevenin’s theorem. Thevenin’s theorem states that any linear circuit that can 

be separated by two terminals from the rest of the circuit can be replaced by a single 

voltage source in series with an impedance. 

To understand the significance of this theorem for fault analysis, consider the 

power system shown in Figure 13-18. Assume that there is a small stub of wire 

Figure 13-18 | A simple power system with a fault at the point indicated by the x. 

roto -o—la-# oo. 
Bus] Bus 2 

ah Ne vA 

attached to each phase of the power system at point X, and that a fault occurs on that 

stub.? If a fault occurs on the stub, then a current /; will flow out of the fault. The pos- 

itive-, negative-, and zero-sequence networks for this power system are shown in 

Figure 13-19, with the location of the fault labeled on each network. Note that each 

2This stub of wire does not really have to exist, but it is a convenient concept, since all of the fault 

current from everywhere in the network will be concentrated and flowing through the stub. The stub 

represents a place to isolate the power system from the outside world. 
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Figure 13-19 | The positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence networks for the power 

system shown in Figure 13-18, together with their Thevenin equivalent 

circuits. Note that V;is the prefault voltage at the location of the fault. 

I Al ie 

=e 

Z1.G2 Z| 

E,4 G2 Vv; 

7 - 

(a) (b) 

Ty> 
A 

Z, 

oe 

(d) 

Io 

—e 

Z0,G2 Zo 

(e) (f) 

sequence network can be isolated from the rest of the circuit by two terminals, one at 

the stub and one at the reference. Therefore, we can create a Thevenin equivalent cir- 

cuit for each network, as seen from the location of the fault. These Thevenin equiva- 

lent circuits are shown to the right of the corresponding sequence networks. Notice 

that the Thevenin equivalents of the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence circuits 

look exactly like the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence equivalent circuits of a 
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Figure 13-20 | Connection diagram for a single line-to-ground fault on a 
power system. 

a 

generator. Therefore, everything that we have learned in the last three sections about 

faults on synchronous generators will also apply to power systems, if we represent 

the power systems by their Thevenin equivalents. 

Single Line-to-Ground Faults on a Power System 

For a single line-to-ground fault, the stubs of wire are connected as shown in Figure 

13-20. The following relationships exist at the fault 

I; =0 
I. = 0} single line-to-ground fault (13-64) 
V,=0 

These relationships are the same as those for a single line-to-ground fault on a syn- 

chronous generator, so the symmetrical components of the fault voltages and currents 

will have the same solutions as for the synchronous generator, except that the prefault 

voltage V, replaces E,. Thus, the current I,, will be given by the equation 

(13-65) 

where V, is the prefault voltage at the location of the fault and Zp, Z;, and Z, are the 

Thevenin equivalent impedances of the power system sequence diagrams as seen 

from the location of the fault. The three sequence networks should be connected in 

series at the fault point P to calculate the effects of a single line-to-ground fault, as 

shown in Figure 13-21. 

Line-to-Line Faults on a Power System 

For a line-to-line fault, the stubs of wire are connected as shown in Figure 13-22. 

The following relationships exist at the fault 

Ve = Ve 

I, =0 line-to-line fault (13-66) 

I, =I¢ 
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Figure 13-21 | For a single line-to-ground fault on a power system, the positive-, 

negative-, and zero-sequence networks are connected in series 

at the point of the fault P to determine the sequence voltages and 

currents in the fault. 

Tyo = Ta 

sequence 

network 

Negative- 

sequence 

network 

Positive- 

sequence 

network - 

Figure 13-22 | Connection diagram for a line-to-line fault on a power system. 

These relationships are the same as those for a single line-to-line fault on a synchro- 

nous generator, so the symmetrical components of the fault voltages and currents will 

have the same solutions as for the synchronous generator, except that the pre-fault 

voltage V, replaces E,. Thus, the current I,, will be given by the equation 
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(13-67) 

where V; is the prefault voltage at the location of the fault and Z, and Z, are the 

Thevenin equivalent impedances of the power system sequence diagrams as seen 

from the location of the fault. The positive- and negative-sequence networks should 

be connected in parallel at the fault point P to calculate the effects of a line-to-line 

fault, as shown in Figure 13-23. 

Figure 13-23 | For a line-to-line fault on a power system, the positive- and negative- 

sequence networks are connected in parallel at the point of the fault P 

to determine the sequence voltages and currents in the fault. 

I> 

+6 
P 

V2 
Positive- Negative- 

sequence sequence 
network fa network = 

Double Line-to-Ground Faults on a Power System 

For a double line-to-ground fault, the stubs of wire are connected as shown in Figure 

13-24. The following relationships exist at the fault 

Vv; =0 
V- = 0} double line-to-ground fault (13-68) 
I, =0 

Figure 13-24 | Connection diagram for a double line-to-ground fault on a 

power system. 

i ihe hl 
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These relationships are the same as those for a double line-to-ground fault on a syn- 

chronous generator, so the symmetrical components of the fault voltages and currents 

will have the same solutions as for the synchronous generator, except that the prefault 

voltage V, replaces Ey. Thus, the current I,; will be given by the equation 

vy 
7. + ZL, 

A A aes 

l= (13-69) 

where V, is the prefault voltage at the location of the fault and Zp, Z,, and Z, are the 

Thevenin equivalent impedances of the power system sequence diagrams as seen 

from the location of the fault. The three sequence networks should be connected in 

parallel at the fault point P to calculate the effects of a single line-to-ground fault, as 

shown in Figure 13-25. 

Figure 13-25 | For a double line-to-ground fault on a power system, the positive-, 

negative-, and zero-sequence networks are connected in parallel 

at the point of the fault P to determine the sequence voltages and 

currents in the fault. 

I, Ty 

+ + 
P. P 

a Val Va2 
Positive- Negative- Zero- 

sequence sequence sequence 
network = network + network 

The devices in power system shown in Figure 13-26 have the following ratings: 

G,: 100 MVA, 13.8 kV, grounded Y, X” = 0.15 pu, Xp = 0.15 pu, X) = 0.05 pu 

»; 50 MVA, 20.0 kV, grounded Y, X” = 0.15 pu, X> = 0.15 pu, X) = 0.05 pu 

T,; 100 MVA, 13.8/138 kV, Y-Y (both grounded), X, = 0.08 pu, X> = 0.08 pu, X%) = 0.08 pu 

T>; 50 MVA, 20.0/138 kV, A-Y (grounded), X; = 0.08 pu, X> = 0.08 pu, Xp = 0.08 pu 

Ly: 100 MVA, 138 kV, X; = 19 Q, X% = 19.0, X% = 500 

Assume that all resistances in the power system can be neglected. The system base 

apparent power is 100 MVA and base line voltage is 13.8 kV at bus 1. Assume that 

the voltage at bus 1 is 13.8 kV and that the power system is initially unloaded. 

Answer the following questions about this power system. 

a. Find the subtransient per-phase equivalent circuits of this power system for 

positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence components. 
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Figure 13-26 | The power system of Example 13-6. 

Region | Region 2 

| 

Region 3 

vojo- fol } ojo. 
Bus1 

an V4 
Bus 2 

b. Find the subtransient fault current at the fault for a symmetrical three-phase 
fault at the location indicated by an x. 

c. Find the subtransient fault current at the fault for a single line-to-ground fault 
at the location indicated by an x. 

d. Find the subtransient fault current at the fault for a line-to-line fault at the 

location indicated by an x. 

e. Find the subtransient fault current at the fault for a double line-to-ground fault 

at the location indicated by an x. 

Solution 

The base values for this system can be found from Equations (10-1) to (10-6). 

They are: 

Region 1 Regio n2 Region 3 

oe 100 MVA 100 MVA 100 MVA 
Vin aace 13.8 kV 138 kV 20 kV 
Ve 7007 KY 79.67 kV 11.55 kV 
kes 4184 A 18.4 A 2887 A 
Ze 1.904 0 190.40 4.000 0 

a. The per-unit values for generator G; and transformer T, are already to the 

proper base. The impedances for generator G> are: 

Pe UN Arey DelUDI Zanes i [S=-| (10-8) 

G2 = 0.15 ay ee = 0:30 
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The impedances for transformer 7, are: 

pooled is 
Per-unit Z,o = per-unit Zit es) es (10-8) 

\ Ynew given 

2 

20 ee MVA 
xX, ee a Xo. 5 ee Xo. io es 0.09{ 204 50 MVA 930 kV |= 016 

The impedances for the transmission line L, are: 

One actual value 
= 10-7 

Cuan DE Rebe nt base value of quantity ( ) 

190 
Xu + %,12= Fopa.g 7 0:19 pu 

geo O. 0 Aas 
Xo. 79040 0.263 pu 

Also, since we assume that the power system was initially unloaded before 

the fault occurred, the voltage sources in the positive-sequence network will 

be 1.020°. Therefore, the sequence networks are as shown in Figure 

13-27. 

b. Tocalculate the symmetrical three-phase fault current at the fault, only the 

positive-sequence network is needed, and a short will be connected from 

the point of the fault back to the reference (see Figure 13-28a). To find the 

current I,;, we will calculate the Thevenin equivalent circuit of the positive 

sequence network between the location of the fault and the reference bus. 

To determine the Thevenin equivalent voltage, open-circuit the terminals 

of the network and measure the voltage at the terminals, which is Vy. 

Since the network was initially unloaded,sV; = 1.020°. Then, short- 

circuit the voltages sources and look for the impedance between 

the terminals. This impedance is given by the parallel combination of 

j0.15 + j0.08 + /0.10 and /0.16 + /0.30: 

(j0.15 + j0.08 + /0.10)( j0.016 + j0.30) 
21,14 = 79.45 + 10.08 + 0.10 + 70.016 + 0.30 = j0.192 pu 

The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 13-28b. The positive- 

sequence current is thus 

MLO ZA08 lai = 7979p = 8:-2084-90" pu 

Since the positive-sequence current is the only current present in a 

symmetrical three-phase fault, |, = 14; = 5.208 pu, and the actual 

fault Current in amperes is 
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Figure 13-27 | The positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence networks for the power 
system in Example 13-6. 

CG) {0.08 1a] 70.10 j0.16 @) 

E, Gi =1.0 20° Eo 020" 

(c) 

I, a4 = (5.208 pu)(418.4 A) = 2179 A 

c. Tocalculate the fault current for a single line-to-ground fault, all three 

sequence networks are needed, and they should be connected in 
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Figure 13-28 | (a) The connections for a symmetrical three-phase fault. (b) The 
Thevenin equivalent circuit for the positive-sequence network. 

By gi Sh0Z0" E4.G2=1.020° 

(b) 

series (see Figure 13-29a). To find the current ly; = Io = Ing, we will 
calculate the Thevenin equivalent circuit of the three sequence networks 
between the location of the fault and the reference bus. The Thevenin 
equivalent circuit of the positive-sequence network was calculated above. 
To calculate the Thevenin equivalent of the negative-sequence network, 
we need only worry about the impedance, since there are no voltage 
sources. This impedance is given by the parallel combination of 
{0.15 + j0.08 + /0.10 and j0.16 + /0.30: 

(j0.15 + j0.08 + j0.10)( 0.16 + 0.30) 
22.1H = /0.15 + j0.08 + j0.10 + 0.16 + j0.30 

= 0.192 pu 
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Figure 13-29 | (a) The connections for a single line-to-ground fault. 
(b) The Thevenin equivalent circuit for the sequence networks. 

Ey = 10 20° Eset 00 

G) 0.08 0. 10 joie (©) 

(a) od 

(continued) 

To calculate the Thevenin equivalent of the zero-sequence network, 

we need only worry about the impedance, since there are no voltage 

sources. This impedance is given by the parallel combination of 

#0054 70.08: /0-263:-and: (0:16: 
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Figure 13-29 | (concluded) 

I, { 
70.192 

VrH =1.020° 

(b) 

(j0.05 + j0.08 + j0.263)( /0.16) 
j0.05 + j0.08 + j0.263 + j0.16 L, TH — = /0.114 pu 

The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 13-29b. The positive- 

sequence current is thus 

Aparna OO te 1.020° 
Al 72 0 j0.192 + j0.192 + j0.114 

= 2.0082 —90° pu 
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Figure 13-30 | (a) The connections for a line-to-line fault. (b) The Thevenin equivalent circuit for the 

sequence networks. 

Ey g\=1.020° Be L020: 

(a) 

Von =! .0Z0° 

(b) 

The fault current in phase ais 

I, at Vay ate Lao a Lag 7 6.0242 -—90° pu 

The actual fault current in amperes Is 

I, sug = (6.024 pu)(418.4 A) = 2520 A 

d. Tocalculate the fault current for a line-to-line fault, the positive- and 

negative-sequence networks are needed, and they should be connected in 

parallel (see Figure 13-30a). To find the current ly; = —l42, we will calculate 
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the Thevenin equivalent circuit of the two sequence networks between the 

location of the fault and the reference bus. This calculation was already 

done above. The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 13-30b. 

The positive-sequence current is thus 

hes (13-67) 

= 2.6042 —90° pu 

I ao = —Iho = 2.6042 —90° pu 

The fault current in phase bis 

Ip = la; Be alas te Lag (13-24) 

= a°(2.6042 —90°) + a(2.604290°) + 0.020° 

Ip = 4.5102 180" pu 

and the fault current in phase cis Ic = 4.51020° pu. The actual fault current 

in amperes is 

Ik ip = (4.510 pu)(418.4 A) = 1887 A 

e. Tocalculate the fault current for a double line-to-ground fault, all three 

sequence networks are needed, and they should be connected in parallel. 

To find the current I4;, we must calculate the Thevenin equivalent circuit 

of the three sequence networks between the location of the fault and the 

reference bus. This calculation was already done above. The resulting 

equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 13-31. The positive-sequence 

current is thus 

Figure 13-31 | The Thevenin equivalent circuit for the sequence networks in a double line-to-ground fault. 
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i= y At ik (13-69) 
wee 

Las Le 

ee a0 Ps 
Go1sgona ee ee 

{0.192 + ——————___* 
JON92 4. (O14 

The sequence voltages in phase a will be: 

Vay = Ear — WZ, (13-38) 

1.02.0° — (3.802 -90°)(/ 0.192) = 0.27120 pu 
Vio = Vai = O27 AZO? pu 

V0 a Vai = OA EiZe0 pu 

The negative- and zero-sequence currents will be 

Vio 0.271202 
| =S | —— = ————_- = ° wees AQ Z, j0.192 1.41290 (13-39) 

V0 0:27.02 
| ee RRA ener — (eo) Ee AO Be j0.114 2.38290 (13-40) 

The fault current in phase bis 

Ip = aly, aie alas rife Lao (13-24) 

= a°(3.802 —90°) + a(1.41290°) + 2.38290° 

Ip = 5.762141.6° pu 

The fault current in phase cis 

lo = aly, as a Be = Lao (13-24) 

= a(3.802—90°) + a°(1.41290°) + 2.38290° 

Io = 5.76238.4° pu 

The actual fault current in amperes is 

I; og = (5.76 puy(418.4 A) = 2410 A a 

13.8 | ANALYSIS OF UNSYMMETRICAL FAULTS 
USING THE BUS IMPEDANCE MATRIX 

In Chapter 12, we used the positive-sequence bus impedance matrix Z,, to solve for 

the fault current in a symmetrical three-phase fault, and the voltages and currents 

at various other busses during the fault. It is also possible to create bus impedance 

matrices for negative- and zero-sequence networks, and they can be strung together 

in different ways to calculate voltages and currents for unsymmetrical faults in a 

power system. 
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For example, consider a single line-to-ground fault. If a single line-to-ground 

fault occurs at Bus iin a power system, then we know that the positive-sequence fault 

current at Bus i can be found by connecting the three sequence diagrams in series 

at the point of the fault. The positive-sequence current /,, will be equal to the pre- 

fault voltage V, divided by the sum of the Thevenin equivalent impedances of each 

sequence network. 

V; 

Ye me ee 02) Ih) 

If a sequence network is represented by a bus impedance matrix Z,,,, then the 

on-diagonal terms of the bus impedance matrix Z,, are just the Thevenin equivalent 

impedances of the network at the corresponding busses. Therefore, if we have cal- 

culated the bus impedance matrices of the three sequence networks, the positive- 

sequence current I,, from a single line-to-ground fault at Bus i can be found using 

the Z,, terms from the bus impedance matrices: 

V, 

x Zii,\ ah Lii,2 As Zi, 0 I 

I, (13-70) 

where Z;; ; is the impedance of element i/ of the positive-sequence bus impedance 

matrix, Z;; » is the impedance of element ii of the negative-sequence bus imped- 

ance matrix, and Z;; 9 is the impedance of element i/ of the zero-sequence bus im- 

pedance matrix. 

Similarly, if a line-to-line fault occurs at Bus i, the positive-sequence fault cur- 

rent at Bus 7 can be found by the equation: 

Vv, 
Li. => oe (13-71) 

Zii, l aP Lii,2 

Finally, if a double line-to-ground fault occurs at Bus i, then the positive- 

sequence fault current at Bus i can be found by the equation: 

V, 
Zit Li, 0 

+ ee iene 
i, | 

Zii,2 ‘ Zi, 0 

I, i 

ZL 

(13-72) 

Once the positive-sequence fault current at Bus i (I,,) has been found, then the 
negative- and zero-sequence currents can be found from the equations appropriate to 
the type of fault being analyzed, and the actual fault currents in each phase can be 
found from Equations (13-20) to (13-22). 

Perform the following calculations for the power system in Example 13-6. 

(a) Calculate the subtransient positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence bus 
admittance matrices (Y,,,;) and impedance matrices (Zp 5) of the power 
system. 
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(b) Find the subtransient current flowing in a single line-to-ground fault at the 
location indicated by the “x.” 

Solution 
To solve this problern, we must calculate the bus admittance matrices Y 2,108 
each sequence network, and then invert ther to get the corresponding bus im- 
pedance matrices Z,,,.. Figure 13-32 shows the sequence networks for this power 
system with three busses defined. Note that we have defined a new “Bus 3” at the 
location of the fault—the system must include a bus at the location of the fault, or 
else the impedances that we need won't get calculated. 

(a) The bus admittance matrices for this three-bus systern can be found as 

described in Chapter 10. The positive-sequence bus admittance matrix for 

this systern is 

—/12.223. 0 /5.556 
Vizeg B10 ~j9.583 6.25 

j5.556 6.25 ~/11,806 

The negative-sequence bus admittance matrix is just the same as the 

positive-sequence matrix. 

a eer NL [5.556 
Vou gtet 20 ~/9.583 6.25 

(5.556 j625 —/11.806 

The zero-sequence bus admittance matrix is a little trickier. Note that for 

zero-sequence currents, Bus 2 is not connected to any other bus in the 

power system. The bus admittance matrix is 

(22914 0 j2.914 
Ysgo=| (08) 7 jW00-/) 

j2914 0 ~=—--9.:164 

The bus impedance matrices are the reciprocals of the bus admittance 

matrices, 

j0.1215 0.0570 0.0873 
Zino, =| {0.0570 0.1861 0.1253 

(0.0873 j0.1253 /0.1921 
j0.1215 0.0570 0.0873 

Zine, 2 =| {0.0570 0.1861 0.1253 
(0.0873 0.1253 0.1921 
j0.0455 0 oe 

hut = 0 j{0.1000 0 

j0.0145 ~~ j0.1137 
(p) The positive-sequence current at the fault (Bus 3) is 
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Figure 13-32 | The subtransient positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence networks 

with the impedances expressed as admittances. (Note that the 

equivalent admittance of the series combinations of admittances 

are also shown to simplify calculations.) 

E4 G\=!.020° E, G@=1.020° 

Vy 
Va) (13-70) 

233,1 + Zag, 2 + 233.0 

renee 1Z02 
AWS : 

JO.1921. 0,192 Te FOL 1S 
= 2.0082 —90° pu 
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Because the sequence networks are connected in series for a single line-to- 
ground fault, the negative- and zero-sequence currents are the same as the 
positive-sequence current. 

ie cas Ijo = Vag ra 2.0082 —90° pu 

Therefore, the total subtransient fault current in the fault is 

I, aa ie =e Lap =— Iao = 6.0242 —90° pu 

Ip = a lay ae alas =k Lio a 0Z0° pu 

aly i a? las op Lao Sa 0Z0° pu Ic 

Current flows in phase a, and not in phases b and c. This is what we would 

expect from a single line-to-ground fault. The fault occurs in Region 2, 

where the base current is base = 418.4 A. Therefore, the total subtransient 

fault Current is 

I; sig = (6.024 pu)(418.4 A) = 2520 A 

This is the same answer as in the previous exercise. G 
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In this example, we had to do a lot of work calculating Y,,,,, and Z,,,. In fact, we 

worked harder using the bus impedance method than we did solving for the single 

line-to-ground fault current in Exercise 13—6. However, once we have created Z,,,, it 

would be possible to solve for the fault currents at every bus in the power system 

without recalculating impedances. In addition, the regular nature of this solution 

makes it easy to code in a computer program. The fault current analysis program 

introduced in the next section finds fault currents using the bus impedance method. 

13.9 | FAULT CURRENT ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
FOR UNSYMMETRICAL FAULTS 

The fault current analysis program from Chapter 12 can also be used to calculate un- 

symmetrical fault currents. The program calculates the fault current that flows when 

a fault develops at any bus, as well as the voltages at every bus and the current flows 

in every transmission line during the fault. It works for three-phase, single line-to- 

ground, line-to-line, or double line-to-ground faults in the subtransient, transient, or 

steady-state periods. The MATLAB source code for this program is available at the 

book’s website. 

The input data for program faults is placed in an input file, which can be cre- 

ated by using any available editor. The input values for each line were defined in 

Chapter 12, except for the negative- and zero-sequence reactances X, and Xo on 

GENERATOR and MOTOR cards, and the zero-sequence reactance X and the visibil- 

ity flag Vis on LINE cards. 
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A typical input file is shown in Figure 13-33. The visibility flag added to the 

LINE line is used to determine whether or not a zero-phase line impedance is visible 

from a particular bus. As we learned, a transformer with a A connection or an un- 

grounded Y connection cannot pass zero-sequence currents, so lines containing them 

will have open circuits in the zero-sequence diagram. If a line (including any trans- 

formers in it) appears connected to a bus so that zero-sequence currents can flow, it 

is said to be “visible” to that bus. If the zero-sequence representation of a transmis- 

sion line is visible to the “from” bus only, the visibility code is 1. If the zero-sequence 

representation of a transmission line is visible to the “to” bus, the visibility code is 2. 

If it is visible to both, the visibility code is 3, and if it is visible to neither, the visi- 

bility code is 0. 

Figure 13-33 | A sample input file for the MATLAB program faults. This input file 
solves the for single line-to-ground fault in Example 13-6. 

% System data has the form: 

SSYSTEM name baseMVA Tolerance LINE lines 

SYSTEM Ex_13_6_SLG 100 0.05 have zero- 
i sequence 
% Bus data has the form: reactance 

*BUS name volts aauacegs Buslone 1.00 and visibility 
BUS Two 1.00 flag 
BUS Three 1.00 

% Transmission line data has the form: 

SLINE from to Rse Xse Gsh Bsh X0 

LINE One Three 0.000 0.180" 0.000 iO).x 0.343 GENERATOR and 
LINE Two Three 0.000 0.160 0.00( 0.000 .160 . 

MOTOR lines 

% Generator data has the form: include X2 
%GENERATOR bus R Xs Xp Xpy and XO 
GENERATOR One 0.00 0.0 

GENERATOR Two 0.00 0.0 

% 

% type data has the form: 

SFAULT bus Calc Type Calc_time 211; 1=sub;2=trans;3=ss 

FAULT Three SLG 

To understand the visibility code better, let’s reexamine the power system in Ex- 
ample 13-6. To solve for the current at the point of the fault using program faults, 
that point must be defined as a “bus.” Figure 13-34 shows the power system with the 

Figure 13-34 | The power system of Example 13-6, with the point of the fault defined 
as “bus 3”, 

! | 
Region | | Region 2 | Region 3 

| ! ! 
G, T, T> Gy 

YOO} (isles A, 3 -® 
Bus | “Bus 3” Bus 2 

Hpac WA 
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point of the fault defined as “Bus 3.” The zero-sequence diagram of the power sys- 
tem is shown in Figure 13-35. Note that transmission line L, connects bus | and bus 
3 and “line” L, (really just a transformer in this case) connects bus 2 to bus 3. Trans- 
mission line L; connects bus 1 and bus 3, and the zero-phase impedance is visible 
from both, so the visibility code for this transmission line is 3 in Figure 13-33. By 
contrast, “line” L, connects bus 2 and bus 3, but the zero-phase impedance appears 

to be an open circuit as seen from bus 2. Since the line is visible from the “to” bus but 
not from the “from” bus, it has a visibility code of 2 in Figure 13-33. 

Figure 13-35 | The zero-sequence diagram for the power system of Example 13-6, 

with the point of the fault defined as “bus 3”. 

To solve a fault current problem using this program, you must first calculate the 

per-unit impedances and admittances of all components to a common system base, 

and then create a file containing those input parameters. Note that you must define a 

“bus” at every point in the power system where you wish fo calculate voltages, 

including the point of the fault. These busses are interconnected by “lines,” which 

contain all of the series impedances in the path between the busses, whether they 

come from the line itself or from transformers at the ends of the line. In general, the 

prefault voltages at all busses should be assumed to be a constant value (typically 

1.0) to correspond to prefault no-load conditions. 

The output from this program calculates the voltages and faults currents in each 

phase at each bus and in each transmission line, since unsymmetrical faults will have 

different effects on different phases. 

When program faults is executed with the input file shown in Figure 13-33, 

the results are as shown in Figure 13-36. Note that the bus voltage and the fault cur- 

rents match the values we calculated by hand in Example 13-6. 

13.10 | SUMMARY 

Unbalanced three-phase voltages and currents can be resolved into their symmetrical 

components. There are three symmetrical components: a positive-sequence (abc) set, 

a negative-sequence (ach) set, and a zero-sequence (in phase) set. Positive-sequence 

components peak in phase order abc, while negative-sequence components peak in 

phase order acb, and zero-sequence components all peak at the same time. Problems 
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Figure 13-36 | Result of executing faults with the input file shown in Figure 13-33. Note that the fault currents 

match the values that we calculated in Example 13-6 for a single line-to-ground fault. 

» faults E_13_6_SLG 

Input summary statistics: 

23 lines in system file 

1 SYSTEM lines 

3 BUS lines 

2 LINE lines 

2 GENERATOR lines 

0 MOTOR lines 

1 TYPE lines 

Single Line-to-Ground Fault at Bus Three 

Calculating Subtransient Currents 

Bus P Volts / angle 

no. Name h (pu) (deg) 

al One a 0.620/ 0.00 

b ORS Syf— lA oo 

i CO 935y" die 2a 

oe Two a 0..4:9:7./ 0),.,0.0 

b O.901/-106 . 00 

a O-901/" 1062 00 

3 Three a 0.000/ 0.00 

b 0.931/-111.58 

fe! ab Ry a ie La SS 

0. 

(pu) (deg) 

000/ 0.00 

000/ 0.00 

000/ 0.00 

000/ 0.00 

000/ 0.00 

000/ 0.00 

024/ -90.00 

000 0.00 

000 0.00 

Three 

One 

Two 

Informebios=—-——=| 
P 

h 

Amps / angle | 

(pu) (deg) 

Pee Be 90.00 

0.588/ -90.00 

0.588/ -90.00 

1.678 90.00 

0.839/ -90.00 

0.839/ -90.00 

0.588, 90.00 

1.678/.-90.00 

0.839 90.00 

are solved with symmetrical components by treating each set of components sepa- 
rately and superimposing the results. 

Currents of a given sequence produce voltages of that sequence only, so it is pos- 
sible to create separate positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence per-unit equivalent 
circuits (called sequence diagrams), and to solve for the voltage and current relation- 
ships in each one separately. 

The positive-sequence network alone is sufficient to solve problems involving 
power flows or three-phase faults, because those power systems are balanced. If the 
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power system becomes unbalanced for some reason (such as a single line-to-ground 
fault), then all the phase sequences are needed. 

The fault currents in a single line-to-ground fault can be calculated by connect- 

ing the three sequence networks in series so that I,, = I4. = Io. Then, the positive- 

sequence current in the fault becomes 

Vy 

lithe pene ey (13-65) 

where V;is the prefault voltage on the bus where the fault occurs, and Z,, Z,, and Zp 

are the Thevenin impedances of the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence networks 

at the point of the fault. 

The fault currents in a line-to-line fault can be calculated by connecting the pos- 

itive- and negative-sequence networks in parallel so that V4, = V4. and I,, = —Ip. 

Then, the positive-sequence current in the fault becomes 

Vy 

acne (13-67) 

where V; is the prefault voltage on the bus where the fault occurs, and Z, and Z, are 

the Thevenin impedances of the positive- and negative-sequence networks at the 

point of the fault. 

The fault currents in a double line-to-ground fault can be calculated by 

connecting the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence networks in parallel so that 

Vay = Vao = Vao and Ly, = —ILy2 — Lo. Then, the positive-sequence current in the 

fault becomes 

Ve 
ZL) 

‘rin Tis We 

1, = (13-69) 

where V; is the prefault voltage on the bus where the fault occurs and Z,, Z), and Zo 

are the Thevenin impedances of the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence networks 

at the point of the fault. 

In any type of fault, once I,, has been calculated, it is easy to calculate I, and 

I,) from the special relationships that apply to the particular type of fault. Then the 

actual fault currents in each phase can be calculated from the equations 

ee la > Ln (13-23) 

Io = aly, + aT yz + Lio (13-26) 

It is possible to create separate positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence bus ad- 

mittance matrices Yj,,, and bus impedance matrices Z;,,, for a power system. Since 

the on-diagonal terms of the bus impedance matrix contains the Thevenin impedance 

of the power system at that point, these terms can be used in the equations for I,, to 

calculate the fault currents that would flow at each bus in the power system for each 

type of fault. 
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13.11 | QUESTIONS 

13-1. What are symmetrical components? Why are they used? 

13-2. What are-sequence diagrams? 

13-3. Why is the magnitude of the neutral-to-ground impedance Zy ina 

Y-connected generator trebled in a zero-sequence diagram of the generator? 

13-4. What does the zero-sequence diagram of a three-phase transformer look 

like if it is a Y—A transformer with a grounded Y connection? What if the 

Y connection is ungrounded? 

13-5. How are the sequence networks connected to find the currents flowing in 

a three-phase fault? 

13-6. How are the sequence networks connected to find the currents flowing in a 

single line-to-ground fault? 

13-7. How are the sequence networks connected to find the currents flowing in 

a line-to-line fault? 

13-8. How are the sequence networks connected to find the currents flowing in a 

double line-to-ground fault? 

13.12 | PROBLEMS 

Problems 13-1 to 13-5 refer to a 200-MVA, 20-kV, 60-Hz, Y-connected, solidly 

grounded, three-phase synchronous generator connected through a 200-MVA, 

20/138-kV Y—Y transformer to a 138-kV transmission line. The generator reactances 

to the machine’s own base are 

X; = 1.40 X’ = 0.30 X” = 0.15 X, = 0.15 Xo = 0.10 

Both of the transformer’s Y connections are solidly grounded, and its positive-, 

negative-, and zero-sequence series reactances are all 0.10 pu. The resistance of both 

the generator and the transformer may be ignored. 

13-1. Assume that a symmetrical three-phase fault occurs on the 138-kV 

transmission line near the point where it is connected to the transformer. 

a. How much current flows at the point of the fault during the 

subtransient period? 

b. What is the voltage at the terminals of the generator during the 

subtransient period? 

c. How much current flows at the point of the fault during the transient 
period? 

d. What is the voltage at the terminals of the generator during the 
transient period? 

13-2. Assume that a single-line-to-ground fault occurs on the 138-kV 
transmission line near the point where it is connected to the transformer. 



13-3. 

13-4. 

13-5. 
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How much current flows at the point of the fault during the 
subtransient period? 

What is the voltage at the terminals of the generator during the 
subtransient period? 

How much current flows at the point of the fault during the transient 
period? 

What is the voltage at the terminals of the generator during the 

transient period? 

Assume that a line-to-line fault occurs on the 138-kV transmission line near 

the point where it is connected to the transformer. 

a. How much current flows at the point of the fault during the 

subtransient period? 

What is the voltage at the terminals of the generator during the 

subtransient period? 

How much current flows at the point of the fault during the transient 

period? 

What is the voltage at the terminals of the generator during the 

transient period? 

Assume that a double line-to-ground fault occurs on the 138-kV 

transmission line near the point where it is connected to the transformer. 

a. How much current flows at the point of the fault during the 

subtransient period? 

What is the voltage at the terminals of the generator during the 

subtransient period? 

How much current flows at the point of the fault during the transient 

period? 

What is the voltage at the terminals of the generator during the 

transient period? 

Suppose the transformer in this power system is changed from a Y-Y to a 

Y-A, with the Y-connection solidly grounded. Nothing else changes in the 

power system. Now suppose that a single-line-to-ground fault occurs on 

the 138-kV transmission line near the point where it is connected to the 

transformer. 

a. How much current flows at the point of the fault during the 

subtransient period? 

What is the voltage at the terminals of the generator during the 

subtransient period? 

How much current flows at the point of the fault during the transient 

period? 

What is the voltage at the terminals of the generator during the 

transient period? 
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13-6. A simple three-phase power system is shown in Figure P13-I. Assume that 

the ratings of the various devices in this system are as follows: 

Generator G;, 250 MVA, 13.8 kV, A = 0.1 pu, X” = 0.18 pu, X’ = 0.40 pu, X> = 0.15 pu, 

X, = 0.10 pu. This generator is grounded through an impedance 

Generator G> 500 MVA, 20.0 kV, R = 0.1 pu, X” = 0.15 pu, X’ = 0.35 pu Xz = 0.15 pu, 

Xo = 0.10 pu. This generator is grounded through an impedance 

Zy = J0.20 pu 

Generator G;; 250 MVA, 13.8 kV, R= 0.15 pu, X” = 0.20 pu, X’ = 0.40 pu, 

X> = 0.20 pu, Xgo = 0.15 pu. This generator is grounded 

through an impedance Zy = /0.25 pu. 

Transformer 7; 250 MVA, 13.8-A/240-Y kV, R = 0.01 pu, X; = X2 = X) = 0.10 pu 

Transformer Ts: 500 MVA, 20.0-A/240-Y kV, R = 0.01 pu, X; = Xz = X = 0.08 pu 

Transformer Ts; 250 MVA, 13.8-A/240-Y kV, R = 0.01 pu, X; = X2 = X%) = 0.10 pu 

Each line: R=80, X, = X% = 400, X% = 800 

Assume that the power system is initially unloaded, that the voltage at bus 4 

is 250 kV, and that all resistances may be neglected. 

a. Convert this power system to per unit on a base of 500 MVA at 20 kV 

at generator G,. Create the positive-, negative-, and zero-phase 

sequence diagrams. 

Calculate Yj,,, and Z,,,. for this power system using the generator 

subtransient reactances. 

Suppose that a three-phase symmetrical fault occurs at bus 4. What is 

the subtransient fault current? What is the voltage on each bus in the 

power system? What is the subtransient current flowing in each of 

the three transmission lines? 

Suppose that a single line-to-ground fault occurs at bus 4. What is the 

subtransient fault current? What is the voltage on each bus in the power 

system? What is the subtransient current flowing in each of the three 

transmission lines? 

Figure P13-1 | The simple power system of Problem 13-6. 
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13-7. For the power system of Problem 13-6, calculate the subtransient fault 

current for a single line-to-ground fault at bus 4 if the neutrals of the three 

generators are all solidly grounded. How much difference did the inclusion 

of the impedances to ground in the generator neutrals make to the total fault 

current? Why would a power company wish to ground the neutrals of their 

generators through an impedance? 

13-8. Assume that a fault occurs on the high-voltage side of transformer T) in the 

power system shown in Figure P13—2. Make the assumption that the 

generator is operating at rated voltage, and that the power system is initially 

unloaded. 

a. Calculate the subtransient fault current, generator current, and motor 

current for a symmetrical three-phase fault. 

b. Calculate the subtransient fault current, generator current, and motor 

current for a single-line-to-ground fault. 

c. How will the answers in part (b) change if the Y connection of 

transformer 7, 1s solidly grounded? 

Figure P13-2 | One-line diagram of the power system in Problem 13-8. 
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Region 2 
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G, ratings: 
100 MVA 
13.8kV 
R=0.1 pu 
X5 = 0.9 pu 
X' = 0.20 pu 
X” = 0.10 pu 
X, = 0.10 pu 
Xo = 0.05 pu 

x oe 
T, ratings: 
100 MVA 
13.8/110 kV 
R= 0.01 pu 
X, = 0.05 pu 
X> = 0.05 pu 
Xo = 0.05 pu 

L, impedance: 

R=05 Q 
0S 75.Q 
X75 Q 
Nge=al25-Q 

T> 

O-oiox 
ees 

T) ratings: 
50 MVA 
120/14.4 kV 
R=0.01 pu 

X, = 0.05 pu 

X5 = 0.05 pu 
Xq = 0.05 pu 

Region 3 

M 

M,j ratings: 

50 MVA 
13.8 kV 
R= 0.1 pu 

Xo — 11 pu 

X' = 0.30 pu 
X” = 0.18 pu 

X5 = 0.15 pu 
X = 0.10 pu 

13-9 The Ozzie Outback Electric PoZwer (OOEP) Company maintains the 

power system shown in Figure P13—3. This power system contains five 

busses, with generators attached to two of them and loads attached to the 

remaining ones. The power system has six transmission lines connecting 

the busses together, with the characteristics shown in Table 13-1. There 

are generators at busses Bunya and Mulga, and loads at all other busses. 

The characteristics of the two generators are shown in Table 13-2. 

Note that the neutrals of the two generators are both grounded through 

an inductive reactance of 0.60 pu. Note that all values are in per-unit 

on a 100-MVA base. 
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Figure P13-3 | The Ozzie Outback Electric Power Company system. 

Table 13-1 | Transmission lines in the OOEP system 

Bunya 

Myall 

Satinay 

From To Rse(pu) X, (pu) X2(pu) Xp (pu) 

Bunya Mulga 0.001 0.051 0.051 0.090 

Mulga Satinay 0.007 0.035 0.035 0.090 

Bunya Myall 0.007 0.035 0.035 0.060 

Myall Satinay 0.007 0.035 0.035 0.060 

Myall Mallee 0.011 0.051 0.051 0.110 

Mallee Satinay 0.011 0.051 0.051 0.090 

Table 13-2 | Generators in the OOEP system 

Name Bus AR(pu) Xs(pu) X’ (pu) X" (pu) X2(pu) Xo (pu) Xv (pu) 

Gi Bunya 0.02 1.5 0.35 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.25 

G2 Mulga 0.01 1.0 0.25 Oa 0.12 0.05 0.25 

a. Assume that a single line-to-ground fault occurs at the Mallee bus. 

What is the per-unit fault current during the subtransient period? 

During the transient period? 

b. Assume that the neutrals of the generators are now solidly grounded, 

and that a single line-to-ground fault occurs at the Mallee bus. What is 

the per-unit fault current during the subtransient period now? During 

the transient period? 
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c. Assume that a line-to-line fault occurs at the Mallee bus. What is 

the per-unit fault current during the subtransient period? During the 

transient period? 

d. How much does the per-unit fault current change for a line-to-line fault 

if the generators are either solidly grounded or grounded through an 

impedance? 
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Tables of Constants 
and Conversion Factors 

Constants 

Acceleration due to gravity 

Charge of the electron 

Permeability of free space 

Permitivity of free space 

Resistivity of annealed copper 

= 9.807 m/s? 

=e xXa0n ic 

= AT Os Ryn 

8.854) <0s 12 Fina 

eal Omen O =i 

ll 

Conversion factors 

Length 

Mass 

Force 

Torque 

Energy 

Power 

Magnetic flux 

Magnetic flux density 

Magnetizing intensity 

—t 

eS 

= 

=i 

= 

=i 

aah tly 

1 

meter (m) 

mile (mi) 

kilogram (kg) 

newton (N) 

newton-meter (N-m) 

joule (J) 

watt (W) 

horsepower 

weber (Wb) 

tesla (T) 

= 3.281 ft 

= 39.37 in 

= 1.609 kilometers (km) 

= 0.0685 slug 

= 2.205 |b mass (Ibm) 

= 0.2248 |b force (Ibf) 

= 7.233 poundals 

= 0.102 kg (force 

= 0.738 pound-feet (Ib-ft) 

= 0.738 foot-pounds (ft-lb) 

= 3.725 * 10-7 horsepower-hour (hp-h) 

= 2.778 X 10’ kilowatt-hour (kWh) 

= 1.341 x 10-3 hp 
= 0.7376 ft-lbf/s 

= 746 W 

= 108 maxwells (lines) 

= 1 Wb/m? 

= 10,000 gauss (G) 

= 64.5 kilolines/in? 

ampere-turn/meter (A-turn/m) = 0.0254 A-turns/in 

= 0.0126 oersted (Oe) 
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Thevenin’s and Norton’s 
Theorems 

hevenin’s theorem and Norton’s theorem are two of the most important tools 

in elementary circuit analysis. Thevenin’s theorem states that any linear cir- 

cuit that can be separated by two terminals from the rest of the system can be 

replaced a single voltage source in series with an equivalent impedance. Norton’s 

theorem states that any linear circuit that can be separated by two terminals from the 

rest of the system can be replaced a single current source in parallel with an equiva- 

lent impedance. The procedures for creating the equivalent circuits are illustrated in 

Figure B-1. 

To create the Thevenin equivalent of a circuit, first open-circuit the terminals of 

the circuit and measure the open-circuit voltage Vy. Then, short-circuit the terminals 

of the circuit and measure the short-circuit current I;. The Thevenin equivalent of the 

circuit will consist of a voltage source equal to the open-circuit voltage V, in series 

with an impedance given by the equation 

Zn io I, 

To create the Norton equivalent of a circuit, measure Vo and I; as before. The 

Norton equivalent of the circuit will consist of a current source equal to the short- 

circuit current I, in parallel with the Thevenin equivalent impedance Zyy. 
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Figure B-1 | Creating the Thevenin and Norton equivalents of a linear circuit. 
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APPENDIX 

Faults Through an Impedance 

hapter 13 describes how to calculate the fault currents in a power system if 

the faulted phases are solidly connected to either each other or to ground, as 

appropriate for a particular fault type. Such direct short circuits produce the 

highest possible current flows for a given type of fault, so calculations like this are 

used to determine the maximum possible fault currents that a power system must be 

able to withstand without being destroyed. 

In the real world, however, a majority of faults have a significant impedance. 

Most faults are caused by insulator flashover after a lightning strike, and the path 

between the phase and ground includes the impedance of the arc, the impedance of 

the tower structure itself, and the impedance of the ground connection if there are no 

overhead ground wires. These impedances significantly reduce the total current flow 

compared to the direct short case. 

It is important to be able to estimate the fault currents through an impedance, 

since we must know the expected amount of fault current to properly set the trigger 

current levels on circuit breakers and other protective gear. How can we estimate the 

current flow if there is an impedance in the fault? We will now explore that question 

for each type of fault. 

C.1 | THREE-PHASE FAULTS 
THROUGH AN IMPEDANCE 

Figure C-la shows a symmetrical three-phase fault through an impedance Z;. Note 

that this impedance appears in each phase, so the three-phase power system remains 

balanced during the fault. Since the system remains balanced, only positive-sequence 

components of voltage and current are present in the fault. 

If the current flowing in phase a of the fault is I, then the voltage on phase a dur- 

ing the fault will be 
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Figure C-1 | Connection diagrams for various faults through an impedance on a 
power system: (a) three-phase fault; (b) single line-to-ground fault; 

(c) line-to-line fault; (d) double line-to-ground fault. 

a i ie Z, 

But since this is a symmetrical three-phase fault, V, = V4, and 1, = I,,. Therefore, 

Vai =In& (C-2) 

However, we already know that the positive sequence voltage in the fault is given by 
the equation 

Val = V; —~ 1,2, tile) 

Combining Equations (C2) and (13-47) and solving for I,, yields the result 

(C-3) 

Thus, the fault impedance Z, should be connected in series with the positive-sequence 
network for a three-phase fault. This connection is shown in Figure C—2a. 

C.2 | SINGLE LINE-TO-GROUND FAULTS 
THROUGH AN IMPEDANCE 

Figure C-1b shows a single line-to-ground fault through an impedance Z,. Here, the 
impedance Z; appears in the path to ground. Since it is in the path to ground, only 
cero-sequence components of current can flow through it, and the zero- sequence 
components from all three phases will flow through the same impedance Z,. There- 
fore, the impedance must be included in series with the zero- sequence HS an so 



Figure C-2 | Connections of sequence networks to simulate faults through an impedance on a power 
system: (a) three-phase fault; (b) single line-to-ground fault: (c) line-to-line fault: (d) doub 
line-to-ground fault. 
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that zero-sequence current will flow through it. The size of the impedance in the 

diagram must be 3Z, to account for the fact that the zero-sequence currents from all 

three phases are flowing through it. Since the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence 

Ta 
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networks are all in series for this type of fault, the impedances of each network are in 

series with 3Z,. 

V, 
= —4 

hy tLe Lg ty eed I, l 

This connection is shown in Figure C—2b. 

C.3 | LINE-TO-LINE FAULTS 
THROUGH AN IMPEDANCE 

Figure C—Ic shows a line-to-line fault through an impedance Z;. This impedance 

causes a voltage drop between phases a and b, so the following relationships exist at 

the fault 

caine es 
hem ke 

Currents I,, Ij, and I; have the same relationships as they have in a line-to-line fault 

without impedance, so once more 

The sequence components of voltage are 

Vio = (V4 et Vigo es) zero-sequence (13-17) 

Vai =3(V4 + aVz + @V_) positive-sequence (13-18) 

Vig Ver a’V, + aVc) negative-sequence (13-19) 

Substituting Equations (C—S) into them yields 

Vine [V4 + Vp + (Vg — IpZ)) 

Val = + [Va = aver > a(V, a I,Z,)] (G=6) 

Vio = ; [V4 + a°V, + a(Vz — 1,Z)] 

Working with the positive- and negative-sequence equations, we get 

3V41 = Verhyla + 2*)V, — al, Z (C-7) 
3Vig = Vit (a + a) VipmalgZ; (C-8) 

Subtracting these equations to eliminate V,, yields 

3(V41 — Vaz) = (2 — IZ, = 7 V3 Z, (C-9) 

But because I,, = —I,, 

I; — oly = al,> = an > oe al,, — (a re aly, FT ie Slay (G10) 
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so substituting Equation (C—10) into Equation (C-9) yields 

(Vig = V45) =jV3G7V3) Z; 
3(V 44 = Var) = 311 Ly 

Vite Vag = Ly Ze (Goi) 

Equation (C—11) indicates that we need to insert the impedance Z, between the 
positive- and negative-sequence networks, so that the voltages will differ by just 

the voltage drop across the impedance. This connection is shown in Figure C—2b. 

The resulting positive sequence current will be 

Vy 
(C-12) 

C.4 | DOUBLE LINE-TO-GROUND FAULTS 
THROUGH AN IMPEDANCE 

Figure C—Id shows a double line-to-ground fault through an impedance Z,. Here, the 

impedance Z; appears in the path to ground. Since it is in the path to ground, only 

zero-sequence components of current can flow through it, and the zero-sequence 

components from all three phases will flow through the same impedance Z,. There- 

fore, the impedance must be included in series with the zero-sequence network, so 

that zero-sequence current will flow through it. The size of the impedance in the 

diagram must be 3Z; to account for the fact that the zero-sequence currents from all 

three phases are flowing through it. Since the positive-, negative-, and zero-sequence 

networks are all in parallel for this type of fault, the positive-sequence total current 

will be 

MG 
l= Zy(Zo + 3Z) (G13) 

UL Ly OL; 

This connection is shown in Figure C—2d. 
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APPEND I X 

Trigonometric Identities 

= 

. . 

Pome Lee ee . 

—_ = 

sin? 9 + cos? 9 = | 

cos 2 6 = cos? 6 — sin? 6 = 2 cos? 9@-— 1 =1—2sin’ 6 

cos16 == (cos 20) 

sin? @ =! (1 — cos 26) 

cos (a + B) = cos acos B — sin asin B 

cos (a — B) = cos acos B + sin asin B 

sin (a + B) = sin acos B + cos a sin B 

sin (@ Regen 

cos a cos B = }[cos (a — B) + cos (a + B)] 

sin a sin 8B = 4+[cos (a — B) — cos (a + B)] 

ae a [sin (a + B) + sin (a — B)] 
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INDEX 

A 

a constant, 592, 593 

ABCD constants, 477 

ABCD models, 477 

AC machines, 163-191 

classes, 163 

efficiency, 185 

flux distribution, 172-175 

induced torque, 181—184 

induced voltage, 175-181 

losses, 186, 187 

magnetomotive force, 172-175 

power-flow diagram, 187, 188 

reversing direction of magnetic 

field rotation, 170 

rms voltage, 180 

rotating magnetic field, 

163-172 

speed regulation, 188 

voltage regulation, 188 

winding insulation, 185 

Acceleration factors, 528, 529 

Admittance, 107 

Air-gap line, 210 

Air-gap power, 302, 304 

Amortisseur windings, 245-249 

Ampere’s law, 11, 450 

Angular acceleration, 6, 7 

Angular position, 5 

Angular velocity, 6 

Apparent power, 41 

Apparent power rating 

advantage, 129 

Approximate equivalent circuits, 

105 

Armature reaction, 199-201, 

373-376 

Armature reaction voltage, 201 

Armature voltage speed control, 

404—406 

Armature windings, 192 

Autotransformer, 126—133 

apparent power rating 

advantage, 128-130 

disadvantages, 132 

internal impedance, 132, 133 

step-down, 126, 127 

step-up, 126, 127 

voltage/current relationship, 

128 

Average flux per turn, 94 

B 

Balanced three-phase systems, 

59, 68-75 

Balanced Y-connected load, 65 

Base case, 538 

Base speed, 332, 405 

Blocked-rotor condition, 298 

Blocked-rotor test, 340 

Breakdown torque, 314 

Brush drop losses, 384, 385, 434, 

435 

Brushes, 193, 372 

Brushless exciter circuit, 195 

Brushless exciters, 195 

Bus admittance matrix, 501, 

SANS 

Bus impedance matrix, 501 

symmetrical faults, 568—575 

unsymmetrical faults, 637-641 

Busses, 513, 514 

Cc 

Cable lines, 447 

Cage rotor, 288 

Capacitive load, 43 

Charging current, 457 

Circuit breakers, 556, 583 

Coal, 2 

Code letters, 330 

Coercive magnetomotive force, 

30 

Common current, 126 

Common voltage, 126 

Common winding, 126 

Commutating machinery, 355 

Commutating poles, 378-380 

Commutation, 372 

Commutation process, 367-372 

Commutator segments, 372 

Compensating windings, 

380-382 

Complex power, 42 

Compounded DC motor, 

420-425 

Computer programming 

language. See MATLAB 

Constant A, 477 

Constant B, 477 

Constant C, 477 

Constant D, 477 

Constants, 653 

Construction 

induction motors, 288—290 

synchronous machines, 

192-196 

zero-sequence equivalent 

circuit, 606—609 

Conversion factors, 653 

665 
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Copper losses 

AC machines, 186 

DC motors, 383, 432 

induction motors, 302 

transformers, 102, 103 

Core losses, 31 

AC machines, 186 

DC motors, 385, 435 

inductive motors, 302 

Core-form transformer, 83, 84 

Core-loss current, 97, 99, 100 

Corona, 471 

Cumulative compounding, 420 

Cumulatively compounded DC 

motor, 421, 422 

Current inrush, 149, 150 

Current transformers, 151, 152 

Cylindrical-motor machine, 

72S 

Damper windings, 245 

DC motors, 355-445 

armature reaction, 373-376 

commutating poles/interpoles, 

378-380 

commutation process, 367-372 

compensating windings, 

380-382 

compounded motor, 420-425 

control/protection equipment, 

425, 426 

cumulatively compounded 

motor, 421, 422 

differentially compounded 

motor, 423 

efficiency, 432-436 

equivalent circuit, 386-388 

induced torque, 361-364 

induced voltage, 397 

L di/dt voltages, 376-378 

losses, 383-385, 432-435 

magnetization curve, 389, 390 

neutral-plane shift, 373, 374 

permanent-magnet motor, 

412-414 

power-flow diagram, 385, 386 

problems with commutation, 

372-382 

separately excited motor, 

390, 391 

series motor, 414-420 

shunt motor, 390-411. See also 

Shunt DC motor 

simple machine (rotating loop 

between curved pole 

faces), 356-367 

starting, 425-432 

starting circuits, 430-432 

types, 386 

DC test, 337, 338 

Deep-bar rotors, 322-325 

Delta connection, 60, 62—64 

Delta-connected tertiary 

windings, 137 

Delta-delta three-phase 

transformer connection, 140 

Delta-wye three-phase 

transformer connection, 139, 

140 

Derating, 145, 334 

Design class A motors, 322, 

O25, 320 

Design class B motors, 322, 

Design class C motors, 322, 

Design class D motors, 322, 

Design classes, 326 

Developed mechanical power, 

305 

Developed torque, 305 

Differentially compounded DC 

motor, 423 

Distribution lines, 3, 446 

Distribution transformer, 85, 125 

Domains, 30 

Dot convention, 87, 100 

Double line-to-ground fault, 555 

impedance, 661 

power system, 627, 628 

unloaded generator, 618-623 

Double-cage rotors, 322-325 

Doubly excited, 296 

Driving-point admittances, 501 

Economic dispatch, 538 

Eddy current loss, 31, 102 

Eddy currents, 34 

Edison, Thomas A., 82 

Efficiency 

AC machines, 185 

DC motors, 432-436 

transformers, 118, 119 

transmission lines, 472 

Electric field around conductor, 

458461 

Electric field intensity, 458 

Electric machine, | 

Elementary circuit theorem, 477 

Elementary trigonometric 

identities, 59 

Energy losses in ferromagnetic 

core, 29-31 

Energy sources, 2 

English system of units, 4, 5 

Equivalent circuit 

compounded DC motor, 421 

DC motors, 386-388 

induction motor, 296-301 

separately excited DC motor, 

39] 

series DC motor, 415 

shunt DC motor, 391 

synchronous generator, 

199-204 

synchronous motor, 227, 228 

transformers, 102-110 

Equivalent field current, 396 

Excitation current, 99, 100 



F 

Failures, 4 

Faraday’s law, 31-34 

Fault, 4, 555 

abbreviations, 556 

double line-to-ground, 555 

line-to-line, 555 

permanent, 555 

single line-to-ground, 555 

symmetrical three-phase, 555 

transient, 555 

Fault analysis, 556. See also 

Symmetrical faults, 

Unsymmetrical faults 

Fault current analysis program 

symmetrical faults, 575-582 

unsymmetrical faults, 641-643 

Fault current transients, 556-560 

Faults through an impedance, 

657-661 

double line-to-ground faults, 

661 

line-to-line faults, 660, 661 

single line-to-ground faults, 

658-660 

three-phase faults, 657, 658 

Ferromagnetic materials, 24-28 

Field loss relay, 411, 432 

Field resistance speed control, 

400-406 

Field windings, 192 

Flashover, 374, 555 

Flat start, 517 

Flux linkage, 34 

Flux weakening, 375 

Fortescue, C. L., 591 

Fractional-pitch windings, 173 

Friction losses, 186, 385 

Fringing effect of magnetic field, 

16 

“Fuel cells, 2 

Full-load voltage regulation, 117 

Fuse, 430, 431 

G 

Gauss’s law, 458 

Gauss-Siedel iterative method, 

517-526 

Generalized circuit constants, 

ATT 

Generator action, 10, 39 

Generator bus, 513, 530-536 

Generators, |—3 

Ground wires, 446 

Harmonic-suppression 

techniques, 173 

Hot spots, 538 

House diagram, 273 

Hydro-electric power, 2 

Hysteresis, 29 

Hysteresis loop, 29 

Hysteresis loss, 31, 103 

PR losses. See Copper losses 

Ideal transformer, 85—93 

Impedance, 88, 89 

Impedance angle, 40, 42, 43 

Induced force, 35, 36 

Induced torque 

AC machine, 181-184 

DC motor, 361-364 

induction motor, 291—293 

motor, 401 

series DC motor, 414, 415 

synchronous generator, 208 

synchronous motor, 228 

Induced voltage 

AC machines, 175-181 

conductor moving in magnetic 

field, 37-39 

DC machine, 397 

rms voltage, 180 

three-phase set of coils, 179 

two-pole stator set of coils, 

176-179 

Index 667 

Induction machine, 288 

Induction motor construction, 

288-290 

Induction motor design classes, 

325-327 

Induction motor speed control. 

See Speed control of 

induction motors 

Induction motor torque-speed 

characteristic curve, 

312-314 

Induction motors, 288—354 

construction, 288-290 

DE tests 3375338 

deep-bar rotors, 322-325 

design classes, 325-327 

determining circuit model 

parameters, 337-345 

double-cage rotors, 322—325 

equivalent circuit, 296-301 

fault transients, 560 

induced torque, 291-293 

leakage reactance, 322 

locked-rotor test, 340-343 

losses, 302 

maximum (pullout) torque, 

314-316 

nameplate, 346 

no-load test, 339, 340 

power-flow diagram, 302 

power/torque, 304-306 

ratings, 345, 346 

rotator frequency, 294 

rotator slip, 293, 294 

rotor circuit model, 298, 299 

speed control, 332-337. See 

also Speed control of 

induction motors 

squirrel-cage rotor design, 322 

starting, 329-331 

torque-speed characteristics, 

309-314, 321-329 

torque-speed curve, 312-314 

transformer model, 296-298 

Inductive kick, 376 
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Inductive load, 43 

Infinite bus, 273 

Input winding, 82 

Instantaneous power, 40 

Instrument transformers, 

150-152 

Insulation system classes, 185 

Internal impedance, 132, 133 

Internal machine impedance, 21] 

Interpoles, 378-380 

Interrupting capability, 583 

K 

Kirchoff’s current law, 500 

delta connection, 63 

nodal analysis, 500 

Kirchoff’s voltage law 

DC motors, 388, 390, 397 

internal generated voltage of 

synchronous generator, 

564 

medium-length transmission 

line, 478 

separately excited DC motor, 

390 

sequence voltages, 602 

short transmission line, 466 

shunt DC motor, 390, 397 

synchronous generator under 

subtransient conditions, 

565 

synchronous generator under 

transient conditions, 565 

synchronous machines, 201 

transformer phasor diagram, 

117 

wye connection, 61 

Knee, 24 

L 

L di/at voltages, 376-378 

Lagging current, 43 

Laminations, 34 

Leading current, 43 

Leakage flux, 16, 95, 103 

Leakage reactance, 322 

Lenz’s law, 32 

Lightning, 556 

Line quantities, 60 

Line-to-line fault, 555 

impedance, 660, 661 

power system, 625-627 

unloaded generator, 614-618 

Load bus, 513 

Load-flow studies. See Power- 

flow studies 

Loads, 3 

Locked-rotor condition, 298 

Locked-rotor test, 340-343 

Long-shunt connection, 421 

Long transmission lines, 482-487 

Loose coupling, 151 

Losses 

AC machines, 186, 187 

DC motors, 383-385, 432-435 

induction motor, 302 

transformers, 102, 103, 119 

Machine insulation, 185 

Magnetic circuits, 13-23 

Magnetic domains, 30 

Magnetic field, 10-31 

basis principle, 10 

energy losses in ferromagnetic 

core, 29-31 

ferromagnetic materials, 24-28 

magnetic circuits, 13-23 

production of, 11-13 

reversing direction of rotation, 

170 

rotating, 163-172 

Magnetic field intensity, 12 

Magnetic flux density, 12 

Magnetic neutral plane, 373 

Magnetic permeability, 12, 24 

Magnetization current, 97-99 

Magnetization curve, 24 

DC machine, 389, 390 

synchronous generator, 

198, 199 

transformer curve, 98 

250-V DC motor, 398 

Magnetizing intensity, 24 

Magnetomotive force, 14, 101, 

172-175, 385 

MATLAB 

fault current analysis program 

(symmetrical faults), 

575-582 

fault current analysis program 

(unsymmetrical faults), 

641-643 

power system node equation, 

501-507 

power-flow analysis program, 

538-549 

Mechanical losses 

AC machines, 186 

DC motors, 385, 435 

Medium-length transmission 

lines, 478-482 

Method of symmetrical 

components, 59] 

Metric system of units, 4 

Miscellaneous losses, 187 

Moment of inertia, 9 

Motor, |. See also DC motors, 

Induction motors, 

Synchronous motors 

Motor action, 10 

Mutual admittances, 501] 

Mutual flux, 95 

N 

Nameplate 

induction motors, 345, 346 

transformers, 150, 151 

Natural gas, 2 

Negative-sequence components, 

592-595 

Negative-sequence impedance, 

599 



NEMA code letters, 330 

NEMA design class A, 322, 

323. S26 

NEMA design class B, 322, 

S2BNS26 

NEMA design class C, 322, 

B23 e626 

NEMA design class D, 322, 

B2OnoL6 

NEMA design classes, 322, 

323,325=327 

NEMA insulation standards, 185 

Net magnetomotive force, 101 

Network equation solutions, 526 

Neutral, 58 

Neutral-plane shift, 373, 374 

Newton-Raphson method, 529 

Newton’s law of rotation, 8, 9 

Nodal analysis, 498, 499 

Node equations, 498-501 

No-load rotational loss, 186 

No-load rotational losses, 435 

No-load test, 339, 340 

Nonlinear equations, 526 

Nonsalient pole, 172, 193 

Nonsalient-pole machines, 172 

Normally closed, 431 

Normally open, 431 

Norton equivalent, 655, 656 

Norton’s theorem, 500, 653 

Notation, 5, 492 

Nuclear fusion, 2 

Nuclear power, 2 

Oo 

OCCEI9SF209 

Ohm’s law, 13 

Oil, 2 

One-line diagrams, 75, 493, 494 

Open circuit test 

synchronous generator, 209 

transformers, 106-108 

Negative-sequence network, 599 Open field circuit, 411 

Open-circuit characteristic 

(OCC), 198, 209 

Output winding, 82 

Overexcited, 236, 240 

Overhead transmission line, 446 

Overloads, 4, 431 

P 

Paralleling synchronous 

generators, 265-287 

advantages, 265 

conditions required for 

paralleling, 265-267 

frequency-power/voltage- 

reactive power, 269-272 

general procedures for 

paralleling, 267-269 

generators/large power 

systems, 272-277 

three-light-bulb method, 

26), 268 

two generators operating 

together, 277-283 

Per-phase equivalent circuit, 

494-498, 591 

balanced three-phase system, 

68, 69 

induction motor, 301, 306 

short transmission line, 466 

synchronous generator, 204 

synchronous generator under 

steady-state conditions, 

564 

synchronous generator under 

subtransient conditions, 

565 

synchronous generator under 

transient conditions, 565 

synchronous motor, 227, 228 

Per-unit system, 110-112 

Permanent fault, 555 

Permanent-magnet DC motor, 

412-414 

Index 669 

Permeability, 12 

Permeance, 15 

Permittivity, 458 

Phase quantities, 60 

Phase sequence, 59 

Phasor diagram 

overexcited synchronous 

motor, 23i/) 

powers of a, 593 

short transmission line, 

466, 467 

synchronous generator, 

204, 205 

synchronous motor, 230 

transformer, 117, 118 

transmission line (line 

resistance ignored), 471 

underexcited synchronous 

motor, 237 

+ circuit, 478 

Pilot exciter, 195 

Plugging, 314 

PMDC motor, 412-414 

Positive-sequence components, 

591-595 

Positive-sequence impedance, 

a29 

Positive-sequence network, 599 

Potential difference, 458, 

460, 461 

Potential transformer, 151 

Power, 9, 10 

Power equations 

single-phase, 40-42 

three-phase, 66, 67 

Power factor, 44 

Power lines, 3 

Power system, | 

Power system representation and 

equations, 492-511 

MATLAB, 501-507 

node equations, 498-501 

one-line diagrams, 493, 494 

per-phase, per-unit equivalent 

circuits, 494-498 
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Power transformers. See 

Transformers 

Power transmission lines. See 

Transmission lines 

Power triangle, 44, 75-78 

Power-factor correction, 243 

Power-flow analysis equations, 

516 

Power-flow diagram 

AC machine, 187, 188 

DC motors, 385, 386 

induction motor, 302 

synchronous generator, 206 

Power-flow studies, 512-554 

acceleration factors, 528, 529 

advanced power-flow analysis 

programs, 549 

applying updated bus voltage 

values immediately, 

21 ROL, 

bus admittance matrix, 

514515 

busses, 513, 514 

cautionary note, 526 

Gauss-Siedel iterative method, 

517-526 

generator bus, 530-536 

MATLAB program, 538-549 

power-flow analyses equations, 

516 

simple power-flow analysis 

program, 538-549 

speeding up convergence 

process, 526-529 

uses, 537, 538 

what if games, 538 

PQ bus, 513 

Primary winding, 82 

Prime mover, |, 206, 269 

Production of magnetic field, 

11-13 

Programming language. See 

MATLAB 

Protective devices, 3 

Pullout torque, 230, 314 

Push button switches, 431 

PV bus, 513 

R 

Ratings 

induction motors, 345, 346 

synchronous machines, 

250-253 

transformers, 143-149 

transmission lines, 472 

Reactive power, 40, 41 

Real power, 40 

Real single-phase transformers, 

93-102 

average flux per turn, 94, 95 

current ratio/dot convention, 

100-102 

hysteresis curve, 94 

magnetization current, 97-100 

voltage ratio, 95—97 

Referring, 89 

Relative permeability, 12 

Relative permittivity, 458 

Relay, 431 

Reluctance, 15 

Residual flux, 30 

Reversing direction of magnetic 

field rotation, 170 

Right-hand rule, 14, 164 

rms voltage, 180 

Rotating magnetic field, 163-172 

relationship between electrical 

frequency/magnetic field 

speed, 167-169 

reversing direction of magnetic 

field rotation, 170 

Rotating transformer, 294 

Rotational losses, 302 

Rotational motion, 5 

Rotor, 356 

Rotor circuit model, 298, 299 

Rotor copper losses (RCL), 

186, 302 

Rotor pole saliency, 199 

Rotor windings, 192 

Runaway, 411 

Ss 

Salient, 193 

Salient pole, 172, 193 

Saturated, 24 

Saturation curve, 24 

Saturation region, 24 

SCGH209EZ 10 

Secondary winding, 82 

Self-admittances, 501 

Self-inductance, 103 

Separately excited DC motor, 

390, 391. See also Shunt DC 

motor 

Sequence impedance, 599 

Sequence networks, 599-609 

building zero-sequence 

equivalent circuits, 

606-609 

generators, 599-602 

transformers, 603-606 

transmission lines, 602 

Y/A connections, 603 

Series current, 126 

Series DC motor, 414-420 

Series voltage, 126 

Series winding, 126 

Shaft, 5 

Shaft speed, 6 

Shell-form transformer, 84 

Shield wires, 446 

Short transmission line, 466, 467 

Short-circuit characteristic 

(SCC), 209, 210 

Short-circuit MVA, 583, 584 

Short-circuit test 

synchronous generator, 210 

transformers, 108 

Shorting interlock, 152 

Shorting rings, 245, 288 

Short-stunt connection, 421 



Shunt capacitive admittance, 

462, 463 

Shunt DC motor, 390-411 

changing armature voltage, 

404—406 

changing field resistance, 

400-406 

equivalent circuit, 391 

nuclear analysis, 396, 397 

open field circuit, 411 

speed control, 400-410 

terminal characteristic, 

390-393 

SI units, 4, 5 

Single line-to-ground faults, 555 

impedance, 658-660 

power system, 625 

unloaded generator, 609-614 

Single-line diagrams, 492, 493 

Single-phase power equations, 

40-42 

Single-phase two-wire 

transmission line, 454 

Singly excited, 296 

Sinusoidal distribution of 

magnetomotive force, 173 

Skin effect, 450 

Slack bus, 514 

Slip, 293 

Slip rings, 193 

Slip speed, 293 

Slipping poles, 230 

Solar energy, 2 

Spatial angle, 164 

Speed, 6 

Speed control 

induction motors, 332-337 

series DC motors, 420 

shunt DC motors, 400-410 

Speed control of induction 

motors, 332-337 

changing line frequency, 

332-336 

changing line voltage, 336 

changing rotor resistance, 336 

pole changing, 332 

Speed droop (SD), 269 

Speed regulation (SR), 188 

Squirrel-cage rotor, 288, 289, 322 

Stabilized shunt motor, 411 

Stanley, William, 83 

Starting 

DC motors, 425-432 

induction motors, 329-33 | 

synchronous motors, 243—249 

Starting code letters, 330 

Starting resistor, 426 

Static stability limit, 208 

Stator, 356 

Stator copper losses (SCL), 186, 

302 

Stator windings, 192 

Steady-state period, 558 

Steady-state stability limit, 471 

Step-down autotransformer, 126, 

7, 

Step-up auto transformer, 126, 

TZ, 

Stray losses 

AC machines, 187 

DC motors, 385 

Substation transformer, 85 

Subtransient current, 558 

Subtransient period, 558 

Subtransient reactance, 559 

Swing bus, 514 

Symmetrical components, 

591-597 

Symmetrical faults, 555-590 

bus impedance matrix, 

568-575 

fault current transients, 

556-560 

internal generated voltages, 

564-567 

interrupting capability, 583 

MATLAB fault current analysis 

program, 575-582 

Index 671 

short-circuit MVA, 583, 584 

withstand capability, 583 

Symmetrical three-phase faults, 

SES) 

Synchronous alternators. See 

Synchronous generators 

Synchronous generators, 

192-226. See also 

Synchronous machines 

defined, 192 

equivalent circuit, 199-204 

induced torque, 208 

internal generated voltage, 198 

measuring parameters, 

208-213 

open-circuit test, 209 

parallel operations, 265-287. 

See also Paralleling 

synchronous generators 

phasor diagram, 204, 205 

power-flow diagram, 206 

power/torque, 206-208 

short-circuit test, 210 

speed of rotation, 196 

synchronous motors, compared, 

299,200 

Synchronous machine 

construction, 192-196 

Synchronous machines, 192-264 

apparent power/factor-factor 

ratings, 251, 252 

construction, 192-196 

defined, 192 

generators. See Synchronous 

generators 

insulation classes, 253 

motors. See Synchronous 

motors 

overheating problem, 253 

ratings, 150-153 

short-term operation/service 

factor, 252, 295 

supplying DC power, 193 

voltage/speed/frequency 

ratings, 250, 251 
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windings, 192 

Synchronous motor torque-speed 

characteristic curve, 

229-231 

Synchronous motor V curve, 236 

Synchronous motors, 226-250. 

See also Synchronous 

machines 

amortisseur windings, 245-249 

defined, 192 

equivalent circuit, 227, 228 

fault transients, 560 

field current changes, 235-240 

induced torque, 228 

internal generated voltages, 566 

load changes, 231—235 

magnetic field perspective, 

228, 229 

over-/underexcited, 236, 237 

phasor diagram/corresponding 

magnetic field diagram, 

230 

power-factor correction, 

240-243 

starting, 243-249 

starting methods, 245 

steady-state operation, 229-243 

synchronous generator, 

compared, 249, 250 

torque-speed characteristic, 

229-231 

Synchronous reactance, 202, 559 

Synchroscope, 268, 269 

Systeme International (SI), 4, 5 

T 

Tables of constants/conversion 

factors, 653 

Tap changing under load (TCUL) 

transformer, 126 

Taps, 125, 126 

TCUL transformer, 126 

Tertiary winding, 82 

Teslas (T), 12 

Thevenin equivalent, 310, 311, 

624, 653, 656 

Thevenin impedance, 584 

Thevenin resistance and 

reactance, 312 

Thevenin voltage, 310 

Thevenin’s theorem, 310, 

623, 655 

Thompson, Elihu, 387 

Three-light-bulb material, 267, 

268 

Three-phase circuits, 56-8 | 

balanced three-phase systems, 

68-75 

delta connection, 62-64 

generation of, 56-60 

one-line diagrams, 75 

power relationships, 64-67 

power triangle, 75-78 

voltage/currents, 60-64 

wye connection, 60-62 

Three-phase power equations, 66, 

67 

Three-phase transformers, 

133-143 

delta-delta connection, 140 

delta-wye connection, 139, 140 

per-unit system, 141 

wye-delta connection, 137-139 

wye-wye connection, 135-137 

Time delay relay, 431 

Torque, 7, 8 

Torque angle, 207 

Total excitation current, 100 

Transfer admittances, 501 

Transformer action, 10 

Transformer efficiency, 118, 119 

Transformer model of induction 

motor, 296-298 

Transformer nameplate, 150, 151 

Transformer phasor diagram, 

117, 118 

Transformer taps, 125, 126 

Transformers, 3, 82—162 

apparent power rating, 148, 149 

approximate equivalent 

circuits, 105 

autotransformer, 126-133. See 

also Autotransformer 

core form, 83, 84 

current, 151, 152 

current inrush, 149, 150 

distribution, 85 

efficiency, 118, 119 

equivalent circuit, 102-110 

ideal, 85-93 

importance, 82, 83 

instrument, 150-152 

losses, 102, 103 

nameplate, 150, 151 

open-circuit test, 106-108 

per-unit system, 110-112 

phasor diagram, 117, 118 

potential, 151 

principal purpose, 83 

ratings, 143-149 

real, 93-102 

sequence networks, 603-606 

shell form, 84 

short-circuit test, 108 

substation, 85 

taps, 125, 126 

three-phase, 133-143. See also 

Three-phase transformer 

unit, 85 

voltage regulation, 117, 

125, 126 

voltage/frequency ratings, 

143-148 

Transient current, 558 

Transient faults, 555 

Transient period, 558 

Transient reactance, 559 

Transmission line models, 

464-466 

Transmission lines, 446—49 | 

ABCD model, 477 

capacitance/capacitive 

reactance, 456-464 

efficiency, 472 



electric field around conductor, 

458-461 

external inductance, 452-455 

inductance, 450-456 

inductive reactance, 456 

internal inductance, 450-452 

limitations, 472, 473 

load changes, 467-469 

long, 482-487 

medium-length, 478-482 

modeling, 464-466 

power flows, 469-472 

power handling capability, 446 

practical constraints, 472, 473 

ratings, 472 

resistance, 450-456 

sequence networks, 602 

short, 466, 467 

shunt capacitive admittance, 

462, 463 

two-port network, 477 

types, 446, 447 

voltage regulation, 469 

Trigonometric identities, 59, 663 

Turbines, 2 

Two-pole synchronous motor, 

227 

Two-port network, 477 

U 

Underexcited, 236 

Unit transformer, 85 

Units, 4 

Unsaturated, 24 

Unsaturated region, 24 

Unsaturated synchronous 

reactance, 211 

Unsymmetrical faults, 591-691 

a constant, 592, 593 

bus impedance matrix, 

637-641 

double line-to-ground fault. See 

Double line-to-ground 

fault 

line-to-line fault. See 

Line-to-line fault 

MATLAB fault current analysis 

program, 641-643 

power systems, 623-637 

real/reactive power from 

symmetrical components, 

Swi hs. 

sequence impedance, 599 

sequence networks, 599-609. 

See also Sequence 

networks 

single line-to-ground fault. See 

Single line-to-ground fault 

symmetrical components, 

591-597 

V 

Variable-voltage autotransformer, 

132 

Voltage (potential difference), 

458, 460, 461 

Voltage behind subtransient 

reactance, 565 

Voltage behind transient 

reactance, 565 

Voltage divider rule, 310 

Index 673 

Voltage regulation (VR) 

formula, 117, 188 

full-load, 117 

generator, 216 

transformer taps, and, 125, 126 

transmission line, 469 

Voltage regulator, 126 

VR. See Voltage regulation (VR) 

Ww 

Water power, 2 

What if games, 538 

Windage losses, 186, 385 

Winding insulation, 185 

Withstand capacity, 583 

Work, 9 

Wound motor, 288 

Wye-delta three-phase 

transformer connection, 

137-139 

Wye (Y) connection, 60-62, 64 

Wye-wye three-phase transformer 

connection, 135—137 

Y 

Y connection, 60-62, 64 

Y-A transform, 68 

Y-Y three-phased transformer 

connection, 135-137 

Zz 

Zero-sequence components, 

592-595 

Zero-sequence impedance, 599 

Zero-sequence network, 599 
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Building on the success of Chapman's machinery text (Electric Machinery Fundamentals), this 

book provides a survey of both electric machinery and power systems in a single handy volume. It is ideal 

for one-semester or two-quarter survey courses in electric machinery and power systems. 

Features of Electric Machinery and Power System Fundamentals include: 

* Coverage of AC machines, DC machines, transformers, and power systems. The power system coverage 

includes both power flow and fault analysis. 
* A unique chapter on the operation of synchronous machines in parallel with large power systems. 

¢ Emphasis on the basic principles of machinery and power systems, without getting bogged down in the 

details of alternate methods of calculation and problem solving. 

¢ The use of MATLAB to eliminate repetitive calculations and allow more time for basic understanding. 

* MATLAB-based power flow and fault current calculation tools. These tools allow students to perform 

"What If?" exercises, quickly gaining a feel for the impact of changes on power system operation. 

Examples include the addition of capacitors to power system busses, the addition or removal of 

transmission lines, and the results of changing loads on the operation of a power system. 
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